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PREFACE BY THE EDITOR.

In presenting the work of Mohr and Redwood to the American

Pharmaceutical Public, it is under the impression that the want of a

treatise on the apparatus and manipulations of Practical Pharmacy

has long been felt. The Practice of Pharmacy as conducted in

England and in the United States is sufficiently alike, to render

this work appropriate as a handbook for the American Apothecary

;

and the eminence of the authors in their respective countries, is a

guarantee of the value of the information it contains. In passing

through the hands of the Editor, the book has been increased more

than one-fourth in size, about one hundred wood-cuts have been

added, the arrangement of the subjects materially changed, and the

work divided into chapters, each of which includes either one distinct

subject, or several that have a certain generic relation to each other.

One object sought by the change of arrangement has been to fit the

work as a text-book for the Editor's class in the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy, as far as its nature will admit, and some of the addi-

tions have been made with a view to the same object. Although the

relative position of the subjects has been altered, the Editor has

endeavoured, as far as possible, to leave their integrity undis-

turbed. The principal changes will be observed in the chapters on

Heating Arrangements, Solution, and Evaporation, which, whilst all

of the original has been retained, have been materially extended.

Nearly the whole of Chapter XII. is new, and is intended to

fill a hiatus in reference to several important operations in Phar-

maceutical Chemistry. The fourteenth chapter is entirely new,

embracing the manipulations required by the fatty substances and
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the several classes of preparations derived from them. The last

chapter may be looked upon as an appendix. That part relating to

reagents is added, not that it is deemed essential to a treatise on

Practical Pharmacy, but as presenting information of great value to

the pharmaceutist. An apology is perhaps due from the Editor, for

the numerous additions interspersed through the chapters ; but he

can only say, that in no instance has the mere desire to add influ-

enced him in the task. In the English edition the portion contri-

buted by Mr. Redwood constitutes about two-thirds of the entire

work, and is distinguished by being enclosed in brackets. The

American publishers, in directing the omission of these, have had

no intention of injustice to either author ; their sole reason has been

to avoid the patched appearance occasioned by so many brackets in

addition to those necessarily requisite for the American matter,

which is enclosed with the initials W. P. It may be stated, how-

ever, that the contributions of Mr. Redwood embrace nearly the

whole of Chapter L, including the remarks on heating, lighting, and-

ventilation ; the whole of Chapter II. ; observations on gas-burners

and furnaces, in Chapter III. ; the pharmaceutical stove and steam

apparatus for the laboratory, in Chapter IV. ; the whole subjects of

the pulverization of drugs and the granulation of metals, in Chapter

V. ; nearly the whole of Chapters VI. and VII. ; the hydraulic press, in

Chapter VIII. ; the preparation of tinctures by displacement, in Chap-

ter IX. ; nearly the entire Chapter X. ; two-thirds of Chapter XI.,

including the interesting remarks on the cohesive and adhesive forces

of liquids ; the latter portion of Chapter XIIL, relative to Woulf 's

apparatus and furnace hoods ; about half of Chapter XV., including

the removal of glass stoppers and coating glassware with copper;

and finally, nearly the whole of the two important chapters on Ex-

temporaneous Pharmacy, with the exception of the section on spread-

ing plasters. Dr. Mohr's more special contributions are, furnace

operations, in Chapter III. ; the Beindorf 's apparatus, in Chapter

IV. ; coarse comminution, in Chapter V. ; nearly the whole of

Chapter VIII. ; Count Real's press, and aqueous displacement, in

Chapter IX. ; the drying-closet, in Chapter X. ; the first third of
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Chapter XI. ; the subject of sublimation, in Chapter XII. ; the first

half of Chapter XIII. ; half of Chapter XV., including the stopper-

ing of glass bottles and glass-working. In many parts the labours

of the authors are so intermingled that a notice of this kind is inade-

quate to distinguish them. It should be stated, however, that some

parts that have been attributed to Mr. Redwood are indirectly due to

Dr. Mohr, but are incorporated with the observations of the former,

due credit being given. The index and table of contents have been

much enlarged, and a list of the illustrations added.

In reference to the mechanical execution of the book, the Editor

may be allowed to allude with undisguised pleasure, both as relates

to the engravings and the typography.

W. P., Jr.

Philadelphia, April, 1849.





PREFACE.

A WORK on Practical Pharmacy, embracing a Description of Ap-

paratus and Manipulations, has long been considered a desideratum

in this country, and I have repeatedly been urged by members of the

Pharmaceutical Body to undertake the preparation of such a work.

The pressure of other engagements, however, prevented my doing so,

until an opportunity was presented, by the appearance of Dr. Mohr's

" Manual of Pharmaceutical Technology," for laying before the

English reader the " results of the personal experience" of one

of the most eminent of the continental pharmaceutists. Under these

circumstances, I undertook to edit a translation of those parts of Dr.

Mohr's book which might be thought to convey the most practically

useful information, and to make such additions as would meet the

requirements of English Pharmaceutical Chemists. In proceeding

with this undertaking, it was found necessary to make much more

extensive additions of new matter, and alterations in that taken from

the German, than had in the first instance been contemplated. This

may be ascribed to the fact, that the circumstances by which the

pharmaceutists are surrounded, in England and in Germany, are very

different ; and that, therefore, the arrangements provided and suitable

in the one case, are, in many respects, inapplicable to the other.

The original matter which has been introduced, including upwards

of one hundred and sixty of the engravings, constitutes about two-
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thirds of the volume, and this is enclosed within brackets [ ], to dis-

tinguish it from that which has been translated.* It is due, however,

to the German author to state, that a faithful translation has not, in

any part, been attempted, the paramount object having been to suit

the matter to the wants of those for whom it is designed.

T. R.

19 Montague Street, Russell Square,

December, 1848.

* See explanation in the American preface.
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PRACTICAL PHARMACY.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE SHOP, LABORATORY, ETC.

The business of a Chemist and Druggist, or Pharmaceutist,

involves a variety of operations and arrangements, for which several

apartments are required and should be specially appropriated. A
well-appointed pharmaceutical establishment ought to comprise,

—

The Shop or Dispensary, Store-cellar,

Laboratory, Drying-room or loft, and

Store-room, Powdering-room.

The Shop or Dispensary.—This is the most essential and im-

portant apartment in the establishment,—that in which the Phar-

maceutist must contemplate spending a great part of his time, and

where he hopes to be often actively engaged in the bustle of business.

The success of his undertaking as a man of business cannot fail to

depend, in some measure, on the adaptation of this apartment to the

purposes for which it is intended.

In selecting, arranging, and fitting up the shop, provision should

be made, to the greatest extent practicable, for promoting the health,

comfort, and convenience of its daily occupants, and the preservation

from injury of the drugs and preparations intended to be kept in it.

The form that appears to be best suited for the shop of a Phar-

maceutical Chemist is an oblong, one of the short sides of which

forms the front, as it is desirable to have long, straight walls, giving

depth rather than width to the apartment. It should be dry and

well lighted, yet not too much exposed to the direct rays of the sun.

Large windows, therefore, are objectionable ; they are not required

for the display of pharmaceutical wares, while they occasion a great

deal of trouble in keeping them clean, and admit more direct sunlight

than is beneficial.

3
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The opinion very generally prevails among Pharmaceutists, that

the shop should have a north aspect, or at least that direct sunshine

should be entirely excluded ; but I have no hesitation in expressing

my dissent from this opinion.

The entrance to the shop ought not to be directly from the street,

but from the passage to the house. There are several objections to

having the entrance directly from the street : it occasions the admis-

sion of wind, dust, and wet, when the door is opened, and renders it

difficult to regulate the temperature of the room, and insure the com-

fort and freedom from unnecessary disturbance of those engaged in

conducting the business.

In free-trade England, however, it is generally considered desi-

rable to make the access to the shop as easy and obvious as possible.

I have heard calculations made, by some approved economists, to

show the loss a tradesman sustains in consequence of his shop-floor

being elevated too much above the level of the street, thus rendering

it necessary for customers to ascend two or three steps on entering.

One step, if it be a low and easy one, is considered beneficial, the

advantage resultinf]f from the exclusion of wet and dirt being more

than equivalent to the obstruction it imjjoses on the facility of admis-

sion ; but every step beyond this is calculated to involve a loss to the

owner of the shop. A good economist will also be careful to provide

easy means for opening and shutting the shop-door : an imperfect

latch or inconvenient handle to the door, by occasioning annoyance

to the customer, becomes a source of injury to the tradesman.

Among the arrangements connected with the fitting of the shop,

there are none more important in their influences on the health and

comfort of the inmates, than those by which provision is made for

heating, lighting, and ventilating the apartment. No pains should

be spared in rendering the means for efi"ecting these objects as com-

plete and perfect as possible. The expense incurred will be a pro-

fitable investment, if it insures the complete fulfilment of the objects

proposed, by making the place of business a fit place for healthful

recreation, instead of being, as it too often is, an imperfectly-heated

and badly-ventilated apartment, where body and mind are benumbed

with cold or oppressed with vitiated air. Are there not many, both

employers and employed, whose longings to be released from the

restraints of business occupations may be traced, at least in part, to

these atmospheric influences?

One of the first questions to be settled, therefore, in connexion with

the fitting of the shop, should be,—what are the best means for regu-
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lating the heat, light, and ventilation of the apartment ? It is desi-

rable that these means should be planned and finally arranged in

connexion with the other fittings of the shop, so that they may be

made subservient to each other. No plan that could be proposed for

effecting these objects would be equally applicable in all cases, dif-

ferences in the size and construction of apartments rendering that

which may be suitable in one case inapplicable in another. The fol-

lowing suggestions, however, may probably prove useful under a

variety of circumstances.

Arrangements for Heating the Shop.—It is desirable that the

means adopted for this purpose should be economical and efiicient

when used, and that their disuse should involve no inconvenience

;

for there are only a few months in the year during which artificial

heat is required in the shop.

The most common arrangement for warming shops consists in the

use of a stove fixed near the centre of the room. In these cases the

flue is sometimes made to descend, and is then carried underneath

the ceiling of the room below until it reaches the chimney. The heat

is communicated to the atmosphere both by radiation, and by con-

duction from the contact of air with the heated surface of the stove.

If the stove be much heated, as is the case with common stoves of this

kind, a disagreeable flavour is sometimes communicated to the air, in

consequence of the decomposition or volatilization of organic matter,

either floating in the atmosphere or otherwise brought in contact with

the hot metal. Dr. Arnott's stoves, which never become heated to a

very high temperature, are not subject to this objection, and are at

the same time economical and efficient.

Gas stoves are occasionally used for warming shops. A patent has

been taken out by Mr. Rickets for a stove of this kind which requires

no chimney. It consists of an external cylindrical case, within which

gas jets are ignited, and these are made to heat a number of tubes

fixed within the stove, through which air passes. The heat, however,^

is principally diffused by radiation.

These stoves are objectionable if used without a chimney, on ac-

count of their adding the carbonic acid, and other noxious products of

the combustion of the gas, to the atmosphere of the room.

There is another kind of gas-stove or furnace, fitted up by Mr.

Rickets and other gas-fitters, which although not generally used

expressly for heating rooms, may, in some cases, in addition to its

application to other useful purposes, be made available for warming a

small shop.
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Mixed-gas Furnace.

Fig. 1, represents a section of one of

these furnaces. A, is an iron tube, about

two feet long and two, three, or four

inches in diameter, open at both ends. At

C, about two inches from the top, a disk

of fine wire gauze (fig. 2) is securely fixed,

so as to a form a diaphragm, on which

are put some pieces of broken pumice-

stone to fill the upper part of the tube.

B, is a gas-pipe from which gas is al-

lowed to escape into the tube A, where,

on ascending, it mixes with the atmo-

spheric air, which has free ingress at

the bottom. This mixture of gas and

air, passing through the wire gauze, is

ignited on the surface of the pumice-

stone. The wire gauze is used to pre-

vent the communication of the ignition

to the combustible mixture below it, while the pumice-stone, becoming

red-hot, forms a good radiat-

ing surface. The quantity

of gas admitted into the tube

A, should be such, that the

gaseous mixture shall burn

with a pale blue flame per-

fectly free from smoke.

A furnace of this kind

may be lighted in an in-

stant ; it affords sufficient

heat for making a decoction,

heating a plaster spatula, or

for any other similar pur-

pose ; and it occasions no

annoyance from dust or

smoke. Several of them

may be fixed contiguously to

each other, as shown in fig.

3, so that two or more may

be lighted at the same time,

when required, and a great
MlXED-GAS FcRNACE.

amount of heat may in this way be produced.
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Means ought to be provided for conveying away the products of

combustion from this, in common with every other, kind of stove or

furnace, instead of allowing them to contaminate the air of the apart-

ment
;
yet the effects of using either of the gas-stoves above described

without a chimney, would not be more injurious than those resulting

from the ordinary combustion of the same quantity of gas in lamps.

In some cases a fire-place, already existing in the shop, may be ad-

vantageously retained as such, and may have fitted into it, either a

common stove, or a close stove having several useful applications, be-

sides that of warming the apartment. Fig. 4, represents a useful

Fiff. 4.

PHARMJ^CEOTtCAL StOVE.

kind of stove, which may be fixed in the fire-place either of the shop,

or more conveniently of a room adjoining the shop, and which will

be described in detail in the chapter on the sources and management

of heat.

If the pharmaceutical stove be fixed in the shop, there Avould per-
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haps be sufficient heat radiated from the stove itself to impart the re-

quired warmth to the atmosphere of the room ; but, shoukl this be the

case in cokl weather, it is obvious that the same diflfusion of heat in

warm weather would become oppressive and injurious. Yet the stove,

if rendered serviceable to the fullest extent of which it is susceptible,

should be in daily operation throughout the year. It would be found

more convenient, therefore, to have the stove in a separate apartment,

contiguous to the shop ; or, if this cannot be done, efficient means

must be provided for carrying off the heated air, when this is required.

The use of a steam-heating-pipe presents a most unobjectionable

method of communicating heat to an apartment. In the case now

under consideration, it would only be necessary to have a pipe about

three or four inches in diameter, running the entire length of the

shop, and fixed in, on, or near to, the floor, with the branch from the

pipe L, fig. 4, to supply it with steam from the boiler. This steam-

pipe may be made of cast iron, but if one of a suitable size could be

obtained, coated on the inside with the enamel now so extensively ap-

plied to iron utensils, it would possess this advantage, that the water

which would be condensed in it would be available for use as distilled

water. The steam pipe should have a little inclination towards the

end furthest from the boiler, so that the condensed water may run off

from that end into a suitable vessel, fixed for its collection.

The best position for the steam-heating-pipe would be the space be-

tween the floor and the ceiling below, with an iron grating placed over

it, or the interior of the counter, with openings to admit of the circu-

lation of air around it. It is calculated that the steam-pipe for heat-

ing a room should have one square foot of surface exposed, for every

200 cubic feet of space to be warmed.

[The usual method of heating the shop in our Atlantic cities, is by

means of anthracite coal stoves. The condensed form of this fuel

renders the use of a large stove unnecessary. Those should be chosen

which are cylindrical, the pipe issuing from the side, and a movable

top, which may be used as a sand bath, or by its removal will admit

of the insertion of the pharmaceutical still, figured in the chapter on

distillation, or of an evaporator. An opening with a slide valve should

be made in the pipe, eight inches above the top of the stove, for the

insertion of tubes and retort beaks, to carry off noxious gases or va-

pours, during the process of solution or digestion. Indeed, the stove

is the source of heat and the laboratory furnace of a large number

of shops of limited business.—W. P.]

Arrangements for Lighting the Shop.—Gas is now almost univer-
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sally adopted for artificial illumination in our towns. As compared

with other means of lighting, it is found to be economical and gene-

rally convenient. In the combustion of coal-gas, however, there is a

very large amount of heat generated ; and, in addition to carbonic

acid, there is usually a small quantity of sulphuric or sulphurous acid

formed ; so that the atmosphere of an apartment, lighted with gas,

becomes oppressively hot and injurious to health, unless efficient ven-

tilation, or means for carrying away the products of combustion, be

adopted. A plan has been proposed* for conveying the heated and

contaminated air from each gas-burner into a chimney, by means of

Fig. 5.

Arrangements for Gas-lighting and Ventilation.

A. The chimney in the wall of the shop.

B. The space between the wall and the boarding
or wainscot, against which the shelves and
drawers are fixed.

c. Tube conveying products of combustion from
the gaslamp into the chimney.

* On ihe Importance of Ventilation. By Mr. Squire. Pharmaceutical Journal, vol. iv.

p. 258.
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iron tubes about 1^ or 1| inch in diameter, extending from the top of

the Lamp-ghiss to a horizontal tube, running either between the ceiling

and the floor above, or immediately under the ceiling, and communi-

cating with the chimney. This arrangement is shown in fig. 5. Pro-

fessor Faraday has contrived a very ingenious gas-lamp, by which the

same object is eiFected.

Figs. 6 and 7, represent Faraday's gas-lamp ; A, is the burner ; B,

the gas-pipe leading to the burner ; C, the glass-holder, which is best

shown in fig. 7 ; the inner glass E, is a common lamp-glass, which

stands on the bars e ; over this is placed another glass F, of larger

dimensions, the top of which is closed by a plate of mica G, or a

double plate, as shown in the drawing G, H. From one side of the

outer rim of the glass-holder there is an opening D, communicating

with the tube I, by which the products of combustion are conveyed

away and discharged into a chimney. The glass globe K, having no

opening at the top, may be placed over the lamp. The air for sup-

porting the combustion of the
Fig. G. Fig. gas enters through the open-

ings in the centre of the

burner, and surrounding it,

while the products of com-

bustion pass off as shown by

the arrows.

It is necessary, on first

lighting this lamp, to deter-

mine a draught through the

tube I, by heating the ascend-

ing branch, before the second

glass F, is put on ; it is also

necessary to regulate very

carefully the supply of gas,

so as to prevent its smoking

and blackening the glass.

A patent has been taken

out for this contrivance by

Mr. Faraday of Wardour

Street.

Arrangements for Venti-

lating the Shop.—Ventilation

consists in the constant removal of that portion of the atmosphere of

the apartment which has been rendered impure or imwholesome by

Faraday's GasLamp.

A. The burner.
B. The gaspip .

c. The glass-holder.

D. 1. The opening and tube
for carrj'ing off the pro-
ducts of combustion.

E. The inner lamp-glass.

F. The outer lamp-glass with
the mica top, g. h.

K. The external glass-shade.
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respiration, or in any other way, and the substitution of fresh and

wholesome air from without. It is obvious that under ordinary cir-

cumstances no portion of air can be removed from a room without an

equal quantity being at the same time introduced to supply its place.

All means of ventilation, therefore, must provide for the introduction

of pure air and the displacement of that which has been contaminated.

The principal causes of the contamination of the air in the cases now

contemplated, are, respiration and combustion. Air thus contaminated

becomes specifically lighter than that by which it is surrounded, and

it therefore ascends to the upper part of the room, where provision

should be made for its removal. If this be done, fresh air from with-

out will gain admission through the doors and other openings. These,

indeed, are the means generally adopted for ventilating apartments

;

but there is found to be a great impediment to the efficient adoption

of these means, arising from the fear of exposure to draughts of cold

air, and the difficulty of guarding against this evil.

The two principal points to be considered, therefore, in reference

to ventilation, are ; 1st, the means by which the vitiated air may be

rapidly removed from the upper part of the room ; and 2dly, the

means for introducing fresh air, which shall be so diffused or pre-

viously warmed, as not to occasion the sensation of cold draughts

or currents of air.

Dr. Arnott's ventilator affords good and efficient means for the

removal of the hot and vitiated air of a room, by allowing it to pass

into the chimney. Fig. 8, represents this ventilator, which consists

of an oblong metallic frame. A, to be fixed in the wall of the chimney,

near the ceiling, as shown in fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

C/

Dr. Arnott's VENTiLi^TiNG-VALVE.
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B, B, (fig. 8,) are two screws by which the front frame, carrying

the valve, is fixed to A. C, is the valve, consisting of a metallic

plate, turning on the axles E, F, and balanced by the weight D, so

that the opening into the chimney shall be completely closed by C,

when there is no draught into the chimney, and especially when
there is a tendency for the air of the chimney to return into the

room. The action of the valve in allowing the air of the upper part

of the room to pass into the chimney is shown in fig. 9. G, is a

wire, the lower end of which is fixed to the wall within reach of the

hand, and by shortening or lengthening this by means of a screw, the

extent to which the valve can open is regulated.

But the great difiiculty in connexion with ventilation, is not so

much in withdrawing the foul air as in substituting that which is pure

in an unobjectionable way. If the external air be allowed to enter

the apartment at only a few points, it will almost inevitably occasion

cold currents that will prove sources of annoyance. Means have

been tried for causing a mechanical difiusion of the cold air as it

enters, but none of these have completely answered. A patent has

been taken out for a ventilator to be fixed in the window, which con-

sists of a number of slips of glass fitted into one of the squares, in the

same way as louver board ventilators are constructed. The object of

this is to divide the air, as it enters, into several strata, and to give

to these an upward direction, so that the cold air may pass along the

ceiling, and thus become to some extent warmed and difiused before

its descent. But the objection still applies to this method, that the

air is admitted at a few points only, and if there be much difference

between the temperatures of the external air and of that within the

room, there will frequently be complaints of cold currents.

It has recently occurred to me, that a druggist's shop offers admi-

rable facilities for effecting a very complete system of ventilation in

an unobjectionable and inexpensive way. In fitting the shop, it is

customary to commence by wainscoting the walls, so as to facilitate

the fixing of the shelves and drawers, which are screwed to the boards

in the wainscot. The way in which this is done is represented in fig.

5, where it will be seen that there is a vacant space B, between the

wall and the wainscot, occasioned by the battens to which the latter

is fixed. Now, as this space extends to the window, it would be easy

to make an opening of suitable size from this to the external air.

This being effected, the air may be allowed to pass through an infinite

number of small apertures in the wainscot, and thus be very widely

diffused. Moreover, the air way be warmed before diffusing itself into

the apartment, by means of a steam pipe carried through the space B.
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Division of the Shop into Compartments.—The arrangement and

fitting of the shop will, of course, depend on the kind of business for

which it is designed. In this country the business of a chemist and

druggist is often of a very mixed character ; even in those establish-

ments where the business is purely pharmaceutical, it will admit of

being classified ; and the shop is sometimes divided into compart-

ments, each of which is fitted up expressly for a particular class of

business. In these cases there are frequently separate compartments

for retail, wholesale, and dispensing business ; and there may be a fourth

compartment, in which the junior apprentice or assistant is engaged

in putting up articles, such as Epsom salts, soda and seidlitz powders,

&c., ready for sale, with a view of facilitating the despatch of business.

If it be intended to adopt this plan of dividing the shop into com-

partments, it will be necessary to consider, in the distribution of the

bottles and drawers, what articles would be most conveniently placed

in each compartment. Thus, the syrups, pills, extracts, tinctures,

powders, distilled w^aters, and essential oils, are, with few exceptions,

required in the dispensing compartment ; lozenges, articles of per-

fumery, most whole or unpowdered drugs, together with some of the

distilled waters, tinctures, &c., should be in the retail compartment;

the junior apprentice's compartment may contain those articles that

are the least frequently required ; while the fitting of the wholesale

compartment must depend on the character of this class of business.

There are three kinds of receptacles, namely, drawers, jars, and

bottles, that are required for containing the several substances which

are arranged against the walls. In some old establishments a much
larger number of drawers were used than is generally the case in

those of the present day. The Pharmaceutist now uses, with advan-

tage, a large number of bottles, and not so many drawers.

It will be found to conduce much to the symmetrical appearance of

the shop, if the fittings be so arranged that the lines formed by the

drawers, shelves, &c., shall run uniformly round the apartment. The

cases of drawers, which will form the first or lowest part of the fittings,

ought not to be high; about thirty-nine or forty inches will be found to

be a good height from the ground to the top of the drawers. If they

extend higher, it will necessarily cause a great part of the bottles to

be placed so high up against the wall as to be beyond reach of the

arm, without the aid of a step-ladder. This is an inconvenience that

ought to be avoided as much as possible.; and with this view it will

be well to have a deep cornice, above the shelves (as shown in fig. 5),

whenever the size of the apartment Avill admit of it.

[Perhaps the most eligible arrangement for a retail, or dispensing
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shop is to have the shelving in pannels of three feet in width, with

pilasters between. One third of these divisions should be in alcoves

with shelving for bottles from quarts to four ounces in size ; every

alternate shelf being occupied by liquids and salt-mouthed bottles

;

and as convenient to the counter as possible for prescription use.

The practice of having very large bottles in a retail store is objec-

tionable except for a few liquids, as alcohol, rosewater, &c. With

these and a few other exceptions, there need be no bottles for liquids

larger than half gallons, or quarts. When one or two gallons of a

Fig. 10. tincture is exposed for a long time to the action of

the light it is deteriorated. These preparations may be

made in common bottles and kept in the store-room,

and the shop bottles replenished when required. The

space near the ceiling is frequently divided off into

gothic arches : whether this form or another be adopted,

the space in question is advantageously occupied by ja-

panned tin canisters of the form, fig. 10, which may be

fourteen inches high, and six in diameter. There being

no shoulder, allows ready access to the interior. Such

vessels are very appropriate for herbs.—W. P.]

The Dispensing Counter.—The construction of the dispensing

counter is deserving of special and minute consideration. The ease,

accuracy, and expedition, with which the dispenser performs his work,

will, in a great measure, depend upon the arrangement of this part of

the fittings. It is a very inconvenient mode of proceeding to have

the drawers fitted into the counter without any reference to their

particular applications, and then to appropriate them as they are

required ; for it is much easier to plan a well-arranged counter on

paper, than to make the required alterations in one that has been

imperfectly constructed.

The first point to be considered is, what part of the shop shall be

appropriated to this department ? It is desirable that the dispensing

counter should be so placed that it shall command good light, and

that those engaged at it may not be exposed to unnecessary interrup-

tions. A question may arise, as to what is the best direction for the

light to fall ? When this can be made a matter of choice, it will be

found advantageous to have the window to the left hand of the dis-

penser, so that his right hand may not cast a shadow over his work.

The height of the dispensing counter is a matter of some import-

ance ; if it be too low, it will affect injuriously the health and stature

of the dispenser, by causing him to stoop, and this, from constant

habit, has been found to occasion a slight curvature of the spine,
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which has been called the dispensers' hump. Thirty-six inches will

be found to be a good height for the counter. The top should be of

hard wood, and should be at least two inches in thickness.

The arrangement of the drawers, however, is the most important

consideration in reference to the construction of the dispensing

counter. A difference of opinion appears to exist, as to whether it

is most convenient to have a great number of small drawers, or a

smaller number of large ones, with internal divisions in them. I think

there are several reasons for preferring the latter. The following

arrangement of a dispensing counter is given as one that has been

found practically convenient.

Fig. 11.

Dispensing Codnter.

Fig. 11, gives a view of the working side of this counter, showing

the distribution of the drawers and cupboards in it. It has five divi-

sions over which the letters a, 6, <?, d, e, are placed. The drawers,

&c., are intended to be appropriated in the following manner :

—

Division a.

1. Contains all the requisites for the preparation and dispensing of

powders, such as boxes, capsules, cards, horn spoons, wrappers,

spatulas, &c.

2. Paper bags of various sixes, for containing herbs, &c.

3. Pill-boxes, and wide-mouth bottles, with corks fitted to them.

4. Covered pots, for ointments, &c.

5. Empty, for any miscellaneous or forgotten articles.

Division b.

6. All the requisites for dispensing mixtures, draughts, &c., such

as corks, caps for the bottles, labels, twine, &c. (See fig. 12.)
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7, 8, and 9. Drawers with divisions within, for containing bottles,

from the smallest size up to eight or ten ounces.

Division c.

10. Contains the price-book, directory, paper for copying prescrip-

tions on, &c.

11. The till or cash-drawer, with lock and key.

12. Recipe book, for copying prescriptions into.

13. Bell-metal and iron mortars.

14. Three shelves, for pill machines.

Division d.

15. Small slips of paper.

16. Knives, plaster irons, capsules for melting plasters in, &c.

17. Graduated measure glasses, strainers, and small dishes.

18. Porcelain or wedgwood mortars, for mixtures.

19. Ditto, ditto, for powders.

Division e.

20. Towel, duster, scissors, knives, &c.

21. Paper, cut to different sizes.

22. Green glass bottles, from ten to sixteen or twenty ounces

capacity.

23 and 24. For miscellaneous or forgotten articles.

To facilitate the opening and shutting of the drawers in the counter,

and obviate the inconvenience frequently experienced from their moving

difficultly and irregularly, I have had small wooden rollers (fig. 14)

fixed in the frames, and can strongly recommend this addition.

I will now describe, more particularly, the internal arrangement of

the drawer No. 6, containing the requisites for dispensing mixtures,

kc. This is represented in fig. 12. It is 20J inches long, 15J inches

wide, and four inches deep, and is divided into thirteen compartments,

which are severally numbered in the drawing.

Divisions 1, 2, and 3, contain corks of different sizes, and the pincers

fig. 18, for compressing and softening the corks when they are used.

The insertion of the cork being the first operation to be performed

after making the mixture, the front compartments are occupied Avith

the requisites for performing it. Immediately behind these are other

implements, which are subsequently required. Division 4 contains

the first papers for putting over the corks ; division 5, the coloured

caps ; and division 6, embossed and ornamented caps. Division 7

contains waxed paper, and tin-foil; for covering ointments ; and 8, 9,

10, and 11, are occupied with labels of different kinds, both plain and

ornamented. Lastly, 12 and 13 contain white and coloured string.
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Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

k/^/-

Fig. 14.

[In the arrangement of the counter, the space immediately below

the top should be devoted to slides twenty inches by two feet in super-

ficial size. They are useful for enlarging the counter room, and save

the counter top from the action of corrosive liquids. The practice of

labelling every package sent from the shop requires an extensive pro-

vision for cut labels. The shallow drawers for these may very properly

be placed below the slides in a line. It is well to put labels for liquids

and dry articles in separate draAvers, and to arrange them in alpha-

betical order ; indeed every facility should be adopted to render their

use easy to the dispenser.—W. P.]

Some difficulty is frequently experienced in determining the best

place for keeping and using the pill-machines. Where there is much

dispensing business done, the pill-machine is in almost constant use,

so that, having to take it out of a cupboard, when required, and return

it again, with its several parts, when done with, would be troublesome,

and would occupy time unnecessarily. Moreover, under such an

arrangement, a place would be required, on the counter, for using the

machine, which, in many instances, could not be conveniently spared,

and the powder employed for rolling out the pills, would occasion

dust, which, together with the machine itself, would interfere with the

neatness and cleanliness which ought to characterize the dispensing

counter.

Some years ago, my attention was directed to this subject, and I

adopted the arrangement which is represented in fig. 15. The pill-
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machiine A, is fixed in a shallow drawer, immediately under the top

of the counter, a place being left on one side for the cutter B, to lie

in when not in use, and another place at the back for the roller C.

Fiff. 15.

Pill-machine.

The two sides of the drawer, at D, D, are cut down, as shown in the

drawing, to make room for the lateral guides of the cutter. There

is, also, a stop fixed in the top rail of the frame in which the drawer

runs, so that, when pulled out, as shown in the drawing, the front of

the drawer, from its weight, falling a little below the horizontal plane,

and the back edge coming in contact with the stop, a check is put to

the return of the drawer when pushed. The operator, therefore,

leans against it, and thus keeps it fixed while he cuts the pills with

the cutter, and as soon as the process is completed, on slightly

elevating the front of the drawer, so that the back edge shall clear

the stop, it is pushed in, and the whole apparatus removed from sight.

This arrangement has been adopted in one of the largest dispensing

establishments in London, and has been found practically convenient.

The ointment-slab might be disposed of in a similar way.

The string-box, fig. 16, and cork-squeezer, fig. 18, are frequently

employed by English Pharmaceutists, instead of those delineated in

figs. 12 and 13.
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Fifif. 17.

Fig. 16.

Twine-box.

Fiff. 18.

String- BOX.

Cork-squeezer.

[Fig. 17 represents a twine-box with two spool-wheels, on which

the twine is wound, and the ends slipped through the holes in the lid.

This form possesses several advantages.—As the mortar for contusion

is constantly required in dispensing, a mortar-stand should be placed

in proximity to the end of the counter. If possible, it should be a

massive piece of wood, and extend through the cellar into the earth,

to give it solidity. The jarring caused by the process of contusion,

when the mortar-stand rests on the floor, soon destroys the accuracy

of a delicate balance.—W. P.]

The powder-folder is a necessary appendage to the fittings of the

dispensing counter. There are several forms of this implement, of

which fig. 19 is one of the most approved.

Fig. 19. Fig. 20.
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Powder-folder. Bottle-stoop.

The bottle-stoop, fig. 20, is used for giving the proper inclination

to a bottle containing any powder, so as to admit of some of the con-

tents being taken out on the point of a knife, for use in dispensing.

3
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Fig:. 21.

Root-cutting Knife.

It consists of a block of wood, of the form shown in the drawing,

with a groove in the upper surface, for the reception of a bottle in an

oblique position.

The sink with supply of water, for washing measures, &c., should

be conveniently situated for the use of those engaged at the dispensing

counter.

The root-cutting knife, fig. 21,

will be found useful, especially at

the retail counter.

A good clock must be mentioned,

among the fittings, indispensable to

the shop. If possible, it should be

so fixed, that it can be seen by those

engaged in the business, as well as by the customers.

The Laboratory.—In most cases, the situation of the laboratory

will not be altogether a matter of choice, as there is, generally, only

one part of the premises that can with any propriety be appropriated

to this purpose. It ought always to be on the ground floor, as the

weight of the requisite furnaces, presses, and other apparatus, and

the large quantities of wat.er used in many of the processes, and for

washing and cleaning, would

Fig. 22.
illiiiiiililBii!!!

soon destroy the rafters and

ceiling beloAV them, of any

room below this floor. It

should be well lighted, ven-

tilated, and drained, and,

above all things, it should

have a plentiful supply of

water.

The essential fittings of

the laboratory are,— the

furnaces, stills, steam ap-

paratus, refrigerators, and

presses, which will be here-

after described ; a capacious

sink, with water laid on, and

perforated shelves fixed over

it, for draining bottles ; a

fixed side table, for perform-

ing the smaller operations

upon, and above this, a set

of tests, test glasses, funnels, glass measures, and a perforated shelf,
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for supporting funnels, as shown in the drawing (fig. 22) ; a strong

movable table, which may be placed in any part of the laboratory

;

a druggist's root-cutting or slicing knife (fig. 23) ; a large marble

mortar, and an iron or bell-metal mortar. There should also be a

desk, on which to keep the journal of the operations of the laboratory,

and, above it, a glass-case, containing the Pharmacopoeias and a few

Fig. 23.

Root-cotting Knife.

other books. These, together with some movable apparatus, whioh

will vary according to circumstances, will form the principal features

in the laboratory. In some cases, however, the drying closet may be

fixed here.

Store-room.—In the store-room, the stock of the greater part of

the drugs is kept, to be supplied from time to time, as wanted, to the

shop and laboratory. It should be a dry and easily accessible room.

The stock of roots, woods, barks, seeds, fruits, resins, gums, extracts,

powders, salts, and mineral productions, are, with few exceptions, to^

be kept here. Many of these substances may be conveniently pre-

Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

served in wooden boxes, such as that represented in fig. 24 ; or in tin

boxes, such as fig. 25 ; which may be placed on shelves round the
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room. The fittings and arrangement of the store-room must, how-

ever, depend very much upon the character of the business to which

it is attached.

With the view of facilitating the finding of the different articles

kept in the store-room, there ought to be a catalogue in which they

are all entered, with references to letters and numbers, indicating in

what part of the room they may be found. This catalogue should be

hung against the wall, near to the door, so that reference might be

made to it on entering.

Store-cellar.—It is desirable to have a good underground room

or cellar for keeping the store of those substances which are injured

by variations of temperature, or are best preserved in a cold place.

The syrups, ethers, distilled waters, and some of the acids, belong to

this class of substances. The oils and fats, including ointments ; in

fact, most liquids, especially volatile liquids, and some solids, such as

efflorescent salts, may with propriety be kept here.

The same conditions which render a cellar suitable for the preser-

vation of wines, will constitute the essential requisites in a good store-

eellar. It should be as dry as possible, free from vibrations to which

other parts of the house are often subject, and as airy as is compatible

with the maintenance of a uniform temperature. There should also

be a catalogue of the articles kept here.

Drying-room or Loft.—In Germany every druggist dries the in-

digenous herbs, flowers, roots, &c., which he keeps in stock. In this

country this practice is not general, at least in large towns, where

there are herbalists from whom, or from the wholesale druggists, such

substances are usually obtained ready for use. It is, however, desi-

rable in all cases to have a good drying-room, in which the Pharma-

ceutist may conduct any processes of spontaneous desiccation. A loft

at the top of the house (the space immediately under the roof) is

generally appropriated for this purpose : it has the advantage of being

exposed to the influence of the sun and wind, while at the same time

dust and vapours, which gain access to other parts of the house, may

be excluded. Sufiicient air will frequently be admitted between the

slates of the roof, or, should this not be the case, provision must be

made by a kind of louver boarding that will admit air but not wet.

If it should be found inconvenient to use the loft in this way, a room

in another part of the house may be selected to answer the same pur-

pose ; in which case it will be desirable that it should have two win-

dows having difterent aspects, so that there may be a current of air

through the room.

PowDERiNG-ROOM.—In this apartment the processes for the redue-
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tion of drugs to powder are conducted. It should be on the ground

floor, so that the mortars may have a solid foundation ; and, above

all, it should be a perfectly dry room, to wliich steam and damp have

no access. It is desirable that the drying-closet should be contiguous

Fig. 26.

^
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to, or at least easy of access from, this room,

as it is often necessary in powdering drugs

that they, as well as the sieves, should be put

into the closet several times during the pro-

cess.

The only fittings required in the powder-

ing-room are, the mortars with spring pestles

;

the sieves, which should be kept in drawers

or boxes ; and a strong table on which to use

the sieves. There may also be added to the

fittings of this room, if the space will admit,

a porphyry slab and muller, and the root-

cutting knife (fig. 23), which would otherwise

be in the laboratory.

It will be well to have one mortar of iron

and one of bell-metal, as there are some cases

in which the former, and others in which the

latter metal, will least contaminate the sub-

stances to be pounded in them. The pestles

should be attached to springs, so as to lessen

the labour of pounding. The kind of spring

represented in fig. 26 will be found to answer

very well, and to possess some advantages

over the long wooden spring frequently used.

It consists of a carriage-spring, A, B, one

end of which is fixed to a beam in the ceiling,

while the other end is connected by a rod A, mortar and spring pestle.

C, with the bar D, E, from which the pestle

is suspended, as shown in the drawing. F, F, is a leather cover, by

which the contents of the mortar are confined during the process of

powdering.



CHAPTER II.

ON WEIGHING AND MEASURING, AND THE DETERMINATION OF

SPECIFIC GRAVITIES.

Among the operations performed in the preparation of medicines,

there are none which are of more frequent occurrence, or which re-

quire greater care and precision in performing them than the opera-

tions of weighing and measuring. In selling medicines, in dispensing

medicines, and in preparing or manufacturing the different medicinal

compounds, there are constant occasions for the use of the balance

and the measure. These instruments are intended for the accurate

adjustment of the quantities of the substances employed in our opera-

tions ; but the full accomplishment of the object contemplated will

depend in a great degree upon the proper construction of the instru-

ments, the care with which they are preserved, and the manual dex-

terity with which they are used.

The weight of a body is the measure of its gravitating force, and

this is in direct proportion to its mass, or the quantity of matter

which it contains. This force is expressed with relation to some

known standard of resistance, which is just sufficient to prevent the

body from falling to the ground. The standards thus used, however,

are perfectly arbitrary, and they frequently differ in different coun-

tries, which is a great evil.

In the first instance, some natural products, such as seeds, which

were easily attainable, and the weight of Avhich was pretty uniform,

were used as units, from which other denominations of weight were

calculated. Thus, by a law passed in the year 1266, it was enacted,

" That an English penny, called a sterling, round and without clip-

ping, shall weigh thirty-two wheat corns, from the midst of the ear,

and twenty pence shall make an ounce, and twelve ounces one

pound."*

Not only have different countries adopted different standards of

weight, but even in the same country, as in this and others, two or

[• The reader is referred to a paper by Dr. B. Ellis on weights and measures. Amer.

Jour. I'harm., vol. ii., pp. Ill and 188.]
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more different standards have been recognised and used at the same

time. The inconveniences resulting from this practice have long been

felt, and the attention of scientific men has, for many years, been di-

rected to the subject, with the view of fixing upon one standard which

could at any time be tested by comparison with some phenomenon of

constant and unvarying occurrence. Such a standard, it is hoped,

will ultimately be adopted by all civilized countries, to the exclusion

of every other.

In this country an attempt has been made to introduce a greater

degree of uniformity and certainty than originally existed with refe-

rence to our weights and measures.

The imperial standard Aveight, or troy pound of 5760 grains, from

which all our other weights are now calculated, is determined, in case

of any doubt, by comparison with a given measure of distilled water,

weighed at a temperature of 62° Fahr., the barometer standing at

thirty inches. Thus, a cubic inch of distilled water weighed in air

with brass weights, at the temperature above stated, " is equal to two

hundred and fifty-two grains and four hundred and fifty-eight thou-

sandth parts of a grain, of which, as aforesaid, the imperial standard

troy pound contains 5760."

The measui-e from Avhich the weight is estimated, is determined by

means of a pendulum vibrating seconds of time, in a vacuum, at the

latitude of London, and at the level of the sea. It has been found

that the length of such a pendulum, in comparison with our yard of

thirty-six inches, would be thirty-nine inches and one thousand three

hundred and ninety-three ten thousandth parts of an inch (39-1393

inches). This, then, is the foundation of our standard both of weights

and measures ; and if, from any circumstance, all the weights and

measures in the country, including those which are kept for compari-

son in the custody of the Clerk of the House of Commons, should be

destroyed, we have the means of renewing them with the absolute

certainty of their being the same.

But all that our legislature has done, has been to fix and afford the

means of perpetuating certain standards of weight and measure which

were previously in use among us, excepting in regard to some slight

alterations which were, at the same time, made in some of the minor

divisions.

In France, in the days of the memorable revolution of 1792, when

all regard for ancient customs and institutions was openly repudiated,

a much more sweeping and radical change was made, and a system

established, which is admitted by all scientific men to be the most
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complete, philosophic, and generally convenient, that the wit of man

has yet suggested. The French philosophers were not satisfied with

attempting to reconcile old standards with new and scientific princi-

ples ;—they did not merely propose to frame a system of weights and

measures for the use of the French people ; but their ambition fostered

the belief that they were framing systems for the whole world, and in

this particular instance it is not improbable that their anticipations

may be realized. Already French weights and measures are adopted

by scientific men throughout a great part of Europe ; and even in

England, where they have not yet been generally adopted, the feeling

is daily becoming stronger in their favour.

In the French system, as in ours, the unit from which all the other

calculations are made, is a measure of extension. They did not, how-

ever, take the pendulum for estimating their unit, but the measm-e-

ment of the meridian of the earth. Thus, the ten millionth part of

a quarter of the earth's meridian, is the unit from which their calcu-

lations are made. This unit, or first measure, is called the metre

(from the Greek word (xsr^ov, measure). It is thirty-nine inches and

three hundred and seventy-one thousandth parts of an inch of our

measure (39"371 inches). The metre is divided into ten parts, each

of . which is called a decimetre ; and this is again divided into tea

parts, each of which is called a centimetre.

A cubic decimetre is called a litre, and this is taken as the unit of

measures of capacity.

A cubic centimetre of distilled water, at its maximum density, that

is at a temperature of 39*5° Fahr., is taken as the unit of weights,

and is called a gramme. All the subdivisions and multiples of these

units, are by tens, and the system is, therefore called the decimal

system.

The importance of having a good and uniform system of weights

and measures, cannot be too highly estimated in a scientific point of

view.

Weights, as already stated, are used for estimating the resistance

required to overcome the gravitating forces of bodies. In applying

them, an instrument is employed, which is called the balance. This

instrument is a lever, supported at its centre of gravity, in such a way
as to afibrd to it the greatest practicable freedom of motion. Differ-

ent fo^ms and degrees of sensibihty are given to the balance, so as to

adapt it for the different circumstances under which it is applied.

The lever, or beam, is generally supported on knife-edges, and, ac-

cording to the sharpness of these, and the hardness of the planes on
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which they rest, will be the delicacy of the indications. In some

cases several grains are required to give the preponderance to one

end of the lever over the other, while the most delicate balances will

turn with the five hundredth or one thousandth part of a grain. In-

flexibility in the lever, and perfect equality in the length of its arms,

are the most important points in reference to the truthfulness of a

balance as usually constructed. The slightest variation in these re-

spects would entirely vitiate the result of a Aveighing.

But, however accurate may be the weights, and however delicate

and well constructed the balance may be, the indications afforded are

not, in the majority of cases, the true weights of the bodies weighed.

The means usually adopted for determining the weight of a body are,

in one respect, defective. We weigh bodies in a gravitating medium,

and therefore do not determine their absolute gravitating force. Every

one is familiar with the fact, that if a solid body be put into water, the

force required to prevent it from sinking is less than that which would

be required for supporting it in the air. In fact, when a body is im-

mersed in water there is a force equivalent to the weight of the volume

of water displaced by the body, which presses it upwards, and thus

counteracts its gravitating force. The Aveight of a body in water,

therefore, is less than its true weight ; so also is the weight of a body

in air. Air is a gravitating fluid like water, although its weight is

very much less ; and the weight of a body weighed in air is either

more or less than its true weight to the extent of the weight of a

volume of air equal to the difference between the volume of the

weighed substance and that of the weights used. This source of

error is never practically taken into account.

There are, however, some sources of error in weighing and mea-

suring which it is important to guard against. He who properly esti-

mates the importance of accuracy in weighing and measuring medi-

cines will satisfy himself that his balances and measures are true and

his weights correct. Nor is accuracy in these respects the only neces-

sary consideration. It is equally important to make a selection of

instruments suitable for the purposes to which they are to be applied.

In a pharmaceutical establishment several balances of different de-

grees of delicacy are required. When heavy weights are employed,

the lever and other parts of the balance must be proportionately strong,

and in these cases the knife edges are generally less sharp, and the

indications consequently less delicate than are those of the balances

used for weighing smaller quantities. It is customary in the retail

department of the shop to have at least two kinds of balances,—one
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for weighing quantities varying from a quarter of an ounce up to a

pound or two pounds, and the other for hirger quantities. The former

of these balances shoukl be sensibly affected by the preponderance of

a grain or two in either pan ; the latter will not generally be sensible

to less than twenty or thirty grains.

In the warehouse, balances of a still larger and stronger description

are required, the indications afforded by which are even less accurate

than the above. For approximative indications the steelyard may be

sometimes conveniently used, as the weighing is effected with a single

weight. Fig. 27 is a representation of this instrument. It consists

of a lever, the two arms of which are of unequal length. The weight

used is suspended from the long arm of the lever in such a manner

that it may be moved to any part of it, and according to its position

will the Aveight of the substance attached to the other short end of the

lever be estimated. Thus, supposing 7i, fig. 28, to be the point of

suspension of the lever, and I the end of the short arm to wliich the

substance to be weighed is fixed, a weight placed on the long arm

Fiff. 27.

would change its value according to its position, at the several divi-

sions. If the weight were eight pounds, it would have that value when

Fiff. 28.

-^^

placed at the eighth division from h, and would change its value if

moved either nearer to or farther from the point of suspension of the
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lever, having the value of one pound at the first division, and of

twenty-four pounds at the last division. In like manner a weight of

eight ounces would give similar indications of smaller amount. [In

this country a variety of platform scales of all capacities has, in a

great degree, superseded the simple scale-beam on the steelyard prin-

ciple, from their superior convenience of use.—W. P.]

Other balances, again, are required for the purposes of dispensing.

There are two kinds of dispensing balances commonly used,—one is

suspended from a fixed pillar, as represented in fig. 29,—the other is

suspended, when used, from the hand of the operator (see fig. 34), and

is kept in a box containing the weights when not in use. The dis-

pensing balance should be sensible to variations of a tenth part of a

grain, or even less. The standard balance is not so convenient for

dispensing as that which is supported in the hand, the process of

weighing being conducted much more expeditiously with the latter

than with the former ; the hand-balance is therefore used in all esta-

blishments where there is much dispensing business. But should the

standard balance not be used in dispensing, it would nevertheless

be desirable that the pharmaceutist should have a balance such as fig.

29, or such as fig. 30, for occasional use in taking specific gravities,

and for other purposes in

which some degree of de- ^^'

licacy of indication is re-

quired. The balances re-

presented in the drawings

are made by Messrs. De-

grave and Company, and

are well adapted for phar-

maceutical purposes. They

are either of them sensibly

affected by the twentieth

part of a grain. That re-

presented in fig. 30 is

capable of bearing three

or four pounds in each

pan, and yet of turning

with the tenth part of a 7

grain. The pans (a a) are

movable, being supported

on the cross-bars beneath.

There are two small hooks at (6 b) from which flasks or other vessels
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wliich would not stand on the pans may be suspended. The pans of

this balance, when at rest, are not in contact with the slab to which

the pillar is fixed, and the beam is prevented from oscillating by the

supports ((? c), which are pressed down by means of the lever [d] when

the weighing is performed. There is a small movable bar (e) which

turns in a horizontal plane on a vertical pin fixed over the centre of

the beam. The object of this is to afi'ord an easy method of adjusting

the equilibrium of the pans if they should not exactly balance, by

turning the projecting end of the little bar towards the lightest end of

the beam, and thus throwing additional weight on that side.

Still more delicate balances are required for analytical purposes.

There are two kinds of weights required to be used by the pharma-

ceutist. The weights indicated in prescriptions, and those expressed

in the formulae of the pharmacopoeias, appertain to apothecaries' weight,

while those by which merchandise, including medicines, are bought

and sold, appertain to avoirdupois Aveight. Sets of weights of each

of these denominations must therefore be kept. It is not customary

for pharmaceutists to keep more than a set or two of apothecaries'

weights, and those extending only up to a pound. One such set there

certainly ought to be for use when required. Of avoirdupois weights

much more comprehensive sets are required, as even in preparing

Fig. 30.
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Fig. 31.

medicines, the substances are weighed with these weights when the

quantities are large. I have given a comprehensive table of the equi-

valents of troy and avoirdupois weights, in the Supplement to the

Pharmacopceia, which will be found useful in facilitating the neces-

sary calculations when the one denomination of weight is substituted

for the other in any formulge. [See page 51.]

[Very excellent balances are made in this city, by Mr. Duffey, for

the use of the apothecary. They are preferred with a standard column,

and when new turn with -j'^th of a grain. The pans are movable, and

a small ball weight revolving on the lower index serves to regulate

the centre of gravity of the beam.

The balance-case represented at fig. 31, is recommended for its

great convenience. One third of the

sides, top, and the front, are movable

on the hinges (6 h), and when turned up

so as to rest on top of the fixed part, the

balance can be approached from the

sides as well as front, a point very de-

sirable to the operator. It is instantly

closed by bringing down tlie front, the

weight of which always keeps it closed.

One of the drawers is devoted to

weights ; the grain weights being kept

in a separate division, so as not to be in-

jured by attrition with the larger. An-

other should contain papers for enclosing

powders, and a small spatula. A third

may contain fancy paper for capping

vials, and the fourth several watch-

glasses, small wide-mouthed vials, pieces of tin-foil, &c., to facilitate

the weighing of iodine, extracts, volatile oils, &c.

The balance-case should be placed in a situation where it will not

be subject to jarring, which is a fruitful source of injury to the knife

edges of a delicate balance.—W. P.]

The measures used for pharmaceutical purposes when intended for

measuring quantities not exceeding a pint, are made of glass ; and

these are graduated so that the same instrument will indicate several

different quantities.

Very small quantities of liquids are sometimes measured by dropping

them from the lip of the bottle, the stopper being slightly raised from

its place, so as to allow the liquid to pass ; but this method is subject

M
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Fis. 32.

to much inaccuracy, as not only do the drops of different liquids vary con-

siderably in size, but so also do those of the same liquid when dropped

under different circumstances. Mr. Alsop, several years ago, published

the result of some experiments which he made with the view of showing

the extremes of variation to which this mode of measuring was liable.

The variations, depending not only on the degree of tena-

city of the fluid, but also on the extent of moist surface to

which the suspended drop is attached before it falls, were

found to be influenced by the size of the bottle, and the

angle of inclination at which it is held during the operation

of dropping. The following are some of Mr. Alsop's re-

sults, showing the number of drops required to measure a

fluid-drachm, when dropped from a large or a small bottle :

Dropped from a Dropped from a
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surface of the liquid, as will be seen in the figure, which is represented

as containing eight minims.

The best method of cleaning the measure after using it, is to draw

a little water into it, then to stop the opening at the point by placing

the finger over it, and to force down and again raise the piston, thus

forcing the water through the packing and effectually cleansing it.

Measures of a greater capacity than a pint are generally made of

tinned copper.

Every pharmaceutist ought to test the accuracy of his weights,

measures, and balances.

Balances, although apparently correct, when unloaded, the two

pans being in equilibrium, may, nevertheless, give incorrect indica-

tions Avhen loaded, in consequence of one arm of the lever being

longer than the other. The best test for this defect is carefully to

weigh some substance, bringing the scales to a perfect equilibrium,

and then to transpose the weights and the substance weighed, and

observe whether this alters the result. If the balance be correct the

result will be unaltered. There is an easy method of guarding

against errors arising from defect in the construction of the balance,

which is, to adopt what is called double weighing. This consists in

putting the substance to be weighed into one of the pans of the

balance, and any suitable substance, such as sand, into the other pan,

so as exactly to counterpoise it ; then, having removed the former,

weights are substituted for it until the equilibrium is restored, and

these weights will correctly represent the substance weighed. This

method of weighing will afford correct results with any balance that

is capable of turning with sufficient delicacy.

The graduation of measures is frequently incorrect, and ought

therefore to be verified before the measures are used. Sometimes

there is found to be a difference of half an ounce or an ounce in the

capacities of two pint measures, in which case one, if not both, must

be wrong. The correctness of the graduation of a measure is easily

tested. In performing this operation, it is desirable to have a per-

fectly level place on which to put the measure. A particular part of

the counter, or any other fixed horizontal board, which has been

ascertained, by means of a spirit level, to be perfectly horizontal,

should be selected ; and this spot might always be used as a standing-

place for measures in testing their accuracy. The measure is intended

to indicate the volume of a certain weight of distilled water at a tem-

perature of 62° Fahr. ; and the verification is therefore effected by

introducing as many ounces, avoirdupois weight, of distilled water,
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Glass Svringe.

at the above temperature, as the measure indicates in fluid ounces.

Thus, the imperial pint contains twenty ounces, avoirdupois, of dis-

tilled water, by weight. Of
^'^' ^^'

course it is necessary to use

accurate weights and a good

balance for this operation.

The balance, fig. 30, is suit-

able for the purpose. A
glass syringe, such as fig.

33, will be found convenient

for adjusting the exact quan-

tity of water required. The

water maybe introduced into,

or removed from the measure with great precision by means of this

syringe, without wetting the sides of the vessel.

Weights, from constant wear and occasional exposure to acid

vapours, sometimes become incorrect ; indeed, it often happens that

the drachm and grain weights used for dispensing are incorrect when

sold by the manufacturers. These small weights are not examined

by the ofiicial inspectors, and they appear to be frequently made in a

very careless and imperfect manner ; they ought, therefore, to be

tested, from time to time, by a set of well-authenticated weights

carefully kept for that purpose.

In preserving the

accuracy of Aveights,

measures, and ba-

lances, it is neces-

sary to avoid expo-

sing them to rough

treatment.

Delicate balances

require to be treat-

ed delicately. They

must not be handled

roughly, nor should

they be neglected.

They require con-

stant and delicate at-

tention. Those that

are only occasionally

used should be pro-

Method of fio.DiNG T„. BM..NCE. tectcd from damp air

.34.
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and acid fumes, by enclosing them in glass cases, or covering them

with glass shades, as shown in figs. 29 and 30,

Weights ought never to be exposed to rough treatment, such as

using a weight as a substitute for a hammer.

Glass measures are not liable to be rendered inaccurate by causes

such as those above indicated, but copper and other metallic measures

are ; and it not unfrequently happens that these receive serious injury

from blows, for any indentation, thus caused, on the surface of a

measure, must alter its capacity.

Fig. 35.

Method of Holdino the Measure-Ghss.

Finally, some attention should be paid to the manipulations of

weighing and measuring. The accuracy of the indications afforded

by the use of the balance and the measure will depend, in some

degree, upon the manner in which the operator handles the instru-

ments.

In performing the process of weighing, there is a certain amount
4
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of manual dexterity required, which practice alone can impart. The

proper vsuspension of the dispensing scales from the hand ; the pre-

servation of the equilibrium of the beam by resting the pans on a

solid surface while the substance to be weighed is being introduced

;

and the steady, not too lofty, nor too hasty, elevation of the hand, in

trying the equilibrium of the loaded pans, contribute not only to the

accuracy of the result of the process, but also to the ease and elegance

with which it is effected. (See fig. 34.)

Again, in measuring, it is necessary to acquire a proper and easy

method of holding the measure-glass. It should be held in such a

manner that the stopper of the bottle from which any liquid is about

to be poured into it, may be removed by the same hand ; and that,

subsequently, the measure can be raised, so that the surface of the

liquid shall be level with the eye of the operator, while the measure

itself is kept perfectly upright. (See fig. 35.)

The practised operator, if he be really alive to the importance of

strict accuracy in the results of his operations, will acquire dexterity

and elegance in the methods of conducting these processes, which

result from the best adaptation of every movement for the attainment

of the object contemplated.

[TABLES OP AVOIRDUPOIS OR IMPERIAL, TROY, AND
APOTHECARIES' WEIGHTS.

AVOIRDUPOIS, OR IMPERIAL WEIGHT.

Equivalents in

Troy grain^.

1 drachm...--- 27-34375

16 = 1 oimce .... 437-5

256= 16= 1 pound - - - 7000-

;8584= 224= 14= 1 stone - - 98000-

28672= 1792= 112= 8= 1 hundred weight 784000-

473440= 35840=^ 2240= 160= '20= 1 ton - 15680000-

TROY WEIGHT.

1 grain

24 = 1 pennyweight.

480 = 20 = 1 ounce.

5760 = 240 = 12 = 1 pound.
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APOTHECARIES WEIGHT.

1 grain.—gr.

20 ^ 1 scruple.—9.

60 = 3=1 drachm.—3.

480 = 24 = 8 = 1 ounce.—3.

5760 = 288 = 96 = 12 = 1 pound.— ft.

The apothecaries' weight is that alone, the use of which is recog-

nised by the colleges of physicians, in the preparation or dispensing

of medicines, either according to the Pharmacopoeia, or extempora-

neous prescriptions. It is not, however, customary for pharmaceutical

chemists to keep any large weights of this description, and, therefore,

in preparing medicines on the large scale, it is necessary to calculate

the equivalent^©f the weights ordered in avoirdupois weight, the latter

being the only kind of large weights generally used. The following

table has been prepared for the purpose of facilitating such calcula-

tions.

EQUIVALENTS IN TROY AND AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

Troy Grains.
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FKENCH DECIMAL WEIGHTS, AND THEIR EQUIVALENTS IN TROY AND

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHTS.

French Metrical Weights.
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APOTHECARIES MEASURE.

(Adopted by the London and Edinburgh Colleges.)

Equivalents in Equivalents in

cubic inches. Troy grains.

1 minim, (\X

60 = 1 fluid drachm, f 3

480 = 8 = 1 fluid ounce, f3

9600 = 160 = 20 = 1 pint, O

•00361
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their solid and impenetrable particles, therefore, are not in absolute

contact, the distances varying under different circumstances. Mass,

expresses the number of material particles contained in a body ; and

derisity represents the relation of the mass, that is, of the number of

particles, or quantity of matter, to the volume, or space which the

body occupies. Hence, density means comparative mass.

The measure of the gravitating force of a body, expressed with

relation to some known standard, which serves as a unit, is the abso-

lute iveight of the body. The amount of this weight will be in direct

proportion to the mass ; it has no fixed relation to the volume.

Specific gravity, on the other hand, expresses the relation of the

weight to the volume of the body. A little observation would soon

show that every body occupying a given space, has a weight specific,

or peculiar to itself. Hence, the comparative weights of equal

volumes of different bodies, are called their specific gravities.

The figui'es used for indicating specific gravities, may, with equal

propriety, be applied to indicate density ; and they are thus frequently

employed indifferently, to denote either density or specific gravity.

The process for taking the specific gravity of a body consists in

estimating the weight of a given volume of it, as compared with that

of a« equal volume of some other body, taken as the unit or standard

of comparison. Pure water is used as the standard of comparison

for solids and liquids, and atmospheric air for gases.

1. The specific gravity of a solid substance insoluble in water is de-

termined by first weighing it in the usual manner, Avith an accui'ate

balance, suspended in the air, then attaching a slender silken thread

to it, and weighing it in water, and finally dividing the weight in air

by the difference between the weight in air and the weight in water.

Figs. 36 and 37, represent the appropriate balance and other apparatus

for performing the process. The body, the specific gravity of which

is to be determined, is weighed in the balance, fig. 36, and its weight

carefully noted. One of the pans of the balance is then removed,

and a pan, such as /, fig. 37, with short strings and a small hook at

the bottom of the pan, is substituted for it, and the equilibrium ad-

justed. The substance under operation is attached to a fine silken

thread, a horse-hair, or very thin platinum wire, as shown at h, fig.

37 ; this is then fixed to the hook at the bottom of the small pan (/),

and a glass vessel, such as g, nearly filled with distilled water, being

placed under it, the suspended body [K) is immersed in the water, and

its weight taken under these circumstances. The object in thus

weighing the body in water is, to ascertain the weight of a volume of
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Fig. 36. Fig. 37.

Api'aratus for takino SpEcinc Gravities.

water equal to that of the body immersed. The process is founded

upon the well-known facts, that a solid body, such as a piece of glass

or metal, that is impervious to water, on being immersed in that liquid,

displaces a Aolume of water equal to that of the body so immersed

;

and that the surrounding liquid exercises a pressure upwards, upon

such body, equivalent to the weight of the volume of water displaced.

Thus the weight of a body weighed as above in water, is equal to the

absolute weight of the body, minus the weight of an equal volume of

water ; and, therefore, on deducting the weight of the body in water

from its weight in air, the quotient will be the weight of a volume of

water equal to that of the body so Aveighed. We thus obtain, first,

the absolute weight of the body, and, secondly, the weight of an equal

volume of water. The specific gravity is obtained by dividing tlie

former by the latter.

Thus, a leaden bullet is found to weigh 398 grains in air ; when

immersed in water, its weight is 362-4 grains, and the difference be-

tween these two weights, namely, 35 "6 grains, is the weight of the

volume of water displaced by the bullet, or of a volume of water

equal to that of the bullet. The volume of water being taken as

unity, the specific gravity of the bullet is found by the following

equation :

—
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35-6 : 1 : : 398 : 11-176, the specific gravity of the bullet.

2. In taking the specific gravity of a solid substance lighter than

water, some modification of the process is required, but we have,

nevertheless, the same preliminary points to determine ; first, the

weight of the substance in air ; and, secondly, the Aveight of an equal

volume of water. This may be illustrated by describing the method

of taking the specific gravity of a piece of wax. The Aveight of the

wax in air is 105*4 grains. On immersing the wax in water, two

pressures are exerted—a pressure downwards, equal to the gravity or

weight of the wax, and a pressure upwards, equal to the weight of the

volume of water displaced by the wax ; but the specific gravity of

water being greater than that of Avax, the upward pressure prepon-

derates, and the wax rises to the surface. Thus we find that a volume

of water equal to that of the wax, weighs as much as the wax, and

something more. We must ascertain how much more, and this is done

in the following manner : some body heavier than water, and the

weight of which in water is known, is attached to the wax, and the

two bodies are weighed in water together. A piece of lead may be

used for this purpose. The arrangement is represented in fig. 37,

where a leaden bullet, attached to a conical piece of wax, and immersed

in the water, is shown. The lead alone weighs 378 grains in water

;

with the wax attached to it, the weight in water is 372-4 grains, making

a difierence of 5-6 grains, and this 5-6 grains is equal to the excess

of the upward over the downward pressure of the wax when immersed

in water. Thus, a volume of water equal to that of the wax weighs

5-6 grains more than the wax, or 105-4 + 5-6 = 111 grains.

Then, 111 : 1 : : 105-4 : 0-949, the specific gravity of the wax.

3. It sometimes happens that the solid substance, the specific

gravity of which is to be determined, is in j^otvcler, or iyi several

small pa7'ticles. In such cases it is found convenient to proceed as in

the following method of taking the specific gravity of calomel.

100 grains of calomel are introduced into a specific gravity bottle

Avhich holds 1000 grains of distilled Avater ; the bottle is noAV filled up

with Avater, and the weight of the contents is found to be 1083-7

grains ; deducting the weight of the calomel (100 grains) from this,

the remainder (983-7 grains) will be the weight of the water in the

bottle, and the difierence (16-3 grains) between this and 1000 grains,

the Aveight of the w^hole contents of the bottle when filled with dis-

tilled Avater, is the weight of a volume of Avater equal to the volume

of the calomel.

Then, 16-3 : 1 : : 100 : 6-13, the specific gravity of the calomel.
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If the substance be in several fragments, but not in fine

powder, the process may be conducted as follows :
^" '

After having weighed the fragments in air, the small glass

bucket (fig. 39) is suspended from the bottom of the pan /,

immersed in the water, and the equilibrium adjusted ; the

fragments are then put into the bucket and thus weighed in

water. In this way the two results required for the equation

are obtained.

4. In taking the specific gravity of substances soluble in

water, other modifications of the process are required. Some-

times the substance may be covered with a thin coating of varnish, so

as to protect it from the action of the water. This method answers

very well for blue pill, which may be brushed over with a strong

tincture of mastic, and then proceeded with as in the case of the lead.

In other instances, however, it is necessary to pursue a different course.

Thus, any powder that is soluble in water, must have its specific gravity

taken, in the first instance, with reference to some liquid in which it

is not soluble. Spirit of wine, oil of turpentine, or olive oil, may be

used in such cases. The process may be illustrated by describing the

method of taking the specific gravity of guano in oil of turpentine.

In the first place the specific gravity of the oil of turpentine is

ascertained to be 0-874. Then 100 grains of guano are introduced

into a specific gravity bottle, as in the case of the calomel ; and the

bottle being filled up with oil of turpentine, the weight of the contents

is found to be 922 -7 grains, from which deducting 100 grains, the re-

mainder (822-7 grains) will represent the oil not displaced by the

guano, and this deducted from 874 grains, the quantity of oil the

bottle is capable of holding, leaves 51-3 grains as the weight of a

volume of oil of turpentine equal to that of the guano. Now, 874 :

51-3 : : 1000 : 58-7, the weight of a volume of water equal to that of

the guano.

Then 58-7 : 1 : : 100 : 1-7, the specific gravity of the guano.

The methods by which the specific gravities of liquids are usually

determined, may be divided into two classes :

—

1st. Those which consist in filling any suitable vessel with the liquid

to be estimated ; ascertaining the Aveight of the contents, and dividing

this by the Aveight of the same volume of water.

2d. Those which consist in displacing a portion of the liquid, by

some solid body floating in it, and estimating the specific gravity

according to the weight and volume of the substance immersed, as

compared with its immersion in water.
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In the first case, the instruments employed are a specific gravity

bottle and an ordinary balance.

In the second case, the instruments used may be comprehended

under the general terms of hydrometers, or areometers. These, how-

ever, are distinguished from each other, for there are many varieties

of them, by different names, according to the particular purposes for

which they are respectively intended, or from some peculiarity in their

construction.

5. The specific gravity bottle affords the most accurate means of de-

termining the comparative densities of liquids. It consists usually of

a globular bottle (fig. 40) with a flat bottom, and a slender neck, which

holds exactly 1000 grains of distilled water at a certain fixed tem-

perature. It is very easy at any time to test the accuracy of

one of these bottles by a single experiment, and having ascertained

that the bottle is correctly adjusted with regard to distilled water, the

indications afforded with any other liquid will be
Fijf. 40. equally trustworthy. Every chemist ought to pre-

pare his own specific gravity bottle for use, and he

will then know Avhat degree of confidence can be

}»laced in its indications. Small flasks adapted for

the purpose, are made by the glass-blowers, and

sold for about a shilling each. One of these flasks

is carefully counterpoised in the balance, and 1000

grains of pure distilled water is put into it. The
Specific Gravity o i i

Bottle. water should fill tlic globular part of the flask, and

extend about tAvo-thirds up the neck. The surface of the water in the

neck of the flask will be concave, this being caused by the capillary

attraction of the glass. The water must now be brought to the tem-

perature of 62° Fahr., and when it is at this temperature a mark is

to be made by scratching the glass with a file, indicating the height

at which the water stands. It is customary to make two scratches,

one opposite the top, and the other opposite the bottom, of the curve

formed by the surface of the Avater, as seen in a horizontal line from

the eye of the operator.

The weight, in grains, of the quantity of any liquid filling this

bottle to the mark, Avill indicate its specific gravity. In the use of

the specific gravity bottle there are two points which require particular

attention :—the first is, that the bottle should be perfectly clean and

dry before introducing the liquid to be tried ; and the second is, that

the liquid, when the bottle is filled to the proper mark with it, should

be exactly at the temperature at Avhich the original adjustment of the
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bottle with distilled water was made. It is sometimes found difficult

to dry a specific gravity bottle quickly, when required to be used for

several successive operations ; and also to get it perfectl}'- clean when

it has been used for oils. In such cases, the desired object may be

attained by introducing some clean, dry, and warm sand, free from

dust, shaking this out briskly, and repeating the process until the

effect is completed. In the absence of sand suitable for the purpose,

or in case that method should not succeed, some oil of vitriol may be

put into the flask previously containing a few drops of water, so as to

cause considerable elevation of temperature, and after bringing the

hot acid into contact with every part of the surface of the glass by

turning the flask in different directions, continuing the action until all

organic matter has been removed, the acid is poured out, and the flask

well washed with water. After being washed, it should be drained for

a few minutes, and then placed on the sand-bath until it has become

hot. A small glass tube, of four or five inches in length, which passes

freely through the neck of the flask, is now introduced, and the mouth

being applied to the end of the tube, air is drawn into the lungs so as

to establish a current and constant change of air in the bottle. In

this way it may be cleaned and dried in a few minutes.

With regard to the temperature at which the specific gravity bottle

is to be used, it must be borne in mind that the London Pharmacopoeia

directs specific gravities to be always taken at 62° Fahr., and there-

fore every English pharmaceutist ought to have his specific gravity

bottles adjusted to this temperature, at which, also, he should of course

use them. The manufacturers of these instruments, unless they

receive express instructions to the contrary, usually adjust them at

60° Fahr.

Hydrometers, or areometers, are floating instruments, and their

application for the purpose of determining the specific gravities of

liquids, depends upon the fact that a body immersed in any liquid

sustains a pressure from below upwards, equal to the weight of the

volume of liquid displaced by such body.

The use of hydrometers for determining the specific gravities of

liquids, has been traced back to a period about 300 years before Christ;

an instrument of this kind being described as the invention of Archi-

medes, the Sicilian mathematician. It subsequently fell into disuse,

but was again brought into notice by Basil Valentine.

There are two kinds of hydrometers, which may be taken as types

for all the different varieties in regard to construction :

—

1st. Those which are always immersed into the liquids to be tried,

to the same depth, and to which weights are added to adjust the in-
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strument to the density of any particular liquid. Of this description

are Fahrenheit's, Nicholson's, and Guyton de Morveau's" hydrometers.

These instruments indicate the Aveight of a given volume of any

liquid.

2d. Those which are always used with the same weight, but which

sink into the liquids to be tried, to different depths, according to the

densities of the liquids. These usually have graduated scales attached

to their stems. Of this description are the common glass hydrometers

generally, including those of Baume, Cartier, Gay-Lussac, Twaddle,

Zanetti, kc, and the specific gravity beads. These instruments indi-

cate the volume of a given weight of any liquid.

Sikes's and Dicas's hydrometers combine some of the principles of

both types, having movable weights and graduated scales.

Hydrometers may also be divided into two classes, as follows

:

1st. Those having a general application for determining the com-

parative densities of any liquids.

2d. Those intended for special application, as for estimating the

comparative strengths of spirits, or the comparative densities of syrups,

oils, &c.

Fahrenheit's, Nicholson's, Guyton de Morveau's, and the common

glass hydrometers, including Baume's, Cartier's, Twaddle's, Zanetti's,

and the specific gravity beads, belong to the first class.

Gay-Lussac's, Sikes's, and Dicas's hydrometers, the saccharometer,

urinometer, elaeometer, and galactometer, belong to the second class.

6. Fahrenheit' s hydrometer consists of two glass bulbs blown on a

tube, like a common hydrometer, excepting that the upper bulb is

larger, and the stem is terminated at the top in the form of a cup or

funnel. The lower bulb is loaded with mercury, but not so as to cause

the entire immersion of the instrument, when put into water, without

the addition of weights to the cup at the top of the stem. There is

a mark about the middle of the stem, which is the point at which

the hydrometer is made to float, by putting the requisite weights

into the cup.

7. Nichoho7i8 hydrometer is a modification of Fahrenheit's. It is

made of brass, and consists of a hollow globe, to which a very slender

stem, surmounted by a cup, is attached ; on the opposite side of the

globe there is another cup, fixed in a kind of stirrup and loaded, so

that this shall always be the lowest point of the instrument when im-

mersed in any liquid. The form of this instrument therefore differs

from that of Fahrenheit's in the lower bulb of the latter being replaced

by the loaded cup. There is a mark on the stem indicating the point

at which the hydrometer is to be made to float by the proper adjust-
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ment of the weights. The weight of the loaded instrument, when

sunk to the proper point, is the weight of the vokime of liquid dis-

placed by it. It gives, therefore, the relative weights of equal volumes

of the liquids into which it is introduced. This instrument is also

sometimes called the Crravimeter ; it is usually made to displace 3000

or 4000 grains of water, and is sensible to the tenth of a grain in this

quantity.

This instrument is applicable, also, for taking the specific gravities

of solid substances. By placing the solid body in the cup at the top

of the stem, and then adjusting the additional weights required to

sink the hydrometer, the Aveight of such solid body in air is ascer-

tained ; then, by placing the solid body in the lower cup, immersed in

the water, and again adjusting the weights as before, the weight of

the body in water is ascertained ; and from these the specific gravity

is calculated, as in the other cases described.

Baumes hydrometers are used extensively in this country as well

as in France, and are applicable for all kinds of liquids.

There are two distinct instruments, one for liquids lighter ^^'

than water, and the other for liquids heavier than water.

The latter is, for distinction, called the acidometer or sac-

charometer (pese-acide or pese-sirop) ; the former, the spirit

hydrometer (pese-esprit).

8. Baumes acidometer is made in the form of the com-

mon hydrometer, the outline of which is represented in fig.

41. It consists of a glass tube terminated at the lower end

by two bulbs, the lowest bulb being much smaller than the

other, and intended to contain the ballast with which the in-

strument is loaded. The scale is marked on a slip of paper, hy" ro"

or of ivory, fixed in the tube, and is adjusted in the following

manner :—The top of the tube being open, the slip of paper on which

the scale is to be marked is put into the stem, and the instrument is

then immersed in pure distilled water
;
quicksilver is now dropped

into the lower ball until the instrument sinks so low in the water that

only the top of the stem remains above the surface, and a mark is

made on the glass denoting exactly the point to which it sinks. The

instrument is now taken out of the pure water, and put into a solution

of fifteen parts of common salt in eighty-five parts of distilled water,

this solution being at the same temperature as the water in which the

instrument was previously immersed. The point to which it sinks in

this solution is to be marked on the stem as before, and the distance

between the two marks being taken with a pair of compasses, and
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transferred to the slip of paper, the first is made the zero or 0, and

the other the 15th degree of the scale. This distance being divided

into fifteen equal parts or divisions, each division is called a degree,

and the scale is completed by adding as many more degrees as the

length of the stem will admit of. This being done, the slip of paper

is again introduced into its place, and so fixed that the zero (0) of the

scale shall be exactly opposite the first mark made on the glass. The

end of the stem is now sealed with the flame of a blow-pipe.

9. Baume's spirit hydrometer is similar in form to the acidometer,

but the weight of the instrument and the scale are different. In this

case, the hydrometer is first immersed in a solution of ten parts of

common salt in ninety parts of water ; but it is made to float, so that

the greater part of the stem shall be above the surface of the water.

This point is marked, and the instrument is then transferred to pure

distilled water, when another mark is made. The distance between

these marks is made ten degrees of the scale, which are divided with

the compasses, and marked on the slip of paper, as in the other case,

the floating-point in the solution of salt being made the zero, and the

degrees carried upwards from this point.

The temperature at which these instruments were originally adjusted

by Baume, was 10° Reaumur, or 12-5 centigrade ; but those made in

England are usually adjusted at 60° Fahrenheit. It is sometimes im-

portant to be aware of this difference, and to bear in mind that in the

London Pharmacopoeia specific gravities are directed to be taken

at 62°.

10. Cartier's hydrometer is much used in France. It is only appli-

cable for liquids lighter than water. This instrument is a modifica-

tion of Baume's spirit hydrometer, the form of the instrument being

the same, and the same point being taken as the zero of the scale

;

but the space which in Baume's scale is divided into 32°, is in Cartier's

divided into 30°.

It is becoming the common practice in this country to have the

scales of hydrometers marked with the specific gra\dties intended to

be indicated, and this is by far the most convenient kind of hydrometer

for general use.

11. Twaddles hydrometers are much used by manufacturers for

estimating the strength of saline and other solutions. They are made

of glass like the common hydrometers, and are sold in sets of six.

Each degree on the scale is equal to 0-005 of specific gravity, so that

the specific gravity of a liquid is found with these hydrometers, by

multiplying the number of degrees indicated by 5, and adding 1000.
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Fig. 42. Fig. 43.

Thus, 10° by Twaddle's hydrometer, X 5+ 1000=1-050 specific

gravity.

12. Zanettis hydrometers, which are made at Manchester, are

also sold in sets of six. With these the specific gravity is got by add-

ing a cipher to the number of degrees indicated.

13. Specific gravity heads, sometimes called Lovis heads, are hollow

sealed globes of glass, about the size of small pistol-bullets. Each

bead is a small hydrometer, intended to indicate one fixed density, by

its remaining half-way between the top and bottom of the liquid into

which it is introduced, as shown in fig. 42. These beads are sold in

sets, each one being marked with the

specific gravity it is to indicate at a

certain fixed temperature. They are

very useful in making mixtures of

any required densities, as, for in-

stance, in making test acids. The

bead represented in the drawing, in-

dicates the density of test sulphuric

acid, one thousand grain-measures of

which will saturate as many grains

of alkali as represent the equivalent

;

for instance, 70 grains of carbonate

of potash, 54 grains of carbonate of

soda, or 17 grains of ammonia. The

test acid is, therefore, readily made,

by carefully adding pure oil of vitriol

to distilled water, until the bead re-

mains in the mixture, when at a tem-

perature of 60° Fahr., as shown in

the drawing, neither sinking to the

bottom, nor rising to the surface.

The specific gravity of test sulphu-

ric acid, made as above, is 1*033.

G-ay-Lussac s alcohometer, fig. 43, is frequently employed in France;

it is adapted only for estimating the strength of spirits. The instru-

ment is made like a common glass hydrometer, the scale of which is

divided into 100 parts or degrees. The lowest division, marked 0, at

the bottom of the scale, denotes the specific gravity of pure water at

a temperature of 15° cent., or 59° Fahr., and the highest division, at

the top of the scale, the specific gravity of what was considered absolute

alcohol at the same temperature, namely, spirit of sp. gr. "796. The
5

R\

Gay-Lcssac's
Alcohometer.

Specific Gravity Bead.
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Fig. 44.

intermediate degrees indicate the number of volumes of such alcohol

in 100 volumes of the spirit tried. The instrument is accompanied

by a table for correcting the numbers marked on the scale, when it is

used at any other temperature than that of 15° cent. ; and there is

generally a thermometer inserted in the lower part of the instrument,

as shown in the drawing.

15. Sikes's hydrometer is used in the collection of our spirit revenue.

It consists of a spherical ball or float, with an upper and a lower stem,

made of brass, («, h, e, fig. 44). The upper

stem (b) has ten principal divisions, numbered

1, 2, 3, &c., which are each subdivided into five

parts. The lower stem (c) is made conical, and

has a pear-shaped loaded bulb at its lower ex-

tremity. There are nine movable weights (6,

b, b, fig. 45), which have the form of circular

disks, and numbered 10, 20, 30, and so on to

90. Each of the circular weights is cut into its

centre, so that it can be placed on the conical

Fig. 45.

SiKEg'3 Hydrometer.

stem {c) at the small end, and slid down to the bulb, where it becomes

fixed in consequence of the enlargement of the cone, as shown at d.

The instrument is adjusted to strong spirit, specific gravity •825 at

60° Fahr., this being accounted as standard alcohol. In this spirit the

instrument floats at the first division, or zero, without a weight. In

weaker spirit, having a greater density, the hydrometer will not sink

so low, and if the density be much greater, it will be necessary to add

one of the weights to cause the entire immersion of the bulb of the in-

strument. Each weight represents so many principal divisions of the

stem as its number indicates ; thus the heaviest weight, marked 90, is
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equivalent to ninety divisions of the stem, and the instrument with

this weight added, floats at in distilled water. As each principal

division on the stem is divided into five, the instrument has a range of

500 degrees between standard alcohol, sp. gr. '825, and water.

There is a line on one of the side faces of the stem 6, near to divi-

sion 1 of the drawing, at which line the instrument, with the weight

60 attached to it, floats in spirit exactly of the strength ofproof at a

temperature of 51° Fahr. ; and if the square weight c be placed on the

top of the stem b, the weight 60 still remaining below, the instrument

will float at the above line in distilled water of the same temperature.

The square weight (c) being exactly one-twelfth part of the total weight

of the hydrometer and weight 60, the above indication is in confor-

mity with the de^nition oiproof spirit given in the act of Parliament,

" proof spirit to weigh, at 51° temperature, exactly twelve-thirteenth

parts of an equal bulk of distilled water."

In using this instrument it is immersed in the spirit, and pressed

down by the hand to 0, till the whole divided part of the stem be wet.

The force of the hand required to sink it will be a guide in selecting

the proper weight. Having taken one of the circular weights which

is necessary for this purpose, it is slipped on the conical stem. The
instrument is again immersed and pressed down as before to 0, and is

then allowed to rise and settle at any point of the scale. The eye is

then brought to the level of the surface of the spirit, and the part of

the stem cut by the surface, as seen from belotv, is marked. The
number thus indicated by the stem is added to the number of the

weight, and the sum of these, together with the temperature of the

spirit, enables the operator to find, by reference to a table which ac-

companies the instrument, the strength of the spirit tested.

The number thus indicated by the stem is added to the number of

the weight employed, and with this sum at the side, and the tempera-

tui'e of the spirits at the top, the strength per cent, is found in a table

which accompanies the hydrometer. The strength is expressed in

numbers denoting the excess or deficiency per cent, of proof spirit in

any sample, and the number itself, having its decimal point removed

two places to the left, becomes a factor, whereby the gauged contents

of a cask or vessel of such spirit being multiplied, and the product

being added to the gauged contents if over proof, or deducted from it

if under proof, the result will be the actual quantity of proof spirit

contained in such cask or vessel.

16. JDicas's hydrometer is similar in construction to Sikes's, and it
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is used in a similar manner, with the same result, indicating the rela-

tion of the spirit tried to standard proof spirit.

It is the practice in commerce to designate the strength of spirit as

so many degrees above or below proof, the government having fixed

upon what is called proof spirit as the standard in comparison with

which the strength of all spirit shall be estimated. The term proof is

said to have been derived from the ancient practice of trying the

strength of spirit by pouring it over gunpowder in a cup, and then

setting fire to the spirit ; if, when the spirit had burned away, the

gunpowder exploded, the spirit was said to be over proof; if, on the

other hand, the gunpowder failed to ignite, in consequence of the

water left from the spirit, it was said to be under proof. The weakest

spirit capable of firing gunpowder in this way was called proof spirit

;

but it requires a spirit nearly of the strength of what is now called

rectified spirit to stand this test. The standard proof spirit of the

excise is defined by law (56 Geo. III. cap. 140) to be ''Hhat ivJiich at-

a temperature of 51°, It/ Fahrenheit's thermometer, weighs exactly/

twelve-thirteenth parts of an equal measure of distilled water." This

will have a specific gravity of '923 at 51° Fahr., or about -920 at

60° Fahr. The standard alcohol of the excise is spirit, the specific

gravity of which is '825 at 60° Fahr. By " spirit 60 degrees over

proof" is understood a spirit, 100 measures of which, added to 60

measures of water, will form standard proof spirit, sp. gr. '920. By
"spirit 10 degrees under proof" is understood a spirit, 100 measures

of which, mixed with 10 measures of standard alcohol, sp. gr. '825,

will form standard proof spirit.

17. Saccharometers are hydrometers intended for determining the

density of syrups. They are usually made and graduated in the

same manner as Baume's acidometers, and differ only from these in

being made smaller. Fig. 46 represents one of these instruments

drawn to its real size ; but they are sometimes made larger than this.

It floats at 30°, in a solution, the specific gravity of which is 1*26,

and this is the density of simple syrup when boiling ; therefore, if the

instrument floats at 30° in a solution of sugar, when boiling, it is

inferred that such solution will be exactly saturated when cold. The

scale is sometimes graduated so as to indicate the proportion of sugar

in the solution.

18. The urinometer is a small hydrometer, originally suggested

by Dr. Prout for estimating the density of urine. The scale is divided

into 60 degrees, the zero being the point at which it floats in distilled

water. Fig. 47, represents the instrument drawn to its real size.
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The numbers on the scale, added to 1000, the assumed specific

gravity of water, give the specific gravities at the respective points.

Thus, supposing the number cut by the surface of the fluid to be 30,

this indicates a specific gravity of 1030. Fig. 48 shows the reverse

side of the scale. The letters, H. S. on this side signify healthy

standard^ which ranges from 10° to 20° of the scale. The space from

30° to 60° is marked diabetes, the urine of diabetic patients having

generally a density ranging between these points.

19. The elaeometer (fig. 49) of M. Gobley, of Paris, is a very

delicate glass hydrometer, intended for testing the purity of olive oil

or oil of almonds, by determining their densities. The or zero of

Fig. 47. Fig. 48.

Fig. 46

Saccharometer.

Urinometer. Elaeometer.

the scale, is the point at which the instrument floats in oil of poppy

The point at which it floats in pure olive oil, is made the 50th
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degree, and the space between these two points is divided into 50

equal parts and numbered accordingly. It floats at 38° or 38J° in

pui'e oil of almonds. Fig. 50 is drawn to the real size of the scale

of the instrument.

20. The galactometer is similar in construction to the elaeometer,

but is intended for determining the quality of milk. There are two

scales which have been attached to the galactometers ; one indicates

the different qualities of cow's-milk, according to its density ; the

other is intended to distinguish the milk of one animal from that of

another animal. These instruments were originally suggested by

Cadet de Vaux, and subsequently improved by Dinocourt, 7, Quai St.

Michel, Paris, by whom they are made.

21. There are other means besides those above described for taking

the specific gravities of liquids. Thus on weighing a solid body, first

in air and then in water (as described in process 1), the weight of a

volume of water equal to the volume of the solid substance employed,

is ascertained ; and if thi^ be repeated, using the same solid body,

but immersing it in any other liquid besides water, the weight of an

equal volume of such other liquid is determined ; then the latter

result divided by the former, will give the specific gravity of
fig-i 51. ^^g second liquid employed. This method is well adapted

for taking the specific gravity of any liquid, where only a

small specimen of it is available for the purpose. A small

piece of glass or of platinum, suspended by a hair, may be

used as the solid body in such cases. A bit of platinum, of

the size of a SAvan-shot, and half a drachm of liquid, contained

in a small test tube, will afford a tolerably accurate result

with a good balance. The glass cone (fig. 51) is one of the

appendages to the balance (fig. 36), and is intended to be used in

the manner above described for taking specific gravities.

Dr. Mohr describes an arrangement of apparatus, which is shown

in figs. 52, 53, and 54, for determining the densities of small quan-

tities of liquids.

In the first place, the beam and one of the pans of a very good

dispensing balance are suspended from a stand, as shown in fig. 52.

One arm of the beam, from the point of suspension to the point from

which the pan was originally suspended, is accurately divided into

ten equal parts, which are numbered from 1 upwards, commencing

from the centre of the beam. In the next place, a small glass tube,

of which fig. 53 is the real size, is partly filled with mercury, and

its open end is then drawn out in the flame of a blow-pipe and bent
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so as to form a hook. This tube is suspended by a very slender

platinum wire from the end of the graduated arm of the balance, and

is counterpoised by weights or a box of sand put into the pan at the

opposite extremity. The loaded tube is immersed in distilled water,

at the proper temperature, contained in a conical glass, such as that

in fig. 52, or a cylindrical glass fixed in a stand, such as fig. 54.

A piece of bent copper or brass wire is now loosely suspended from

the same hook, to which the platinum wire holding the immersed tube

Fig. 52. Fig. 53.

Apparatus for taking Specific Gravities.

is attached, and the weight of this is accurately adjusted by means of

the pincers and file, so as to restore the equilibrium of the balance.
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This "wire will of course represent the weight of the water displaced

by the immersed tube. When accurately adjusted it is to be bent to

the form of those represented as suspended from the graduated arm

of the balance. A second wire, of precisely the same weight as the

first, and of similar form, is to be prepared ; and also a third, which

is to be made one-tenth the weight of either of the others. With

these three wires all specific gravities up to 2-0 may be determined.

The apparatus is used in the following Avay :—The liquid to be

tested is put into either of the glasses, and the suspended tube being

immersed in it, one of the wires is placed on the beam and pushed

along it until it is brought to a point at which it restores the equili-

brium. If this point should lie between two of the divisions of the

beam, as, for instance, between 8 and 9, and if the wire used be one

of the heavier kind, it is to be placed at the lower of the two figures,

that is at 8, and this will be the first decimal figure in the specific

gravity of the liquid ; the smaller wire is then put on to the beam

and pushed along it until the equilibrium is again established, and the

figure opposite which it rests will be the

^^S- 55. second decimal figure in the specific gravity.

I 1 I ij^^i I I I I A ! In fig. 52, the wires indicate a specific gra-

^ ^ vity -850, the larger wire being at 8, and the

I I I I I

.
I

|

i
i

I I

smaller wire at 5. If the small wire, instead

J
1 ft of being immediately over one of the divisions

/° of the beam, should be at a point between two

J\) figures, its position must be measured by the

^^_^^_^^_^^^_^ eye, and represented by a third decimal

A Q figure ; thus, if, instead of being at 5, the

small wire were midway between 5 and 6, the

specific gravity would be '855. When the

larger wire reaches the end of the beam, and

is suspended from the hook to which the immersed tube is attached,

this will indicate a specific gravity 1"0, or that of water, to which the

instrument was adjusted ; and the second large wire being now placed

on the beam, densities above that of water may be indicated. Fig.

55 represents the method of placing the wires, and in the four cases

illustrated the specific gravities which the positions of the wires indi-

cate are expressed in figures placed opposite.

22. The principle of the syphon has been applied in the construc-

tion of an apparatus for determining the specific gravities of liquids.

Two glass tubes of equal length are inserted into an Indian-rubber

bag, as shown in fig. 56, or connected by means of a short brass tube,
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bent twice at right angles, so as to form a syphon. In the space be-

tween the two limbs of the syphon is placed a scale divided into 1000

or any number of degrees. A stop-cock is fixed in the brass connect-

ing-piece at the top of the syphon, by Avhich the air can be exhausted,

and any liquids into which the lower extremities of the tubes are im-

mersed, made to ascend in the tubes. If one limb of the syphon be

immersed in distilled water, and the other in any liquid the specific

gravity of which is to be determined, contained in two glasses ; and

if the air be exhausted by first collapsing the Indian-rubber bag and

then allowing it to expand, or by applying the mouth Fig.. 56.

or a syringe to the tube if the other form of apparatus

be adopted, so that the liquids, or at least one of them,

shall rise nearly to the top of the syphon, the length of

dhe columns thus sustained by the pressure of the ex-

ternal atmosphere, will be in inverse proportion to the

specific gravities of the liquids. Then, water being

taken as unity, the specific gravity of any other liquid

in relation to it is easily ascertained. Thus, if water

stands at 240° in one limb of the syphon, and oil of vi-

triol at 131° in the other, we ascertain the specific gra-

vity of the oil of vitriol by the inverse rule of propor-

tion, as follows :

—

131 : 1 : : 240 : 1-845, the specific gravity of the

oil of vitriol.

The specific gravities of gases and vapours are ex-

pressed with reference to atmospheric air as unity. As

in the cases of solids and liquids, it is necessary to

ascertain, first, the weight of a given volume of the gas

or vapour under examination ; and secondly, the weight of an equal

volume of the substance to which it is to be compared,—in this case

atmospheric air. These processes are rarely required to be performed

by the pharmaceutist, and therefore will not be described here.

Specific Gravitt
Syphon.

[relation between specific GRAVITIES, AND THE DEGREES OF

BAUME'S hydrometer for liquids heavier than WATER.

Baume.
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Baume.



CHAPTER III.

ON THE SOURCES AND MANAGEMENT OF HEAT, FUEL, FURNACES,

FURNACE OPERATIONS, AND LAMPS.

[The peculiar nature of caloric, and the laws and theories apper-

taining to it, do not come within the scope of a treatise on practical

pharmacy. It is the application of this powerful agent in affecting

the condition of matter destined for medicinal use, and the modes of

directing and controlling its influence, by means of apparatus of

various kinds, that more properly belong to this department. The

operations of glowing, or heating to redness, with the kinds of fur-

naces most appropriate for the several purposes of pharmacy, together

with lamps of various kinds, including gas-burners and steam-heating

arrangements, with their applications to the pharmaceutical laboratory,

will be treated of in detail.—W. P.]

FURNACE OPERATIONS.

OPERATIONS OF GLOWING OR HEATING TO REDNESS.

The heating of a body until it becomes luminous, is called glowing

(glulien) or heating to redness. All solid bodies, when they acquire

a certain temperature, become luminous, and the temperature is often

estimated by the intensity of the light which is emitted; thus the

terms red-heat, cherry-red-heat, and white-heat, are used to designate

degrees of temperature, which cannot be conveniently measured by

the instruments commonly used for such purposes. Red-heat is the

lowest temperature contemplated in these operations ; it is produced

by the slow combustion of fuel maintained in a furnace or stove with-

out any strong draught of air. White-heat is the most intense heat

that can be obtained in a furnace, aided by a powerful draught or

artificial blast. Cherry-red-heat is intermediate between the two

others ; it is the most useful for many chemical purposes. Professor

Daniell, by the use of his pyrometer, estimated the temperature at

which solid bodies begin to be luminous, at between 800° and 900° of
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Fahrenheit's scale ; he has represented a red-heat as equal to 980®

Fahr. ; a white-heat may be represented as equal to about 3000°

Fahr. ; and a cherry-red-heat about midway between the two.

We shall have occasion here to treat of the practical means by

which these degrees of heat may be obtained. As a general rule,

it is considered desii'able, in. pharmaceutical laboratories, to avoid, as

much as possible, having recourse to operations requiring these high

temperatures, for as they occur but rarely, the fire has to be lighted

expressly for each process, in a furnace previously cold, and therefore

requiring some time and expenditure of fuel to get it into a state fit

for use. On this account, and also on account of the loss incurred

from the fracture of crucibles, and unavoidable waste of the materials

operated upon, many substances which, in their preparation, were

formerly heated to redness, are now prepared by a less expensive and

troublesome process. Yet there still are cases in which recourse is

obliged to be had to this method of operating, and therefore the im-

plements for conducting it ought not to be wanting in a well-appointed

laboratory.

Fuel.—Charcoal is the most convenient fuel to use in these opera-

tions. It ignites easily, will burn readily in stoves of all kinds, what-

ever their construction may be, and leaves no slag. It presents the

advantages, therefore, of being more cleanly, and more easily managed,

than other kinds of fuel ; but on the other hand, it is more expensive,

(especially in England,) and it burns away more quickly.

Common 3Ii7ieral Coal is cheaper than charcoal ; it requires a

stronger draught to maintain its combustion, and it leaves slags and

a greater amount of ash, which tend to block up the grate ; it afibrds,

however, a stronger heat.

Colce, that is, coal deprived of its gaseous and sulphurous constitu-

ents, afibrds, when the combustion is maintained with a sufficient

draught or blast of air, a stronger heat than any other kind of fuel.

It supports combustion for a long time, and therefore a fire does not

require to be fed so often with this fuel as it would if charcoal were

used, which is a great advantage in many operations. There is a

marked distinction between a coke fire and a charcoal fire, which is

worthy of notice. In a coke fire there is very little flame, and this

scarcely extends beyond the fuel itself, while charcoal burns with a

considerable flame, resulting from the combustion of carbonic oxide

gas. The reason of this is, evidently, that the carbonic acid produced

by the combustion is not so readily converted into carbonic oxide by

passing through red-hot coke as through the more easily oxidisable
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charcoal. Fjom the same cause the heat is most intense in a coke

fire at the place of the draught, while in a charcoal fire it is distri-

buted more equally throughout. On this account, as well as for other

reasons, a coke fire is economical, as there is a smaller consumption

of fuel, arising from the production of carbonic oxide in the part of

the furnace not used. Moreover, charcoal burns with a cracklincr

noise, and throws ofi^ a great number of sparks, which are troublesome,

and even dangerous to the eyes of the operator, an inconvenience not

experienced in the use of coke; and as the latter burns only at a

strong heat, the combustion soon slackens, and ceases when the blow-

ing is suspended or the draught checked at the conclusion of a process,

and the unconsumed fuel is thus saved for another operation.

[Anthracite is the densest form of fuel, and for nearly all the

purposes of the pharmaceutist, requiring a long-continued strong heat

it is applicable. The sulphurous fumes, which are evolved from it are

objectionable in certain operations, in which cases coke or charcoal

may be substituted.—W. P.]

There are two kinds of coke used in this country, which are dis-

tinguished as gas-coke and oven-coke. The former is obtained as a

secondary product in the manufacture of coal-gas ; the latter is made
by a distinct process in ovens constructed expressly with a view to

the production of a good heat-producing fuel. The properties of these

two kinds of coke difi"er so considerably that they cannot be indiscri-

minately employed for the same purposes.

Cfas-coke is much more easily combustible than oven-coke, that is

to say, it burns at a lower temperature. When mixed with a small

quantity of coal, it may be burned, as it frequently is burned, in open

stoves, and even without this admixture it forms an excellent fuel for

close stoves or furnaces, even for those in which there is not a strong

draught.

Oven-coke can only be bui'ned in furnaces having a strong draught

;

indeed, an artificial blast is generally required to insure its active

combustion. When burned under these circumstances, however, the

combustion is more enduring, and the heat produced more intense,

than would be the case if gas-coke were used. It forms the best fuel,

therefore, for air or blast furnaces, and is generally employed where

intense heat is required, as, for instance, in the smelting of iron.

Wood, peat, or brown coal, if used in the processes now under con-

sideration, are employed in a difierent manner from that adopted with

the fuels previously noticed. The crucible containing the substance

to be acted upon is not placed immediately in contact with the ignited
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fuel, but merely exposed to the flame resulting from its combustion

;

these fuels, therefore, require a furnace of particular construction,

which will be described hereafter. Peat and brown coal should be

well dried before being used, and even then are only fit for use in

these operations, when they burn with very little residue.

Crucibles.—In conducting the process of glowing, the substance to

be heated to redness is generally put into a crucible. The crucibles

Fig. 57. Fig. 58.
•

Fig. 59.

Hessian Crccible.

Platinou Crociblb.

Porcelain Crucible.

used for this purpose have either round or triangular mouths. There

is no particular reason for giving the preference to one rather than

the other of these forms, unless it be that in some cases the round

crucible may be better suited to the shape of the furnace into which

it is intended to be introduced. The best crucibles for the purposes

here contemplated are those made at Hesse, called Hessian crucibles.

(Fig. 57.) These are so good and cheap that there is little induce-

ment for substituting any other kind. Black-lead crucibles are much

less frequently used, being more expensive, and not so generally ap-

plicable.

Hessian crucibles are commonly used in England, and are generally

better than any others met with. Among those made in this country,

the Cornish crucibles are the best, and some of these are, perhaps, not

inferior to the Hessian.

[Besides Hessian crucibles, those of wedgwood-ware, plumbago, iron,

silver, and platinum are used in certain operations of pharmaceutical

chemistry. Wedgwood and Berlin-ware crucibles (fig. 58) withstand

the alternations of temperature better when their exterior is luted.

This is done with a mixture of soft fire clay and shreds of fine iron-

turnings, which give it tenacity, a little gum-water being used at first.

Black lead crucibles are best suited for metallurgic operations, where

fusion at high temperatures is required. An iron crucible, good for

some purposes, may be made from a mercury flask,—the top being

removed, and the edge flared to a lip. The platinum crucible (fig.
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59), so useful in analysis, should only be used with a charcoal or gas-

furnace, as the sulphurous vapour of mineral coal destroys the ex-

posed surface. They may be protected, by placing them within

Hessian crucibles, with the intervening space filled with clay. The

gas furnace, to be described hereafter, is well suited for all moderate

ranges of temperature for this crucible, when urged by the bellows

blowpipe.—W. P.]

It usually happens that the crucible is destroyed during the process,

or rendered unfit for use on any subsequent occasion. This is espe-

cially the case when the substance operated upon undergoes fusion.

When it remains unfused, in the state of powder, as is the case with

the oxides of zinc, iron, and copper, &c., the same crucible may, with

careful and judicious management, be made to serve for two or three

operations.

The crucible ought not to be placed immediately on the grate or

bars of the furnace, but on a stand provided for its reception. Stands,

composed of the same materials as the crucibles, are made for this

purpose, but, in the absence of such, a piece of brick, or an old cru-

cible placed bottom upwards, may be used. When pieces of brick are

used, as these are often to a certain extent fusible, and would in such

case adhere to the bottom of the crucible, thus occasioning inconve-

nience on withdrawing it from the fire, it is desirable to guard against

such result by putting a layer of sand or bone-ash between the crucible

and its stand.

A little management is required in putting the crucible into the

fire. It ought not to be exposed to a strong heat without previous

preparation, for if it be too suddenly heated it will almost inevitably

crack from unequal contraction. The cold crucible should, therefore,

be gradually warmed by placing it on the top of the furnace, or in

any suitable place for this purpose, previously to its introduction to

the fire. The fracture of a crucible is sometimes caused by putting

into it pieces of metal, which are intended to be fused, in such a way

that, extending across the crucible from one side to the other, and

fitting in tightly while cold, there is no room left for their expansion

when heated.

Small crucibles, having a capacity equal to about four ounces, may,

in most cases, be heated in any one of the laboratory furnaces that

may be in use for other purposes. Indeed, crucibles of six or twelve

ounces' capacity may often be heated in this way, or at least by the

use of a small portable furnace. When the crucible has a capacity of

a pound or more, it becomes necessary to use a furnace constructed
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expressly for such operations. There are several kinds of furnace

used for this purpose, but the wind-furnace, which is the oldest, is

still generally preferred : it affords the means of eflBciently heating

crucibles of any size.

The air or wind-furnace.—This furnace should be constructed of

the best fire-bricks, and it should be connected with a high chimney,

so as to insure a good draught. The interior of the furnace may be

made either square or round, each of these forms having its own pe-

culiar advantages and defects. The round form is convenient for the

reception of a crucible, and economical in the consumption of fuel, for

the corners in the square furnace contribute little to the available

heat when used for these operations ; but it is not so easily constructed

as the other, unless fire-bricks, shaped for the purpose, are employed,

and these cannot always be obtained. There are some processes,

however, in which the square furnace is more convenient than the

round, and as the former of these is always more easily built than

the other, and especially Avith bricks of the usual shape, preference is

generally given to this form.

In erecting a wind-furnace, it is desirable to select a situation for

it in which there is easy access to a suitable chimney without carry-

ing the flue horizontally for any distance, or having any sharp angles

that might impede the draught. It has been recommended, that this

furnace should be built over an underground vault or cellar, so that

by breaking through the arch of the vault a supply of air may be

obtained from below for the fire. This plan, however, presents few

advantages, and is subject to some objections. I prefer having the

draught-hole of the furnace made in the floor of the laboratory,

beneath and in front of the furnace, the part projecting beyond the

furnace being covered with an iron grating through which the air is

admitted.

The grate or bars of the furnace ought to be as near the floor as

possible, so that the whole elevation should not be inconveniently

high, and that the operator may be able to introduce or remove cruci-

bles and other apparatus through the opening at the top. The

draught-hole or ash-hole may be either on a level with the floor, as

shown in figs. 60 and 61, or it may be immediately under the floor,

as already mentioned, and projecting in front of the furnace, with a

movable iron grating over it, which may be taken up to remove the

ashes from beneath. The mouth of the furnace is covered with a

cast-iron plate, coated on the inside with fire-clay to protect it from

the action of the fire, and fixed as shown in the drawings. This plate
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is raised and lowered by means of a chain passing over a pulley, wlien

the crucible is introduced or removed, or fresh fuel is supplied to the

fire. There is a small hole in the centre of the iron plate through

which the progress of any operation which is going on in the furnace

can be observed. Fig. 60 represents a vertical section, and fig. 61

a front view of this furnace with the cover partly raised.

The furnace-bars are sometimes made of "wrought, sometimes of

cast-iron. The latter are certainly to be preferred, inasmuch as they

are cheaper, and are made of a more suitable form than those of

wrought-iron. They are now generally made much deeper and more

massive than formerly ; and when thus formed they possess the

advantage of lasting much longer, and of improving the draught of

Fig. 60. Fig. 61.

AlR-FURNACE. Air«Fdh)uce^

the furnace, by forming a good and efficient heating surface, in pass-

ing over which the air becomes warmed before coming into contact

with the ignited fuel. It has been proved, in the process of smelting

with the hot-blast, that the intensity of the heat produced by com-

bustion is increased when the air supplied to the fuel is previously

warmed.

The best form for furnace-bars is shown in figs. 62, 63, and 64.

6
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Fig. 62.

Fig. 62 represents a lateral view of the bar; fig. 63 represents it

as seen from above ; and fig. 64 a transverse section through the

middle of the bar, in the direction of the line a b. The ends are

quadrangular, and the bar is wider here than in the intervening part,

as shown in fig. 63, so that when the bars are placed with the ends

close to each other, there is a suitable space left for the admission of

air. The lower side of the bar forms an elliptical curve, and it is

narrower on this side than at the top, as shown in figs. 62 and 64,

this form being given to it to increase the draught, and to extend the

heated surface over which the air has to pass.

This form of fire-bar, which is called fish-bellied, is found to be

very advantageous. The heat of the strongest fires, which would

melt bars of the old form, or so soften

them that they would bend and be-

come useless, produces little or no in-

jurious effect upon these. The heat

communicated from the burning fuel

to the upper surface of the bar is

rapidly distributed by conduction

throughout the whole mass of metal,

and as a current of air is at the same

time passing in contact with this, the

heat seldom becomes so much concen-

trated as to heat the lower side of the

^ bars even to redness.

There is usually a square opening in the front wall of the wind-

furnace, which is formed in building it, and then stopped up with

bricks or a stone, which fits into it, so that it may be used, for any

particular purpose, to allow the neck of a retort, or a tube, to pass

through; but this is seldom required in strictly pharmaceutical pro-

cesses.

The heated air and products of combustion of the furnace pass into

the chimney through a rather contracted flue, which is called the fox.

This contraction promotes a more complete combustion of gases, which

otherwise would pass into the chimney without yielding the full amount

of heat that they are capable of producing, and by the generation of

which, the heat, and consequently the draught of the chimney, is

increased. A sliding door, called a damper, is sometimes fixed in

this part of the flue, by which means the opening may be contracted

or enlarged at pleasure.

In the air or wind-furnace, a strong draught and active combustion

Fig. 63.

Fig. 64.
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are produced at the expense of much fuel, which is necessarily con-

sumed in heating the chimney, so as to get the furnace into vigorous

operation. It has been found from actual trial, that if the fuel used

for this purpose were lighted under a boiler, and the steam generated

applied to a steam-engine, the power thus produced would be capable

of putting into motion with equal force ten or twelve times as much

air as tha^; which passes through the chimney of the wind-furnace. It

is evident, therefore, that a great saving in expense might be effected

by substituting steam, or some other power, for the means provided

in the wind-furnace, in getting the required draught or current of air.

The operations in a pharmaceutical laboratory are not generally of

sufficient extent to require the application of a steam-engine, but, in

the absence of this, the power of the human arm, which is not other-

wise put into requisition during the heating of a body in the furnace,

might be applied to mechanical means for effecting a current of air.

The bellows is the implement through which the power of the arm

is generally applied in creating a draught for a furnace. By the use

of this implement, time, fuel, and space, are economised. Time is

gained, inasmuch as, by a few strong blasts, a draught may be

created which, without this means, would only be attained after the

fire had burned for some time. For the same reason, fuel would be

economised ; and as a tall chimney is not necessary when the draught

is created by mechanical means, space might be economised, when this

is a consideration, by substituting a small portable blast-furnace for

the fixed and more bulky wind-furnace. I removed the wind-furnace

from my laboratory ten years ago, and substituting a portable blast-

furnace, which, when not in use, may be put into any unoccupied

corner, have never experienced inconvenience from the change.

It has now to be considered what is the best construction for the

bellows and the blast-furnace. The forge-bellows, as usually con-

structed, has certain defects, which, however, may be easily obviated.

The wedge-form has probably been given to the common bellows from

an erroneous notion that the air would more easily and forcibly enter

the pipe when directed in this way, than would otherwise be the case

;

but this form is objectionable, and ought to be abandoned, such a

geometrical shape being substituted as shall unite the greatest cubical

contents with the smallest extent of lateral surface. Amongst the

rectilinear figures, that which answers best to the required conditions

will, in a transverse section of the bellows, represent a square.

When the board constituting the upper part of the bellows, or that

to which the weight is attached, is fixed on one side by a hinge,
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according to the usual construction, it will necessarily shift its posi-

tion in reference to the horizon at every point through which it passes

in rising and falling ; and the pressure exerted hy the weight will

vary with all these alterations of position, being least available when

the bellows is opened widest, from the weight being then thrown more

on to the side fixed to the hinge, where it produces no effect, and

increasing as the board becomes more nearly restored to the horizontal

position. This loss, and constant variation of pressure, arising from

one side of the movable top being fixed, is a great defect ; it may be

obviated by doing away with the hinge, and making the top to rise

horizontally, the leather being attached on all sides in equal folds, as

it is in the accordion and other similar instruments.

Fig. 65.

The DorBLE Bellows.

The double beUotvs consists of two chambers, into the lower of which

the air is first drawn ; and from this it is subsequently transferred

through a valve into the upper chamber, which serves as a sort of

regulator, by which the intermitting puffs of the single bellows are
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changed to a continuous and uniform current of air. The partition

between the two chambers is permanently fixed to a firm framework,

as shown at g, g, fig. 65, the frame being just large enough to admit

of the bulging out of the leather during the w^orking of the bellows.

The fixed partition, with its valve, are represented at a, a, and imme-

diately above this there are two boards (6, h), into one of which the

air-pipe (c), with its turning valve {d), is inserted. The folded leather

(g, e), which, when expanded, forms the upper chamber, is fixed to the

boards (5, h) below, and above to the board (/), which forms the top

of the bellows. The leather [e, e) of the upper chamber is shown in

a state of collapse. The framework (^, g^) as represented in the

drawing, is intended to be fixed to the ceiling.

The lower, or supply chamber, is fixed at one end to a piece of wood

(A), to which the bottom board {i\ with its valve, is attached by hinges.

The iron arm [k), is also attached to 7i, and this forms a stationary

fulcrum (m) for the lever (^), by which the board (i) is raised. There

is a small roller (n) at the end of the lever to lessen the friction, and

this roller works in a groove formed by two pieces of wood, one of

which is shown at o. A flat plate of cast-iron may be fixed on the

board (/) to give the required pressure to the air.

T\\Q furnaces which are adapted for use in those cases where the

draught is promoted by means of a bellows, have now to be described.

Crucible-Furnace.—The smallest furnace of this kind is such as

may be made out of a large black-lead crucible. This furnace is

represented in fig. QQ. About three inches from the bottom of the

crucible, four or six holes («, a, a, «,) are made with a gimlet, horizon-

tally through its side. This is easily

done Avith black-lead crucibles, in con-

sequence of their soft texture, but those

made of hard materials would not admit

of it. The crucible, thus prepared, is

encased by a cylinder made of sheet-

iron, into which it fits tightly at the

top, while from the tapering shape of

the lower part of the crucible, a vacant

space is left in the bottom of the cylin-

der, as shown in the drawing. There

is a pipe (6) at the bottom of the cylin-

der, which is connected with the tube

of the bellows, and a blast is thus

directed into the vacant space in the

Fig. 66.

Crucible-Furnace.
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cylinder, from whence it passes through the holes a, a, a, a, to supply

the combustion in the black-lead crucible.

I have a furnace of this kind in use, the cylinder of which is eight

inches in diameter, and ten inches high. A crucible of twelve ounces'

capacity may be brought to a full white-heat in this furnace, and when

it has been kept in operation for some little time, the draught becomes

really a hot-blast, from the air being in contact with the heated metal

previous to its entering the fire. With a coke-fire the flame scarcely

extends a foot above the fuel, but the heat and light are so intense

that the eye cannot endure it, and neither crucible nor fuel are dis-

tinguishable. Care must be taken that the support for the crucible

does not consist of any fusible material, such as common brick, for in

such case it would inevitably adhere to it, and there would be danger

of breaking the crucible in attempting to separate them.

Seftstroem s Furnaces.—These are constructed on the same prin-

ciple as that last described, but they are made of any required size,

and may therefore be used for those operations requiring a larger fire

than the crucible-furnace admits of.

Fig. 67.

Seftstroem's Furnace.

The outer case or cylinder (a a), fig. 67, is made of stout sheet-

iron. It is somewhat contracted at the top by means of a ring {h b),

which is riveted on, and into this ring a second cylinder (c c) fits, as

shown in the drawing. The second cylinder is made of the same

material as the first; it has two handles at d d, and is slightly conical.
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ho that, without being a permanent fixture, it fits tightly into the

ring, being inserted up to the points at which the handles are attached,

and it may be removed at any time to facilitate the clearing away of

obstructions from the air-holes, or to remedy other defects.

The inner cylinder has six or eight tubes, about half an inch in

diameter, and two inches in length, fixed by means of rivets at equal

distances from each other round its circumference, about five or six

inches from the bottom, and projecting inwards. The inner surface

of this cylinder is lined with fire-clay to the thickness of the project-

ing tubes, which, after carefully drying it by exposure to the air, and

filling up any cracks that may be formed during this part of the pro-

cess, is finally hardened by the heat of an operation such as the fur-

nace is intended for. Before submitting it to a strong heat, it is

important that the clay should be well dried spontaneously, and the

clay mixture used should be such as will not contract much in drying.

The best mixture for the purpose is made by incorporating old broken

crucibles, or burnt clay, reduced to powder, with the moist and

unburnt fire-clay (Stourbridge clay), adding as much of the former as

can be introduced without destroying the adhesiveness of the result-

ing mass.

The outer cylinder has a tube (e) near the bottom, to which the pipe

of the bellows is attached. During the action of the bellows the air

is compressed in the space between the two cylinders, and is thus

forced through the tubes into the fire contained in the inner cylinder.

From the length of these tubes, and the conducting power of the iron of

which they are made, the air thus entering the fire is previously well

warmed, so as to assume the character of a hot-blast more completely

than is the case with the crucible-furnaoe previously noticed. The air

entering in separate horizontal currents from every side produces a most

intense heat in this part of the furnace ; and not only is this heat the

strongest that a furnace can afibrd, but being of equal intensity on

all sides, the crucibles exposed to it are less liable to crack than would

otherwise be the case. The surface of the clay-coating of the furnace

generally becomes glazed, from the action of the heat on the materials

used in contact with the ashes of the fuel. Even Hessian crucibles

sometimes collapse in the heat of this furnace. This intense heat is

seldom or never required for pharmaceutical purposes, but lower de-

grees of heat may be obtained by regulating the supply of air.

If a piece of brick be used to form a stand for the crucible, it will

be necessary to interpose a stratum of sand between it and the bottom

of the crucible, to prevent them from adhering together.
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Fig. 68.

Common Blast Furnace.

Common Blast Furnace.—A furnace, the construction of -which

would be cheaper and easier than that of either of the foregoing, may

be made by using a cylinder, similar to the outer cylinder of fig. Q^^

or fig. 67, and merely coating the inside of it with fire-clay, making a

projection near the bottom for the reception of a set of fire-bars, on

which the fire is to be placed, while the pipe for conveying the air

enters immediately under this.

Fire-bars, suitable for the

purpose, may be obtained

ready-made at any ironmon-

ger's. A furnace of this

kind is represented in fig. 68.

It Avill be sufiiciently power-

ful for most pharmaceutical

purposes, and will occupy less

space in proportion to its

capacity than those repre-

sented in figs. 66 and 67.

In using these furnaces, the

fire should be first ignited

with charcoal, and afterwards

supplied with coke, broken into small pieces about the size of a

walnut.

It will be necessary to adopt some means for preserving the iron

cylinders of these furnaces, or, at least, those parts of them that are

exposed to the air, from being rapidly destroyed by rust, as they in-

evitably would be if put into a damp place without protection from

the air. The difiiculty of accomplishing this object, constitutes one of

the greatest objections to this kind of furnace. There is no better

method of protecting them than by coating the iron-work with coal-

tar or solution of asphaltum, and renewing this from time to time as

it is destroyed by the heat.

The Centrifugal Bloiver.—Instead of the double bellows, the cen-

trifugal blower may be sometimes used with ad-

vantage, especially as it occupies less space, and,

as usually constructed, is less expensive. It con-

sists of a number of vanes or fanners, radiating

from a horizontal shaft or axle, and enclosed

within a cylindrical box. On the two opposite

sides of the box, and immediately surrounding

the axle of the fanners, open spaces are left for

Fig. 69.
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Fig. 70.

the entrance of the air, which, when put into motion by the rapid

rotation of the fanners, is propelled by the centrifugal force through a

tube attached to the circumference of the box. Fig. 69 represents

a section of this part of the apparatus, showing the position of the

fanners in the box, and the tube a, through which the air is discharged.

It will be observed that the fanners nearly touch the circumference of

the box at the point a, but at no other part, by which

means a greater current of air is propelled into the tube.

Fig. 70 represents a vertical section of the fanner, made

in a direction at right angles with that of the section

shown in fig. 69. The block of wood is here shown,

attached to the end of the axle, on the outside of the box,

on which the cord works which gives motion to the fan-

ners.

The apparatus, complete, is represented in fig. 71, which is drawn

to about the one-fifteenth or one-twentieth the real size of the appa-

ratus, as usually employed. An apparatus similar in principle, is

described in the Chapter on Evaporation.

Fig. 71.

The Centrifugal Blower.

This blower will be found very convenient for sending a strong cur-

rent of air through a portable furnace, as it may be used in any situa-
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Fig. 72.
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tion in which it may be most convenient to place the furnace ; and

when not in use it may be hung against the wall, or put into another

apartment.

The kind of furnace represented in fig. 72, will be found to be that

best suited for use with the centrifugal blower. The air-pipe of the

furnace should be of pretty large dimensions, and the bars of the grate

should be thick, and not too close together.

One great advantage in this means of forcing a current of air into

a blast-furnace is, that when the apparatus is attached to the air-pipe

of the furnace, it occasions no

obstruction to the free ingress of

air while the blower itself is not

in operation. In this respect it

differs from the bellows, which,

when not in action, stops all ac-

cess of air to the bottom of the

fire.

Flame-Furnace^ or Reverhera-

tory Furnace.—There are some

operations in which it is found

advantageous to expose the vessel

to be heated to the action of the

flame and hot air of the fire with-

out being in contact with the

ignited fuel. Furnaces constructed for this purpose are sometimes

called flame-furnaces. They are extensively used in chemical manu-

factories, but in these cases the substances operated upon are not gene-

rally contained in crucibles, but exposed on a horizontal bed of the

furnace, over which the flame of the fire passes. The furnaces used

in the manufacture of soda, and in the process of puddling iron, are

of the kind here alluded to. When intended for pharmaceutical pur-

poses, however, the construction is somewhat difierent from that adopted

in the foregoing cases.

The fuel used in furnaces of this kind should be rich in hydrogen.

Wood, peat, or brown coal, may be employed, but not charcoal or

coke, because these latter do not burn with sufficient length of flame.

A flame-furnace has been erected in the laboratory at Giessen,

where it has been found to answer remarkably well for the preparation

of potassium. It possesses this great advantage, that the wrought-

iron retort, employed in the process, not being in contact with the

fuel, is not, as it otherwise would be, converted into the more fusible

A fe 1 \:

Common JiLAST-FcR.NACE.
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cast-iron, by the absorption of carbon. The dry wood which is em-

ployed as fuel, is burnt in a separate fire-place, and the flame from

this is conducted through a narrow channel into the chamber contain-

ing the wrought-iron vessel, where it plays upon the latter with an in-

tensity of heat which may be compared to that of the flame of a large

blow-pipe.

In the mint at Carlsruhe, these furnaces are used for melting the

various metals in crucibles, two or more of which are submitted to

different degrees of heat, according as their proximity to the fire is

greater or less.

Fig. 73 represents one of these furnaces constructed for the recep-

Fig. 73.

Flame-Furnace.

tion of two crucibles. In the space A the fuel is burnt, which must

consist of dry wood, peat, or good coals. The flame passes through

the narrow shaft (??i), where it mixes with atmospheric air, which is

admitted here through several small holes placed as shown in the

drawing, and which are also further represented at ^9 p in fig. 74.

By opening or closing these holes, the supply of atmospheric oxygen

may be regulated so as to prevent any deposition of carbon, and to

produce the greatest degree of heat. The flame, after playing round

the crucible in the space B, passes through the contracted channel {n)

into the second space C, where it again expands and envelopes the
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Fig. 74.
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Fig. 75.

crucible placed there, and finally escapes into the chimney (D). The

flame and heat are often sufficient to admit of heating even a third

crucible, when provision is made for that number.

These furnaces offer a great facility for the removal and reintro-

duction of crucibles, as these operations do not at all interfere with

the fire. In ordinary cases, when the crucible is surrounded by the

fuel, on removing the former, the fuel falls into its place, and interferes

with the convenient introduction of another crucible. It is also ad-

vantageous to have a graduated heat to which the crucibles can be

successively introduced.

These furnaces should be built with the best fire-bricks, cemented

together with fire-clay. The circular air-holes p, p, are made by in-

serting round bars of iron in the

brickwork, and afterwards pulling

these out before the cement has

hardened.

Common Portable Furnaces.—
In some cases a common portable

furnace may be made to serve a

great many useful purposes, even

superseding, in very small establish-

ments, the necessity for more costly

and bulky apparatus. Fig. 75, re-

presents a furnace of this kind. It

is intended to be placed against a

chimney, into which the flue is in-

serted. Fig. 76, is a vertical sec-

tion made through the fire-place, and

fig. 77, a horizontal section.

Vessels of the form represented

in fig. 78, may be used for boiling

any liquids over this furnace.

Distillation is best effected by

substituting a sand -pot for the
Common Portadle Fdrnace.

boiler, and placing a retort in the sand.
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There should also be an iron cover for the top of the furnace, to

be put on when neither of the other vessels is required, and this cover

should consist of two or more rings with a central piece, as shown at C,

fig. 4, page 21, so that, by removing one or more of these, an open-

ing of greater or lesser magnitude may be effected here, which would

be found convenient in conducting crucible operations.

Fi^. 76. Fig. 77.

There is another common portable furnace which it may be well to

describe. It is used without a chimney, and charcoal is, therefore,

the only fuel that can be conveniently burnt in it, but it possesses

this advantage, that it may be placed in any part of the laboratory,

and moved about at pleasure. Figs. 79 and 80 represent this fur-

nace. Fig. 79 is a vertical section, showing the position of the grate,

which is fixed at the bottom of a larger, and immediately over a

smaller, cylinder, both of which are made of sheet-iron. The upper

cylinder, which forms the fire-place, should be lined with clay. It is

furnished with a small door through which fresh fuel may be intro-

duced when the top is covered with any apparatus. The lower cylin-

der, which forms the channel through which air is supplied to the fire,

extends nearly to the ground. At its lower extremity it is riveted
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to a tripod stand as shown in fig. 80, from the three extremities of

which rods of iron extend upwards to the larger cylinder, so as to

give to it greater firmness and stability. At the bottom of the

smaller cylinder there is a sliding-door, shown in fig. 79, by opening

or shutting which the supply of air to the fire is regulated. The

ashes fall through the lower cylinder, and are received on to a tray

(A, fig. 80) in front of the door. The air having to pass over the

hot ashes, and through the cylinder, which acquires heat by conduc-

tion, enters the fire at a temperature well suited for active combustion.

Fiff. 79. Fig. 80.

Common Portable Fornace.

This furnace is applicable to a great number of processes where

only a moderate heat is required.

l_Gfas and Alcohol Lamps.—In the greater number of dispensing

establishments the range of operations requiring heat is very limited,

and the space for operating confined chiefly to the shop. To these

the possession of gas, and alcohol lamps, is invaluable. Where gas

is to be had, gas-burners should be used in preference to all other

lamps, as safer, more economical, and far more conveniently managed.
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Fig. 81.
Gas has long been used for heating pur-

poses, but its smokiness was a serious ob-

jection to its use until the suggestion of

Dr. Duncan, of Edinburgh, was carried

into practice. This consists in burning it

after admixture with atmospheric air. A
wire gauze is stretched across the top of a

tinned iron cylinder, into which, at its

lower and open end, the gas enters from a

jet and mixes with the air as it rises. The

mixture is ignited above the gauze and

burns with a clear bluish flame. Fig. 81

shows the manner in which this is effected.

The original cylinder of Sir A. Robin-

son was thirty inches long, but it has been

found that six or eight inches is quite long

enough; and if several diaphragms of

coarser wire gauze be placed at intervals

in the cylinder, its length may be decreased

to four inches ; especially if the gas issues

into the cylinder from such a burner as

fig. 82.

The gas-furnace of Mr. Rickets, noticed in Chap. I., is equal

to a charcoal fire for many of the purposes of the pharmaceutist, and

can be conveniently arranged at the working counter. A set of the

shorter cylinders, from one to four inches in diameter, should be

at command—made of tinned iron—one end covered with fine brass

wire gauze, simply crimped over the edge, and a piece of copper

wire twisted around it. When no means of protection are used, the

gauze requires to be renewed, if constantly in use, at intervals of one

or two months ; especially if corrosive substances are allowed to come

in contact with it from the boiling over of liquids. It may be pro-

tected by having a short cylindrical cap, covered with coarse iron wire

gauze, slipped over the end of the cylinder, and the space between the

two wire tissues filled with granular pumice-stone, free from dust.

—

W. P.]

The following arrangements are adopted in the laboratory of the

Pharmaceutical Society, where they were originally introduced.

Cras-Burners.—The gas-burner generally used is that represented

in fig. 82. It consists of a perforated ring (a) the diameter of which
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is two inches and three quarters ; this is supported on a foot {b), and

attached by a flexible tube to the gas-pipe, so that it may be moved to

any part of the work-table, to suit the arrangement of other apparatus.

Fig. 83, represents a larger gas-burner, the diameter of which is

six inches, but this is rarely required excepting in some particular

cases, in which it may be wished to have the heat diffused over a large

surface. The smaller burner affords heat enough to boil a gallon or

more of water in a metallic vessel.

Fig. 83.

Ga- Blr.ner.

GasBorner

Fig. 84.

Gas-Furnace.

Cfas-Furnaces.—The gas-furnace (fig. 84) is used to confine the

heat of the flame from the gas-burner, to protect it from being blown

about by currents of air, and at the same time to form a support for

the vessel containing the liquid to be heated. This furnace consists

of a slightly conical cylinder of sheet iron, which is covered with

black japan varnish to protect it from becoming corroded with rust.

It is four and a half inches in diameter at top, five and a half inches

in diameter at the bottom, and ten inches in height. The air for sup-

porting the combustion of the lamp, is admitted through apertures at

the bottom of the cylinder, while the hot air and products of combus-

tion, escape through a number of small holes near the top. There is

a door on one side of the furnace, which is used for lighting the lamp

when any apparatus is fixed over the opening above ; there is also an

aperture extending from the bottom upwards to the height of about

five inches, through which the flexible gas tube passes, and which

admits of the lamp being placed on a block of wood, so as to bring the

flame nearer to the top of the furnace when this is desired.

If the apparatus to be heated be large, or the gas-burner (fig. 83)
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be employed, it will be necessary to use a furnace of larger dimen-

sions than that described. In these cases the cylinder should be

seven inches in diameter, and twelve inches in height ; and with a

cylinder of this size it is unnecessary to have it larger at the bottom

than at the top.

Retorts, flasks, or dishes, may be heated over these furnaces, and

the operator, by regulating the supply of gas, will have complete con-

trol over the amount of heat applied.

The mixed gas furnace, (figs. 1, 2,) which is described at page

20, does not afford complete control over the intensity of the heat, and

therefore is not generally applicable for the purpose contemplated.

It gives a strong heat and is perfectly free from smoke, but the size

of the flame cannot be regulated at pleasure, as the flame of the gas-

burner (fig. 82) can. The air being allowed free ingress at the

bottom of the tube (A. fig. 1), requires the admixture of a constant

quantity of gas issuing from the tube (B), to form a combustible mix-

ture which shall burn at the mouth of the tube. If the supply of gas

be much diminished, the mixture ceases to be combustible, and the

flame is extinguished. This defect might be remedied, by providing

means for regulating the supply of atmospheric air, as well as of gas,

but such addition would render the apparatus more complicated and

expensive. The furnace (fig. 84) with the gas-bm-ner (fig. 82) will,

therefore, be found to answer better in those processes where it is

desirable to have complete control over the amount of heat applied.

[The objection to the gauze burner, above stated, is only real when
the amount of heat is reduced below ten per cent, of that capable of

being communicated by the burner, and it rarely happens that a

greater reduction is required in the same process. Besides, when the

short cylinders are used, the reduction may be yet greater.

As gas can only be profitably employed by the pharmaceutist in

those cities and towns where it is introduced for the purposes of illu-

mination, a substitute is best found in

alcohol and oil lamps. Alcohol lamps,

from their superior cleanliness, and

easy management, are to be preferred

to those for oil. Where a strong heat

is desired the lamp of Dr. Mitchell

(fig. 85) is to be preferred. It is an

Argand burner, placed in the centre

of a cylindrical reservoir, with which

it communicates at bottom by several

7

Fig. 85.

Dr. Mitchell's L4.MP.
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small tubes. The alcohol is introduced by the lateral tube, which

also serves for a handle, and is closed with a cork. A common Argand

wick is slipped into the bm-ner, which is raised or lowered by a pair

of sharp-pointed forceps. A small orifice is made at the top of the

reservoir, for the admission of air as the alcohol is consumed. The

construction of the handle allows it to be used as a lip in pouring out

the alcohol, after the operation is finished, or a tin cap may be placed

over the burner to prevent the evaporation of the alcohol, if it is left

in the lamp.

Fig. 86 represents the improved alcohol-lamp of Berzelius. The

Fig. 86. Fig. 87.

"^atsaasi

Berzehus's Lamp. Lamp Chimney.

reservoir passes over the upright wire of the lamp-stand, and it com-

municates with the Argand burner by a tube. The wick is raised when

required by the screw at the side of the burner.

The power of Dr. Mitchell's lamp may be greatly increased, by

bavins: two concentric burners, one three inches and the other an inch

and a half in diameter. Oil may be used in these lamps, but its

smokiness is an objection. Whatever fuel may be used, chimneys

(fig. 87) should be placed on the lamp, so that a steady heat shall be

conducted upwards, and the flame not be influenced by lateral currents.

The common glass spirit-lamp, with a glass cap, (fig. 88,) is ex-

ceedingly useful in the shop for sealing, and some blowpipe opera-

tions, and is always ready for use. Such a lamp may be easily con-

structed from a wide-mouthed vial, with a piece of glass, or tin tube

passing through the cork.
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The lamp for igniting a length of tube, invented by

Mr. Cooper, and described by Faraday, is represented

at fig. 89. " It consists of a frame, ten or eleven inches

long, which being raised upon four feet, has an aperture

from end to end of 0-8 or 0*9, of an inch in "width. It

is furnished at each end with a wire support, adjustible

in its height, and bent at the top into a convenient form

for retaining a tube in a horizontal position. The

lamps are two in number, and stand on the frame, one on each side of

Fig. 89.

CoorER's Lamp-Fi'rnace.

the aperture. They have each ten burners, passing obliquely upwards

from one edge, and inclining toAvards those of the other lamp, over the

aperture mentioned. Each burner is 0*8 of an inch in length, half an

inch wide, and about that distance apart from its neighbours, and the

lamps may be put so near to each other as to leave the two sets but little

asunder, or they may be removed to a greater distance. Small up-

rights are fixed on the top of the lamp between the burners ; there is

also a feed-pipe on each lamp, closed by a cork ; and each burner is

furnished with a cap to cover it, and prevent the evaporation of the

alcohol when the lamp is not in use. The whole of this apparatus is

made of tin-plate and iron wire."

The wicks for this lamp are common cylindrical wicks introduced

double. Dr. Mitchell believes that this lamp may be greatly improved

by having the burners arranged as in his lamp, fig. 85, each rising

vertically from the space between the lamps, and connected with the re-

servoir of alcohol, by a tube at its base. Dr. Mitchell has also suggested

an arrangement, fig. 90, under the name of a "retort-stand," which
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Fig. 90.

Mitchell's Retort-Stand.

is very useful in connexion with the

employment of lamps, and may also be

used as a support for funnels in filter-

ing. It " is formed of sheet-iron, with

horizontal slits for the support of shelves

of the same metal. The shelves are

perforated by triangular or irregular

hexagonal apertures, which give to cir-

cular vessels a steady support, and per-

mit the free passa;ge of flame or heated

air. • This retort-stand is convenient

because of the great facility of eleva-

tion and depression of the vessels, and

the ease with which they may be re-

moved along with the shelf, either for examination, agitation, or any

other purpose." {Faraday's CJiem. Manip. Amer. Edit.)

Blowpipes. — The gas
^'

' blowpipe of Mr. Redwood,

fig. 91, which is described in

the chapter on miscellaneous

operations, is an admirable

arrangement for obtaining a

powerful heat in small opera-

tions, as for heating a pla-

tinum or small wedgwood cru-

cible, and in tube operations

requiring reduction, sublima-

tion, &c. The jet (b) may be

applied to the lamp of Dr.

Mitchell, or a common cylin-

drical gas-burner.

The syringe blowpipe, (fig.

92 exhibits a section,) is a

very simple and complete ar-

rangement for obtaining a

strong blast for this purpose.

It consists of a brass cyHnder

a, attached firmly to the un-

der side of the table, A, B.

b is the piston, with a valve opening upwards ; c a treadle con-

nected with the piston-rod; A is a weight to cause the descent of the

piston ; d a tinned iron reservoir for the condensed air ; e a tube con-
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Fig. 92.
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necting the reservoir with the cylinder, and closed by a valve opening

inward
; / a Mitchell's lamp

; g a tube and jet connected with the re-

servoir. In using the blowpipe, the foot is placed at i, which depresses

the treadle and forces the contents of the cylinder into c?, the weight

h causes the descent of the piston when the foot is raised, when a

second portion of air is forced in ; the air in the reservoir is soon suffi-

ciently condensed to keep up a steady current, of great force, through

the jet g.

Fig. 93. Fig. 94.

Q^—

^

Fiff. 95. Fig. 96.

Black's Wollaston'3
Blowpipe. Blowpipe.

Every pharmaceutist should be familiar with the use of the common
mouth-blowpipe. There are numerous cases where he is called upon

to use it, either in testing, or in adapting tube apparatus. A variety
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of forms lias been given to this instrument by different chemists. In

its simplest form, (fig. 93), it is a conical tube, terminating in a

minute orifice or jet, which is curved so that the air issues at right

angles with the axis of the tube. Some have a globular enlargement,

(fig. 96), which serves as a reservoir for the condensed air, and retains

the saliva that passes in with the breath. Fig. 94 represents the

blowpipe of Mr. Pepys. Figs. 95, 96, exhibit other forms of the

mouth-blowpipe as suggested by Dr. Black, Dr. "VVollaston, and others.

The chief merit of Dr. Wollaston's instrument is, that it may be taken

to pieces, and the parts slipped into each other so as to reduce it to a

size suitable for convenient carriage in the pocket.

In using the blowpipe, the object to be attained is a constant and

uniform blast of air through the tube. In order to effect this, the

operator must use the muscles of his cheeks as the sides of a bellows,

the mouth being replenished with air from the lungs, as occasion de-

mands ; and their action must be so regulated that the lungs will keep

up the current, during the time required to fill the mouth with air.

During the period that elapses, Avhile the contents of the mouth are

being expelled, the lungs are inflated through the nostrils. This pro-

cess is easily acquired by a little patience, and by practice can be con-

tinued, with little fatigue, for ten or fifteen minutes.

The flame of a lamp or candle, (fig. 97,) urged by a blowpipe, is a

^ miniature blast-furnace, and the iet of flame
Fig. 97. T • , ,.

possesses the same qualities that a furnace

=i^^^^^^^^^2=- does. The interior, where the carbon of the

fuel is not wholly oxidized, is possessed of

reducing or deoxidizing power, whilst the ex-

treme point is powerfully oxidizing, a fact

readily proven by the reduction of the oxide

of lead on the surface of flint glass, when

held in the interior of the flame, Avhilst it is again oxidized by being

held in the terminal portion.

THERMOMETEKS.

The thermometer generally used in the United States and Eng-

land, is that of Fahrenheit, whilst the continental chemists and phar-

maceutists, use chiefly the Centigrade thermometer, and that of Reau-

mur. The Centigrade, owing to its decimal graduation, is to be pre-

ferred to the others for scientific purposes; but as habit has established
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the use of Fahrenheit's scale with us, the following table, which has

been copied from "Noad's Chemical Manipulation and Analysis,"

presents a convenient means for converting the degrees of these scales

into each other at a glance.

In Fahrenheit's instrument, the range between the freezing and

boiling points of water is 180°, the zero being 32° below the freezing

point ; hence, on this scale the congealing of water takes place at 32°,

and it boils at 212°.

In the Centigrade scale, the freezing point is the zero, and the point

of ebullition 100°
; each degree being equal to 1*8 of Fahrenheit's.

Reaumur's scale has these two points 80° apart, the eightieth degree

being the boiling point of water. This thermometer was formerly

much more used than at present, in France, the Centigrade having re-

placed it.

To reduce Centigrade degrees to those of Fahrenheit.

Rule : Multiply by 9 and divide by 5, and add 32.

To reduce Fahrenheit's degrees to those of Centigrade.

Rule : Subtract 32, multiply by 5, and divide by 9.

To reduce Reaumur's degrees to those of Fahrenheit's.

Rule : Multiply by 9, divide by 4, and add 32.

To reduce Fahrenheit's degrees to those of Reaumur's.

Rule : Subtract 32, multiply by 4, and divide by 9.
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TABLE

FOR THE CONVERSION OF DEGREES ON THE CENTIGRADE THERMOMETER

INTO DEGREES OF FAHRENHEIT'S SCALE.

Cent.
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TABLE.—CONTINUED.

Cent.



lOG EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE.

by a liinge, that the lower end of the scale, to the fiftieth degree,

may be turned back against the upper part, so as to expose the lower

end of the tube and the bulb, for the convenience of dipping it in liquids

whose temperature it is desired to ascertain. Such instruments may
be had of the thermometer-makers.

Thermometers are sometimes constructed with the tube passing

through a larger tube containing the scale, in such a manner as to float

like a hydrometer, in the liquid to be examined. They are used by

the sugar-boilers, and in the concentration of saline solutions, on a

large scale, to ascertain the crystallizing point.

When the heat of an evaporating liquid is to be regulated by a ther-

mometer, the instrument should be suspended in the liquid, and not

suffered to rest on the bottom in contact with the vessel.

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE.



CHAPTER IV.

ON STEAM HEATING APPARATUS, AND ITS APPLICATIONS TO THE

PURPOSES OF PHARMACY.

The introfluction of steam as a means of communicating heat in

pharmaceutical processes, has caused a complete revolution in the

general arrangements of the laboratory. Where efficient steam appa-

ratus is introduced, the necessity for other means of heating, by the

use of furnaces, is almost entirely superseded. But the full extent of

the convenience and advantage of the employment of steam can only

be fully appreciated in those cases where the daily work of the labo-

ratory is such as to keep the apparatus in constant use.

Several efforts have from time to time been made, especially on the

continent, to contrive a steam apparatus that should be applicable to

small pharmaceutical laboratories ; but none has appeared to have

given so much general satisfaction as that for which we are indebted

to the late John Beindorf, of Frankfort. This apparatus is used

throughout Germany and other parts of the continent, where it is

distinguished by the name of Beindorf s apparatus, and in many cases

tJie apparatus.

Beindorf himself, previous to his death, which occurred in 1833,

had supplied the apparatus to a great many persons, and was in the

habit of making them of two different sizes. The manufacture of

them is still continued by his widow, who now conducts the business :

but other manufacturers have adopted the form, or at least the prin-

ciple, of the original apparatus, and they are now, therefore, made in

many of the large towns.

The following description of the apparatus, including improve-

ments or alterations introduced by himself, applies to that of the

smaller size.

The boiler, fig, 98, is 18 inches long, 13f inches wide, and 13

inches deep. It is made of copper, the edges to the ends and bottom

being somewhat truncated, and the bottom itself slightly arched, as
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Fig. 98- shown in the drawing. The

sides are perpendicular, and

have a flat flanch or shoulder,

to which the top is either

soldered or screwed.

In the top there are four

large circular openings,

—

one 11 inches in diameter,

intended to receive the still

and the evaporating vessels;

two of 3^ inches, and one of

3 inches diameter, for re-

ceiving vessels for macera-

tion, &c. ; there are also four

small openings for attaching

steam-pipes. The top has

been made, sometimes of

copper with rings of tin sur-

rounding the openings ; sometimes of polished iron or steel, with

brass mountings ; but I prefer having the top cast entirely of brass.

Fig. 98, represents a perspective view of the boiler cut transversely

across three of the openings to show the interior.

The following vessels and apparatus are used with the boiler in

different operations :

—

1. The cucurbit and head (fig. 99) for distillation. This fits into

the large opening in the top of the boiler, and the steam-pipe, repre-

Fig. 99. '

Boiler of Beindorf Apparatus.

Cdcdrbit and Head.

sented in the drawing, is fixed to one of the small openings of the

boiler, and carries steam to the bottom of the cucurbit, to be dis-

charged underneath a perforated false bottom, which is separately

shown in fig. 100.
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2. A tin dish or pan for evaporating extracts or neutral solutions.

3. A porcelain or Wedgwood-ware dish, for solutions that would

act on the tin, mounted wth a ring of tin fitting into the opening in

the boiler.

4. A deep copper pan, (fig. 101,) which dips into the boiler as far as

the rim by which it is fitted to the opening. This is sometimes made
larger and more shallow, with an external jacket, as represented in

fig. 102 : in this case the pan stands above the boiler, and the steam

Fig. 101. Fig. 102.

Evaporating Pans.

surrounds it in the space enclosed by the jacket. These are used for

larger quantities of extract, for making lead plaster, &c.

5. A set of brass rings fitting one within the other, with a circular

piece in the centre, the whole forming a lid or cover for the large

opening of the boiler. These are intended for contracting the size of

the opening, so as to suit any dish or vessel of smaller diameter.

The two largest of these rings with the still-head fitted in the

centre, as used for distilling water without the cucurbit, are shown in

fig. 103.

Fig. 103. Fig. 104.

Still-head. Steam -FUNNEL.

6. A funnel-shaped apparatus (fig. 104). It is full eight inches in

diameter at the top or mouth of the funnel, and the lower end or neck

is made to fit into one of the second-sized openings in the boiler. In
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the neck of this funnel-shaped appendage there is a valve formed of a

disk of metal, across the diameter of which a wire is fixed, so tliat it

may be turned to prevent or admit the admission of steam into the

funnel. This appendage to the boiler is of great and frequent use :

it affords a ready means of adapting retorts, dishes, and other vessels,

of different sizes, so as to expose them to the heat of the steam.

7. A small hot-air chamber, made of zinc or other suitable metal

Fig. 105. Fis

Hot-air Chamber.

(fig. 10.3). This is a double or jacketted box, with a door in one side,

and a tuljc for conveying steam from the boiler to the space enclosed

by the jacket. There are two openings at the opposite corners of the

door, furnished with sliding shutters, by which air is allowed to pass

through when required. This box or chamber may be attached to a

wall contiguous to the apparatus.

If an elevated rim be fixed round the top of the box, this may be

filled with sand, so as to form a small sand-bath for processes in which

little heat is required.

The Bcindorf apparatus is not calculated for sending a strong jet

of steam through pipes, as the least opposing pressure would cause

the escape of the steam through the imperfect joints by which the

several appendages are fitted into the top of the boiler.

An indicator of the height of the water in the boiler is a very
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necessary part of the apparatus. That which I have found to answer

the purpose best consists of a glass tube fixed to a bent brass pipe,

which is attached to the cock by which water is drawn from the

boiler. This is shown in the drawing (fig. 113), and the tube itself

is more minutely represented by fig. 106. A scale of inches is fixed to

the glass tube, which thus indicates the depth of the water in the

boiler. There is a stop-cock in the bent brass pipe, by which the

communication between the boiler and the glass tube can at any time

be shut off, in case of any accident to the latter.

We have now to describe the construction of the stove or furnace

by which the boiler is heated. The first question is, what will be the

proper or most convenient height for the top of the boiler ? It is ne-

cessary to have it so high that, in conducting the process of distilla-

tion, there shall be sufficient space, between the beak of the still-head

Fig. 107.

Beindorf Apparatds.

and the ground, for the worm-tub or refrigerator and the receiver

below it. A pit or hole in the ground is sometimes provided for the

latter to stand in, but this is subject to several objections, and ought,

therefore, to be avoided, if possible.
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Allowing 27 inches for the height of the worm-tub, and 14 inches for

that of the stand on which it is placed, it would be found that 43 inches

would be sufficient height for the top of the boiler, and this would not

be too high to admit of the various required operations being conve-

niently conducted on it. If the apparatus be fixed at this height, there

will be found to be sufficient space to have an arched receptacle for

keeping the fuel in underneath the ash-pit. Fig. 107, represents the

apparatus laid open so as to show the manner in which it is arranged

and put together. The walls a a are first erected and arched over

with bricks or covered with an iron plate. The end h is closed with

brickwork. The top of the arch is now made level, and bricked up to

the proper height for the bottom of the ash-pit door, which, as well as

the fire-place door, is fixed to a cast-iron plate forming the front of the

stove. The ash-pit extends the whole depth of the grate d. Immedi-

ately behind the grate rises the arched fire-bridge ^, a portion of which

is shown in the drawing. Beyond this is the opening /, by which the

fire passes off, which is commonly called the fox. The boiler rests

with its edges all round on the brickwork, excepting at the fox. The
fire passing through the fox-hole and

underneath the sand-bath, returns

by two channels A and i along the

sides of the boiler to the chimney-

flue Ic. At I there is an opening,

stopped with a loose stone or brick,

for cleaning out the space under-

neath the sand-bath.

It will be found advantageous to

have the front, in which are the fur-

nace and ash-pit doors, entirely co-

vered by a cast-iron plate. The
doors should be 8 inches wide by 5^
inches high. Twelve inches will be

found to be a good length for the

furnace bars.

Fig. 108 represents a transverse

section of the apparatus.

The Sand-hath, consists of a

strong piece of sheet iron, with a

rim turned up on every side, about

Section of Beindorf's Apparatds.

a. The receptacle for

the fuel.

J. The ashpit.
c. The grate.

d. The firebridge.

e. The fox-hole.

/,/. The two flues pass-

iMK along the sides of ^i i^ich (Jcep. It will be of the full
tilt; bo

g. The boiler. width of the furnace, and may be
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Fig. 109.

about fifteen or twenty inches in length. This is nearly filled with

coarse, but properly sifted and clean, river sand. The sand should be

passed through two sieves,—one for removing the dust and fine par-

ticles,—the other for separating small stones and coarse impurities.

When properly purified by thus treating and washing it, the sand will

not adhere to any vessels that may be placed in it. This sand-bath

will be found to be very useful for a variety of purposes.

The cooling or condensing tub, should stand close to the apparatus,

the distance being suited to the length of the neck of the still-head.

The tub should always be kept filled Avith water, and ready for use. I

would recommend that the pipes of

the condenser should be rubbed over

on the outside with a mixture of tal-

low and black lead, to prevent the

adhesion of carbonate of lime, which

is often deposited in considerable

quantity from the water contained

in the tub.

Beindorf's cooling or condensing

tub, is represented by fig. 109, where

a vertical section of it is shown. All

parts of this condenser may be easily

cleaned, which is not the case with

the common worm-tub. Where there

is only one condenser used, it is quite

indispensable that it should admit of

being perfectly cleaned, otherwise

the product of each process will be contaminated with some part of

that which preceded it.

The common worm-tub, is shown in fig. 110. The worm is made of

tin pipe and too much care cannot be taken to insure the purity of

the metal employed in this, in common with all other metallic con-

densers. The principal objection to the common worm-tub arises

from the difiiculty there is in properly cleaning out the pipe. The
means sometimes adopted for this purpose consists in letting a leaden

ball, attached to a string, run through the worm, then fastening a

sponge or bottle-brush to one end of the string and drawing it through,

at the same time pouring some water in. If there be many coils to

the worm, however, this method will be found impracticable, and the

only available means will be to close the lower end of the pipe, then

fill it with a solution of caustic alkali, and allow this to remain in for

Beindorf's Condensing Tub.
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some hours, then, having removed this and the condensing water from

the tub, to pass a strong jet of steam through the worm for some

time.

Another form of condenser has been proposed by KoUe. This is

represented by fig. 111. The pipe is not bent circularly as that of the

common worm is, but in the form of a zigzag, running to and fro in

Fiff. 110. Fig. 111.

Common Worm-tdb.

Kolle's Condenser.

a vertical plane. On removing the pieces of bent tube a the whole of

.the interior of the pipe may be cleaned by means of a stick or long

Fig. 112.

"^5!iS

Gadda's Condenser and Still.

brush. There is, liowever, a difficulty in keeping so many joints
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Fig. 113.

water-tight, especially when the tub is made of wood, for the joints

can only in such case be stopped with cement. If the tub be made of

zinc or copper, the projecting ends of the tube may be soldered to it,

and the liability to leakage entirely removed.

(jfaddas Condensing Apparatus, is represented in fig. 112. It con-

sists of two conical vessels of metal, of unequal size, the smaller being

fixed within the other, and the space between them closed at the top

and bottom. These are placed in a tub filled with cold water, which

comes in contact with the inner and outer surface of the cones, while

the space between is occupied by the

vapour to be condensed. The drawing

also represents a common still set in

brickwork, showing the construction of

the fireplace and flues. Gadda's con-

denser is subject to the objection which

applies to the common worm, that it

cannot be easily and efficiently cleaned

out. To obviate this objection, Mit-

scherlich has given to it another form,

which is represented in fig. 113. In

this the inner part of the cone is made

cylindrical, and may be taken out, so

as to admit of the interior of the appa-

ratus being cleaned. The inner and

outer pieces of the cone are united at

the top by a joint a. There is also a

perforated ring h near the bottom, which

keeps the inner cylinder in its proper

place. Cold water is supplied by two

jets, e, c, and the heated water is carried 03" by the pipes d, d. In

using this apparatus it is necessary to have a constant supply of cold

water, which can be drawn from a reservoir situated above the con-

denser, unless the tub containing the condenser be itself large enough

to hold the required quantity of water.

Fig. 114 represents the Beindorf apparatus and condenser in opera-

tion.

A brief description will now be given of the method of using the

apparatus for the several purposes to which it is applicable.

Distillation.—In the pharmaceutical laboratory, distillation gene-

rally has reference to the preparation of distilled waters. For this

purpose the boiler is charged with rather more water than usual, so

Mitscherlich's Condenser.
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that two or tliree gallons may be distilled without recharging it. The

cucurbit (fig. 99) is then fitted into its place in the top of the boiler,

and the steara-pipe being fixed as represented, and the herbs, flowers,

&c., to be operated upon, put over the perforated false bottom of the

cucurbit, the distillation is conducted by causing a jet of steam to pass

Fig. 114.

Beindorf Apparatus.

through and become charged with the volatile constituents of the solid

ingredients. If essential oils be substituted for the vegetable sub-

stances which yield them, the former may be dropped on to bibulous

paper, and this placed on the false bottom of the cucurbit. This mode
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of operating is certainly subject to one objection, that the attachments

of the several parts of the apparatus being loose, anj obstruction to

the free passage of the steam causes it to escape at the joints ; and

such an obstruction is sometimes occasioned by the condensation of

steam in the cucurbit and the accumulation of water there so as to

cover the end of the steam-pipe.

To obviate this difficulty, without the necessity of having recourse

to a common still, I have had the still-head made to fit on to the open-

ing in the boiler, by means of movable rings, as shown in fig. 103. The

boiler itself is thus converted into a still, and the substances to be ope-

rated upon are put in with the water and distilled in the usual way.

There are some cases in which this, which is the old method of distil-

ling, answ^ers better than that which consists in passing steam through

the materials to be operated upon, contained in a separate vessel.

Thus, for instance, in rectifying oil of turpentine, it is found that the

oil passes over more rapidly when it is put into the still with the water,

than is the case when steam is passed through the turpentine contained

in a separate vessel. In the former instance, small bubbles of steam

being generated in every part of the boiling water pass through and

become charged with the turpentine which floats on the surface ; while

in the latter, large bubbles of steam being discharged from the steam-

pipe in one place, the diffusion of the vapour of turpentine into this is

less complete. By the former process, the products of the distillation

will consist of about equal volumes of oil and water, while by the latter

process there would be a much larger proportion of water. A similar

result also occurs in distilling the oil from Copaiba. Again, in the

distillation of bitter almond water, it is necessary to introduce the

almond cake into the still with the water, as these must be allowed to

digest together at a gentle heat for several hours before commencing

the distillation.

This method of converting the boiler into a still is certainly subject

to the inconvenience of its becoming contaminated with some of the

substances operated upon, wdiicli may communicate a disagreeable

taste or smell to the water afterwards, and it is, therefore, necessary

to adopt some efficient means of cleansing the boiler after such ope-

rations.

Alcohol, and spirits generally, may be distilled by putting them into

the alembic immersed in the water of the boiler, the heat communicated

in this way being sufficient for the purpose. In distilling small quanti-

ties of spirituous or ethereal liquids, a retort put into the funnel-shaped

apparatus fig. 104, as shown in fig. 115, maybe used. Fig. IIG represents
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the condenser which I am accustomed to employ for these volatile

liquids. It consists of a glass tube «, one inch in diameter and thirty-

Fig. 115. Fig. 116.

Tid

Distillation or Spirits.

eight inches in length, which is fitted by means of two perforated corks

into the brass cylinder c, of four inches diameter, and about thirty inches

in length. There is a small tube, as shown in the drawing, for con-

veying a stream of cold water to the bottom, and another near the top

for carrying off the heated water. This apparatus is fixed vertically

to a stool d, under which the receiver is placed.

In fig. 115 this apparatus is represented in operation, a, the retort

placed in the funnel, with the bent tube b connecting it with the con-

denser e, in the manner recommended by Liebig. The object of this

arrangement is to prevent condensation within the conducting tube,

which passes some distance into the retort, and to cause none but the

most volatile vapours to pass the highest angle of the tube, e is the

tub for holding the supply of cold water which runs in a continuous

stream through the condenser.

Digestion and Infusion.—In making some infusions, such as In-

fusum Lint cojnjjositiim, and generally in the process of digestion in

the sense in which that term is usually employed, the continued appli-

cation of heat is required ; and this is conveniently effected by the
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Beindorf apparatus, the intermediate sized openings in the boiler being

intended to receive vessels for this purpose.

Solution, Liquefaction, Saponification, &c.—The solution of

salts, of gum, of extracts, the liquefaction of fats, ointments, and

plasters, and other processes of this description, are performed in

round-bottomed vessels of tin, copper, or Wedgwood-ware, placed

over one of the openings in the boiler. Lead plaster may also be

made in the large pan by the heat of the boiler, and by conducting

the process in this way, the liability of spoiling the product by the

application of too strong a heat, which is always incurred when the

ingredients are heated over the naked fire, is entirely avoided. But

the time required for effecting the complete saponification of the oil by

the water-bath heat, is much more than it would be if a stronger heat

were applied, two or three days being occupied in the former case to

complete what might be made in little more than as many hours in the

latter.

Vaporization.—This process is of very frequent occurrence in the

pharmaceutical laboratory. Extracts, solutions of salts, purified honey,

and a variety of other substances, require in the course of their pre-

paration, to be deprived of a part of their water. There are two ways

in which this is effected : first, by generating steam at the bottom of

the vessel, and throughout the liquid, which is called ebullition or boil-

ing, and secondly, by generating steam only from the surface of the

liquid, which is sometimes distinguished as eva^Joration or surface eva-

poration. By the former process the concentration is effected most

rapidly, but it is subject to some objections. In the first place there

is a greater dissipation and loss of any aromatic or volatile constituents

that the liquid may originally have contained, than would occur from

surface evaporation. There is also a danger of decomposing or burn-

ing any organic matter that may be present, and the liability to this

increases as the inspissation proceeds. Extracts made in this way, if

incautiously inspissated, frequently become to a great extent insoluble

in water ; whereas, had they been otherwise prepared, they would have

been entirely, or almost entirely, soluble.

As the Beindorf apparatus Avill not admit of the steam being exposed

to more than a very slight pressure, it will never attain a temperature

sufficient to cause the ebullition of an aqueous liquor contained in one

of the evaporating pans ; for even should the steam in the boiler be a

few degrees above the boiling point, the obstruction to the free trans-

mission of the heat in its passage through the metal pan, and still

more if the pan be of earthenware, will cause the contents of the pan

to be four or five degrees lower.
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Surface evaporation, however, as it takes place at a temperature

below the boiling point of the liquid, may be effected with this appa-

ratus in either of the pans, figs. 101 and 102. This kind of evaporation

depends upon the diffusion of the vapour into the superincumbent air,

and therefore the rapidity of the evaporation is greatly increased by

maintaining a constant change of atmosphere, that which is charged

with vapour being replaced by dry air into which diffusion can take

place freely. Indeed, if the liquid were contained in a close or covered

vessel, such as a still, evaporation from the surface would not proceed

at all after the air in the still had become charged with vapour, unless

some mechanical means were adopted by which a change or current of

air may be effected through the vessel. It is also desirable, with the

view of promoting this kind of evaporation, that as large a surface as

possible of the liquid should be exposed to the air, and that this should

be constantly changed so as rapidly to substitute the warmer particles

from below for those which have been cooled by the influence of eva-

poration.

In the inspissation of extracts and other similar preparations, and

especially where this is effected by surface evaporation, it is necessary

to keep the substance constantly agitated by stirring it. The process

of stirring not only causes a new surface, and a more extended surface

to be exposed to the air, but at the same time it occasions a change of

atmosphere in contact with the liquid.

But how is this very essential, yet tedious and insignificant process

of stirring, to be effected ? If, as is usually the case, it be done by

manual labour, the whole time of an assistant will be occupied in doing

that which one of his fingers could accomplish ; while at the same

time from the very tediousness and insignificance of the work, it is

often neglected.

The Stirrer.—Having experienced these inconveniences, I have

provided a remedy for them, by constructing a mechanical stirrer.

This is a machine which, when wound up, will keep the contents of a

pan continually, and regularly stirred for about three hours, without

any personal attention. Fig. 119 represents this apparatus. It con-^

sists of three spindles or pivots set in an iron frame. The fii'st, or

principal pivot, a, fig. 119, carries a wooden barrel two inches and a

quarter in diameter, and four inches and a half long. At the front or

outer end, there is a projecting rim to prevent the cord from slipping

off, and to occasion the return of the coil. This pivot passes through

the frame, and carries at the end a double winch k, k, the handles of

which are of unequal distance from the spindle, so as to admit of the
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coil being wound up by a quicker or slower

motion. The double winch also serves to

balance one handle against the other, and

prevent any irregularity in the motion of

the machine when in action. At the oppo-

site end of the spindle there is a toothed

wheel h, and immediately beyond it an-

other c. The wheel h is provided with a

click, as shown in fig. 117, so that if it be

tui'ned in the direction indicated by the

Fiff. 117.

Fig. 118. Fig. 119.

Apparatus for Stirring Extracts.

arrow, as is the case in winding up the machine, the spindle will turn
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without carrying the wheel e with it ; but when drawn in the other

direction by the weight, as is the case Avhen the machine is in action,

the wheel c is carried with it in consequence of the detent, and all

parts of the apparatus are thus put into motion.

The wheel c bites with sixty teeth in the pinion d of the second

pivot. This pivot carries the wheel e which bites with sixty teeth

into the pinion / on the third pivot, to which is also attached the con-

trate wheel g, giving motion through the pinion h to the fly-wheel i.

This fly-wheel consists of a disk of wood with a feather stuck in it,

which serves as a balance-wheel or regulator to the machine. Thus,

if the feather be placed edgeways with reference to the direction of

the movement, it will ofier little resistance to the rapidity of the mo-

tion, and as a slower action is required, the feather is turned so as to

impede the motion by the opposing force of the air.

On the third pivot, which carries / and g, there are at the opposite

extremities two small winches m and n. The latch g (fig. 118,) is

made to fit with a notch on to the projecting pin of w, and in this

way motion is communicated from the machine to the spatula s, of the

stirrer. A counterpoise weight is suspended from the winch w, which

equalizes the accelerating and retarding influence of the weight of the

latch.

The stirring bar (fig. 118,) is suspended vertically over the centre

of the large opening in the boiler on which the pan is placed. An
iron bracket a is fixed to the ceiling, and from this the stirring-bar is

suspended by means of a pin, so as to admit of its motion to and fro.

The length of the spatula is regulated by the pin Tc, while the extent

of its motion is regulated by the pin o, which by elevating or lowering

this end of the latch lengthens or shortens the stroke of the stirring

bar.

The spatula s may be changed to suit the substances operated upon.

Thus, for extracts, a wooden spatula may be used ; for solutions of

salts, one of glass or porcelain should be substituted ; and for alkaline

solutions, an iron or silver one.

The length of time during which this stirring-machine will continue

in motion without re-winding, will of course depend on the length of

the line as compared with the circumference of the barrel on which it is

wound. The weight may either hang vertically from the barrel, as

shown in the drawing, or it may be suspended by a single or double

tackle from a more elevated position.

The weight attached to the stirrer I have in use is 40ib., and this is

suspended by a compound tackle from a height of twelve feet. With
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this arrangement the machine continues in motion for three hours.

When my apparatus was first fixed, the cord being shorter, the motion

was maintained for only one hour, and it was frequently found that

the machine ran down, and the liquid remained unstirred for some

time before the attention of the laboratory-man was attracted to it.

Even when the continuance of the action was extended to three hours,

the cessation of motion was occasionally found to escape observation,

so that I was led to contrive an alarum that should always indicate, in

a manner that could not fail to be noticed, when the machine required

re-winding.

The alarum is represented in fig. 120. It is fixed close to the floor,

Fig. 120.

Laboratory Alardm.
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immediately under the descending weight. The principal parts of the

mechanism of the alarum are attached to a board A, which is fixed

against the wall. The weight g as it descends comes on to the plate

p fixed to one end of a bar of iron working on a pivot w, and having

a counterpoise m at the other end. The plate p being pressed down-

ward by the weight, the arm of the lever / communicates motion to

the cranks, q, o, x, and tv, and on its passing the end q of the first

crank, the spring of the bell is thrown into active motion and the alarm

sounded.

This alarum has been found to be efiicient ; it works well, and is

audible throughout the house ; and if there be but one assistant en-

gaged, he will immediately be informed, even if he be at the counter,

that the stirrer requires re-winding.

When the apparatus is not in use, the lower end of the stirring-bar

may be fixed up against the ceiling, so as to be out of the way, and

indeed the whole of the mechanism should be fixed at such a height

as not to interfere with any other operation that may have to be per-

formed.

The mechanism of an old clock or a roasting jack, may be used for

constructing a stirring machine.

The effect of agitation in promoting the evaporation of a liquid is

very marked. I have calculated, that, in making extracts with the

apparatus here described, the evaporation will be at the rate of about

one pound of water in an hour ; so that, if the process be commenced

at eight o'clock in the morning, about fourteen pounds of water may
be evaporated by ten o'clock at night.

The Beindorf apparatus possesses advantages in its cheapness, the

small space it occupies, the numerous purposes to which it is appli-

cable, and the facility with which the several parts are put together

or disconnected. But, on the other hand, it is subject to some objec-

tions, the most serious of which is, that the steam cannot be put under

sufiicient pressure to admit of its use for some purposes to which it

might otherwise be advantageously applied. The size of this appara-

tus is also, in some cases, found insufiicient to enable it to meet the

requirements of the laboratory, and this would certainly be the case

where there is much work to be done. With the view of meeting the

latter objection, a double apparatus is sometimes used ; but instead of

resorting to this expedient, I would rather recommend the adoption

of an entirely difi"erent arrangement, and the substitution of a proper

steam boiler to which the difierent apparatus may be attached by

pipes. (See page 129.)
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Fig. 121 represents a useful kind of stove, which may be fixed in

the fireplace either of the shop, or more conveniently of a room ad-

joining to the shop. It consists of a chemical furnace, drying closet,

Fig. 121.

Redwood's Pharmaceutical Stove.

A. A, Thn fiirnaco and ashpit doors.

B. Circular opening into the fire, for clearing the

bars, inserting a tube, iStc.

c. Circular opening to the top of the furnace.

D. The boiler.

E. Circular opening into the boiler, with a dished

cover, and water-joint. See fig. 122.

F. The drying closet.

o. A sliding door or damper, for opening or closing

a communication between the drying closet and
ash-pit.

H. The flue from tlie furnace fire.

I. The steam-pipe.
K. L. Two branches from the stcampipp.
M. Channel for conveying air round the back of the

fire into the drying closet.

N. The tap for drawing water from the boiler,

o. Tube for indicating the height of the water in
the boiler.

P. Gas pipe, with flexible tube, and burner.
X. z. Cast iron front and top to furnace.

and boiler for the supply of hot water and steam, with provision for

carrying steam or noxious vapours, from any process, up the chimney.

I have arranged this furnace with a view to its being economically

and easily constructed. The top plate X, and the front with doors

and return ends Z, should be of cast iron, half an inch in thickness.

It would be necessary to have patterns made in wood from which to

make these castings, but if it be a consideration to construct it at the

least possible cost, the front may be made of brick, thus dispensing
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with the outer cast iron case ; and the doors for the furnace, ash-pit,

and drying closet, may be bought, ready made, at any ironmongers.

The drying closet door is such as is commonly used for the oven

fixed in kitchen ranges. The boiler D is also kept by most iron-

mongers. The drawing is made from one of those manufactured

by the Carron Company of Thames Street, London; it is three

feet six inches in length. The pipes for supplying and drawing

oflT the water, and also the steam-pipes are attached in the usual

manner. The supply of water to the boiler may be regulated by a

cistern with a ball-cock, similar to those adopted for kitchen ranges,

or by a ball or stone float in the boiler itself similar to those generally

used with steam boilers. The former of these plans is perhaps the

least expensive, and most easily effected in country places ; it is, how-

ever, subject to this objection, that in using the steam, a certain

amount of pressure is required in the boiler, which will force the

water into the supply cistern, and sometimes cause it to overflow there.

This result may be obviated by having a stop-cock between the supply

cistern and the boiler, so that, when pressure is required, this com-

munication may be cut ofi". In this case, and indeed under any cir-

cumstances, it would be desirable to have a glass tube 0, for indicating

the height of the water in the boiler. One end of this tube is inserted

into the pipe of the tap N, and the other end communicates by a

Fig. 122.

Water-joint.

piece of metallic tube with the upper part of the boiler. The open-

ing E, in the top of the boiler, may have a dashed cover fitting on

with a water-joint, as shown in fig. 122. This would prevent the escape

of steam under ordinary circumstances, and would act as a safety-

valve by allowing it to escape, if unusual pressure were applied, while

at the same time it might be used as a water-bath for the reception

of an evaporating dish. The water-joint would be inapplicable, how-

ever, if the steam were required to be used under more than a very

slight pressure. It would be the most simple and inexpensive way of

fitting the boiler, but tight joints and a proper safety-valve would

render it more complete and generally useful, and would be necessary

for some of the applications we are about to notice. The ash-pit

door should be made to fit as close as possible, so that the admission

of air here may be shut off at pleasure. The furnace door should be
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close to the top plate, as shown in the drawing ; and there should be

a small opening, B, immediately over the furnace bars, to admit of

the clearing of the bars with a poker, of sending a blast of air into

the fire from a bellows or blowing machine, of introducing a tube into

the fire, warming a plaster spatula, &c. Between the drying closet

and the ash-pit, there is a communication which may be opened or

closed by means of the sliding door or damper G, and at M, there is

an air-channel passing round the back of the fire and under the boiler

to the drying closet. The course of this air-channel is further shown

in fig. 125 at F. When the furnace is in action, if the ash-pit door be

shut, and the damper Gr, drawn out, the air supplied to the fire will

be necessarily drawn from the drying closet, while fresh air, warmed

by its proximity to the fire, will at the same time enter the closet

through the channel M. A constant current of warm dry air will

thus be maintained through the drying closet, which will render it

very efficient for the purposes to which it is applied. The circular

opening C, in the top of the furnace, will receive a pan, small still,

or other similar vessel. Decoctions may be boiled in flat-bottomed

saucepans merely placed on the hot plate over the flue, a little further

back than the opening C. The top of the boiler may be used for any

process to which it is applicable, requiring the heat of boiling water.

Fig. 123. Fig. 124.

Gas-Furnace. Furnace Hood.

The iron plate forming the top of the drying closet at X, will have

only the slight heat which it acquires by conduction from the fire.

Processes involving the liberation of noxious vapours, may be conve-

niently conducted here, as the vapours will pass up the chimney. The

gas-burner and flexible tube, as shown in the drawing, may be required

in some processes of this description, as also the gas-furnace (fig. 123),
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which is phiced over the gas-burner, and forms a support for a dish,

flask, or other vessel. In some cases, however, the furnace-hood, (fig.

12-4,) will be found to form a better arrangement for getting rid of

noxious vapours. It is made of tin-plate, and is placed, as represented,

on the top of the furnace over the circular opening C, while the vessel

from which vapours are disengaged stands a little in front of the

opening.

Under these circumstances, the vapours rising from the dish will

be drawn into the furnace as indicated by the arrow. If the furnace

be well constructed, this effect will be complete ; but, should there be

any defect in the draught, it may be necessary to close the ash-pit

door, in order to insure the desired result.

Fig. 125.

Section of Pharmaceutical Stove.

. The fire-place. leading to the dryin

Fig. 125, represents a section of the

pharmaceutical stove, through the fire-

place and boiler. It shows the arrange-

ment by which steam and other vapours

are allowed to pass up the chimney,

while the soot is prevented from falling

down. This arrangement consists of

two plates of iron, fixed as represented

at H, one against the back, and the

other against the front Avail of the

chimney.

This pharmaceutical stove will thus

admit of many useful applications, even

when constructed in the most simple

and inexpensive manner, with the water-

joint valve. If, however, the joints be

all made tight, and a safety-valve, ca-

pable of sustaining a pressure of three

or four pounds to the inch, be attached

to it, it would be susceptible of still

fiu'ther appliances. The steam gene-

rated in the boiler, which cannot be

i forced through pipes, so as to be fully

available for use, unless exposed to some

pressure, might, under the arrangements

u'il'erlheto^pputl o.Trcommunication HOW Contemplated, bc uscd for making

c The'VJe" passing c.oSnd'tVS dccoctions, Warming a drying closet,

B. The
»'"''"•

H.Prhe chimney plate, supplying distillcd watcr, and finally

E. The steam pipe for preventing the f. ,^„vi-ninrr +lir> «Vinr^ TllP mparm of
with the branch I. soot from falling on 101 WaimiUg inC SUOp. XUC niedUfc. 01

P. The air channel to the furnace.
applying it for the three fiist-uamed
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purposes, will be described under the head of Steam Apparatus for

the Laboratory ; the last is that alone which will require special notice

here.

Fig. 196.

Steam Boiler.

a. The fire-place, with the door removed.
b. The grate.

c. The ashpit.
d. The fire-flue passing under the boiler.

e. The fire-flue returning through the boiler.

TO, ra. The water in the boiler.

77. The space for the steam, above the water.
0. A cast-iron plate covering an empty space, left

for the purpo.se of saving bricks.

p. A movable brick, to be taken out for the purpose
of cleaning out the flue.

Figs. 126, 127, and 128 represent a cylindrical boiler, with the fire-

flue passing through it, which is the form most frequently adopted on

9
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the large scale, as it insures strength to the boiler, and economy of

heat.

Fig. 126, shows the manner of setting this boiler.

The flue which returns through the boiler, divides into two in front,

and then passes backward on each side of the boiler.

Fig. 127.

Steam Boiler.
e. Tho interior flue.

(/. 1], The two lateral flues.

Fig. 127, gives another representation of the boiler, with part of the

brick-work removed from the front.
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This figure shows the way in -which the glass tube for indicating the

height of the water, is connected with the boiler by means of two

copper tubes which pass through the brick-work.

This and the preceding figure also show the large funnel-pipe for

supplying water to the boiler, the pipes for conveying away the steam,

and the safety-valve, which are all inserted in one place.

Fig. 128 represents a vertical section of the boiler and brick-work.

This figure is drawn to a

smaller scale than the two .

^'^" ^^^*

preceding figures, in the

proportion of nine to

eleven.

It is questionable whe-

ther this would be the

best form of boiler to

adopt in a pharmaceutical

laboratory ; but undoubt-

edly, whether this or a

difierent form be selected,

it ought to have such

fittings as would admit

of the steam being used

under some degree of pressure, without which it would not be sus-

ceptible of application to the full extent required. The cylindrical

boiler with the fire-flue passing through it, is certainly the most econo-

mical with regard to heat, but it presents much more difficulty than

the plain cylindrical or wagon-shaped boiler does, to the removal of

the incrustations of carbonate of lime which are deposited on the

inner sui'face. For this reason I prefer one of the two last-named

forms. The boiler may be made entirely of wrought iron, if economy

in price be a consideration ; for although it is sometimes stated that the

steam acquires a disagreeable smell when generated in an iron boiler,

and that this is communicated to the condensed water, I have never

experienced this evil, after using one of these boilers for chemical and

pharmaceutical purposes during many years. It should be provided

with a man-hole, to admit of its being from time to time properly

cleaned out ; and, above all, it ought to have a self-acting feed-pipe,

by which a uniform supply of water may be always maintained in it.

Of course it is necessary that the cistern from which the water is

supplied to the boiler should be elevated to such a height that the

column of water in the feed-pipe shall exercise a pressure greater

Section or Steam Boiler.

a. The flue running under the e. The internal flue,

y. 7. The lateral flue.boiler.
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than that to which the steam is intended to be submitted. These

arrangements, however, are well understood by those who supply and

fit up steam boilers.

[Where the operations carried on are large, and the demand for

steam great, the boiler represented at fig. 127, or the ordinary tubular

locomotive boiler, may be used with great advantage ; but in a phar-

maceutist's laboratory, where he has not constant use for his steam

apparatus, there is no arrangement that I have met with superior to

that of Shoemaker and Smull of Baltimore. This apparatus, of which

fig. 129 is a representation, is constructed in the following manner.

A, B, fig. 129, is the cylindrical boiler, enclosing the fire-place or fur-

nace, which boiler rests on a square base or ash-pit, C, of cast iron,

but to which it is not attached. The fire-chamber is completely sur-

rounded by water, except the space occupied by the door at B, the

sides being double, and made of stout boiler iron, as also is the

superior portion. At D, is a strong band of iron surrounding the

boiler to increase its strength.

The products of combustion and heated air, are carried off through

nineteen tubular flues, IJ inches in diameter, which pass directly

through the centre of the boiler, as shown at a in the sectional view,

Fiff. 129. Fig. 130. Fi<r. 131.

fig. 130. The grate, c, is about one inch above the bottom of the

boiler, and at this point the cold water to supply the waste, enters by

the hydrant cock d. e and / are cocks
; / indicating the highest

point to which the water is allowed to rise ; e the lowest to which it is
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suffered to fall. In filling the boiler, the upper cock is left open, and

the water permitted to run in at d, till it begins to run out at /. The

glass tube, A, may be used to indicate the height of the water in the

boiler at a glance. Fig. 131, a and J, exhibits transverse sections of

the boiler through the upper and lower parts. The boiler is sur-

mounted by a cast iron cone, I, fig. 129, which is connected with a

chimney by a pipe, z, k, k, fig. 130, represents the safety-valve, and

the two exit pipes for conveying the steam to the apparatus to be

heated. The valve is loaded with a nine pound weight, which is lifted

when the pressure becomes more than seven pounds per square inch.

k, k, are the exit pipes for the steam. This boiler requires about 30

gallons of water, and is chiefly valuable for its compactness and the

rapidity with which it can be put into operation. In one hour from

the time of commencing the fire, seventy-five gallons of water can be

made to boil in another apartment, with a pressure of five pounds of

steam. The supply of steam is sufficient to carry on several operations

at the same time, in large vessels.—W. P.]

In adopting a steam boiler for laboratory use, it is an important

question to determine what ought to be its size. The economy and

satisfaction in the use of it Avill mainly depend on the adaptation of

the size of the boiler to the work required to be done by it. The cal-

culation generally acted upon is, that a boiler having a bottom surface

of four or five square feet, if well set, will vaporise a cubic foot, or

about six gallons, of water per hour. If, however, the steam be re-

quired under pressure, the quantity generated will be proportionably

less.

There are few cases where it is intended to be practically applied

in a pharmaceutical laboratory, in which it would be wise to have a

boiler of less capacity than thirty or forty gallons ; and from this up

to a hundred gallons may be considered to comprise the sizes best

adapted for the purpose contemplated.

The steam boiler is intended to supersede, almost entirely, the

necessity for other means of heating, by the use of furnaces ; but, to

accomplish this to the fullest extent practicable, the boiler and appa-

ratus must admit of the steam being used under a pressure varying

from five to ten pounds on the square inch.

The boiler will be in daily, or almost daily use, this being one of

the conditions contemplated, and it will generally be the only source

of heat in the laboratory. It is very desirable and important, there-

fore, so to arrange the apparatus, that the heat generated here may
be economised as much as possible, by applying it in the most efficient

manner to the most useful purposes.
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In setting the boiler, it will be found advantageous, instead of en-

closing it almost entirely in brick-work, as shown in fig. 127, to have

the upper part, to the depth of a few inches, covered with sand, so as

to form a sand-bath. This, from the equable temperature at which

it will be maintained, will be very useful in a variety of processes.

The chimney of the furnace should be made, if possible, to abut

upon a drying closet, which would thus derive some of the unexpended

heat of the fire. The closet may be further heated by means of a

steam-box, of similar form to the box of Mohr's drying closet, de-

scribed in the chapter on Evaporation. This box may either be

fixed as there shown, or it may form the bottom of the closet. It

should be made of copper, well tinned on the inside, and should

be connected with the boiler by a steam-pipe of rather large dia-

meter, the termination of which in the box should be near the top, so

that the condensed water which collects there may not run into the

boiler, but be conveyed by a tin pipe into a vessel suitable for its

reception. A tin pipe may also be carried from the top of the steam-

box, and made to traverse the back of the closet in a serpentine direc-

tion, being finally terminated at the upper end by a valve. In this way

the closet would be efiiciently heated, while pure distilled water would

at the same time be collected ; and by fixing a cock near the bottom

of the steam-box, distilled water at a boiling temperature may at any

time be obtained from this source.

The other purposes to which the steam may be applied are those

of boiling, evaporating, distilling, and melting, or otherwise heating

the several substances operated upon in the laboratory. In performing

these operations through the medium of steam, as the means of com-

municating heat, it is necessary to employ apparatus expressly adapted

for its application. The kind of apparatus suitable for this j^urpose

is represented in the drawing fig. 132.

The process of boiling is conducted either in the jacketed pan 0, or

in the vessel T.

In the former case the ingredients are put into the pan arid heated

by the application of steam, which is conveyed by the pipe N to the

chamber beneath. On first turning the steam on, by means of the

stop-cock, it is necessary to allow the air previously occupying the

steam chamber to escape through the valve Q, which is subsequently

closed. The Avater which will condense in the steam chamber must,

from time to time, be allowed to run off at the tap P. In boiling in

this way, it is necessary to have the steam under a pressure of five or

six pounds to the inch, otherwise the required heat will not be com-
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Fig. 132.

135
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municated to the contents of the pan ; and much heat is lost dui'ing

the process hy radiation from the outer case, or jacket, of the pan.

A more economical, and often very convenient method of boiling, is

that which is conducted in the vessel T. In this case the substance

to be operated upon is put into the vessel, to the bottom of which a

steam-pipe (S) passes, and steam is allowed to escape from the end of

this pipe. In some instances it is found advantageous, on commencing

the process, to let the steam pass through the dry ingredients .for a

few minutes before adding any water, the effect of this being to cause

the substance to swell out, and better admit of the subsequent pene-

tration of the water. When the water is added, allowance must be

made for the increase which will take place from the condensation of

steam in the vessel, for in this case the effect of continuing the process

is the reverse of that which occurs in boiling in the pan 0. The

operator, instead of commencing with more liquid than the decoction

is intended to measure when finished, and boiling down to that mea-

sure, commences with a quantity less than is required, and boils up to

the proper measure.

The pharmaceutical stove (fig. 125) might be applied for the prepa-

ration of decoctions in this way, a suitable vessel being so placed that

the pipe K shall reach to near the bottom of it.

The process of evaporation is conducted in the pan 0. A mecha-

nical stirrer may be used for expediting the process ; but there are

certain precautions which it will be necessary to observe in the use of

this instrument in the evaporation of extracts, which will be further

alluded to hereafter.

There is perhaps no process in the pharmaceutical laboratory that

occasions so much annoyance, in the way in which it is usually con-

ducted, as that of evaporation, and this arises from the large quantity

of steam generated, which fills the apartment and often interferes

injuriously with other operations. It is very important, if possible, to

get rid of this steam and prevent its diffusion into the room. This

might be done by putting the cover R on the pan, and fixing a pipe

to the opening in the top, so as to convey the vapour into the open

air. The pan would be thus converted into a still, and the evil alluded

to entirely prevented ; moreover, there would be a manifest advantage

in conducting the process in this way, inasmuch as the substance

under operation would be less exposed to the action of atmospheric

air than it would in the open pan. There are, however, some diffi-

culties in the adoption of tliis arrangement, which require to be met

by special provisions. If the steam has to be conveyed to a height of
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many feet above the pan, much condensation -will take place in the

pipe, and the process of evaporation will thus be considerably retarded.

This evil may be obviated in the following manner :—Instead of fixing

the cover R on the top of the pan, as would be done in distilling,

three or four blocks of wood, about four inches deep, are placed on

the rim of the pan, and the cover is made to rest on these, so that

there shall be an open space to this extent all around between the

pan ..and the cover. The air enters freely through this opening,

and mixing with the steam at an elevated temperature, they pass off

together through the pipe above. The pipe ought to be at least six

or eight inches in diameter, so as to admit of a large volume of air

passing off with the steam, in which case little or no condensation

will take place. The space between the pan and the cover admits

also of the introduction of a stirrer to be worked with the hand. This

plan answers very well for getting rid of the steam, but while the diffi-

culty arising from the condensation of vapour in the steam-pipe is thus

obviated, the evil of admitting atmospheric air into the pan is at the

same time effected. Another, and probably a preferable arrangement,

might therefore be adopted, which consists in fitting the cover to the

pan without the blocks, and placing over the opening at the top a

large pipe, with a space left open as in the other case, for the admis-

sioji of air, into which the vapour may diffuse itself. A square

wooden shaft, about eight or ten inches in diameter, may be used for

this purpose.

If the cover of ^he pan be thus fitted on, it would be necessary to

provide means by which the progress of the inspissation might be

observed. The best method of effecting this is to have two circular

pieces of strong plate glass fixed in two opposite sides of the cover R,

as shown in the vacuum apparatus at 0, described at Distillation.

The light entering at one of these windows, is reflected from the sur-

face of the liquid in the pan, and passes out through the other win-

dow, thus enabling the operator to see the contents of the pan.

With the an-angements now under consideration, it would also be

necessary to have a mechanical stirrer for agitating the liquid during

evaporation. Fig. 133 represents the kind of stirrer that would be

most conveniently applied. The agitator (A) may be made either of

block-tin or of wood. It is suspended by a frame placed on the

opening in the cover of the pan at B, so that the arms of the agitator

shall not come in contact with the sides of the pan ; and a rotatory

motion is given to it by means of a cord (E) passing round the wheel

C. The manner of fixing the wooden shaft (D) is also shown in the

drawing.
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Fig. 133.

Mechanical Stirrer.

The process of distillation is conducted in

the pan 0, Avhich is converted into a still, by

fitting on the cover R., and the still-head r.

The refrigerator is not shown in the draw-

ing ; it might conveniently stand beyond the

vessel T. The kind of refrigerator that I have

been accustomed to use is constructed on the

same principle as that represented in the va-

cuum apparatus. A common block-tin worm

is fixed in a wooden or metallic case, of little

more than the dimensions requisite for hold-

ing it. The case is covered at the top, so

as to be perfectly water-tight ; and a pipe

communicating with a cistern supplies cold

water to the bottom of this vessel, while ano-

ther pipe conveys away the heated water from the top. This latter

pipe may convey the hot water to a second cistern underneath the

floor, or it may deliver it for use at the sink. While the process of

distillation is proceeding, the water must be constantly running through

the refrigerator. By this arrangement two of the greatest inconve-

niences attending the use of the common worm-tub are obviated.

In most pharmaceutical laboratories fitted up on the old-fashioned

principles, the most striking object on entering the apartment is the

worm-tub, which, being designed to hold the supply of water required

for all the processes of distillation, is necessarily of very large dimen-

sions, and often occupies space that cannot be conveniently spared.

This worm-tub is open at the top, and, as the water heated during the

process of condensation rises to the surface, the upper strata of water

are often at a temperature near the boiling point, and consequently

a large quantity of steam is given off from the worm-tub when in

use. The size of the worm-tub, and the disengagement of steam from

the surface of the water when it is in use, are, therefore, the two evils

alluded to which are obviated in the arrangement I have recom-

mended.

The pan may be further used for any operations involving the

application of a temperature not much exceeding that of boiling water,

such as the preparation of plasters, ointments, &c. ; but it would

generally be found more convenient to have a separate pan of similar

construction for these purposes.

In addition to the means already pointed out for getting rid of the

steam generated during the processes of evaporation, there is another

method which may be conveniently and successfully applied in some
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¥ig. 134.

Steam Jets.

Fig. 135.
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cases, and which will also at the same time promote the general venti-

lation of the apartment. This means is de-

pendent upon the use of a jet of high-pressure

steam, and therefore can only be applied where

there is a steam boiler with a constant supply

of steam under a pressure of eight or ten

pounds to the inch.

It has long been known, that, if any gas

or vapour be forced with much pressure

through a tube, having a small aperture at

the end, immediately on issuing into the air

it will expand into a cone, as shown at B,

fig. 134 ; whereas, if propelled with a very

slight pressure, it will maintain a cylindrical

form for some distance after issuing from the

tube, but will still ultimately expand into a

cone, as shown at A, fig. 134. The conical expansion in both cases

has been found to arise from the admixture

of the surrounding air, which is mechani-

cally drawn into the propelled jet, the

amount of air thus drawn in, and the conse-

quent expansion of the cone, being greater

in proportion as the force with which the

jet is propelled is increased. The know-

ledge of these facts has been applied in

efiecting the ventilation of apartments, a

strong current of air being determined

through a tube or shaft, by discharging a

jet of high pressure steam at one end of

it, as shown in fig. 135. A is a cylinder

nine or ten inches in diameter ; B, a steam-

pipe, the orifice of which is one-sixteenth

of an inch in diameter, fixed at such a

point that a jet of steam issuing from it

shall expand to the full circumference of

the cylinder on reaching its mouth. Under

these circumstances air is drawn with great

force into the cylinder from below, as indi-

cated by the arrows, and passes off in ad-

mixture with the steam. The size of the apparatus may, of course, be

varied to suit the different circumstances under which it may be applied.

2?



CHAPTER V.

COMMINUTION. COARSE COMMINUTION OF VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES.

PULVERIZATION. GRANULATION. ELUTRIATION.

COARSE COMMINUTION OP VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES.

A GREAT number of vegetable substances are prepared for use by

submitting them to coarse comminution. They are employed in this

state for making infusions and decoctions, and many are also sold,

under the name of species, for the purposes of private dispensing.

The term species is properly applied to a mixture of several kinds of

vegetable substances, but such a mixture cannot be made, so as to be

uniform, without reducing all the ingredients to an equal degree of

comminution. This particular kind of comminution has latterly been

looked upon as the distinctive character of what are called species,

and the term is, therefore, now frequently applied to coarsely com-

minuted vegetable substances, even when consisting of only one kind.

The means by which comminution is effected, are chosen according

to the nature of the substances operated upon, and the purposes to

which they are applied. If the process be adopted for the prepara-

tion of vegetable substances as species, much care should be taken to

reduce the particles to as equal a size as possible, and for this purpose

the cutting or slicing-Tcnife is generally employed. If the substance

should consist of flowers, leaves, or herbs, these are most easily com-

minuted by means of the rolling-knife or cradle-'knife. On the other

hand, if the object of the process be to cut hard woods, roots, or barks,

preparatory to their being powdered, the cJiopping-trough may be ad-

vantageously used. The substances cut with the last-named instru-

ment will not be reduced to fragments of equal size, but in the cases

alluded to this is not important.

The cJiopping-trough, (fig. 136,) consists of two separate parts, the

bottom, or chopping-board (a), and the cylinder {h), which rests upon,

but is not fixed to, the former. The chopping-board is about twenty-

four inches in diameter, and three inches thick. It should be made
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Fig. 136.
of oak, or some other hard, close-grained

wood, the fibres of which run perpen-

dicularly, or at right angles with the

horizontal surface of the board. It

must, therefore, be a transverse section

of the trunk of a tree, and should, if

possible, be in one piece, both sides of

which are planed so that the chopping

might be effected on either surface. It

is furnished with two handles, as shown

in the drawing.

The cylinder, which is placed on the

chopping-board when in use, is also

made of wood, bound together with iron

hoops, and furnished with two handles.

It has a slightly conical form, the

smaller end being uppermost, and the lower edge planed to a smooth

surface so as to fit closely on to the board.

Chopping-Trough.

Fig. 137. Fig. 138. Fig. 139.

The cutting instrument, or chopper, is made of

good steel, and may have the form of any one of

those represented in figs. 137, 138, and 139. It is

fixed by means of a spike to the end of a stick which

forms the handle. This should be strong and rather

heavy, and should have a cross-bar near the upper

end, as represented in fig. 139, by which it is grasped

with the two hands in using it.

The substance to be cut is placed within the cylin-

der, over the chopping-board, and a series of hard

blows are inflicted upon it with the chopper until the

requisite degree of comminution has been efibcted.

The cutting-hnife or slicing-hiife is constructed

in difierent ways. The knife itself consists of a one-

armed lever attached to a frame or block of wood by a hinge which
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admits of motion in two directions, one vertical, the other horizontal, so

that several successive slices may be cut from the substance laid on the

block without moving it. Much force is required to cut hard woods

with this knife. The substance lying on the block grasps the knife

on either side, and the blade has to be moved with a force capable of

overcoming the resistance caused by friction, in addition to that of the

cohesion of the parts yet uncut. By making the blade of the knife

slide upon another sharp steel edge, passing in an opposite direction,

like the blades of the scissors, the resistance from friction is lessened,

as the part already cut is turned out and prevented from impeding

the progress of the cutting edge. This method of constructing the

slicing-knife has therefore been frequently adopted latterly. Fig. 140

represents a knife which I have constructed on the above principle,

Fiff. 140.

Cutting-Knife or Slicing-Knife.

Fig. 141.

and in which I have also provided means for equalizing the size of the

cut pieces. The knife, in this case, moves only in a vertical plane, on

the hinge (a). The blade of the knife can be removed from the handle,

to which it is fastened by screws. This is advantageous, as it facili-

tates the grinding of the blade, and admits of its

being replaced by another in case of its being much
^^^ damaged. Between the lever-bar of the knife and

l^ the blade, a plate of iron is fixed, which may be

Vj^ ^ called the touch-plate. In fig. 141 this is shown

j ij

n in section as seen from the point r, (fig. 140,) k

being the blade of the knife, n the touch-plate, I

^^^^^'Vo the lever to which the handle is attached, r the

screw securing these together, and g the steel edge
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fixed to the frame, and against which the knife slides. In fig. 142 the

several parts are shown as seen from above, and in fig. 143, as seen

from the front, the letters being applied to similar parts in all the

drawings.

Fig. 142.

K

Fig. 143.

The touch-plate {n) moves with the knife, so that on raising the

latter it comes in front of the substance to be cut, which is pushed

forward until it touches this plate. The knife being now pressed down

cuts oiF the advanced portion, which, on again raising the knife, falls

through the opening (o, fig. 143). The cutting block (j), p, fig. 140)

is made of a strong piece of wood having a groove {q) in which the

substance to be cut is placed. Against the front of this groove is

fixed a steel plate of the form of a horse-shoe, the sharp edge of which

is opposed to the edge of the knife. There is a spring, consisting of

a coil of strong wire, such as is used for the seats of sofas and chairs,

placed under the lever of the knife, which, being compressed as the

knife is forced down, tends to raise the handle when the pressure is

relaxed. The knife should also be kept in its place, pressing tightly

against the end of the block, by means of a stirrup such as is repre-r

sented in fig. 144 at k. This stirrup and the touch-plate are omitted

in fig. 140, in order that the other parts should be more clearly re-

presented.

Fig. 144, represents the arrangement I have adopted for a self-

supplying cutting-hiife. The knife is fixed to the cutting-plate (m)

by a rivet-hinge, and the two cutting surfaces are brought into lateral

contact as the handle of the knife is depressed. The cutting-plate,

and the self-acting apparatus for feeding the knife, are fixed to a

wooden frame into which the cut substance falls. On lifting the knife

it strikes against the lower end of the screw (a), and raises this to-
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getlier with its little lever (5). The lever turns on the fulcrum (c)

and carries a hook [d), which bites into the cog-wheel (e), thus turning

the wheel round its axle to the extent of two or three cogs each time

the handle of the knife is lifted. The axle of the wheel (e) passes

through the box [n), within which it carries a wooden roller. Over

Tig. 144.

MoHR's Self-Supplying Cutting-Knife.

this roller, and over another at /, an endless strap is fixed, which is

tightened by the screw (g), so that on turning the wheel (e), the strap

is put into motion. The substance to be cut is placed upon the strap,

and to the extent to which the strap moves, the substance is carried

forward each time the handle of the knife is raised. No motion,

however, is given to the strap until the edge of the knife has been

raised above that of the cutting-plate, which is a necessary provision,

as the substance could not otherwise be pushed forward. When the

back of the knife comes against the screw (a), and lifts it, the strap

is put into motion and the substance to be cut is carried over the edge

of the cutting-plate to receive the knife as it descends.

There are two means for recjulatinof the extent to which the sub-

stance to be cut is carried over the cutting-plate prior to each incision.

One consists in raising or lowering the screw (a) ; the other in altering

the position of the support (h) on which the lever (i) rests. In either

case the effect is that the lever (b) is elevated, and the wheel (e) turned

to a greater or smaller extent on raising the knife, and as the motion

of the strap participates in this alteration the size of the pieces cut

may be thus regulated at pleasure.

The Cradle-knife, consists of two or three curved blades joined to-

gether, as shown in fig. 145, and furnished with two upright handles.

The substance to be cut is placed on a board beneath the knife, which
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is pressed down by the handles, a greater pressure being applied, first

to one handle and then to the other, so as to produce a rocking mo-

tion like that of a cradle. Herbs, leaves, and flowers, are thus reduced

to small fragments. The cradle-knife, however, is not a very efficient

cutting instrument, and Dr. Mohr proposes to replace it by

Fig. 145.

The Cradle-Knife.

Fig, 146.

The Eolling-Knife.

The Rolling-hnife.—This instrument is represented by fig. 146.

It consists of an iron axle, terminated at each end by a wooden handle,

and having a number of circular steel blades fixed on the intermediate

part at equal distances from each other, with disks of wood between

them to keep them in their proper positions. This knife is used in

the same way as a rolling-pin, and is found to be much more efficient

than the cradle-knife.

The Chinese use an instrument for cutting or grinding substances

used in medicine, which deserves to be noticed here. Fig. 147, repre-

sents one of these instruments in the possession of the Pharmaceutical

Fig. 147.

Chinese Cdtting-Trodgh.

Society. It consists of an iron wedge-shaped trough {a b), in which

a circular blade (c) is rolled by means of the wooden handles (d d).

In England, the only instruments commonly employed by the phar-

maceutists for the purpose of coarse comminution are those described

10
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at pages 34 and 35. The preparation of herbs for use as species, is

rarely performed by the druggist, this being the proper business of

the herbalist.

PULVERIZATION.

The operations by which drugs are reduced to a fine powder are of

considerable importance in connexion with the preparation of medi-

cines. These operations, when performed by the retail pharmaceutist,

are generally conducted in a room set apart for that purpose, and the

instruments most frequently employed in the process are the pestle

and mortar and the sieve. The porphyry slab and muller are sometimes

used, and in a few instances the substance to be powdered is merely

rubbed through a sieve. But, in this country, the greater part of the

drugs which are used in powder are reduced to that state previously

to their passing from the wholesale dealers, and in these cases the pro-

cess is usually conducted by persons who make it their special busi-

ness, and who are called drug-grinders. The establishments at which

drugs are thus reduced to powder on the large scale are called drug-

mills, and the implements used there for effecting the disintegration

of the drugs, are the griyiding-mill and the stamping-mill.

There are, therefore, several methods or processes by which drugs

are reduced to powder, the process being varied to suit the nature or

the quantity of the substance to be operated upon.

Contusion.—The pulverization of drugs by contusion is usually

effected with a pestle and mortar made of some hard metal, such as

iron or bell-metal. It is thus, in operating on the small scale, that all

hard and tough substances are reduced to a state of disintegration.

At the di'ug-mills contusion is also effected by the pestle and mortar,

but the pestle being worked by machinery, the apparatus is there

generally called a stamper, or stamping-mill.

In casting the mortars they are formed after different patterns or

designs, but their general character is such as is represented in figs.

148 and 149. The bottom of the mortar should be perfectly flat on

the outside, so that it may stand firmly, with a solid bearing ; it should

also be thicker at the bottom than at the sides. The upper edge is

sometimes made like that of fig. 148, with a projecting rim and a

groove on the outside, which admits of the leather cover being secured

with a cord to this part. In fig. 149 there is a rim of a different kind,

intended to receive a wooden hoop or circular frame, to which the

leather is tacked, and this frame is fastened down by a cord on two
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opposite sides of the mortar. There are sometimes two cylindrical

projections from the sides of the mortar, as in fig. 148, bj which it is

moved, and to which the top might be tied.

Fig. 149.

Fig. 148.

U^U

Mortar and Spring Pestle.

The pestle is most frequently made of wrought iron ; in some in-

stances, however, it is made of cast iron. It should weigh from twelve
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to twenty, or even thirty pounds, the weight varying according to the

purpose to which it is applied. The end of it wdiich comes into con-

tact with the mortar shoukl have a curve corresponding with that of

the bottom of the mortar. There is a hole or eye at the other end for

the reception of a hook, attached by a cord to the spring.

The mortar stands on a wooden block, at such a height that the

arms of the operator holding the pestle shall not strike against it.

The labour of lifting the heavy pestle is lessened by suspending it

from a spring, which, being bent when the pestle is brought down in

contact with the bottom of the mortar, carries it up again by the force

of its elasticity, without the aid of the arm. The pestle thus sus-

pended is called the spring pestle. The spring generally consists of a

thin fir-pole, the thickest end of which is fixed to the ceiling or to the

wall, while the pestle is attached by a cord to the other extremity.

The leno-th and size of the pole must be suited to the weight of the

pestle it is intended to carry.

In fif. 149 a spring of a different kind is represented, the con-

struction of which has been already described at page 37.

The spring should be very securely fastened to a part of the building

capable of bearing the continued vibration to which it will be exposed.

The pestle and mortar of the drug-mills diff"er only from those used

in private establishments in regard to the manner of raising the

pestle. The Avhole of the machinery being worked by steam-power,

the pestles or stampers are raised by projecting arms attached to a

revolvino" shaft, which carries them to a certain height, and then

allows them to fall Avith the impetus of their own weight. The

arrangement by which this is effect-

ed is represented in fig. 150, where

d,' d' is the elongated pestle passing

through a frame (c)
; / is the revolv-

ing shaft, the arm [g') of which,

when in the position of the dotted

lines at h, catches a projection on

the pestle and carries it up to the

point g', from whence it falls. There

are generally several of these mor-

tars placed in a row, the pestles of

which are all worked by the same

shaft. In fig. 163, page 158, two

mortars or stampers {h b) are repre-

sented in connexion with other ar-

rangements of a drug-grinding-room.

Fiff. 150.
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A large and heavy pestle can only be used with good effect when

the mortar and its stand are of proportionate size and weight. If the

mortar or its stand be too light in relation to the pestle, the blows

inflicted by the latter will cause the former to vibrate considerably,

without producing an effect upon the substance pounded adequate to

the power employed.

In performing the process of pounding, such a quantity of the sub-

stance operated upon should be put into the mortar as will form a

stratum at the bottom of about three quarters of an inch or an inch

in thickness. If more than this be put into the mortar at once, the

particles will not be so efficiently comminuted.

It is generally necessary to have a cover to the mortar to prevent

particles from being projected out by the force of the blows, and

especially to confine the finer particles which, in powdering some sub-

stances, become diffused through the atmosphere, causing loss of pro-

duct, and often much annoyance to the operator.

The most simple kind of cover for the mortar consists of a circular

piece of board of the size of the top of the mortar, with a round hole

in the centre, through which the pestle passes, and a broad and flat

wooden hoop around the circumference, projecting two or three inches

below the lower surface of the board, and fitting loosely over the outer

rim of the mortar. This is represented in fig. 151. It is the best

kind of cover to use in powdering substances which do not become

diffused through the air during the

process, but some of the particles of ^^;

which would, nevertheless, be pro-

jected out of the mortar if there

were no cover to it. As it merely

rests on the top of the mortar, and

is not fastened down, it is easily re-

moved and replaced, without loss of
. Cover for Mortar.

time, in transferring the pounded

substance to the sieve. But this cover, although a sufficient security

against the loss of coarse particles, will not prevent the escape of

light powders which rise from the mortar through open crevices, and

remain suspended for some time in the air. In such cases the leather

cover represented in fig. 149 is used. It consists of a conical leather

bag (F F), which is tacked to a circular frame fitting closely on to

the top of the mortar. The pestle passes through the top of the bag

which is tied to it with a cord, and the frame is fastened down with

string on two opposite sides of the mortar.
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The substance to be powdered having been previously dried in the

drying closet, is pounded in the mortar until well comminuted, and

the finer particles are then separated from the coarser by means of

the sieve. The sieves used for this purpose are called drum-sieves.

They consist of three parts,—the sieve, its head or cover, and the

bottom or receptacle for the sifted powder ; these are fitted together

so as to prevent the escape of any of the powder during the process

of sifting. When the finer particles of the powder have passed

through the sieve, the residue is returned to the mortar and further

comminuted ; the sifting process is then repeated ; and thus, by

alternately pounding and sifting, the greater part of the substance is

obtained in a state of minute division. There will, however, be a

residue ultimately left, which will not pass through the sieve, and

which is called gruff. This residue is usually kept until more of the

same substance is powdered, when it is added to the fresh portion,

and again submitted to the process of comminution.

It is sometimes found necessary to dry the substance under opera-

tion, and also the sieve, several times during the process, in conse-

quence of the absorption of moisture from the air.

Formerly very fine powders were obtained by the use of what are

called dusting -hags, and

^^ff- ^^2- ^'S- ^^^-
this method appears to be

still adopted occasionally

in Germany. The dusting-

bag is a kind of sieve ; it

consists of a bag made of

lawn or other similar ma-

terial, which hangs inside

a wide-mouthed bottle or a

tin canister, to the mouth

of which it is secured. The

comminuted substance is

put into the bag, and the

mouth being closed by

means of a cover, the ap-

ddsting-bag. paratus is shaken so that

the finer particles ofpowder

pass through the bag, and are collected in the bottle or canister.

Figs. 152 and 153 represent the kind of canisters used for this pur-

pose, and fig. 153 also shows the method of placing the bag.
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Dr. Mohr describes an arrangement of apparatus which he has so

constructed that the process of comminution and that for the separa-

tion of the finer from the coarser particles of powder are carried on

simultaneously. This arrangement is represented in fig. 154. It

consists of a mortar (b), on the top of which a sheet-iron cylinder (a)

is fitted, and the leather bag (/) is tied to the top of this cylinder,

as also to the pestle. Two tubes {d e) are inserted in the side of the

Fig. 154.

ApP-vratcs for Powdering Drugs.

cylinder, and also into a large square box {g). There is a valve in

each of these tubes, one opening towards the box and the other

towards the mortar.

The substance to be powdered is put into the mortar and pounded.

As the pestle descends, the leather bag being depressed, forces some
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Fig. 155.

of the air from the interior of the mortar into the box {g) through

the tube, the valve of which opens in that direction ; and as the pestle

again ascends the air is drawn back through the other tube. When

the substance in the mortar has been reduced to powder the finer

particles, being suspended in the air, are carried over with it into the,

box, where they subside and are collected. The top of the box is

covered with a fine cloth, which allows air to pass, but not the powder.

This method of operating is said to answer very well in powdering

bark and some other substances, the powders of which are light and

readily difi"used through the air.

[One of the most useful comminuting instruments for pharma-

ceutical purposes, is Swift's drug-mill, fig. 155, constructed on the

principle of a coffee-mill, for

reducing drugs to coarse pow-

der, so as to fit them for the

action of fluids. The uni-

formity of the division renders

the powders yielded by it well

fitted for the displacement

process.

The grinding surfaces con-

sist of circular iron castings,

studded with concentric roAvs

of pyramidal teeth ; the apices

of the roAYS of one plate fitting

between those of the other,

and the channels between the

teeth forming radiating lines.

The teeth decrease in size

towards the circumference

;

those at the base of the hopper, near the centre of the moving plate,

are large, and hooked like an eagle's bill, so as to catch and draw in

the materials placed in the hopper.

The substances to be ground should be well dried, a precaution

which not only renders the process much easier, but prevents the

clogging of the teeth, and the liability to contaminate the next article

ground. Substances like senega, ipecacuanha, blood-root, &c., which

are irritating and troublesome in the mortar, are reduced, by this mill,

with ease. The coarseness of the product is varied by a pair of

screws pressing on the end of the axle, so as to approximate the

plates.

Swift's Drug-Mill.
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Fig. 156.

Cream of tartar, Rochelle salts, tartaric acid, etc., are ground ad-

vantageously in burr-stone mills. One of these, employed in this

city, in which a cone of burr-stone revolves vertically within a conical

cavity lined with the same material, is very powerful as a comminuting

agent.—W. P.]

Trituration.—The process of trituration, when applied to the pul-

verization of drugs, is sometimes

effected by a pestle and mortar.

This, at least, is the usual method

of operating when the process is

conducted on a small scale. The

mortars used in these cases are

made either of marble or Wedg-

wood-ware. Fig. 156 represents

a large marble mortar, such as is

used for trituration. The pestle

(a), which is generally made of

lignumvit83 or other hard wood,

but sometimes of marble or stone,

has a long handle which passes

through a ring (5) fixed to the

wall at a height of four or five

feet above the mortar. The ope-

rator holding the pestle at c, and,

pressing it with greater or less

force against the bottom of the

mortar, moves it in a circular

direction, occasionally enlarging

or contracting the extent of the

circle, so as to expose the powder

more completely to the action of

the triturating surfaces. In this

way many salts and crystalline

and other easily pulverized sub-

stances are reduced to powder.

The ingredients of compound pow-

ders are also mixed by a similar

process of trituration.

The largest sized triturating m.rble mortar for tkit.rat.on.

mortars commonly used are made

of marble, but the use of this material is by no means unexceptionable.
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It is easily acted upon by acid salts and other substances which may

be put into the mortar ; moreover, the surface of the marble is readily

abraded by the triturating process, and the substance operated upon

would thus become contaminated with calcareous matter.

It appears to be difficult to find a good substitute for marble in the

construction of mortars for trituration. Wedgwood-mortars are not

made of sufficient magnitude or thickness to be suitable for some of

the processes alluded to, and porphyry, which would be quite unobjec-

tionable in other respects, is too expensive for common use. Some

pharmaceutical implements made of porphyry, including slabs and

mortars, were imported from the continent a few years ago, but they

were found to be unsaleable in consequence of their high price. Among
them was a triturating mortar of very large size, being twenty-nine

inches in diameter, which was purchased by Mr. Bell, of Oxford Street.

It has proved to be a most valuable instrument in the laboratory, as

it resists the action of most chemical agents, and is hard enough and

strong enough to admit of the process of contusion, as well as that of

trituration, being effected in it. The price originally asked for this

mortar was fifty guineas. It is possible that glass, which is now so

advantageously applied to the construction of culinary implements,

might be formed into mortars of the requisite size for the process here

contemplated. Even dolomite or magnesian limestone would probably

be better than marble, and would be inexpensive.

Trituration is sometimes effected with the porphyry slab and muller

(fig. 157). This method, however, is but rarely adopted for powder-

ing drugs. The process by which substances are thus comminuted is

called porpliyrization. The substance under operation is placed on

the slab in coarse powder, and if unacted upon by water, is formed

into a thick magma with that liquid. It is then distributed in a thin

stratum, and triturated by means of the muller, which, being grasped

with the two hands of the operator, is rubbed with some degree of

pressure over the surface of the slab. In performing this operation

the muller is made to describe, in its course, certain regular curvilinear

figures, representing either a figure of eight, as at a, or a series of

intersecting circles, as at h ; and these figures are alternated from

time to time, so that by changing the direction in which the muller is

moved a fresh set of particles may be brought under its action. In

this way comminution is effected over an extended surface upon a very

thin layer of the triturated substance, and the action is therefore more

complete and uniform than that produced by the use of the pestle and

mortar.
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Trituration over a slab, usually of slate, with a great number of

mullers worked in diiferent directions by machinery, has been very

successfully applied in the manufacture of blue pill and mercurial

ointment.

Fig. 157.

Porphyry Slab and Mdller.

The process by which substances are reduced to a state of

division by rubbing them between two hard surfaces when

into a paste with

water, is sometimes

called levigatwn, and

is thus distinguished

from ordinary tritu-

ration, in which the

comminution is ef-

fected Avithout the

intervention of a

liquid.

In Germany, a

shallow porcelain

vessel is substituted

for the porphyry

slab, in the leviga-

Fig. 158.

minute

formed

Levigating Vessel.
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Fig. 159.

Fig. IGO.

A

tion of substances which are triturated with water. Fig. 158 repre-

sents a section of the vessel thus used.

In performing the process of levigation it is necessary to apply

some amount of pressure beyond that which the weight of the pestle,

as usually constructed, would produce; and this is the most con-

veniently effected by means of an elastic pole fixed to the ceiling,

as shown in fig. 161. The

wooden spring (c) is fixed to

a beam in the ceiling at a;

it is also secured by a staple

at b ; and there is a square

block of wood attached to it

at c?, with a conical hole in

the centre, in which the

pointed end of the handle or

shaft of the pestle works.

Fig. 159 is a representa-

tion, on a larger scale than

fig. 161, of the pestle, stand-

ing in a levigating vessel,

with a view of the end of

the spring, and the arrange-

ment by which the length

of the shaft of the pestle is

lengthened or shortened.

The dotted lines {a) show

the position of the spring

in its unstrained state, be-

fore applying any pressure.

On lengthening the shaft (d)

by means of the binding

screws (e /) the spring will

be raised to the position of

5, and the pressure of its

elasticity will be imparted to

the pestle.

Fig. 160 represents another

method of adjusting the length

of the shaft of the pestle, and

thus regulating the amount of

pressure.
Spring Pestle for Levigation.
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Substances which have been prepared in a finely divided state by

levigation are sometimes formed into little conical masses while in the

Fig. 161.

Spring for Levigating Apparatus.

Fig. 162.

Conical Modld for Levigated
Chalk, etc.

moist state, with the view of facilitating their subsequent desiccation.

This is effected by means of a small mould, such as that represented

by fig. 162. The mould consists of a hollow metallic cone [d), which

is fixed in a circular wooden frame

(b), having a small leg or support

(a), and a handle (c). The appa-

ratus being supported in the position

shown in the drawing, the levigated

and still moist substance is put into

the cone with a knife, and the mould

is then inverted over a chalk-stone

or other absorbing surface, and the

leg (a) slightly tapped until the

conical mass falls out. The nodules,

thus prepared, are subsequently dried by exposure to a current of

air. In this way the conical nodules of levigated chalk, bole, and

other substances, are made.

There yet remains to be described a method of effecting the com-

minution of drugs by trituration, which is that principally adopted by

drug-grinders. The apparatus employed for this purpose is similar in

construction to that which will be described as the drug-mill or pugging-

mill, in the Chapter on Evaporation. When used for powdering drugs

it is generally made with two stone runners, as shown at a a', fig. 163.

The runners work on a platform of hard stone or iron, on which the

substance to be powdered is placed, and they are put into motion by

steam-power, communicated through a revolving shaft (x x), which ex-

tends across the room. The plough (A) gathers the powder which has

been scattered by the stone that has passed, and turns it into the path

of the approaching stone, as shown at i and k.
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This mill is a most efficient instrument for effecting the comminu-

tion of drugs. The runners, which are made of granite or other hard

stone and usually weigh a ton or more, break down or tear asunder

the hardest and toughest substances. The disintegration is effected

partly by the weight of the stone, and partly by the grinding action

produced in consequence of the outer and inner edge of the revolving

cylinder (a), which are both equal, being made to perform unequal

circuits in the same time. Thus, if either of the cylinders were simply

Apparatus for Drco-grindino.

a a'. Drug-Mill. A. The Plough. b b. Stampers. e e. The Guiding-frame for Stampers.
c. Sifting Apparatus.

trundled, without control, it would proceed in a straight line; but being

made to describe a circle immediately around the central beam, the

outer edge of the cylinder has to travel through a longer path than

that assigned to the inner edge : so that every advance onwards, by

which the weight or pressure is imposed upon a new sui-face, is accom-

panied by a lateral friction caused by the unequal progression of the

two edges of the cylinder.

[In some establishments drug-grinding is effected in a large iron

mortar-shaped vessel fitted with a tight cover, through the centre of
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which a long-handled pestle passes. The substance to be powdered is

put in this vessel, then half a dozen iron balls from half a pound to a

pound in weight, after which the cover and pestle are replaced. By
giving the end of the pestle a rotary motion, it being fixed at the point

of passing the cover, the attrition takes place between it and the

mortar, as well among the balls Avhich are driven around by the pestle.

The same idea is carried out in the revolving barrel and balls used in

French powdering establishments. A strong barrel, lined with sheet-

iron, revolves on an axis passing through the centre of its heads, and

into its interior the drug to be comminuted and a number of iron

balls are introduced, the attrition taking place between the balls and

the sides of the barrel.—W. P.]

Drug-grinding.—The operations connected with the pulverization

of drugs on the large scale, commonly called drug-grinding, present

some points of interest even to the retail pharmaceutist. The imple-

ments used by the drug-grinder for effecting comminution are, as

already stated, the grinding-mill and the stamper. The former of

these is principally used, the stamper, or pestle and mortar, being

employed only in some particular cases, where the quantity to be ope-

rated upon is small, or where it is important to confine very carefully

the dust arising from the process.

A drug-grinding-room usually contains a pair of stones {a a') fig.

163 ; a set of stampers, such as b b, and a sifting apparatus (c). These

are all worked by the same shaft

{x x), which extends across the room.

The stampers {d' d'), which pass

through the guiding-frame [e e) are

raised by the arms (g g') of the re-

volving wheel (/), as shown in fig.

164.

The sifting apparatus consists of

a square wooden frame (a), fig. 165,

in which there are five or six octa-

gon-shaped holes for the reception of

the drum-sieves {c). This frame is

suspended from the ceiling by four

ropes or chains (6). The frame is

put into motion by a spindle (e), fig.

166, which works in a square socket

in the bottom of the frame, and is

turned by an endless strap {d). The arrangement by which this is

Fig. 164.
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effected is shown in fig. 166. A very irregular and jerking motion is

FijT. 165.

Sifting Apparatds.

thus imparted to the frame {a), and from thence to the sieves (c), by

Fig. 166.

Sifting Apparatus.

the joint action of the revolving crank and of the ropes by which the
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frame is suspended. The sieves employed in the process are the com-

mon drum-sieves.

The first operation connected with the grinding of drugs consists in

drying them. If they are in large masses, these are cut or broken

into small pieces to facilitate the drying process, and also to prepare

them for being put under the stones when dry enough to be powdered.

The drying is generally effected in a room heated to about 120°, by

means of a stove or steam-pipe. The most common method of heating

the drying-room appears to be by the use of a cockle, that is, a stove

having an outer case or jacket, between which and the fire-case there

is a space for the circulation of air. A great many different forms

are given to the cockle, which is sometimes made of iron, and some-

times of brick, but it should always be so placed that the fire can be

fed from the outside of the room, so that the atmosphere of the room

may not be contaminated with smoke or dust. The substances to be

dried are spread out on trays of similar construction to those described

in connexion with the drying-closet (see chapter on Evaporation).

The drying process being completed, the substance is placed on the

platform of the mill, in the path of the stones (« a'), where it is ground

until sufficiently comminuted for the commencement of the next ope-

ration, namely, that of sifting it. The two operations of grinding and

sifting are then continued simultaneously, the operator transferring a

portion of the powder from the mill to one of the drum-sieves (c), which

latter, with its contents, is put into its appropriate receptacle in the

frame of the sifting apparatus, where it is subjected to the requisite

succussion. The residue, which does not pass through the sieve, is re-

turned to the mill, and a fresh portion of powder taken out to be

sifted ; and this mode of proceeding is continued without suspending

the motion of any part of the machinery, until the process is finished.

[In the larger establishments for powdering, bolting-cylinders are

sometimes employed when the powders are manufactm-ed in large

quantities. These are constructed like the bolting machines employed

in flouring mills. It is well known that ligneous fibre is the portion

of drugs most difficult to comminute. It should, therefore, be a prac-

tice, never omitted, to mix the whole product of one lot of a druo- ob-

tained at different siftings, so that it may possess a uniform activity.

—

W. P.]

In using the stampers, it is necessary to suspend the pounding or

stamping, while the substance under operation is being removed from

and introduced into, the mortar, which somewhat retards the process.

The facility with which drugs are reduced to powder by the means
11
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which have been described, depends in great measure upon the extent

to which they are previously dried. If they be not deprived of their

hygrometric water to the greatest extent practicable by exposure in

the drying-room, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to produce per-

fectly smooth and impalpable powders, such as are now generally

used in medicine. This drying is, of course, accompanied by a loss

of weight, arising from the water which is driven off, and which varies

considerably in different drugs, and also in different specimens of the

same kind of drug. There is always, however, a little moisture again

absorbed during the process of grinding. In some cases this re-

absorption takes place to a considerable extent, so that it may be

necessary to renew the drying before the process is concluded, if the

atmosphere of the room be at all damp. This is the case with squills,

jalap, rhubarb, aloes, and colocynth.

There are some drugs which, however carefully they may be dried,

are, nevertheless, with great difficulty reduced to powder by the ordi-

nary method of proceeding. Nux vomica, St. Ignatius' beans, and

the tuberous roots of the orchis, belong to this class. They are tough

and horny, and can hardly be powdered without a particular treat-

ment. The best method of preparing nux vomica and St. Ignatius'

beans for pulverization is, to expose the seeds to the action of steam

until they have swelled to about twice their original size, and then to

dry them rapidly in the drying-room. The roots of the orchis, which

are ground to make saloop powder, should be macerated in cold water

until they have become soft, and then dried as in the other case.

After being thus treated they are easily powdered.

Some substances cannot be powdered alone ; they require the addi-

tion of other bodies which facilitate the disintegration. Thus the ad-

dition of a few drops of spirit renders the pulverization of camphor

easy, although it could not be effected without it. The process, when

thus conducted, is sometimes called jjulverizatmi by mediation.

It is a common practice with drug-grinders to add a small quantity

of olive oil or oil of almonds to some drugs during the process of

grinding. This is found to facilitate the comminution, and greatly to

improve the appearance of the powder.

Agaric is a substance which it is extremely difficult to powder alone,

and a method has therefore been proposed for powdering it by media-

tion. It is cut into small pieces, wetted with mucilage of tragacanth,

and then dried, previously to submitting it to the process of grinding.

The addition of a foreign body, which the powder retains, cannot,

however, be sanctioned, excepting under particular circumstances,
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such as the impossibility of otherwise effecting the object. It is stated

in some pharmaceutical works that colocynth is powdered by mediation,

in the same way as that above described for the pulverization of

agaric ; but in this case the addition of a foreign body is certainly

unnecessary, and I believe that no such addition is made by the drug-

grinders in this country.

Phosphorus is powdered by mediation, and this, indeed, is the only

way in which it can be obtained in a state of minute division. The

best mediatory substance to use is spirit. The phosphorus being put

into a bottle with some spirit, a gentle heat is applied, by plunging

the bottle into warm water, until the phosphorus melts ; the mouth of

the bottle is then closed and brisk agitation continued until it has

cooled, when the phosphorus will be found to be in a finely-divided

state. Water might be substituted for spirit, but does not ansAver so

well.

A method of a somewhat analogous nature to that last described is

adopted for powdering some salts which are not easily reduced to

powder by trituration. The salts are dissolved in water, and the so-

lution evaporated to dryness whilst constant and active agitation is

maintained. This is a very convenient and economical method of

obtaining sal ammoniac in powder. It is also adopted for granulating

salt of tartar, and tartrate of potash.

Substances, the particles of which readily adhere when submitted

to pressure, but which, nevertheless, are not held together by a strong

cohesive force, are sometimes powdered hy friction over a perforated

surface. Thus magnesia and other similar substances, are merely

rubbed over the surface of a sieve.

[Precipitation is sometimes resorted to as a means of obtaining sub-

stances in fine powder. Tartar emetic, when dissolved in water and

precipitated by alcohol, is obtained in a state well suited for making

the ointment. Precipitated carbonate of lime, now so much used, is

another example. Calomel and sulphur are obtained in powder by

means of a current of air passing over the surface of the subliming

vessels in which they are heated.—W. P.]

Such are the various methods adopted in effecting the pulverization

of drugs, and which are applied, according to the requirements of the

several cases, to most kinds of solid substances employed in medicine

—to some, in order to make them more suitable for administration

—

to others, in order to fit them for subsequent operations. It is, there-

fore, an interesting and important subject of inquiry, in connexion

with a process of such general use in the preparation of medicines,

—
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how far is it practicable to preserve the chemical condition of the sub-

stances operated upon unaltered, and their medicinal efficacy unim-

paired ?

The operations connected with the processes of drug-grinding do

not seem to be calculated to promote chemical change in the consti-

tuents of the powder ; for, although the disintegration, by exposing a

larger surface to the action of the air, may be somewhat unfavourable

to the permanence of the proximate constituents of vegetable sub-

stances, yet the complete desiccation which forms part of the process

will exercise a conservative influence to probably an equal extent.

This, at leastj would be the case if the powder, when prepared, be put

into close bottles and kept for only a moderate length of time.

The principal, if not the only necessary, cause of deterioration to

the product in the process of drug-grinding, is the long-continued ap-

plication of heat to which the drugs are exposed in the drying-room.

There are many substances which cannot be thus dried without having

a portion of their active volatile ingredients driven off, as well as the

water they contained. The strong smell which fills the drying-room

when opium, or myrrh, or cinnamon, are under operation, affords suf-

ficient evidence that some volatile matter besides water is escaping,

and that the resulting powders cannot strictly represent the drugs

from which they are made. All substances which contain volatile

principles must lose a portion of these during the drying process

which precedes and sometimes accompanies that of pulverization

;

and if the efficacy of the medicine depend upon these volatile parts,

the product must be injured by the process to which it is submitted.

Thus, myrrh, valerian, cardamoms, cinnamon, and spices generally,

lose some of their efficacy in being reduced to fine powder.

But a large proportion of our drugs are not subject to deterioration

from a loss of volatile constituents ; and in these cases, if care be ex-

ercised in conducting the process of drying, the powders obtained by

the usual method of operating, will possess all the medicinal properties

of the crude materials. Thus, rhubarb, jalap, ipecacuanha, colocynth,

scammony, gamboge, and many other drugs, are not necessarily in-

jured in the process of powdering.

There are some drugs which not only suffer no injury in being

powdered, but which actually contain, when pulverized, a larger pro-

portion of the active constituents than were present in the crude un-

powdered substance. This arises from the circumstance that the less

active parts are separated and rejected during the process. Thus, for

instance, the powder of ipecacuanha, if properly prepared, contains
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more of the emetic principle than the root from which it is made.

The principle upon which the emetic property of ipecacuanha depends,

exists chiefly in the cortical part of the root, and as this is the most

easily pulverizable, it passes first through the sieve, while the less

active ligneous part, being more tough, remains to the last, and may

be, and generally is, rejected as gruffs.

Besides the loss of water and other volatile constituents, which are

driven off in the drying-room, there is also, necessarily, a dissipation

and loss, to a certain extent, of solid particles of powder, which are

difiused through the atmosphere of the room in which the pulveriza-

tion is conducted, or which adhere to the apparatus.

With these exceptions the product, including the grufis or unsifted

part, ought to be identical with the substance it represents ; that is

to say, should consist of the same particles, and no others, in the

same chemical condition as they existed in previously to the process

of powdering.

If no active constituents be lost in the drying process, the strength

of the pow^der will be greater than that of the crude drug, to the ex-

tent of the quantity of water and inactive matter which have been

separated and rejected. It would be very desirable to ascertain what

the average increase of strength is in those drugs which suffer no de-

terioration in the process of powdering ; and also what is the exact

nature of the deterioration necessarily sustained by drugs, such as

myrrh, ginger, cardamoms, and cascarilla, which contain, and must

therefore lose, active volatile constituents.

Next to the preservation of the medicinal efiicacy of the drug, the

most important object for attainment is uniformity of strength in the

product. "What security has the physician that a grain of opium, or

ten grains of jalap, obtained from a particular source, shall be equiva-

lent to the same quantities of those substances obtained elsewhere ?

There are several causes which tend to affect the uniformity of the

strength of those medicines which consist of parts or crude products

of plants. In the first place, these drugs, in their natural or original

state, are not uniform in composition and properties. Different spe-

cimens of cinchona bark yield very different proportions of the alka-

loid, upon which the efficacy of the drug depends ; other drugs differ

to an equal extent,—in fact, what drug can be mentioned of which

there are not good and bad specimens in the market? The practical

knowledge and experience of the druggist are called into requisition

in selecting the good from the bad, and thus two classes, at least, are

formed. It must be admitted, however, that the criterions of excellence
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usually adopted in these cases are often founded upon qualities of an

extrinsic character, Avhich have no definite relation to medicinal pro-

perties.

There are other causes which affect the uniformity of strength and

properties of drugs in their more advanced states of preparation.

That drugs are sometimes adulterated is a notorious fact. That

the practice of adulteration has prevailed to an extent greatly preju-

dicial to the advancement of the science of medicine, and discreditahle

to the medical legislation of the country, admits not of a doubt. But

a great and progressive improvement has certainly taken place within

the last few years, and there is, at the present time, an evident desire

among wholesale and retail druggists, to discourage and suppress the

sale of bad drugs.

We may discard as unworthy of notice the exaggerated statements

which have been published with reference to the wholesale substitution

of fabricated powders for genuine drugs. Such cases, if they ever

existed, must have been isolated and extraordinary exceptions to the

practice generally pursued. There is reason to believe, however, that

absolute identity of composition between the powders used in medi-

cine, and the drugs they represent, is not always maintained to the

greatest practicable extent ; and among the causes tending to this

effect, there is probably none more influential than the conventional

practice of the trade, in reference to the allowance for loss of product

during the process of drug-grinding.

It has already been stated that the loss of weight which drugs

undergo in the process of grinding is occasioned by the evaporation

of water and other volatile constituents in the drying-room, and by

the waste from dissipation in the form of dust, and from adhesion to

the apparatus in the grinding-room. It must be obvious, that the

amount of loss thus sustained will not be uniform ; it will vary accord-

ing to the nature of the substance under operation, and even with

substances of the same nature the loss will depend upon the quantity

operated upon at a time and their state of dryness when gent to the

mill. Some drugs are frequently met with in commerce in a per-

fectly moist state, such as opium, aloes, scammony, and jalap. The

loss of weight in drying these drugs must of course be considerably

greater than that which occurs with other less moist specimens, or

with substances such as rhubarb, ipecacuanha, or bark, which are

never met with in a moist state. Now there is in this variable condi-

tion of drugs as to dryness, a source of disagreement between the

druggist and the drug-grinder, which probably has led to the adoption
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of a practice that has prevailed throughout the trade, with one or two

recent exceptions, of making a uniform allowance for loss of weight

in grinding, whatever the nature or quality of the drug might be.

The rule which for manj years has been adopted among the London

drug-grinders, is to allow four pounds on every hundred-weight of the

substance ground for loss in the process. Thus, if a hundred-weight

(112 lbs.) of rhubarb be sent to the drug-grinders, 108 lbs. of powder,

including the gruffs, are returned. It matters not what condition the

rhubarb may be in, the drug-grinder is expected to produce 108 lbs.

of powder from the hundred-weight of raw material. The same

allowance is also made, unless otherwise agreed between the parties,

for all other drugs which require drying previously to their being

powdered. In some cases the practice appears to be to receive 116

lbs. of the undried drug, and to return 112 lbs. of dry powder. This

is called the four per cent, system ; four pounds being the allowance

for loss upon every hundred-weight of substance powdered. Some
substances, however, such as cream of tartar and sulphuret of anti-

mony, do not require to be dried before being powdered, and the

allowance for loss on these substances is only two per cent.

There has, until quite recently, been only one exception to the

adoption, to a greater or less extent, of this, which is called the per-

centage or four per cent, system, by the drug-grinders of London

;

and so completely does the system appear to have been established

by long custom, that although several attempts have been made to

relinquish it, yet there are still some druggists who contend that the

specified allowance is a fair average of the loss necessarily occurring

in the process of drug-grinding.

I am indebted to Messrs. S. and G. Allen, for a statement extracted

from their books, showing the loss of weight sustained in powdering

drugs at their mills. Every drug powdered at this establishment is

weighed when received at the mill ; and the ground products, consist-

ing of fine powder and grufis, are again weighed before being returned

to the druggist. These weights are all entered in their books, a sepa-

rate account being kept for each kind of drug ; so that by taking an

average of the results upon large quantities, consisting of a great

number of specimens received from difierent druggists, a near approach

to a correct estimate is no doubt attained.

The first column of figures in the following table represents the

whole quantity of the specified drug which has been ground at several

diflFerent periods ; the second column indicates the greatest amount of

loss on any one specimen ; the third column indicates the smallest
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amount of loss on any specimen ; and the last column gives the

average upon the whole.

Name of drug.
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warehouse or cellar ? He is required to make up a certain quantity

of powder, evidently more than the crude drug produces, but how is

he to do it ? Does he keep a stock from which to supply the defi-

ciencies of all the drugs he grinds, and go to market and purchase

more when his stock is exhausted ; or is there some magical power in

his mill ?

A drug-grinder's mill (a a, fig. 163) is a very difi'erent thing from

the pestle and mortar of the druggist, although they are both employed

for the same purpose. The druggist, when he has used the pestle and

mortar, cleans it preparatory for the next operation, by washing it

out with water. The drug-grinder also requires to clean his mill.

Rhubarb must not be ground after aloes, nor ginger after jalap, with-

out previously well cleaning the ponderous stones and other parts of

the apparatus. But how shall this be done ? A drug-mill cannot be

cleaned by washing it with water,—if for no other reason, it would be

objectionable on account of its making the room and apparatus damp,

which are required to be perfectly dry. Instead of water, sawdust

is used for cleaning the drug-mill. After grinding any drug, in order

to remove the adhering particles from the mill, sawdust is ground

until the mill is rendered sweet and clean.

Sawdust, then, is indispensable at a drug-mill, as necessary as

water is in a druggist's shop, and if the druggist sends damp jalap,

containing fifteen per cent, of water, to be ground, and requires dry

powder to be returned, with only four per cent, of deduction for loss,

he adopts a conventional method of asking for some of the rinsing of

the mill,—a veritable "powder of post."

The four per cent, system cannot fail to induce a reduction in the

strength of powdered drugs. If this reduction tended to equalize the

strength of different specimens, there might be some excuse for it

;

but the effect of the system must obviously be to cause a reduction, in

an inverse ratio to the previous strength of the drugs, so that the

weakest and worst drugs will be most diluted. But this objection,

which applies to the very principle of the system, is not the most

serious objection to which it is subject. It sanctions the practice of

admixture, and affords facilities for those who are so disposed, to

pursue a ruinous competition in price at the sacrifice of quality.

There are two causes, which, I believe, principally tend to frus-

trate the efforts of those who are endeavouring to put a stop to the

adulteration of drugs ; one is, the sale of cheap medicines by grocers

and others not educated as pharmaceutists, who are unable to dis-

tinguish the good from the bad, or indifferent as to which they sell;
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and the other is, the continuance of the four per cent, system in con-

nexion with drug-grinding,—a system which has no claim for support,

save the long-estahlished usage of the trade. It shouhl be the en-

lightened policy of an educated body of pharmaceutists to afford a fair

remuneration for honest industry, and this being secured, both drug-

gist and drug-grinder would rejoice to be relieved from the hereditary

trammels of the present system.

GRANULATION OF METALS.

There are some metals, such as zinc and tin, which, previously to

their application for certain purposes, are reduced to a granular con-

dition. The process by which this effected is called granulation.

The granulation of zinc is effected in two different ways, one being

intended for the reduction of the metal to a coarse, and the other to a

more minute state of division.

Coarsely granulated zinc is prepared by melting the metal in an

iron ladle, and pouring it in a thin and intermitting stream into a large

pan filled with water. Little conical nodules are thus obtained, which

present the metal in a convenient form and condition for acting upon

it with acids. In performing the process it is necessary to be careful

that the melted metal be not too rapidly poured into the water, and

that there is a suflBcient quantity of water in the pan to prevent the

projection of hot metal or water over the operator.

Finely granulated zinc is prepared by rubbing the melted metal in

an iron mortar, and continuing the process until it has become solid.

In its ordinary condition, as obtained by casting it in blocks, zinc is

rather brittle, but sufficiently tough to resist any efforts at powdering

it, as antimony is powdered, by mere contusion in a mortar. If heated

to about 300° F., it becomes malleable and ductile, and if submitted

to the process of rolling while at this temperature, it not only readily

admits of extension into sheets, but afterwards retains its malleability

when it has cooled. At a temperature of 400° or a little higher, it

entirely loses its ductile property, and becomes so brittle that it can

be rubbed to powder in a mortar with the greatest facility. It melts

at 773° F., so that its melting point is many degrees above that at

which it becomes most brittle. The object contemplated in the above

process for powdering or granulating it, is, by beginning the tritura-

tion at an elevated temperature, to insure its passing, as it cools,

thi'ough the state most favourable to its disintegration. It is desirable,
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however, that the cooling should not take place very rapidly, and

especially that the metal should remain for some minutes at a tempe-

ture between 400° and 500°. The mortar in which the trituration is

effected should, therefore, be thick, and it should be made hot before

the introduction of the zinc, by putting ignited charcoal into it, or by

some other means. After rubbing the metal to powder in the mortar,

the finer particles are to be separated from the coarser by passing them

through a sieve.

The granulation of tin may be effected in a similar manner to that

last described for granulating zinc. Tin is very brittle at a tempera-

Fig. 16

Granulatino-Box.

ture a little below its melting

point, and at that temperature it

may be easily rubbed to powder.

There is, however, a still easier

and more expeditious method of

granulating tin, which consists in

pouring the melted metal into a

strong wooden box, such as fig.

167, and, after securing down the

closely-fitting lid, shaking the box

until the metal has become hard.

On opening the box the tin will

be found to be in small grains.

Many pounds of tin may be granulated in this way irffi few minutes.

The grains will not be all of one size, but they may be sorted either

by the use of sieves, or by elutriation.

It is important, in the foregoing processes, that no more heat than

is necessary should be applied. Much metal is often wasted by allow-

ing it to remain in the fire after it has melted, when oxidation rapidly

proceeds.

Zinc, at an elevated temperature, undergoes combustion, and the

oxide thus formed diffuses itself in a cloud through the air. Tin is

also rapidly oxidized when exposed to the air in a melted state. But

in the case of tin, the application of more heat than is necessary for

its fusion is also objectionable on account of its causing the carboniza-

tion of the granulating-box. It is customary to guard against this

effect- by rubbing some chalk over the inner surface of the box. This

tends to protect the wood, but it causes the granulated tin to be con-

taminated with chalk, which has to be subsequently removed by wash-

ing the metal with diluted acetic acid.
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Iron is granulated by the mechanic's file, which supplies the filings

so frequently employed in the laboratory. But iron filings obtained

from this source are very impure, and it is necessary to submit them

to some process of purification before they are used for any pharma-

ceutical preparations. They are generally contaminated with grease

which is used in the process of filing, and they also contain a conside-

rable quantity of oxide.

The best method of purifying iron filings is to triturate them in a

Wedgwood-ware mortar wdth solution of caustic potash, pouring oif

the solution from time to time, while the oxide remains suspended in

it, and repeating the trituration with fresh potash, or, after the second

or third addition, with pure water ; thus removing impurities partly

by solution, and partly by elutriation. The filings will speedily become

bright and clean with this treatment, and when the oxide has been

entirely removed,—the elutriation being always effected with pure

water towards the latter part of the process,—they are to be drained

for a few minutes, then washed with a little spirit, and dried quickly

over a stove.

[Iron is best obtained in fine powder by the process of reduction by

hydrogen, as noticed in the chaj)ter on the absorption of gases.—W. P.]

Cfold and silver are sometimes reduced to powder or small grains,

and the processes by which the disintegration of these metals is efi"ected

are peculiar.

The poivder%'itlier of gold or of silver may be prepared by rubbing

the metal, in the form of leaf, on the porphyry slab with some honey

until it is reduced to a finely-divided state, and then dissolving out the

honey with water. Sulphate of potash or cream of tartar is sometimes

substituted for the honey, or used with it, in which case hot water is

employed as a more ready solvent of the salt. If requii-ed in larger

quantity, gold may be obtained in powder by first forming an amalgam

with it, and then distilling ojBT the mercury. Silver may also be treated

in the same way. A convenient method of obtaining pure silver in

the form of powder or minute grains is, to reduce chloride of silver by

boiling it with solution of caustic potash and a little honey.

Some salts, such as salt of tartar, are said to be granulated when

they are obtained in small, irregular crystals, by a particular treat-

ment, which has been already described in connexion with the pulveri-

zation of drugs.
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ELUTRIATION.

The process of elutriation lias been already alluded to as a method

by Avhich the finer particles of a powder are separated from the coarser.

The process consists in diffusing the powder through water, allowing

the larger and heavier particles to subside, and then decanting the

liquor, with the smaller particles still h(5ld in suspension, into another

vessel, and allowing them to subside there. It is obvious that the pro-

cess can only be applied to those substances which are not dissolved

or chemically acted upon by water. It is used for separating impui-i-

ties from chalk. It is also applied in the separation or sorting of the

different sized grains of emery. The process is a very convenient one

for dividing a powder consisting of different sized grains into several

parts, each containing particles of tolerably uniform dimensions. On
mixing the powder in its original state with the water, the largest par-

ticles subside the soonest, and the longer the mixture is allowed to

rest the more uniformly small will be the particles remaining in sus-

pension. If the liquor containing these be now decanted, and more

water added to the powder that remains, another set of particles less

finely comminuted will be obtained by allowing rather a shorter time

for subsidence. The process may thus be repeated for an indefinite

number of times, according to the kind of separation required.

Powdered or granulated tin is one of the substances which is fre-

quently sorted by elutriation. Iron-filings are purified by this process.

[Note. The mode of using the apparatus (fig. 162), as described at

page 157, is not that generally employed. The apex of the inverted

cone should be slightly truncated, so as to leave a small opening.

When used, the operator takes hold of the handle c with his right

hand, fills the cone with the pasty substance to be made into conical

masses, and then by striking a succession of gentle blows on the ab-

sorbent surface with the foot a, each shock causes a portion of the

paste to fall out, and in striking the surface it takes a conical form.

The foot a, is struck in a different spot each time, and the blows are

graduated in such a manner as to make the cones nearly of equal

size.—W. P.]



CHAPTER VI.

DECANTATION AND WASHING. THE SYPHON. THE SEPARATION OF

IMMISCIBLE FLUIDS.

DECANTATION AND WASHING.

The term decantation is applied in pharmacy to the act of pouring

a liquid from a precipitate or sediment contained in the same vessel.

Cases constantly occur in the laboratory in which this operation is re-

quired to be performed. Thus, in the process of elutriation, the liquor

containing a part of the powder originally diffused through it, is de-

canted from that part of the powder which has subsided.

[By the term ivashing is understood the removal of soluble from in-

soluble matter, by agitating the mixed solids with water or other men-

struum, allowing the insoluble matter to settle, and then drawing off the

supernatant fluid by the processes of decantation ; or it may be effected

by pouring the mixed solids and fluids on a filter, and dissolving out

the soluble matter by lixiviation. The latter method will be noticed

in describing the operations of filtration and precipitation. The theory

of washing by decantation may be thus explained. If a solution con-

taining 161 grains of sulphate of soda, be mixed with another solution

containing 131 grains of nitrate of baryta, 120 grains of insoluble sul-

phate of baryta will precipitate, and 100 grains of soluble nitrate of

soda will remain in solution. If now the mixture be diluted with jvater

till it measures 100 fluid ounces, it follows that each fluid ounce

of the washing fluid contains one grain of nitrate of soda. If after

settling, 95 fluid ounces be decanted and the vessel filled to the same

height as before, it is obvious that 95 grains have been removed, and

the remaining five grains are distributed in the 100 fluid ounces of

water last added. If all is drawn off now but five ounces, it follows

that there only remains a quarter of a grain, which is almost entirely

removed in the subsequent drainings.—W. P.]
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The mere pouring of a liquid from one vessel to another, however

simple it may appear, is liot always an easy operation, especially to

the uninitiated. The form of the vessel, the extent to which the liquid

fills it, and the nature of the liquid, materially influence the facility

with which the operation is performed. The difficulty is also enhanced

when the precipitate is light and easily caused to diffuse itself through

the supernatant liquor by a slight agitation.

The objects to be attained in performing this operation are, to pour

or otherwise remove the liquid from the containing vessel without

spilling any of it, and without disturbing the sediment. If the vessel

containing the liquid be provided with a suitable lip or spout, there

may be no difficulty in pouring the contents into another vessel with-

out any loss ; but, in the laboratory, decantation has to be performed

with vessels of all kinds, and with some the operation is not an

easy one.

In pouring from a vessel, such as the dish (a, fig. 168), a rod placed

. Fiff. 168.

Decantation with a Gciding-Rod,

as shown in the drawing, facilitates the safe transference of the

liquid by guiding it to its destination. In this case, the adhesive
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attraction between the rod and the liquid prevents the hitter from

flowing in any other direction than that represented, although if the

rod were not used, a portion of the liquid would run down on the

outside of the dish, and form a separate stream distinct from that in

which the principal part of the liquid flowed. The guiding-rod will

prevent this splitting of the current, so long as the quantity of liquid

flowing be not too great in proportion to the size of the rod, and pro-

vided that it flow over the edge of the vessel, at a certain inclination,

in a cylindrical stream, and not in a Avide current or sheet of liquid.

If the circumference of the vessel be large, it will be difiicult, if not

impossible, to pour with the guiding-rod ; and this will especially be

the case if, in addition, the sides of the vessel be perpendicular, and

the quantity of liquid contained in it such as nearly to fill it.

When the form of the vessel or the quantity of liquid which it con-

tains, precludes the possibility of pouring over the edge without

spilling, merely with the aid of the guiding-rod, the object may still

be attained, by rubbing a little grease over the part at which it is in-

Fig. 169.

Decantation over a Greased Rim.

tended that the liquid should flow. This prevents adhesion of the

liquid to the surface of the vessel, and the liquid being therefore sub-

ject only to the force of cohesion among its own particles, forms a

more contracted channel, and runs in a more cylindrical stream than
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Fig. 170.

would Otherwise be the case. Fig. 169 is intended to illustrate the

effect of applying a little grease to the edge of the vessel (a) from

which a liquid is being poured.

But cases constantly occur in which decantation cannot be effected

by pouring the liquid over the edge of the vessel, whatever means be

adopted for facilitating the operation. Moreover, it is always difficult,

and sometimes impossible, to incline the position of the vessel to the

required extent, without disturbing the precipitate. In these cases

decantation is effected with a syphon.

The syphon is a tube bent as represented in fig. 170. It consists

essentially of two limbs, which communicate at the bend, while the

lower extremities are open and unconnected.

The two limbs are usually of unequal lengths.

If the short limb of the syphon be plunged

into a vessel filled with some liquid, which

is made to fill the interior of the tube by

sucking air from the outer extremity, or in

any other way, the liquid will discharge itself

from the end of the longer limb, and will con-

tinue to flow as long as this end of the tube

is below the level of the liquid in which the

other end is immersed.

The uninterrupted efflux is caused by the

unequal pressure of the columns of liquid in

the two limbs of the syphon. The effect
syphon

may be thus explained :

—

If the syphon [a b, fig. 171) be filled with water, and the open

extremities plunged into two vessels [d e) containing the same liquid,

there will be in the contents of each limb of the syphon two pressures

exerted,—a pressure downwards, caused by the gravitating force of

the liquid,—and a pressure upwards, caused by the gravitating force

of the atmosphere exerted upon the surface of the liquid in the ves-

sels, and communicated in accordance with the law of hydrostatics.

These two forces, the one antagonistic to the other, would be similarly

exerted if the two limbs of the syphon did not communicate at the

bend. The force upwards, which is equal to the weight of a column

of air having the circumference of the column of water in the tube

and the height of the entire atmosphere, Avill be sensibly the same in

both limbs of the syphon. The force downwards, which is propor-

tionate to the perpendicular height of the column of water in the

tube above the level of the water in the vessel into which the tube

12
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dip?, will be greater in tlie long limb than in the short one. In the

short limb the pressure of the atmosphere is opposed to the Aveight of

a column of water {f g)' In the long limb the pressure of the atmo-

sphere is opposed to the weight of a column of water (/' A). In

either case the atmospheric pressure will preponderate over that of

the liquid so long as

^'^- ^'^-
the height of the co-

lumn of liquid (water)

is less than thirty-three

or thirty-four feet ; and

the water is supported

in the tube by the ex-

cess of the upward

over the downward

pressure. The excess

or balance in favour of

the upward pressure is

obviously greatest in

the short limb, and

therefore, if the two

limbs communicate at

the bend (/) the up-

Avard pressure in the

short limb will over-

come the upward pressure in the long limb, and a current Avill be de-

termined towards the open end of the long limb, where the liquid will

be discharged. This current will continue until (/</) and (/' h) are

equal, when the upAvard pressures in the two limbs Avill exactly coun-

terbalance each other, and the current will then cease. The effect

would be the same, if the limb (/) of the syphon did not dip into the

liquid contained in the vessel [e). The pressure of the atmosphere

would then be exerted directly upon the liquid contained in the tube,

instead of being communicated through that contained in the vessel.

The length of either limb of the syphon is estimated from the sur-

face of the liquid into AA'hich its end is immersed, the part of the tube

which is beneath the surface of the liquid haA^ng no influence on the

result. It is not, therefore, necessary that the tAvo limbs of the in-

strument should be of unequal length, as the immersed limb might be

shortened by dipping it deeper into the liquid ; it is, however, found

practically convenient to have one limb longer than the other, so that

by always immersing the short limb, and keeping the instrument in

Syphon.
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an upright position, the operator may be certain that the external

limb contains the longest column of liquid, and that the current will

therefore be continuous.

The bulb represented in the upper part of the long limb of the

syphon in figs. 170 and 171, is not essential, and is not taken into

account in the foregoing description, but will be alluded to hereafter.

In using a plain syphon, consisting simply of a bent tube, such as

fig. 170, without the bulb, it is necessary to get it filled with the liquid

to be decanted, either by withdrawing the air with the mouth from

one extremity while the other extremity is immersed in the liquid, or

by inverting the tube, pouring the liquid in at one of the open ends

until both limbs are full, then stopping the two orifices with a finger

of each hand, and immersing the end of one of the limbs while the

liquid is allowed to run from the other. The former of these methods

is inelegant, and with some liquids is impracticable. The latter me-

thod is also impracticable in some cases, as for instance, where the

liquid is of a strongly caustic character, into which the finger could

not be safely introduced, or where it has to be decanted from a vessel

the mouth of which would not admit the hand.

Two modifications have been made in the form of the syphon with the

view of remedying the above defects. One of these modifications con-

sists in having a bulb blown in the long limb of the instrument, as

shown in fig. 170. In using this form of syphon, the tube is inverted

and liquid poured in until it is entirely full, the extremity of the long

limb is closed by placing a finger over it, and the instrument being

restored to its proper position, the contents of the short limb are al-

lowed to run out ; the end of the short limb is now immersed in the

liquid to be decanted, and on removing the finger from the other end,

the fluid descending from the bulb by its own weight, draws the liquid

from the vessel into the short limb until a current is established

throughout, as shown in fig. 171, the bulb remaining partly empty.

It is necessary, in this case, that the capacity of the bulb shall be

rather more than equal to that of the short limb of the syphon, so

that the air originally present in the tube (a) may be retained in the

bulb while the current of liquid passes through its centre. The other

modification is represented in fig, 172. It consists in having a small

tube attached to the long limb near to its lower end, and extending

upwards to the bend, where it is turned outwards. This tube is used

for withdrawing the air with the mouth while the end of the short limb

is immersed in the liquid to be decanted, and a finger is placed over

the orifice of the long limb. In withdrawing the air, the syphon
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Fig. 172. should be turned until the long limb is nearly

horizontal, the end to which the suction-tube

is attached being the most elevated part, so

that the air may be entirely removed from the

two limbs of the instrument before the liquid

enters the suction-tube. When the syphon

has been thus filled with liquid it is to be re-

stored to its vertical position before the finger

is withdraAvn from the orifice of the long limb.

Dr. Mohr has described the following in-

genious method of constructing a syphon

with a suction-tube.
SYPHON.

. 1 /-<

The bottom is cut on^ from an eau de Co-

logne bottle of the long cylindrical kind.

This may be done by making a scratch with a file and then ap-

plying the point of an incandescent piece of charcoal, in a manner

to be hereafter described. The sharp edges of the newly-cut sur-

face are to be removed with a file, so that the open end of the

bottle may receive

Fig. 173. a cork. This be-

ing done, a tube

of suitable length

for the syphon is

to be bent to an

angle of about

forty-five degrees;

and the end of the

longest limb of this

tube, and also

another tube, of

smaller diameter,

to be used as a

suction -tube, are

inserted by means

of a perforated

cork into the bot-

tle, as represented

in fig. 173.

This forms a very convenient syphon. The end of the short limb

being plunged into the liquid to be decanted, and the other extremity

closed by applying a finger to it, the air is removed with the mouth

applied to the suction-tube until the liquid has partly filled the eau de

Syphon.
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Cologne bottle. On re-

moving; the finger the

Fig. 174.

will be esta-current

blished.

When the syphon is

made of a metallic tube,

the suction-tube may be

conveniently attached to

the upper part of it, as

in fig. 174. In this case

there are two stop-cocks

used,—one at the end of

the long limb, and the

other in the suction-tube.

The latter of these is

necessary, but th'e for-

mer might be dispensed

with if the length of the

syphon be such as to

admit of the orifice of

the long limb being

closed with the finger

while the mouth is ap-

plied to the suction-tube.

In using this instrument,

the air is drawn out until

the liquid rises into the

suction-tube.

In decanting a liquid

from a bottle or carboy,

the arrangement repre-

sented in fig. 175, may
be conveniently adopted.

A plain syphon-tube (5),

and also a tube (a), are

made to pass through a

perforated cork which

fits the mouth of the

bottle, and while the

cork is thus inserted, air

is blown from the mouth

Stphok.

Fig. 175.

Si'PHON.
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through the tube a, until the liquid is forced into the syphon, and the

latter being once charged, the current will be continuous.

[The platina refrigerating syphon, used in the manufacture of sul-

phuric acid, may be instanced. Its object is to draw off the highly

heated concentrated acid from the still, at once into the carboys. It

is on the principle of Liebig's condenser. The syphon a, h, c, (fig. 176,)

is let into a wide tube d d, which is supplied with a current of cold

Fig. 176.

^^

Fig. 177.

water, which enters below, and passes out through g'. To fill the syphon,

the cock n is closed, acid is poured in

at o', until the long limb is filled, when

o' are closed, n is opened, and the

syphon comes into play. Negretti's

syphon (fig. 177) for acid liquids, has

a syringe instead of the lateral tube.

Its mode of use is obvious.—W. P.]

In the forms of syphon hitherto de-

scribed, the current, when established,

continues without interruption until the

short limb of the instrument ceases

to be immersed in the liquid, or until

the descending column of liquid in the

tube ceases to be longer than the as-

cending column ; and the liquid then

discharges itself from the syphon, which

latter requires to be re-filled before it

can be again put into operation. This

necessity for re-filling the syphon each

time it is used is sometimes found to be

a great inconvenience, to obviate which
Negretti's Syphon.
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Fig. 178.

the form of instrument represented in fig. 178, has been adopted. In

this the two limbs are of equal length, and the extremity of each limb

is turned up, so that, when the tube is filled with liquid, it will retain

the charge, and may be used for an unlimited number of times

without the necessity of re-filling it. The bulbed tube (x) is used

for charging the syphon, the Indian-rubber connecter attached to its

end being placed over the end of one of the limbs of the syphon, and

the air sucked out by the mouth, while the other end is immersed in

a liquid. When thus filled it may be removed from the liquid, and

if the two ends be kept in a horizontal plane, the liquid will not

run out from either of them ; but if one of the limbs be immersed

in a liquid until the orifice of the tube is beneath the surfivce, the

liquid will begin to flow at the opposite

extremity, and will continue to do so

until the surface of the liquid from

which decantation is being eflected

sinks to a level with the orifice of

the efflux tube. The current will then

cease, but the syphon will not dis-

charge its liquid contents. On lower-

ing the immersed end, the current will

again commence, and it may be thus

renewed and stopped at pleasure ; or

the syphon may be transferred to

another vessel, and used there, without

requiring to be re-filled.

This is a most convenient syphon for eff"ecting decantation, espe-

. cially in those cases in which the pre-

cipitate is easily disturbed, or in which

it is desirable to suspend and rencAv the

decantation several times during a pro-

cess. If the instrument be made of

metal it will be found advantageous to

have it constructed like fig. 179. The

only essential difference in this modifi-

cation of the instrument is, that a me-

tallic plate (a) is fixed to one end of the

tube in such a way as to prevent the

liquid entering the tube at this end

from forming a current upwards, and

Syphon.

Fiff. 179.

StPHON.
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thus disturbing the precipitate. It will be obvious that the liquid in

approaching the orifice of the tube must pass either in a descending

or horizontal direction.

Pipettes are sometimes used for withdrawing small quantities of

liquids from the surface of precipitates, or from places from which it

would be difficult otherwise to remove them. The most common form

of the pipette is that represented in fig, 180. It consists of a glass

tube in which a bulb is blown, and the lower extremity of the tube is

drawn to a capillary opening, while the upper end is bent to an oblique

angle. The point of the instrument being placed in contact with the

liquid to be removed, the latter is sucked into the bulb by applying

the mouth to the other end of the tube. Fig. 181 is another form of

the apparatus, which is made by uniting a piece of narrow tubing to

Fig. 180. Fig. 181. Fig. 182. Fig. 183.

one of larger diameter, the lower extremity of the latter being drawn

to a capillary bore. Both these kinds of pipette are made by the aid
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of the blowpipe, and some skill and ex- Fig. 184. Fig. 185.

perience are required in making them.

Fig. 182 represents a pipette, which

any operator may make in a few mi-

nutes without possessing any expe-

rience in glass-blowing. It consists of

a piece of tube about three quarters

of an inch in diameter and six or seven

inches long, which is drawn to a capil-

lary bore at one end, and rounded off in

the flame of the lamp at the other end,

where a piece of narrow tubing, bent

as represented, is inserted through a

cork. Figs. 184 and 185 represent

other forms of the apparatus. That shown in fig. 184 is a glass tube,

to the end of which an Indian-rubber bottle is attached. In using

this, some of the air is forced out by compressing the Indian-rubber,

and the point of the tube being then applied to the liquid, the Indian-

rubber is allowed to resume its original form, in doing which it sucks

up the liquid. Fig. 185 is made from the end of a tube-funnel, over

the mouth of which a piece of sheet Indian-rubber is tied.

The glass syringe (fig. 33) might be used instead of either of these

pipettes, and for most purposes to which the pipette is applied, it

forms a convenient substitute. Sometimes, however, the pipette is

used, not merely for removing liquids in the manner above described,

but for taking a specimen, sometimes a measured specimen, from a

vessel into which it is plunged. , The instrument used for this purpose,

of which fig. 183 is a common form, is called the plunging-siphon.

It is immersed into the liquid and allowed to remain there until full,

when the opening at the top is closed with the thumb, and the instru-

ment, with its contents, thus removed, and the latter subsequently dis-

charged by allowing the air to enter at the top.

[Besides the separation of fluids from solids, the pharmaceutist has

frequently to separate immiscible liquids from each other, as ether from

water, oils from water, chloroform from water, solution of tannin

from ether, &c. When the quantity of the supernatant liquid is

large, the decantation can be effected to a great extent by the syphon
;

but it generally happens that the whole of one or other of the fluids is

wanted. In these cases resort is had to the separating-funnel, fig. 186.

The best of these come from France and Germany. They consist of a

strong glass funnel, with a conical orifice made transversely through

the neck, which is increased in diameter at the point. A glass stopper,
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Fig. 186.

perforated so as to answer for a stop-cock, is ground into

this orifice. When used, the cock is closed, the mixed

fluids poured in the funnel, and a plate of glass laid on

the top to prevent evaporation, until the line of separa-

tion is complete ; the stopper is then gradually opened,

and the inferior fluid sufi"ered to run out, decreasing the

volume of the escaping fluid as it approaches the last.

Fig. 187 represents a vessel for separating volatile

liquids from heavier ones, as ether from water, and

which prevents loss by evaporation.

Dr. Mitchell has proposed fig. 189 as a cheap sub-

stitute for the separating funnel, which is a common funnel with a

long glass or cork stopper.

When the quantity of one of the fluids is very small, the vessel,

fig. 188, is very appropriate, as in heavy volatile oils. By inclining

Fig. 187. Fig. 188. Fig. 189.

' }^:

Separator.

the vessel towards the smaller limb, the heavier liquid runs out, drop

by drop, from the small orifice.

The little instrument, fig. 190, will be found extremely useful in

bottling bromine, which is

'^' usually kept covered with

water. By inserting the

long stem of the pipette

through the supernatant

water, into the bromine,

the bulb may be filled by

drawing out the piston,

when its contents may be

transferred to a bottle,

previously balanced, and

the weight arranged, by

pushing back the piston. This instrument will do equally well for

filling vials with oil of roses, and creasote.—W. P.]

Pipette for Bromine, etc.



CHAPTER VII.

FILTRATION. CLARIFICATION. DECOLORATION.

FILTRATION.

The process of filtration consists in the separation of liquids from

substances held by them in suspension, by causing the former to pass

through the pores of media which are impervious to the latter. When
the solid matter to be removed is a powder which subsides on standing,

this is called a precipitate^ and the liquid separated by filtration is

called the filtrate. In some cases, filtration is adopted merely for the

purpose of rendering turbid liquids clear and transparent, the sub-

stances collected on the filter being rejected; in other cases, the object

of the process is to collect and preserve the substance which remains

on the filter, while the liquid is throAvn away ; in other instances again,

the preservation of both precipitate and filtrate is desired. The

materials employed as filtering media, when prepared for use, are

called filters. These materials are of difierent kinds, some being

organic, such as cloths of linen, cotton, or wool, and paper made of

these materials, while others are inorganic, such as sand, pounded

glass, asbestos, rock crystal, and charcoal.

Filtering media may, therefore, be divided into two classes, the

organic and the inorganic. The organic media may, again, be divided

into those which are of vegetable, and those which are of animal

origin. Besides these distinctions, there is another frequently made,

although not always admitted, Avhich is founded on the greater or

lesser porousness of the filtering material. Thus, cloth filters are

more porous, and ofier less obstruction to the passage of any solid

particles, than paper filters. Cloth filters, therefore, are generally

used in those cases where the solid particles to be removed are not
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very finely divided, or where their complete separation is not an object

of much importance, while, at the same time, rapid filtration is re-

quired. The process thus conducted is sometimes called straining,

hut it differs not essentially from those processes which, being con-

ducted with less porous media, are, in such cases, distinguished as

filtering.

The substances used as filtering media are :

—

Woollen cloth ov flannel, which may be of different degrees of thick-

ness and of closeness of texture.

Calico, or other fabric of cotton. There is a material of this kind

called su'ans-dozvn, which is used in some cases where fine straining is

required.

Linen, or other fabric of flax or hemp.

Filtering paper, of which there are a great many different kinds,

but they may all be classed under two heads :

—

1. Filtering paper made from cotton or linen rags. This constitutes

the thinner and whiter kinds of filtering paper.

2. Filtering paper made from woollen materials. This constitutes

the thicker and coarser kinds of filtering paper. It is more porous

than the other, and is used for rapid filtration.

There is often some difficulty experienced in getting filtering paper

of good quality. It should be easily permeated by the liquids to be

filtered, without allowing any solid particles to pass through. It should

present a tolerably smooth surface, so that any precipitate collected

on it, might be easily removed, and not absorbed into the pores. It

should also be strong enough to support the weight of the substance

filtered, when placed in a funnel, without breaking. Moreover, it

should contain nothing that is soluble in the liquids to be filtered.

[Some otherwise excellent filtering paper is valueless for filtering acid

solutions, owing to its containing oxide of iron in sufficient quantity to

colour these liquids.—W. P.]

Sand.—This should be rather large-grained, and perfectly free

from organic matter. It should be purified by washing it Avith diluted

hydrochloric acid, and subsequently with water.

Potvdered glass, consisting of common wine-bottle glass, reduced

to coarse powder in an iron mortar, sorted by the use of sieves of

different degrees of fineness, and then washed with diluted acid and

water.

Potvdered rock crystal, prepared in the same way as the glass, from

chippings formed in cutting spectacle glasses, or from other fragments
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of rock crystal. It is preferable to either sand or glass, being less

readily acted on by the liquids in the filtration of ^vhich it is used.

It should be prepared ready for use, reduced to different degrees of

comminution, and each kind kept separately.

Asbestos, in the fibrous state, which has been purified by heating it

to redness, and then washing it with diluted acid and water.

Animal charcoal, in rough grains, resembling very coarse gunpowder.

This is made on the large scale by manufacturers who supply the

sugar refiners.

These substances cannot be indiscriminately used in all processes

of filtration. It is necessary to make a selection of a suitable material

in each process, and some judgment is required in determining what

kind of filter is best adapted for the substance under operation.

Woollen cloth is suitable for filtering a great number of substances

employed in medicine. The filters used for syrups and for many
aqueous decoctions and expressed vegetable juices, are made of this

material. This is also the proper material to employ for straining

plasters and ointments, or any substances of an oily nature.

Woollen material, whether in the form of cloth, such as flannel, or

in that of paper, is inapplicable for the filtration of alkaline solu-

tions, which exert a solvent action on the wool.

Linen and cotton cloths, and paper made of these materials, are

used in a great variety of cases. They may be employed for the fil-

tration of alkaline solutions, especially linen, which answers the pur-

pose best. Linen or cotton cloths are also generally used for collect-

ing and washing precipitates, where the quantities operated on are

considerable. The paper of this kind is perhaps most suitable for

the filtration of alcoholic and ethereal solutions. Tinctures, however,

are frequently filtered through the coarse paper made from woollen

materials.

Sand, Powdered glass, Rock crystal, and Asbestos, are employed

in the filtration of strong alkaline or acid solutions, which would

exercise a chemical action on organic filtering media.

Animal charcoal is used in those cases only, where, in addition to

the removal of solid particles, it is desired to deprive the liquid of cer-

tain constituents, held in solution, which give to it colour or smell.

The method of constructing a filter, and the arrangements adopted

in using it, must depend on the nature of the filtering medium used,

and on the particular object contemplated in the process to which it is

applied.
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Cloth, filters are, in general, either made in the form of a conical bag,

called the filter-bag, some-

times, also, called Hippo-

crates' sleeve, or they are

constructed by loosely at-

taching the material to a

square frame.

The filter-hag, or Hip-

pocrates sleeve (fig. 191),

is the most useful kind of

filter for pharmaceutical

purposes. It may be made

of flannel, cotton, or linen,

which is formed into a

conical bag, with a wide

hem around the top, into

which a hoop of whale-

bone, wood, or wire, is

put, to keep the mouth of

the bag distended. When
used, it is suspended by

strings from any suitable

support, as shown in the

drawing, a vessel being placed beneath it, to receive the filtered

liquor.

The principal inconvenience experienced with reference to this filter,

consists in the dilBculty of cleansing it by

washing, while the hoop remains attached

to it.

This inconvenience may be obviated, if the

hoop be of wire, by having an opening in the

hem to admit of its removal and reintroduc-

tion ; or, instead of a hem, the bag may have

strings by which to attach it to the hoop. In

some cases a metallic ring (fig. 192) is used,

which is furnished with a number of spikes, over which the bag is tem-

porarily fixed.

Liquids generally filter with great facility through this bag ; indeed,

there is no kind of filter that I am acquainted with, through which

liquids, that are filtered with difficulty, pass more readily than they do

Conical Filter-Bag.

Fig. 192.
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Frame-Filter.

through this, if a proper selection be made of the material of which

the bag is made.

The other form of cloth filter usually adopted, is represented in

fig. 193. The cloth is

attached by means of '^'

nails to the top of the

square frame in such a

manner that, on pouring

the substance to be fil-

tered on to it, the surface

of the filter forms a con-

cavity for the reception

of the liquid.

This form of filter is

convenient, and is gene-

rally adopted where the

object of the process is

to collect and wash a precipitate. In such case a glass rod or stick is

advantageously employed to stir the precipitate and break down any

masses into which the particles may have aggregated, while the pro-

cess of washing is continued. Liquids do not pass through this filter

so readily as they do through the conical bag, nor is the filtered liquid

obtained by it so clear. Its use, therefore, is principally confined to

the washing of bulky precipitates. When the precipitate has been

sufficiently washed, it is allowed to drain as long as any liquid con-

tinues to drop from it, and then, the nails by which the filter is secured

to the frame being removed, the ends of the cloth are gathered together

in the hand of the operator, so as to squeeze the precipitate into a

globular mass, and press out a further portion of liquid from it. A
strino; is now tied round the filter to retain it in the form which has

been given to it, and it may be hung by this string in any suitable

place to dry.

[Instead of the nails in fig. 193, it is more convenient to have perma-

nent pointed spikes or hooks, inclining outwards, that will readily pierce

the cloth, and hold it in its place, by simply stretching it loosely across

the frame, and forcing the hooks through its edges at the proper dis-

tances. When the washing or filtering is completed, the operator can

gather up the edges of the cloth without assistance, and without the

necessity of withdrawing the nails, as is requisite in that figured, if

the precipitate is to be pressed.—W. P.]
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Fig. 194.

Taylor s filter, fig. 194, is sometimes used where large quantities of

liquid are operated upon, as, for instance, in the filtration of oils,

and of syrups in the process of sugar refining. It is not commonly

employed in pharmaceutical laboratories, but there are some cases in

which it might, perhaps, be used with advantage. The filter is usually

made of twilled cotton, which is sewn so as to form a cylinder open

at both ends, ten or twelve inches in diameter, and

six or eight feet or more in length. It is gathered

up into plaits and securely tied with a strong cord

at the bottom, as represented in the drawing.

The top is also gathered into plaits, and these

are tied around the neck of a funnel, the lower

end of which should have a rim to prevent the

bag when heavily laden from slipping off. The

filter, thus arranged, is covered with a case just

large enough to receive it, which may be made

of tin-plate, or of coarse canvass. If a tin-plate

case be employed, the funnel will rest on its upper

rim, which will thus form a support for the bag

;

and the whole apparatus may be suspended from

the ceiling by cords attached to hooks on the out-

side of the case.

These filters, as used by sugar refiners and other

operators on the large scale, have a small funnel-

shaped tube inserted in the mouth of the bag, which

tube is screwed into the bottom of a large box or

trough, capable of thus receiving a great number of

such filters, all of which are simultaneously supplied with liquid from

the trough.

The advantages resulting from the use of these filters are ascribed

to the following causes :

—

In the first place, the metallic case prevents evaporation and loss of

heat, consequently the liquid retains the fluidity imparted to it by

heat for a long time ; secondly, the outer case prevents the filter-bag

from expanding to its full diameter, and therefore a given quantity of

liquid forms a longer column than would otherwise be the case, so that

the hydrostatic pressure is increased ; finally, there is a large surface

of filtering medium with which the liquid is in contact, and as any

deposit from the liquid collects at the bottom of the bag, there is but

little obstruction offered to the filtration from the accumulation of solid

particles over the surface of the filter.

Taylor's Filter.
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Fig. 195.

It not unfrequently happens, in pharmaceutical processes, that much

"difficulty is experienced in the filtration of liquids, some of which,

•especially if they be thick and mucilaginous, will not pass through the

filter. Hence, it has been a desideratum to discover a method of

facilitating filtration in such cases, and the vacuum filter was repre-

sented to be capable of fulfilling this object.

Fig. 195 represents the vacuum filter. The vessel A is furnished

with a stop-cock, near the bottom, and an exhausting syringe (D) is

attached to the upper part

of it. A strong perforated

disk rests on a ledge within

the mouth of the vessel,

and forms a mechanical

support for the cloth or

other filtering medium

which is stretched over its

surface, and extending to

the outside of the rim, is

secured in its place by the

cylinder (B), the bottom

of which fits over it, and

forms a water-tight joint.

The apparatus, thus con-

nected, consists of two compartments, A and B, with the filtering

material forming a diaphragm (C) between them. The liquid to be

filtered is to be poured into B, and air removed from A by means of

. the syringe. The liquid is thus made to bear the pressure of the ex-

ternal atmosphere, which forces it through the filter into the vessel

below.

The advantages that were anticipated from the use of this filter

have not been fully realized, for although it expedites the filtration of

substances which pass with tolerable facility, but not very rapidly,

through a common filter, yet it has been found to afibrd little or no

advantage in the filtration of liquids which will not pass through a

common filter. When these latter are put into the vacuum filter, and

the lower chamber is exhausted, the pressure of the atmosphere, in-

stead of forcing the liquid through the filter, causes minute bubbles of

air to pass through the liquid and thus enter the exhausted chamber.

Paper filters are employed for all the most delicate operations of

filtering. They efiect a more complete separation of solid particles

from the liquids operated upon than is commonly eifected by cloth

13

Vaccom Filter.
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Fig. 196.

filters, the pores of the paper being generally more minute than those

of cloth. The paper used for filtering is made expressly for the pur-

pose, and is called filtering paper. A filter made of this material is

never used for more than one operation. It is too fragile to admit of

its being purified by washing, after having been once used, and the

small cost of the material renders its frequent renewal a matter of little

consideration. The necessity for taking a new filter for every process,

constitutes, indeed, one of the advantages resulting from the use of

paper filters, as it insures the absence of impurities from any previous

process. It is important, however, to make a selection of paper

suitable for the purpose to which it is applied.

The paper filter, when used, is generally placed in a funnel, which

forms a convenient support for it. The funnels thus employed are

made of glass or of earthenware ; they should

have the form represented in fig. 196, the sides

{a, b, and c, b,) being straight, and the line (a,

b, d) forming an angle at b. In a section, as

shown in the drawing, the lines (a, b, c, and a,

c, b) should form angles of 60®, making an

equilateral triangle. This form will be found

best adapted for the reception of the filter as

usually constructed.

The funnel may be supported by placing it

with the tube inserted into the mouth of a bottle,

on the lip of which the funnel rests, while the

bottle receives the filtered liquor ; or the funnel

may rest on the ring of a retort-stand, or other

support independent of the vessel into which the liquid is received.

Sometimes a perforated shelf or stand is used, as shown at page 34,

fig. 22, such arrangement being made expressly for the reception of

funnels of different sizes when employed in the process of filtration.

If a bottle be made the support for the funnel, it will be necessary to

insure free means of escape for the air contained Avithin it as the liquid

enters. This is sometimes conveniently provided, when the tube of

the funnel fits tightly into the mouth of the bottle, by putting a. small

piece of folded paper between them, on one side.

[The best funnels for use in the shop are those of Berlin ware, fig.

197, with the interior either fluted or ribbed, which prevents the sides

of the filter from coming in contact with those of the funnel, and per-

mits the filtered liquid to descend without impediment. The porcelain

filter support, fig. 198, is used occasionally, and offers but slight oppo-

sition to the passage of the liquid.—W. P.]

Well-formed Funnel.
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Fig. 197. Fig. 198.

Filter Sdpport.

Porcelain Funnel.

Several different methods are adopted of folding the paper for the

construction of filters. The most simple kind of filter is that called

the plairi filter, which is represented in figs. 199 and 200. A square

piece of paper [a, b, c, d) is folded, first in the direbtion (h, c), the

point {d) being placed over a. Then the point (c) is placed over 6,

and a fold made in the direction {a e). The corners (a and b) are

cut off with a pair of scissors, as marked by the dotted line, so as to

give the proper form to the filter when opened for use. It may be

otherwise made, with a similar result, by folding the paper twice in

opposite directions, so as to bring the four corners together, and form

a square, one-fourth the original size of the paper. In either case,

the paper, when folded as described, will consist of four layers, and in

Fig. 199. Fig. 200.

opening it for use, as shown in fig. 200, the filter, on one side, will

have three layers of paper, and on the other side only one layer.

Dr. Mohr recommends the use of the instrument (fig. 201) for
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Fig. 201.

Filter Pattern.

guiding the scissors in cutting off the corners of the paper. This in-

strument consists of a quadrant made of tin-plate,

the straight sides of which have a rim turned up to

the height of about a quarter of an inch. The folded

papers are put into this, and a flat piece of tin-plate

of the same form is placed over them ; the outer edge

of the paper is then cut to the figure of the quadrant.

The filter when placed in a funnel such as fig. 198,

•will fit closely to the sides of the latter, especially

when a liquid is introduced into it, and the adhesion

which thus takes place obstructs the passage of the liquid, and greatly

retards the process. To obviate this effect several means have been

recommended. The funnels which are made of Wedgwood's ware

are generally grooved on the inner surface, with the view of providing

channels through which the liquid may run ; but these grooves are

seldom of any use, not being deep enough to be efficient. With a

similar object, and with better success, glass rods are sometimes placed

between the filter and the funnel. There is also a method sometimes

practised of slightly modifying the form of the filter so as to obviate,

to a certain extent, the evil alluded to. This method consists in rolling

one side of the filter as shown in fig. 202, thus making a sort of paper

tube, which forms a channel for the liquid to run through. In making

this alteration in the filter, its general figure might at the same time

be changed to suit the angle of the funnel, if this should be more or

less acute than 60°. Figs. 203 and 204 illustrate the way in which

this is done, by turning the edge of the paper over to a greater extent

at one end than at the other.

Fig. 202. Fiff. 203. Fig. 204.

Modification of Plain Filter.

The most effectual method, however, of obviating the obstruction to

the process of filtration resulting from the adhesion of the filter to the
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surface of the funnel, consists in the use of the plaited filter. This is

made in the following manner :—A square piece of paper (a, h, c, d,

fig. 205) is folded in the line (<?, /) the edge (c, d) being placed over

(a, b). This doubled sheet is then creased as represented in the draw-

ing. In the first place, the crease {g, h) is produced by laying bf
over a e and pressing the thumb nail, or any hard surface, over the

folded edge, so as to produce a sharp crease. Then placing / over
ff

the crease [b h) is formed ; in like manner the crease {a h) is formed

by laying e over g, and by similar means the intermediate creases (?,

m, i, k). These creases are all in one direction, forming seven re-

ceding angles, and in making them it is desirable not to bring the

creases quite to the point (A), but to leave about half an inch or less

through which they do not pass, otherwise the frequent foldings of the

paper at this point would so weaken the texture as to cause it to break

with the weight of the liquid introduced into the filter. In the next

place an equal number of creases are to be made in the opposite direc-

tion, dividing each of the eight sections, represented in the upper part

of fig. 205, in half. In doing this the edge (/ h) is laid on the crease

(b h) and then turned back, as shown in fig. 206, producing the crease

(n Ji). In like manner an intermediate crease is made in each of the

other sections, so as to form a sort of fan, as represented in fig. 207.

The points {a b) are cut off with a sharp knife or scissors, and the

filter opened to its proper angle by separating the originally doubled

halves of the paper without disturbing the sharpness of the creases.

It will now be found to consist of alternately projecting and receding

angles, forming a uniform zigzag circumference, excepting at the

points {c and d, fig. 207), at each of which places two projecting angles
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come together. The intermediate portion of paper between these two

angles should be folded so as to form a small receding angle, as shown

at e and at/, fig. 208. This figure represents the appearance of the

filter when completed.

Fig. 207. Fig. 208.

Plaited Filter.

When a filter breaks, the fracture generally occurs in the apex of

the cone. This is the part on which the liquid exerts the greatest

Fig. 210.

Plain Filter with Doubled Point.

pressure, and it also receives the smallest amount of support from the

funnel. The plaited filter frequently breaks at this point, and to ob-
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Fig. 211.

viate this result a little tow or carded cotton is sometimes put into the

bottom of the funnel, so as to form a bed on which the point of the

filter may rest.

There is a method of folding a plain filter by which increased

strength is giv^en to the point. The paper used in making it is not

square, but oblong. It is folded so as to bring the two short ends

(a 5, and c d, fig. 209) together. The edge {b f) is then laid over

b f\ producing the fold (b g). The paper, thus folded, is now turned

over, as shown in fig. 210, and the edge {a e) laid over a e\ producing

the fold [a I). Finally, the projecting points {a and b) are cut off in

the direction of the dotted line. This filter will have a double thick-

ness of paper at the apex {</ k I).

[A more simple arrangement is to cap the filter with a smaller plain

one, tlie ;ipex of wliich has been removed, so as not to obstruct the

passage of the li(iuid, whilst it supports the filter ; or a doul)le filter

may be used, the outer one having a number of holes cut in it.

—

W. P.]

In filtering volatile liipiids, sucli as tinctures, and

especially ethereal tinctures, much loss is frequently

experieilced from tlie evaporation wliich takes place

during the process. To obviate this inconvenience,

the arrangement represented in fig. 211, may be

adopted. The funnel [a), the tube of which is in-

serted through a cork in the mouth of a bottle, has

its upper edge ground to a smooth, plane, surface.

Over this a circular piece of plate-glass is laid, and,

if necessary, a little grease, such as the mixture of

wax and lard, used for luting the joints of apparatus,

may be rubbed on the edge of the funnel, so as to

form an air-tight joint, which, on introducing a filter

with a volatile liquid, Avill completely prevent evapo-

ration. It will be necessary, however, to provide a

channel through which the air from the bottle below

may pass into the upper part of the funnel as the

liquid descends, and this may be done by placing a

piece of glass tube, about the eighth of an inch in diameter, between

the filter and the funnel. The Jowcr end of this tube should be twisted,

in the way represented in fig. 212, to prevent it from slipping down

through tlie neck of the funnel.

This arrangement will also be found convenient in filtering liquids,

such as lime-water, and solution of caustic alkali, which it is desirable

to exclude from the action of the air.

Air-tight Filter.
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Fig. 2 1 2.

There are some substances, the filtration of which can

only be effected with the aid of heat. Solid fats, and thick

oils and syrups, are of this class. In filtering such sub-'

stances, the Water-Bath Funnel (fig. 213) will be found

convenient. It is made of tin or copper, and consists of a

funnel with an outside case or jacket, and an intermediate

space for containing hot water. There is an opening {a)

at the top for introducing the hot water into the jacket,

and a projecting tube (c) near the bottom for keeping up

the heat of the water by the flame of a lamp. It is con-

venient, but not necessary, to have a stop-cock {d) for

drawing off the water from the jacket, and a short tube [h) through

which steam may be introduced when it is more convenient to heat it

by steam than by hot water. The projecting rim (e) is intended to

prevent any water, running over at the tube a, from entering the

bottle or other vessel in the mouth of which the neck of the funnel

may be placed.

Fig. 213. Fig. 214.

rrym
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tered introduced, and a cover placed over tlie top to prevent the cool-

ing effect of evaporation. When the liquid to be filtered is an acid

solution, or one capable of corroding the metallic surface of the in-

strument, a glass funnel with a small neck may be passed through a
perforated cork, at the base of the funnel-shaped cavity, and the space

between its exterior and the metal filled with water. The latter will

receive and communicate heat just as in the first case.—W. P.]

Filters of inorganic materials are generally made by putting a bed
of the inorganic substance at the bottom of a funnel through which
the liquid is allowed to percolate. When sand or pounded o-lass is

used, it is customary, in the first place, to put a few broken frao-ments

of glass into the neck of the funnel, so as partly to stop it up, leaving

such channels as may be further closed by other smaller fragments •

then, to put a layer of coarsely pounded glass or sand, and over tliat

some of the same material more finely divided. In this way, several

strata may be laid so as to form a filter capable of separating solid

particles from the liquor to the required extent. Pounded rock crystal

is used in a similar way. Asbestos, when used, is merely put into the

neck of a funnel, so as to form a loosely compressed pluo- throuo-h

which the liquid can pass.

The apparatus originally suggested by Mr.

Donovan, is frequently found convenient for

effecting the filtration of liquids through in-

organic materials. The immediate object,

however, of this apparatus, is to prevent the

absorption of carbonic acid from the atmo-

sphere and also to prevent evaporation. The

apparatus consists of a Wolf's bottle [a, fig.

215), into one of the necks of which an oil

separator [h) is inserted through a perforated

cork. The filtering, medium (c?), such as sand,

pounded glass, or rock crystal, is packed in

the separator in the manner already described,

and the liquid to be filtered is poured over it.

The mouth of the separator is closed with a

cork, through which one end of the tube c

passes, while the other end is inserted into

the Wolf's bottle. The tube c is in two

pieces, which are united by an India rubber

connecter (e), so as to admit of the removal of the cork from the mouth
of the vessel {h). As the liquid runs through the filter into a, the air

passes from thence through the tube c into the upper part of h.

Fig. 21')

Donovan's Filter.
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Animal Charcoal is used, for the purpose of filtration, in a some-

what similar manner to that adopted in the use of sand, glass, and

rock crystal. The charcoal, in coarse grains, is made into a thick

layer or bod, through which the liquid is filtered. The filters com-

monly employed in purifying water for domestic purposes, are made

in this way. The water passes, first, through several successive strata

of sand of different degrees of coarseness ; then, through a thick bed

of charcoal ; and, lastly, through sand arranged as that through which

it first passed.

The principal use for animal charcoal is in the process of sugar-

refining. The impure syrups are decolorized by passing them through

beds of coarsely granulated charcoal packed in boxes or other suitable

cases. As thus used, the charcoal itself forms the filtering medium,

acting at the same time as a chemical and a mechanical filter. The

property possessed by charcoal, and especially animal charcoal, of

depriving liquids of their colour, and in some cases of removing ofien-

sive flavours, appears to depend upon its power of absorbing gases

and other matters into its pores. Thus, a piece of box-wood charcoal

which has been heated to redness, and while in this state, plunged into

mercury, and allowed to cool out of contact- with air, will absorb large

quantities of gases when exposed to them. It will absorb thirty-five

times its volume of carbonic acid, and ninety times its volume of am-

moniacal gas. In like manner it absorbs the colouring matters of

liquids, removing them from solution, and locking them up in its pores

by a kind of surface attraction. Animal charcoal, made by the cal-

cination of bones in close iron cylinders, possesses this property to a

greater extent than wood charcoal; but in both cases there is a limit

to the power of absorption. When the charcoal has ceased to act as

a decolorizing or deodorizing agent, it may be restored to its original

condition by calcining it in close vessels. The animal charcoal used by

the sugar refiners is thus repeatedly restored.—(See Decoloration.)

In conducting the process of filtration, when a paper filter is used,

and when the liquid to be filtered is an aqueous solution containing a

precipitate, it is desirable, always, to wet the filter with distilled water,

before pouring the solution into it. The efiect of this is to cause the

fibres of the paper to swell, and the pores to become smaller, so that

the precipitate is less absorbed by the paper and is not so likely to

pass through.

It is frequently desirable to have the means of keeping the filter

constantly and uniformly supplied with the liquid to be filtered through-

out the process. When this can be done it tends greatly to expedite
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the filtration. A method of effecting it was recommended many years

ago by Berzelius, which consists in inverting a narrow-mouthed bottle,

containing the liquid under operation, over the filter, and fixing it in

such a position that the mouth of the bottle shall be in contact with

the liquid in the filter, when the latter is nearly full. While this is

the case, none of the liquid will run out of the bottle, as the air cannot

enter, but as the contents of the filter subside, the mouth of the bottle

becomes exposed, and the liquid then runs out, its place being supplied

by air which enters ; and this will again cease as soon as the liquid in

the filter rises so as to cover the mouth of the bottle.

Fig. 216.

Arrangement for Contindous Filtration.

The arrangement represented in fig. 216, is a convenient one for

conducting the process of filtration continuously. It is that adopted

by Mr. Abrahams, of Liverpool. There are two shelves, a and b, sus-
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pended by cords in a square box or cupboard, the door of which opens

as shown in the drawing. There is a circular hole in the centre of the

shelf (a), and a corresponding one in the top of the box. The cords

bj Avhich the shelves are suspended from their four corners, pass over

small pulleys at c, e, d, d, through the two opposite sides of the box, and

are fastened on the outside. Thus the four cords by Avhicli the shelf

(a) is supported, pass through the left hand side of the box, and are

fixed to the frame (e), the perpendicular bar of which is attached by a

groove to the lath (x), along which it slides. This frame may be fixed

at any point by means of the wedge ( f ). By loosening the wedge,

therefore, and moving the frame (e), upwards or downwards, the posi-

tion of the shelf («) is easily altered, and on again tightening the

wedge it is fixed in its new position. The cords by which the shelf

(b) is suspended pass out on the opposite side of the box, and are

fastened there in a similar way.

Two bottles of equal size are used in conducting the process of fil-

tration. The bottle (^) is filled with the liquid to be filtered, and to

the mouth of it is fitted a cork through Avhich passes a short piece of

tube, about a quarter of an inch in diameter. The bottle ((/) being

empty, is placed on the shelf (6) to receive the filtered liquor ; the

filter (Jt) is supported on the shelf (a) ; and the bottle (^') is placed on

the top of the box, with its mouth inverted, and the end of the tube

in contact with the liquid in the filter. The height of the shelves is

adjusted by the cords so as to bring the several parts to their proper

positions. The apparatus being thus arranged, the filtration will go

on until the bottle (?) is emptied, without any interruption occurring

from the want of a uniform supply of liquid to the filter.

Instead of having merely a straight piece of tube inserted in the

mouth of the bottle from which the liquid is

supplied, as in fig. 216, two tubes are some-

times used, as shown in fig. 217. In this case

the eftlux tube [a) is turned up at the end,

and as the liquid runs out here air enters at

b. The surface of the liquid into which [a)

is immersed must, however, be so far below

the lowest point of b as to enable the air to

depress the liquid in the external ascending

part of b, and thus to enter the bottle. This

is shown in fig. 218 by the distance between

the lines {cf and g h). The size of the tubes is

also so arranged that the liquid will not run

Fig. 217.
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Fig. 218.

from a, fig. 217, unless the orifice of the tube be in contact with the

contents of the filter, so that the cohesive attraction of the liquid may
overcome the capillary attraction. Fig. 218,

will further illustrate the arrangement of the

tubes. The opening («) of the tube [a, b) must be

higher than b, otherwise the fluid would spurt

out at a as each bubble of air passed. The

point [d) should also be higher than b, other-

wise when the level of the liquid in the bottle

became lower than b it would run continuously

through d, and might cause the filter to over-

flow.

Gay-Lussac's arrangement for continuous filtration is a good one,

and in some cases is preferable to all others in use. This arrange-

ment is represented in fig. 219. The liquid to be filtered is put into

a two-necked bottle (x), or into a wide-mouthed bottle with a cork

through which two tubes can pass. The tube (z) is bent twice at right

angles, and one of its limbs is inserted into the bottle (x), so as to

reach nearly to the bottom ; the other limb terminates in the funnel

(w), which is so placed that the surface of the liquid in the filter, when

filled, shall be on a level with the end of the tube (z), in the bottle (x).

The second tube (on) is also inserted

into the bottle {x) to the same depth ^^^' ^^ ^'

as z. On commencing the process,

air is blown through the tube (?;?)

into the bottle (x) until the liquid

rises in the tube (2), and flows into

the filter. The current, being thus

established, will continue until the

liquid in the filter rises to a level

with the ends of the tubes (2 and m)

in the bottle (x) ; it will then cease,

but as the liquid in the filter sub-

sides, a fresh portion will run

through the tube (2), so as to main-

tain a uniform supply, and bubbles

of air will at the same time enter

(x) through the tube (w^). It will

be obvious that in this case the tube (z) acts as a syphon, the force
de ermining the current being equivalent to the weight of the column
of water {a w), and when this column exceeds that of the immersed
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part of the tube (m) air will enter x, and the liquid at the same time

flow into w.

When the filter contains a precipitate which is required to be washed,

it should first be collected into the apex of the funnel by directing a

jet of water from a syringe or wash-bottle against it, and the further

washing may be effected either by the same means, or by one of the

continuous processes already described.

[When a recent precipitate is poured into a filter and the excess of

fluid sufi'ered to drain, a conical cavity is formed in the centre. There

is a decided advantage in allowing this to remain, and keeping the

cavity constantly filled with the washing fluid, which is then compelled

to pass through, and lixiviate the soluble matter ; whilst if its surface

Fiff. 220. Fig. 221.

is level, the great body of the liquid will pass through the paper above

the surface of the precipitate, and along the sides of the funnel.

Owing to the pasty nature of some precipitates, it is difficult to wash

them completely at one operation ; and they have either to be stirred

up in the filter with the feather end of a quill, or the whole removed

to a capsule, the first filter washed off and a new one substituted, the

precipitate being poured on the new filter after admixture with more

water. Gelatinous precipitates are best washed by decantation. The

plain filter should always be used for washing precipitates, as it is less

liable to tear in the removal of the precipitate ; and in removing the

filter from the funnel it should be laid on the single side, which ad-

mits of the folded part being opened without disturbing the precipitate,

which then remains in one mass. It is, generally speaking, better
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that the filter does not extend beyond the funnel, so that by covering

the latter, evaporation from the edges of the paper will be prevented.

In cases where great delicacy is required, when a weighed filter is

used in analysis, for instance, the jDipette, fig. 220, or the washing

bottle, fig. 221, should be employed both to remove all traces of the

substance to be washed from the containing vessel to the filter, as well

as to wash the edges of the filter.

When a liquid is poured into a filter, the latter should be held in

contact with the funnel, in its proper position, and the stream of the

added fluid be made to impinge against the side, and not on the point

of the filter where it is unsupported. Beginners are very apt to rup-

ture filters by not observing this precaution. A plain filter should

never be placed in a funnel, the sides of which curve outward in a bell

shape, but in the fluted filter this is of no account.—W. P.]

The most simple form of wash-bottle is made by inserting a glass

tube, with a capillary orifice, through the cork of a bottle, such as figs.

222 and 223. In using this bottle, it is partly filled with water, and

air is then blown in through the tube so as to compress that contained

within ; the bottle is then immediately inverted over the filter, and a

jet of water is forced out by the elasticity of the compressed air.

Fig. 224 is a more convenient form of wash-bottle, in which two

tubes are used, one terminating near the top, above the liquid, and

the other beneath the liquid and near the bottom. Air is blown in

through the former, which forces the liquid out through the latter.

In this case the bottle is not inverted during the use of it, and the jet

ofwater can be maintained without interruption, which are advantages.

Fig. 222. Fig. 223. Fig. 224.

Wash-Bottles

In one respect, however, this form of wash-bottle is less convenient

than the other. As the water continues to flow only so long as the
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blowing is continued, it is necessary in directing the jet to different

parts of the j&lter, that the head of the operator as well as the bottle

should be moved. This defect might be obviated by attaching a valve

to the end of the tube through which the air is compressed. The

extremity of the tube being ground perfectly flat and smooth, a piece

of Indian-rubber is fixed over it by two pins, as shown in fig. 225.

On blowing strongly through the tube the valve will recede, and the

air become compressed

^'S' 225. Fig. 226.
^.-^j^jj^ ^j^^ ^^^^1^. ^^^^ ^^

ceasing to bloAV, the elas-

ticity of the air pressing

the Indian-rubber against

the orifice over which it

is placed, no escape can

take place here, while a

continued jet of water

Avill be forced through

the exit-tube.

If it should be required

to wash a precipitate with

hot Avater, the best form

of Avash-bottle to use is

that represented in fig. 226. This difiers only from fig. 224, in being

provided with a handle.

Wa.^h-Bottle.

CLARIFICATION.

The term clarification is applied to processes by which mechanical

separation of substances that impair the transparency of liquids is

efiected by means which are accessory to filtration or decantation.

In most cases in which clarification is performed for pharmaceutical

purposes, it is effected through the agency of heat, but the process is

varied according to the nature of the substance operated upon.

In some instances the separation of substances which occasion

opacity is only prevented by the viscid character of the liquid in which

they are suspended ; and the mere application of heat, by increasing

the fluidity of the liquid, enables the particles to separate spontaneously

by virtue of their greater or less specific gravity. This is the case

with honey, which is clarified by keeping it melted by the heat of a

water-bath, when some of its impurities, being heavier than the honey,

will subside, while others, such as wax, being lighter, will rise to the
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surface, and may then be removed by a skimmer. It is essential in

doing this that the substance under operation should be left undisturbed

by agitation while the separation is taking place.

If there should be any particles in a viscid liquid which will not

separate spontaneously on the mere application of a gentle heat, in

consequence of their specific gravity being the same, or nearly the

same, as that of the liquid in which they are suspended, ebullition

may facilitate the separation. Thus, if a liquid of this kind be boiled,

the steam being generated most freely in contact with the solid par-

ticles, and small bubbles of steam remaining attached to such par-

ticles, they will be carried to the surface by the buoyancy of the steam.

It very frequently happens in pharmaceutical processes, that the

clarification of a liquid takes place on heating it, in consequence of

its containing a substance, originally in solution, which is rendered

insoluble by the heat. This is the case with most vegetable juices

which contain albumen, and this, on assuming the solid condition,

envelopes any particles which may be suspended in the liquid, and

either carries them to the surface, or subsides with them to the bottom.

It is, indeed, through the intervention of albumen that clarification is

generally efiected for pharmaceutical purposes ; and if this substance

be not one of the constituents of the liquid to be clarified, it is fre-

quently added, to insure the desired result. In using albumen for this

purpose, it must be added to the liquid before the application of heat.

"White of egg is the kind of albumen generally employed, and this

should be first mixed with a little water, then the mixture intimately

diffused through the liquid, which should be gradually heated until

coagulation takes place, without disturbing it by stirring or other

agitation.

It is necessary to be cautious in the use of albumen as a clarifying

agent in pharmaceutical processes, as it sometimes combines with, and

thus causes the separation of some of the active constituents of the

liquid to which it is added.

[Clarification is sometimes efiected by means of fermentation, in

certain glutinous juices, as that of buckthorn-berries. The fixed oils

are clarified by long standing : the flocculent albuminous matter

gradually separates, and forms a precipitate at the bottom. Warm
weather is best for this operation, and the oil should be carefully pro-

tected from the action of the air during the deposition of the im-

purities.

Gelatin is a good clarifying agent when the liquid contains tannin

;

and when acid is predominant, as in certain wines, cider, etc., milk

1*4
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may be used witli advantage. In this instance, it is the caseine which

is coaguhited by the acid, the coagulum seizing on the impurities as

in the case of albumen.

The pulp of paper when disseminated through a troubled liquid,

will often efi'ect its clarification by subsidence.—AV. P.]

DECOLORATION.

[Decoloration, in a pharmaceutical sense, means the process by

which liquids, or solids in solution, are deprived wholly or partially of

their colour, by bringing them in contact with animal charcoal

;

although in the arts the meaning is extended to include bleaching in

general, by chlorine, chromic acid, etc.

M. Lowitz, of St. Petersburgh, first noticed the decolorizing property

of vegetable charcoal, but the superior power of that of animal origin

was discovered by M. Figuier, of Montpellier, in France.

This remarkable property of carbon appears to be in proportion to

its porosity ; hence in carbonizing animal matter for the purposes of

decoloration, it is best to mix it with some inorganic substance that

will insinuate itself into the pores of the matter, and keep it from

fusing, and which can be dissolved out afterwards. The phosphate of

lime in bones acts in this manner. When, however, blood is mixed

with a tenth of its weight of carbonate of potassa, evaporated to dry-

ness, the dry mass carbonized at a red heat in a crucible, in which it

is suffered to cool out of contact with the air, and afterwards deprived

of alkali by repeated ebullition with Avater, the charcoal which remains

possesses the decolorizing power in a higher degree than that prepared

in any other way ; it having twenty times the efficiency of good bone-

black.

When bone-black is treated with its weight of muriatic acid, diluted

with as much water, by the process of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, the

phosphate of lime and the sulphurets of lime and iron are removed,

and the residual carbon is much improved in its decolorizing value.

M^NI. Bussy, Payen, and Defosses, have shown that the union takes

place between the carbon and colouring matter. Until recently, the

action of the charcoal was supposed to be confined to colouring and

odorous substances, but MM. Weppen and Garrod have proved that

bitter proximate principles, alkaloids, resins, and even mineral sub-

stances, as arsenious acid and corrosive sublimate, may be removed

from their solutions by it ; and they have recommended its use as an

antidote.
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Yet more recently M. Lebourdais has proposed animal charcoal as

an agent in organic analysis, for removing the peculiar principles of

plants from their decoctions and infusions, with the design of subse-

quently extracting them from the charcoal by alcohol. Digitalin,

arnicin, and others have been isolated in this manner. (Am. Jour.

Pharm., vol. xxi. p. 87.)

Animal charcoal is employed in pharmacy for decolorizing syrups,

honey, saline solutions previous to crystallization, the organic acids,

alkalies, and neutral principles, resins, fixed oils, and in deodorizing

alcohol and other liquids.

The mode of using charcoal varies with the object. Sometimes it

is merely shaken with the liquid without heat ; more generally they

are heated or boiled together and subsequently separated by filtration.

When large quantities of syrup or oils are to be treated, they are fil-

tered through a stratum of granulated charcoal, as in Dumont's filter.

This instrument is a box, in shape the frustrum of a square pyramid,

inverted, and has a diaphragm near its bottom, on which rests a stra-

tum of granular animal charcoal of the size of gunpowder. A layer

of coarse clean sand is placed over this, and on the sand a blanket

cloth to prevent the disturbance of the layers by pouring in the fluid.

A convenient arrangement for the

pharmaceutist whose operations are

limited, is that at fig. 227, which may
be used for syrups, honey, fixed oils, or

any permanent solution of organic mat-

ter not capable of corroding the vessel.

This instrument consists of a cylindrical

or slightly conical vessel a, ten inches

in diameter, enclosing another, b, eight

inches in diameter, in such a manner

that the space between them will hold

water, which may be kept hot by ap-

plying the flame of a lamp to the tubu-

lar projection d; c is a, diaphragm of

perforated tin ; e, a stop-cock, com-

municating with the inner vessel ; i, an

orifice for introducing the hot water

;

g the surface of the carbon. When
used for fixed oil, syrup, or other thick

liquid, the outer vessel is kept full of

hot water, to facilitate the passage of the fluid. All liquids to be de-

Fig. 227.

Charcoal Filter for Decolorizing.
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colorized in this way should be free from flocculent particles, as these

interfere with the passage of the fluid through the charcoal, and the

latter, except in the case of fixed oils, should be moistened with water.

Resins, as that of jalap, are decolorized by mixing their powders

with an equal bulk of charcoal, introducing the mixture into a displacer

of suitable size on top of a layer of charcoal, and then passing alcohol,

sp. gr. -835, through the filter till the resin is dissolved out. The

solution thus obtained is colourless, and by evaporation at a low tem-

perature yields the resin in a colourless form. There is always a loss,

however, due to the combining power of the carbon. For the treat-

ment of syrups, see the chapter on Solutions.—W. P.]



CHAPTER VIII.

THE PRESS. THE PROCESS OF EXPRESSION.

The press is used in pharmaceutical laboratories for effecting the

separation of liquids from solids where much force is required. In

the use of this instrument the power of the human arm is increased

by mechanical means, at the expense of time arid space. The screw

and the lever are generally applied for this purpose.

Bramah's hydraulic press is rarely used in the laboratory, the cir-

cumstances under which it would have to be employed being such as

to cause frequent derangements, requiring the assistance of a class of

mechanists who are not to be met with in every locality.

The screw-press, being less complicated than Bramah's, is not so

liable to accidents. Consisting only of solid parts, it is less affected

by being left unused for some time. Its construction is simple and

easily comprehended by any person, and the repairs which it may re-

quire can be executed by the common mechanists in wood and iron.

There are two kinds of screw-press,—one having a single screw,

and the other two screws. The screw in the former is vertical, effect-

ing a downward pressure on the bag, which is placed horizontally.

In the latter the screw acts horizontally, while the bag is placed in a

vertical position.

Opinions are divided as to the relative advantages of these two

kinds of press. There is no doubt that the single-screw-press, as

commonly constructed, is inferior to the double-screw-press ; but I

think I shall be able to show that the former may, by an improved

construction, be rendered quite as useful and compact as the latter.

The following are the objections which principally apply to the

single-screw-press as usually constructed :

—

1. The press-block attached to the screw frequently loses its hori-

zontal position, being turned to one side in consequence of some defect

in filling or placing the bag, so that it becomes necessary in the middle

of an operation to unscrew the press and rearrange the bag. If this

be neglected, the press-block will come in contact with the sides of
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the box, thus causing violent friction and partial resistance ; the screw

itself is also liable to be injured from its being forced out of the per-

pendicular.

2. The expressed liquid does not run off freely from a press-box

placed horizontally. If the press be so arranged that it may be tilted,

it would be necessary that the means by which it is fixed to the wall

should be movable ; and, as the press cannot be used while in the tilted

position, much trouble would be involved in thus repeatedly moving

the press every time it is used.

3. The use of this kind of press is not free from some danger. The

entire force of the lever is directed horizontally, and is sustained by

the fastening of the press to the wall. If the application of much

force should cause the fastening to give way, or the lever to break,

the operator may suffer serious injury ; and damage in other respects

would necessarily be incurred. Accidents from this cause are not

unfrequent.

4. With this press the male screw alone moves, while the female

screw or nut remains stationary. Under these circumstances the

screw suffers a severe torsion, as the tangential impulse received at

one end is communicated to the other through the whole length of the

screw ; and it is much more likely in this way to suffer injury, than

would be the case if the male screw were fixed, and the female screw

or nut movable.

Let us now consider what advantages are possessed by the double-

screw-press, as compared with that last noticed.

1. The press-bag is very easily placed in its right position, as the

two screws are visible between the side plates, and afford a measure

by which to adjust the bag. Should there, however, be any inequality

in the tightening of the screws, this may be easily rectified, by apply-

ing more force at that end of the press-plate which had least pro-

gressed. To admit of this inequality in the progression of the two

ends of the press-plate, it is desirable that the nuts should be rather

loose.

2. The expressed fluids run down the vertical sides of the press-

plates and from the sides of the bag without any impediment ; no

provision for tilting the press is required; and the fastenings by

which the press is fixed to the wall need not be so strong as in the

case of the single-screw-press. With careful management, the press

need not even be fixed to the wall at all.

3. This kind of press occupies less room than the other, and, when

not in use, it may be converted into a temporary table, or removed

altogether out of the way.
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Double-Screw, or Horizontal Press.

4. The use of this press is unattended by the same danger of injury

to the operator, as in the case of the single-screw-press.

5. The power of

the screw is applied *^'
' *

in the most advan-

tageous manner, the

male screw being fix-

ed, while the female

screw or nut is moved.

6. The press-plates

may be easily cover-

ed with different ma-

terials, best suited for

the purposes to which

the press is applied.

Thus cast iron may

be used for fixed oils,

pine wood for the co-

loured juices of fruit, and tin for tinctures and other alcoholic or

aqueous solutions. It is much easier to cover the press-plates with

these materials, than it would be to line the press-box and block used

with the vertical press in a similar manner.

Having thus noticed the principle of the screw-press, and the rela-

tive advantages and disadvantages of the two kinds which are used, it

remains to treat of the construction and application of these presses.

Fig. 228 represents a double-screw-press in perspective, drawn to

one-twentieth the real size. The

drawing has been made from a press,

which, after many alterations, has

assumed the form and dimensions

indicated. This press has been used

for the last ten years, without re-

quiring any repairs.

The dimensions appear to be such

as best to adapt it for the require-

ments of a laboratory, where either

large or small quantities of mate-

rials are operated upon, and any

deviations from these dimensions would probably entail inconveniences

which may not be foreseen.

Fig. 229, represents a transverse horizontal section of the press,

Fiff. 229.

Section of Press.

through the screws, as seen from above.
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Section of Press.

Fig. 230 is a vertical section through one of the screws, as seen

from one side.

The press consists

essentially of two

parts,—the stand or

support, and the press

which rests on the top

of it. The stand is

an oblong framework

of wood, the height of

which is such as to ad-

mit of the application

of the full force of the

arm to the screws.

This framework is

made of oak, or other

durable wood, and it should be well put together, with a view to the

attainment of strength.

The stand may be fixed to the Avail against which it is intended to

be placed by two fastenings, one at each end, as shown at m m, fig.

229. In some cases, however, it may be found convenient to be able

to move the press ; and, to admit of this, a difierent kind of fastening

from that represented in the drawing must be used.

The press itself consists, in the first place, of two blocks of good

beech-wood, free from knots, as shown in figs. 228, 229, 230, at a, b.

These blocks of wood are thirty-two inches in length, eight inches and

a half in height, and four inches in width, or thickness. The front

block is fixed at each end to the framework, in such a manner that by

merely knocking out a bolt, as shown at c, figs. 228 and 229, it may
be removed at any time, and again fixed in its place with the greatest

facility. The other block {h) is movable, being made to slide on the

top of the framework of the stand.

But the most essential and important parts of the press are the

screws, by which the pressure is effected. These should combine as

much strength, and as little friction, as are compatible with the full

attainment of the required object. If the size of the screws be unne-

cessarily augmented, the friction will be increased, yet they must be

sufficiently large to insure the required strength. English cast steel,

which has been submitted to a low red heat in a charcoal fire, is the

best material of which to make the screws. The entire length of the

screws is seventeen inches, but the thread of the screw extends over

about one-half only of this length.
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There are two forms which are given to the thread or worm of a

screw : the first presents a sharp edge externally, and forms, in section,

a triangle, attached by one of its sides to the cylinder of the screw

;

the second presents a flattened surface externally, and forms, in section,

a square, attached to the cylinder by one of its faces. Of these two

forms, the first imparts the greater strength, for supposing the incli-

nation of the plane to be equal in both, the triangular thread will be

attached to the cylinder by a base which will be twice the size of that

of the square thread.

The tendency of the application of the motive power to the screw is

either to tear the thread from the cylinder, or to advance the outer

edge along the inclined plane. The thread itself, therefore, is a lever,

the extreme fulcrum of which is on its outer edge ; and, as the strength

of the lever ought to increase with increase of length, the greatest

strength is required at the end next the cylinder, where the power is

applied.

In like manner, this form gives the greatest strength to the female

screw or nut, which consists of a triangular thread attached to the

inner surface of a hollow cylinder.

The space between the edges of two neighbouring threads is called

the groove, and the depth of the thread is calculated from the outer

edge to the cylinder. A good screw ought to be so cut that the depth

of the groove shall be greater than the base of the thread, A trans-

verse section of the thread, therefore, would represent, not an equila-

teral, but an isosceles triangle, the most acute angle of which forms

the outer edge. In determining the proper depth and width for the

groove of a screw, a due proportion must be observed between the

thickness of the entire body of the screw and the dimensions of the

thread. If the groove be cut too deep in proportion to the size of the

cylinder, the latter will be incapable of offering a power of resistance

equal to that of the thread ; and, on the other hand, if it be made too

shallow, the cylinder would bear a force greater than the thread could

sustain. Supposing the original size of the cylinder from which the

screw is to be cut to be one inch in diameter, the groove should be

one line and a half in width, and two lines in depth, thus leaving eight

lines or two-thirds of an inch as the diameter of the remaining

cylinder.

Each of the press-plates, or blocks of wood, (a, b, figs. 228, 229,

230,) is strengthened by a strong plate of iron, fixed as shown at a,

fig. 228. The screws of the press pass through these plates, as well

as through the blocks, and the holes made for the screws should be

rather oblong, so as to admit, to a slight extent, of the unequal pro-
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Fig. 231.

?ECTinN OF Pres

gression of the two ends of the block. Between the iron plate and the

nut of the screw there should be a ring of polished steel, forming a

sort of washer.

The nuts are turned by levers, having hexagonal holes, or sockets,

into which the nuts exactly fit. The hexagonal form is the best for

the sockets of the levers, for if, as is sometimes the case, they have a

quadrangular form, there will be too little choice of position in fitting

the lever on, so as to exert the force with greatest effect ; while, on

the other hand, if they have the octagonal form, the angles will be so

obtuse, that after some wear the

lever will lose its purchase, and turn

without effect.

Two short levers are used in the

first instance, which may be turned

quickly, and afford sufficient power

when much pressure is not required.

The manner in which these levers

are made to clear each other is shown

in fig. 231, their length being such

that each may describe a complete

circle without touchino; the screw of the other.

The proper forcing lever (fig. 232) should be from thirty to forty

inches in length, and should have a strong hexago-

nal socket. It must be bent, as shown in the draw-

ing, so as to admit (when fixed on one screw) of its

passing the end of the other even when the press is

quite closed. The lever should be made of a bar

of iron havino; greater width than thickness ; and

the narrow side should be presented in the direction

of its movement, so as to give the greatest possible

strength compatible with its bulk and weight.

Round bars are more easily bent, and ought not to

be used.

Only one long lever is used, this being applied

alternately to the two screws : but care must be

taken that the press-plates be kept as nearly parallel

as possible.

The shape and size of the blocks of wood forming

the press-plates have been already noticed. These

are lined, on the sides which come in contact with

the substances to be pressed, with tin plates, which,

however, may be removed, and some other material

Fig. 2.32.
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Fig. 233.

substituted, better suited for the expression of any particular substance

that may be operated upon. Thus, for substances containing mineral

or other acids, such as the juices of fruits, &c., deal boards previously

well soaked in water may be used ; and, for fixed oils, iron plates will

be found to answer best. When iron plates are

used, it will sometimes be found convenient to have

them hollow, as represented in fig. 233. A parti-

tion, not reaching quite to the bottom, divides the

hollow part of this plate in the middle. This par-

tition has the double object of strengthening the

plate, and of causing a current of hot water, when

poured in through the funnel (a), to pass to the

bottom of the plate, and flow out through the syphon

(b), the top of the funnel being higher than the

highest point of the syphon.

With this arrangement, the press-plates are easily

kept warm, for the expression of any particular substances, by sup-

plying them with boiling water. In the expression of butter of cacao,

oil of eggs, almond oil, and indeed most solid and liquid fats, also

plasters, resins, and gum-resins, it will be found advantageous to em-

ploy more or less heat in the process. These plates may be eleven

inches and a half wide, from thirteen to fifteen inches deep, and about

one inch and a half thick. The hollow space may occupy about half

an inch of the thickness, leaving half an inch for the thickness of the

iron.

This kind of press is in very general use, although not always con-

structed precisely according to the

Iron Press-Plate.

instructions here given. Having

a complete framework and stand

of its own, which adapts it for use,

even without being fixed to a wall,

it may be moved from place to

place in the laboratory.

In those cases, however, where

the means of moving the press is

not a consideration, it may be

found more convenient to attach

it to a different kind of framework,

which would occupy less space.

Fig. 234 represents a press, hav-

ing all the essential parts of that

Fig. 234. Fig. 235.

Double-Screw, or Horizontal Press.
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last described, but with certain modifications in the method of fixing it.

Thus, the press-block (b), as well as the framework or support {c, c),

are securely fastened against a wall, in the manner represented in the

drawing ; and a shelf {d) is also fixed below the press, for the recep-

tion of a vessel to receive the expressed liquor. The form of the bent

lever is further illustrated by fig. 235.

It is sometimes urged as an objection against these double-screw

or horizontal presses, that, as there are two screws to be turned,

which can only be worked alternately, more time is occupied in the

process than is the case with the single-screw-press ; and, unless great

care be taken, the screws may be injured by causing one end of the

press-plate to progress too much in advance of the other.

These objections are certainly well founded, but they may be

entirely obviated by making a very simple addition to the apparatus

in the following manner :—Three cog-wheels are to be selected, of

such diameter that two of them being fixed on the nuts of the two

press-screws, the third shall exactly occupy the space between them.

•These cog-wheels must all work in gear ; the two which are attached

to the screws must be precisely similar, but the third or centre one

may be of a difi'erent size, provided the cogs or teeth correspond.

This last must work on a strong pivot fixed to the plate of iron, which,

as already stated, is attached to the front of the press-block to increase

its strength. By this means, on turning the centre wheel, the two

screws will be worked simultaneously ; but while an advantage is thus

gained, in some respects, there is, on the other hand, a disadvantage

in the loss of power, to compensate for which a longer lever must be

employed.

There are, however, many advocates for the single-screw or vertical

press ; and as this certainly has some advantages, I will now describe

the best method of constructing it.

The greatest fault in the single-screw-press, as commonly met with,

is, that the screw is sometimes turned from the perpendicular, and

forced into a more or less oblique direction, in consequence of inequa-

lities in the resistance offered by the substance pressed. This may be

obviated by adopting a suitable method of guiding and confining the

direction of the screw.

As these presses may be made entirely of wood, at little expense,

I will first describe the most approved kind of wooden press.

Fig. 236 represents one of these presses, drawn to one-fifteenth its

real size. It consists of a low table or stand, in the thick top of

which the framework of the press is fixed. The screw should be
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made of the best dry beech-wood, and should termmate at the bottom

in a stout cylindrical knob, through which two holes are bored at

'
Fig. 236.

Fig. 237.

Wooden Single-Screw, or Vertical Peess.

ri<Tht anc^les to each other for the reception

of the lever. A vertical section of this

enlarged termination of the scrcAV, together

with the press-plate, is represented in fig.

237, where it will be seen that the former

works in a hole in the centre of the latter,

which prevents it from slipping to either

side. Some hard soap should be put into this hole, to counteract the

friction that would otherwise occur.
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Fig. 238.

Fig. 239.

Fig. 240.

The press-plate is guided by two arms, wliicli embrace tlie upriglits

of the framework, and keep it in

the horizontal position. At the

top of the screw there is a handle,

which serves for screwing or un-

screwing the press expeditiously

when the long lever is not re-

quired.

It will be evident that the press-

bag could not be placed imme-

diately on this press, as here

represented, as there is no provi-

sion for collecting the expressed

liquid, or guiding it into any ves-

sel. A particular apparatus will

be required for this purpose.

This consists, first, of a low cy-

lindrical vessel (fig. 240) made of

copper well tinned. If the bag

be so small as not to come in con-

tact with the sides of this vessel while being pressed, it may be intro-

duced without further provision. The wooden block, (fig. 238,) which

is covered with tin plate, is placed on the bag, and they are then put

under the screw to receive the required pressui'e.

Should the bag be likely to come in contact with the sides of the

press-box, it will be desirable to use a perforated internal case (fig.

239). This is made in two parts, being united on one side by a

hinge, and temporarily joined on the opposite side by a pin, as shown

in the drawing. The inner surface of this cylindrical case is smooth,

but the outer surface is grooved, the holes through which the expressed

liquid is intended to pass being made into these grooves.

The power of the screw-press may be greatly increased by substi-

tuting for the simple lever a cog-wheel, attached to the screw of the

press, and worked by an endless screw, as shoAvm in fig. 241. In this

drawing, a represents the press-screw, to the lower end of which the

cog-wheel is securely fixed ; and the endless screw (s), which is turned

by the lever [d d), bites into the teeth of the latter.

Under this arrangement power is gained in two ways. The lever

or handle (c^ d) produces an increase of power in proportion as its

arm is longer than the radius of the endless screw (s) ; and this screw

increases the power in proportion as its cu-cumference is gi'eater than
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the width of its grooves. These two increments, multiplied the one

into the other, will give the first product. Then, in the next place,

Fig. 241.

Single-Screw, or Vertical Press.

the cog-wheel which is fixed to the screw acts as a lever, producing an

increase of power in proportion as its diameter is greater than that of

the screw ; and the latter again increases the power in proportion as

its circumference exceeds the width of its grooves. These latter in-

crements, multiplied together, give the second product, and the two

products multiplied together give the sum total of the increase of

power over that exerted at the lever.

Thus, assuming, for the sake of illustration, that the arm of the

lever (d ^ is twelve times the length of the radius of the endless screw

(s), and that the grooves in the latter are one-tenth its circumference,
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the increase of power in these parts will be 10 x 12 = 120. Then,

assuming the diameter of the cog-wheel to be eight times that of the

screw ci, and the width of the grooves in the latter to be one-tenth its

circumference, the increase of power here will be 8 x 10 = 80. And

now, if these two products be multiplied together, we shall have

120 X 80 ^ 9600 as the sum total of the rate of increase of power.

If we further assume, that a man in working the press applies a

force equal to lOOib. to the lever, the theoretical amount of pressure

exerted by the screw would be 9600 x 100 = 960,0001b. ; but from

Fig. 242.

Single-Screw, or Vertical Press.

this we must deduct the loss from friction. It will thus be seen, that,

by a trifling addition to the mechanism of the machine, an immense

increase of power may be gained. But in proportion as the power of
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the press is increased, the strength of its different parts must be aug-

mented. If it be intended to apply a pressure such as that above cal-

culated, it will be necessary to replace the wooden screw and connect-

ing pieces by those of iron, as indeed is represented in the drawing

(fig. 241). It is also necessary to bear in mind, that with every in-

crease of power gained by mechanical means there is necessarily a

corresponding loss of time in accomplishing the required object.

With the press, fig. 242, the screw a makes but one revolution

with each revolution of the cog-wheel ; and to effect this, the endless

screw, if it consist of a single thread, will require to be turned as

many times as there are teeth to the cog-wheel. The process of

screwing or unscrewing the press would, therefore, be a very slow and

tedious one if there were not some means of performing it indepen-

dently of the use of the handle d d. Such means, however, are pro-

vided, by which the screw can be turned more rapidly when the

pressure is not applied. These consist in shifting the position of the

endless screw, and then using the handles p, p, p, p, which afford

sufficient power for merely raising or lowering the press-plates. The

bolt (t) being removed, the endless screw and its socket is slipped

back, so as no longer to be in gear with the cog-wheel, while the

screw is turned expeditiously ; and when the full force of the pressure

Fig. 243,

t lllll'lllillilillli;iiiii:,;:!yilllliili:il,'iiHii!aTMiTr

Section of Vertical Press.

is required, they are restored to their original position, and the handle

d d is used.

15
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Fig. 243 is a vertical section of this press, in -which the position of

some of the parts is more clearly shown than in the preceding drawing.

[In the absence of a screw-press, a substitute may be found in what

may be called a lever-press, and which almost any one may command.

A piece of timber twelve feet long and with lateral dimensions suffi-

ciently great to be inflexible with the force to be applied to it, has

one of its ends securely attached to a wall or upright post in such a

manner as to admit of the motion of the other end. The pressing-

box being placed about one foot from the fixed end, on a firm block

of wood, is subjected to the action of the lever, by placing a piece of

wood vertically between the piston-block of the pressing-box and the

lever. It is obvious, that a weight of one hundred pounds at the op-

posite end, causes a downward pressure equal to eleven hundred pounds

at the box.

The pressing-box most usually employed by apothecaries, is a

cylinder, closed at one end, made of thick tinned iron, secured with

bands of the same material, which are soldered on, and between these,

numerous holes are perforated. This cylinder is set in a tin dish,

TV^ith a lateral spout. The piston-block is constructed of hard oak

wood, with the grain running transversely to its axis.—W. P.]

Bramalis Hydraulic Press, although hitherto but rarely employed

in pharmaceutical laboratories, is nevertheless getting into more gene-

ral use. The power obtained by a press of this description is much

greater than that afi'orded by a screw-press occupying the same space,

and this power is obtained at a smaller expense of labour. These ad-

vantages have determined a preference in favour of the hydraulic

press, in cases w%ere very great power is required, as, for instance,

in the expression of fixed oils from seeds, &c.

The press itself consists of two cylinders, of unequal size, contain-

ing water, and connected together by a tube. The smaller cylinder

is fitted up as a force-pump, while the larger one is provided with a

solid piston, working through a water-tight collar. According to a

well-known law of hydrostatics, any pressure applied by the piston of

the force-pump is communicated through the liquid, equally, in every

direction, and is exerted against the piston of the larger cylinder with

an increase of power in proportion to the relative sizes of the two

pistons.

The principle may be thus illustrated: a, fig. 244, represents a

cylinder twelve inches in diameter, to which is attached a tube {c, i),

a quarter of an inch in diameter, and forming, with the cylinder, an
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Fig. 244.

^r

inverted syphon. If the cylinder (a) be filled with water, the liquid

will rise in the tube to the point d, thus

standing at the same height in both limbs of

the syphon. If, now, the top of the cylinder

[b) be enclosed, and water poured into the

tube until it rises to e, there will be a pressure

exerted against b equal to the weight of the

column of water (d e) multiplied by 2304, or

the number of times the area of the tube is

contained in that of the cylinder. Every ad-

ditional increase in the column of water in

the tube will cause an increase, in the above /—

proportion, in the pressure against b; so that,

when the water in the tube stands at i, the

pressure against b will be that of the weight

of a column of water having the area of the

cylinder a, and the height of k. The force,

in this case, is produced by the weight of the

column of water d i; but the same effect

would take place, if, instead of this column

of water, pressure to the same extent were ap-

plied at d by means of a piston, or in any other way. The weight of

the column of water d i is one ounce, and this is capable of producing

a pressure against b equal to 2304 oz. If, instead of the weight of

an ounce of water applied at d, pressure were applied there by a

piston worked with a lever, as in the case of a pump, it would be easy

to make the pressure at d equal to a ton, and then we should have a

force exerted against b equal to 2304 tons.

In Bramah's hydraulic press the pressure is applied at d by the

piston of a forcing-pump, and the accumulated force is made available

at b by having there a movable piston working through a water-tio-ht

collar ; so that, if the above proportions be maintained between the

dimensions of the parts, a downward pressure of a ton, applied at dy

will produce an upward pressure of about 2000 tons at b; the only

deduction to be made from the theoretical increase of power being

that for loss from friction.

The principle upon which this means of accumulating power is

founded was well understood before Mr. Bramah so happily applied it

in the construction of his press. The same principle is involved in Count
Real's press, described in the chapter on Solution. It may be thus

expressed :—Pressure is exerted in hquids equally in every direction

;
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and the pressure which the bottom or sides of a vessel containing a

liquid sustains will be in proportion to their extent of surface, and to

the perpendicular height of the column of liquid above, without refer-

ence to the capacity of the vessel or the quantity of liquid it contains.

Thus, the same pressui-e is exerted on the bottom of the cylinder a,

(fig. 244,) when the water stands in the tube at z, as would be the case

if the cylinder were extended to h, and filled with water.

Bramah's merit consisted in the application of a well-known prin-

ciple for the economical production of immense power available for

mechanical purposes. This application was made the subject of a

patent in 1795, in the specification of which Mr. Bramah describes

his press as a hydra-mechanical engine. But, although the applica-

tion of the principle was secured by this patent, a difficulty was at

first experienced in the construction of the machine, which greatly

detracted from the value of the discovery. It was found impossible,

by any means then known, to make the packing of the collar, through

which the piston of the large cylinder of the press moves, so tight as

to prevent the escape of water when the full pressure of the machine

was applied, without at the same time rendering the piston immovable

by the unaided power of the operator when the pressure was taken off.

At length, however, a method of packing the piston was discovered

by the original patentee, which completely removed this difficulty.

This method consists in the use of a leather collar, the construction

and application of which is as simple as the principle of its action is

scientific; and so perfectly satisfactory is the effect of this contrivance,

that it leaves nothing to be desired.

Fig. 245 represents a small hydraulic press, which I have been

accustomed to use for several years. The framework of the press is

made of cast iron, and it rests on a strong wooden stand. A, is a

cistern containing water, in which is placed a small forcing-pump,

worked by a lever handle, which may be lengthened when more

power is required. This pump communicates with the strong cast

ii-on cylinder (D), by means of the metallic tube (B). The piston (E),

sometimes called the ram., moves through a water-tight collar, which

is secured in its place by the cap of the cyhnder ; and, as the piston

rises, it carries with it the iron plate, called the foUotver, on which

the substance to be pressed is placed. The pressure is effected

against the head of the press, where there is also another iron plate,

which is supported there by a bolt secured above, as shown in the

drawing. The forcing-pump is furnished with a safety-valve for

controlling the pressui-e, and a valve for removing the pressure by
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allowing the water to run back from the cylinder (D) into the cistern

(A). These are shown at C.

Fig. 245.

Bramah's Hydraulic Press.

Fig. 246 will further illustrate the construction of some of the parts

of this machine, which are here shown in section. N is the cistern of

water ; F, the cylinder of the forcing-pump ; L, the piston of the

pump, which is a solid rod working through a common stuffing-box
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(M). G is the valve admitting water into the cylinder of tlie pump

as the piston rises, but resisting its return into the cistern as the

piston is depressed. H is the valve admitting water from the cylinder

of the pump into the tube E when the piston is depressed, but resist-

ing its return through the same channel. I is the opening closed by

the safety-valve, which allows the escape of water when the pressure

in the press exceeds that exerted by the weight attached to the valve.

K is the opening for allowing the water to run out of the cylinder of

the press when it is desired to remove the pressure, this being effected

by unscrewing a plug that closes this opening. A is the strong

cylinder of the press, into the cavity of which the solid piston or ram

(B) passes. C is the leather collar, closely embracing the piston, and

secured in its place by the cap (D), which is fastened with screws to

the top of the cylinder. There is a depression in the top of the piston,

into which a corresponding projection, attached to the bottom of the

iron plate or follower, fits, so as to form the platform on which the

press-box is placed, as shown in fig. 245.

A perspective view of the leather collar, with the piston passing

through it, is shown in fig. 247 ; while C, fig. 246, shows it in sec-

SeCTION of HyDRAIILIC PCMP.

tion. This collar is made of thick leather, and its peculiar form is

given to it by pressing the leather, previously softened by immersion

in water, into a circular groove, and afterwards cutting a hole in the

centre to fit the piston.
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It will be seen, from the section, fig. 246, that the outer fold of the

collar fits into a notch in the cylinder made for its reception, while

the inner fold embraces the piston, to which its sharp edge fits closely

on every side.

The great advantage of this kind of packing is, that the tightness

with which the piston is embraced by the collar will be in proportion

to the pressure of the water ; for, in accordance with the principle

already stated, that pressure in liquids is equal in all directions, the

water filling the space between the two folds of the collar will exert a

lateral pressure, which will always resist the passage of the liquid

between the collar and the piston. This lateral pressure upon the

folds of the collar, by which the packing is tightened, will increase

with every increase of power applied to the press, and it will also

decrease as soon as the power is removed, so that Avhen the water is

let ofi", the collar will relax the tightness of its grasp, and the piston

(B) will descend into the cylinder by its own weight.

The piston (B, fig. 246) is frequently made of cast iron ; and where

the press is in constant use, this may probably answer very well ; but

under other circumstances it is objectionable, inasmuch as the iron

becomes oxidised, and the piston does not then pass freely through

the collar. I have found it necessary to have the iron piston, which

my press originally had, replaced by one made of gun-metal, and

since this substitution it has never got out of order.

A manufacturer of these presses states, that the lowest price at

which a press, such as that I have described, and of a suitable size for

pharmaceutical purposes, could be made, would be from twenty to

thirty guineas.

F\g. 248.

["Where expense ig not so much an object, Bramah's press is

decidedly to be preferred ; in other cases, and generally indeed (for

expressing the fixed oils) a wedge-press is employed, which works as
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poAverfully, although not Avith so much ease, and with much more

noise. The filled cloths are laid between strong plates, h and g, and

placed in a square space cut in a solid block of oak wood, or as in fig.

248, in a cast iron case «, and the plates are forced nearer and

nearer to each other, by driving in the wooden wedges which occupy

the remaining space. One of these wedges, h, serves to facilitate the

disconnexion of the apparatus ; the strokes which drive in the Avedge

(?, tending from the reverse position of h to drive it out
; / e and d are

intermediate pieces, to prevent the wedges from coming into immediate

contact. The pressing plates are each provided with three side ribs
;

the immovable ones h h press against the sides of the case, and the

movable ones g g against the intermediate wedges d f, and they are

pierced with numerous holes, to allow the oil to flow out more easily.

On filling the press, the Avedge b must be suspended (by a string) at

a distance (a) from the bottom, that the apparatus . may be easily taken

to pieces. The oil trickles from the pressing plates through the

pierced horizontal plates o o, upon which these rest, into the pipe ^:>.

Both b and c are driven by separate stampers, wliich are raised by a

toothed Avheel."

—

Knajjjfs Teclinology , vol. i. p. 116.
—

"VY. P.]

THE PROCESS OF EXPRESSION.

In using any one of the presses here described, some means are

frequently required, beyond those hitherto noticed, for confining the

solid part of the substance to be pressed during the process of expres-

sion. When a press-box, such as that figured at page 222, is employed,

the substance is not unfrequently put directly into the inner case of

the box, Avithout anything intervening ; sometimes, however, the sub-

stance is enclosed in a press-cloth or bag, preA'iously to its introduc-

tion into the box, and there are cases in Avhich this method of opera-

ting is necessary.

The tinctiire-jyresses most commonly used by pharmaceutists who

operate upon small quantities of ingredients at a time, are constructed

Avith a view to their employment AAithout a press-clotii or bag, or at

least, Avith such only as shall act as a strainer, it being important in

these cases to avoid using a thick cloth or bag, Avhich would cause

loss by absorbing part of the liquor.

It is customary with large presses to use a press-cloth or bag, and

this practice is adopted CA'en Avith small presses, when the substance

to be pressed is of a pulpy natui'e.
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The bags and cloths used for this purpose are made of different

materials, the object being to have them suflBciently strong to bear the

force exerted laterally during the process of expression, while at the

same time they are not so thick or porous as to absorb much of the

liquid.

Press-hags are very commonly made of horse-hair cloth, a material

which possesses great strength and durability ; and, although this

cloth is necessarily rather thick, yet it does not absorb liquids to so

great an extent as cloth made of ligneous fibre, or even of wool. A
horse-hair bag, after having been used, may, therefore, be more com-

pletely freed from any impregnation of the substance operated upon,

than the other kinds of straining cloth.

The principal objections to the horse-hair cloth are, that it is always

coarse, thick, and stiff. It appears that the strong hair employed in

making it, cannot be manufactured, or, at least, is not manufactured,

into fine and flexible cloth. This cloth, therefore, can only be used

advantageously in the form of a bag, and it is inapplicable even for a

small bag.

Strong canvass, or unbleached linen cloth, is sometimes substituted

for horse-hair, but it is inferior in every respect, excepting in regard to

the closeness of its texture and its flexibility ; in these respects it is

better adapted for operations on a small scale.

Woollen cloth is manufactured with a view to its application in the

process of expression, and is sold for this purpose by the dealers in

straining-cloths, sieves, and other articles of this kind used by druggists.

This is the material generally employed in the expression of fixed oils,

such as castor-oil, oil of almonds, &c. The seeds from which these

oils are pressed, are first crushed by passing them between two cylin-

ders .turning in opposite directions, and placed nearly in contact with

each other, the distance being regulated so as to produce the required

degree of disintegration. The crushed seeds are then folded in square

pieces of the woollen press-cloth, so as to form flattened cakes ; and a

number of these are placed one over another, with intervening plates

of tin or tinned copper, forming a pile between the follower and the

head-plate of the press.

In conducting the process of expression, the substance to be pressed

being confined in the manner best suited to the circumstances of the

case, the pressure must be gradually applied. If the substance be in

a soft and pulpy state, it will be necessary to begin with a very slight

pressure, for as the force applied will, in this case, be communicated

equally in every direction, according to the law of hydrostatics, the
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bag or cloth would inevitably give way, or the substance escape through

the apertures intended for the flow of the liquid, if much force Avere

exerted. When part of the liquid has been pressed out, and the

remaining substance has become more firm, increased pressure may be

applied, and ultimately, as the contents of the bag become solid, the

full force of the press may be safely exerted.

The eifect of applying pressure in this way, to a substance consist-

ing of solid and liquid particles, is to cause the nearer approach of the

former to each other, while the latter are displaced and forced out

through the apertures provided for this purpose. Much force is re-

quired to overcome the resistance offered by the pressure of the liquid,

and also by the elasticity of the solid particles themselves. Great

compression cannot be effected suddenly, Avith the means usually re-

sorted to, continued application of the pressure for some time being

necessary, so that the solid particles may approach nearer and nearer

as the elasticity by which they were kept apart is gradually overcome

and destroyed. Thus, after effecting as much compression as the

means provided Avill admit at one effort, if the press Avith its contents

be left unrelaxed for a fcAV minutes, it will be found at the expiration

of this time, that further compression may be effected by the renewed

application of the same poAver. It is by folloAving up the effects in

this way, with intervals of cessation in the application of ncAv force,

that the required object is ultimately attained.

To accomplish the object efficiently by these means, it is necessary

that the press should be capable of maintaining unrelaxed the degree

of compression which has been produced at each successiA^e effort, and

that it should not allow the particles by their elastic force, to regain,

to any extent, their original condition. This quality is possessed to a

greater extent by the screw-press than by the hydraulic-press. The

former will maintain for an indefinite length of time any degree of

compression Avhich may have been given to the substance placed in it

;

but not so the latter. Thcpressure in the hydraulic-press, being com-

municated through a liquid, and maintained by the action of valves,

it is found practically impossible, Avith the kind of skill usually

bestowed in the manufacture of these presses, to prevent a slight

leakage, Avhich causes a relaxation of the pressure Avhen the pump is

not in action. It is necessary, therefore, more frequently to rencAv

the force in conducting the process of expression with the hydraulic-

press, than is the case with the scrcAv-press.



CHAPTER IX.

SOLUTION, AND THE METHODS OF OBTAINING SOLUTIONS, FOR SYRUPS,

EXTRACTS, TINCTURES, WINES, VINEGARS, ETC.

[Solution may be described as that operation in whicli a solid body,

placed in contact with a liquid, disappears or takes on the fluid state,

and becomes intimately mixed with the liquid. The liquid is called

a solvent, or menstriium. Solution is not confined to solids, as fluid

and gaseous substances may dissolve in liquids.

Two kinds of solution have been recognised :

—

1. Where the dissolved body retains its sensible and chemical pro-

perties, except those that depend on aggregation, and is recoverable

by evaporation ; as solutions of sugar, and of salts in water.

2. Where chemical reaction takes place between the particles of

the solvent and those of the dissolved body, but for which solution

would not have taken place, and after which the properties of both

have been modified by the loss or acquisition of properties. The

solution of metals in nitric acid is an example.

Solution being in direct opposition to cohesion, the aggregative

attraction has to be overcome ;—consequently, mechanical division

facilitates solution, by increasing the extent of surfiice.

All aqueous solutions of solid bodies being denser than ivater, when

a soluble substance is suspended in a liquid, the parts in contact with

the substance become denser than the adjacent fluid, and cause

downward currents.

Heat favours solubility, by increasing the capacity or solvent power

of the liquid, and also by the currents which it establishes.

A solution is said to be saturated, when it ceases to dissolve more

of a substance at the common temperature ; and the nearer the

point of saturation, the more tardily is the process eff'ected.

Any cause that retards evaporation, favours the accumulation of
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temperature, in heating liquids, and saves menstruum ; flasks are,

therefore, very proper when adhesion does not occur. When a cap-

sule is more appropriate, it may be covered with a large one, or with

a glass funnel rather smaller in diameter than the dish, which renders

it, for the time being, a flask.

A saturated solution of one salt is a solvent for other salts, a fact

that is largely applied in the purification of nitre, by causing a

saturated solution of that salt to filter through powdered nitre, which

dissolves out the contaminating salts. Carbonate of potash, and other

pharmaceutical salts, may be thus purified.

Rapid solution, when not accompanied by chemical action, always

causes a reduction of temperature in the liquid, owing to the increased

capacity of the solid for heat, by the assumption of the liquid state

;

and decreases its solvent power. One advantage of heat in effecting

solution, is to counteract this tendency.

When solution is accompanied by chemical reaction, the phenomena

of efiervescence, heat, and change of colour, odour, and taste, often

attend it.

In this kind of solution, the important points requiring attention

are, the degree of division of the substance to be dissolved, if solid,

the concentration of the solvent, and the temperature at which the

solution is efi'ected; as by the degrees of these, the reaction is increased

or diminished.

When solution is accompanied by efiervescence, if in a flask, the

neck should be inclined at an angle of 45°,

as in fig. 249, so that the particles of liquid

carried up may strike against the side of the

flask, and be returned. If the operation is

performed in a capsule, it should either be

covered Avith a funnel, with a plate of glass,

or with a larger capsule, the bottom of which

is clean. A retort and receiver may be used,

in those cases where the dissolved substance

has to be repeatedly digested with nitric acid ;

as in converting phosphorus into phosphoric

acid, when the acid that distils over is re-

turned.

Pharmaceutical menstrua.—The liquids chiefly used in pharmacy

as solvents are water, alcohol, ether, wine, vinegar, and the fixed and

volatile oils. But the acid and alkaline solutions are resorted to, in

Fig. 249.
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various of the processes of pharmaceutical chemistry. Each of the

first-named liquids, gives rise to one or more classes of preparations,

as infusions, decoctions, tinctures, wines, vinegars, &c.

Water, the grand solvent of nature of the ancients, has a more

extensive range than any other liquid. A great number of mineral

salts, nearly all the salts of the vegetable alkalies, most of the neutral

principles, as gum, sugar, &c., and the vegetable acids, are dissolved

by it. Many organic substances, insoluble in an isolated state, be-

come so by virtue of associated ingredients, as cantharidin, columbin,

some resins, &c.

Alcohol, though less extensive in its solvent power than water, far

exceeds any other neutral liquid, especially for organic substances.

The resins, volatile oils, organic alkalies, and many neutral principles,

are very soluble in it, and its antiseptic quality has caused it to be

employed as the liquid basis of an extensive class of preparations,

—

the tinctures. Besides, it possesses the valuable negative quality of

not dissolving gum, albumen, and starch, Avhich are so destructive to

the permanency of aqueous solutions.

Ether possesses a much more limited range than either of the pre-

ceding. The fixed and volatile oils, fats, and resins, are the chief

subjects of its solvent power, but a few mineral salts, several vege-

table alkalies, as quinia, codeia, and narcotina, and some neutral prin-

ciples, are also dissolved by it.

Modes of Solution.—Two grand divisions of substances are sub-

mitted to the action of fluids, viz. :—those which are homogeneous,

and dissolve entirely in the menstruum,—as salts, resins, gums, &c.

;

and those which are only partially soluble, being composed of various

principles, as plants of all kinds, and their parts. The first yield

simple solutions, the second, infusions, decoctions, tinctures, &c.

In preparing simple solutions, wdth cold liquids, if the amount of

substance is near the capacity of the liquid, it should be reduced to

powder in a mortar and a portion of the liquid triturated with it,

and when this is saturated, pour ofi" the solution, add more liquid, and

proceed in this manner until all is dissolved. Tincture of iodine may
be instanced.

When heat is necessary, and a flask is used, one should be chosen

that the liquid will fill at least to its greatest diameter ; or if this is

not convenient, a ring of sheet iron should be used to protect the

glass, above the liquid, from the influence of the heat. When solution

takes place tardily, and a lengthy ebullition is required, in replacing
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Fig- 250. the evaporated fluid, beware of cracking

the flask by a sudden effusion of cold

liquid on its sides. When the substance

softens before dissolving, as extracts,

tartrate of iron and potassa, &c., the

process should be conducted in cap-

sules, and stirred constantly to prevent

adhesion, as in fig. 250, especially if

the heat is direct. The sand or water

bath is to be preferred. A flask of

liquid on the point of boiling over, may
be checked, by blowing rapidly on the upper surface, and neck, until

the source of heat can be removed ; and a kettle of syrup under the

same circumstances, is best saved from loss by an effusion of cold

water, or by fanning its surface.

When the quantity of matter to be dissolved is large, and the time

admits, the process of circulatory displacement is best resorted to.

This consists in takincr advantage of the law, that solutions of solids

are heavier than their solvents, by placing the substance to be dis-

solved on a diaphragm just below the surface of the liquid. The

solutions of sulphate of iron and carbonate of soda, for making Val-

lett's carbonate of iron, and those for phosphate of iron and acetate of

zinc, may be thus obtained,—the salts being suspended in a loose-

textured cloth. This principle is largely applied in the arts in the

manufacture of saltpetre, carbonate of soda, &c., and is the same

involved in the method of Mr. Alsop for infusions, and that of Dr.

Burton for tinctures, to be noticed hereafter.

The manner of effecting this in the soda manufacture is shown

in fig. 251. Each of the iron lixiviating cisterns, A, A, is di-

vided by a double partition, and the two halves are connected by an

aperture a, at the bottom, and another, h, at the top. In each com-

partment there are two sheet-iron boxes, w, n, pierced with holes in

their sides and bottom like a sieve. These are filled with crude

soda, and suspended just below the surface of the water. As the

dense solution collects at the bottom, it is driven over into the other

apartment, through a and h, to be further saturated—when it passes

from the first to the second vessel in the same manner by the tubes

g g, where a yet further solution takes place, and so on to the lowest

cistern, of which there are ten or twelve, when the water is saturated.

The fall of temperature, caused by the solution of the saline matter,
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is counteracted by tlie steam-pipes h A.

—

Knapps Technology, vol. i.

p. 275.

Fig. 251.

TABLE OF SOLUBILITIES.

The following table of solubilities has been compiled chiefly from

a table of the same kind in the "Pharmacopee Kaisonnee" of Henry
and Guibourt. Additions have been made from other sources, especially

from Brande. In selecting the substances, a view has been turned to

the wants of the pharmaceutist, and an innumerable list of salts, which

are rarely seen and never used, have been excluded from the catalogue

here presented. The use of this table is obvious :—Physicians some-

times direct saturated solutions without specifying the proportion of

matter to the solvent ; in such a case, reference to the table will save

time and trouble, by indicating the proper quantity of each. In pre-

paring saline solutions for precipitation, the smallest proportion of

menstruum that can be used is at once shown by the table. In most

instances, there are two temperatures indicated in the second column.

The third exhibits the ratio of solvent to the dissolved body, and is

that part of the table most useful in practice. The fourth column

shows the proportion of solid in a given Aveight of a saturated solution,

and will enable the operator to arrive at a satisfactory judgment of

the quantity of saline matter in a solution, where he has not previously

ascertained it by weighing. The last division of the table presents a

view of the solubility in alcohol, and in some instances in ether, of

many of the substances.
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Maceration consists in subjecting a complex substance, composed of

soluble and insoluble matter, in a divided state, to the action of fluids

at the common temperature, for a greater or less period of time, until

the soluble part has been ceded to the liquid ; and is applied in making

tinctures, wines, and some infusions.

Infusion is the solvent action exercised on drugs by water at the

boiling temperature, during the time occupied in cooling, or for a

specific time. The solution so obtained is called an infusion. The

process is varied as to the time being longer or shorter in reference

to the ready extractibility of the principles sought to be dissolved.

The process should be performed in close vessels, and when small

quantities are required, thin glass bottles form an excellent recep-

tacle, as they may be corked, and are easily shaken at intervals.

—

W. P.]

Fig. 252 represents a very good form of infusion pot, which has

been introduced by Mr. Squire, of Oxford Street. It is constructed

on the principle originally suggested by Mr. Alsop, which consists in

retaining the solid substances to be infused in the upper part of the

vessel, instead of allowing them to subside to the bottom. Mr. Alsop

observed that when infusions were made in the latter, which is the

usual way, the water in contact with the solid ingredients became

saturated, or highly charged with soluble matter, and thus formed a

dense stratum at the bottom, which had little tendency to diffuse

Fig. 252.

SqoiRE's Infusion Pot.

itself into the less saturated liquid above,

and thus prevented complete extraction

by cutting off the contact of the upper

stratum of the liquid with the substance ^="'°'' °^ ^lsop-s infusion muo.

to be acted upon. Mr. Alsop proposed having a perforated diaphragm,

as at 5, Fig. 253, one-third way from the top of the pot, on which to
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place the solid ingredients. For this, Mr. Squire has substituted the

perforated dish B, or D, fig. 252, which answers the twofold purpose

of supporting the solid substances in the upper part of the liquid, and

of straining the infusion, when it has stood long enough, by merely

lifting this out. The angles within and without the pot are rounded

oflF, whenever this is practicable, so that the vessel may be the more

easily kept clean.

[Water is the only menstruum used in making infusions, though

alcohol is sometimes added to them to give them permanency, as in the

compound infusion of gentian, of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia. •

Digestion difiers from maceration only in the temperature employed,

it being constant during the operation, and may extend from 100° to

200° Fahr. Substances of close impenetrable texture are thus treated

before being boiled or displaced, and all the pharmaceutic menstrua

excepting wine are subjects of this process. Starch is digested with

solution of malt at the temperature of 150° Fahr., in making dextrine,

in order that the diastase, which would be rendered inert by ebullition,

Fig. 254. Fig. 255.

»
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sity of returning 'the distilled portion from time to time. MM. Ber-

thamot and Carriol have suggested an arrangement consisting of a

wide-mouthed flask, surmounted by a glass vessel containing a worm of

the same material, which communicates with the flask. The worm is

surrounded with cold water, and as the vapour of ether rises, it is con-

densed, and runs back into the flask. M. Soubeiran has simplified this

by attaching the tube of a small condensing worm, of lead or tin, to

a common flask by means of a tube passing through a cork, as at h,

fig. 255, and Mohr has invented a yet more simple arrangement,

which consists of a glass tube, T, fig. 254, passing through a tin cylin-

der A, which is kept filled with cool water by the small funnel tube.

The glass tube enters the mouth of the digesting flask through a cork.

In denarcotizing opium, or morphia, these arrangements are very ap-

propriate and economical.

Decoction is the solvent action of fluids at their boiling temperature,

and is continued for a longer or shorter time as the case may demand.

The heat is constant for each liquid, but is varied by the quantity of

matter dissolved, and its nature, when the process is conducted in open

vessels. When the boiling takes place under pressure, as in Papin's

digester, or that of Chevreul, the temperature rises with the pressure.

By taking advantage of this fact, the solvent power of water may be

greatly increased, by subjecting substances to its action in close vessels

under strong pressui'e. The gelatin of bones is most effectually

extracted by this method. Chevreul's digester is a close cylindrical

boiler, with a safety valve in the cover, which is pressed on by a spiral

steel spring, that is capable of resisting a specified pressure, and when

the force of the steam overcomes this resistance, it raises the valve

and escapes. The spring is surrounded by a metallic chamber, from

which a tube extends to a condensing apparatus.

The term decoction is rarely applied to any but aqueous solutions of

vegetable or animal matter, obtained by boiling in Avater. Owing to

the injurious effect exercised on many organic principles by exposing

them to the combined action of heat and air, in the process of decoc-

tion, this method of solution is not as much esteemed as formerly,

when organic chemistry was little understood. It is applicable when

the substances sought to be extracted, are only soluble at the tempe-

rature of ebullition, as starch, some forms of mucilage, inulin, lichenin,

&c., or where the fixed ingredients only of a compound are desired, to

the exclusion of the volatile. It is a quick method of extraction, and

may be resorted to in many instances where time is an object.

The only method remaining to be described is

The Displacement Process.—This was introduced into pharmaceuti-
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cal operations about the year 1833, by the MM, Boullay of Paris, who

derived their idea from the filter-press of Count Real, to be noticed

hereafter. They assumed as the basis of their process the following

theory. When a vegetable powder (placed in a cylindrical vessel

with a porous diaphragm below) is treated from above with a liquid

capable of dissolving a portion of its substance, that portion of the

liquid first in contact, in passing downward, exercises its solvent power

on the successive strata of the powder, until it becomes saturated, and

is pushed down by the combined force of its own gravity and that of

the column of fluid above it, minus the capillary force with which the

powder tends to retain it. If the quantity of liquid added is not more

than sufficient to satisfy the capillarity of the powder, no solution will

pass out below, but by carefully adding more menstruum above, it dis-

places that absorbed, without mixing with it, and takes its place, to be

in turn displaced by a further addition. This process has been intro-

duced into the French Codex, and the United States and Edinburgh

Pharmacopoeias, in many of their processes, and its merits will be dis-

cussed in the application of the methods of extraction, to the prepara-

tion of extracts, tinctures, and syrups.—W. P.]

ON THE PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS FOR EXTRACTS AND SYRUPS,

AND ON TINCTURES, WINES, VINEGARS, SYRUPS, ETC.

The preparation of extracts has occupied much of the attention of

practical pharmaceutists, and many propositions have, from time to

time, been made, with the view of improving the process.

Extracts are frequently distinguished as aqueous, alcoholic, or ethe-

real, according as one or other of the liquids indicated by these names

has been used in their preparation ; for not only the character of the

extract, but the process also, depends upon the nature of the liquid

used for extraction.

Improvements in the preparation of extracts must have reference

either to the quality of the products, or to the economy of the process

;

and a correct knoAvledge of all that relates to these points is essential

in determining which is the best of the many methods of proceeding

which have been suggested.

[That part of their preparation which is efiected by evaporation will

be treated of more extendedly in the following chapter, whilst the

methods of obtaining solutions for them will be here explained.—W. P.]

Solutions for Aqueous Extracts.—Berzelius, in his work on che-

mistry, has entered very fidly into theoretical questions relating to the

nature and preparation of extracts. He has shown that they undergo
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important changes, and ultimately are completely spoiled, if long ex-

posed to the action of heat, and especially a high temperature. Great

care, therefore, ought to be taken, to avoid this source of deterioration.

There are three ways of preparing aqueous extracts, or rather, of

making the solutions from which they are prepared :—1st, By boiling

the solid ingredients with water ; 2dly, By digesting them in boiling

water ; and, 3dly, By macerating them in cold water.

Extraction by boiling, can only be applied with advantage to hard

woods, roots, and barks, such as guaiacum-wood, quassia, Peruvian

bark, cascarilla bark, &c., which are with difficulty exhausted of their

soluble parts. The substance to be operated upon is first to be cut or

sliced, and then boiled with just enough water to cover it, and admit

of its being well stirred Avith a spatula. It is better to avoid active

ebullition, and induce only a gentle simmering, which should be con-

tinued for a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes. [There is an advan-

tage gained in operating with considerable quantities of ingredients,

by permitting them to macerate in cold water for 10 or 12 hours be-

fore raising the temperature to ebullition, so that the tissues may be

thoroughly impregnated and swollen.—W. P.] The decoction is then

poured into a strainer and allowed to drain ; and the solid ingredients

are twice more treated in the same way with fresh portions of water.

These several decoctions are mixed together, allowed to settle, and

then the clear liquor evaporated over the water-bath.

It should be observed, however, that, in making extract of Peruvian

bark, the sediment which forms in the decoction as it cools is not to

be separated and rejected.

In evaporating the liquor, a small quantity only should be introduced

into the pan at a time ; and when this has been evaporated, with the

constant use of the stirrer, to the consistence of syrup, it should be

taken out and the process repeated on another portion, until the whole

has been thus reduced. Finally, these syrupy liquors, being united,

are to be carefully evaporated to the consistence of an extract.

Formerly all aqueous extracts were directed to be made from de-

coctions of the solid ingredients. In process of time, however, it was

ascertained, by experiment, that in most cases it was more advanta-

geous to effect the extraction by means of infusion than by decoction.

Thus, for instance, well-authenticated experiments have shown that

16 oz. Had. Patientise gave, by decoction 3ij 3vj Extract.

'i << " by infusion giij
"

" Rad. Gentianse " by 12 hours' cold maceration 3v 5ij 9
ij

''

(' <« " by 12 hours' hot infusion 3v 3j
"

a <' <' by 15 minutes decoction 3iv Svj 9ij
"
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The extract obtained by infusion, and especially that by cold macera-

tion, was more bright, clear, smooth, bitter, and odorous than that

obtained by decoction.

16 oz. Ead. Consolidae

thered in March

org,-
j

'^ \ gave by infusion gij 3vij gr. 1, Extract.

" " by cold maceration giij 3iij gr. xxxviij '

Rad. Rhei " by infusion 3^ 5 •

j

Clearext'ct,so-

( luble in water.

S

Turbid, slimy,

extract, partly

I insoluble.

On the other hand.

16. oz. Cort. Cinchonse gave by decoction 3iv gr. Ixxxvij Extract.
" •" " by infusion 3iij gr. Ixviij

''

Besides, the extract of bark obtained by decoction is much richer in

alkaloids, and is of a different character from that obtained by mace-

ration or infusion. Guaiacum-wood also yields more extract by boil-

ing than by infusing, and the extract so obtained has a more balsamic

odour.

16 oz. Rad. Rhataniae gave, by decoction, giij ovj gr. xxij extract, which con-

sisted of

—

3xiij gr. viij soluble matter.

3xviij gr. xiv insoluble matter.

16 oz. Rad. Rhataniae gave, by infusion, giij 5ivgr. iij extract, which consisted of

—

Sxviij gr. viij soluble matter.

Six gr. 1 insoluble matter.

Thus, in case of rhatany, although more extract was obtained by de-

coction than by infusion, yet that obtained by the latter process con-

tained the largest quantity of soluble matter.

The French Codex of 1839 contains a formula for extract of rhatany

made with alcohol ; but the extract thus made contains a very large

quantity of insoluble matter. A quantity of the root that yielded 70

parts of aqueous extract, gave 120 parts of extract when treated Avith

alcohol ; but of this latter only 51 parts were soluble in water.

It appears, then, from these experiments, that in most cases the

process by infusion yields extracts better in quality, and greater in

quantity, than those obtained by decoction.

It remains to be considered what is the best method of proceeding

in the preparation of extracts by infusion.

In order to use the smallest possible quantity of the extracting me-
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dium, it is desirable to effect a rapid removal of the liquid as it be-

comes charged with the soluble matter of the substances operated

upon ; and there are three ways in which this is effected :—1st, By

the press ; 2dly, By displacement with high pressure ; and, 3dly, By

displacement with low pressure.

First, with regard to the press. The substances after having been

infused are usually put into bags or wrapped in cloth, and put into

one of the laboratory presses. This operation is very troublesome

where there are large quantities of materials to be operated upon

;

and, as repeated additions of boiling water are required, this makes

the substance to be pressed so hot, that much inconvenience is expe-

Fig. 256.

MoHR's Press tor Extractions.

rienced in handling it. On this account, a particular press for ex-

tracts has been introduced, and I have already described and sketched
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one of these in the "Annals of Pharmacy," vol. xxxi. page 303. Fig.

256 gives a correct representation of it.

In the stout oaken top («) of a low table or stool, two square holes

are cut, to receive the ends of the upright pieces of wood 6, b, which

pass through to be fastened below by Avedges. A cross-beam (c) is

fixed at the top, as shown in the drawing, and in this a female screw

is cut, beneath which the press-tub stands. This press-tub is double,

the inner one being perforated with holes. It is also furnished with a

stop-cock [e). The substance to be operated upon being put into this

tub, the water, either hot or cold, is poured over it ; the press-block

(?i) is then placed on the top, and the ingredients are thus allowed to

stand during the specified time,' at the expiration of which the liquor

is allowed to run ofi" through the stop-cock, and pressure applied by

means of the screw. This method of proceeding has been found to

answer well. The liquor thus obtained is to be evaporated as already

described.

The Displacement Process.—The removal of a saturated solution

from the solid ingredients which have been acted upon, by means of a

superincumbent column of the uncharged solvent, was a fruitful idea,

which caused much stir among pharmaceutists, and has been produc-

tive of benefit to the pharmaceutic art.

When Count Real invented the press which has been named after

him, the idea of efi"ecting a more complete penetration of the vege-

table fibres, %nd extraction of the soluble parts, than had previously

been attained, appears to have prevailed in his mind, over that of

merely displacing the solution when formed. This he proposed efi*ect-

ing by the pressure exercised by a column of water, increased by

elongation to the extent required. In practice, however, it has been

found that but little advantage was gained by the accumulated pressure

acquired in Real's press ; and successive attempts at simplification

have resulted in the reduction of the gigantic forms and expensive

construction of the original apparatus, Avith all its philosophic glory,

to the dimensions of a sugar-loaf mould, or small tin cylinder.

The Press of Count Peal.—Real's press consists of a metallic

cylinder, in which the substance to be acted on is placed on a per-

forated disc. It has a cover which may be fixed on with a water-

tight joint, and to the cover is attached a perpendicular tube, usually

eight or ten feet high. In connecting these parts together, it has

been found difficult to prevent leakage at the joints, especially Avhen

the tube is carried, as it sometimes has been, to the height of two or

three stories of the buikling; and this has constituted one of the
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practical objections to the use of tlie apparatus. In addition to this,

the method generally adopted, of fastening the cover to the cylinder

by means of screws, was found to be troublesome, as much time was

occupied in fixing and unfixing it, and some of the screws were fre-

quently lost. To obviate these objections, I have proposed a modifi-

cation in the construction of the press, which is represented in fig.

257. Upon a stout table (a) two upright bars are fixed, the upper

ends terminating in screws. These are connected by a cross-bar, c,

which is fixed on by two nuts, such as. the bookbinders have to their

presses. In the centre of the cross-bar a female screw is cut, through

Fig. 257.

CocNT Real's Press, modified by Mobr.

which the vertical pipe is to pass. There is also a hole in the centre

of the table, through which the lower end of the cylinder, which has

a stop-cock attached to it, passes, as shown in fig. 258. The top of

the cylinder fits on with a collar, and a leather or pasteboard washer,
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Fig. 258. Fig. 259.

and tliese are closely compressed by the cross-bar, -whicli is screwed

tightly down by the nuts. The whole apparatus is thus rendered

water-tight, and at the same time firmly fixed to its stand by means
of the two nuts at the top.

The perpendicular tube is screwed into the top through the hole

in the cross-bar. The tube should not be less than seven lines in

diameter.

The substances to be acted upon are placed in the cylinder, over

the perforated strainer, in a dry or

moist state, with certain precautions

which will be subsequently stated ; and

the cover being fitted on, and the pres-

sure-pipe fixed in its place, water is

poui-ed in through the funnel at the top,

so that the ingredients in the cylinder

shall be exposed to the pressure of a

column of water. After standing for

some hours, the liquor is slowly drawn

off through the stop-cock at the bottom,

while fresh water is added from above.

The principal objection to this appa-

ratus is that the liquid passes too rapidly

through the solid ingredients, in conse-

quence of the pressure exercised by the

column of liquid in the tube.

"With a few additions, the apparatus

above described may be rendered applicable for use as a mechanical

press. For this purpose, a cylindrical strainer (fig. 259) must be

made to fit into the cylinder of the press, and to stand on the per-

forated disc at the bottom. The materials are placed inside this, and

a small press-block (fig. 260) put over them. The cover of the press

and the vertical pipe are dispensed with, and, in place of the latter, a

screw with a lever-handle at the upper end is passed through the hole

in the cross-bar, which, as already stated, has a female screw cut in

it, and this screw, acting on the press-block, effects the required

pressure.

This application of the apparatus is very convenient in operating

Tfith spirit, as it admits of the extraction and the expression being

effected in the same vessel, and thus the loss from evaporation and

otherwise, that would occui* in transferring the materials to another

vessel, is avoided.

Real's Press, modified by Mohr.
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Tlie objections which attach to the use of Real's press, have led to

the adoption of a more simple method of effecting displacement, in

which high pressm-e is avoided. Indeed, the process of displacement

bj low pressure may be said to have entirely superseded the other.

The Real's press may be reduced to a low pressure displacement

apparatus, as a slipper would be made out of an old boot, by removing

all the upper portions.

The outer cylinder of the RBal's press, placed on a suitable stand,

is all that is required for a displacement apparatus.

The method of manipulating with this apparatus, so as to obtain

satisfactory results, is not, however, so simple and easy as might be

imagined ; and the French pharmaceutists have accordingly been

occupied for years in classifying the different vegetable substances

according to the treatment they severally require in submitting them

to this process.

The process of displacement consists in pouring the liquid to be used

over the solid ingredients, previously reduced to a state of division,

and confined in a cylinder of greater length than diameter, and thus

causing the liquid to pass through many layers of the solid body, until

it becomes charged with the soluble matter, which it extracts and

carries away with it.

The advantage of this process is said to consist in its effecting the

exhaustion of the solid substances acted upon, of their soluble matter,

with a smaller quantity of liquid than would be required under other

circumstances. This is said to be accomplished in consequence of

each particle of liquid coming successively in contact with a great

number of particles of solid matter, while at the same time the latter

particles are also successively acted upon by a great number of par-

ticles of the liquid.

If, as is assumed in the above theory, there were no obstacle to the

equal penetration, in all parts, of the mass of solid matter, and of the

separate particles of which it is composed, by the liquid, and, further,

if there were no disposition in the different parts of the liquid, to in-

termingle with each other, the process would, indeed, accomplish all

that could be desired. In practice, however, such satisfactory results

are but rarely obtained. It is found that the fluid does not pass with

the same facility through the pieces of solid matter as it does through

the interstices between these pieces ; that it frequently flows more

freely through one part of the mass than another, in consequence of

unequal packing of the materials, or from some other cause ; and.
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further, that, however well the materials may have been packed in

the first instance, as the solvent extracts the soluble parts, the re-

maining solid matter occupies less space ; and the mass, shrinking

from this cause, forms a number of channels through Avhich the fluid

flows without further effect. Yet, notwithstanding these disadvan-

tages, there are some cases in which the process of displacement is

found to be available with much advantage.

In the application of this process, an essential condition of success

is the reduction of the solid substances to the proper state of division.

The opinion which has been formed by many persons, that certain

substances of a mucilaginous nature are impenetrable, and cannot be

exhausted by displacement, has probably been formed in consequence

of a want of proper attention to the above condition. There are, I

believe, few substances that do not admit of being treated by this

process, if all the necessary conditions be observed.

Leaves, herbs, or the tops of plants, when properly dried and made

friable, may be rubbed through a sieve of about 10 meshes to the

square inch, or they may be cut up and then passed through the sieve.

Barks, roots, and all kinds of wood, are properly cut up, or bruised

in a mortar or mill, and finally sifted, the coarse powder only being

used, while the fine is set aside for some other purpose.

Mucilaginous substances should be less finely comminuted than those

of a more woody nature.

It would be difficult to describe the degree of division necessary

for each separate substance ; this must be left to the judgment and ex-

perience of the operator. It would be equally difficult to decide how

much of the solid substance ought to be put into the cylinder at once,

as this depends on the nature of the substance.

There are two methods of proceeding in the treatment of vegetable

powders by displacement ; one consists in packing the dry substance

in the apparatus, and pouring the liquid over it until it begins to run

out at the bottom, when the moistened mass is allowed to stand for

some time with the stop-cock shut ofi" before the displacement is com-

menced ; the other consists in moistening the powder in a separate

vessel, allowing it to stand for some time, and then packing it in the

cylinder of the apparatus.

The former of these methods ofi"ers no advantage over the other, while

it is frequently found that the powder does not become completely mois-

tened when thus treated, and hence that one of the principal objects of

maceration is frustrated. It also occurs, frequently, that, when the
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powder is moistened in the cylinder of the apparatus, it swells on the

addition of the liquid, and thus becomes so tightly packed as to resist

the further passage of the liquid. This inconvenience is principally

experienced when water is used as the extracting agent.

A dry sponge imbibes water but sluggishly ; while, on the other

hand, a moistened and expressed one absorbs it greedily : so, in like

manner, a dry powder offers some resistance to the entrance of water

;

while in a moistened powder, the absorption is promoted through the

influence of capillary attraction. The resistance offered by the dry

powder arises partly from the formation of an impenetrable coating

on the surface, by the swelling of the first particles that are wetted,

and partly by the pressure of air between the particles of the powder,

which has not sufficient means of escape.

[Though as a general rule, with aqueous liquids, it is better to resort

to previous maceration in a separate vessel with a sufficient quantity

of water to thoroughly saturate the substance treated, yet there are

instances where a decided advantage arises from immediate displace-

ment of the dry or slightly moistened powder. In the preparation of

solutions for extracts, where the substances do not swell too much, or

are not mucilaginous, as rhatany root, the first portion of liquid that

passes is highly charged with the most valuable part of the soluble

matter. This should always be evaporated separately from the more

dilute portions, and admixed with them at the close of the process.

—

W. P.]

The best method of effecting the moistening of the dry substances

is that which was originally suggested by Count Real, and which con-

sists in adding to the powder half its volume of water, allowing the

mixture to stand for some hours, then packing it more or less closely

in the cylinder of the apparatus, covering it with a piece of linen or

with paper pierced with holes, and finally pouring water over it.

Should the liquor run off too rapidly, the powder should be pressed a

little closer in the cylinder, or the escape of the liquid be regulated by

means of the stop-cock.

Soubeiran has made a classification of substances, according to the

pressure they require to be submitted to when treated with water by

displacement, which is as follows

:

To be strongly pressed :

—

Chamomile flowers, Hops,

Arnica flowers. Quassia wood.

17
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To be pretty strongly pressed :

—
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Fig. 261.

Complicated or expensive forms of apparatus are not required for

conducting this process, and this certainly constitutes a recommenda-

tion to it. In the absence of a metallic cylinder, a sugar-loaf mould,

such as is represented in fig. 261, may be conveniently used. These

moulds are conical earthenware vessels, with a small opening at the

apex. They are used for crystallizing the loaves of sugar, and may

be obtained from the sugar-refiners where they are constantly in use,

from the' stone-ware manufacturers who make them, or from any com-

mon potter who would make them to order. As obtained from the

last-named source, however, they would not be so strong as those

made for the sugar-refiners. Two or more of these vessels are fixed

in a table, as shown in fig.

261. In using them, the

liquor obtained by treat-

ing the solid ingredients

in one mould is added to

a fresh portion of the same

ingredients in the next

mould, and so on until the

liquor becomes highly im-

pregnated. In this way,

when there are large quan-

tities of materials to be

operated upon, very strong

solutions are obtained,

which, in proportion to

their concentration, re-

quire less evporation in

reducing them to the con-

dition of extracts, and thus

one of the most fruitful Displacement Apparatus.

sources of deterioration in these preparations is avoided.

[An apparatus has been patented by C. A. Smith, of Cincinnati, in

using which the processes of infusion and displacement are combined.

It possesses some decided advantages in the preparation of solutions

for certain aqueous extracts, when an abundant supply of steam is at

command.

This apparatus, fig. 262, consists of a displacement cylinder, A,

with a diaphragm at its base ; B is a refrigerator surrounding the dis-

placer, and which is kept supplied with cold water by the pipe and

funnel G ; C is a boiler in which the steam is generated for small ope-
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rations ; D, a tinned leaden tube, connecting the boiler with the dis-

placer ; and E the source of heat.

Smith's Displacement Apparatus.

In using this displacement machine, the ingredients are placed in

the cylinder unmoistened, their state of division being regulated by

the same rules as are observed in ordinary displacement ; the top is

then luted on with linseed-meal mucilage, spread on a strip of cloth,

and a current of steam passed in until it commences to escape freely

below, by which time the ingredients will be saturated and swollen.

The refrigerator is now filled with water, and the process proceeded

with until the fluid that passes is but slightly charged with soluble

matter. The displacer should be of smaller proportional diameter

than is seen in the figure, or there should be an inner cylinder filled

with cold water, because the central column of the ingredients is apt

to be less acted upon than the portions adjacent to the condensing

surface. Very concentrated solutions may be obtained by this instru-

ment. The first runnings from uva ursi leaves yielded 25 per cent, of

extract by evaporation. Senna is extracted readily by it, and indeed

all the mucilaginous substances not proper for cold displacement. It

does not apply to rhatany, or any substance containing matter soluble

in boiling water, which it is desirable to avoid, as starch and apothegm.

Various other suggestions have been made with a view to facilitating

the extraction of substances by watery displacement. Payen proposed
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that air should be forced into the space above the ingredients, the top

of the displacer fitting air-tight ; and Zenneck modified Count Real's

idea, so as to press on a short column of liquid above the ingredients

with a piston, operated on by a loaded lever ; but the idea of Beral is

perhaps the most eligible of these suggestions. Beral's displacer is

constructed precisely on the principle of the vacuum filter, fig. 195,

the displacer fitting air-tight into a reservoir beneath, from which the

air is exhausted by a small exhausting pump attached. Its action is

obvious : the surface of the fluid in the displacer is pressed on by the

atmosphere, in proportion to the state of exhaustion of the reservoir.

Geiger strongly recommends this apparatus, and Soubeiran views it

more favourably than either of the other suggestions. Their expen-

siveness, however, more than counterbalances the advantages that are

derivable from their employment. Every pharmaceutist should gain

a knowledge, by experience, of the relations of each important drug

to the several menstrua, in the process of displacement, and he will

then find more uniform success, than by depending solely on sugges-

tions derived from authorities.—W. P.]

Let us now consider the question, which of the two processes de-

scribed, that of expression, or that of displacement, affords the most

satisfactory results ?

According to my view and experience, the advantage is on the side

of the process of expression.

The process of displacement offers advantages only when continued

uninterruptedly with large quantities of the same materials, so that

solutions which are comparatively weak may be rendered stronger by

using them to act on fresh portions of unexhausted materials. In

pharmaceutical operations this is rarely possible, as the quantities

operated upon are generally small. The influence produced by the

extent of the operations will afford an explanation of the diff*erence in

the results which have been obtained in the application of this process

in large and in small laboratories. The process of expression is not

subject to this defect, the results being alike with small as with large

quantities.

In the displacement process the solutions first obtained are the most

concentrated, but they soon decrease in strength, and continue for

some time to get weaker, although still sufficiently strong to prevent

their being rejected ; and if there be no more substance to be acted

upon by these weak solutions, there is no alternative but to concen-

trate them by evaporation. In the process of expression, the liquor

obtained is of the same degree of concentration throughout the opera-
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tion. It is true that the marc still retains a small quantity of liquor

similar to that which has been expressed, but this may in a great mea-

sure be removed by the addition of a little more water, and a second

expression. Substances which are with much difficulty treated by dis-

placement, such as rhubarb, gentian, nutgalls, &c., present no difficul-

ties in the process of expression ; indeed, this is frequently resorted

to as the readiest means of finishing the operation after beginning it

by the other. Expression is advantageous, in many cases, from its

tending to burst the fibres, which in their unbroken state retain por-

tions of soluble matter, or of solution, which is not otherwise easily

removed.

Moreover, with regard to the time required for conducting either

process, the press again has the advantage. By the application of

heat, the extractionmay be accelerated, and the expression then effected

as soon as deemed expedient. In the case of ordinary displacement,

no further heat can be applied ; and with substances of a mucilaginous

nature the percolation is so slow, that the ingredients frequently be-

come mouldy and spoil before the process is finished. Sometimes the

percolation stops altogether, and in these cases there is no other

remedy than resorting to the press.

Finally, I conclude, from these several \aews of the question, that

the process of expression, with properly constructed apparatus, is pre-

ferable to that of displacement.

Alcoholic and Ethereal Solutions for Extracts and Tinc-

tures.—Alcohol and ether swell out the fibres of plants to a much

less degree than water does, and therefore the process of displacement

may generally be conducted with these liquids without any difficulty.

Indeed, it is more frequently found that the menstruum flows too

rapidly, by the formation of channels. Vegetable powders should

therefore be reduced to a finer state of division, and compressed more

closely in the C3dinder, when intended to be acted on by alcohol or

ether, than would be the case when water is used.

In the preparation of solutions for aqueous extracts, it is an object

of some importance to effect the exhaustion with as small a quantity

of liquid as possible, partly with the view of preventing decomposition

resulting from a protracted evaporation, and partly from motives of

economy in the use of fuel. But, when alcohol or ether is used, the

only consideration will be the economy of the menstruum, on account

of its expense.

If the relative merits of the two processes, already adverted to,

namely, those of expression and displacement, be compared, in refer-
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ence to the preparation of alcoholic and ethereal solutions, the advan-

tage in economy will be found to be on the side of expression.

The common mode of proceeding is, to digest the substance with

spirit in a retort or alembic, and then to place the mixture, when

completely cold, on a straining-cloth, and, after allowing as much of

the liquor as will do so spontaneously to run through, to press the re-

mainder strongly with the hands.

This very simple process has the disadvantage of involving a rather

considerable loss of spirit, and a still greater loss if the menstruum be

ether. In the latter case the loss may amount to nearly three-fourths

the quantity used, if the process be on the small scale.

It is a great improvement, in conducting this process, to effect the

extraction and expression in the same vessel, in the manner already

described under the head of "Real's Press," and illustrated by figs.

257, 258, 259, and 260. The access of air, which occasions so serious

a loss of spirit or ether, is thus avoided.

If the substance to be acted upon be in the form of powder, it should

be placed in the cylinder of the press in a bag of loose texture. The

fluid, as it runs through, should not be collected in an open vessel,

such as a dish, but should flow at once into a bottle.

Notwithstanding these precautions, however, considerable loss is

sustained in preparing ethereal extracts, in consequence of the great

volatility of this liquid ; and when only small quantities are operated

upon, the loss from spontaneous evaporation and absorption by the

bag is so great, as to render it scarcely worth the trouble to recover

the remainder by distillation.

I have recently constructed an apparatus, consisting of a perfectly

close vessel, for effecting extraction with small quantities of ether, and

for recovering the ether by distillation.

Figs. 263, 264, and 265 represent this apparatus, which consists of

a two-necked Woulf 's bottle, (fig. 263, p,) into the central mouth of

which the metallic vessel (R, fig. 264) is fitted by means of a cork.

The vessel R consists of a metallic cylinder (a, figs. 263 and 264),

having a perforated strainer (k) near the bottom, and terminating

with a funnel-neck, to admit of its being fitted into the Woulf 's bottle.

This cylinder is surrounded by a second cylinder (b), the space between

them being intended to contain either hot or cold water. Into the top

of the inner cylinder (a) a slightly conical vessel (c) is made to fit air-

tight, as shown in the drawing. This vessel (c) is intended to be

used as a. condensing apparatus, and for this purpose it is filled with

cold water. From the second or lateral opening of the Woulf 's bottle, a
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Fig. 263. Fig. 26 1.

ApPARAXrjS FOK MAKING ETHEREAL TlNCTURES.

Fig. 265.

glass or tin tube (d) is carried to the upper part of the cylinder a,

where it is inserted, as shown in iBg. 265.

The cold water in the vessel c is renewed

through the pipe e, which conducts it to the

bottom, while the warm water runs off from

the top through the pipe /. Hot or cold

water is renewed to the space between the

two cylinders (R), by the tube-funnel h, and

the water from this space overflows into g,

and is carried off together with that from /.

The tube h is inserted through a perforated cork at i, so that, by turn-

ing the tube downwards, the water from the space between the cylin-

ders can be thus allowed to run off.

The method of operating with this apparatus will now be easily un-

derstood. The substance, in coarse powder, is placed upon the per-

forated strainer in the space marked R, (fig. 264,) over a piece of
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flannel, cut to the size of the strainei^ Ether is now poured over the

substance to be operated upon, and allowed to percolate through it

and run into the Woulf 's bottle. The tube d is fixed in its place, and

cold water is introduced into the space between the cylinders a and J,

and into the vessel c. The bottle is now immersed in hot water, so as

to cause the ether which has run into it to boil ; and the vapour pass-

ing through the tube d into the upper part of the vessel R, is con-

densed there by the action of the surrounding cold water, and again

passes in the liquid state through the substance to be exhausted.

This circulation of the ether may be continued, without loss, until the

solid substance is completely exhausted, which will be indicated by the

ether dropping into the bottle colourless.

The extraction is in this way efiected very rapidly. The following

results were obtained from the treatment of eight ounces of worm-seed

with ether. The worm-seed, in coarse powder, was put into the cy-

linder at R, and eight ounces of ether poured over it. The ether was

nearly all absorbed by the powder, and scarcely anything passed into

the bottle below : four ounces more of ether was therefore added,

when a strongly-coloured solution passed. Heat was now applied, so

as to boil and evaporate the ether, and in a few minutes afterwards a

deep green liquor began to drop from the cylinder. As the heat was

continued and increased, the returning liquor increased in quantity,

so as to run in a stream, until the perfect exhaustion of the worm-seed

was indicated by the return of colourless ether. The apparatus was

now taken out of the warm water, and allowed to cool. The cold

water was in the next place removed from the space between the cy-

linders a and 5, by turning down the tube h, and the water was also

emptied out of the condenser [c). The tube d was removed, the neck

of the bottle into which this had been inserted being at the same time

closed with a cork ; while from the opening into the cylinder, where

the other end of the tube d had been inserted, a tube was fixed con-

necting it with a Liebig's condenser. Hot water was now poured

through the funnel and tube li into the space between the cylinders,

which, heating and vaporising the ether with which the powder was

saturated, caused it to distil over through the condenser. This being

completed, the vessel R and its appendages was removed from the

Woulf 's bottle, and a tube made to connect the mouth of the bottle

with the Liebig's condenser ; when hot water being again applied

to the bottle, the ether distilled off, until a syrupy liquor was left,

which was finally evaporated to the consistence of butter in a porce-

lain dish.
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The eight ounces of worm-seed was thus completely exhausted in

an hour and a half, with twelve ounces of ether, of which nine ounces

was again recovered by distillation, and the resulting extract weighed

ten drachms. AVith greater care in the condensation of the ether, I

think another ounce might have been recovered.

This apparatus may also be applied in the process of extraction

with spirit; but in this case it is necessary to apply more heat, by

using a solution of chloride of calcium or a sand-bath.

If the principle of this apparatus were carried out on the large

scale, and a metallic vessel employed instead of the glass bottle, the

exhaustion of sabadilla-seeds, and even of bark, for the preparation

of the alkaloids, might, no doubt, be accomplished with the smallest

possible loss of alcohol.

In making Tinctures the principal objects to be aimed at are

—

1. To effect the solution of those parts of the solid ingredients used

which are intended to be administered.

2. To obtain transparent solutions, which, when made at different

periods, shall not vary in strength or composition.

3. To effect the above objects with the smallest possible loss of in-

gredients, or expenditure of time.

Three different processes have been adopted for the preparation of

tinctures :

—

1. The process by maceration as directed in the London Pharma-

copoeia.

2. The process by maceration as modified by Dr. Burton.

3. The process by percolation or displacement.

Preparation of Tinctures by ^laceration as directed in the London

Pharmaeopceia.—This is a very simple process : it consists in putting

the solid and liquid ingredients, together, into a stoppered glass-

vessel ; allowing them to stand, generally for fourteen days, frequently

shaking them during this time ; and, lastly, straining off the solution.

This is the method which, formerly, was always adopted for the pre-

paration of tinctures. It has been thought, however, to be subject to

some objections, and hence the introduction of other processes. When
dry solid ingredients, either animal or vegetable, are macerated in

spirit or other similar menstrua, as is the case in this process, the

liquid immediately in contact with the solid matter at the bottom of

the macerating vessel forms a saturated solution, which, being more

dense than the liquid above it, prevents the contact and solvent action

of the latter. It is on this account that the vessel is directed to be

frequently shaken during the maceration ; but when large vessels are
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employed, agitation is not easily effected, and, under any circum-

stances, the repetition of this very necessary part of the process is

liable to be neglected.

Preparation of Tinctures hy Maceration as modified hy Dr. Burton.

—This process has been proposed with the view of obviating the objec-

tions which apply to the process of maceration as usually conducted.

It differs from the preceding in the adoption of an arrangement for

suspending the solid ingredients near the top of the liquid, instead of

allowing them to subside to the bottom. This is effected, either by

having a perforated diaphragm midway between the top and bottom of

the macerating vessel, on which the ingredients are put, or by enclosing

the ingredients in a bag and suspending this bag by a string.

The advantages of this method of conducting the process as com-

pared with the other are, that there is no necessity for shaking the

vessel, and that the exhaustion of the ingredients is effected in a

shorter time. The process is automatic : when the spirit begins to

act on the solid, a coloured tincture will be seen to gravitate through

the colourless and lighter spirit by Avhich it is surrounded, the latter,

at the same time, ascending and coming into contact with the solid

matter. A descendins; and ascending current is thus established

throughout the fluid, and continues until no more soluble matter is

extracted.

This process is founded on the same principle as Mr. Alsop's method

of making infusions, and a vessel, somewhat similar in construction

to the infusion-pot described at page 245, might be used for effecting

the maceration in the way proposed. It would be necessary, however,

to have means for preventing evaporation of the spirit during the

process, and this with a cylindrical vessel, the mouth of which is not

contracted, involves some difiBculty, and constitutes probably the

greatest impediment to the general adoption of the process.

In making tinctures by maceration, according to either of the fore-

going processes, it is important to attend uniformly to the instructions

given, with regard to the time during which the ingredients are

allowed to macerate. It is, however, sometimes difficult strictly to

observe these instructions, especially where small quantities only are

made at a time.

The number of tinctures employed in medicine is so great, and

their consumption necessarily so unequal, that scarcely a week will

elapse without its being found necessary to commence the preparation

of some of them. There will, generally, therefore, be several tinc-

tures macerating at the same time, which have been commenced at
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different periods, and it is difficult to recollect or attend to the precise

time when the maceration in each case ought to terminate. The con-

sequence of this is, that tinctures are often macerated for a much

longer time than the Pharmacopoeia directs. This is a common

source of error in operating hy this process, for the characters and

properties of a tincture which has been allowed to remain for a long

time in contact with the solid ingredients will often be found to differ

considerably from what they would have been if the process had been

terminated earlier.

Again: it often happens that the necessity for commencing the

preparation of a tincture is only discovered when the stock on hand

is nearly or entirely exhausted, and the tincture may perhaps be

wanted for use before the maceration has continued for the proper

length of time, so that there is a strong temptation to use it in its

unfinished state. This is another evil resulting from the length of

time occupied in the process of maceration. Moreover, when small

quantities of tincture are made at a time, it is difficult to press the

dregs completely, so as to avoid considerable loss of the product from

this cause. Hence many persons allow the dregs to accumulate in

the macerating vessel, making several fresh portions of tincture in

contact with the dregs of previous preparations, until enough has

accumulated to admit of their being efficiently pressed. This method

of operating is subject, in an increased degree, to the objection which

has already been urged against prolongation of the process of macera-

tion beyond the specified time. Thus the process for the preparation

of tinctures by maceration is subject to some practical objections or

difficulties. These are frequently experienced; and it was at one time

thought that an easy means of obviating them had been discovered in

the adoption of the process next to be described.

Preparation of Tinctures hy the process of Percolation or Displace-

onent.—This process is of comparatively recent introduction as a

means of preparing medicines, although it has long been employed in

the arts. It is sometimes called lixiviation, and under this designa-

tion it is especially applied to the solution of certain salts, as, for in-

stance, in the preparation of soap-makers' ley. It is, of course,

merely employed in those cases where only a part of the solid ingre-

dients to which a liquid is added is soluble.

In making caustic leys for the soap-maker, it is important to re-

cover all the alkali in solution from the mixture of lime and potash or

soda, without using an undue quantity of water. This is done by

allowing the solution first formed to run off from the solid residue, so
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much only remaining as is absorbed by tlie mass of moist carbonate

of lime. This latter portion of solution is next removed by pouring

some water over tbe surface of the wet mass, and allowing the liquid

to run off through an opening at the bottom of the vessel in which

the process is conducted. Under these circumstances, the alkaline

solution is displaced by the pressure of the column of water above it,

and this displacement may be effected without any appreciable ad-

mixture of the two liquids, so that the whole of the alkaline solution

is obtained without its being diluted to any sensible extent.

The same process is applied in a somewhat similar manner in brew-

ing, with the view of obtaining as large a proportion as possible of

saccharine matter from the grain in a concentrated state ; and in this

case the process is sometimes called sparging. In both the above in-

stances water is used as the menstruum, and the process is usually

conducted continuously with repeated quantities of fresh ingredients

under circumstances which greatly favour its successful application.

The results have proved satisfactory.

In making tinctures by this process spirit is used as the menstruum,

and the circumstances under which the process is conducted are less

favourable than in the other cases mentioned, to its complete success.

The results, therefore, have proved but partially satisfactory. There

are some cases, however, in which displacement may be advantageously

applied in the preparation of tinctures ; it is mentioned in the Edin-

burgh Pharmacopoeia as one of the means which the pharmaceutist is

allowed to adopt in making most of the tinctures for which formulae

are given in that work, and for some of them it is recommended as

the best process.

Several forms of apparatus have been adopted by different operators

for performing this process. Some of these have been already noticed

at pages 253, 254, and 259. In its essential parts the apparatus

always consists of a cylindrical or conical vessel into which the solid

and liquid ingredients are put, and a receiver for collecting the pro-

duct. Fig. 266 represents the most simple form of the apparatus

adapted for the preparation of tinctures. A, is a glass adapter, which

is selected of suitable size. The lower extremity of this is partially

stopped with a cork cut as represented in fig. 267. A layer of

coarsely pounded glass is put over the cork, and above this a layer of

clean sand, thus forming a strainer for arresting the passage of the

solid particles of the materials to be operated upon. The end of the

adapter is fitted, by means of a perforated cork, into the mouth of

a bottle. A glass tube, one end of which is drawn to a capillary
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opening, is also fixed in the cork as shown at C, so as to allow the air

to escape out of the bottle as the liquid drops in. The solid ingre-

dients to be operated upon, previously reduced to powder, are placed

Fig. 269.

Gilbertson's Displacement
Apparatds.

Displacement Apparatus.

in the vessel A, above the sand, as shown at D, and the spirit is

poured over the surface of these, and allowed to percolate through.

A piece of bladder may be tied over the mouth of the vessel at A, to

prevent the evaporation of spirit, but a few pin-holes must be made in

the bladder, to admit of the ingress of air as the liquid passes into

the receiver below.

The neck of a broken retort, cut as represented by fig. 268, may be

substituted for the adapter ; in fact, any cylindrical or conical vessel

of convenient size might be used, provided that a suitable strainer can

be fixed to the lower extremity, and efficient means adopted for pre-

venting the loss of spirit by evaporation.

But, of all the several kinds of apparatus which have been suggested,
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I have found none so generally convenient and efficient as that repre-

sented at fig. 269. This form of apparatus was contrived by Mr.

Gilbertson, of Ludgate Hill, by whom it is sold. It consists of a

conical vessel (A), with a water-joint rim at the top, into which the

cover E fits. A tube (D) is ground to fit into the opening in the

bottom, and over the end of this tube is placed a conical tube (C), the

lower end of which has several notches cut in it, so that the liquid can

pass under it when placed as shown in the drawing. The lower extre-

mity of the vessel A is ground to fit into the mouth of the receiver (B).

In using the apparatus, the cover (E) is removed, and some dry,

clean sand is poured into the vessel A, so as to form a layer (F) at

the bottom. Over this the solid ingredients to be operated upon (G)

are carefully packed, and a layer of sand (H) is placed over these.

The spirit (I) is then poured over the surface of the sand, care being

taken not to disturb the ingredients below. The best method of

guarding against the disturbance of the dry ingredients, on pouring

the spirit in, is to place a flat cork (K) on the sand, and to direct the

stream of liquid on to the cork, which will float on the surface of the

liquid when introduced ; the force of the current will be thus broken,

and the operator enabled to pour in the whole quantity of spirit re-

quired, without afiecting the position of the solid ingredients. The

cover is then to be put on, and a little water poured into the groove,

so as to render the joint air-tight. The spirit will percolate slowly

through the difierent strata of dry ingredients until it reaches the

bottom, then, passing under the tube C, it will ultimately drop down,

through the tube D, into the receiver, while, at the same time, an

equal volume of air passes up through the tubes to supply its place in

the upper vessel, and equalise the pressure. Thus arranged, the

apparatus is perfectly air-tight, so that no loss from evaporation can

occur, however long the process may be in operation. The form and

size of the apparatus, also, are such as to admit of the solid ingre-

dients being properly packed in the vessel A, upon the skilful per-

formance of which the success of the process principally depends. In

most cases it is desirable to use these ingredients in fine powder, and,

in some instances, they may be advantageously mixed with coarse

sand, which, by separating the particles, will facilitate the percolation

of the liquid. If the ingredients be properly packed, the spirit, when

first added, will be slowly absorbed by the powder, and will descend

equally on every side, forming a line round the circumference of the

vessel, which will gradually pass downwards until the tincture begins

to flow through the tube D. Some experience and judgment are re-
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quired in regulating the degree of pressure to be applied in packing

the powders, or, if necessary, mixing them with sand, so as to insure

a regular and continued percolation ; and, as differences in the nature

of the substances operated upon, the degree of comminution to which

they have been subjected, and the form and size of the apparatus em-

ployed, so far influence the results as to occasion the necessity for

some modifications in the method of operating, no precise instructions

can be given that would be applicable to all cases.

[Fig. 270 represents a displacer on the principle of Gilbertson's.

A is an ordinary tin displacer, except that the rim e is soldered around

the mouth, in such a manner as to form a water-joint when the rim of

the cover, d, is placed in it. a is a perforated diaphragm ; e a tin

Fig. 271. Fig. 272. Fig. 273.

Displacer for
Volatile Liquids.

Glass Displacer. Glass Displacer. CoNTINCOUS
Displacement,

tube open below and above ; this is soldered to the lower diaphragm,

through which it passes, whilst the upper diaphragm slips over it

loosely. In using this displacer, the ingredients are introduced around

the tube to a suitable height, the upper diaphragm put in its place,

the menstruum poured on, the joint half filled with water, and the lid

inserted. The atmosphere of the bottle B, communicates with that of

A, through the tube e.
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Excellent displacers for small operations are made Tvitli ordinary

glass lamp chimneys, figs. 271 and 272, by tying a piece of muslin,

previously moistened, over their smaller ends, and inserting them in

wide-mouthed bottles, as «, fig. 271, or through pieces of tin or card,

as b, fig. 272, in which cases they can be placed on any wide-mouthed

vessel. One great advantage of these glass displacers is, that the

operator can assure himself of the proper stratification of the powder,

or moist mass.

When several operations are proceeding at the same time, and the

attention of the operator is much occupied, it frequently happens that

the process stops for want of a further addition of menstruum. In

this case, the arrangement for continuous displacement, fig. 273, may
be advantageously resorted to. A small mouthed bottle filled with the

menstruum will answer instead of the flask. The action is obvious :

as the liquid in the displacer descends below the mouth of the inverted

flask, the fluid in the latter passes out, and preserves the level of that

in the displacer.—W. P.]

The process answers remarkably well for extracting the whole of

the soluble matter from ginger, Cayenne pepper, cantharides, ipeca-

cuanha, and other substances, from which occasionally concentrated

tinctures are required to be made. There is probably no case in which

the result is more satisfactory than in the preparation of Esseyice of

Ginger. The ginger should be used in fine powder ; indeed, in all

cases in which substances such as those above named are operated

upon, I consider it essential to the complete success of the process

that they should be in a state of minute division. The powder being

introduced into the displacement apparatus, and carefully packed with

a slight pressure, so that there shall be no open spaces or channels

through which the liquid can pass more freely than through other

parts, the layer of sand is placed over the surface of it, and, by means
of the cork float, a portion of spirit, rather more than equal in weio-ht

to the ginger used, is introduced. The absorption of the spirit will

immediately commence, and if the line indicating the division between

the part of the powder which is wetted by the spirit and that which
remains dry form a pretty uniform circle round the cylinder, and pro-

gress downward uninterruptedly as the absorption proceeds ; and,

further, if this descent of the spirit through the ginger take place at

the rate of about an inch in five minutes, it may be inferred that the

powder has been well packed, and equally compressed in all parts.

The quantity of spirit mentioned Avill be just that which the ginger

and the sand will be capable of absorbing, without any, or more than

18
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a fevr drops, passing into the receiver. When the absorption is

finished, the apparatus shouhl be allowed to stand without further ad-

dition of spirit for an hour or two, so that complete penetration of the

particles of ginger, and solution of all the soluble parts, by the spirit,

may take place. At the conclusion of this maceration, the displace-

ment of the tincture is to be effected, by carefully pouring another

portion of spirit, equal to that previously absorbed by the solid ingre-

dients, into the upper part of the cylinder, using the cork float as

before, so as to prevent any disturbance of the moist ingredients below.

The liquid, which was previously retained in contact Avith the particles

of solid matter by the force of capillary attraction, is now forced

downwards by the pressure of the column of liquid above ; it will

begin, therefore, to flow through the tube D, into the receiver B, and,

if all the conditions mentioned have been properly observed, this dis-

placement of the saturated tincture by the superincumbent spirit will

take place without the occurrence of more than a very slight admixture

of the two liquids. The progress of this part of the process will be

indicated by a line showing where the two liquids join, the liquid above

this line being nearly pure spirit, while that below it is a dark-coloured

tincture. When this line has reached the bottom of the cylinder, the

tincture formed by the solvent action of the first portion of spirit on

the ginger will have been displaced, as completely as the process will

admit. It will be found, however, that the displacement is not per-

fect, and this arises principally from the circumstance that the parti-

cles of which the powdered ginger is composed are porous. The spirit

first added fills the pores of each particle, as well as the interstices

between the different particles ; but, as the former are smaller and

more confined than the latter, the second portion of spirit, or displacing

column, passes more freely through the interstices than through the

minute pores of the particles ; and, therefore, while the tincture filling

the interstices is completely, that contained in the pores is but par-

tially displaced. It will be observed, on close examination, during

the process, that the line of demarcation between the two columns of

liquid, to which allusion has already been made, becomes somewhat

less defined and distinct as it approaches the bottom of the cylinder, a

shading in the upper column being perceptible, which is occasioned by

the diffusion and accumulation of the contents of the minute pores in

the displacing liquid. Thus, a part of the tincture first formed will

be mixed with the second portion of spirit added, or that used for the

purpose of displacement, until the minutest pores have at length been

emptied of their original contents. In order to recover the whole of
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the soluble matter, therefore, it will be necessary to displace at least

a part of the second portion of spirit ; but the tincture thus procured

will be much weaker than the preceding.

In operating in this way, nearly the whole of the active and soluble

constituents of the ginger are obtained in solution in the first portion

of tincture displaced, and, by continuing the process until a quantity

of tincture rather less than double the Aveight of the ginger has passed

into the receiver, the solid residue will be so completely exhausted as

not to retain the slightest taste or smell.

But although a very concentrated solution is thus obtained, and the

whole of the soluble matter is recovered, the process would not be an

economical one if the spirit used for displacing the tincture were not

recoverable. The displacement of this spirit by means of water is,

therefore, the next step in the process. This is done by pouring water

over the surface of the solid residue, in the same manner as the spirit

was previously added. Pure spirit will in the first instance flow into

the receiver as the column of water descends ; but long before the

whole of the spirit present has been thus recovered, it will be found to

have an admixture of water with it, which will progressively increase

in quantity. In fact, the displacement of spirit by water is less com-

plete than that of a tincture by spirit. In the latter case, as already

stated, the porosity of the solid ingredients presents the principal im-

pediment to the attainment of a perfect result ; but in the former

case, in addition to this, there are two other causes of obstruction.

These are, first, the tendency to combination which exists between

spirit and water ; and, secondly, the tendency to change places, which

the water and spirit will have under the circumstances of their position,

in consequence of the greater specific gravity of the former. The

whole of the spirit may, however, be recovered, partly in its original

state of concentration, and partly diluted to a greater or less extent

with water. This unavoidable dilution of the spirit during its recovery

is a great defect in the process of displacement, for it generally hap-

pens that the recovered spirit is too much contaminated by the solid

ingredients to admit of its being used for other purposes without being

purified by distillation, and in its diluted state it cannot even be em-

ployed in repeating the process for the same tincture.

The preparation o^ Essence of Ginger^ in the manner here described,

afibrds a good illustration of the application of the process of displace-

ment under favourable circumstances. The substance acted on may
be used, as it ought to be, in the state of fine powder ; this powder

readily gives up the whole of its soluble constituents to spirit ; when
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moistened with spirit, it forms a mass through which percolation takes

place with facility ; and the extraction of the soluble parts does not

cause much contraction of the volume of the solid matter. In cases

where these conditions are not so well fulfilled, the application of the

process will be less satisfactory, or some modifications of the process

will be required. If the substance to be acted upon cannot be used

in the state of fine powder, the interstices between the particles will

necessarily be larger and more unequal, the pores and vessels contained

within the particles will be more closed and confined, and the disparity

between the size of the interstices and that of the pores and vessels

will be greater ; so that the liquid once absorbed into these pores and

vessels will be removed with greater difficulty, while that occupying

the interstices will flow with increased facility. If the soluble con-

stituents are not easily extracted by the solvent employed, as is the

case in treating ergot of rye with spirit, perfect exhaustion of the solid

ingredients may not be effected in the time usually occupied by this

process.

If the solid ingredients, when moistened with spirit, form a tenacious

mass, the liquid will sometimes not percolate through this, or will per-

colate very slowly, so that it becomes necessary to mix the ingredients

with coarse sand or pounded glass, to separate the particles and faci-

litate percolation.

Moreover, if the extraction of the soluble parts causes much con-

traction of the volume of the solid matter, it will be difficult, if not

impossible, to prevent the formation of fissures through which the per-

colating liquid will almost exclusively run. In this case, an admixtui'e

of sand will lessen the evil.

The process, however, modified according to circumstances, may be

applied, with greater or less advantage, in the preparation of most of

the tinctures used in medicine, as stated by the authors of the " Edin-

burgh Pharmacopoeia."

[The preparation of the resinous tinctures, as those of myrrh and

guaiacum, is best effected by reducing those substances to pretty fine

powder, and mixing them with an equal bulk of sand. It is requisite

that the resinous powder should be equally diffused through the sand,

otherwise the alcohol will pass, with unequal rapidity, through different

portions of the mass. They should be carefully mixed in a dish, or

on paper, and then introduced into the displacer with a spoon or cap-

sule. If the mixture of sand and resin is emptied into the displacer

in a stream, the superior gravity of the sand will separate it, to a cer-

tain extent, from the lighter resin.
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Spirit varnislies may readily be made in this way.—W. P.]

In re^dewing the several advantages and disadvai\tages which attach

respectively to the two processes which are recognised in the British

Pharmacopoeias, namely, the ijrocess of maceration, and the process of
displacement, it would appear, on the one hand, that the objections

to the process of maceration apply more strongly to its adoption

on the small, than on the large scale ; and, on the other hand, that

the process of displacement is less applicable to operations on the

large, than on the small scale.

When tinctures are made in large quantities, percolation is never

likely to supersede maceration, on account of any practical advantages

it may possess. If the prescribed directions be duly attended to, the

process of maceration is unexceptionable. This process is more simple

than the other ; the mode of operating is more uniform,—it is, in fact,

always the same ; it requires less of skill and dexterity in conducting

it ; it requires less constant attention during its progress, which, in

operating on large quantities, is a consideration; and, finally, the

apparatus required is less complicated.

When only small quantities of tincture are made at a time, and
kept in stock, the adoption of the process of displacement will often

be found convenient and advantageous. It offers the means of makinsr

a tincture in two or three hours, which by the other process would re-

quire as many weeks. The process being thus completed in so short

a time, for the quantity contemplated might be made at one operation,

it would not be so likely as the other to experience neglect during the

performance of it, or a deviation from the prescribed instructions ; the

product would therefore be more uniform. Finally, in many cases,

the tincture and spirit may be removed from the dregs more com-

pletely, in operating on small quantities, by this process, than by the

other.

Even in those establishments where tinctures are generally made
by maceration, the process of displacement will be found useful as a

resort in cases of emergency, and for the preparation of some parti-

cular tinctures.

[In preparing formulas for tinctures, by whatever process, one of

the most important points is to know what strength of alcohol is most

appropriate for individual cases. This question was so well appreciated

by the Society of Pharmacy at Paris, that they offered their prize

of 1000 francs for its solution, which was gained by M. Personne. In

the Codex most of the tinctures are saturated, whilst in the United

States and British formulae the alcoholic menstruum is in great excess
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in most of them. The importance of attention to the point in view is

exemplified in the recipe for tincture of jalap in the U. S. P. M. Per-

sonne has shown that five parts of alcohol, containing 80 per cent, of

absolute alcohol, was necessary to extract, and hold in solution, the

resinous matter of one part of jalap ; whilst the formulae alluded to

directs hut four parts of alcohol, containing only 42 per cent. ; hence

nearly half the resin must be left in the refuse dregs.

Tinctures are very liable to vary in medicinal strength. As the

quantity of material is arbitrary, it follows that any variation in the

activity of the drug will influence the tincture. If it were possible

to know the precise strength of each specimen of a drug, allowance

could be made for deficient strength, by increasing the quantity. As
this is impossible in the majority of instances, the only remedy is a

conscientious endeavour to get, and use, the best drugs for this pur-

pose. Another cause of variableness, when good drugs are used, is

neglect of garbling, or the separation of accidental impurities or inert

parts. The leaf-stalks of digitalis and tobacco, and the stalks of

aconite and belladonna, may be instanced.

Tinctures, although the most stable of vegetable solutions, gradually

undergo changes by age, light, and exposure. Some, like tincture of

myrrh, are bleached, others grow darker; some deposit insoluble matter,

as the tinctures of cinchona, sanguinaria, &c., whilst astringent tinc-

tures of the kino class, lose their astringency and gelatinize, a change

due to the action of the air. The exact degree of injury induced by

these influences, would form an interesting subject for investigation if

patiently followed by chemical and therapeutical experiments.

Preserved Juices, or Alcoolatures.—M. Beral, some years

since, proposed a class of tinctures of narcotic plants, in which the

water of veo-etation of recent juices acted as the water of dilution of

the alcohol. There are two ways of proceeding—one by adding al-

cohol to the bruised plants, macerating and expressing ;—the other is

to express the juice, and add sufiicicnt alcohol to it to preserve it.

'

The latter is the plan of Mr. Squire, of London, who, under the name

of preserved juices, introduced these tinctures to the attention of Eng-

lish pharmaceutists. The juice, obtained at the time most favourable

for the development of the virtues of the plants, is mixed with half its

weight of alcohol, and after a time filtered. Wormwood, taraxacum,

and the narcotic plants, are thus treated. The advantage proposed

to be gained by these preparations is, that the active constituents of

the plants are unchanged by the process of drying. Owing to the

variable proportion of water in the juices of the same plant, at difier-
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ent times, they are liable to vary in strength from this cause. Mr. Red-

wood found that the juice of lactuca sativa had the sp. gr. I'OSl in the

evening, and 1-026 the following morning.

Medicated Wines are tinctures in which the menstruum is wine.

The variety called white wines are preferable for these preparations,

as they contain about 20 per cent, of alcohol. Madeira, sherry, and

Teneriffe, are the wines usually employed. AVines are made by ma-

ceration, and displacement. It has been objected to the application

of the displacement process to these liquids, that the wine cannot be

displaced by water without partial mixture. This objection is not

valid, as, after the proportion of wine has been used, a little more can

be added, followed by weak alcohol.

In making the wines of ergot and ipecacuanha, their powders should

be mixed with an equal bulk of sand, and displaced without maceration.

In the case of wine of colchicum root, the operation should be preceded

by a maceration of seven days.

Medicated wines are not so permanent as tinctures, and those of

ipecacuanha and colchicum root are especially liable to deposit in-

soluble matter by standing, a change which is facilitated by exposure

to light.

Medicated Vinegars are solutions of the soluble matter of plants

in distilled vinegar, or diluted acetic acid. The advantages of acetic

acid as a menstruum are, its solvent power, and its antiseptic quality.

Distilled vinegar is the form of acid prescribed by the United States

Pharmacopoeia, and it should possess such strength that a fluid ounce

will require thirty-five grains of bicarbonate of potassa to saturate it.

In plants containing alkaloids, as colchicum, it probably facilitates the

solution of those principles by forming soluble salts. It is usual to

add one-thirtieth of alcohol, but it would be more philosophical to add

that quantity of strong acetic acid. The medicated vinegars are pro-

perly made by displacement, especially those of squill and colchicum.

They are not so permanent as tinctures, and should be kept in the

dark.

Oily Solutions.—The fixed and volatile oils are used as menstrua

for extracting plants, and dissolving principles, with a view, generally,

to their use as external applications. In European pharmacy, bella-

donna, hyoscyamus, conium, stramonium, and other narcotics, are

treated by mixing the bruised recent plants with olive oil, and heating

them until all the water of vegetation has evaporated, and the oil has

dissolved sufficient of the chlorophylle of the leaves to acquire a

green colour. The ointments of mezereum, stramonium, and tobacco,
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of the U. S. Pliarmaco^ioeia, arc made in this manner, lard being sub-

stituted for the oil. Cantliarides, mezereum, and eupliorbium, are

thus treated to make stimulant and rubefacient liniments. Phos-

phorus and camphor are also dissolved in oil.

Saccharine Solutions—Syrups.—In placing medicated syrups

under the head of saccharine solutions, it is because the basis of them

is a definite compound of sugar and water, which may be looked

upon as a vehicle for the administration and preservation of certain

medicines, just as wine or vinegar perform the' same part,—though it

should be distinctly understood that the syrup does not act as a sol-

vent ; the sugar being added after the medication- of the aqueous

liquid. The design of the sugar, therefore, is to preserve vegetable

solutions and juices from spoiling, to avoid the stimulating effect of

alcohol in permanent liquid preparations, and in certain cases to pro-

tect chemical solutions from oxidation.

All liquids capable of dissolving more than their weight of sugar,

will admit of being made into syrups. These are water, the distilled

waters, emulsions, and gummy solutions, aqueous solutions of extracts,

cold and hot infusions, decoctions, juices, vinegars, hydro-alcoholic

tinctures deprived of alcohol by evaporation, and finally, wines.

Preparation of Simple Syrup.—The pharmaceutists of conti-

nental Europe are accustomed to prepare simple syrup in large

quantities, from impure sugars, and subsequently use it for medicated

syrups ; but the low price of the purest sugar, in the United States,

supersedes the necessity for this species of economy, and enables us

to leave the purification of the crude material to the sugar refiners.

There are three methods of making simple syrup, depending on the

quality of the sugar from which it is made. First, by dissolving pure

sugar in half its weight of water, by agitation without heat, or with

a gentle heat, which is the process of the Pharmacopoeia. It is some-

times rendered absolutely colourless, by agitation with one-twentieth

of its weight of animal carbon in distinct grains, and strained. In

the second process, the syrup is made from second quality loaf sugar,

by clarification with albumen. Twenty pounds of sugar, eleven pints

of water, and the albumen of one egg, are employed. The albumen

is dissolved in the water ; ten pints of the solution is poured over the

sugar, in a suitable kettle, and placed on the fire, stirred occasionally

till the sugar is entirely dissolved, and then heated rapidly to ebulli-

tion. The coagulated albumen is then removed by skimming, the

syrup again made to boil, and the remaining pint of albuminous water
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Fig. 274.

thrown in at intervals, until, on examining the solution, it consists of

a transparent liquid with well-defined flocculi floating through it.

The density of the syrup is then ascertained with the saccharometer,

fig. 46, by filling the test-cup, fig. 274, and placing the

instrument in it, when it should mark 30° at the boil-

ing temperature. If it does not reach this point, con-

tinue the ebullition a few minutes ; if above it, add a

little water. The vessel is then removed from the

fire, and its contents strained through the conical

bag of cotton or woollen flannel before described,

(fig. 191.) Simple syrup thus prepared, always has

a yellowish colour, but is perfectly transparent. saccharometer cup.

The straining of syrups is an important feature in their manufacture.

The several media and modes of constructing filters and strainers from

them, have been treated of under the head of Filtration. The large

operations of the sugar refinery are best conducted Avith Taylor's

plaited tubular filter, described at page 192. Whatever form, whether

this or the conical bag, or simply a square cloth, be adopted, the under

surface of the filter should be enclosed in a suitable space or vessel, to

prevent evaporation, and the consequent clogging of the filtering sur-

face.

It sometimes happens that very small

quantities of syrups are to be strained. A
very convenient and economical way of doing

it, is to gather up the edges of a circular

piece of Canton flannel, or other suitable mate-

rial, moistened with water, and tie it securely

around the neck of a funnel, in such a man-

ner as to form a small globular bag, as at

fig. 275. The syrup to be strained is then

poured into the funnel, the height of the

column of fluid causing it to pass rapidly

through the tissue. The bag should be en-

closed in the receiving vessel, to prevent eva-

poration from its surface.

The third process for simple syrup applies to the more common
kinds of imported sugars, as Brazil, Havana, &c., and involves the

operations of clarification and decoloration.. There are two methods.

In the first, sixty pounds of the sugar, thirty-five pints of water, the

albumen of four eggs, and four pounds of washed animal charcoal,

Fig. 275.
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may be taken. The albumen is dissolved in tlie water ; the sugar, the

charcoal, and twenty-four pints of the albuminous water, are placed

on the fire, and stirred constantly until the sugar is dissolved, and

then boiled to coagulate the albumen, which, in assuming the solid

State, entangles the carbon, and renders the syrup comparatively clear.

After skimming, the remaining water is added at intervals, boiling

after each addition, until the syrup is transparent, and marks 30°

of the saccharometer, when it is strained. In the second method, the

syrup of impure sugar is clarified by albumen, and passed whilst hot

through Dumont's charcoal filter, or the apparatus fig. 227, when the

quantity is small. The charcoal used for syrup should be washed

with a little muriatic acid, to deprive it of the sulphurets of calcium

and iron, which sometimes communicate a disagreeable taste to the

syrup.

Medicated Syrups.—The chief difi'erence between the preparation

of simple syrup and the medicinal syrups is, that in the former, the

vehicle, water, is always at hand, whilst in the latter, the medicated

liquid often requires a complex and tedious process, before it is ready

for the sugar. Most of them are composed of water holding in solu-

tion solid matter, the result of treating drugs by maceration, infusion,

decoction, or displacement. Some by evaporation of tinctures, as

syrup of sarsaparilla, of ipecacuanha, and of poppies. The means of

obtaining these liquids have been fully noticed in speaking of the

methods of solution.

The process of dissolving the sugar in these solutions, varies with

their nature ; some require the sugar to be in coarse powder, and

shaken with the fluid until dissolved, as in the syrups of wild cherry

bark, valerian, and orange-flower water. In some a moderate heat, of

150° Fahr., is employed, so that albumen may not be coagulated, as in

the almond syrup ; or volatile principles not be dissipated, as in the

syrup of chamomile or roses ; but most of them admit of being

heated to ebullition. In making light-coloured syrups, the darkening

influence of continued heat on sugar should be avoided as much as

possible.

Medicinal syrups are sometimes made by dissolving active medicines

in simple syrup, as the salts of quinia and morphia, hydrocyanic acid,

sulphuric ether, &c.

In making syrups from aromatic tinctures, as those of ginger,

balsam tolu, orange peel, &c., the sugar should be reduced to a coarse

powder, the tincture poured over, and mixed with it, and the sugar
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thus impregnated spread out on paper in a warm place, until the

alcohol evaporates. The dry aromatized sugar is then mixed with

half its weight of water, and made into syrup with a moderate heat, in

a covered vessel, and strained. This method is far preferable to mixing

the tinctures with the syrup, and evaporating the alcohol by heat.

There is sometimes, however, a decided advantage in evaporating

the alcohol from hydro-alcoholic tinctures after admixtm^e with the

sugar, instead of doing it before, as the sugar retains certain principles

in solution, which would otherwise be precipitated, and besides pre-

serves them from oxidation.

Syrups of Vegetable Juices.—The juices of certain vegetables,

as asparagus and scurvy grass, and of fruits, as strawberries, pine-

apples, lemons, &c., form the basis of a class of syrups. The latter are

largely prepared by American pharmaceutists, for admixture with car-

bonic acid water as a beverage, and as adjuvants to extemporaneous

mixtures.

The fruit for this purpose should be entirely ripe. Strawberries,

raspberries, and those of this kind should be enclosed in flannel or

cotton sacks, without previously bruising, several of which should be

placed in a pile, and submitted to a gradual pressure, that the juice

may run out clear without any vegetable pulp, (as will occur if the

expression is violent,) and continued until the juice is extracted.

It is usual in making these syrups, to take a quart of fruit to a

quart of syrup. After expressing the juice from thirty quarts, it is

measured, and as ^uch water added as will make thirty pints. This

is placed in the syrup kettle with sixty pounds (avoirdupois) of the

purest sugar, and heated, with frequent stirring, until it commences

to boil, when it is removed from the fire, skimmed, and strained.

A more delicately flavoured syrup may be made by dissolving the

sugar in the water, and a part of the juice by heat, then throwing

the remaining juice in the boiling and concentrated syrup, and after

heating it a few minutes, skimming and straining it. Sometimes the

fruit itself is thrown into a boiling, very concentrated solution of

sugar, and after a few minutes' contact the whole poured on a filter.

Thus made, the syrup possesses the aroma and taste in perfection,

but does not keep as well as the preceding.

Pine-apple syrup is made by paring and slicing the ripe fruit,

placing four pounds (avoirdupois) of the slices in alternate layers, with

three pounds of sugar, and allowing them to remain twenty-four hours

in a cool place. It will be found that the sugar has been dissolved
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at tlie expense of the juice of the fruit, the fibrous portion of which

floats on the solution, and should bo removed and expressed. The

residue is then treated with hot water and again expressed, the last

liquid is added to the syrupy juice, and the whole measured. Now
as the space occupied by a pound (avoirdupois) of sugar, when in

solution in water, is just half a jmit, it follows that a pint and a half

must be allowed for the sugar. As the quantity of syrup to be made

from the four pounds of pine-apple is ten pints, five pints of juice

and water together is requisite, and the operator will therefore add

water to the syrupy liquid obtained as above till it measures six and a

half pints. The balance of the sugar, viz., seven pounds, is then

added, and dissolved by a heat of 150° Fahr., in a covered vessel, and

strained.

Pine-apple syrup made in this way, retains the delicate flavour of

the fruit, and keeps as well as the boiled syrup, if bottled warm and

carefully sealed.

Syrups intended to be kept, especially fruit syrups, should be

bottled while hot, securely corked and sealed, and after cooling,

should be shaken, that the moisture condensed on the cork may be

mixed with the syrup, and not form a diluted layer at the surface.

A solution of absolutely pure sugar undergoes no change by keeping,

but medicated syrups, and even simple syrup, tend to experience altera-

tion by age, which is generally due to the presence of nitrogenous

matter. If, however, syrups are perfectly transparent, of the concen-

tration of 35° or 36° Baume, and are kept at the temperature of 60°

Fahr., in securely stopped bottles, they rarely undergo change before

they are wanted for use in the ordinary demands of business. There

are, perhaps, some few exceptions,—syrup of gum arable and orgeat,

for instance. Chlorate of potassa, sugar of milk, and ethereal liquids

have the power of preventing fermentation, but it is not always admis-

sible to make such additions. One fluid drachm of Hofiuian's anodyne

per pint of syrup, will efi'ectually check a tendency to fermentation.

Mellites are syrups, in which honey takes the place of the sugar

in ordinary syrups. Most of the honey of commerce requires to be

purified before it is fit for the purposes of pharmacy. That derived

from the West Indies is dark-coloured, and needs clarifying or deco-

lorizing.

Honey may be rendered absolutely colourless by passing it through

the charcoal filter, fig. 227, after having diluted it with half its weight

of water, which is subsequently removed from the honey by gentle
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evaporation ; or the charcoal, with a little chalk to saturate a slight

acidity characteristic of commercial honey, may be heated with the

honey, and before it commences to boil, some albuminous water thrown

in, mixed through the honey, and then the whole carried to ebullition,

skimmed and strained.

Medicated Honeys are prepared by mixing an aqueous or acetic

solution of the medicinal substance with the honey, and evaporating

until it has the sp. gr. 30° B. They are less esteemed than syrups.

—

W. P.]



CHAPTER X.

EVAPOKATION. THE CONCENTRATION OF LIQUIDS. THE PREPARATION

OF EXTRACTS. DESICCATION.

[Vaporization, as applied in pharmacy, has several objects :

1st. When designed to separate a volatile liquid from a solid, with

a view to the solid substance, or one liquid from another, to obtain

the less volatile, it is called evaporation.

2d. When employed to separate a liquid from either a less volatile

liquid or a solid, with a view to the volatilized liquid, the process is

called distillation.

3d. When used to isolate a volatile solid, from either a liquid or

solid that is more fixed, the operation takes the name of sublimation.

Evaporation is extensively resorted to in pharmacy, in the concen-

tration of liquids for syrups or extracts ; to effect the crystallization of

saline and other bodies when in solution ; and to effect the desiccation

of herbs, and parts of plants, precipitates, lozenges, &c. Before

explaining the methods which have been adopted for facilitating eva-

poration, it will be useful to state a few of the laws or rules which

influence it favourably or otherwise.

1st. The quantity of vapour which will form in a given space is

constant for the temperature, and when such space is saturated, evapo-

ration ceases, unless some circumstances concur to remove a portion

of the vapour by condensation ; as where lime, placed under a bell

glass with diluted alcohol, absorbs the aqueous and rejects the alco-

holic vapour.

2d. The rapidity of evaporation is influenced by the state of satu-

ration of the air, being inversely as the quantity of vapour existing

in the air, when the liquid does not boil.

3d. When a homogeneous liquid has arrived at its boiling point, its

temperature remains stationary until the whole of the liquid has

vaporized, provided the atmospheric pressure remains the same. But

if solid matter is in solution, the temperature of the liquid gradually
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rises until tlie point of saturation is attained—a fact illustrated in the

evaporation of solutions of saline matter by boiling.

4tli. The boiling point of liquids is affected also by the cohesion of

the liquid, the depth of the fluid heated, and the nature of the vessel

used. Shallowness favours ebullition by decreasing pressure, and

vessels made of good conducting substances, (as the metals,) with

rough interior surfaces, are better for boiling rapidly than smooth

glass or porcelain ones. The retarding effect of cohesion in the

ebullition of liquids is described in the chapter on Distillation.

5th. In evaporation below the point of ebullition, the temperature,

pressure, and other circumstances being equal, the amount of vapour

formed, is in direct ratio to the extent of surface exposed to the air,

and not to the quantity of the liquid.

6th. In evaporation by boiling, the formation of vapour is in direct

proportion to the surface exposed to the fire, or heating agency, a

fact taken advantage of in the construction of tubular steam boilers

;

and, according to Dr. Ure, every square foot of such surface evaporates

725 grains of water per minute, without relation to the surface exposed

to the air.—W. P.]

Evaporation may be effected :

1. By the direct radiation of heat from a fire upon the bottom of

an uncovered evaporating pan or dish. This is called evaporation

over the naked fire.

2. By the conduction or convection of heat to the pan, through the

medium of water or steam. This is called evaporation by the water-

hath or steam-hath.

3. By the application of heat by either of the foregoing methods,

together with the removal of atmospheric contact and pressure from

the surface of the evaporating liquid. This is called evaporation in

vacuo.

4. By the spontaneous diffusion of the vapour of the liquid into the

atmosphere, assisted by a current of air passing over the surface of

the liquid. This is called spontaneous evaporation.

[^Evaporation over the naked fire is best resorted to when the sub-

stance in solution is not injured by direct heat, and it has chiefly

reference to concentrating saline solutions, for crystallization or to

dryness. In evaporating saline solutions to dryness in capsules by

direct heat, as for instance citrate or carbonate of potassa, it is neces-

sary to stir them constantly, as soon as the liquid begins to thicken,

to prevent the incrustation of the bottom, and the fracture of the

vessel. When pressure steam-heat can be used this is avoided.
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The best evaporating vessels for pliarmaceutical purposes, Avhere

nicety is required, are those of Berlin porcelain. They resist sudden

alternations of temperature better than any other earthen vessels, and

may be had from tAVO ounces to two or three gallons capacity. Eng-

lish and French evaporating dishes are much more readily fractured

by heat, and are often permeable by coloured fluids. AVell-tinned

copper pans are the most generally used for neutral liquids ; they

conduct heat better than any others, and withstand the rough usage

to which such vessels are liable.

For the evaporation of solutions of caustic potash and soda, silver

vessels are to be preferred, and one of this metal or platinum will

always be found useful in the pharmaceutical laboratory.

Cast-iron dishes, lined with enamel, are made for evaporating pur-

poses, and with careful treatment they afford a good substitute for the

Berlin porcelain ; but the different expansibility of the enamel and

iron, soon causes the former to chip off and crack, unless the heat is

applied with care.

Common earthenware vessels may be used on many occasions when

heated by a sand-bath.

Sometimes saline solutions are liable to be injured by dust during

CA^aporation, as those of nitrate of silver and chloride of gold. These

may be concentrated by boiling in flasks, or dishes covered with a

funnel or glass plate.

Further remarks relative to the concentration of saline solutions

will be found under the head of Crystallization.

In the concentration of solutions of vegetable matter, with a view

to using them for syrups or fluid extracts, the same care should be

observed as when these liquids are designed for solid extracts ; and

as a large amount of the evaporation in pharmacy relates to such

liquids, the precautions, directions, and apparatus to be described

for the preparation of extracts Avill be applicable to these.—W. P.]

EVAPORATION OF SOLUTIONS FOR EXTRACTS.

In the preparation of extracts, the quality of the product will

depend less upon the means adopted for extracting the soluble matter

from the vegetable substances operated upon, than upon those by

which the inspissation of the solutions is effected.

An extract, for medicinal use, ought to contain the active consti-

tuents of the substance from which it is made, if possible, in an
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unaltered condition. It should represent tlie infusion, decoction,

tincture, or juice, by tlie evaporation of which it is obtained, in every

respect, excepting the state of concentration of the active ingredients,

and the permanency of their condition.

Extracts are, or ought to be, composed of a number of chemical

constituents, or proximate vegetable principles, educed and not pro-

duced, during the process of preparation. Among these constituents

are, starch, gum, sugar, pectin, albumen, gluten, vegetable acids,

alkaloids and allied bodies, oils, resins, and colouring matters. These

substances are very liable to undergo decomposition or changes of

constitution, especially when exposed to the action of heat and atmo-

spheric air ; and it is with the view of preventing these changes that

different modifications of the process of evaporation in making extracts

have been proposed.

Evaporation over the naked fire, is sometimes resorted to where

rapid concentration is required. Where a large quantity of decoction

or infusion has to be inspissated to the consistence of an extract, it is

not unusual to adopt this method of concentrating the liquor in the

first instance, before resorting to the use of the water-bath. This

indeed is the mode of proceeding which is prescribed by the London

College, in the preparation of many of the extracts ordered in the

Pharmacopoeia. Thus, the extracts of gentian, liquorice, hop, poppy,

sarsaparilla, dandelion, &c., are directed to be made by macerating

the vegetable ingredients in boiling water for twenty-four hours, then

boiling down to one-half, straining the liquor while hot, and finally

evaporating to a proper consistence in the water-bath. In these

cases it must have been intended that the boiling down to one-half

should be performed over the naked fire ; for the liquors could not be

boiled in the water-bath, which is the only other process alluded to in

the Pharmacopoeia for the preparation of extracts.

This method of evaporation, however, is subject to great objections,

although, certainly, these do not apply so strongly in reference to the

first concentration of the liquors, as to the subsequent inspissation of

the extract. Yet, in every stage of the process, evaporation over the

naked fire, with an uncased open pan, is liable, in unskilful hands,

to result in the injury, if not destruction, of the properties of the pro-

duct. It cannot be denied, indeed, that a skilful and experienced

operator will often effect all that can be desired with these means of

evaporation, but with deficiency of judgment, or want of attention and

care, an opposite result would inevitably be attained.

19
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[The rationale of the action of direct heat on a solution of organic

matter, appears to be this. When a concentrated solution obtained

by displacement, for a syrup or extract, is in a state of active ebullition

over a naked fire, the whole inner heated surface of the boiler is

sttfdded momentarily with bubbles of steam. The upper and lateral

surface of each bubble presses against the superincumbent liquid, whilst

its base, composed of a thin stratum of the solution, is in contact vsdth

the heated surface of the boiler for an instant, during which its solid

contents are scorched by the sudden accession of heat. As the bubble

rises, the surrounding fluid rushes into the space vacated by it, and

dissolves the concentrated and scorched matter. The same phenomena

are repeated an infinite number of times, until the whole of the solid

contents of the liquid becomes more or less affected.—W. P.]

In evaporating a liquid over the naked fire, especial attention

should be paid to the condition of the fire, and the position of the pan

in reference to it. The pan ought in no case to be in contact with

the ignited fuel : the heat received by the pan should be that of radia-

tion, not of conduction. There should even be a considerable distance

between the bottom of the pan and the surface of the fii-e, especially

when the extract begins to thicken ; the fire should now, also, be

clear and low, so that an equable and not too intense heat may radi-

ate upwards. Moreover, in operating in this way, it is not desirable

to have a very small quantity of extract in the pan at a time, as in

this case it would be more difiicult to avoid the application of undue

heat.

Evaporation hy the water-bath, or steam-bath, has almost wholly

superseded the process last described, and is the method now gene-

rally adopted in the preparation of extracts. The water-bath and

the steam-bath are here classed together, because they have some

characters in common ; but in the practical application of these two

means for effecting evaporation, it will be found that they differ from

each other in some important particulars.

The water-bath is an arrangement by which the heat of boiling

water is applied to the outer surface of the vessel containing the

evaporating liquid. Thus, a double or jacketed pan, with the inter-

mediate space between the pan and its outer case partly filled with

water, constitutes a water-bath. If this be placed over a fire, the

temperatm-e of the water in the jacket rises to the boiling-point, and

all excess of heat beyond this passes off in the steam, which has free

means of escape. The greatest amount of heat, therefore, applied to

the outer surface of the pan containing the evaporating liquid is 212°
;
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Fig. 276.

and as the metal of which the pan is composed offers some obstruction

to the passage of the heat through it, the liquid within will only attain

to a temperature a few degrees helow the boiling-point. Hence water

cannot be boiled in a water-bath, and the evaporation which takes

place under these circumstances is confined to the surface of the

liquid.

[Fig. 276 represents a wa-

ter-bath constructed of tinned

iron, which may be made at

small cost, and is as convenient

in use as an ordinary pan.

Tinned copper affords a more

permanent vessel. The water

is introduced at a, and its tem-

perature may be raised above

212° Fahr., by causing the

tube h to dip into a glass of

mercury. When the mouth

a is corked, after removal

from the fire, the contents of the evaporator may be poured out, as

from a pan.—W. P.]

In the steam-bath^ the steam is employed under pressure, and con-

sequently at a temperature above 212°. Thus, the temperature will

be 226° Fahr., if the pressure be five pounds to the square inch ; and,

rising with increase of pressure, it will be at about 233° when the

pressure is seven pounds and a half, and 240° when the pressure is

ten pounds to the inch. Now, steam at a pressure of five pounds to

the inch, when applied to the outer surface of the pan, will heat the

liquor contained in the pan to the boiling-point, and therefore a steam-

bath with steam at the lowest of the above temperatures, by main-

taining the evaporating liquor in a state of ebullition, will effect much

more rapid evaporation than the water-bath will.

In the inspissation of extracts, when the process is conducted in

vessels open to the access of atmospheric air, it is important to effect

the required evaporation rapidly, and without the application of a high

temperature. In the water-bath the temperature is lower, but the rate

of evaporation is very much less rapid than it is in the steam-bath.

When evaporation takes place at a temperature below the boiling-point

of the evaporating liquid, as is the case with the water-bath, the rate

of evaporation depends on the extent of surface of the liquid exposed

to the air, on the temperature of the liquid, and on the temperature
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and state of dryness of the air which is in contact with it. The re-

duction of a few degrees in the temperatui'e of the evaporating liquid

below the boiling-point occasions a great diminution in the rate of

evaporation, as will be seen in the following table :

—

Temperature.
' WATER. Rate of Evaporation.

212° 512

180° 256

150° 128

125° ....... 64

100° 32

79° ....... 16

58° 8

38° ....... 4

When evaporation takes place at the boiling-point, and therefore

accompanied with ebullition, as is the case, with the steam-bath, the

rate of evaporation depends, principally, upon the extent of surface

to which the heat is applied.

The more rapid evaporation obtained by the steam-bath, gives to

this method of operating a great advantage over the water-bath ; the

ill effects of the slight increase of temperature being more than com-

pensated for, by the diminution of time during which the extract is

exposed to the combined influences of heat and atmospheric air. It

must be observed, however, that the steam-bath cannot be safely and

advantageously used in the preparation of extracts, if the steam be

under a pressui-e much above five pounds to the inch, and in some

cases it is desirable to have it even less compressed than this. The

temperature of steam under a pressure of ten or twelve pounds to the

inch would materially injure the product, especially in the latter stage

of the process.

The steam-bath offers great facilities for regulating the temperature,

by the admission of more or less steam into the jacket, or, if neces-

sary, by its total exclusion, which may be effected instantly. In this

way the heat is completely under the control of the operator, and a

little skill in the management of the valves, and in manipulation, will

enable him to guard against the injuries resulting from its injudicious

application. When steam under pressure is used, it is not desirable

to operate upon a very small quantity of extract at a time, for the

reason that has already been assigned in treating of evaporation over

the naked fire. It will also be found that a pan that is rather deep

vrill be preferable to one that is very shallow. It is even necessary to
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observe some caution in the use of the rotating stirrer, or agitator,

(fig. 133,) for if there be not much extract in the pan, this, by the

rapid rotation of the agitator, would be spread in a thin stratum over

the surface of the sides of the pan, where the metal is at a higher

temperature, and the heat thus applied, together with the extended

contact with atmospheric air, would cause speedy decomposition of the

vegetable principles present. In preparing the extracts, or inspissated

juices, which have a green colour, from the presence of chlorophylle,

if they be treated in this way, the colour will be almost instantly de-

stroyed.

In making the extracts of henbane, hyoscyamus, aconite, and others

of this description, the practice is frequently adopted, of collecting

the chlorophylle, or green colouring matter, which separates together

with the albumen on first heating the expressed juice, by passing the

liquor through a sieve or other strainer. This is kept excluded as

much as possible from the air and light, until the remaining part

of the juice has been inspissated, and it is then mixed with the extract

to give it the green colour, which is, by many, considered a test of its

good quality. This practice may serve for the deception of those to

whom the extract is sold, but it can answer no good purpose. The

chlorophylle itself possesses no medicinal activity, and its rejection

altogether has been proposed by some pharmaceutists, with a view to

the improvement of the extracts. If, however, it be retained, as

is directed in our pharmacopoeias, it should be subjected to all the

influences to which the other parts of the extract are exposed, so that

it may serve as an indicator of the care and judgment which have

been exercised during the process of evaporation ; for as this substance

is very easily decomposed, and its green colour destroyed, by those

agencies which cause the decomposition of other more active constitu-

ents of the extract, its unaltered condition, if it have remained present

during the whole process, will afibrd good grounds for assuming that

the extract in other respects is uninjured.

Evaporation in vacuo, affords the most perfect means for the pre-

paration of extracts. The sources of deterioration to the product,

which the other methods present, are not found here, if the proper

arrangements be adopted. By enclosing the liquor to be inspissated

in an air-tight still, and removing the air from the interior of the ves-

sel, evaporation is rapidly eifected at a much lower temperature than

that employed in either of the processes hitherto noticed, and without

the possibility of injury from the contact of the atmosphere. The

only obstacle to the general adoption of this method arises from the
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Fig. 277.

Drawn on the sca}e of half
an inch to a foot.

Redwood's Apparatl-s for preparikg Extracts in Vacuo.

A. Pipe for conveying steam to the stearnchainber.

B. Steam-chnmbei for lieatirig the pan.
c. Body of the pan.
p. Aperture for the discharge of the contents of

the pan. This aperture is fitted with a plug,

which is removed on taking out extracts, and
has a stop-cock for the discharge of liquids.

E. "Manhole" for charging the pan, having a
cap which fits on airtight.

r. Neck for conreying the steam from the body of
the pan.

G. Glass tube for indicating the boiling up of the
contents of the pan.

H. Pipe for con veying the waste steam from the
steam-chamber.

I. Perforated copper funnel for supplying a shower
of cold water to the descending steam-pipe and
condensing cylinder.

K. Pipe for conveying water from the cistern un-
derneath the apparatus, to supply the perfo-
rated funnel.

1.. Condensing cylinder, partly immersed in cold

water, for receiving the steam from the pan,
and the condensing water from i.

M. The frame of the air-pump.
N. The barrel of the pump, connected by the pipe

h with the cylinder l, and standing in a cistern
of water,

o. The fly-wheel of the pump,
p, p. Handles of ditto.

Q. Cistern of cold water underneath the floor,

a. Thej-mometer inserted in the pan.
b. Barometer, for indicating the exhaustion ofthe

interior of th^pan.
c. " Proof stick," for taking out small quantities

of the contents of the pan, to observe the
state of inspissation, without destroying the
vacuum.

d. Stop-cock for admitting air into the pan.
e. Valve for letting out the air on the admission

of steam into the steam-chamber.
/. Stop-cock for regulating the supply of condens-

ing water to the perforated funnel.

g. Stopcock for shutting otf the communication
between the pump and the pan.
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great expense of the requisite ap'paratus. Mr. Barry first introduced

the use of the vacuum-pan in the inspissation of extracts ; but the

apparatus and mode of operating Avhich he recommended, and for

which a patent was taken out, has not been found, practically, to be

the best. My attention was directed to this subject some years ago,

and the result of experiments then made has convinced me that the

form of apparatus now so extensively employed by the sugar-refiners

for the concentration of their syrups might be advantageously applied

to the preparation of medicinal extracts. This apparatus consists es-

sentially of an air-tight still, to the receiver or condenser of which a

pump is attached, which is kept in constant action. By this means

the apparatus is first exhausted of the air, and the condensed water

and steam are subsequently pumped out as fast as they collect in the

receiver. The apparatus which I principally employed in my experi-

ments is represented in fig. 277. It was originally made as a model

of a sugar-pan, and is adapted for working about fifteen gallons of

liquor at a time. The drawing, however, diifers in some respects from

the arrangements now generally adopted by the sugar-refiners. The

neck (F) is now usually made much shorter and thicker than the

drawing represents, and the perforated funnel (I) is dispensed with,

the steam itself being pumped into a cistern of water, where it is con-

densed. It would also be desirable to have the steam-chamber (B)

much more capacious than it is here represented.

The liquid to be inspissated is put into the pan at E, and the cap

fitted on. The steam is now admitted into the steam-chamber, and

the air exhausted from the interior of the apparatus by means of the

pump. A vacuum being produced, active ebullition will take place

when the temperature rises to about 120° Fahr. The vapour passes

up the neck (F) and through the descending pipe into the cylinder L.

A jet of cold water is now allowed to run at /, and is dispersed in a

shower by means of the perforated funnel (I), assisting to condense

the steam in its passage into L, from whence it is removed, together

with the condensed steam and any air remaining in the apparatus, by

means of the pump. The pumping is continued until the completion

of the process, and thus a pretty complete vacuum is maintained, and

a rapid evaporation insured.

As the loss of some of the contents of the pan may arise from their

boiling up through the neck (F), and being carried ofi" by the pump, a

glass tube (G) is made to communicate between the pan and the upper

part of the neck, so that when the liquid is seen to rise in this tube,

the pumping is immediately stopped, and, if necessary, air is admitted
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into the pan by tlie stop-cock d, which effectually suppresses the ebul-

lition. No more water should be admitted through the perforated

funnel (I) than is sufficient, with the external application of cold water

to the cylinder, for the condensation of the steam. This is ascertained

from the temperature of the descending steam-pipe and the upper part

of the cylinder. The admission of too much water would tend to de-

stroy the vacuum, by supplying air to the interior of the apparatus.

The steam used for heating the pan ought not to be under a pres-

sure of more than one or two pounds to the inch, and there should be

a plentiful supply of it. The amount of heat carried off during evapo-

ration is precisely the same in this process as it would be if conducted

under the pressure of the atmosphere at a much higher temperature,

for at whatever temperature the vapour of water rises, the sum of its

sensible and latent heat is always the same. Thus,

Water evaporating at 32= has 1180° of latent heat = 1212°

a u 100° '•' 1112° •' = 1212°
u u 212° " 1000° '' = 1212°
" " 300° " 912° " = 1212°

It will therefore be evident, that, in evaporating a liquid, exactly

the same amount of heat is always required, whatever process may be

adopted ; whether it be by boiling under the pressure of the atmo-

sphere, by spontaneous evaporation, or evaporation m vacuo, in each

case the heat required for the vaporization of a given quantity of liquid

will be the same, and this quantity for water will be equal to 1212°,

as the amount of sensible and latent heat. Fig. 278 represents a

similar apparatus, Avhich I have been accustomed to use for experi-

mental purposes : it will serve to illustrate the essential parts of a

.vacuum-pan in its most simple form. A, is a jacketed pan supported

on a cast-iron stand. There is a thick brass flange to the top of this

pan at x x, which is ground to a smooth surface in the same way as

the plate of an air-pump is. The top or head (B) also has a similar

flange, which is ground so as to fit closely on to that of the pan. Be-

tween these two flanges is placed a washer of vulcanized India-ruhher,

which is compressed by four screws, two of which are seen at z z, and

a perfect air-tight union is thus made, which may be disconnected and

re-formed with very little trouble. Before trying the vulcanized India-

ruhher, I found it very difficult to make a sound temporary joint be-

tween the pan and its cover, without using some substance the pre-

sence of which was objectionable. Common India-rubber cannot be

used, on account of the action of the heat upon it, but when vulcanized,
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it is no longer aiFected by the heat to which it has to be subjected, and
in every respect it fulfils all that is desired. The vulcanized India-
rubber is sold in sheets about the sixteenth of an inch in thickness, out

Fig. 278.

Vacuum Apparatus.

of which the washer must be cut in one piece, allowing a little for its

expansion when compressed. Two circular plates of thick glass are
inserted on two opposite sides of the cover of the pan, as shown at 0,
so as to enable the operator to observe the progress of the inspissation
in the pan. The neck is fixed to the head of the pan in such a manner
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that, by means of a groove inside the head, just above the flange,

whatever vapour is condensed in the head is carried off by the neck,

instead of returning to the contents of the pan. The beak of the

neck is attached by an air-tight joint to a condenser (I) ; and the

lower end of the worm of this condenser is inserted into a two-necked

bottle (K), from the other opening of which a tube (L) is carried,

which is attached to a good air-pump. At the top of the head of the

pan there is a brass plate with three openings, through which the

thermometer (F), the barometer or pressure-gauge (G), and the syphon

(H) are inserted by means of perforated corks. The bulb of the ther-

mometer passes to the bottom of the pan, so as to indicate the tem-

perature of the evaporating liquid. The pressure-gauge indicates the

degree of exhaustion of the interior of the apparatus ; and the syphon

serves to supply fresh portions of liquid to the pan, from any vessel

into which the lower end of it is immersed, by opening the stop-cock,

during the progress of the evaporation, without affecting the vacuum.

The liquid to be evaporated being introduced into the pan, and the

joints all made tight, exhaustion is effected by the pump, which com-

municates Avith the receiver (K), the worm of the condenser (I), and

the interior of the pan (A). When the mercury in the pressure-gauge

has been reduced to a column of four or five inches, steam is conveyed

through the pipe D, to the steam-chamber (C), while the water which

collects here from condensation is carried off by the pipe E. The

action of the pump should now be resumed, and continued throughout

the process. The liquid, if aqueous, will commence boiling when

heated to about 120° Fahr., and the evaporation may be actively kept

up at a temperature varying from this point to 140° Fahr., according

to the degree of exhaustion maintained and the state of inspissation of

the extract. The condenser must be continuously supplied with cold

water, which enters through the tube INI at the bottom, while the hot

water passes off from the top through the tube N.

It may be well to observe, that the preparation of extract of sarsa-

parilla by this process is attended with considerable difficulty, in con-

sequence of the tendency of the liquor to froth up, and thus pass over

into the receiver.

Spontaneous evaporation, has within the last few years been very

successfully applied in the preparation of extracts. This process con-

sists in the means for effecting evaporation at the ordinary tempera-

ture of the atmosphere. Practically, however, artificial heat to a cer-

tain extent is generally employed, and the process is still called one

of spontaneous evaporation, if conducted at the temperature of a dry-
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ing-room. The first specimens of extract prepared by this process

were made by exposing the liquid in shallow vessels to the direct rays

of the sun. Extracts of very good quality have been thus made from

the expressed juices of some of our indigenous plants, such as hemlock,

henbane, belladonna, dandelion, &c., by merely exposing them, in

large shallow pans, in the open air, during fine warm summer weather.

But the climate of this country is too uncertain to admit of the general

adoption of this means of inspissation, and numerous contrivances have

therefore been resorted to for promoting evaporation at Ioav tempera-

tures by artificial means.

The evaporation of water and other liquids at temperatures below

their boiling-points is due to the diffusion of their vapours into the

superincumbent atmospliere. All gases and vapours have a tcn<lency

to diffuse themselves into—that is, to become intimately mixed Avith

—

other gases or vapours that they have access to. In the case of water,

it^is found that the extent to Avhich the diifusion of its vapour will take

place in air, is the same as would occur at a like temperature into a

vacuum of the same area. The amount depends on the temperature

of the air or vacuous space. Thus, the quantity of vapour of water

that a given volume of air is capable of holding in diifusion at (30°

Fahr. is double what it would be at 40^.

In eifccting spontaneous evaporation, therefore, the rapidity with

which the process is conducted will depend,—1. On the jjrcin'ons state

of dryness of the air ; for as air can only hold a certain limited

quantity of vapour of water in suspension, whatever it may already

contain will so far limit its power of inducing diffusion; and if it be

already saturated, no further diffusion can take place into it. 2. On
the teynperature of the air ; for the higher the temperature, other cir-

cumstances being equal, the great;er the amount of vapour it is capable

of taking up. 3. On the removal of the superincurnhent air as soon

as diffusion has taken place into it ; for the speed Avith which the

vapour rises is greatly retarded as the air becomes partly saturated.

The most effectual means for promoting spontaneous evaporation

consists in causing a current of Avarm dry air to pass over the surface

of the evaporating licpiid. In fact, an efficient drying-closet, or dry-

ing-room, constitutes the essential part of the re()[uired arrangement

;

but in the preparation of extracts it is much more important to adopt

all practicable means for expediting the process, than it would be in

the ordinary use of a drying-closet for the desiccation of plants or

drugs.
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The principal obstacle to the application of spontaneous evaporation

in the preparation of extracts arises from the difficulty there is in

insuring the speedy evaporation by this means of large quantities of

liquid in all states of the weather. Most of the plans hitherto recom-

mended have been applicable only to operations on the small scale
;

indeed, the process has hitherto been applied principally to the pre-

paration of small quantities of some particular extracts, which are

supposed to be much injured by the application of heat. Some of the

specimens thus prepared, however, have been of very superior quality,

possessing the peculiar flavour and aroma of the plant, I think, in a

higher degree than is usually the case with those prepared by the

vacuum process. It is a question, therefore, deserving careful inves-

tigation, whether it is not possible to construct such a drying-closet

as shall insure the uniform, speedy, and economical evaporation of

large quantities of liquid at the temperature contemplated in this

process.

I have found that a drying-loft at the top of the house, with louver

boarding on two opposite sides of it, admitting a current of air to pass

through, and one of Arnott's stoves fixed in the centre of the room,

to maintain a constant temperature of about 80°, afforded means for

evaporating many gallons of liquid in the course of a day in favourable

weather, if the liquor be exposed in very shallow vessels. When the

weather is unfavourable, however, this arrangement does not answer

well.

Drying-closet.—A good, efficient drying-closet is an important de-

sideratum to the pharmaceutical chemist. Not only is it required for

drying herbs, flowers, &c., so as to fit them for preservation, but in

many operations of the shop and laboratory, and in all those of the

powdering-room, its services are called into requisition.

In constructing a drying-closet, the method of heating it should be

a primary consideration. It ought always to be ready for use, how-

ever trifling the purpose may be for which it is required. It is there-

fore desirable that it should not be heated by a fire appropriated

expressly to that pm-pose, but should borrow heat from some source

where a continual supply is necessarily maintained. The expense of

an exclusive fire would frequently cause the closet to be left inopera-

tive ; or even if put into operation, the fire may be neglected from

forgetfulness, and the closet thus rendered inefficient.

From these considerations, and principally from those of economy,

it has long been attempted to attach the drying-closet to a fire-place
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in constant use, the spare heat of which may be thus appropriated.

It is sometimes attached to the Beindorf apparatus^ but this is not

always found to be a convenient arrangement, at least in the way in

which it is usually effected, which consists in carrying the flue of the

furnace underneath the floor and then through the closet. The heat

thus derived from this furnace is insufficient for the purpose required,

and the method of applying it causes an obstruction to the draught of

the furnace, especially on first lighting the fire.

I have found it a better plan to transfer the drying-closet to the

kitchen, by which means the space it would otherwise occupy in the

laboratory is saved, and the use of a constant and powerful fire is ob-

tained, without additional expense or exclusive attention.

The closet is heated by means of a box, made of tin-plate or sheet-

iron (fig. 279), which is fixed within it, and communicates by the pipe

Fig. 279.

Heating-Box for Mohr's Drvinq-Closet.

c, with the flue that heats the boiler or oven of the range ; or in the

absence of these, the pipe may be made to terminate at the side or

back of the fire-place, so that part of the hot air of the fire may pass

through it into the box, and subsequently through the pipe d into the

chimney. The heating-box is made with a flat surface, as represented

in the draAving, so that any vessels may be placed upon it, and thus

receive the strongest heat of the closet. The diameter of the box is

about seven inches less than that of the closet, so that there is an in-

tervening space of 3| inches on every side between the box and the
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side-walls of the closet. The box rests on two iron bars, a, a, which

are attached to the sides of the closet, the box itself being movable,

so that it may at any time be taken out for the purpose of removing

the soot that collects in it, through the

door h. The closet may be made of wood,

the crevices between the boards being

closed by pasting paper over them. Laths

are nailed against the sides of the closet,

at a distance of four or five inches apart,

as shown in fig. 280, to receive the trays

on which the substances to be dried are

placed. The trays are made by first

forming a square frame the size of the

closet, and about two inches deep, and

thin laths or bars are then nailed across the

bottom, at about half an inch distance from

each other, leaving, however, an open space

of about 2| inches at one end. A sheet

of blotting-paper is put over these bars,

and on this another sheet of paper con-

taining the substance to be dried. The

open space, over which the bars are not

fixed, is left uncovered, so that the hot air

in traversing the closet may pass up here

;

and in putting the trays into their places,

they should be so placed that the openings

shall be alternately on the right and on the left hand side, thus causing

the current of air to pass in a serpentine direction over the surface of

all the trays.

The following are the dimensions of a closet of the above descrip-

tion, which I have found from use to be generally convenient :

—

From side to side, and from front to back, it measures twenty-eight

inches, while the height is 8| feet. It would perhaps be better to

have it not quite so high as this, as the top trays are beyond the reach

of the arm. The distance from the bottom of the closet to that of

the heating-box, is three feet. The heating-box is 5^ inches high, and

its lateral dimensions are 21J inches in each direction. The flue-

pipes are 4f inches in diameter. There are fifteen trays above the

heating-box, and five below it. Fig. 281 represents the closet in per-

spective ; it shows the heating-box and one of the trays in the upper

part of the closet. One of the flues is seen passing out at the side,

—

Mohr's Drying-Closet.
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the other is not seen, as it enters on the opposite side of the closet.

The doors and top are supposed to be removed, to show the interior of

the closet. No express provision is made for the entrance or exit of

air, as the crevices between the door and frame, and in other parts,

are generally found to be sufficient for this purpose ; but a few holes

may be made in the bottom and top, if thought desirable. In prac-

tice it is found better to keep the temperature of the closet pretty

high, by having few openings, than by rapid changes of the atmosphere

to cause a reduction of the temperature.

The drying-closet attached to the pharmaceutical stove, described

at page 125, is constructed on a principle which, I believe, would

admit of successful application for the purpose here contemplated.

Fig. 281.

Apparatus for Spontaneous Evaporation.

I have constructed a small closet on this principle expressly for the

preparation of extracts, with the view of trying its efficacy, and can

strongly recommend its adoption on the large scale. Figs. 281 and

282, which represent the apparatus as I have used it, will serve to
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Fig. 282.

explain all the essential features of the arrangement, but some modi-

fications would perhaps be required in applying it on the large scale.

The closet (b, fig. 281) is fui-nished with shelves, fixed as shown in

the drawing, and a door which fits closely when shut. Air enters the

closet through the tube a e, and passing down over the shelves in the

manner indicated by the arrows, it escapes through the tube c into

the bottom of the stove (d).

A section of the stove is shown in fig. 282,

from which its construction will be better

understood. The grate (/) and the perfo-

rated iron plate [e) form the fire-place, which

is supplied with gas-coke, or other suitable

fuel, through the top, which opens as shown

in fig. 281 ; and the combustion is supported

by the air which is drawn from the closet

through the tube c. The size of the fire-

place is regulated by inclining the perforated

plate {e) more or less, by means of a support

(ff)
at the top, and a space {d) is left for a

current of air to pass into the chimney.

When the stove is in operation, the air

passes through a, in contact with the heated

metal of the stove, and enters the top of the

closet in a state best adapted for absorbing

moisture. There is a sliding door in the tube

e, (fig. 281,) by which air can be admitted

there if required, and a valve for checking

the current through a, by which means the

temperature of the air as it enters the closet can be regulated. The

higher the temperature of the air, of course the more rapid will the

evaporation be ; and a heat of 100° does not appear to be too high in

reference to its influence on the extract under operation. The air

entering the closet at this temperature comes in contact with the

liquid to be evaporated, which is placed on the shelves in shallow

vessels. Difi"usion of the vapour of water takes place into the heated

air, and this is necessarily accompanied by a reduction of tempera-

ture : the air, therefore, becomes specifically heavier, in consequence

of the moisture it has absorbed and its reduced heat; hence it tends

downwards, whilst its place is supplied by fresh particles of warm and

less saturated air from above. Each particle of air thus traverses

the surface of all the trays containing the evaporating liquid, com-

Section of Stove.
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Fig. 283.

mencing at the top in its most efficient state, and finally passing off

at the bottom reduced in temperature and loaded with moisture. On
entering the stove, part of the air contributes to the support of the

combustion, and the remainder, now again heated by the fire, rapidly

passes off through the chimney.

[Fig. 283 represents a portable dry-

ing-closet, which may be used in desic-

cating powders, lozenges, precipitates, or

other substances. It consists of a double-

sided tinned iron box, with an opening

in front, which is closed by a door.

The interior space is filled with water,

which may be kept at any temperature

up to 212° Fahr. The interior, or oven,

has its sides arranged for supporting

slides. The heat is applied by a gas-

burner, as in the figure, or by any

other lamp.—W. P.]

A blowing machine has sometimes

been employed for sending a current of

air through a closet used for sponta-

neous evaporation ; but I have not found this method to be efficient

unless it be accompanied by means for supplying heat. Every ounce

of water evaporated, whatever the process adopted may be, absorbs

as much heat as would be sufficient to raise the temperature of that

water to 1212° Fahr. The reduction of temperature occasioned by

spontaneous evaporation is, therefore, very great, and provision must

be made to compensate for this reduction, if rapid evaporation be

required. Accompanied with such provisions, however, a blowing-

machine may be advantageously used. Fig. 284 represents a very

efficient machine, by which a powerful blast of air is propelled. The

cover (a) is removed, to show the construction of the fanners (5), to

which very rapid motion is given by the accelerating wheels.

But, even under the most favourable circumstances, spontaneous

evaporation will be a much sloAver process for the preparation of

extracts, than any of those previously noticed, unless the extent of

evaporating surface be greatly extended. The operator will, there-

fore, be inevitably disappointed in the result, if his provisions be not

made on a very ample scale, a small room, rather than a closet, being

required, where large quantities are operated upon.

There is yet another point deserving of notice in connexion with

20
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the preparation of extracts. Those who are much engaged in these

manipulations frequently experience difficulty in providing efficient

means for crushing the recent herbs, from the expressed juices of

which some of the most active and valuable of the medicinal extracts

Fig. 284.

Blowing Machine.

are made. This operation is sometimes performed with the pestle

and mortar ; but the time and labour expended in crushing a large

quantity of herb in this way occasions a considerable increase in the

duration of the process and the cost of the product. In making the

extracts now under consideration, the herb ought to be gathered,

crushed, and pressed, and the liquor evaporated to the proper con-
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sistence, in one and the same day ; and this can only be done where

efficient means are provided for accelerating every step in the process.

The best apparatus for crushing herbs is that represented in fig.

285, which is commonly known as the Pugging-mill. It consists of

the platform A, with raised sides, which may be made of thick cast-

iron, and set on brick-work. On this a large stone runner (B), turn-

Fig. 285.

Fogging- MILL.

ing on an axle fixed to the beam C, is trundled round by the winch

and bevel wheel and pinion (D). The outer surface of the runner is

not bevelled, but is at right angles with the lateral faces ; therefore,
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if trundled without control, it would move in a straight line, and, in

being carried round the axis C, which works in two sockets at H and

I, a peculiar grinding motion is maintained, which contributes greatly

towards producing the effect required.

The substance to be crushed or ground is placed on the platform

in the path of the runner, which passing over it, the weight of the

stone, together with the friction occasioned by the particular motion

alluded to, causes the required disintegration. In continuing this

operation, the partly disintegrated substance will be dispersed on

each side of the course of the stone, and this is again put into its

proper position by the plough (E) which precedes the runner, while

the scraper (F) is fixed behind to remove any portion of the substance

that may adhere to the stone and obstruct its progress or action. Any

juice that escapes during the process will run off through the pipe G.

[general hints on the classification and preparation of

extracts.

Extracts are classified according to the menstruum used in making

them ; hence there are ivatery or aqueous, alcoholic, hydro-alcoliolic,

ethereal, vinous, and acetic extracts. The reasons for using these

menstrua have reference, chiefly, to the solubility of the principles

to be extracted. In constructing a formula for the preparation of an

extract, the operator should first acquaint himself with the nature of

the principles contained in the drug, their solubility, their relations

to heat and air, their volatility, &c., so that he may adopt the men-

struum best calculated to remove the greatest amount of active matter,

and control the evaporation, so that this may not be injured by heat,

or lost by volatilization. For instance, in the extraction of krameria

;

by examining its composition, he will find that the root contains a

peculiar tannin, soluble in cold water and alcohol ; a large amount of

inert apothegm or altered tannin, soluble in boiling water and alcohol,

and nearly insoluble in cold water ; a portion of starch and some other

substances. Now, by applying cold water as the solvent, the starch

and apothegm are avoided, (whilst either alcohol or boiling water

would include them,) and a well-regulated heat during the concentra-

tion of the cold infusion, will yield an astringent soluble extract, but

slightly changed by the operation.

Suppose the substance to be extracted is valerian root. In this

case a complex volatile oil, a volatile acid, its most valuable constitu-

ent, bitter extractive having tonic properties, and a resin, are con-

cerned, and should be found in the extract. It is self-evident, that
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boiling in water and evaporation at 212° Falir., will not be eligible

:

cold water will only partially remove them. Under these circum-

stances the root, in coarse powder, should be displaced, without pre-

vious maceration, with concentrated alcohol, until a pint of tincture is

obtained for each pound of the root treated. This tincture will con-

tain nearly all of the volatile and resinous principles, and should be

suffered to evaporate, spontaneously, till it assumes a syrupy consist-

ence. The residue of the valerian, impregnated with alcohol, is then

displaced with weak alcohol (20° B.) until exhausted of bitterness, and

the liquid evaporated to a similar syrupy consistence ; the two soft

extracts are then well mixed, and reduced to the proper consistence

by a careful evaporation. In this treatment much of the inert gummy
matter of the root is avoided, and all the active volatile ingredients are

retained in the extract.

Chamomile, juniper, savin, buchu, and indeed every drug, the active

principle of which is volatile, may be subjected to the same treatment

when their extracts are wanted.

In the instance of jalap, the U. S. Pharmacopoeia directs the pow-

dered root to be exhausted by alcohol '835, to remove the resin ; and

then by cold water ; in each case by displacement. The tincture

is distilled, and the infusion evaporated, till each is reduced to a

syrupy state, when they are thoroughly mixed, and the extract com-

pleted by evaporation in a water-bath. The matter extracted by

water, though inactive 'per se, yet by intimate mixture with the

resinous particles, it modifies the violence of their action, and renders

them more readily diffusible in the liquids of the stomach.

In certain cases extracts are made with strong alcohol alone, as in

that of nux vomica, in which substance the salts of strychnia and brucia

are associated with a large quantity of inert matter, soluble in water.

The same menstruum is employed when resins are to be isolated. In

some instances a simple alcoholic extract is all that is desirable, as in

the Edinburgh process for jalap resin ; but when this resin is to be ob-

tained pure, the syrupy alcoholic extract is thrown into water, which

dissolves some colouring matter, and uncrystallizable sugar, and leaves

the coloured resin, which is friable and pulverizable when dry, and

which may be deprived of colour entirely, by the process detailed at

page 212, by means of animal carbon.

There are some drugs which contain so large a proportion of volatile

oil and resin, that these may be extracted as fluid or semifluid oleo-

resins analogous to copaiba, and highly eligible for medicinal use, owing

to their uniform strength and consistence. Cubebs, black pepper, cap-
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sicum, ginger, cardamom seeds, pellitory, malefern, and wormseed, are

among these substances. The menstruum employed is ether. The

drugs, in moderately fine powder, are compressed in a displacer, (fig.

270,) and treated directly with the ether, until as much tincture is

obtained as equals twice the weight of the substance treated. The

apparatus of Dr. Mohr, page 263, will be very economical for this

use, but it is too complex to be within reach of every one who may

desire to make these preparations. When cubebs are thus treated the

ethereal tincture is introduced into a retort, and by means of a water-

bath kept at 120° Fahr. ; seven-eighths of the ether is distilled off,

observing to introduce some fragments of glass into the retort, to

facilitate the liberation of the ethereal vapour. The fluid residue is

then placed in an evaporating capsule, and left exposed until the re-

mains of the ether passes off. Cubebs yield about fifteen per cent, of

a fluid oleo-resinous extract by this process. In the case of carda-

moms, the extract consists of volatile oil, fixed oil, and a little resin,

and is so entirely fluid and permanent that it may be used with great

propriety in pharmacy, for aromatizing powders in prescriptions. The

presence of the fixed oil tends to preserve the volatile oil, which, when

pure, soon changes by exposure to the air.

Besides these fluid ethereal extracts, several drugs, as cantharides

and mezereum, yield to this liquid their active principles, which are

obtained as soft and active extracts, by evaporation.

Vinous extracts are rarely made, that of colchicum root being the

only one in use here.

Acetic extracts are usually prepared from drugs containing alka-

loids,—as colchicum, opium, &c.—on the ground that the acetic salts

of these alkaloids are more soluble than those naturally existing ; or,

that the acid is a corrective to some noxious property of the drug.

No particular directions are necessary in their preparation, except that

the amount of menstruum should bear a proper proportion to that of

the drug, else the acetic acid, Avhich is less volatile than water, will be

contained in too large a quantity in the extract.

Consistence of Extracts.—The consistence of extracts varies much,

owing to the nature of their ingredients. There are but two degrees

of consistence recognised in the Pharmacopoeias ; that suitable for

making pills, and perfectly dry or pulverizable. When uncrystal-

lizable sugar, or certain salts, enter into the composition of extracts,

they are apt to be deliquescent,—as gentian and colchicum ; on the

contrary, if much tannin exists in them, they have a strong tendency
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to dry and crumble into grains, as kino, extract of nutgalls, or rha-

tany. In the last case, it is better at once to reduce tbem to dryness.

In some instances, two forms of an extract are kept, so as to be

used in pills or powders, as the dispenser may desire. Extracts of

narcotic plants, made from juices, have a tendency to become hard,

tough, and difficult to incorporate with other substances. This is

more especially true of those that contain the albumen and green

colouring matter. When the last two substances are removed, these

extracts will keep their consistence much better, and the chloride of

potassium, and other salts which often exist to a considerable extent

in them, are less liable to crystallize on their surfaces.

It is one of the most difficult problems of practical pharmacy, to

keep these preparations of a uniform consistence, when in course of

being sold or dispensed. Where their consumption is limited, the

jars from which they are used should be small, kept well covered with

tin-foil or waxed paper, and placed within the ordinary shop jar. The

jars should be well glazed, and incapable of absorbing moisture from

the extracts, else these will contract and harden, although they may be

well covered above. It has been proposed to introduce glycerin into

extracts, to prevent a tendency to harden ; I am not aware that it has

ever been tried, and its therapeutical properties are not sufficiently

well understood to justify a resort to such means.

Fluid Extracts.—There is another kind of fluid extracts, besides

those which have been described as resulting from the action of ether

on oleo-resinous drugs. The process for making them is the same

as for solid extracts, up to a certain point in the concentration of the

solution, when, either alcohol or sugar is added, Avith a view to preserve

the vegetable matter from decomposition. There are two strengths

of these preparations: those in which a fluid-ounce represents a

weighed ounce of the drug, as the fluid extracts of rhubarb, senna,

and taraxacum ; and those in which that quantity represents but half

an ounce of the medicinal substance. The alcoholic fluid extracts, as

those of valerian and buchu, besides being much more concentrated

than the tinctures, possess tlie advantage over the latter, of present-

ing the same amount of activity, associated with much less alcohol.

—W. P.]



CHAPTER XL

DISTILLATION. THE DISTILLATION OF OIL OF VITRIOL, OF THE ESSENTIAL

OILS, OF DISTILLED WATERS, AND THE RECTIFICATION OF ETHER.

DISTILLATION.

The separation of more volatile liquids from those that are less

volatile, is effected by the process of distillation. This process in-

volves, first, the volatilization of the distilled product by the applica-

tion of heat, and, secondly, its condensation in a separate part of the

apparatus.

[Distillation differs from evaporation only in the object to be gained,

and the apparatus required in its execution. An ounce weight of steam

at 212° Fahr. when brought in contact w^ith a condensing surface,

yields an ounce weight of water, and gives out sufficient heat to raise

the temperature of nine ounces of water from 70° to 212°. As it is

desirable to keep the condensing surface below 110° Fahr. for aqueous

liquids, an ounce weight of steam would therefore require twenty-five

ounces' of water at 70° F. to condense it.

The greater the difference of temperature between the vapours and

the condensing surface, the more rapidly is condensation effected.

According to Dr. Ure, (Diet. Arts and Manufactures,) ten square feet

of thin copper, cooled by water, will condense three pounds of steam

per minute, if there be a difference of 90° in their temperature, or

just three times the amount that the same extent of surface will

vaporize by the application of direct heat. This fact is important in

the construction of apparatus for distillation, as there should be a pro-

per relation between the heating and condensing surfaces.—W. P.]

The methods of effecting distillation on the large scale, and by the

application of steam, have already been explained in connexion with

the description of stills and steam apparatus. We have now more
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particularly to treat of distillation as conducted in retorts, and other

apparatus of a similar kind.

[Retorts are constructed of glass, porcelain, earthenware, iron, lead,

&c., according to the purpose for which they are designed. The glass

retort, owing to the great advantages derivable from its transparency,

is always used when practicable. Retorts are either plain or tubulated,

and the employment of the one or the other form will depend much

on the nature of the operation to be performed.
—

"W. P.]

In the first place, then, the proper form of the distillatory vessel

should be considered. In the distillation of liquids Avhich boil only at

a high temperature, the shape of the retort has considerable influence

on the result, as much of the vapour often condenses in the top and

neck of the retort, and, if the form of this part be defective, the con-

densed liquor runs back into the body of the vessel.

Fig. 286 represents a well-formed retort. Holding it so that the

axis of its body shall be ver-

tical, and imagining a per- ^^' ^ °"

pendicular line from the
i

commencement of the neck
i

at a in the direction a b, the

angle b a c, should be an

obtuse angle, and the line a

c should be straight. The

line a b should cut the top

of the retort at its highest

point, or, at least, the top

ought not to rise from this

point in the direction of the

beak. The diameter of the

neck should contract rather

suddenly at w, and afterwards gradually to the end, so as to admit of

its being introduced some way into the mouth of the receiver or con-

denser.

The bottom of the retort should be spherical, and the thickness of

the glass as equal as possible in this part, and it should be free from

air bubbles or other imperfections. It is also desirable that the glass

should not be thick in this part, and that it should not be too thin at

w, which is usually the weakest part of the vessel, from its havino-

been drawn out here in bending it to give it the required form. From
this the name retort is derived (from retorqueo, to bend back).

Well-formed Retort.
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Figs. 287 and 288 represent two badly-formed retorts. In each of

these the highest point is beyond the line a, so that the liquid which

Fig. 288.

Badly-formed Retorts.

condenses in the space between a and h will run back into the body of

the retort.

These retorts, however, are not useless. They should not be selected

for the distillation of the mineral acids, or of liquids generally which

have a high boiling point, and are at the same time easily condensed

;

but they may be used without disadvantage in the distillation of some

easily volatilized substances.

[Tubulated retorts are more apt to be illy formed than the plain, and

their value is considerably in-

Fig. 289. fluenced by the position of the

tubulure, with reference to the

retort. A line drawn through

the axis of the stopper should

strike the centre of the bowl of

the retort, as at fig. 289, so that

a funnel, placed in the tubulure,

will empty its contents directly

into the retort body, without soil-

ing the neck. The tubulure should

be on the dome of the retort, near its apex, on the side opposite from

the neck, so that any substance adhering to the sides of the tubulure

or the stopper, shall be carried into the retort by the vapour that first

condenses on that part of the apparatus. The surface of the neck of

the retort should be of sufficient extent to efi"ect the condensation of all

the vapour generated, when it is preferred to apply the refrigeration

Well-formed Tobolated Retort.
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Badly -FORMED tdbulated Retort.

to that part. The neck should always decrease in size to the termi-

nation, so that in fitting a

cork joint, the ring may ^^'

slip over the end, and be-

come tighter by being

forced up.

Fig. 290 represents a

badly-formed tubulated re-

tort.

Porcelain and earthen-

ware retorts are only used

where the process is con-

ducted at high temperatures, as in the distillation of mercury, phos-

phorus, &c. Iron retorts are used for destructive distillation, or for

the generation of ammoniacal and other gases requiring a strong heat.

Leaden retorts are chiefly employed in making hydrofluoric acid.

Receivers are either plain, tubulated, or quilled. Sometimes they

are quilled without being tubulated.—W. P.]

The receiver is a wide-necked globular glass vessel, the neck of

which is made to widen gradually outwards, so that it may fit on to

the tapering beak of the retort.

Its proper form is indicated in fig. 291. When tubulated, the

opening should be in that part of the globe that will be uppermost

when the neck is attached to the retort, as shown in the drawing.

The glass of which these vessels, and especially retorts, are made,

ought not to be very thick,

as in this case they are
Fig. 291.

more liable to crack when

exposed to sudden altera-

tions of temperature. Thin

glass is much less likely to

break from these causes,

but if it be very thin, the

vessels will be deficient in

strength, and will be liable

to be broken by the slight-

est tap against any hard

substance. Of the two

evils, the latter is perhaps

that which ought most to be avoided, as it will be found that a much

greater number of these vessels are broken in cleaning them and in

Tubulated Receiver.
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Fiff. 292.

other manipulations, from want of sufficient strength, than from any

other cause.

[The quilled receiver, fig. 292, is used when it is desirable that the

quantity of the distillate should be accurately known, as in the process

for hydrocyanic acid. The quill tube

is inserted into a graduated bottle,

through a cork joint. This kind of re-

ceiver is less used since the employment

of Liebig's condenser, which also ad-

mits of adjustment to a graduated bottle.

—W. P.]

The method of shortening the necks

of retorts and receivers will be de-

scribed in another place.

There are several ways of applying

heat to retorts and distillatory vessels,

either over the naked fire, or through

the medium of sand or some liquid.

The usual method of exposing retorts

over the naked fire, is to place them on

an iron triangle, or on a piece of wire-gauze. When the triangle

alone is used, the vessel placed upon it touches only at three points.

Qdilled Receiver-

Fig. 293.

:iiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilHiii^

Process of Distillation.

and there is often great danger of its breaking from the pressure at

these points.
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A much safer method of operating consists in placing a piece of

strong wire-gauze over the triangle, previously giving to the former

a concave surface adapting it for the reception of the retort, which,

when placed here, receives more uniform support and protection from

mechanical injuries. The wire-gauze also promotes a more equal dis-

tribution of the heat, and to a certain extent protects the vessel from

the action of the lambent flame of the fire. The bottom of the retort,

however, should not, in any case, be so near to the fire as to be within

reach of the flame, for this would be very likely to cause a fracture.

Charcoal is the only fuel that should be used in these operations.

Wood, coal, or peat, would cause the deposition of soot, which would

be objectionable, and, moreover, these substances burn with a lambent

flame, which would render the process very unsafe.

Fig. 293, represents the entire arrangement of apparatus for con-

ducting the process of distillation in this way. In this instance, the

retort is supported by a triangle, placed over the wire-gauze.

Fig. 294, represents another arrangement for conducting the same

Fig. 295.

Fig. 294.

process on a smaller scale, a spirit-lamp being substituted for the

furnace.
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Liquid baths are seldom used for heating retorts, unless it be in the

distillation of ether, or other very volatile liquids, in which cases a

simple hot-water-bath may be employed. In the distillation of spiri-

tuous liquors, a concentrated solution of chloride of calcium, or chlo-

ride of potassium, salts which often result as secondary products from

many processes, forms a good medium through which to convey the

heat.

The retort should not be placed immediately on the bottom of the

vessel containing these liquids, but on some kind of stand or support

which shall admit of the free circulation of the liquid beneath it.

When water alone is used as the bath, the retort may be placed on a

wisp of straw, which will form a good bed for it.

During the process of distillation, the retort becoming lighter from

the loss of liquid which has distilled over, sometimes floats in the

bath, and thus rising from its bed, or stand, is liable to cause a dis-

arrangement of the connexions of the apparatus, or even to occasion

Fig. 296.

Method of Charging a plain
Retort.

Fig. 297.

Retort Fonnel.

a fracture in the neck of the receiver.

These evils may be avoided by tying

down the retort with a piece of flexible

copper wire.

The most convenient kind of bath for

conveying heat to the retort, is the sand-

bath. This should consist of coarse sand,

the grains of which are clean and of equal

size, having been freed from dirt, dust,
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and stones, by washing and passing it through- sieves. A cast-iron

pot will form a suitable vessel for containing the sand, and the fur-

nace, fig. 295, into the top of which the sand-bath may be fitted, will

afibrd the required heat.

The retort should be charged previously to its being put into the

sand-bath. Salts and powders are introduced by means of a long

paper tube, as shown in fig. 296, and liquids are pom-ed in through

a funnel of a peculiar form (fig. 297), intended for this particular pur-

pose. The ingredients may be thus introduced without any part of

them adhering to, or even being allowed to come in contact with the

neck of the retort.

The retort being thus charged, is, in the next place, inserted in the

sand-bath. The sand is removed from the iron pot, with the excep-

tion of a layer, about two inches in thickness, at the bottom, on which

the retort is placed, and the surrounding space is then filled up with

sand so as to form a stratum „. -.„
rig. 298.

of equal thickness on all

sides. This part of the ar-

rangement is shown in fig.

298, which represents a sec-

tion of the furnace, sand-bath,

and retort.

The receiver is now at-

tached to the neck of the

retort. When a receiver is

used without any interme-

diate condenser, it should be

placed in a large earthen-

ware basin, or in a shallow

tub, in which the cold water

may be applied to it. The

receiver should rest on a cloth or wisp of straw, and should be secured

in its place with string or wire to prevent its floating as the water

used for cooling it increases in quantity.

In most cases it will be found desirable to use a tubulated receiver,

so as to allow any uncondensable vapours to escape through a bent

tube attached to the tubulure. If a plain receiver be used, the con-

nexion between the beak of the retort and the mouth of the receiver

must be such as to admit of the escape of air or gases here, for in

all cases the contained air of the vessels will undergo expansion on
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the application of heat, and the pressure which would be thus pro-

duced, if no provision were made for its escape, would probably cause

a fracture in the weaker parts of the retort. In the distillation of

nitric acid, it is customary to use a plain receiver, merely inserting

the neck of the retort loosely into it, and taking care that it pass

some way into the body of the receiver. In most other cases it is

preferable to make a close connexion at the mouth of the receiver,

and to allow uncondensed gases to escape at the tubulure.

The connexion at the mouth of the receiver may be made in several

different ways, but some soft substance should always be interposed

between the retort and receiver, otherwise a fracture would be very

likely to take place, if the two unyielding surfaces be brought into

contact. A piece of folded paper is generally used as the interposed

substance ; and when this has been fixed in its place, some luting may

be applied to the juncture on the outside, so as to render it air-tight.

A strip of sheet India-rubber is sometimes substituted for paper, and

answers the purpose well, as it is less easily acted upon by chemical

agents than paper is, and, moreover, it renders the connexion air-tight

without the use of luting. It will be obvious, however, that in the

distillation of ether and essential oils, the use of caoutchouc would be

inappropriate.

The top of the receiver is covered with a cloth, and cold water is

allowed to fall on to this in a continuous stream, as shown in figs. 293

and 294.

There are some cases in which this method of effecting the conden-

sation of distilled products will be found to be the best, as, for instance,

in the distillation of liquids which are easily condensable, and in col-

lecting which it is desirable to avoid any loss of the product from

adhesion to the condenser, or any contact with organic substances,

such as would be used in making the connexions of more complicated

apparatus.

In most cases, however, in which substances are distilled from a

retort, this arrangement would be subject to several objections. It

would often be difficult to effect the condensation completely in this

way, and sometimes the receiver, becoming much more heated in one

part than another, may crack from the application of cold water.

Then again, the distilled product could not be removed from time to

time during the progress of the operation, but on the contrary, would

be constantly exposed during this time to the hot vapours contained

in the upper part of the receiver.

I)
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On account of these and other objections, apparatus designed ex-

pressly for effecting condensation are now commonly employed.

The most simple of these consists in lengthening the neck of the

retort by interposing a tube between it and the receiver, and apply-

ing cold water to this tube by any suitable means. It may sometimes

be found difficult, in the absence of apparatus made for the purpose,

to find a tube one end of which will be large enough to receive the

beak of the retort, while the other end is small enough to be inserted

into the receiver. The apparatus called an adapter (fig. 299) is in-

Fig. 300.

Fig. 299.

An Adapter.

tended to be used in such cases. Figs. 300 and 301 represent

arrangements in which the adapter is applied for connecting the retort

and receiver. Fig. 301.

In the absence of

an adapter, a con-

necting piece may be

made out of a phial of

appropriate size, by

cutting off the bottom

and the rim of the retort with receiver and adapter.

neck. The method of cutting glass vessels of this kind will be de-

scribed hereafter.

21
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Fig. 302.

At the lower end of the condensing tube a piece of card is fixed, as

shown in fig. 300, so as to prevent the water which is applied to the

tube from running into the vessel in which the condensed liquor is

collected. A strip of cloth is bound round the condensing tube,

and a stream of cold water allowed to run over this, as shown in the

drawing.

[Fig. 302 represents a mode of refrigerating, by applying the

water to the neck of the retort, instead of to the adapter. An oblong

piece of thick lint, or loose cotton

cloth, is laid on the neck, so as to

cover one half of it, as in the figure

;

or what is better, a wide piece of the

same material, previously moistened,

is made to envelope the neck com-

pletely, and is kept in place by a

loose tying of thread. After the

joint is luted and the lint applied, a

piece of tow or cotton should be

wrapped around the neck of the re-

[^ tort, at a, to conduct ofi" the descend-

inor Avater into the dish below. The

refrigerating fluid should impinge

on the highest part of the lint, which will distribute it over the surface

of the glass.

In the distillation of small quantities of

substances having high boiling-points, and

which condense on the sides and dome of the

retort, before the vapour can reach the neck,

Faraday recommends the use of a conical

cap of paste-board, as at fig. 303, which pre-

vents the refrigerating effect of currents of

cold air, and keeps in the heat.—W. P.]

A more complete and efficient condenser is

formed by causing the tube conveying the vapour to pass through

another tube, the diameter of which is such as to leave a space be-

tween the two, through which a stream of water may be made to run.

This kind of condenser, with the entire arrangement for conducting

the process of distillation, is represented in fig. 304.

The glass tube {a a) is surrounded by a copper or brass tube {h),

through the two ends of which the former is tightly inserted by means

Apparatus for Distillation.

Fig. 303.

Capped Retort.
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of perforated corks. This rests on a wooden stand (x), which admits

of its being raised or lowered or turned in any direction.

Apparatus for Distillation.

The retort (h) is placed over a charcoal fire, its neck being elevated

as represented, and the beak connected with the condenser by means

of a small tube {i), which is bent so as to form an obtuse angle, and

which extends some distance into the neck of the retort. This ar-

rangement, originally suggested by Liebig, offers advantages in cer-

tain cases, inasmuch as none but the most volatile parts are distilled,

and nothing can be mechanically carried over by spirting. The neck

of the retort is surrounded by dry paper, wrapped round several times,

so as to prevent condensation from taking place here to too great an

extent. »

In the distillation of less volatile liquids, or those in reference to

which there is no danger of any portion being carried over by spirting,

the neck of the retort may be inclined in the usual way, in which case

the tube (^) should not be bent, or may be dispensed with altogether,

the beak of the retort being inserted into the end of the condenser.

The water used for the purpose of condensation, flows from a cop-

per or tin vessel {z) through a stop-cock, by which the current is

regulated, and is conveyed by the pipe e to the space between the
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tubes a and 5, through which it runs in a continuous current, and

finally escapes at / into a vessel placed for its reception.

The distilled product is conveyed

through the bent tube (^) into a re-

ceiver.

This method of eiffecting conden-

sation is quite efficient, and is very

convenient.

Fig. 305 represents a similar ar-

rangement on a smaller scale, in

which all the tubes are of glass.

[Liebig's condenser, as the appa-

ratus (fig. 304) is called, may be

constructed entirely of tinned iron,

if for the condensation of neutral

liquids, as alcohol ether, volatile

oils, &c., and the metal condenses more rapidly than glass. When
glass is used for the inner tube, the outer one may be constructed of

tinned iron. It is better to have the funnel tube attached to the su-

perior end of the condenser, and conducted along its upper surface to

the inferior end, as then it need not project much above the tube, and

is more conveniently handled and kept clean. The tube for the

escape of the warm water should enter below, and pass around the con-

densing tube nearly to the top. In fig. 304, both of these tubes are

movable and pass through corks, which possesses some advantages.

Various arrangements for the application of heat from gas, and

other lamps, will be found at page 94, in the chapter on the Sources

AND Management of Heat.—W. P.]

A flask mid lent tube may often be substituted for the retort with

advantage. They form a more convenient and economical arrange-

ment, and maj be applied without objection in most processes of the

kind now under consideration.

The flame of a gas-lamp ^ma,j also be advantageously substituted

for the charcoal fire. It is much more manageable as a source of

heat, and involves less trouble.

Fig. 807 represents the gas-furnace with a flask and bent tube, ar-

ranged for the process of distillation. The flask used for this purpose

should be rather wide in the mouth, so as to receive a cork through

which two tubes may be passed, as shown in the drawing. The diameter

of the mouth should be from one inch and a half to one inch and three

quarters.
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Fig. 306. Fig. 307.

It is sometimes desirable to have the neck of the flask rather longer

than it is represented in fig. 307, and

it may be extended to the length indi-

cated in fig. 308. The tube-funnel {a,

fig. 307) is intended for the introduc-

tion of fresh liquid into the flask during

the progress of the distillation. Its

lower extremity being immersed in the

liquid, none of the vapour can escape

through this tube. In cases where this

arrangement cannot be conveniently

adopted, the safety-tube (fig. 306) may

be substituted for that shown in fig.

307. This tube, being bent in the

manner represented, retains a portion

of liquid in the part x, which prevents

the escape of vapour from the interior

of the flask. Its lower extremity should

extend only a little below the cork.

The sand-bath (fig. 309) is sometimes

used with the larger sized gas-furnace,

where it is desired to equalize the heat

applied, or to render glass vessels less

liable to fracture. The use of the

sand-bath, however, is not unobjection-

able in processes in which it is neces-

sary carefully to regulate the heat, for

if the sand acquires a temperature higher than is desirable, it retains

it for some time after the flame of the lamp has been lowered.

GasFuRNaCE and rLA.SK FOR
Distillation.

Fig. 308. Fig. 309. Fig. 310.

Flask coated with Copper.

Sand-Bath.

Flask.

The use of flasks coated on the outside with copper presents many
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advantages. I have used flasks of this kind for several years, having

met with them, in the first instance, at the Exposition of Worlis of

Art at Paris in 1844, and consider them to he of great value in the

laboratory. The copper afi'ords protection to the glass, while, from

its good conducting power, it insures a more equal distribution of the

heat to all parts of the vessel. Fig. 310 represents one of these

flasks, covered with copper to the mark a on the neck. There are

three circular spaces left uncovered, two of which are shown in the

drawing at h b, so that the contents of the vessel can always be seen

by the operator. The manner of coating these flasks will be described

hereafter.

The condenser used in this arrangement is supported on a retort-

stand, as shown in fig. 311, having freedom of motion in every direc-

Fig. 311.

Retort-Stand with Gav-Lpssac Holder, Liebig's Condenser and Rings.

tion. The retort-stand consists of a cast-iron foot (2;), in which is

fixed a round solid rod of iron (z). The rings e, e, e, the Gay-Lussac

holder (a), and the Liebig's condenser (6), with the exception of the
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Fig. 312.

inner tube of the last-mentioned, are made of brass. There is an ad-

vantage in having the vertical rod of the stand made of solid iron

rather than of brass, and especially if the latter be hollow, as is gene-

rally the case, for the screws by which the different attachments are

fixed at suitable heights to the rod, occasion indentations in the softer

metal, which, from this cause, ultimately becomes so uneven as to

render a readjustment of the positions of the different parts difficult.

It is very important that each attachment, when the screw by which

it is fixed is loosened, should move vertically or horizontally on the

rod with perfect freedom, otherwise a sudden jerk may occasion the

fracture of some part of the apparatus connected with it.

Cold water is supplied to the lower end of the condenser through

the tube c from a vessel (fig. 312)

which is made of copper or tin-plate.

This cistern is furnished with a stop-

cock (b), by which the stream of water

is regulated. The heated water passes

off from the condenser through the

tube {d). The cistern (fig. 312), in

addition to the stop-cock (b), has a

tubular opening (a), which is usually

stopped with a cork. The object of

this is to admit of the insertion of a

long tube, such as is shown in fig.

313, by means of which a stream of

water may be conveyed to some dis-

tance from the cistern. [When a cis-

tern with a stop-cock is not at hand,

a continuous stream may be obtained by the use of a small glass or

lead tube, bent as a syphon. The size of the stream may be regulated

by a small wooden plug,—W. P.]

The flask, arranged as represented in fig. 314, presents a conve-

nient form of apparatus for effecting distillation. Powders and other

solid or liquid ingredients, are easily introduced through the open

mouth of the flask without soiling the tube through which the vapours

are conveyed, so that the distilled products are less likely to be con-

taminated with any non-volatile substances than is the case when a

retort is used, through the long neck of which it is difficult to intro-

duce the ingredients without some portion of them adhering to this

part.

The contamination of the distilled products, occasioned by spirting,

Fig. 313.
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may also be easily obviated with the flask, by increasing the length

of the lower limb of the tube (b), or by using the flask with the longer

neck. The method represented in fig. 304 for obviating the efiects of

spirting when a retort is used, is neither elegant nor convenient.

There are some cases, however, in which the flask cannot be used,

as, for instance, in the distillation of nitric acid or oil of vitriol. In

Fig. 314.

Arrangement for Distillation.

fact, whenever the substance to be distilled acts chemically upon the

cork, this form of apparatus must be considered objectionable,' and
should be replaced by the retort.
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PROCESS OF DISTILLATION IN GLASS VESSELS.

The process of distillation is often accompanied with diflSculties

when eJBfected in glass vessels, arising principally from the irregularity

with which the ebullition and evaporation of some liquids takes place

under these circumstances. The boiling-point of some liquids is

several degrees higher in a glass vessel than it is, under the same

atmospheric conditions, in a metallic vessel. There is also a difference

in the manner in which these liquids boil in glass and in metallic

vessels. In the latter, the ebullition takes place uniformly and with-

out interruption ; the bubbles of steam which rise through the liquid

are small, and they are generated equally from all parts of the vessel

equally exposed to the heat. In the former, the ebullition takes place

less uniformly ; the bubbles of steam are much larger, and they are

generated only from a few points on the surface of the vessel, and

there often by fits and starts.

The irregularity in the boiling of liquids in glass vessels is a fre-

quent source of annoyance and perplexity to the operator in the che-

mical or pharmaceutical laboratory, constituting at its maximum degree,

what is commonly called the "bumping" of the liquid.

Among the liquids which present this irregularity of ebullition to

the greatest extent, may be mentioned oil of vitriol ; the mixture for

yielding hydrocyanic acid, according to the process of the Pharma-

copoeia ; and aqueous, alcoholic, or ethereal liquids generally, which

contain resins or oleo-resins, in solution or in suspension. It is impos-

sible to effect the distillation of some of the last-named class of liquids

in glass vessels. Thus, for instance, if a piece of common resin or of

shellac be introduced into a flask (fig. 315) filled nearly up to the

commencement of the neck with distilled water, and

if the water be then boiled over the gas-furnace (fig.

84), the ebullition will at first take place pretty

uniformly, but after some time it will be observed

that the bubbles of steam which are formed at the

bottom of the flask in contact with the most heated

part of the glass, will be larger than they were in

the first instance ; and instead of their passing con-

tinuously through the liquid, there will be frequent

intermissions, during which ebullition will entirely

cease. After each of these intermissions the disen-

gagement of steam will- take place with increased

violence, and, as the process is continued, the length

Fig. 315.

FULSK.
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of the intermissions will become greater. If a thermometer be intro-

duced into the flask, it will be found that this irregularity of ebullition

is accompanied by great variations of temperature. While the bubbles

of steam are passing freely through the liquid, the temperature will

be from 212° to 214° Fahr., but when a cessation of ebullition takes

place, the temperature will rise, and will sometimes reach 220°. This

will be followed by a sudden and violent evolution of steam, consti-

tuting the phenomenon of humping^ by which the accumulated heat is

disengaged, and the temperature of the liquid reduced again to its

usual boiling-point. The violence of these explosions will, after some

time, become so great as to cause the projection of a great part of the

liquid at once out of the flask, endangering in no slight degree the

safety of the operator.

This may be taken as a forcible illustration of the phenomena which

accompany the bumping of certain liquids when boiled in glass vessels.

It is rarely, however, that the efiects are so decided as they are in the

above case ; nor am I aware that the phenomena, as here described,

have been previously noticed.

Several explanations have been given by diff"erent writers with the

view of explaining the cause of the bumping of liquids. It has been

ascribed to the imperfect conduction of heat from the vessel in which

the liquid is contained, the accumulation of heat on the surface of

such vessel, and then its sudden transmission to the liquid ; it has

also been ascribed to a kind of vis inertia in the liquid, and to the

absence of solid points at which the vapour might be generated.

These explanations, however, are very imperfect and unsatisfactory.

More recently, an explanation has been proposed, which ascribes

the efiects alluded to, to a modification of the forces of cohesion and

adhesion in the liquid, caused by the expulsion of atmospheric air

during the process of ebullition.

It may, indeed, be readily admitted that the immediate cause of

the bumping of liquids is some modification of the forces of cohesion

and adhesion; and that this condition is induced simply by the expul-

sion of air, is a position that will not be so readily assented to.

The three conditions which matter is capable of assuming, namely,

the solid, the liquid, and the aeriform or gaseous, are sometimes

described as depending on two forces existing in difl"erent degrees, the

one tending to attract or hold together the particles, the other tending

to repel them or separate them asunder. In solids, the force of

attraction is predominant ; in gases, the force of repulsion prevails

;

while in liquids, it is stated, these forces are so equally balanced that

the particles have perfect freedom of motion among each other.
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It must not be supposed, however, that these forces are in a state

of perfect equilibrium in liquids, or that the particles are not held

together by a certain amount of eoliesive force. It is easy to prove

that this force of cohesion exists in all cases between the particles

of a liquid. A good illustration of it is afforded in the familiar

experiment of blowing a soap-bubble. This force may be roughly

estimated by suspending a plate of glass to one end of the beam of a

balance, adjusting the balance so that the glass shall be exactly equi-

poised, then placing a vessel of water under the glass with the two

surfaces parallel to each other, and allowing contact to take place.

It will be found that some force will be required to break the contact,

which may be estimated by the weights put into the opposite pan of

the balance.

An exemplification of the force of adhesion existing between a liquid

and a solid body with which it is in contact, is afforded in the in-

stances of capillarity, which are familiar to every one.

It cannot be denied, then, that the forces of cohesion and adhesion

exist ; the former, between the particles of a liquid ; and the latter,

between the liquid and the vessel containing it. It will be evident,

too, on considering what occurs in the boiling of a liquid, that these

forces, in addition to the pressure of the atmosphere, have to be over-

come by the repulsive influence of the heat. In the boiling of water,

bubbles of steam are formed at the bottom of the vessel containing it

;

and as the particles of the liquid are separated from the surface of

the vessel, as well as from each other, on the formation of each bubble

of steam, it is evident that the tension of the steam thus generated,

must be equal to the pressure of the atmosphere, jjIus the force of

cohesion between the particles of liquid, or of adhesion between the

liquid and the surface of the vessel containing it.

Now, when water is boiled in a metallic vessel, it has been found

by Marcet, from some very carefully performed experiments, that the

temperature of the steam after quitting the water, is about the third

of a degree lower than that of the boiling water. This difference of a

third of a degree, then, may be considered to represent a measure of

the force of cohesion or adhesion in the water.

In glass vessels, the difference between the temperature of the steam

after quitting the water, and that of the boiling water, amounts to

more than the third of a degree, and this increased difference accords

with the higher boiling-point of water in glass than in metallic vessels.

It is inferred, therefore, that the forces of cohesion and adhesion are

greater when water is boiled In glass than in metallic vessels.
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Fig. 316.

m

But the results of these experiments afford a very inadequate indi-

cation of the extent to which the forces of cohesion and adhesion are

capable of existing in water and other liquids. It appears, from the

investigations of Mr. Henry, of Princeton, in America, and of M.

Donne, a Belgian Chemist, that these forces frequently exist in liquids

to a much greater extent than had previously been supposed.

Donne found that oil of vitriol, completely freed from air, intro-

duced into the closed limb of an inverted syphon-tube, and placed

under the receiver of an air-pump, is retained there in opposition to

the force of gravity, through the power of cohesion and adhesion in

the liquid.

The apparatus represented in fig. 816, will illustrate this experi-

ment. The closed limb of the tube (B) is

filled with oil of vitriol, and the correspond-

ing limb of the smaller tube (C) is filled with

mercury. The tubes being fixed to a stand,

are placed under the receiver (A), over an

air-pump, and the air is then pumped out^

The tube (C) containing the mercury, will

indicate the degree to which the receiver is

exhausted. A great number of air-bubbles

will be extricated from the oil of vitriol as the

exhaustion proceeds, and it will be necessary

to readmit the air into the receiver, and re-

move the portion of air which will be found

to have collected in the top of the closed

limb of B, as long as any air continues to be

disengaged from the oil of vitriol, on exhaust-

ing the receiver. This will not be com-

pletely effected in less than six or eight

days.

On commencing this operation, it will be

observed that the height of the columns of

oil of vitriol and of mercury supported in the

sealed limbs of the tubes by the pressure of

the atmosphere in the receiver, will be in

the same proportion as the specific gravities

of the liquids ; that is to say, that mercury being 7*3 times heavier

than oil of vitriol, the column of oil of vitriol will be 7 '3 times longer

than that of mercury. Thus, when the column of mercury is half an

inch, that of the oil of vitriol will be rather more than three and a

half inches. When, however, the greater part of the air has been ex-

FoRCES OF Cohesion and
Adhesion in Oil of Vitriol.
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tracted from the oil of vitriol, the respective heights of the columns

will no longer maintain this relation with any certainty. The oil of

vitriol will frequently not fall in the tube (B) until long after the time

at which such a result has been indicated by the column of mercury in

C, and when it does fall, it will be observed that a little bubble of air

is formed in some part of the column at the same moment. When the

oil of vitriol has been deprived of air, so that air-bubbles are no longer

formed in it, the receiver may be exhausted to the greatest extent

practicable, without effecting any reduction in the column of oil of

vitriol. The tube I have used is thirty-five inches long, and half an

inch internal diameter, and a column of oil of vitriol of this length,

has been supported in the sealed limb of the tube, as shown in the

figure, while the column of mercury was less than half an inch.

Now, in this case, the pressure of the atmosphere in the receiver

was equivalent only to a column of about three and a half inches of

oil of vitriol, so that a column of this liquid, thirty-one and a half

inches high, and half an inch in diameter, was supported by the forces

of cohesion and adhesion.

Forces of Cohesion and Adhesion in Water.

Having thus ascertained that the cohesive and adhesive power of a

liquid are greatly increased when the air is entirely removed from it,

Donn^ devised the following experiment, with the view of determining

what the boiling-point of the liquid would be under such circumstances.
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A tube (A, B, C,) containing as much water as will fill the limbs

(A B) to the point (D) is deprived of air, and sealed in the way usually

adopted in making a cryophorus. If the water be made to run into

the end of the tube (A, B) and perfect contact between the water and

the glass be insured by gently striking the end (A) on a table, it will

be found that the tube may be placed as shown in the figure, without

any of the water running out of B into C. The water is retained in

the limb (B) by the forces of cohesion and of adhesion ; and this will

continue to be the case if the tube be placed so that B shall be per-

fectly vertical. If, now, a vessel (E) containing hot oil be placed as

represented, so that the end (A) of the tube shall be immersed in the

oil, the water in the tube from A to F will be heated, without any

heat being communicated to the water in the limb (B), or to the

vacuous part of the tube (C). Donne applied a bath heated to 212°

to the tube arranged as described, but no ebullition took place, nor was

Forces of Cohesion and Adhesion in Vi^ATER.

any vapour formed. He then increased the temperature of the bath to

234°, to 251°, and to 264°, but still there was no appearance of ebulli-

tion, or of the formation of vapour. On increasing the temperature to

275°, the water in the end (A) of the tube was suddenly converted

into vapour, and the contents of the limb (B) were sent with great

violence into the bulbs (C).
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Now, if the water at A was really heated in this experiment to

275° before it entered into ebullition, the particles must have been

held together by a cohesive force equivalent to the pressure of three

atmospheres, or forty-two pounds to the inch ; for water boils under

this pressure at 275° Fahr.

From these experiments Donne infers that water boils at 212° under

the mean pressure of the atmosphere, only when it contains a certain

portion of air in solution, the action of the air being to destroy or to

lessen the force of cohesion and of adhesion in the liquid ; and he

ascribes the irregularity and the bumping Avhich occur in the boiling

of liquids, to increased cohesive and adhesive power caused by the

disengagement of air in the process of boiling. He has proposed, as

a remedy in these cases, that air should be passed through the liquid

from a tube.

Interesting as are the experiments of Donne, it cannot be admitted

that they are sufficient to justify the conclusion he has drawn from

them. I have repeatedly tried his proposed remedy in cases of

irregular ebullition, but have not found it successful. Moreover, the

proposed theory does not offer a rational explanation of some of the

phenomena in question. It was found by Marcet that if pure water

be put into a glass flask which has previously had oil of vitriol heated

in it, the boiling-point of the water will sometimes rise as high as

220°
; while, on the other hand, if the inner surface of the flask be

coated with a thin film of shellac, the boiling-point of pure water

heated in it will be sensibly below 212°. In a metallic vessel the

same liquid would boil precisely at 212°, and in a glass vessel in its

usual condition, without any previous preparation, the boiling-point

would be a little above 212°. In these cases the boiling-point of the

liquid appears to have some relation to the condition of the surface of

the containing vessel, and to be unconnected with the presence or

absence of air in the liquid.

There are other cases in which certain substances, dissolved or sus-

pended in the liquid, occasion variations in the boiling-point as great

as those above noticed. Some salts, and especially resins and oils,

belong to this class ; and it is worthy of remark that the same sub-

stance, shellac for instance, when spread over the surface of the glass,

produces an effect the opposite of that which occurs when the same

substance is suspended in the liquid. In the one case the boiling-point

is reduced, while in the other it is raised to the extent of seven or

eight degrees. But these variations, caused by the presence of sub-

stances dissolved or suspended in the liquid, do not occur in metallic

vessels. The water containing shellac, which boils at 220° in a glass
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flask, if put into a metallic vessel will boil steadily at 212°, without

the slightest tendency to bumping. Indeed, I have invariably found

that liquids, the ebullition of which in glass vessels is accompanied by

even the most violent bumping, present no such phenomenon when

boiled in metallic vessels.

It appears, therefore, that the effects under consideration do not

depend wholly on the state of the liquid, nor on that of the vessel

containing it, but partly on each.

The distillation of oil of vitriol, which is sometimes effected with a

view to the purification of the acid, presents an instance in which there

is both difficulty and danger, from the irregularity of the ebullition

of this liquid in glass vessels. The introduction of pieces of platinum

wire or clippings into the retort, has been proposed as a method of

obviating this difficulty, but this is not found to be a complete remedy

for the evil. Dr. Mohr suggests the following method of conducting

the distillation.

A glass retort, of about two pounds capacity, is placed on a cylin-

der of sheet-iron in the centre of a small iron furnace (fig. 319),

while its short neck protrudes through an opening in the side of the

fuimace. Ignited charcoal is placed around the cylinder, without

being allowed to come in contact with the glass, and a current of hot

air is thus made to play on all

parts of the retort excepting the

bottom, which is protected by its

support. There is a valve in the

flue of the furnace for regulating

the draught, and three small doors

in the cupola or head for supply-

ing fresh fuel on every side, and

for observing the progress of the

distillation.

The process should be conduct-

ed cautiously, and without the

application of an unnecessary de-

gree of heat. The means of con-

densation which I am accustomed

to adopt, consists simply in the

application of a thin glass tube,

about four or five feet in length,

to the projecting neck of the re-
DisTiLLATioN OF Oil OF Vitriol.

^ ^ ci_ ^

tort. These are made to nt to

each other without the use of luting, which would be inadmissible, and

Fig. 319.
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the lower end of the tube is somewhat contracted, to prevent currents

of air from ascending through it.

With this arrangement the distillation takes place without much
danger or difficulty.

Instead of the sheet-iron cylinder, a Hessian crucible might perhaps

be employed, and this, if requisite, might be elevated by placing it on

a brick. An arrangement of this kind is shown in fig. 320.

Fig. 320. Fig. 321.

Distillation of Oil of Vitriol.

Distillation of Oil of Vitriol.

I have sometimes used a stoneware bottle, such as is frequently met

with in commerce. A bent glass tube is fixed in the neck of the bottle

by means of plaster of Paris, the acid being previously introduced.

This arrangement is shown in fig. 321. The tube should be three or

four feet in length, so as to act as a condenser.

Retorts. of porcelain, or of good stoneware, offer great facilities in

conducting this process, but these are not always to be obtained.

In the manufacture of oil of vitriol, the process of distillation, by

which the acid is concentrated, is now always conducted in platinum

stills, which have superseded the glass retorts originally used. This

substitution has rendered the process, which was formerly a hazardous

and difficult one, perfectly safe and easy. The result confirms the

statement already made with regard to the influence of a metallic

vessel. But platinum stills are too expensive for laboratory use, and

other means have therefore been sought for facilitating the distillation

of oil of vitriol.

A French chemist, M. Lambert, has proposed the use of fragments

of a species of quartz (cjuarzite), which are introduced into a glass

retort. These fragments should be angular and not very small.

About a dozen pieces, each from a quarter of an inch to half an inch

22
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in length, will render the distillation of several pounds of the acid

quite manageable. I have used fragments of rock crystal in the dis-

tillation of balsam of copaiba, essential oils, and other similar sub-

stances, in glass vessels, and have found that by this means the incon-

venience otherwise experienced in conducting the process has been

entirely obviated. Pieces of rock crystal suitable for this purpose,

consisting of the chippings formed in making spectacle glasses, may

be obtained at a lapidary's or optician's. These pieces, which contain

only pure silica, may be used in processes of this kind without the

fear of contaminating the resulting products.

It might be supposed that broken fragments of glass, or sand, would

answer the same purpose as quartz or rock crystal, but such is not

the case.

[If a process of distillation has been commenced, and the bumping

occurs, as for instance, in distilling ether from the oleo-resin of cubebs,

the temperature should be allowed to fall below that of the boiling-

point of the ether, before introducing the fragments of quartz or glass,

else a large quantity of vapour will be suddenly eliminated, and cause

the contents of the retoi"t to overflow.—W. P.]

The presence of small fragments of rock crystal in the flask or

retort, appears, in all cases, as far as I have observed, to prevent the

occurrence of bumping ; but when the object of the process is to obr

tain and preserve the residue from which the more volatile parts have

been separated by distillation or vaporisation, it may be found incon-

venient to have any foreign matter mixed with it. In cases of this

kind a small metallic still

'^' may be sometimes used

with advantage. Such

an apparatus is repre-

sented in fig. 322. It is

made of copper, thickly

plated on the inside with

silver, and is used with

the gas-furnace (fig. 84),

on the top of which it is

supported by the collar

d. The head (6) fits on

to the body [a] at c, so

that when the former is

removed, any resinous or

other solid matter can be easily taken out, and the apparatus com-

Small Plated Still.
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Fig. 323.

pletely cleaned. It may be used either with or without the head, for

concentrating caustic solutions of potash or soda.

In some processes glass vessels, partly coated on the inside with

silver, may be conveniently used. Fig. 323 represents an arrange-

ment of apparatus for distillation, in which a flask (a) is employed,

the bottom of which is thus coated. It has the advantage of present-

ing a metallic surface to the liquid, in the part most exposed to the

heat, while the contents of the vessel are unobscured from view. The

silver is deposited on the glass by the process of Mr. Drayton, in

which the two following solutions are used.

1. Solution of silver.—Dissolve twenty-five grains of nitrate of

silver in about an ounce of distilled water, and add to it some pure

caustic ammonia, drop by drop, until the precipitated oxide of silver

is redissolved, carefully avoiding the use of more ammonia than is

necessary ; then add sufficient distilled water to make twenty ounces

of clear solution.

2. Solution of essential

oils.—Dissolve half a fluid

drachm of oil of cloves,

and the same quantity of

oil of cassia, in three fluid

ounces of rectified spirit

of wine.

In silvering glass ves-

sels by this process the

solution of silver is intro-

duced into the vessel so as

to cover the part intended

to be silvered, and the

solution of essential oils

is then added in the pro-

portion of one drachm of

the latter to every ounce

of the former. The mix-

ture first becomes milky,

and subsequently assumes

a dark or blackish ap-

pearance, while at the

same time metallic silver

is deposited on the sur-

face of the glass. It will

be several hours before
Apparatus for Distillatiom.
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this deposition is completed, during -wliicli time the solution should be

left undisturbed. The liquid may then be poured out, and the vessel

cleaned from adhering oil by means of spirit of wine, several succes-

sive quantities of which should be boiled in it, until the surface of the

deposited silver becomes perfectly clean and bright, and no smell of

the oil remains.

It is important that the essential oils used in this process should

not be old or resiniiSed, as in this case the silver would be deposited

not in a bright metallic state, but in the form of a dirty blackish-

brown powder, a result which would also ensue if the oils be added in

undue quantity. It may be sometimes necessary to vary the quan-

tity to a slight extent, according to the quality of the oils used.

When the process has been successfully performed, and every trace

of oil removed with spirit in the manner described, the coating of

silver may be rendered

Fig- 324. thicker by depositing a

fresh portion of metal, from

a solution of oxide of silver

in cyanide of potassium by

electricity.

Glass vessels may also be

covered with platinum, by

putting into them a solution

of the chloride of that me-

tal, adding thereto some

formic acid, and then boil-

ing the mixture. The coat-

ing of metallic platinum thus

obtained, will not, generally,

be so perfect and uniform,

as that of the silver deposit-

ed by the preceding process,

but I have frequently suc-

ceeded in getting a deposit

of perfectly bright platinum

in this way, which has ad-

hered very strongly to the

glass, and has not been

separated by the action

of strong acids and other

substances repeatedly boiled in the vessel.

The arrangement of apparatus shown in fig. 324, is convenient for

AprARATus FOR Distillation.
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distilling small quantities of liquid. It consists of a flask (a), through

the cork of which a tube-funnel {c) passes for the supply of fresh

liquid, if required ; a bent tube (h), which forms the receiver ; and a

beaker (d), nearly filled with cold water, by which the condensation

is effected. The tube (5) being inserted through the cork of the flask,

is supported by the Cray-Lussac holder, and immersed in the contents

of the beaker, which is placed in one of the rings of the retort-stand.

The syphon [e) is used for removing the water, heated in the process

of condensation, from the upper part of the beaker, when cold water

is from time to time poured in through a tube-funnel reaching to the

bottom. This syphon may also be employed for withdrawing the

condensed liquor from the tube {b). The manner of using it in cases

such as these has been described at page 183. Heat is applied to the

flask by the gas-lamp (/).

[Distillation of Hydrocyanic Acid. The distillation of hydrocyanic

acid for medicinal use is attended with several circumstances that

are worthy of note. The U. S. P. formula directs that a solution of

ferrocyanuret of potassium be placed in a retort arranged for distilla-

tion, diluted sulphuric acid afterwards added, and the mixture then

distilled until a certain measure of fluid has passed over into the

recipient, which previously contained a portion of distilled water. In

practice, it is more convenient to use a large flask and a Liebig's con-

denser, instead of a retort, and a graduated bottle in place of a

globular receiver. The flask should have a wide, rather long neck,

like fig. 315, so that during the bumping that is liable to

occur, none of the contents of the retort shall be thrown '^'

beyond the curve of the tube that connects the flask with \J

the condenser. There should also be a safety-tube, fig. 325,

connected with the flask. The heat should be applied by

means of a sand-bath, and the thin wrought-iron hemi-

spheres, sold by the iron-mongers for the bowls of ladles,

are very suitable, a thin layer of sand being placed between

the flask and the iron. The inferior end of the condenser

tube should be bent down, so as to be inserted through a

cork, into the neck of the graduated bottle containing the

distilled water. All the joints being luted, or covered with

caoutchouc, the heat is applied by means of a gas-burner, safet?

or an alcohol lamp. As soon as ebullition commences, there

is a liberation of hydrocyanic acid vapour, which causes considerable

outward pressure, unless the refrigeration is very complete. For this

reason the water used should be cooled with ice. The distilled water
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contained in the graduated bottle is intended to absorb this vapour,

and it also should be kept cool. The distillation is proceeded with

until the amount of the distillate, as indicated by the graduation on

the receiving bottle, shall equal that called for in the formula. The

subsequent steps of the process for testing and diluting the acid, are

not in place here.

When it is desired to make anhydrous, or very concentrated hydro-

cyanic acid, the apparatus, fig. 326, recommended by "Wohler, may be

used. The retort contains a concentrated solution of cyanide of

potassium, free from cyanate of potassa, and its beak is connected

with a U-shaped condensing tube b c, which is also connected by a

bent tube with the receiving vial e. The U-shaped tube is filled

Fig. 326.

VVohler's Apparatds for Ashkdrous Hydrocyanic Acid.

with small fragments of chloride of calcium, except the upper part

of the limb b, which contains pieces of cyanide of potassium, and is

placed in a deep glass vessel d, filled with ice-cold water. The vial e

is surrounded by a mixture of snow, or ice and salt, up to the neck.

All the joints being luted, a mixture of equal pa;rts of sulphuric acid

and water is poured into the retort gradually, through the funnel-

tube, which causes the liberation of a large quantity of hydrocyanic

acid vapour, that passes over and is arrested in the bent tube. As

soon as the requisite quantity of acid has been added to the retort,

and the reaction ceases, the cold water is decanted from d with a

syphon, and its place filled with water at 85° or 90° Fahr., and heat

applied to the retort. The hydrocyanic acid then passes rapidly

over, the aqueous vapour only being arrested by the chloride of cal-

cium, and is condensed in the vial e, which is kept surrounded by a

freezing mixture.
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Fig. 327.
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Furnace and Sand-pot for Distillation with
A Retort.

This process of Wohler's for making anhydrous prussic acid, gives

a general idea of the mode of proceeding in the distillation of very

volatile liquids requiring tube apparatus.—W. P.]

When retorts of a large size are employed in the process of distil-

lation, it becomes necessary to have a furnace and sand-pot expressly

adapted for their reception, as

represented in fig. 327. The

sand-pot should be of cast iron,

and of such a size that, when

the retort is put in, there shall

be a stratum of sand of about

an inch in thickness between

them. The intervening sand

should never exceed this thick-

ness, for in such case there

would be unnecessary consump-

tion of fuel, and, moreover, it

would be much more difficult
It-,-"

r

to regulate the heat. When
there is a great thickness of

sand between the retort and

the iron pot, the heat, if accidentally raised too high, is retained for

some time by the sand, and cannot be speedily reduced by removing

the fire, or checking combustion.

The construction of the fire-place, and position of the fire in relation

to the sand-pot, are also of some importance. The grate should not

be immediately underneath the sand-pot, but a little in front of it, as

shown in fig. 828. This drawing represents a section of fig. 329, in

the direction of the lines A, B, C, D.

The combustion and intensity of the heat are regulated by means

of the valve (e) in the chimney, the sliding door of the ash-chamber

((?), and the door {b) of the fire-place. When a strong fire is required,

the valve (e) and the door of the ash-chamber are kept open, and the

door of the fire-place closed. As soon as the apparatus has been

brought into full operation, the valve may be partially closed, by

which means a saving of fuel is efiected without diminishing the avail-

able heat. If the fire should become too strong, the combustion may

be checked by partially closing the door of the ash-chamber and con-

tracting still further the valve in the chimney, or by opening the

latter to the fullest extent, and at the same time closing entirely the

door of the ash-chamber. Should even this be insufficient, the door
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of the fire-place must be opened, so as to admit a current of cold air

to pass in contact Vrith the bottom of the sand-pot.

Fig. 328.

Fig. 329.

- D

Retort in SANo-rox.

In fig. 329, the position of the fire-place is shown, as indicated by
the white lines in the part between C and D.

Fig. 331. Fig. 332.

Portable Furnace and Afpendages for Distillation.

Fig. 830 represents a portable furnace, which would sometimes be

found useful in processes of distillation. It is designed only for a

charcoal fire, and the fuel is supplied during the continuance of the

process, through the door (b). The supports (d, d, d) are intended

for the reception of any large vessel which may be placed over the

fire. The sand-pot (fig. 331), or the rings (fig. 332), are used for

supporting retorts.
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[There is a distillatory apparatus which has been used to some

extent in Philadelphia, and which for the sake of distinction may be

called a pharmaceutical still, from its applicability to the wants of

the pharmaceutist. Fig. 333 exhibits a section of this still, which

shows its construction better than a full figure of the apparatus. A,

is the cucurbit or boiler, which ordinarily holds two gallons, but may
be made of any size ; B, is the dome or head, on the inner surface of

which the condensation occurs, and C the neck or tube connected with

Fig. 333.

A

Pharmacedtical Still.

the recipient, and which is soldered to the head, and opens into it.

a a is a rim, soldered around the mouth of the boiler, so as to form a

water-joint ; c c, is a circular rim, soldered on the base of the head, in

such a manner that the upper part forms a gutter for conducting the

condensed fluid from the base of the condensing cone, d d, to the

neck, C, whilst the lower part projects below into the double rim of the

boiler, a a, to form the water-joint, b is an opening corresponding to

the tubulure of a retort, which enables the operator to inspect the

progress of the distillation, and to stir the contents of the still when

necessary. This opening is stopped with a cork, or a tin cap. e is a

funnel-tube into which a current of cold water runs during distillation,

the warm water running off by the tube on the opposite side.

In using this apparatus, the water-joint should be two-thirds filled

with water, the materials introduced, and the head adjusted and filled

with water. The neck C, may be connected with a worm, if the fluid

distilled is alcohol ; if aqueous, all that is necessary is to insert into
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it, through a cork, a bent tube, to convey the product to a suitable

receptacle. If the water on the head is kept sufficiently cool, but

little vapour will escape uncondensed. This still is used with great

advantage for regaining the alcohol from tinctures designed for syrups

and extracts, and for the distillation of water. It is best used by in-

serting the boiler into the top of an ordinary cylindrical coal stove, so

that the rim of the water-joint shall rest on the edge of the stove after

the top has been removed. The whole apparatus is constructed of

tinned iron, at a moderate cost.—W. P.]

Fig. 334. Fig. 335.

Stoneware Still.

The stoneware still (fig. 334) is a convenient form of apparatus for

some processes in the pharmaceutical laboratory, as for instance, in

the distillation of vinegar, sweet spirit of nitre, spirit of sal volatile,

&c. The quantities of ingredients operated upon in these processes,

which are necessarily conducted with glass or eartheuAvare vessels, are

such, that, if a retort be used, there is much danger of breaking it in
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Fig. 336.

consequence of its size. The charging of a large retort, capable of

holding several gallons, its introduction into the sand-bath, and its

subsequent removal when the process is finished, are attended with

much hazard ; and the occasional fracture of the vessel, and loss of its

contents, are almost inevitable results. These sources of loss and an-

noyance are entirely avoided by substituting the apparatus (fig. 334)

for the retort. The body (a) of the still is majle

of brown earthenware, commonly called stoneware.

It has a projecting rim (6), by means of which it

may be easily fixed in a jacket or case, when heat

is applied through the medium of steam. The

head (d) may be made of the same material as the

body, or it may be made of glass. It should have

the form represented in the drawing, and which is

more clearly indicated by the section, fig. 335. The object in adopting

this form is, to prevent any liquid condensed in the head from running

back into the body. Such

liquid, being collected in
'^'

the groove (A), runs ofi*

through the tube (i) in

the direction of the re-

ceiver. There is a stop-

per (e) at the top of the

head,which admits of the

introduction of fresh in- •

gredients during the con-

tinuance of the process

if desired.

This still may be heat-

ed by means of the fur-

nace and sand-pot (fig.

327), in the same way

as a retort ; but the

drawing represents the

arrangement adopted

when steam is used as the source of heat. The still is fixed in a cask

(c) of suitable size, to which steam is supplied through the pipe (/).

On first turning on the steam, the air is allowed to escape at the

stop-cock (g), from whence also the condensed water runs off.

The Stone-ware condenser, (fig. 337,) and the adapter, (fig. 336,)

are used with the still. These are all made by the manufacturers of

Stoneware Condenser.
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stoneware apparatus for chemical purposes, of whom there are several

in the vicinity of Vauxhall Bridge, London. The stoneware worm

may be fixed in a cask, similar to that used as the jacket of the still.

This kind of condenser answers very well, and is the most suitable

for the distillation of sweet spirit of nitre, or vinegary but it would be

inapplicable in the process for the preparation of spirit of sal volatile.

In distilling this last-named spirit, the carbonate of ammonia, which it

contains, is frequently deposited in considerable quantity in the con-

denser, and would soon block up a worm such as that represented in

fig. 337. The best kind of condenser for the distillation of this spirit,

is that represented at page 118, figs. 115 and 116 ; but the tube should

be of much larger diameter than that mentioned in the description

there given.

THE DISTILLATION OF ESSENTIAL OILS.

The method of proceeding in the distillation of essential oils is very

similar to that adopted in making the medicinal distilled waters. The

object contemplated in both cases is, to effect the volatilization of the

essential oils contained or formed in the substances operated upon,

together with water, and thus to separate these from the fixed or less

volatile parts with which they were associated.

In making distilled ivaters, a sufficient quantity of water is used in

the process to dissolve the whole, or nearly, the whole, of the oil af-

forded by the other ingredients, so as to form a saturated solution.

In conducting the process with the view of obtaining the essential

oil alone, the smallest possible quantity of water is employed, so as to

avoid unnecessary loss of the required product by its solution in the

water.

The quantity of water added to the other ingredients constitutes,

therefore, the principal difierence between the two processes.

The essential oils emplo3''ed in pharmacy are obtained from difi"erent

parts of vegetables, in which they are generally contained in cells,

and sometimes associated with other constituents of the plant, such as

fixed oil, resin, or wax. It is important that these oils should be se-

parated and collected without exposing them to a high temperature,

and their distillation is therefore effected at temperatures below their

boiling-points, by distilling them together with water. The boiling-

points of these oils are much higher than that of water. Thus, the

boiling-point
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Of oil of mustard

turpentine

mint

cajuput

thyme

bitter almonds

peppermint

rosemary

meadow-sweet

pennyroyal

gaultheria

is 290° Fahr.
a 3140 u

a 3200 u

II 3430 a

a 3540 a

" 356° "

" 365^ "

" 365° '^

ic 38QO ic

" 395° ''

u 4J20 u

But although any one of these oils, if submitted to distillation with-

out the admixture of any other more easily volatilized substance, would

require to be heated to the temperature above represented as its boil-

ing-point, yet, when mixed with water, it will readily distil at 212°,

that is, at the boiling-point of the water. This occurs through the

tendency to diffusion of the less volatile liquid into the vapour of the

Fig. 338.

Still and Condenser.

more volatile, in accordance with the principles explained at pages

298 and 299.

It is thus that the distillation of essential oils is always effected.

The vegetable substance from which the oil is to be obtained, if it

consist of root, wood, bark, fruit, or seed, is generally cut or bruised,
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SO as to facilitate the extraction of the oil. It is then either intro-

duced into the body of the still (fig. 338), together with a suitable

quantity of water, and, after being allowed to macerate for some time,

is submitted to distillation in the usual way, or it is put into a vessel

such as the cucurbit (fig. 339), and steam being allowed to issue from

a pipe beneath the perforated false-bottom (fig. 340), is made to pass

through it into the condenser.

Fig. 339.

CUCDRBIT AND FaLSE-BOTTOM*

Some diiference of opinion exists as to which of these two methods

of operating is the best. -The former, when conducted in a still set

over the fire, as represented in the drawing, is subject to objection in

consequence of the danger there is of applying too much heat, and

thus injuring the quality of the oil by contaminating it with the pro-

ducts of the decomposition of vegetable matter. In the latter method

of operating, the above objection does not apply ; but it is difficult, if

not impossible, to draw over the whole of the oil in this way, without

using so much steam that the product in undissolved oil will be very

small, as compared with that obtained by the other process.

At Mitcham, where large quantities of essential oils are distilled for

the London market, the process is conducted with common stills, set as

represented in fig. 338. These stills are generally of great magnitude,

having, sometimes, a capacity of two or three thousand gallons. The

bottom of the still is covered with wicker-work, or with perforated

boards, over which the vegetable substance to be operated upon is

placed, and the body of the still being thus nearly filled, water is in-

troduced so as just to cover the solid ingredients. It is customary to

allow some hours to elapse, after charging the still, before commencing

the process of distillation ; the fire is then lighted, and water saturated
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Fig. 341.

The FLORENTiiNE Receiver.

with essential oil passes over, together with a portion of oil beyond

that which the water is capable of holding in

solution. The distilled products, if the oil be

lighter than water, are received into a vessel

(fig. 341), called the Florentine receiver. The

oil collects here in the neck of the vessel at a,

while the water flows off into another vessel

through the spout h. The small bottle (c), re-

presented as attached to the neck of the re-

ceiver, is not used in this part of the process,

but in a subsequent operation, which is de-

scribed at page 354.

If the oil be heavier than water, the form of apparatus (fig. 342)

may be conveniently adopted for collecting it. This consists of a

vessel (a), near the top of which there is a spout [h) through which

the water flows into a suitable receiver, as

fresh portions are supplied through the

long funnel (c, d). The oil, being heavier

than the water, collects at the bottom of a.

This apparatus may also be used for

collecting and separating oils that are

lighter than water, which application of it

will be described hereafter.

When the object of the process is merely

the collection of essential oil, the distilled

water which comes over with it, and from

which the oil has been separated as above,

is used, on re-charging the still, instead of

common water, by which means a larger

product of oil is obtained, to the extent of

the portion held in solution by the water.

Some oils pass over more slowly than

others, being either less volatile, or more

tenaciously held by the vegetable matter. In these cases, it is some-

times necessary to return the distilled water two or three times on to

the solid ingredients before the whole of the oil is extracted.

The utmost care should be taken, in this process, to prevent the

distilled product from acquiring any empyreumatic impregnation,

which might be acquired by the incautious application of heat, or the

continuance of the process until carbonization of some of the vegetable

matter has commenced. In operating with the common still (fig. 338)

Oil-Separator.
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it is very difficult to avoid these results, aud hence the reason that other

methods of conducting the process have been resorted to. The substi-

tution of steam apparatus for the still set over the fire, affords the best

means of remedying the evil alluded to. If a still such as that repre-

sented in fig. 132, p. 135, be employed, the process may be conducted

without any fear of injuring the product by excessive heat. The only ob-

jection to this arrangement is, that there is much loss of heat by radia-

tion from the steam-pipes, and the outer surface of the steam-chamber

of the still, which occasions an undue consumption of fuel. The loss

of heat by radiation is diminished when the steam is conveyed directly

into the interior of the distillatory vessel, as represented at S T, fig.

132, and the process then conducted in the manner represented in fig.

339 ; but although this method answers very well for preparing most

of the distilled waters, it is not, as already stated, completely efficient

in the distillation of essential oils, especially of those which are the

least volatile.

There is another method of applying steam for distillation or vapo-

rization, in which the objections which apply to the two foregoing

methods are obviated. It consists in heating the liquid by means of

a coil of steam-pipe fixed within the still or boiler. This pipe, through

which steam at a suitable temperature is passed, being surrounded by

the liquid, parts with no heat that is not rendered available. It is

found to be the most economical and efficient method of applying the

steam, and may be beneficially adopted for processes in which the pre-

sence of the steam-pipe within the boiler is not objectionable. In

operating in this way, a strong cask may be readily converted into a

still by fixing a coil of steam-pipe within it, somewhat in the manner

represented in fig. 337 ; but the pipe should be more nearly in contact

with the sides of the cask than is there represented, if much solid

matter is to be put in, and the head of the cask should, of course, be

retained, with a suitable opening for introducing and removing solid

ingredients, and a pipe for conveying the vapour to a condenser.

So important has the avoidance of the application of a high tempe-

rature been considered with reference to the preparation of essential

oils, that it has been proposed to efiect their distillation in vacuo, with

apparatus similar in principle and general arrangement to that repre-

sented in fig. 278. Oils that have been thus prepared are said to be

superior to those obtained in the ordinary way, and the chief obstacle

to the adoption of this process is, probably, the expense of the appa-

ratus.

The quality of essential oils, and distilled waters, however, does not
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depend solely on tlie process by which they are distilled. When ob-

tained from fresh plants, leaves, or flowers, it is important that these

should be collected at suitable periods Avith reference to the growth of

the plant. Labiate plants are said to yield the best oils when they

are just beginning to flower, although the quantity yielded is greater

at a later period of their growth. In the distillation of roses, the

petals only should be used, and not the entire flower including the

calyx. In like manner, elder flowers should be stripped from the

stalks. When seeds, fruits, or other parts, are bruised or otherwise

disintegrated, previously to submitting them to distillation, the one

process should immediately precede the other, for if they be much

exposed to the air after being so prepared there will be both diminu-

tion of product and deterioration of its quality.

There are a few substances in obtaining essential oil from which it is

necessary to conduct the process of distillation in a particular manner.

Bitter almonds, mustard seeds, and horseradish, are of this class.

These substances do not contain essential oil ready formed, but the

oil is produced in the process to which they are submitted. Bitter

almond cake, for instance, from which essential oil and distilled water

are obtained, contains two bodies, amygdaline and emulsine, by the

mutual reaction of which, together with Avater, the oil is produced.

Black mustard-seed, also, contains two analogous bodies, myronic acid

and myrosyne, which in like manner produce the essential oil of

mustard. Bodies of analogous nature exist in horseradish and in

laurel leaves. The emulsine and the myrosyne of the almond and the

mustard-seed, and the corresponding substances in the other plants

mentioned, undergo a change, similar to the coagulation of albumen,

when heated to a temperature approaching that of boiling water, and

when thus coagulated they are no longer capable of producing essen-

tial oil with the other vegetable principles. It is necessary, therefore,

in obtaining essential oil from this class of substances, to macerate

them with cold or luke-warm water for some time previously to the

application of heat. If boiling water were added at once to these sub-

stances, it would coagulate and render inoperative one of the consti-

tuents from which, under other circumstances, the oil would be formed.

In distilling hitter almonds, the cake, which has been previously

freed from fixed oil by expression, is powdered and mixed with about

twenty parts of cold water. The mixture is allowed to stand for

twenty-four hours before the application of heat, during which time

the essential oil is produced ; it is then submitted to distillation. The

mixture, after being boiled, and especially when part of the water has

23
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Fig. 343.

been distilled off, becomes thick, and is apt to adhere in a hard cake

to the inner surface of the still ; and if this be allowed to remain there,

it will greatly retard the progress of the distillation by obstructing

the free conduction of heat to the more liquid part ; Avhile, at the

same time, the product may be contaminated

with an empyreumatic flavour from the action

of the heated metal on the caked veffetable

matter. To obviate these results, it is cus-

tomary to have an apparatus, technically

called a rouser, attached to the still, by which

constant agitation of the ingredients may be

efiected.

Fig. 343 represents an arrangement of this

kind, but in addition to the projecting arms

(A), chains are sometimes attached, which are

dragged along the bottom of the still as the

agitator is turned.

After obtaining the oil by distillation, and

collecting it in the Florentine receiver, it has

to be separated from the water, on the surface of which it floats. If

the quantity of oil be small, and there be no better arrangement at

hand for the purpose, the separation may be

efi'ected as follows :—the spout (5) of the Flo-

rentine receiver (fig. 344), in which the oil

has been collected, is stopped with a cork,

and water is poured in until the oil rises to

the top of the neck at a; a small bottle (c)

is then tied to the neck of the receiver, and

a few threads of lamp-cotton placed as repre-

sented, so as to form a syphon, through which

the oil will be conveyed into the bottle by

capillary attraction.

If the quantity of oil be such as to render this method of proceed-

ing tedious or inapplicable, one of the oil separators, figs. 345 and

346, may be used. The apparatus, fig. 345, consists of a funnel, ter-

minating in a small tube at the bottom, and contracted at the top so

as to admit of its being closed by the thumb of the operator, or by a

cork or glass stopper. The opening at the bottom is closed by the

finger, or by inserting a small cork, when the liquid is poured into the

funnel ; and when the oil has collected on the surface of the water,

the latter is allowed to run off either by opening the lower tube, or,

^:::UX^

The Rou?er.

Fig. 344.

Oil-Sefarator.
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the latter being left open, by allowing air to enter at the top. This

apparatus is sometimes made with a stop-cock, as represented in fig.

346, and it is then much more efficient and convenient for use. If it

be made of the form of fig. 346, the top of the funnel should have a

rim ground to a flat smooth surface, over which a plate of glass may
be placed to prevent evaporation. [See also figs. 186 and 187.]

In the apparatus (fig. 347), the separation of a light oil is thus

effected : the oil is collected in a tube [d) through which the water

Fig. 345. Fig. 346. Fig. 347.

Oil-Sei'ara.tors.

passes into the vessel (a) ; and when the distillation is concluded, the

funnel (c) is removed, the mouth of the tube (d) is closed with the

finger ; the tube is then raised out of the vessel (a), and, by pai'tially

removing the finger so as slowly to admit air, the water is allowed to

run out through the contracted opening at the bottom of the tube, the

oil being retained by again closing the orifice at the top when the last

drop of water has escaped.

[Fig. 348 represents another form of separator, capable of being

used for light or heavy oils. When employed for the latter, the orifice

of the tube, J, fig. 348, is closed until the oil that collects below rises

above a, when it is opened, the distilled water in the meanwhile

running off through the tube d e. On the other hand, when the oil is

light, the distilled water flows off by the tube a h, whilst the super-

natant oil may be decanted, by closing h until the water raises the oil

sufficiently to permit it to flow off at e.
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Fig. 349 is a separator designed to indicate the per-centage of

volatile oil obtained in an experiment—the graduation being from the

Fig. 348.

fr=^
r?-^

top downward of course limits its use to oils that float on water.

These figures are from Christison's Materia Medica.—W. P.]

PKESERVATION AND RECTIFICATION OF ESSENTIAL OILS.

Essential oils are very liable to undergo deterioration if long kept,

and especially if they be kept in a warm place, and the vessels con-

taining them be imperfectly closed. This deterioration arises from

the absorption of oxygen, which takes place at first but slowly, but

when oxidation has proceeded to a certain extent the absorption be-

comes more rapid. During this change they assume a yellowish or

brown colour; thej become less limpid; acquire a tenacious con-

sistence, and resinous character ; and, finally, are either covered over

with a tough pellicle, or are entirely dried up to a substance of that

kind. Meanwhile the smell undergoes a change ; it becomes less

characteristic of the substance from which the oil was originally ob-

tained, and more like that of oil of turpentine. The products of this

oxidation are less volatile than the oil itself, and therefore essential

oils that have become partly oxidised or resinified, may be freed from

the products of oxidation by submitting them to distillation or rec-

tification.

The rectification of essential oils is best eff*ected by putting them,

together with about twenty times their volume of water, into a retort

or still, and using the distilled water which passes over with the oil
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for recharging the still, until the whole of the oil, excepting that re-

tained by the water, has been drawn over.

This method of operating is found to answer better than the passing

of a jet of steam through the oil. If, instead of thus distilling it

with water, the oil were to be submitted to distillation alone, the

quality of the product Avould be injured, and its character, in some

cases, completely altered.

The conditions most favourable to the preservation of essential oils

are, that they should be kept in a cool place, in bottles completely

filled, well stopped, and excluded from the light.

THE RECTIFICATION OP ETHER.

In rectifying commercial ether in the usual way, distilling it by the

heat of a water-bath, with a retort and common condenser, it is im-

possible to effect the complete separation of the spirit, much of which

passes over towards the latter part of the process. It is only by fre-

quently ascertaining the specific gravity of the distilled product that

the right time for stopping the process can be determined, and even

then the ether distilled over will contain some alcohol, while the

alcohol which remains undistilled will retain some ether. It is true

that by washing the ether with water the whole of the alcohol may
be removed from it, but this is an expensive method of effecting its

purification, as the water thus used dissolves ether as well as alcohol,

and thus renders another process of rectification rejessary, unless it

be thought less expensive to sacrifice the ether contained in the wash-

ing than to incur the trouble of recovering it.

This subject occupied my attention some time ago, and I contrived

an apparatus by the use of which the ether may be obtained in a

state of purity from the unrectified liquor in one operation, while the

spirit is, at the same time, left tolerably free from ether.

The principle on which the apparatus is constructed, I have de-

signated by a term, which may, perhaps, appear somewhat paradoxical,

namely, warm-cooling. The vapours arising from the impure ether

are conducted through a condenser which is kept constantly at a tem-

perature of 118° Fahr., by the application of warm water. In this

vessel, the temperature being some degrees higher than the boiling-

point of ether, yet much lower than that of alcohol, the latter sub-

stance is condensed, while the former passes in the state of vapour

into a second condenser, which is kept surrounded with cold water, and,

when these can be obtained, with ice or snow.
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Ether Condenser.

Fig. 350 represents the ether eo7idenser, which may he made of

sheet tin, or, preferably, of copper. The

cylindrical vessel (a) contains tlie warm

water. It is open at the top, and has a tube

(h) inserted through a cork near the bottom,

by turning which the water may be drawn

off, as mentioned in the description of the

apparatus, fig. 263, page 264. A stop-cock

might be substituted for this tube, but would

be more expensive. The exit pipe of the

interior vessel (c) passes through the bottom

of the vessel (a). It has two openings at the

top to receive the glass or tin tubes, through

which the vapours are conveyed to and from

this apparatus. The vessel (c) is divided

into two compartments by the partition

[d), so that the vapours pass down one side

and up the other, and are thus more com-

pletely exposed to the influence of the warm

water.

The method of conducting the process of rectification with this

apparatus will be readily understood.

The crude ether, previously mixed with carbonate of potash, so as

to neutralize any free acid it may contain, is put into a retort, placed

in the steam-funnel, fig. 351, or in any other suitable apparatus for

applying the heat of boiling Avater. The beak of the retort is con-

nected by a glass or tin tube with the opening {e) of the condenser.

The delivering tube of the condenser is fixed loosely in the mouth of

a bottle (c/), which is intended for the reception of the condensed spirit,

and at the end of this tube there is a smaller bent tube, inserted by

means of a cork, which serves to prevent the

ether vapour from passing into the bottle (g),

the drop of spirit which is always retained in

the end of this tube keeping it closed. To

the second opening (/) of the vessel (c), a

tube is attached, by which the ether vapour

is conveyed to an efficient condenser, well

supplied with cold water.

The apparatus being thus arranged, the

valve of the steam-funnel, the use of which is

described at pages 109 and 118, is opened, so

as to admit the steam to the bottom of the

Fig. 351.

Steam-funnel.
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Fig. 352.

retort. At the same time the vessel (a) of the condenser is filled with

warm water, at a temperature of 118° Fahr., and this temperature is

maintained by the addition from time to time of fresh water.

When the distillation commences, ether alone will at first pass over,

none of which will be condensed in the first condenser ; but when the

process has continued for some time spirit will begin to collect in g,

while the quantity of ether passing into the next condenser will be

diminished : and, lastly, the distillation of ether will entirely cease,

and spirit alone will distil, being

condensed in the first condenser, and

collecting in g.

The ether obtained by this pro-

cess has the specific gravity of pure

ether. The spirit has a faint smell

of aldehyde and ether. It is readily

converted into strong spirit or alco-

hol, by distilling it from carbonate

of potash or from lime.

Fig. 352 represents another form

of ether condenser, the construction

of which is similar in principle to

that of G-addas condenser, described

at page 115. In this the vapours

enter at the lower, and escape at the

upper opening, as indicated by the

arrows. The method of using this apparatus, and its effects, are

similar to those of the preceding.

Ether Condenser.



CHAPTER XII.

SUBLIMATION, TORREFACTION, DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, INCINERA-

TION, CALCINATION, FUSION, REDUCTION, AND OXYGENATION.

SUBLIMATION.

The process of sublimation resembles tliat of distillation, in being

generally adopted with a view to the separation of unequally volatile

substances, the more volatile of which is first converted into vapour

by the application of heat, and then condensed in a part of the appa-

ratus in which it can conveniently be collected. The two processes,

however, differ essentially in this, that distillation is applied to the

elimination of products which are liquid, and sublimation to that of

those which are solid.

Most medicinal substances which are prepared by sublimation, are

invariably made on a large scale by wholesale manufacturers. Of

this class are sal ammoniac, carbonate of ammonia, corrosive sublimate,

cinnabar, and flowers of sulphur, which are never prepared in the phar-

maceutical laboratory. Cases do occur, however, in which the phar-

maceutist has occasion to resort to the process of sublimation, and

some explanation must, therefore, be given of the apparatus to be

used, and the arrangements generally adopted.

Benzoic acid and calomel are selected as substances, the preparation

of which, by sublimation, will comprise those details which will be

most practically useful to the pharmaceutist.

Sublimed benzoic acid is prepared from the resinous substance com-

monly calledgum benzoin. The method formerly adopted for subliming

the acid was to put the benzoin, in powder, in a Hessian crucible, and

to invert a paper bag over the mouth of the crucible, while heat was

applied in any suitable manner. In operating in this way, much of

the acid was lost, in consequence of the vapours passing through the

paper and escaping. There was also considerable loss from decompo-

sition of the acid by the strong heat which was required to drive the
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vapours through the thick cake of resin at the bottom of the crucible.

The product in benzoic acid was, therefore, less than it ought to be,

While an increased quantity of empyreumatic oil resulting from the

decomposition by heat was at the same time formed, which tended to

contaminate the sublimed acid.

Many years ago I introduced, and published an account of, a sub-

liming apparatus, in the use of which the evils above alluded to are

avoided. This apparatus has been extensively employed, and experi-

ence has established it in the estimation of practical men.

The subliming vessel consists of a shallow cast-iron pot or pan,

about eight inches in diameter and two inches deep. The bottom is

perfectly flat and the sides perpendicular. The benzoin, in coarse

powder, is spread over the bottom of this pot to the thickness of about

half an inch or rather more, and a sheet of filtering paper is then

stretched over the top, and secured there by pasting it to the sides of

the vessel. Over this is fitted a paper cap made of thick packing

paper, joined together with paste, and standing about as high as a

man's hat. The cap is secured on by tying it with strong cord.

The apparatus, thus prepared, is placed on a sheet of iron, with a

layer of sand intervening, over a slow fire. The whole arrangement

is represented in fig. 353. The fire should be kept up at as uniform

a temperature as possible, for three or four hours, during which time

the paper cap must not be allowed to become very hot, nor the vapours

Fig. 353. Fig. 354.

Apparatcs for Subliming Benzoic Acid.

to escape at the junctures. Should such occur, it would be necessary

to lower the fire. Finally, the fire is to be allowed to go out, and the

apparatus to cool before removing it from the stove. On untying the

string and carefully raising the cap, the benzoic acid will be found in

the upper part of it in large shining crystals, the groups of which are
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sometimes so beautiful that it causes some regret to remoA^e them.

After taking off the bibulous paper from the top of the iron pot, the

fused resin is to be cut out, coarsely powdered in a mortar, then re-'

placed, and the apparatus fitted up as before, and submitted again to

the heating process. A second crop of crystals of inferior quality will

be thus obtained. Even after this, a still further product may be go.t

by boiling the residue with lime and water, according to Scheele's

method, but the properties of the precipitated acid render it unfit for

use in medicine.

Fig. 354 represents a slight modification of the apparatus above

described, the object here being, more completely to insure the con-

densation of the vapours.

In the first place, a funnel-shaped cover, made of sheet iron, is

placed over the top of the pot, and fastened on with linseed-meal

luting. This inverted funnel has a cylindrical top (a), about three

inches in diameter, Avhich fits into a square box of pasteboard or wood.

A piece of fine muslin is stretched over the mouth of the cylinder, and

the process, in other respects, is conducted as already described. The

box, in this form of apparatus, is better protected from the heat than

the paper cap in that previously noticed, the air in the space {b b)

being constantly renewed as it becomes heated. If the box be made

of wood, it may be provided with a sliding cover at the top, which

will readily admit of the removal of the sublimed product. About

12|^ per cent, of benzoic acid may be obtained from the best benzoin

by this process. The product obtained by precipitation is greater,

but is not suitable for medicinal use.

The suhlimatio7i of calomel is a process which is frequently con-

ducted (in Germany) in pharmaceutical laboratories. The process

formerly adopted by most of those who made it for their own con-

sumption, consisted in first rubbing together four parts of corrosive

sublimate and three parts of mercury ; the gray powder thus formed

was then put into small glass phials in which the sublimation was

effected. This method of conducting the process was, however, subject

to many objections. The calomel being sublimed in a crust on to the

upper part of the phials, it was necessary to break the bottles in order

to remove the products. The process, therefore, involved much break-

age of glass, and splinters of glass sometimes got mixed with the

calomel. The product was also generally contaminated with a little

uncombined mercury, and sometimes, from the cylindrical form of the

subliming vessel, the ingredients, instead of being volatilized, were
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forced up in a solid mass, to the top of the phial, by the tension of the

vapour formed at the bottom. Hence it became necessary, if phials

were used, that they should not be perfectly cylindrical, or of equal

diameters throughout their whole length.

The mixture of four parts, by weight, of corrosive sublimate, and

three parts of mercury, is very nearly in equivalent proportions, the

former ingredient being slightly in excess
;
yet on submitting the

mixture to sublimation, some globules of mercury will be found in the

portion that first sublimes. This result arises from the difficulty of

efiecting so intimate a mixture of the ingredients as to insure complete

combination on the application of heat. It was customary to remedy

this defect by submitting the product to repeated sublimations, until

no globules of mercury could be detected.

I have proposed a modification of the foregoing process, in which

the formation of the calomel is completed, before the sublimation is

commenced. I use rather more than three parts of mercury to every

four parts of corrosive sublimate—say thirty-one parts of the former

to forty parts of the latter ; these are rubbed in a mortar, with the

addition from time to time of a little rectified spirit, until an impal-

pable gray powder is produced. Water may be substituted for spirit

in this part of the process, but does not answer so well, as it is neces-

sary that the powder should be thoroughly dried, by exposure to the

air, before submitting it to the next operation. The dry powder is

put into a shallow vessel, of enamelled cast iron, or Wedgwood's ware,

covered with a heavy cast-iron lid, and exposed to the heat of a sand-

bath. Under these circumstances the colour soon begins to change

from gray to yellow as combination takes place, and this change gra-

dually extends throughout the whole mass. At the same time, any

uncombined mercury will be sublimed and condensed on to the iron

cover, the heat being so regulated that it shall be sufficient to volatilize

the mercury, but not the calomel. When the combination is com-

pleted, which is known from the uniform yellowish colour of the

powder, the globules of mercury adhering to the cover are carefully

brushed off with a feather, and collected for subsequent use ; and the

powder is submitted to sublimation in any convenient apparatus. One

sublimation will in this case be sufficient, the product being pure

calomel. If the sublimation be effected in vessels of small capacity,

the calomel will be obtained in a crystalline condition, and must be

reduced to an impalpable powder, by careful trituration and elutria-

tion before being used.

[Fig. 355 represents the apparatus most frequently employed for
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Fiff. 355.

Apparatus for Calomel and Corrosive Soblimate.

preparing calomel and corro-

sive sublimate. It consists of

two furnaces, side by side ; one

(a) covered with a hood, under

which, and immediately over

the fire-place of the furnace, is

a deep hemispherical iron pot,

in which the mercury is con-

verted into the bipersulphate,

by boiling it with sulphuric

acid; the sulphurous acid eli-

minated being conducted to the

chimney by the hood. The

other (5), which is the subliming furnace, consists of a fire-place like a,

over which is placed a shallow iron pot, carefully lined with clay, for

containing the mixture of sulphate of mercury and common salt pre-

pared for sublimation. Over this a stoneware head is inverted and

luted around, in which the calomel or corrosive sublimate, as the case

may be, is condensed. [Pereira.)—\y. P.]

Calomel may be obtained at once in a state of minute division, by

adopting the process of

^^' precipitation ; but the pro-

duct of this process is con-

sidered to differ in its me-

dicinal action from that

obtained by sublimation.

Severalmethods have been

tried for producing sub-

limed calomel in a state of

division similar to that of

the precipitated powder.

A process for this purpose

J an earthen retort having a wide short ] „ V,ppri ripspribpd bv Mr
neck, in which the ingredients tor preparing calomel are placed. "'*° ueeu utrsi^iiucu uj rixi

.

b. An earthen or glass receiver having three tubulures; one TTn-nwr nf
communicating with the retort; a second dipping into water in "-^^^^Jj ^'
an earthen jar ; and a third connected with a steam pipe.

c. Steam boiler.—(Pereira, Mat. Med.)

Henry's MooincATiON of Jewell's Apparatus for prkparino
Calomel by Steam.

a. Furnace containinj

Paris, which

consists in condensing the

vapour of the calomel in a

vessel filled with steam, by which means an impalpable powder is pro-

duced. [Fig. 356 represents Henry's apparatus.]

This process was invented by Mr. Joseph Jewell, of the firm of

Howard and Company, manufacturing chemists, of Stratford, near

London. There are, however, some practical difficulties in the adop-
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tion of this process, and other means have been since discovered by

which a similar result is more easily obtained.

The following process fulfils the desired object satisfactorily. The

calomel is first prepared in the manner already described, by heating

the mixture of corrosive sublimate and mercury until combination has

been eff'ected. It is then sublimed in the apparatus of which a re-

presentation is given in fig. 357. An earthen tube (b), about two

inches and a quarter in diameter, and ten or twelve inches long, is

Fig. 357.

Apparatus for Subliming Calomel.

fixed across a small iron furnace. This tube should be made of a

mixture of fire-clay and sand, capable of bearing the action of a dull

red heat without cracking. To one end of it an earthen plug or stop-

per is fitted, through which passes a pipe connected with a bellows.

To the other end, a tube (c), of much larger diameter, is attached,

which communicates with a wooden box (d). The inside of this box

is lined with glazed paper, and over the top of it a cloth (w) is

stretched, which is secured in its place by a sheet-iron funnel, forming

the top of the box. The funnel is terminated by a pipe (/), three or

four inches in diameter, and about three feet long. Around this pipe

there is a small iron corridor for the reception of ignited charcoal.

In conducting the process of sublimation with this apparatus, the
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calomel is introduced into the pipe (b), and fires are kindled in the

furnace (a), and the corridor (e). When the vapours of calomel begin to

be formed, a current of air is forced through the pipe by means of a

double bellows, or centrifugal blower, which mixing with the vapour,

carries it into the box (d), while at the same time the vapour is

condensed and its further progress is arrested by the cloth (»?). When
the tube (/) gets well heated, there may be sufiicient draught without

using the bellows, in which case the plug must be removed from the

mouth of the tube (5), and the process can then be maintained uninter-

ruptedly for a great length of time, fresh portions of the powder being

introduced into the tube as the sublimation proceeds.

It is not necessary in this process to have a current of air passing

through the apparatus, provided that the vessel or chamber into

which the vapours are conducted be of ample size, so that by the ad-

mixture of a large quantity of cool air condensation may be speedily

arrested. In fact, the condition of the products obtained by sublima-

tion, are always influenced by the size and position of the receiver in

which the vapours are condensed. If the receiver be small, and if it

be immediately contiguous to the vessel from which the substance is

sublimed, the product will assume a crystalline condition, the tempe-

rature being such as to admit of the slow and regular aggregation of

the particles. If, on the other hand, the receiver be large, or if from

its position the air within it be kept cool, the sublimed product Avill

assume a more or less amorphous condition, the condensation being so

rapid that no symmetrical arrangement of the particles can take place.

ToRREFACTiON.—W^hcu organic substances are exposed to a degree

of heat capable of modifying certain of their constituents, and thereby

developing new properties, or destroying previously existing ones, the

process is called torrefaction.

[Metallic arsenic is obtained for medical purposes by heating equal

weights of arsenious acid and black flux, in a large glass tube, pro-

tected by one of iron, to dull redness. The alkali of the flux is im-

portant. The metal condenses in the upper part of the tube as a

brilliant sublimate.—W. P.]

When rhubarb is thus heated, its cathartic power is nearly destroyed,

whilst its astringent quality is unimpaired. The operation is per-

formed in shallow iron vessels, placed on a sand-bath strongly heated,

or at such a distance above a direct source of heat, that the tem-

perature can be regulated. In torrefying rhubarb the root should

be in a granular powder, and well dried : it is less liable to adhere

to the surface of the dish. The stirring requires to be constant, and

so regulated that the whole of the powder will be acted on by the
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heat and acquire a uniform change of colour. The burning of coffee,

for culinary purposes, is a familiar instance of torrefaction. Oily

seeds were formerly torrefied previously to extracting their fixed oil

by expression or boiling ; starch is now converted into British gum
and dextrine, on a large scale in the arts, by this process ; and

certain vegetable acids, as citric, malic, and tannic acids, are con-

verted into other acids.

Destructive Distillation.—When dry organic matter is placed

in a distillatory apparatus, and heat applied until all volatile matter

is driven over, the process is called destructive distillation when

viewed in reference to the distillate, and carbonization in relation to

the fixed residue.—W. P.]

The process of drt/, or destructive distillation is but seldom per-

formed in the pharmaceutical laboratory, for although several sub-

stances in the preparation of which this process is applied, such as

acetic acid, oil of amber, succinic acid, and acetone or pyroacetic

spirit, are used in medicine, yet these are usually made exclusively

by the wholesale manufacturer. The pharmaceutist, however, is

sometimes required to perform processes of this kind, and on such

occasions may experience difficulty in determining the best method of

effecting the desired object. The substances operated upon in these

processes are generally solid ; the heat applied to them is much greater

than that employed in ordinary cases of distillation ; and the resi-

Fig. 358.duums left in the distillatory ves-

sels, being usually in a fused, com-

pact state, firmly adhering to the

vessel, and insoluble in water, can

only be removed by mechanical

means. It is, therefore, necessary

to employ apparatus of a peculiar

description applicable to these con-

ditions. Glass vessels are not gene-

rally suitable ; they do not bear

the required heat without cracking,

or fusing, at least, when made of

common English glass, and the re-

siduums cannot be removed without

breaking the apparatus. Earthen-

ware or porcelain vessels are some-

times used, but these do not answer

well, unless made of the best por-

celain, which is expensive. Cast iron is the material of which the

Afparatds for Dry or Destructive
Distillation.
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apparatus used in these processes, or at least, that part of it which is

exposed to the fire, is usually made, and this is in every respect well

adapted for the purpose, being economical, and sufiiciently infusible

when carefully used.

These processes are not of sufficiently frequent occurrence to

require the provision of apparatus in anticipation of them ; and,

when they do occur, they are generally not of sufficient importance

to justify the expense of having a suitable vessel cast expressly for

the purpose. I have found a small cast-iron boiler, commonly called

a Papiris digester, easily convertible into an apparatus suitable for

dry distillation. These digesters are sold by all ironmongers, and

the only alteration required to adapt them for the use here contem-

plated, consists in removing the safety-valve from the top of the cover,

and fixing in its place a bent iron tube, as shown in fig. 358. The

cover fits on to the boiler with a steam-tight joint, and is kept securely

in its place, when in use, by the clamps {a a).

[Incineration.—When, instead of conducting the heating process

in distillatory arrangements, the organic matter is heated to redness

in open vessels until all the carbon is consumed, the process is called

incineration, and has reference, as its name implies, to the fixed

residue or ashes. As contact of air is necessary to oxidize and

remove the carbon, stirring is necessary to expose all parts of the

matter to the action of the air.

The essential salt of wormwood (carbonate of potash) and of other

plants of old pharmacy required this process ; the researches relative

to the inorganic matter of plants and animals require its aid ; and

the incineration of land and marine plants is extensively conducted

in the manufacture of potash, barilla, and iodine. The process of

making hone-earth, or bone phosphate of lime, so largely employed in

the manufacture of phosphorus, phosphoric acid, and the phosphates of

ammonia and soda, is another instance of its application in pharma-

ceutical chemistry.

Calcination.—Calcination difi*ers from incineration chiefly in being

applicable to mineral or inorganic compound substances. It has

several objects :—1st. To deprive a compound of some volatile ingre-

dient, as the carbonates of magnesia, lime, and oxide of zinc, of their

carbonic acid ; alum and gypsum of their water of crystallization

;

and the nitrates of copper and mercury of their nitric acid, to isolate

their oxides. And 2d, to expose a metal or a mixture to heat and

air, either to produce direct oxidation, as in making litharge, red

lead, and flowers of zinc, or to desulphurate certain sulphurets, at the
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same time tliat their metallic base is oxidized; in whicli cases the pro-

cess is often called roasting. This mode of oxidizing is effected by

the action of the flame, the products of combustion and heated air

yielding the necessary oxygen, and hence the process on a large scale

requires to be conducted in a reverberatory furnace. Arseniuret of

cobalt yields zaffre as a fixed, and arsenious acid as a volatile, product

by this process of oxidation.

When a mineral substance capable of combustion by heat alone, or

when associated with other substances capable of yielding oxygen, is

thrown on a red-hot surface, as in a heated crucible, the process of

oxidation is called deflagration. The pure carbonate of potassa

(white flux) of the Pharmacopoeia, is thus made by igniting a mixture

of cream of tartar and nitre ; the crocus of antimony, used in making

tartar emetic, is the result of deflagrating a mixture of sulphuret of

antimony and nitre ; and antimonial powder is made by deflagrating

horn shavings and sulphuret of antimony together, and subsequently

exposing the calcareous antimonial residue to intense heat.

The process of calcination is applied extensively to the preparation

of magnesia for pharmaceutical purposes. Fig. 359 represents the

kind of furnace used in England for effecting it, which is constructed

like a potter's kiln. The hydrated

carbonate of magnesia, the ordinary

light carbonate, is packed in deep

unglazed, crucible-shaped, earthen

pots, with covers fitting loosely, as

seen in the figure. The fuel best

adapted for this purpose is coke.

The vessels are arranged above the

fire on suitable supports, and are

kept at a full red heat for several

hours. It is not necessary to carry

the heat beyond the degree indicated

by full red : if less than this, there

is danger of a part of the carbonate

escaping decomposition. On the

contrary, if the temperature is

advanced to a white heat, the pro-

duct is apt to be lumpy.

Dense calcined magnesia is made

by precipitating a heavy carbonate

of magnesia from concentrated solutions of carbonate of soda, and

24

Fig. 359.

FrRNACE FOR CaLCINING Magnesja.
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sulphate of magnesia, evaporating the mixture to dryness, calcining

the dried mass of carbonate of magnesia and sulphate of soda, until

the carbonic acid is all extricated, washing the cold residue until all

the soluble saline matter is removed, and finally drying the remaining

magnesia at a moderate temperature. (Pereira.) The calcination of

magnesia is sometimes effected, by packing the carbonates, as stated

above, in earthen vessels, and placing them in a potter's kiln during

the time required to burn the pottery.

Fusion.—When fixed solid bodies are subjected to sufficient heat,

they assume a fluid state, and are said to fuse, melt, or liquefy, and

the process is called fusion, and sometimes liquefact;ion. No other

known cause besides heat will produce this effect, but the temperature

necessary for the fusion of different bodies varies exceedingly.

Fusion in the pharmaceutical laboratory is usually performed in

crucibles, (see page 78,) and the material and size are chosen to suit

the particular object in view. The precautions to be observed in

heating crucibles, and in reference to those of platinum, have been

already noticed. For the fusion of zinc and tin for granulation, for

the preparation of fusible metal, sulphuret of iron, &c., the Hessian

crucible answers every purpose ; but where its roughness and penetra-

bility are objectionable, Wedgwood-ware affords a better means, as in

fusing iodide of potassium, nitrate of silver, chloride of zinc, &c.

Where iron crucibles can be employed in fusion, they are greatly pre-

ferable, as they are not liable to crack. They are used in making

iodide of potassium, common caustic potash, cyanide of potassium, and

sal prunel.

When pure caustic potash or soda, and nitrate of silver, are to be

fused and cast in sticks, the silver crucible possesses many advantages.

Reduction.—When metallic oxides, chlorides, sulphurets, &c.,

heated alone, or admixed with other substances, are reduced to the

metallic state, whilst the combined body is either volatilized or enters

into combination with the admixed substance, the process is called

reduction.

The oxides of the noble metals are reduced by heat alone, but the

others require fluxes and carbon. In the manufacture of iron, the

reduction is effected by the carbon of the charcoal or coal, whilst the

lime used as a flux forms slag with the silicious and aluminous matter

associated with the ferruginous oxide in the ore. Fluxes are used in

the pui'ification of certain metals, as when saltpetre is heated with

alloyed gold and silver, to oxidize the baser metals, and separate with

them as dross. Borax, boracic acid, phosphate of soda, bisulphate of
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potash, lime, and flint glass, are also used as fluxes. Carbonate of

soda, heated with chloride of silver, acts as an agent of reduction, by

becoming chloride of sodium, the silver separating by fusion, as a

button, at the bottom of the crucible. Hydrogen is one of the best

reducing agents, but its application requires certain special arrange-

ments. The method of reduction by hydrogen will be treated of in

the chapter on the Generation and Absorption of Gases.

Oxygenation or Oxidation.—By the term oxidation, in reference

to pharmaceutical operations, is understood, the addition of oxygen

to a substance, to raise its degree of oxidizement if an oxide, or to

form an oxide from a free element.

Oxidation is efiected in the wet way, by treating the substance

in solution, with nitric or chromic acid, or with a mixture of binoxide

of manganese and sulphuric acid, in either of which cases, oxygen in

a nascent condition is yielded to the substance :—or it is accomplished

in the dry way by combustion. The process of roasting, already in-

. stanced, is an example of this mode of oxidation.

Of the first way, the conversion of protoxide into peroxide of iron,

will afford an illustration as required in the Pharmacopoeia, for obtain-

ing the ter-sesquisulphate of iron, employed in the formulae for hy-

drated sesquioxide, and ferrocyanuret of iron. A solution of the

protosulphate in water is made, half an equivalent of sulphuric acid

is added to it, (that is to say, half as much as the sulphate already

contains,) the solution is boiled, and then by successive additions, nitric

acid is added, until the evolution of red fumes ceases to bo observed.

The solution is then boiled, to free it from nitric oxide gas, and if it

does not produce a blue precipitate with red prussiate of potash, the

oxidation is completed.

Phosphorus is converted into phosphoric acid by boiling it with

nitric acid, the operation being performed in a distillatory apparatus,

so that the undecomposed nitric acid that vaporizes may be returned

to the retort.

A mixture of bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid is generally

employed when organic substances are to be operated on, as in these,

nitric acid will often induce changes not desired.

When combustion is resorted to, certain arrangements are required

to collect the oxide formed. When zinc is thus treated to produce

flowers of zinc, the metal is heated strongly in a shallow iron vessel,

over a furnace, placed alongside of a suitable chamber for collecting

the oxide, which, though not volatile, is mechanically carried off" by a

current of air. A hood is placed over the red-hot zinc, opening into
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the chamber, and a current of air determined into the chamber

through the hood, and over the surface of the zinc, by forming a com-

munication between the back of the chamber and a good draught

chimney. A partition of gauze shoukl be placed across the rear of

the chamber, to prevent the flocks of oxide from being carried up the

chimney.

Anhydrous phosphoric acid, for dental and other purposes, may be

prepared on a small scale by igniting a drachm of phosphorus, placed

on a capsule, and immediately inverting over it a large, perfectly dry,

earthen jar. The acid collects on the sides of the jar. Professor

Graham has described an arrangement by which the anhydrous acid

can be obtained in quantity. Fig. 360 represents this apparatus.

" The phosphorus is burned within a large glass balloon. A, having

Apfaratcs for Preparing Phosphoric Acid.

three tubulures, which has been well dried beforehand. The cork of

the upper tubulure is traversed by a long tube, a h, open at both ends,

and about half an inch in diameter, and which descends to about the

centre of the globe. A little capsule of platinum or porcelain, v, is

attached by means of platinum wires below the lower opening of this

tube. To the second tubulure, f?, a drying-tube, C, containing pumice

soaked in oil of vitriol, is attached ; and to the third tubulure, g, a

somewhat wide bent tube, g h, of which the other extremity descends

into a well-dried bottle, B. This last vessel is placed in communica-

tion, by means of the tube k I, with any aspirating apparatus, by
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means of which a continuous current of air is determined, which pene-

trates by the tube C, where it is dried, and traverses the whole appa-

ratus. A fragment of phosphorus is now dropped on the capsule, v, by

the tube a b, lighted by a hot wire, and the upper opening, a, closed

by a cork. When the combustion is completed, another fragment of

phosphorus is added, always taking care to dry the fragment carefully

with filter paper before introduction. The phosphoric acid produced

is partly deposited in the globe. A, and partly carried forwards to the

bottle B ;" and the process may be continued until the quantity pro-

duced is sufficient.

CKYSTALLiZAfiON.—A large number of chemical substances, in

passing from a fluid or vaporous to a solid state, assume certain

determinate forms, which are bounded by surfaces of mathematical

outline, and these surfaces and forms are among the most reliable

characters for distinguishing these substances. The philosophy of

crystallization does not come within the scope of a practical treatise

;

the subject will be viewed in reference to the best methods and direc-

tions for obtaining substances in crystals, to improve their appear-

ance, or as a means of their purification.

As a general rule, it is necessary that bodies be in a fluid or gaseous

state to enable the particles to obey the laws of crystallization, but in

a few instances the change occurs without loss of solidity, as in barley-

sugar, iron and brass wire, &c.

There are several methods of obtaining crystals. By sublimation,

by fusion and partial cooling, by deposition from supersaturated solu-

tions as they cool, by deposition from solutions as evaporation pro-

ceeds, by precipitation, or by deposition from a solution through the

agency of a voltaic current.

1st. Sublimation is only applicable to volatile solids, as benzoic

acid, calomel, corrosive sublimate, iodide of arsenic, and biniodide of

mercury. A number of organic principles are obtained in crystals by

this process, but with the exception of some of those mentioned, this

method is rarely resorted to as a means of crystallization.

The more slowly the vaporization is effected, the larger and finer

are the crystals. When rapid, the sublimate forms a solid crystalline

mass, as carbonate of ammonia.

2d. The process by fusion and partial cooling, includes some of the

metals, sulphur, and other substances, which have low fusing points.

The substance is fused in a rather deep vessel, as a crucible, and in

cooling, as soon as a crust has formed on the surface, a small aperture

is broken through it on one side, and a larger on the other. The vessel
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or crucible is now canted towards the side next to the larger hole, and

the fluid contents poured out from the interior. The sides and bottom

of the vessel, and the under side of the crust, will be studded with

crystals, which are large and well defined in proportion to the quantity

of fused matter, the gradual cooling to which it has been subjected,

and the dexterity of the manipulator in rupturing the crust and de-

canting the contents, for the more rapidly the
Fi^. 3G1.

latter is effected, the sharper and better defined

will the crystals be. Fig. 361 exhibits the crys-

tallization of sulphur as effected by this process.

3d. The most usual process is to make a solution

of the substance, saturated at a temperature above

that of the air, and suffer it to cool gradually. In

the chapter on the methods of solution, the manner

of obtaining saturated solutions was explained. Crystallization in

this way is, therefore, the direct reverse of solution.

The degree of concentration proper for solutions intended for crys-

tallizing, depends on the solubility of the substance. When very

soluble, the solution should not be saturated at the boiling tempera-

ture, if it is desired to obtain well-defined crystals. Acetate of zinc

is an instance of this. The evaporation of the dilute solution should

be continued until a drop of the liquid removed to a plate of glass,

deposits transparent well-defined hexagonal plates from a transparent

mother-water. The abundance of these in proportion to the amoimt

of liquid, will govern the operator as to the extent of the concentration.

In the manipulation of large laboratories it is found more certain to

employ the hydrometer for salts. Experience having taught the spe-

cific gravity of a solution proper for crystallization of each substance,

all that is necessary is to evaporate until the instrument indicates the

required density.

Having obtained the solution, the next steps are to place it in a situa-

tion where it will not be disturbed, and to regulate the cooling. The

more slowly and uniformly the cooling, and consequent deposition of

the particles is, the larger and more regular will be the crystals

formed. Sometimes the vessel is placed in the drying-closet, and

suffered to cool with it ; sometimes the vessel is allowed to remain in

the sand-bath after the fire has been put out, so as to cool with the

sand ; but more frequently it is merely set aside, where it will not be

disturbed, covered with a plate of glass, or another vessel, to prevent

evaporation, and to protect the solution from contamination by dust.

After crystallization has commenced, the vessel should not be removed,
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or the solution agitated, else the order of deposition will be changed,

and new crystallizations will commence on the surfaces of the crystals

first formed. In small operations, it is often proper to envelope the

covered vessel in several folds of a woollen cloth, to retard the cooling.

When the substance treated is not very soluble, the solution should

be evaporated until a pellicle forms, and then be set aside and covered.

Crystallization is frequently much facilitated, by placing nuclei of

some kind in the solution, which form starting-points for the process

;

strings, wire, pieces of wood, sheet lead, &c., are used, as the case

may be. Tartar emetic is thus obtained on wire in beautiful columns.

Blue vitriol and prussiate of potash are also thus crystallized on billets

of wood. In the copperas manufactories, it is usual to suspend strips

of sheet lead in the crystallizing vats, to obtain regular crystals for

sale as "sulphate of iron." Strings are placed transversely across

the jars in which sugar candy is crystallized with the same intent.

In small quantities, the nucleus may be a crystal of the same sub-

stance ; and a mass of crystals may be removed from an exhausted

crystallizer, and suspended in one just charged, so as to receive a fresh

deposit. With dexterity, very large crystals may be formed in this

manner.

When it is desirable to have the substance in small crystals, to

facilitate its solution, as in the case of Epsom salts, or for some other

reason, the hot saturated liquid is kept in constant agitation during

the cooling process, which effectually prevents the aggregation of

large masses.

However obtained, the liquid from which a crop of crystals has

been deposited, is called the motlier-ivater. This may be a pure solu-

tion of the salt deposited, or it may consist of a cold saturated solu-

tion of this, containing other salts. It is owing to this power or ability

of a saturated solution of one substance to dissolve others, that crys-

tallization is so valuable a means of purifying crystallizable bodies.

This fact has been illustrated at page 236, and is now applied in a

converse manner. Carbonate of soda is thus freed from admixed

sulphate, and the kelp liquor, containing the iodides and bromides

derived from the ashes of marine plants, is the mother-liquor of car-

bonate of soda. In the crystallization of organic principles, sugar,

mucilage, extractive matter, and other substances, often greatly inter-

fere with the separation of the crystals, sugar especially. The solu-

tion may be freed from gum by hydrated oxide of lead, and fermenta-

tion is resorted to in some cases to destroy uncrystallizable sugar.

When a different menstruum, as alcohol, will dissolve the body sought,
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and reject a part or all of the associated matters, tliey may be avoided

by this means. The decolorizing effect of animal charcoal, by re-

moving colouring and other matter from solution, also promotes the

formation of crystals, and has to be repeatedly resorted to in the pre-

paration of many organic bodies, as vegetable acids, alkalies, and

neutral principles. In making caffein by the ordinary process, the

power of crystallization to purify, is beautifully illustrated. The

mother-water is a dense, syrupy, dark-coloured liquid, whilst the

crystals of caffein assume the aspect of bundles of white silky fibres,

after being drained.

IsomorpJiism, or the assumption of the same crystalline form by

different bodies, which have a similar atomic constitution, presents a

difiiculty in certain cases to the purification of these bodies by

crystallization. Owing to this cause, sulphate of zinc cannot readily

be freed from sulphate of protoxide of iron, or protosulphate of

manganese from the same salt. In these instances, the contaminating

salt is best removed by boiling the solutions with a portion of pure

hydrated carbonate of the base of the salt to be purified, until the

protoxide of iron is displaced and peroxidized, when the excess of

carbonate, and the oxide of iron, are removed by filtration. Acetate

of zinc is most readily purified in this manner.

Very soluble substances, as citrate and carbonate of potassa, iodide

of iron, chloride of calcium, iodide of zinc, &c., cannot be obtained in

good crystals, unless large quantities of the salts be treated. Some-

times, as in the two first-named substances, the evaporation is continued

to dryness, the salt separating in granular crystals. When this pro-

cess is to be executed, as soon as the quantity of salt separated is so

great as to present an obstacle to the ready liberation of the vapour, and

to cause adhesion to the bottom of the vessel, the stirring process should

be commenced, and continued constantly until the granulation is com-

pleted. This process requires more attention to the source of heat,

when salts of organic acids are treated, than Avhen they are mineral.

There are certain salts which do not crystallize, but which dry in

a transparent amorphous mass by evaporation, as, for instance, the

citrate and tartrate of sesquioxide of iron. The solutions of these

should be evaporated to a syrupy consistence, and spread by means

of a soft flat varnish-brush over the surface of plates of glass. As
the moisture evaporates, the salts are obtained in brilliant transparent

scales. The solutions should be perfectly transparent, and the glass

dry and free from finger-marks, and as flat as possible.

As has been stated, the mother-water may be a pure, or an impure.
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solution of the crystals obtained ;—if the first, it only needs a further

evaporation to get a new crop of crystals ; when impure, it is also

evaporated and crystallized, the second crop of crystals being thrown

on a cloth and drained, or washed with a solution of the pure salt,

and then, if not pure enough, are recrystallized. When the chief im-

purity is colouring matter, the mother-water is decolorized with animal

charcoal, and then again crystallized.

The vessels in which crystallization is effected should be deep.

Stoneware basins, called crj^stallizers, are made for this use, and they

are most convenient when arranged with a lip to facilitate the decan-

tation of the mother-liquid. When the inner surface is rough, the

formation of crystals is facilitated. For small operations, ordinary

capsules, or those of Berlin-ware, answer very well.

Sometimes substances, insoluble in any simple menstruum, are dis-

solved by, and deposited in crystals from, certain saline solutions.

Biniodide of mercury is thus obtained in beautiful prisms by employ-

ing a solution of common salt, iodide of potassium, or pernitrate of

mercury. This is called intermediate crystallization.

Morphia, meconic, benzoic, and salicylic acids, are instances of sub-

stances that precipitate in crystals in the act of separation from their

solution by chemical reaction ; but this is not adopted as a means of

getting fine crystals : the aggregation is too rapid to allow of the

gradual superposition of crystalline strata.

It only remains to state that M. Becquerel has shown that the

action of weak voltaic currents, long continued, is the probable cause

of the beautiful crystallizations of many minerals ; and he has obtained

red oxide of copper, and other substances, in crystals, artificially, by

this means.

Precipitation.—When a substance, or its elements, existing in

solution, suddenly loses its soluble form, and separates from the liquid

in a minute state of division, by the addition of another solution,

which may or may not contribute to the separated substance, the

latter is called a precipitate^ the added substance, or liquid, a pre-

cipitant, and the act itself precipitation.

Precipitation is simple, when the separation is due to a physical

change in the menstruum, as when albumen is precipitated by heat,

when kermes separates by cooling, when salts are precipitated by alcohol

from their watery solutions, or resins from alcohol by water. And
complex, when the precipitant produces a chemical change in the solu-

tion, either by combining with the dissolved substance, and precipitat-

ing with it, as when sulphuric acid is added to baryta water, or oxalic
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acid to lime-water ; or by combining Avitli one ingredient of a com-

pound, whilst the other is separated, as when sesquichloride of anti-

mony, and nitrate of bismuth, are precipitated by water, or sesquisul-

phate of iron by ammonia. The precipitation of silver by mercury,

lead by zinc, in the process of the U. S. P. for making acetate of zinc,

and of copper by iron, are instances where the precipitant is employed

in a solid form, and replaces the precipitated substance in the solution.

The most usual cases of precipitation, however, are those of double

decomposition between the solutions of two soluble salts. Precipita-

tion is employed in pharmacy as a means of pulverization, as a means

of purification, and as the most convenient method of obtaining many
insoluble substances.

Vessels for precipitating should be larger at bottom than top, or at

least cylindrical, so that their sides will oppose no hindrance to the

free subsidence of the precipitate. Fig. 362 represents several forms

of precipitating glasses that are used
^^' for small operations. The precipitate,

by occupying less height in the vessel,

admits of a larger quantity of liquid

being drawn off by decantation. In

preparing large quantities of proto-

carbonate of iron, for Vallet's pill mass, or of sesquioxide of iron for

saline combinations, deep wooden tubs, shaped like a churn, are most

convenient. When very large, they may be provided with several

orifices, at difierent heights, along the side, to facilitate the decanta-

tion of the washing liquid.

When the two solutions for precipitation contain the proper quanti-

ties for mutual decomposition, no care is to be observed, in most in-

stances, in what manner the precipitant is added ; but when the pro-

portion is not known, the latter is to be added until it ceases to

produce a separation in the other liquid. When the solutions ope-

rated on are dense, and the precipitate bulky, the subsidence of the

latter is too slow for the operator to wait until sufficient supernatant

liquid is exposed, before making the addition. In these cases, after

thoroughly stirring the magma, (and in doing this the stirrer should be

so managed as to bring the bottom portions to the top by a lifting

motion,) a little should be removed to a small paper filter, the edges

of which are gathered between the fingers and thumb, and gently ex-

pressed, until a few drops, or a fluid drachm, of the -clear liquid has

passed, when the addition of a drop of the precipitant to this, decides

the question. A little practice renders this apparently tedious method,

easy and rapid.
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In small operations, as in testing the strength of hydrocyanic acid

with nitrate of silver, or in isolating organic acids from their insoluble

salts by the addition of mineral acids, the addition of the precipitant

requires the greatest care to avoid an excess.

When ammonia is used as the precipitant, its odour is the best

criterion to guide the operator in its addition. This renders it

extremely valuable in the process for making hydrated sesquioxide

of iron, for antidotal purposes, where the utmost celerity in mani-

pulation is required. The pharmaceutist should feel himself obli-

gated to keep constantly at hand a concentrated solution of sesqui-

sulphate, or sesquichloride, of iron, with a view to furnishing this

valuable remedy at a few minutes' warning. The careful washing of

the precipitate, so necessary and proper when the oxide is designed

for combination, or other chemical purposes, is to be avoided in this

case, as the time required to perform it is too great. The concentrated

solution, each fluid, ounce of which may contain fifty grains of the

oxide, is poured in a suitable vessel, ammonia is added in slight ex-

cess, stirring the mixture during the precipitation, and the whole

thrown on a flannel cloth, and expressed with the hand until the ex-

cess of water, holding in solution sulphate or hydrochlorate of am-

monia, has been separated. The pasty oxide is then diluted with

water till of the consistence of thick cream, and is ready for use. In

the course of some experience in the preparation of sesquioxide of

iron as an antidote, in which a number of lives have been saved through

its agency, no ill efiects have resulted from the presence of small

quantities of ammoniacal salts. A skilful manipulator can readily

prepare the antidote in ten minutes from the time of its demand.

As a general rule, dense solutions yield dense precipitates, and the

denser the precipitate the more easily is it washed. These facts are

worthy of note in the preparation of protocarbonate of iron for

Vallet's pill mass. The quantities of liquid directed in the Pharma-

copoeia are inconveniently large, and in preparing considerable quan-

tities of the salt, the size of the vessels would present a formidable

objection to following the directions to the letter. A dense precipitate,

by subsiding rapidly, admits of being washed by the process of decan-

tation with greater facility.

The influence of this fact is taken advantage of in preparing heavy

carbonate of magnesia. Fig. 363 (for which we are indebted to

Pereira) exhibits the arrangement employed at Apothecaries' Hall,

London, for making the heavy carbonate : a is a cistern for dissolving

the sulphate of magnesia ; 5, another cistern for efiiecting the solution
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of tlie carbonate of soda ; e, a boiler for supplying hot water ; cZ,

another boiler for boiling the mixed solutions ; e, a vat or back in

Fig. 363.

Apparatds for freparing Heavy Carbonate or Magnesia.

which the carbonate is allowed to settle, and in which it is partly

washed by decantation
; /, a linen strainer, placed in a wicker-basket

supported by a wooden stand ; and g, an iron pot over a fire-place for

drying the carbonate.

To prepare this form of carbonate of magnesia, one volume of a

cold saturated solution of sulphate of magnesia, diluted with three

volumes of water, is mixed with one volume of a cold saturated solution

of carbonate of soda in the boiler {d), wherein they are boiled with

constant stirring until effervescence ceases. The whole is then trans-

ferred to the vat (e), wherein it is partially washed, and then to the

filter (/), where this process is concluded. It is finally transferred

to the vessel {g), to be dried. When either this, or the common car-

bonate is wanted in the form of squares, the drained precipitate, in a

soft state, is transferred to square moulds, like those used for bricks,

without bottoms, and placed on an absorbent surface. As soon as the

magnesia acquires sufficient consistence to be removed from the

moulds, it is placed on hurdles covered with paper, in a drying-room,

until completely deprived of moisture.

In some cases, where two solutions are employed for producing a

precipitate, it is not indifierent which of them is the precipitant. When
ferrocyanide of potassium and sesquisulphate of iron are used for

making Prussian blue, the ferrocyanide solution should be added to the

sulphate solution, else if the contrary order is pursued, a soluble green

compound containing the ferrocyanide will be simultaneously formed.

The washing of precipitates is a very important part of their manage-

ment, and has been treated of at pages 191 and 206. When admis-

sible, washing by decantation and subsidence should be resorted to
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at first, and subsequent draining and displacement, with pure water

on a filter, follow it.

Neutralization.—Neutralization is a term that applies in a

chemical sense only to acids and bases, and indicates their condition

when certain properties characteristic of them are mutually destroyed

by their combining with each other.

Acids, and soluble bases, afi'ect certain colours in particular ways,

with different intensities ; and paper tinted with these colours is called

test paper.

The most usual colouring matters for ascertaining the neutrality of

solutions, are litmus, turmeric, and infusion of red cabbage. Litmus

is employed in the form of a tincture in diluted alcohol, and as an in-

fusion in water, when it is desirable to employ it in the liquid form

;

but the most usual and convenient method of applying it is in the

form of tinted paper. Litmus paper is prepared by triturating the

colouring matter with hot water, in the proportion of one part to

eight of water, infusing for an hour or two, and decanting the clear

solution. The dregs will yield more colour, which is extracted in the

same manner, but the intensity of the colour is not great enough until

it is concentrated. The paper, which should be unsized, or filtering

paper, and free from alkaline or acid matter, is saturated with this

infusion, and hung across strings to dry, in an atmosphere free from

acid or ammoniacal vapours. Blue litmus paper is reddened by acids,

and it is a test for acidity. When litmus paper is thus reddened, it

affords a delicate test for alkalies, which restore its blue colour.

Turmeric paper is prepared in the same manner, with the exception

that the bruised turmeric is boiled for half an hour, and the clear de-

coction used to tint the papers, which have a uniform bright yellow

hue. Turmeric paper is turned reddish-brown by alkaline solutions.

An acid infusion of red cabbage, which, like litmus, may be em-

ployed for acids or alkalies, is prepared in the following manner. The

red cabbage is sliced, placed in a porcelain capsule, and sufficient

dilute sulphuric acid poured over to cover it. The acid should be in

the relation of half an ounce to each cabbage, according to Faraday,

but its proportion is not very important. The whole should then be

heated nearly to ebullition, and suffered to stand until it cool. The

clear infusion is decanted, concentrated to one half its original bulk,

and after standing until clear, is decanted and preserved in close

bottles for use. When employed as a test, the acid is neutralized care-

fully with a fixed alkali, potash or soda, which causes it to assume a

deep blue colour ; but it should only be thus prepared at intervals when
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wanted for use, as tlie acid is necessary to preserve the solution from

decomposition. Blue cabjjage liquid is turned red by acids, and green

by alkalies, and hence has the advantage over either of the other

tests by deciding the neutral condition of a liquid by the tint it

assumes. Paper may also be tinted with red cabbage.

Test paper should be cut in . narrow strips, and each kind kept in

its appropriate wide-mouthed bottle, be kept well corked from the air,

especially in the shop and laboratory, where acid and alkaline fumes

are frequently existing.

In using test papers, the paper may be dipped in the liquid to be

examined, or if this may possibly be contaminated by the paper, a

drop of the liquid is removed to the paper by a glass rod. As the

solution approaches neutrality, the change in the red or brown tint, as

the case may be, becomes less and less intense, until it ceases to change

the colour. In employing litmus in neutralizing acids, an excess of

alkali is not indicated by the paper, and hence the utmost care is required

to stop at the right point, or else reddened litmus paper should also

be used, which will give an alkaline indication. In analytical investiga-

tions, where the operator is compelled to extreme accuracy, the opera-

tion should only be performed by daylight, and the effect of merely

moistening the paper with pure water should be noticed at the same

time. It is difficult to ascertain the neutral condition of dense solu-

tions, as for instance, in preparing citrate of potassa, where the

smallest proportion of water is used to save evaporation. In such

cases a drop of the solution should be diluted, and then the test

applied. It is also best to heat the solution, especially where carbonic

acid gas is eliminated, as it renders the liquid more mobile, and frees

it from the absorbed gas.

Alkalimetry, and aeidimetry, are processes for ascertaining the pro-

portion of free alkali, or alkaline carbonates, on the one hand, or free

acid on the other, which exist in any sample of potash, soda, or

ammonia, for instance, in the first case, or of sulphuric, acetic, or

other acids, in the second.

The process of alkalimetry involves two distinct operations
; firstly,

the preparation of a dilute sulphuric acid, that contains one hundred

grains of anhydrous sulphuric acid in' one thousand grain measures of

the liquid,—that is, in the space occupied by one thousand grains of

distilled water. As the oil of vitriol of commerce varies in strength,

it is best not to depend on its specific gravity, but to ascertain its real

value by saturating 100 grains with anhydrous carbonate of soda,

made by heating the pure bicarbonate to dull redness. Every 53*27
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grains, or one equivalent, of the carbonate, corresponds to 40-09

grains of real sulphuric acid ; consequently the amount of real acid

in the hundred grains of oil of vitriol is readily arrived at by the rule

of proportion. Suppose the acid required 108 grains of carbonate,

then :—53-27 : 40-09 : : 108 • - 81-3.

It follows that such oil of vitriol contains 81-3 per cent, of an-

hydrous acid. Now as it is most convenient to prepare more of this

test acid than will be used for one occasion, the operator will proceed

as follows. Suppose that he wishes to prepare a measure equal to

ten avoirdupois pounds of water, or one imperial gallon, which is

the same, viz., 70,000 grains, requiring 7000 grains of anhydrous

acid. Then, as

81-3 : 100 : : 7000 • • 8610.

8610 grains of the oil of vitriol in question therefore represents 7000

of real acid. He will therefore take a suitable bottle, weigh ten

pounds (av.) of pure water into it, and mark the level of the liquid

carefully. He will then pour out about one-third of the water,

weigh 8610 grains of the oil of vitriol tested, mix it gradually with

the water in the bottle, and then add sufBcient water to fill the bottle

to the level mark. If the temperature of the liquid should be warm,

allow it to cool to 62° Fahr., and then add sufficient water to com-

plete the measure, if the liquid diminishes perceptibly in volume.

The second step in the process is the use of the alkalimeter. This

is a graduated tubular glass, (fig. 364,) with a foot-stand below and

lip above. It should be ten or twelve inches long, and of such dia-

meter- as to be nearly filled by 1000 grains of dis-

tilled water. It is graduated in the following manner.

A strip of paper is pasted on one side of the tube,

from top to base. The instrument is then counter"

poised in a good balance, and 100, 200, 300, 400,

&c., grains of distilled water weighed successively

in it, adding one hundred grains on each addi-

tion, and making a pencil mark on the paper opposite

the average level of the surface after each, till the

tenth, when the tube will contain 1000 grains. The

space between each division is then divided by a pair

of compasses, into ten equal parts. The lines thus

marked on the paper may be tranferred to the glass

by a file, and the graduation finished by the direc-

tions given in Chapter XV. •

The scale is now numbered, every tenth degree

being marked, commencing at the top, and progressing to the bottom,

Fig. 364.
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which is 100. It is obvious that when, this measure is filled with the

test acid above described, each degree corresponds to one grain of

anhydrous sulphuric acid. It is used in the following manner. Fifty-

grains of commercial soda ash, for instance, is treated Avith warm water

till all its soluble matter is taken up ; it is then filtered, and the wash-

iness mixed with the first solution, and placed in a capsule on a sand-

bath. The measure is now filled with the test acid, which is then

poured carefully into the alkaline solution, stirring constantly, until

it is nearly saturated, as indicated by reddened litmus paper. The

neutrality of the solution is then effected, by adding the test acid drop

by drop. When this is ascertained, the number of grains of acid con-

sumed is read off, and then the per-centage of real alkali found by

proportion. Thus : suppose that thirty-five degrees of the acid have

been consumed, then as the equivalent of sulphuric acid is to the

equivalent of anhydrous soda, so is thirty-five to the quantity of soda

in fifty grains of the soda ash: thus, as 40-09 : 31-27 : : 35 = 27-3.

By doubling the product the per-centage of real soda is obtained,

—

54-6 grains.

Potassa, soda, ammonia, or their carbonates, may be examined by

this process with equal facility.

The process of acidimetry is similar in its character, a standard

test solution of anhydrous carbonate of soda being employed. Two

hundred grains of this salt is dissolved in sufficient distilled water to fill

the alkalimeter measure, every degree of which will indicate two grains

of the carbonate. One hundred grains of the acid to be examined is

then carefully weighed, and diluted, and the solution of carbonate of

soda gradually added until the solution is neutral, using blue litmus

paper as the test.

Suppose one hundred grains of a specimen of nitric acid required

59-2 o-rains of carbonate of soda, as indicated by 29-6 degrees of the

measure. Then as the equivalent of carbonate of soda is to the equi-

valent of nitric acid, so is the quantity of soda in the solution con-

sumed to the amount of real anhydrous nitric acid in one hundred

grains of the specimen, thus : 53-27 : 54 : : 59-2 = 60. It follows

from this that the acid tested contained sixty per cent of real acid,

and by reference to the tables, its specific gravity is found to be 1*42.

A more simple but less accurate way is to weigh a quantity of

well-crystallized bicarbonate of potassa, more than sufficient to saturate

one hundred grains of the acid. This is reduced to powder, added

carefully to the diluted acid until it is neutralized, and the residue

weighed to ascertain the amount consumed. Then, as the equivalent
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of the bicarbonate is to tbe equivalent of the acid on trial, so is the

quantity of bicarbonate consumed to the per-centage of real acid in

the specimen.

The strength of acetic acid is thus ascertained with sufficient accu-

racy for practical purposes, and as its specific gravity is not a correct

index of its strength, even when pure, the pharmaceutist has to resort

to this means frequently, to assure himself of the value of the com-

mercial acid.

Sometimes fragments of pure white ^narble afford a convenient

means of testing the strength of acids. A portion of these is weighed,

and placed in one hundred grains of the acid, diluted in a capsule on

the sand-bath, and heated gently until neutral. The fragments

remaining are then washed in distilled water, dried, and weighed, and

the loss noted. The result is then ascertained by proportion. As

the equivalent of carbonate of lime is to the equivalent of the acid

tested, so is the quantity of the carbonate dissolved to the per-centage

of real acid in the specimen.

25



CHAPTER XIIL

generation and absorption of gases. reduction by hydrogen,

woulf's apparatus.

The processes for generating and absorbing gases are of frequent

occurrence in the pharmaceutical laboratory. Among the gases thus

operated upon, the most important are, carbonic acid, sulphuretted

hydrogen, chlorine, ammonia, and muriatic acid. Of these, the three

first-named, are more difficultly, and the two last-named, more easily,

absorbed. The first two are evolved without the application of heat,

but those which follow, require some heat to insure their complete

evolution.

It will be necessary to describe the practical details connected with

the generation and absorption of these gases separately.

Carbonic acid gas is produced by the action of sulphuric or mui'iatic

acid on chalk, marble, or limestone.

When sulphuric acid is used, the insoluble sulphate of lime which

is formed, tends to retard the reaction of the ingredients, by envelop-

ing the undecomposed carbonate and protecting it from free contact

with the acid. In operations on the large scale, it is customary to

guard against this inconvenience, by having a stirrer attached to the

generating vessel, by which the mixture is, from time to time, agitated,

so as to remove the enveloping sulphate and bring fresh portions of

chalk and acid into contact. 3Iuriatic acid, on the other hand, forms

a soluble salt with lime, which offers no material obstruction to the

continuance of the decomposition : this acid is, therefore, better suited

than the other for generating the gas for pharmaceutical purposes, as,

in such cases, glass apparatus is generally employed, which is unpro-

vided with means for stirring the ingredients.

The gas thus evolved, whichever process be adopted, is usually con-

taminated to a greater or less extent with the mineral acid, or with

some volatile substance resulting from bituminous matter contained in

the carbonate of lime. Before using it, it should be freed from these

impurities, and this is especially necessary when mui'iatic acid has

been employed, as an appreciable quantity of this volatile acid is
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generally carried over with the gas. The best method of effecting its

purification, is to make it pass through a semi-fluid mixture of bicar-

bonate of soda and water, or through a tube filled with fragments of

the dry salt.

Fig. 365 represents the arrangement of the apparatus for gene-

rating, purifying, and absorbing carbonic acid. The vessel (a) con-

tains the chalk, broken into pieces of a suitable size for being intro-

duced through the mouth of the bottle. Crude muriatic acid, diluted

with an equal volume of water, is poured in through the funnel-

tube (b). The small bottle (c) contains bicarbonate of soda mixed

with a little water ; and the bottle (d), or some other suitable vessel,

is intended to contain the liquid into which the gas is to be passed.

Fig. 366 represents another modification of the apparatus, in which

Fig. 365. Fig. 3G6.

Carbonic Acid Apparatus.

a flask is substituted for a bottle as the generating vessel, and a tube

filled with dry bicarbonate of soda is used for purifying the gas.

Towards the close of the operation, the further disengagement of

gas may be aided by the application of heat, which is best effected by

putting the generating vessel into warm water.

When the solution of chloride of calcium becomes somewhat con-

centrated, this prevents the further action of the acid on the carbonate,

so that after the disengagement of gas has ceased, there may still be

free acid and undecomposed carbonate of lime present. In this case,

the addition of some warm water, poured in through the funnel-tube,

will occasion a renewal of the reaction, which may be thus maintained

until complete decomposition has been effected.
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When broken pieces of marble can be obtained, these will be found

greatly preferable to chalk as a source of carbonic acid gas. Not

only will the gas be more pure and free from smell, but its disengage-

ment will not be attended by so much frothing as occurs when chalk

is used, and which, in the latter case, aometimes causes the contents

of the generating vessel to pass over into other parts of the apparatus.

The arrangement represented in fig. 365 is that frequently adopted

for effecting the absorption as well as the generation of carbonic acid

;

but when the gas is merely made to pass in bubbles through the liquid,

as there indicated, the absorption often takes place but slowly and

imperfectly, and it generally happens that the quantity of gas absorbed

is not more than one-fourth or one-fifth of that which has been used.

This loss of gas is sometimes of little importance, but there are cases

in which it becomes a consideration to economize the expenditure of

materials to the greatest extent practicable. With the view of accom-

plishing this object I have constructed an apparatus, in the use of

which the disengagement of gas is dependent upon, and proportionate

to, the extent of absorption which, at the same time, takes place.

Fig. 367.

Carbonic .\cid Apparatd?

This apparatus is represented in fig. 367. It consists of the follow-

ing parts :—first, a glazed earthenware jar (A), such as is commonly

used for domestic purposes. The top of this is closed with a wooden
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cover, in the centre of which there is a round hole through which

passes the neck of the bottle (B), which is used for generating the

gas. The wooden cover is in two pieces, being cut through its

diameter, and these, when placed around the neck of the bottle, are

kept together by two pair of hooks and eyes. The generating vessel

(B) is a large green glass bottle, the bottom of which has been cut off.

A brass tube and stop-cock (d) are fitted to the mouth of this bottle

by means of a cork, and at the end of the tube which is inserted

through the cork there is a hook, from which a circular plate of brass

or lead is suspended by a wire for supporting the fragments of marble

or chalk. This part of the apparatus resembles the gas-generator of

the well-known Dobereiners lamp, which was originally invented by

Gay-Lussac.

The generator (B) fig. 368 is filled in the following manner :—the

circular plate being removed, the bottle is turned with its bottom

upwards, and held by the wire attached to the end of the brass tube,

while the pieces of chalk or marble are packed in so as nearly to fill

it. The plate of brass or lead is then placed over the carbonate of

lime, and the wire is passed through a hole in the centre of the plate,

and secured by means of a nut, which screws on to the end of the

wire. Crude muriatic acid, diluted with a little water, having been

poured into the jar (A), the bottle (B) is fixed in its place, as shown

in the drawing. So long as the stop-cock (d) remains closed, the

acid will be prevented from entering the bottle (B) by the elasticity of

the air contained in it, but on turning (d) the air will escape through

the tube, and the acid coming in contact with the carbonate of lime,

carbonic acid will be disengaged. If now the stop-cock be again

closed, or there be any obstruction to the escape of the gas, the car-

bonic acid accumulating in the generator will displace the muriatic

acid from the bottle B, and the further evolution of gas will cease.

In proportion as the gas escapes from B, in consequence of its finding

an exit at the other end of the apparatus, or being absorbed there,

the muriatic acid will re-enter and decompose a further portion of

carbonate, thus keeping up a uniform supply of carbonic acid equi-

valent to the consumption of it.

The other parts of the apparatus, as represented in the drawing,

are intended for the preparation of bicarbonate of soda. The gas,

after passing through the stop-cock (d), is purified in the manner

already described, in the bottle (e), and is then conveyed through the

tube (/) into the vessel (C). This vessel consists of a large bottle,

the bottom of which has been cut off, and the edge (g) ground to a
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perfectly smooth, flat surface, over which a circular disk of ground

plate-glass, having a small hole in the centre, fits closely. There is

also at the bottom of this vessel a perforated wooden disk (A), upon

which the salt intended to absorb the gas is placed.

As bicarbonate of soda contains but one atom of water, while the

carbonate contains ten atoms, it is found advantageous to use a mix-

ture of three parts by weight of anhydrous, and one part of crystallized

carbonate of soda. This mixture is put loosely into the vessel (C), so

as nearly to fill it. The rim of the vessel is then covered with tallow,

or other hard grease, and the glass-plate fitted on so as to be air-tight.

The stop-cock [d) is now opened, and carbonic acid, being rapidly dis-

engaged, soon displaces the atmospheric air from the apparatus, this

gas escaping through the small hole in the glass plate which is not yet

Fig. 368.

Carbonic Acid Apparatcs.

closed. When the air has been thus chased out, and it is found that

carbonic acid begins to escape, the hole is to be closed with some wax,

and the glass-plate loaded with weights to prevent any further escape

of gas. Absorption of carbonic acid by the carbonate of soda will

now commence. At first this will take place slowly, but after a little

while the salt will become warm, and the action much more energetic.

Indeed, the absorption, sometimes, proceeds so rapidly, that the solu-
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tion is drawn over from the generator into the absorbing vessel. It is

principally with the view of preventing this result that the stop-cock

(d) is attached to the apparatus, as bj this means the communication

between the vessels (B) and (C) can be instantly cut off Avhen the

liquid is seen to rise unduly in the former. Hence it is necessary

carefully to watch the process, at least until the action has ceased to

be energetic.

[This apparatus of Dr. Mohr, which is on the principle of that of

Dr. Hare, for hydrogen and sulphuretted hydrogen, does well enough

where muriatic acid is used, and where the gas is not required under

much pressure. But in the preparation of carbonic acid water, with

excess of gas, to be used from the fountain, either a forcing-pump is

required to condense the gas after its generation and collection, or the

generation and condensation is effected at one operation in the generator

used by the mineral water manufacturers. This consists of a strong

egg-shaped copper vessel, with an agitator, the axle of which passes

through air-tight joints at the sides, and is turned by a crank. Above

this is a smaller copper vessel, communicating with the former, having

a screw valve to close the connexion when desired. A third vessel

for washing the gas, is also attached to the superior part of the gene-

rator. Into the latter a certain charge of powdered chalk, or marble-

dust, mixed with water, is placed ; into the second vessel, a proportion

of sulphuric acid, sufficient to decompose the carbonate of lime, is

poured, and closed. A tube passes from the upper part of the gene-

rator, through the top, nearly to the bottom of the washing vessel,

whicli contains water, and which is connected with the fountain to be

charged. As soon as the valve at the base of the acid vessel is opened,

the acid descends and liberates the carbonic acid, which accumulates

under great pressure until it has been drawn off. This apparatus may
be employed in making bicarbonate of potash or soda.—W. P.]

/Sulphuretted hydrogen is produced by the action of diluted sulphuric

or muriatic acid on sulphuret of iron. As sulphuric acid forms a

soluble salt with oxide of iron, and is less volatile than muriatic acid,

it is used in preference to the other in this process. The gas may be

generated in an apparatus similar to that represented in fig. 365. If

a long-continued and slow evolution be desired, large pieces of the

sulphuret, and very dilute acid should be employed ; or if, on the

other hand, it be wished to have a more rapid evolution, the sulphuret

should be broken into small pieces, and a stronger acid used.

In saturating water with this gas it is desirable to have a brisk

evolution of the gas. Distilled water should be employed, and this
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should be kept at a low temperature. The following is the best me-

thod of conducting the process. Into two stoppered bottles introduce

the cold distilled water, so that they shall be one-third full. Pass the

gas into one of these bottles until it is completely filled with it, the

atmospheric air being displaced ; then transfer the gas-delivering tube

to the second bottle, and immediately close the mouth of the first and

shake it for some time, so as to bring the gas completely into contact

with the water and promote its absorption. Meanwhile the second

bottle will be filled with the gas, and the tube conveying it being again

transferred to the other, this bottle Avith its contents is agitated until

absorption is completed. In this way the process is repeated first

with one bottle and then with the other, until it is found that no more

gas is absorbed by the water. The saturated water is then put into

small bottles, which should be completely filled, well stopped, and

kept, with the mouths inverted, in a vessel containing cold water.

Sulphuret of ammonium may be prepared and preserved in the

same manner.

When sulphuretted hydrogen is used for precipitating a metal from

a considerable quantity of liquid, the latter should be put into a large

vessel, a carboy for instance, the capacity of which is three or four

times greater than the volume of the liquid, and the gas having been

rapidly passed into the vessel until atmospheric air is entirely dis-

placed, the vessel is to be shaken so as to promote absorption. A
further quantity of gas is then, again, to be introduced, and the agi-

tation repeated, continuing this process until no further precipitation

takes place.

By operating in this way the decomposition is efi"ected at a much

smaller cost of time and materials than occurs when the gas is merely

made to pass in bubbles through the liquid, for in this latter case

much of the gas escapes without efi'ect, while the liquid, in parts

through which the bubbles do not pass, remains unacted upon unless

it be brought into contact with the gas by agitation.

These remarks apply also to the process for preparing Tiydriodic

acid by the action of sulphui'etted hydrogen on iodine, and to that

for the preparation of hydrocyanic acid from bicyanide of mercury

according to Vauquelin's process.

[The arrangement of Dr. Hare for sulphuretted hydrogen is con-

structed of glass, analogously to that to be described for the genera-

tion of hydrogen (fig. 371). The sulphuret of iron should be in dense

masses and placed several inches above the bottom of the inner vessel,

so that, when the cock is closed, the acid liquid can recede below the
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Fig. 369. Fig. 370.

Fig. 371.

sulpliuret, and the action cease without any of the gas escaping below

the edge. It is always ready for use.—W. P.]

When sulphuretted hydrogen is used as a

test, a very small phial may be employed for

. generating the gas. A few fragments of sul-

phuret of iron being put into the phial, to-

gether with some diluted sulphuric acid, and

a bent tube inserted through the cork, this

little apparatus may be applied to the glass

or tube containing the liquid to be tested, as

shown in figs. 369 and 370.

[Ow the G-eneration of Hydrogen, and on the Reduction of Metallic

Oxides hy aid of that Gas.—The best materials for generating hydrogen

are zinc and sulphuric acid diluted with four times its bulk of water.

The reaction takes place without the

assistance of heat, and when only

small quantities of gas are wanted,

may be conducted in a wide-

mouthed bottle [a, fig. 372,) with a

funnel-tube, b, passing through the

cork, and another tube, e, for con-

ducting the gas to the apparatus

wherein it is to be used. As com-

mercial zinc often contains sulphur,

in the form probably of sulphuret

of zinc, there is frequently a little

sulphuretted hydrogen generated

with the hydrogen, and which it is

necessary to remove before applying

the latter for the purposes of reduc-

tion. This is efi'ected by passing

the gas through solutions of ace-

tate of lead and lime, as represented

at i c, fig. 373. When the gas is

used in analysis, to ascertain the

quantity of oxygen combined with

a metal, it is dried by passing it

through chloride of calcium, as at e,

fig. 372.

The most convenient apparatus for generating hydrogen in quantity

is the self-regulating reservoir of Dr. Hare, fig. 371, as it enables the

Dr. Hare's Hydrogen Generator.
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operator to control the current better than any other with which I am

acquainted. This consists of a cylindrical leaden vessel, open at top

and slightly flared at its rim. In this, another leaden vessel is placed,

consisting of a cylinder, open at bottom, surmounted by a funnel-shaped

top, to Avhich is soldered a brass tube, mounted with a stop-cock, and

furnished with a side gallows-screw for attaching a leaden tube.

This is the reservoir for containing the liberated hydrogen previously

to its escape through the tube. The zinc is suspended in a basket of

copper wire, or it may be placed on a leaden stand resting on the

bottom of the outer vessel just within the inner cylinder. The gas-

holder is kept in position by a cross-beam of wood supported on two

upright stanchions on either side, which are affixed to a block of wood

upon which the generator stands.

The outer vessel of fig. 371 is about ten gallons capacity, the gas-

holder about one inch less in diameter ; about ten pounds of zinc is

required for a charge. More could readily be introduced, but the pre-

sence of the large quantity of sulphate of zinc formed by its solution re-

tards the reaction so much, that in practice, where there is an extensive

demand for hydrogen, it is better to have two generators, and use

them alternately. I have found it very convenient to have an S tube

of lead surmounted by a funnel entering the gas-holder through the

conical top, so that the additions of acid may be made through it

directly on to the zinc, and as the diluted acid is lighter than the

saline solution, it displaces the latter and remains on the surface in

contact with the zinc.

Fig. 372.

Reduction hy Hydrogen.—Many of the metallic oxides are deprived

of oxygen when they are heated to redness in an atmosphere of hydro-

gen, which is constantly renewed by a brisk current from a gas-gene-

rator. The arrangement of apparatus suitable for determining the

amount of oxygen in a metallic oxide in analytical researches is repre-
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sented in fig. 372. The bottle, a b e, is the gas-generator, e d the

drying-tube, containing first small fragments of marble, and then

chloride of calcium ; 7i is a bulb-tube containing the oxide to be re-

duced, and which is kept hot by the lamp below
; / and g are

caoutchouc connecters ; and i k are supports. The quantity of oxide

introduced at h being known, and the current established until all the

atmospheric air has been displaced, the heat is applied to the bulb

until aqueous vapour ceases to pass out at the open end of the tube,

when the bulb-tube is weighed, and the loss, which represents the

quantity of oxygen, ascertained,

JReduction of Oxide of Iron by Hydrogen.—Within a few years,

metallic iron, as reduced by hydrogen, has been employed in Europe

as a medicine, and has been introduced into American practice by

Professor Meigs. Fig. 373 represents the apparatus which I have

used in preparing it for pharmaceutical purposes.

Fig. 373.

Apparatus for the Reduction of Iron bv Hydrogen.

The steps of the process are 1st, the preparation and introduction

of the oxide into a suitable iron tube, /^, fig. 373; 2d, closing and

luting the open end with the stopper, h ; 3d, placing the tube in a

temporary furnace, d^ and arranging the materials for the fire ; 4th,

the generation and purification of the gas ; and lastly the regulation

of the fire, which is perhaps the most difficult part of the operation.

The form of oxide used is the subcarbonate of iron, "of the U. S.

Pharmacopoeia, which has subsequently been calcined in an open

vessel, with stirring, to remove the water of hydration. If this is not

done beforehand, the texture of the product is materially influenced,

being denser and more conglomerated. The best manner of introdu-

cing the oxide into the tube is to have a cradle of sheet iron of rather

less diameter and length than the tube, and open along its upper side.
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Into this the oxide is put, in mass, to the extent of four-fifths of its

capacity, and the cradle slipped into the tube, the stopper luted in,

and the tube then placed in position in the furnace. The lute best

adapted is a mixture of fuller's earth, gum arable, and a little syrup.

The latter leaves a carbonaceous residue, which gives firmness to the

clay and renders it less likely to crack.

Where hydrogen is a waste product, as in copperas manufacto-

ries, where that salt is made from scraps of iron and sulphuric acid,

the gas may be advantageously appropriated to this purpose. From

whatever source obtained, it should be first passed through a solution

of acetate or subacetate of lead, and afterwards through lime-water, in

order to free it from all traces of sulphuretted hydrogen. It is not

necessary to dry the gas. The current having been started, and the

air displaced from the whole apparatus, the fire is lighted. The fuel

may be charcoal, coke, or anthracite. The best mode of proceeding

is to make a charcoal fire, and gradually add stone coal until the tube

is surrounded with red-hot coals. As soon as the tube has acquired

a dull red heat, the draught is almost completely closed, and the ope-

rator should endeavour to keep it as near that heat as possible. On

this depends the sponginess and levity of the product, qualities which

not only add to its good appearance but render it more soluble. If

the oxide of iron is not free from sulphate of soda, sulphuret of sodium

will be formed, and render the iron valueless.

The hydrogen may be generated in large bottles, arranged as fig.

365, but is not so easily managed as in the generator of Dr. Hare.

—

W. P.]

Chlorine gas, when prepared in small quantities, is usually obtained

from a mixture of peroxide of manganese and muriatic acid. When

prepared on the large scale, the mixture of peroxide of manganese,

common salt, and oil of vitriol, is more frequently employed. The

ingredients are put either into a

^'S' 374. flask, or a retort, fig. 374, to which

heat can be applied by a lamp or

charcoal fire. The gas ought to

be purified, before using it, by

passing it through water in a small

wash-bottle, such as that shown

in fig. 374.

are fitted to the apparatus are generally much acted upon in this pro-
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cess, and there is, therefore, an advantage in making the connexions

bj means of caoutchouc, whenever this is practicable.

In making a saturated solution of chlorine in water, the best method

of operating is that recommended in treating of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Two bottles, each one-third filled with water and the remaining space

occupied with the gas, well shaken to promote absorption, and fresh

gas added four or five times to supply the place of that whiqh is

absorbed, while the agitation is each time renewed, will afford a per-

fectly saturated solution of a greenish-yellow colour. In no other

way, even with the best Woulf 's apparatus, can so strong a solution

be obtained, although by the latter process more time and material

are expended. Whoever has once prepared chlorine-water in this

way with two bottles, in less than a quarter of an hour, can but smile

at the instructions given in some chemical works for using the com-

plicated and expensive apparatus of Woulf, with its four bottles, twelve

necks, and as many pierced corks and connecting and safety-tubes.

This philosophical toy is already going out of use. For gases which

are easily absorbed, such as ammonia and muriatic acid, it is not re-

quired, and for gases which are not so readily absorbed, such as chlo-

rine, sulphuretted hydrogen, and carbonic acid, it is inefiicient, or, at

least, is less eflBcient than the method above described. The last-

named gases pass rapidly through the water in bubbles, the volumes

of which are but little diminished in their passage, especially if the

gases be mixed with any quantity of atmospheric air. It is only by

extending and renewing the contact of the gas with the liquid, by

shaking them well together, that complete absorption can be effected.

A temperature of from 48° to 50° Fahr. is that at which water is

capable of dissolving the largest quantity of chlorine.

Fig. 375.

Apparatus for Bleaching Sponge.

[Chlorine is employed by the pharmaceutist in the process for bleach-

ing spo7ige, although from the injurious action of the muriatic acid
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formed, on the fibre of the sponge, this mode of decolorizing it is less

in vogue than formerly. The apparatus fig. 375, is intended as a re-

servoir for the chlorine during its bleaching action on the sponge.

The latter is deprived of the sand which usually accompanies it, well

washed and squeezed, to remove as much as possible of the moisture,

and then placed on the lattice shelf {e) in the box. The latter is a tight

wooden box {a b) with a sliding top (/), which, together with the two

largest sides, are furnished with lights of glass, so that the operator can

witness the progress of the bleaching process. The chlorine is generated

in a flask or a retort, as in fig. 374, and conducted into the box by the

opening, g, or it may be more readily but not so properly obtained by

placing a dish, d, in the box, half filled with a paste of chloride of lime

and water ; the tube, c, penetrates the box, and opens over the centre

of the dish. A mixture of equal parts of sulphuric acid and water is

poured in through the tube to liberate the chlorine from time to time,

until the bleaching action is concluded. The carbonic acid eliminated

with the chlorine does not interfere in the result. The sponge, when

sufiiciently bleached, should be well washed, to remove all traces of

acid, and dried in the shade.

The generation of ammoniacal gas for pharmaceutical purposes,

cannot eligibly be conducted in glass ves-

sels. The most convenient form of appa-

ratus for the purpose is that at fig. 376.

This consists of a cast-iron vessel, a, with a

flat flange ; a dome-like cover, b, with a

flange of the same kind, and which fits a

accurately. There are two openings in

the cover, one, c, for the exit of the gas

;

the other, (?, larger, and for the introduc-

tion of the materials, and which is capable

of being accurately stopped. The flange

joint is put together with a thin layer of

lute, consisting of clay and gum-water, and

then the flanges approximated as closely

as possible by means of the screw-bolts, of

which there are four. This joint is taken

apart after the exhaustion of the muriate of

ammonia and lime, and the impure chlo-

ride of calcium removed readily with a

chisel and spatula. The gas is conducted

Fig. 376.

Apparatus fur Uknerating Ammonia.
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from the opening, c, by a lead tube to the washing bottle, and after-

wards by a glass tube, to the bottle or bottles for saturating the water

or spirit, as the case may be. The following remarks relative to the

safety-tube, and Woulf 's apparatus, are pertinent to this process.

—

W. P.]

Notwithstanding what has been stated above with reference to

Woulf's apparatus, it may sometimes be found convenient to use one

or more of the bottles of which it is composed, in operating on gases.

When a gas has to be passed through more than one vessel, there is

an advantage in using bottles which have separate openings for each

tube. The corks which are fitted into these openings are common
bottle corks, of which there is no difficulty in finding those of suitable

size, and each cork has but one perforation. After using the appa-

ratus, if it be dismounted, the corks should always be taken out and

kept in a drawer until wanted again, for if left inserted in the bottles,

they lose much of their elasticity, and cease to form air-tight con-

nexions.

Wide-mouthed bottles, the corks of which admit of two or three

tubes being passed through them, are sometimes substituted for the

Woulf's bottles ; but not only are the corks used in this arrangement

more expensive in the first instance, but if they be put away for sub-

sequent use, they are not so easily refitted, on again mounting the

apparatus, as would be the case with the smaller corks of the Woulf's

arrangement. If the apparatus be not taken to pieces after using it,

the corks should, at least, be taken out and left partially inserted, or

merely resting on the mouths of the bottles, so that they may remain

in a fit state for being tightly inserted when subsequently required

for use.

Fig. 377 represents a convenient method of mounting a Woulf's

bottle. Into the widest mouth of the bottle a glass tube, the diameter

of which is as large as the opening for its insertion will admit, is

cemented by means of sealing-wax, so that its lower extremity shall

reach nearly to the bottom of the vessel. This tube is intended to

form a permanent fixture in the bottle. The gas-delivering tube (a),

the end (b) of which is slightly bent, passes freely through the wider

tube, and when placed as shown in the drawing, the bubbles of gas as

they issue at b rise into the upper part of the bottle without any por-

tion escaping. The gas-delivering tube («) may be larger in propor-

tion to that through which it is inserted than the drawing represents,

and it will then be unnecessary for it to be bent at the lower end, the
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impetus with "which the gas is conveyed being sufficient to cause the

bubbles to pass beyond the mouth of the outer tube.

Fig. 377. Fig. 378.

When a -wide-mouthed bottle is used, the large tube may be fixed

obliquely, as shown in fig. 378, in which case the gas, under any cir-

cumstances, would rise into the bottle without escaping through the

space between the two tubes.

In using apparatus such as figs. 377 and 378 for the condensation

of gases, it is always desirable to have a safety-tube attached to some

part of the arrangement. If this provision be not made, there will be

danger at the conclusion of the process, when the heat is withdrawn

from the generating vessel, or from this or other cause the evolution

of gas has ceased or partly subsided, while at the same time the ab-

sorption proceeds, or contraction of the volume of the gas takes place

in consequence of reduction of temperature, that the pressure of the

atmosphere, acting on the surface of the liquid in the absorption bottle,

will force a portion of this liquid into the generating vessel.

The most simple arrangement of the safety-tube consists in the use

of a straight tube passing through the cork and dipping into the liquid

contained in the bottle. If there be but one absorption bottle, the

safety-tube is attached to the generating vessel, as shown in fig. 379,

and it can then be used for supplying fresh liquid to promote further

evolution of gas. When the pressure of the gas within the apparatus
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Fig. 379. Fig. 380.
is greater than that of the

atmospheric air, the liquid

will be forced up this tube,

and the length of the column

thus sustained will indicate

the amount of pressure with-

in. On the other hand, should

the pressure outside exceed

that within, the liquid in the

tube will be depressed below

the level of that contained in

the bottle, and on this de-

pression reaching the bottom

of the tube, atmospheric air

will gain admission to the

interior of the apparatus, and

thus equalize the pressure.

Fig. 380 represents a dif-

ferent arrangement, in which the tube is not made to dip into the

liquid, but being bent in the manner represented, and furnished with

a bulb in one of its short limbs, the liquid contained in this, when

forced into the long limb, offers resistance to the escape of gas from

within in proportion to the length of the sustained column, while,

under different circumstances, air can gain admission from without, on

its overcoming a pressure equal to the weight of a column the length

of the short limb.

If there be any difficulty experienced in getting a bulb blown in the

safety-tube, this may be obviated by substituting two tubes and a

small bottle, arranged as shown in fig. 381, which will answer the

same purpose as the safety-tube (fig. 380).

Sometimes, instead of fixing the safety-tube to the generating or

absorption bottle, it is attached to the gas-delivering tube, as shown

in fig. 382. This is called Welter s safety-tube. This arrangement

is objectionable, inasmuch as there is some difficulty in. uniting these

tubes, and much danger of breaking them when used.

When two or more bottles, such as fig. 395 or flg, 396, are united

to form a condensing apparatus, with a separate vessel for generating

the gas, the arrangement constitutes a Woidf's apparatus. It is

customary to use three-necked bottles in this arrangement, each bottle,

as well as the generating vessel, being furnished with a safety-tube,

26
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as shown in figs. 383 and 384. A is the flask in which the gas is

Fig. 381. Fig. 382.

V^

evolved, and B, C, D, E, the bottles for effecting the condensation of

the gas.

Fig. 383.

VVODLFS ApPARATDS.

With the view of explaining the method of using the Woulf's appa-

ratus, and the principle of its action, it will be well to describe what
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occurs in applying it for a specific purpose. This may be the prepa-

ration of bleaching liquor by passing chlorine gas through solution of

potash or soda. A quantity of peroxide of manganese is put into the

flask (A), which is fixed over the lamp furnace, and the alkaline solu-

tion is introduced into the bottles (B, C, D, E). The connexions being

made tight, muriatic acid is poured into the tube (^), until it reaches

to the top of the short limb (/ e). It will now be observed that the

acid stands at the same height in this tube in the limbs {f e, and/^).

It will also be observed that the liquid in the bottles (B, C, D, E), is

at the same height within and without the tubes (S', S", S'", S"").

These conditions indicate that the air within the apparatus and the

atmosphere on the outside have the same degree of tension. On pour-

ing more acid into the tube ((/), it will flow over the bend at e into the

flask, and, coming into contact with the oxide of manganese, chlorine

gas will be evolved, which, adding its elastic force to that of the air

previously present, causes an increase of tension hero, and this acting

simultaneously on the acid in the tube (g), and on the liquid in the

lower end of the tube (6), the former is forced partly out of the short

limb (/ e), into the long limb (/ g), and the latter is depressed until

the gas, reaching the open end (<?) of the tube, escapes into the bottle

(B). The gas, as it passes through the liquid in B, will be partly

dissolved, and the remainder accumulating in the upper part of the

bottle, will add its elastic force to that of the air previously present

there. This increased tension will be exerted upoii the surface of the

liquid in the bottle (B), and within the tube {b') in the bottle (C),

while the surface of the liquid within the tube (S) will bear only the

pressure of the external air to which it is exposed ; a portion of the

liquid from B will, therefore, be forced up into the tube (S'), and the

weight of the column thus supported will be equivalent to the increased

tension of the gas in the upper part of B beyond that of the external

air. There will also be a like difference between the tension of the

gas in contact with the surface of the liquid in the tube (b'), and that

of the air in the upper part of the bottle (C), into which none of the

gas has yet entered, so that the liquid in the lower part of b' will be

depressed to a degree proportionate to this difference, and if the den-

sity of the liquids in B and C be equal, the depression of the liquid in

b' will be to the same extent as the elevation of the liquid in S'. The

gas, accumulating in B, will soon force the liquid out of b', and escap-

ing at e', it will enter the bottle (C), where the same effect will be

produced as in the previous bottle (B). From C the gas will pass

into D ; from thence into E, and any residue that may accumulate
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here will escape through the open tube into the atmosphere. When

the gas has commenced issuing from the tube {c'") into the bottle (E),

it will be found that there will be a column of liquid supported in each

Fiff. 384.

WoCLF'S APPaRATI'S.

of the tubes (S', S", and S'"), by the tension of the gas contained in

the upper part of the bottles (B, C, and D). These columns of liquid

will be of unequal lengths, the tension of the gas being different in

each bottle. The liquid will not be elevated in the tube (S""),

because the gas in the bottle (E), having free means of escape

into the atmosphere, will have the same tension only as the external

air. The column of liquid h" in the tube S'" will be equal to the

column a""; the column h" in the tube" S", will be equal to h'" +
a'"; the column h' in the tube S', will be equal to h" + a"; and

the column h in the tube g, will be equal to h' + a'. Thus the co-

lumns of liquid in the safety-tubes indicate the degrees of tension of

the gas in the bottles to which they are attached. The increased ten-

sion of the gas will tend to promote its solution, and this being great-

est in the first bottle (B;, the liquid in this bottle will become the

most saturated.

The objects contemplated in the adoption of this form of apparatus

are, the application of pressure to promote the absorption of the gas,

and the extension of contact by making the gas pass through several

successive quantities of the liquid.
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If, in conducting the process under notice, the evolution of chlorine

in the flask (A) should become suspended before the alkaline solution

has been fully saturated, the absorption of the gas in the bottles still

proceeding, or contraction of volume in the gas contained in the flask

being caused by a reduction of temperature, the tension of the gaseous

contents of the bottles and flask may become less than that of the

external air. In this case the columns of liquid in the safety-tubes

will entirely subside, and atmospheric air will enter the bottles through

these tubes as soon as the tension of the external air exceeds that of

the gas within to an extent equivalent to the weight of a column of

the liquid the length of the immersed ends of the tubes. It is thus

that these tubes act as safety-tubes, for without this provision the

pressure of the external air on the surface of the liquid in the bottle

(E) would force the liquid through the tubes h"\ b", b', and finally

through b, into the flask, thus causing a loss of part of the product of

the process.

In conducting operations with gases of a noxious character, such as

chlorine and sulphuretted hydrogen, it is desirable to avoid as much

as possible the escape of the gas into the apartment in which the pro-

cess is performed. This may be readily done with a Woulff"'s appa-

ratus by lengthening the tube (o), and conveying the excess of gas

beyond that which is dissolved or decomposed into a chimney or other

means of escape.

I have found the most effectual method of getting rid of chlorine

and sulphuretted hydrogen, both of which are much heavier than

atmospheric air, to consist in conveying them' into the drain. This

method is adopted in the laboratory of the Pharmaceutical Society,

and it has been found most effectual. All analytical processes involv-

ing the use of sulphuretted hydrogen are conducted in an air-tight

closet with glass doors, from which the surplus gas is conveyed through

a pipe, four inches in diameter, into the drain.

There are some processes in which gases are evolved without any

view to their subsequent condensation, and when these gases are of a

noxious character it is important to prevent their contaminating the

atmosphere of the laboratory. Gases of this description are dis-

engaged during the solution of metals in nitric acid, and also in the

action of oil of vitriol on some metals, such as copper and mercury.

The application of heat is frequently required in these processes, and

the means adopted for getting rid of the gases should, therefore, be

reconcilable with this condition.

The furnace-hood, the use of which has been already alluded to,
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affords convenient and efficient means for accomplishing the object

contemplated. Figs. 385 and 386 represent two different kinds of

furnace-hood, which are used in the laboratory of the Pharmaceutical

Society. Fig. 387 has been already described at page 128. Fig.

386 is a more complicated and expensive apparatus, but it is more

efficient than the other, especially if there be not a good draught to

the furnace. A, fig. 386, is a cylinder foui'teen inches in diameter,

Fig. 385. Fig. 386.

Furnace-hood.

Furnace-hood.

Fig. 387.

and eighteen inches high, made of galvanized iron, painted ; it is open

at the bottom, furnished with two handles attached to the sides,

and one to the centre. of the lid, and a door as shown in the drawing.

Fig. 387, shows a section of the apparatus,

with the lid partly raised. Immediately

under the lid there is a movable plate (C),

which rests on a ledge, and has a circular

hole, six inches in diameter, in the centre.

About four inches from the bottom there is a

ring six inches in diameter, attached by three

supports to the sides of the cylinder, as seen

at D. The section (fig. 387) represents the

apparatus in use, placed over the open mouth

of a ring-topj^ed furnace. The lid being

opened, and the plate (C) removed, a Wedg-

wood's dish, or other similar vessel, is intro-

duced at the top, and placed on the ring (D)

;

the plate (C) is now returned to its place, and

Sectio.n Of Flrnaceuood.
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tlie ingredients to be operated upon put into the dish through the

door, or through the opening at the top. The dish is, of course, ex-

posed to the heat of the furnace, and any gas or vapour which may
be disengaged is carried into the furnace by the pressure of the super-

incumbent cold air, as shown in the drawing.



CHAPTER XIV.

[general observations on the preparation and purification of

the fixed oils and fats employed in pharmacy, and on cerates,

ointments, soaps, AND PLASTERS.

A LARGE number of fatty bodies are employed in pharmacy, either

as internal medicines, per se, or in the form of emulsions or mixtures,

or for external application, as cerates, ointments, liniments, soaps,

and plasters. They may be divided into two classes, fluid fats or fixed

oils, and solid fats or fats proper. They are all composed of several

proximate principles, as stearin, margarin, and olein, together with

some, peculiar to particular oils. The first two are solid and crystal-

lizable, the last, fluid ; and the consistence of all natural fatty bodies is

due to the relative proportion of their solid and fluid constituents.

They all have a tendency to absorb oxygen, and undergo a change,

which is called rancidity, and during which a portion of the neutral

princij^les are converted into fatty acids and glycerin. The presence

of water and of air, incorporated with solid fats, induces this change

more rapidly, as also does the presence of nitrogenous animal matter.

Hence it is a point of prime importance in the preservation of this

class of substances, to protect them from the air.

Heat also acts injuriously upon them, not only by directly decom-

posing the neutral principles, but by rendering them more obnoxious

to the ill efiects of atmospheric air. Consequently, in manipulating

with oils and fats, either for their extraction, or in the preparation of

cerates and ointments, a view should be had to this ill influence.

Fixed oils are obtained by three processes : by expression, by boil-

ing the oil-yielding substance with water, and by dissolving them out

with a menstruum.

The manner of extracting oils by expression, has been generally

explained in describing the process of expression. Chapter VIII.

In the arts, the wedge-press is esteemed the most practicable for

this use, especially where the oils are quite fluid, like linseed oil ; but

for castor oil, the hydraulic-press, or a compound screw-press, is more

generally preferred; a constant pressure being more appropriate than

when suddenly increased by jerks.
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The oil as it runs from the press is rarely fit for use. It has, in

the ease of castor oil, albuminous and watery particles admixed, and

requires to be boiled with water, during which the albumen is coagu-

lated, rises to the surface, and assists in the clarification of the oil.

This is skimmed ofi", the oil laded from off the surface of the water

after boiling, and is subsequently heated to remove the watery par-

ticles which adhere to it. It is in this last operation that the oil is-

most liable to be injured, because as soon as the water is vaporized,

the temperature of the oil rapidly rises, and it acquires acrimony in

proportion. If steam heat, under a pressure of one or two pounds

per inch, were employed, no such injury would result. '

Fixed oils are generally coloured, though not so naturally. The

yellow hue of the oil of almonds is due to the colouring matter

of the episperm of the kernel, and to the yellow dust which adheres

to it, due to attrition. The separation of these by blanching would

be too tedious, although sometimes done for particular uses. The

colour of commercial castor oil is due partly to the episperm, partly to

the casks in which the oil is contained, but chiefly to the heating of the

seed before, and of the oil after, expression. The linseed oil of com-

merce is often very much modified by the process of making it. The

seeds are partly torrefied, not only to make the oil more fluid, but to

render it clearer as it flows from the press. It would be much more

agreeable for internal use if the same precautions were observed in

its extraction that are recommended in the case of castor oil.

The second process, by boiling the bruised seeds in water after

having gently torrefied them, and skimming ofi" the oil as it rises to

the surface, was formerly adopted in making castor oil ; and much of

that now used for domestic purposes in the West Indies, is thus made

by the negroes. Oil thus prepared is greatly inferior to that extracted

by expression. This second process is resorted to in the extraction of

cod-liver oil. The livers freed from the membranes are cut in pieces,

placed in a tin vessel with a portion of water, and heated. The oil

gradually rises to the surface and is skimmed off", to be subsequently

clarified by straining, &c. The more recent the livers, and brief and

moderate the heating process, the lighter coloured and less ofi"ensive

the oil.

The more common commercial variety is obtained by throwing the

livers in heaps, exposed to the sun, during which they undergo decom-

position, and the oil, dark-coloured and rancid, flows from them to a

suitably arranged receptacle. According to M. Jongh, the light-

coloured, carefully prepared oil, contains more iodine and bromine

than the dark rancid variety.
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The third process, by solution, is applied in but few cases. Castor

oil is sometimes, owing to its solubility in strong alcohol, extracted by

boiling the seeds in that liquid, and subsequently regaining the

alcohol by distillation ; but this plan has nothing to recommend it to

the manufacturer. Croton oil is obtained by mixing the ground seeds

with half their weight of alcohol, and after standing, submitting them

to pressure, renewing the operation a second time, and subsequently

distilling off the alcohol. This oil is thick and viscid, like castor oil,

and does not flow from the press readily,—hence the introduction of

the alcohol facilitates its extraction ; and it is probable that in the case

of castor oil, the use of alcohol in this way would equally facilitate its

separation, whilst it would avoid the albuminous matter that usually

flows out with it. As the beans would have to be ground, it is possible

that the oil would be more coloured than when simply expressed in

the usual manner.

Ether is used with great advantage in the isolation of fixed oils,

when its cost is not an objection, and when other principles, soluble

in it, are not associated with the oil to be extracted. Oil of ergot is

obtained by this liquid. The ergot in powder is

introduced into a displacer, such as fig. 388, shaken

down till well packed, and then treated with ether

until twice the weight of the powder is obtained.

The ether is recovered by distillation with a water-

bath at 120° Fahr.

When the oils are solid at ordinary temperatures,

as those of nutmegs, cacao, and laurel berries, the

material containing them is ground, made into a

paste with hot water, enclosed in sacks, and imme-

diately expressed between hot tin plates. Mohr

has described a plan of constructing the plates for

this purpose at page 219. Such of these oils as con-

tain volatile oils, as the first and last of those men-

tioned, are injured in value by too long an exposure

to heat during their subsequent clarification.

In the filtration of fixed oils, with a view to their

clarification, they are more or less injured by the

thorough exposure to the air as they pass slowly

through the filter. The conical cotton or woollen

filter, figured at page 190, is the best form for large

quantities of oil. When time permits, the best

manner of purifying them, is to keep them in tall tight vessels, in

Displacer for
Volatile Liqdids.
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Fig. 389.

a warm place if in winter, until the feculent matter has deposited, so

that the clear supernatant oil may be drawn off. Tin canisters,

twelve inches in diameter, and two feet high, with two cocks, one

about three inches from the bottom, and the other midway between

top and bottom, afford the best arrangement for the retail pharma-

ceutist. The upper opening is intended to draw off the upper stratum

as soon as the oil above it is clear.

When fixed oils are to be decolorized, they are passed through a

stratum of granular animal charcoal, and to facilitate the filtration

the temperature should be raised to

about 120° or 150° Fahr. The appa-

ratus, fig. 389, affords a ready means

of accomplishing this, and has been

described at page 211. It is very impor-

tant that the charcoal be entirely free

from dust, else the minute particles

will pass with the oil and render it im-

pure.

Fixed oils are also decolorized by

exposure to the sun's rays enclosed in

glass vessels;

In the manufacture of palm oil, for n

soap, it is bleached by the process of

Watt, with chromic acid. A mixture of

bichromate of potash and sulphuric

acid is introduced into the coloured and

impure oil mixed with water, and the

whole boiled until the colour is dis-

charged ; the green oxide of chrome,

sulphate of potash, &c., being subse-

quently separated by water and subsidence.

The fats of animal origin chiefly used in pharmacy are lard, suet,

and beef's marrow. ' .4

Lard, the adipose matter of the hog, varies much in value, for

pharmaceutical purposes, as found in commerce. This arises chiefly

from the frequent want of care in its preparation, and partially to the

part from which the lard is obtained. The fatty deposit of the

omentum, mesentery, and in the region of the kidneys, is that most

appropriate for pharmaceutic use, because it requires less heat in

rendering it, and the lard has a smoother and more homogeneous

texture. So important is good lard in the fabrication of some cerates

and ointments, that when it is not attainable of unexceptionable

Charcoal Filter for Decolorizing.
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quality, it is worth while for the apothecary to render it himself from

selected fat. This should be cut in small pieces, freed as much as

possible from the adhering membranes, introduced into a boiler with

a portion of water, and boiled until the fat is fused from the cellular

tissue, in which it is naturally deposited, and the water has all evapo-

rated. As soon as this is the case, and before the temperature of the

fat rises much above 212°, it should be dipped out and strained. It

is the excessive heat applied at this point of the process, together

with its influence on the pieces of flesh and membranes which gene-

rally accompany the crude fat, that the inferior quality of much of

the commercial lard is attributable. Lard should be entirely free

from moisture, and when salted, as is sometimes the case, should not

be used without previously washing it with warm water. Lard pre-

pared as above, if run into glazed stone jars, and securely covered

from the air, will keep perfectly good from season to season.

The process of rendering suet is the same as for lard ; its higher

fusing point, however, requires more time to efi'ect it.

Beef's marrow is obtained in a crude state from the butcher ; that

from the large round bones is to be preferred. In this form it con-

tains cellular tissue, blood-vessels, pieces of bone, &c., and after

having been well washed in cold water, is boiled with that fluid until

the fat is entirely extracted from the tissues, when it is suffered to

cool and solidify. The impure marrow is now taken from the water,

and heated until all the adhering moisture is evaporated, when it is

strained ; if to be used for application to the hair, it is then perfumed.

Butter is sometimes employed as a vehicle for oxide of mercury and

other substances, as an application in ophthalmic diseases. When used,

it should invariably be washed in warm water, to remove the salt

always added to it.

CERATES AND OINTMEXTS.

Cerates are medicines for external application, consisting of wax

and a fatty substance as a basis, with which resins, mineral powders,

and other substances are incorporated. Their consistence is such,

that at the temperature of the skin they will soften, but not liquefy.

The presence of wax, as their name infers, is an essential constituent

of these preparations.

Simple cerate, which may be considered as the fatty basis of a

number of medicated cerates, is a compound of two parts of lard and

one part of white wax, and from its extensive use as a dressing to
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irritated surfaces, it is one of the more important though one of the

simplest preparations in the range of the shop. The injurious in-

fluence of excessive heat on fatty substances has been alluded to. In

all those cerates valued for their mildness, attention should be given

to this point in their preparation. The lard and wax after liquefac-

tion should be strained into a large Wedgwood mortar and triturated

until it chills, and has assumed a uniform texture, entirely free from

waxy granulations, and very white. It is usual with some pharma-

ceutists in Philadelphia, to add to simple cerate and ointment a small

quantity of borax dissolved in rose-water, with a view to whiten them.

This addition has been objected to by some physicians, but in the ma-

jority of instances no fault has been found with its use. The borax

appears to act on the fat precisely as though it were free soda. About

a scruple of borax dissolved in a fluid ounce of rose-water, is mixed

with each pound of melted cerate, and it is best to warm the mortar

with the solution in it before adding the cerate, so that the latter will

not be chilled too rapidly.

It should be the aim of the pharmaceutist to be able to furnish

simple cerate on every occasion, entirely free from the rancidity ac-

quired by age and exposure. In order to do this, the quantity pre-

pared should always be suited to the probable demand, so that it shall

not be long on his hands. The most efi'ectual plan is to introduce a quan-

tity of cerate, capable of lasting a month, into well-glazed half pint or

pint jars, each full and covered closely with a sheet of tin-foil, so as

perfectly to exclude the air. These jars may be of such size as to fit

within the regular shop jar. They should invariably be washed in

hot alkaline water before being used a second time. If this method

is followed, there will be no complaints from patients or physicians.

When a cerate is intended to irritate instead of soothe, the same re-

gard to temperature is not necessary, and it is sometimes advisable to

heat the medicating substance in the cerate, Avith a view to dissolving

out some active constituent of it more eSectually, as for instance, in

the case of cantharides. When mineral powders are to be added to

cerates, the same precautions in reference to their state of division

should be observed as will be noticed under the head of ointments.

Cerates containing resin generally keep better than those made
with wax and lard alone, of which fact, the common resin cerate is

evidence. Cerate of subacetate of lead, is so strongly disposed to

change and become rancid, that some prefer to prepare it extempora-

neously by triturating simple cerate with the proper proportion of

solution of subacetate of lead and camphor, the latter being added in

the form of camphor liniment.
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Ointments^ like cerates, are medicines for external application, but

their consistence is so much softer than that of cerates, that they can

be applied to the skin by anointing, and hence their name.

Simple ointment consists of four parts of lard and one of white wax,

combined in the same manner by fusion and trituration, as has been men-

tioned for cerate. Simple ointment is less frequently used than cerate,

and requires similar precautions to keep it in good condition. It is

the basis of a large number of medicated ointments.

Medicated ointments may be divided into three classes :

Those consisting of simple ointment or lard, and certain powders or

liquids mechanically mixed.

Those which are prepared by dissolving the medicinal substance in

the melted ointment or lard, and

Those which require chemical reaction between the fatty matter

and the added substance.

The first kind, which includes the majority of the oiEcinal and ex-

temporaneous ointments, are mixtures of ointment, lard or laurel oil,

with mineral salts, metallic oxides, organic principles, and other solid

substances. The chief points requiring attention in making them are,

that the medicating substances, if insoluble, be reduced to the finest

possible state of division before being mixed with the vehicle, and then

uniformly disseminated through it ; or if soluble, that they be dis-

solved in, or triturated with, a small portion of water or alcohol, as

the case may demand, until they dissolve, or assume a pasty con-

sistence, and then admixed. The presence of hard gritty particles

in ointments should never be tolerated by physicians, and always in-

dicates carelessness or want of skill on the part of the dispenser.

In making iodine ointment, the iodine should be triturated with

one-fifth of its weight of iodide of potassium, and a few drops of

water, to form a dense solution, previously to adding the lard. When
merely triturated with alcohol, unless the strictest care is exercised,

particles of iodine will escape comminution, and give a speckled

appearance to the ointment.

When extracts enter the composition of ointments, if not of soft

and even consistence, they should be rendered so by triturating them

with a little water, so that no separate particles will be visible in the

finished preparation. The ointments made from the extract of stra-

monium and belladonna are instances.

Mercurial ointment belongs to the first kind, and requires a special

notice, as involving some particular manipulation. Perhaps no pre-

paration, so simple in its constitution, has had more written about the

mode of making it, or so many opinions of its nature expressed.
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Writers have usually aimed at shortening the trituration necessary to

extinguish the mercury, that is, to divide it so minutely through the

fatty vehicle, that the globules are not visible with a lens of three

powers ; or at deciding on the exact condition of the mercury as it

exists in the ointment, viz., whether it be wholly, partially, or not at

all oxidized. When the fatty materials are fresh and pure, the pro-

cess by continued rubbing is excessively tedious. The principle upon

which the mercury is divided is simply to triturate it with a substance

capable of adhering to the surface of the globules, and preventing

them from coalescing after they are once separated, either by staining

the surface of each globule by a coating, extremely minute, of oxide

of mercury, or with some sticky resinous or fatty body. Balsam of

sulphur, oil of egg, and sulphur itself have been recommended as

agents in extinguishing mercury, and they act by causing the surfaces

to be stained with sulphuret of mercury ; but this is not a justifiable

addition. This ointment can be made, however, without resort to any

foreign substance, and in a reasonable time, by the following process,

suggested by MM. Coldefy and Simonin. The mercury is triturated

with lard prepared in the following manner. It is melted and poured

in a thin stream into very cold water, so that it instantly solidifies

on entering that fluid. By this means the lard is divided into strings,

or ribands, with a very extensive surface. In this form it is placed in

a cool cellar, so that it will not run together, and is exposed to the

action of the air for a month or two until the lard becomes rancid

and sticky. Three weeks' exposure will enable it to extinguish seven

or eight times its weight of mercury, and after three months' exposure

it is said to reduce thirty-two times its weight of mercury to the ex-

tinguished condition, with equal facility, by triturating them together.

Old rancid simple cerate, to the extent of one-eighth of the mercury

employed, will answer perhaps quite as well. Some employ one-

eighth of old mercurial ointment, that has become rancid by age,

which, also, is very effective. After the extinguishment of the mer-

cury, the remainder of the lard in a pure state is incorporated with it,

and when uniformly mixed, the process is complete. Mercurial oint-

ment is usually prepared on a large scale, by steam-power.

Fats by becoming rancid acquire an adhesive quality not noticed

in their fresh state, and this appears to be the cause of their power to

extinguish mercury. It is possible that in this condition they con-

tribute to the oxidation of the surfaces of the globules, a condition

that is most effective in rendering the extinguishment perfect. As
mercurial ointment acquires age, its colour deepens, a change most

probably due to the further oxidation of the mercury. That mercurial
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Fiff. 390.

ointment contains protoxide of mercury, is placed beyond doubt by

the experiments of Donovan, who, after separating the mercury from

the ointment by keeping it melted, found that the transparent hot fat

was instantly coloured black by a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen.

He further has shown that an ounce of lard will dissolve twenty-one

grains of protoxide of mercury, when digested at a temperature of

160° Fahr., for some time, and has recommended this mercurialized

lard as a substitute for the officinal ointment, believing that it is only

the oxide in the latter that gives it medicinal powers.

When mercurial ointment is pre-

pared by hand, it is best made in a

marble mortar with a long pestle, ar-

ranged as at fig. 390. The operator

should endeavour to keep the sides as

free from the globules as possible, by

frequently removing the ointment

which adheres to them with a spa-

tula, so that the progress of the

whole mass shall be uniform. With

the lard prepared as stated above,

or with old cerate or mercurial

ointment, four pounds or more of

this preparation may be made in a

mortar in as many hours.

Some further observations rela-

tive to manipulating with ointments

Avill be found in Chapter XVII.,

under the head of Ointments.

The seco7id kind of ointments are

those in which the medicating sub-

stances are dissolved in the fatty

matter whilst in a melted state, of

which tobacco, stramonium, and

carrot ointments are instances.

When the substance to be treated

consists of recent vegetable struc-

ture, it is bruised, placed in the

lard or ointment previously melted,

and heated until all the water of

vegetation is evaporated. As soon

as this is accomplished, which is

MARBLE Mortar for Mercorul Ointment. knOWH by the CCSSation of the boil-
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ing, tlie heat should be reduced, the temperature not being allowed

to much exceed 212° Fahr., until the colouring matter of the leaves,

if these are treated, has been partly extracted, which is an index

of the sufficient action of the solvent. The ointment is then strained.

If wax is to be added, it should be fused with the lard before the

straining.

As these ointments have to be made at those seasons of the year

when the recent plants can be procured, they are necessarily made in

quantity, and some means should be adopted to preserve them from

rancidity. The most efficient method of preserving them, besides the

usual one of enclosing them in jars, covered with tin-foil, is the sug-

gestion of M. Dechamps. This pharmaceutist having noticed that

resinous ointments were less disposed to be affected by the air than

others, conceived the idea of associating some substance with them,

which would act in a similar manner. He found that benzoin would

fully accomplish the desired end, and under the name of benzoated

lard has recommended a preparation for use in extemporaneous phar-

macy for ointments. One part of powdered benzoin is heated by a

water-bath with twenty-five parts of lard, for two or three hours, and

then strained and triturated in a mortar as it cools. Poplar buds,

when heated with fats, act even more efficiently. The lard acquires a

slight odour of the benzoin, and very little colour. Nearly all oint-

ments, except those for highly irritable surfaces, may be made from

this prepared lard,—and in the case of the ointments of red oxide of

mercury, white precipitate, and iodide of potassium, it prevents or

greatly retards the chemical changes that usually occur in them by

keeping.

The third kind of ointments are those in which chemical reaction

takes place between the fatty matter and the added substance, in the

process of making them, and are few in number. The ointment of

nitrate of mercury is the most common of them. In making citrine

ointment, as it is called, the reaction must be sufficient between

the excess of nitric acid, in the acid nitrate of mercury, and the fat,

to convert the olein of the latter into elai'din, else the consistence of

the ointment will be hard and crumbly. If the nitric acid is of less

strength than 1*45 sp. gr., the quantity used should be increased in

proportion to its weakness. Perhaps the most ilnportant point in the

process is the temperature of the fat at the moment of adding the

acid mercurial solution. It should be 180° Fahr., and after stirring

in the solution, an active reaction should be manifested by efferves-

cence, and the liberation of nitric oxide. If the quantity of nitric

27
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acid is too small, the oxidation is apt to be carried on at the expense

of the nitric acid of the nitrate, and a portion of mercury deoxidized,

which will subsequently discolour the ointment in spots. It is hardly

necessary to observe that in manipulating with ointments of this kind,

metallic spatulas should be avoided.

SOAPS AND PLASTERS.

When fixed oils and fats are boiled with a solution of fixed alkali,

their proximate constituents are decomposed, alkaline salts of stearic,

margaric and oleic acids are obtained, and glycerin is eliminated.

The mixed fatty salts, deprived of the excess of alkali and the glyce-

rin, and associated with a greater or less quantity of water, constitute

the different soluble soaps of commerce. Medicinal soaps are of two

kinds, those that are soluble in water and those that are insoluble.

The first constitute the soaps proper, the second, plasters.

Soaps made from olive oil and soda, and from animal fat, or tallow,

and soda, are those recognised by the U. S. Pharmacopoeia. The

soda salts of the fatty acids have a firmer consistence than those of

potash, the latter yielding soft soaps. Animal fats yield firmer soaps

than vegetable oils, because they contain much stearic acid, and such

soaps containing stearate of soda are those proper for making opo-

deldoc.

The usual method of proceeding in saponifying oil, is to prepare a

soda lye from barilla, or soda ash and lime, in the manner of making

solution of potash, so that it shall contain about six per cent, of alkali.

This lye is placed in a suitable boiler, (and for this purpose a coil of

tube, heated by pressure steam, is the best mode of applying the heat,)

with the oil or fat, and boiled until the lye has been exhausted. The

spent lye is then drawn off, and more added and boiled, which is re-

peated until the saponification is completed, which is known by the

consistence of the saponaceous fluid. Common salt is then added,

which is dissolved by the water, forming a brine in which the soap is

insoluble. The quantity of salt is so regulated that it will divide the

water between the soap and itself. The soap is then laded out of the

boiler into suitable moulds, and constitutes grain soap. When it is

wished to make the soap very white, the grain soap is again boiled

wnth a quantity of water, and separated a second time.

The "medicinal soap" of the French Codex, which is made by the

pharmaceutists, and used for internal administration, is a soda soap
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of oil of almonds, and known under the name of amygdaline soap. It

differs from other soaps in containing all the glycerin, and a quantity

of carbonate of soda. It is made by mixing ten parts of oil of almonds,

with twenty-one parts of a concentrated solution of caustic soda, of sp.

gr. 36° Baume, in a porcelain vessel, and stirring the mixture occasion-

ally for eight or ten days, at the expiration of which time the mixture

will have solidified. The soap is then cut into thin slices or bars, piled

up in such a manner that the largest extent of surface will be exposed,

and left to the action of the air for two or three months, until the

excess of caustic soda absorbs sufficient carbonic acid to convert it into

carbonate, which, in a great measure, effloresces on the surface of

the soap as it dries.

Medicinal soaps are sometimes formed with soap and medicinal

resins, like those of jalap and guaiacum. One part of jalap resin,

and two parts of soap, are dissolved in a sufficient quantity of alcohol,

32° B., and evaporated to the pilular consistence. The soap renders

the resin more soluble in the liquids of the alimentary canal, and mo-

difies its action.

Plasters are external applications, of a consistence thicker than

cerates, and of such tenacity and adhesiveness at the temperature of

the human body, that when applied to the skin they will adhere with-

out slipping.

They are of two kinds ; those which consist of oleo-tnargarate of

lead, or lead plaster as a basis, united to resinous and other substances,

and which are properly called plasters ; and those which consist of

resins alone, or these united with fatty substances or wax.

Lead plaster is an insoluble soap of lead ; it is a compound of the

oily acids of olive oil, with oxide of lead, and as usually found in the

shops contains a portion of glycerin. Its preparation forms an ex-

tensive item in the business of the pharmaceutical laboratory. The

conditions for the formation of lead plaster are, that olive or lard oil,

or these mixed, be heated with litharge in fine powder in a certain

proportion, and with the presence of water, which is essential to the

chemical changes that occur. All kinds of fixed oil do not answer

equally well for this use, and from the researches of M. Henry and

others, lard or lard oil is the only good substitute for olive oil. In

reference to the oxide of lead, the presence of the oxides of iron or

copper in it, unfit it for making plaster, and attention should be given

to this fact. In Europe, where impure litharge is more frequently

met with than here, the manufacturers of plaster frequently assay its

quality by making a small quantity of plaster as a test.

The apparatus for making plaster on a small scale, consists of a
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hemispherical copper pan with handles, a wooden spatula, and a re-

gular §ource of heat. The capacity of the pan should be one-third or

one-half greater than will be occupied by the ingredients, so as to

allow" for the swelling of these during the boiling. The oil is intro-

duced into the pan with one-tenth of its bulk of water, and the litharge

introduced by means of a sieve, to break up the lumps. They are

then boiled together, with constant stirring, adding small quantities of

hot water from time to time until the combination is completed. This

is known when a small portion of the plaster, cooled and cut through,

exhibits no particles of litharge unacted on. Another index of the

completion of the plaster is, that in stin-ing perfect plaster rapidly,

little bubbles like soap bubbles are given off, owing to the escape of air,

which is not the case as long as any of the oil remains unsaponified.

The best arrangement, with which I am acquainted, for the manu-

facture of plaster on a large

scale, is that of Robert Shoe-

maker of this city, who has

kindly permitted me to figure

his apparatus, and to de-

scribe the process as con-

ducted at his laboratory.

Fig. 391 represents this ap-

paratus. It consists of a

double sided or jacketed ves-

sel, holding about fifty gal-

lons, constructed of boiler

iron, and capable of with-

standing considerable out-

ward pressure, a is the outer

case, h the edge of the inner

vessel, in which the plaster

is contained. The front is

represented as partially re-

moved so as to show the con-

struction of the boiler, c is

the wooden stirring spatula,

which is attached to the beam,

g, in a socket, d is the tube

and cock by which the steam

enters the jacket ; e, a cock

for the exit of the air at the

commencement of the process, and for drawing off the condensed
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water from time to time
; / a wooden stand supporting the boiler, and

h the surface of the plaster.

The usual charge for one operation in this apparatus, is fifteen

gallons of oil and seventy-five pounds of litharge. The steam is em-
ployed under a pressure of eight or nine pounds per inch ; and in order

to render the operation quicker, by keeping the temperature higher,

the water necessary to the chemical change is added in small quantities

at a time and frequently. The stirring is constant, and is effected

with great ease by the stirrer, as represented in the figure. With this

arrangement, the quantity of ingredients above stated are converted

into plaster in two and a half to three hours.

The plaster made by steam heat is never burned, and when the

materials have been good, the product has a light colour and proper

consistence. Mr. Shoemaker is of opinion that lead plaster is injured

in its quality of adhesiveness per se, as well as for the basis of other

plasters, by washing and kneading in water to extract the glycerin,

as recommended by many authorities, and he does not remove it unless

with the direct object of obtaining that principle. When it is desired to

isolate the glycerin, as soon as the plaster is completed, a considerable

amount of hot water is poured in the boiler, and the whole again

boiled up and stirred. By rest, the plaster separates, and the aqueous

supernatant liquid contains the glycerin, holding in solution a little

oxide of lead. To isolate the glycerin, the solution is evaporated to

sp. gr. 1-15, a current of sulphuretted hydrogen passed through it

until it ceases to produce a black precipitate, the solution filtered and

boiled to rid it of excess of gas, and then evaporated at a very mode-

rate heat until it ceases to lose weight.

When lead plaster is designed for adhesive plaster, it is more eligible

to add the resin while it is yet in the boiler.

When completed, the plaster is removed from the boiler, in portions

at a time, to a trough of cold water, which is kept cool by a current

from the hydrant, and as soon as it acquires sufficient firmness to roll,

is weighed ofi" in half pound masses and rolled into cylinders on a wet

marble slab. These are immediately placed in a long wooden trough

containing cold water, so that they may cool before losing their cylin-

drical shape. It is usual to knead and pull light coloured plasters

until their colour becomes decidedly lighter, either each roll separately,

or several pounds together. Compound plasters, containing substances

soluble in water, should not be cooled by that liquid, but should be

chilled on a marble slab until fit to roll.

When the gum-resins are to enter the composition of plasters, it is
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the oleo-resinous portion only that is desirable. It is better, therefore,

to dissolve out this in alcohol '835 sp. gr., and evaporate it to a syrupy

consistence, and admix it with the melted lead plaster, than to per-

mit the gummy matter also to be introduced. When lead plaster and

resin are to be combined, the former should be fused before the resin

is added to it, as it has the higher fusing point.

When adhesive plaster is to be mixed Avith extracts, as that of bel-

ladonna, the mixture should be effected in a mortar, previously heated

;

the extract introduced and triturated till soft and homogeneous in con-

sistence, and then the melted plaster should be added and the whole

triturated until intimately mixed.

There is a kind of lead plaster that was formerly much in vogue,

wdiich was called burnt plaster. It is made without water ; the litharge

or red oxide of lead, either of which may be used, is heated in the fatty

matter, which usually consists of oil and suet, and sometimes butter

and wax were added, until the temperature rises to 400° or 500° Fahr.

In making the mother-ointment, onguent de la mere of the French,

the fats are heated in a capacious iron vessel, until they commence to

fume, the litharge is then sifted in from a sieve, and stirred con-

stantly.

The excessive heat decomposes the neutral fatty principles, liberates

the oily acids, and renders them capable of union with the oxide. A
part of the fat is decomposed, acetic acid and acrolein are produced,

the latter remaining combined with oxide of lead as acetate.

The purely resinous plasters, as Burgundy pitch, hemlock pitch, or

these mixed with other substances, do not require a notice here further

than to observe, that in common with the true plasters they become

lighter coloured by the process of pulling and kneading them while

they are in a soft state.

The manner of spreading plasters, and other manipulations with

them in extemporaneous pharmacy, will be noticed at length in Chapter

XVII.—w. p.]



CHAPTER XV.

MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS, CHIEFLY OF A MECHANICAL NATURE.

STOPPERING OF GLASS BOTTLES.

It not unfrequently occurs that glass stoppers do not fit perfectly

into the mouths of the bottles to which they belong. The best method

of trying the fitting of a stopper is to press it down lightly with the

point of one of the fingers, while it is pushed laterally in difi'erent di-

rections. If it moves in any direction when thus treated, it must be

considered as badly fitting, and unsuited for the preservation of vola-

tile substances, or such as are readily oxidized or injured by exposure

to the air. Even when liquids will not pass, the stoppering may ad-

mit of an interchange of the internal and external air, and this inter-

change is greatly promoted by the variations which are constantly

occurring in the expansion and contraction caused by heat or baro-

metric pressure.

Too much care cannot be taken to insure well-fitting stoppers for,

at least, those substances which are most liable to change. If any

are found to be defective, means should be adopted for remedying the

evil.

Badly-fitting stoppers may be rendered air-tight by regrinding them.

This is efiected by first mixing sand or emery with water ; then dip-

ping the stopper into this, and placing it in the neck of the bottle,

moving it laterally to and fro, with a gentle pressure, and slightly

withdrawing the stopper from time to time to admit fresh portions of

sand or emery. After grinding thus for some time, the stopper and

the mouth of the bottle should be washed, and the fitting of the stop-

per tried in the manner already described. When the stopper is found

to fit in firmly without shaking in any direction, the grinding may be

finished ofi" with a little fine emery powder and oil.

In this way, not only may badly-fitting stoppers be made to fit air-
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tight into the bottles for which they were intended, l)nt bottles not

previously stoppered may have stoppers ground in to fit them. It is

necessary in selecting a stopper to be thus fitted to a bottle, that due

regard should be paid to the form of the neck of the bottle, for stop-

pers which do not agree in shape with the neck of the bottle can

hardly be made to fit properly without the use of a lathe. If the

neck of the bottle be more conical than the stopper, as shown in fig.

392, or if the stopper be more conical than the neck of the bottle, as

shown in fig. 393, in either case it will be difficult, if not impossible,

to make them fit well by mere hand-grinding. When long-continued

Fig. 392. Fig. 393, Fig. 394.

Stoppering Bottles.

grinding is required, a piece of conical copper tube should be used in

the process, with which both stopper and neck may be ground at the

same time. The conical tube is made of a piece of sheet copper, bent

and soldered to the proper form and size, and afterwards turned in

the lathe so that the inner and outer surfaces may be perfectly smooth.

This cone is used as represented in fig. 394, the stopper being placed

within it, and the neck of the bottle on the outside. Copper answers

the purpose better than any other metal, as the sand becomes imbed-

ded in it, and thus forms a good grinding surface.

KEMOVAL OF FIXED STOPPERS.

The adhesion of glass stoppers to the necks of bottles, from which

they become immovable by the mere force of the hand, is a frequent

source of annoyance to the pharmaceutist. There are several causes

which give rise to the fixing of glass stoppers. Sometimes it is oc-

casioned by the deposition of resinous or other adhesive matter be-

tween the stopper and the neck of the bottle, which, hardening there,

forms a kind of cement ; and sometimes salts are crystallized around
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the stopper, either in consequence of the evaporation of a solvent, or

from the sublimation of the salt itself. In some cases the pressure of

the atmosphere, occasioned by contraction of the gaseous contents of

the bottle, is the cause of the stopper becoming fixed ; and this may

either continue to operate directly in preventing the removal of the

stopper, or having, by the force of the pressure, brought the stopper

into very close contact with the neck, the adhesion may be thereby

increased, and may then continue after the original cause has ceased

to exist.

From these or other causes, glass stoppers are frequently found to

be fixed, and the skill and ingenuity of the pharmaceutist are taxed for

the means of extracting them. In some establishments, the extraction

of the stoppers of smelling-bottles is, of itself, an operation of almost

daily occurrence. The means of efifecting the extraction must depend

on the cause of adhesion, and on other circumstances connected with

it, such as the size, form, thickness, &c., of the bottle, and also of the

stopper.

If the bottle and its stopper be of sufficient capacity and strength,

it is customary in the first instance to attempt the extraction by

grasping the bottle firmly in one hand, and with the other hand push-

Fig. 395.

Lever for Removal of Fixed Stopfers.

ing the stopper laterally, in different directions, at the same time

pulling it upwards. Should this method fail, the following may be

tried. Hold the stopper between the fore-finger and thumb of the

left hand, and press it upwards, while the other fingers rest on the

shoulder or lip of the bottle, and then, holding a pellet-knife in the
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other hand by its flexible blade, strike the stopper in a lateral and

slightly ascending direction with the wooden handle of the knife. The

blows thus inflicted, the force of which must depend on the strength

of the stopper, and size of the bottle, should be repeated for some

time, with the object of producing a vibratory motion in the bottle.

Stoppers may frequently be extracted by this method with great fa-

cility, but it cannot well be applied to bottles of less capacity than half

a pint or a pint. Sometimes a lever is used, which, fitting on to the

stopper of the bottle, enables the operator to use more force than

could otherwise be applied for overcoming adhesion. The lever con-

sists of a piece of wood, fig. 395, in which there are several oblong

holes of difi"erent sizes, into one of which the head of the stopper is to

be put, a cloth being interposed between them, if this will make them

fit better. The greatest possible care and judgment are necessary in

the use of the lever, as the stopper may be very easily broken off by

the force thus applied. Indeed, the cases are few in which this me-

thod can be safely resorted to, and there are probably many more

stoppers broken than extracted by its adoption.

If none of the foregoing means prove effectual for the extraction of

the stopper, the cause of adhesion ought to be considered. Should it

be found that resinous or other matter soluble in spirit is the cause of

the evil, it may be well to try the effect of placing a little alcohol in

the groove between the stopper and the lip of the bottle, allowing time

for this to be absorbed, and then repeating some of the methods pre-

viously described ; or should the deposition of salt or other matter so-

luble in water, be the probable cause, a little water may be substituted

for the alcohol.

More energetic measures may yet be found necessary, and, as a last

resource, one or other of the following means should be adopted.

The application of the flame of a spirit-lamp to the neck of the

bottle, constitutes one of the best and most uniformly successful me-

thods. The immediate object in this case is, by the application of

heat, to cause the expansion of the neck of the bottle, which will thus

relax its grasp of the stopper, and allow the latter to be withdrawn.

Some judgment is necessary in the application of heat. The whole of

that part of the neck of the bottle which surrounds the stopper should

be heated as uniformly as possible, without allowing the heat to be

communicated to the stopper. The flame of the lamp should, there-

fore, be made to play over the part indicated, while the bottle is con-

stantly turned so as to equalize the efiect, and from time to time the

extraction of the stopper should be attempted with the hand. The
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length of time required to produce the effect will depend on the size

and thickness of the neck of the bottle. Should the bottle contain an

inflammable liquid, the application of a flame may be unsafe, and in

such case, a piece of cloth dipped into hot water may be wrapped

around the part to be heated, and the heat maintained for the required

period by pouring more hot water over it. This method of applying

the heat, through the medium of hot water, is, indeed, under all cir-

cumstances, the safest and best way of conducting the operation.

But the above process, although very generally successful, if dex-

terously managed, in those cases where the size and form of the neck

Fig. 396. Fig. 398.

Extraction or Fixed Stoppers.

of the bottle admit of the application of

heat to that part, without, at the same

time, heating the stopper, is, nevertheless,

inapplicable in a great many instances,

and especially in those of smelling-bottles,

and of bottles generally of small size. In

these cases the following will be found to

be the best mode of proceeding.

In the first place, a strong cord, between three and four feet in

length, is selepted, which is to be tied to the stopper of the bottle.

The cord is doubled, and tied in a knot near to the doubled end, as

represented in fig. 396. This being done, the knot (b) is placed

against one side of the stopper, and the ends (c, d) being carried along

the groove to the opposite side, are tied there, as represented in fig.

397. The end {d) of the cord is now passed through the loop (a), and
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the two ends being brought together, are tied as represented at (/)
fig. 398. The cord being thus secured to the stopper, the bottle is,

in the next place, to be suspended as shown in fig. 398, by placing the

cord over the horizontal bar of sufficient strength and firmness to bear

a powerful jerk. It must be so adjusted that the cords on each side

of the stopper shall be of equal length, and the weight of the bottle

will then insui'e its maintaining a vertical position. An assistant

places his hand over the part of the cord in contact with the horizontal

bar, to prevent it from slipping to either side, and the operator, having

wrapped a cloth around the neck and shoulder of the bottle, and

grasped this part with his two hands, raises the bottle a few inches,

and then pulls it down with a jerk. This operation is repeated, com-

mencing with slight force, and increasing the power with each succes-

sive jerk, until the extraction of the stopper is efi'ected. If care be

taken to maintain the vertical position of the bottle, and of the direc-

tion of the jerk, there will be little danger of breaking the stopper.

I have found this a more effectual method of extracting the stoppers

of smelling-bottles, and of small bottles generally, than any other that

I am acquainted with.

DESICCATION OF BOTTLES, FLASKS, ETC.

The pharmaceutist has frequent occasion for drying glass vessels

expeditiously. The bottles into which oils, syrups, and some other

substances are put, should always be made perfectly dry, after wash-

ing them, before they are used for the purposes intended. Vessels

having only one orifice, and that a contracted one, do not readily part

with their moisture, unless a particular arrangement be adopted for

promoting desiccation. Many days or even weeks would elapse before

a bottle, which has been just rinsed with water, would become per-

fectly dry if it were merely exposed in a dry room at the mean tem-

perature of the atmosphere. To insure rapid desiccation a current of

warm air should be made to pass through the vessel.

The best method of proceeding is, to warm the vessel, by placing it

on a sand-bath, or in some other warm situation, and then to blow into

it with a bellows. The warm air loaded with moistm'e, is displaced by

a current of comparatively dry air, which becoming heated from con-

tact with the vessel, is capable of taking up and carrying away some

of the moisture which remains. By operating in this way, and re-

peating the application of heat and the blowing as often as is neces-

sary, complete desiccation may be very speedily efiected. It is neces-
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sary, however, to observe that the vessel not only appears to be dry

while it is warm, but that this continues to be the case after it has

cooled ; for moisture which the air holds in solution when warm is

sometimes deposited again as the temperature falls.

In the absence of a suitable bellows a glass tube and the human
lungs might be used with similar effect, although in this case the de-

siccation would not be so rapid. The tube should be long enough to

reach to the bottom of the vessel, while it projects some inches above

the orifice. After heating the vessel as previously described, the tube

is introduced, and the operator, having exhausted his lungs, applies

his mouth to the end of the tube and makes a long inspiration. The

moist air of the vessel is thus drawn into the lungs, and dry air from

without enters to supply its place. The process is repeated in this

way until the vessel is completely dried.

Tubes, when sealed at one end are dried in the manner above de-

scribed. If they be open at each end the desiccation is much more

easily and quickly effected. It is then only necessary to hold them in

an oblique position over the flame of a lamp or other source of heat. A
current of air will thus be determined upwards which will soon carry

off the moisture.

ON TYING KNOTS.

There is some art involved even in the tying of a string, and in-

convenience is not unfrequently occasioned by a badly constructed

knot. The common method of tying a knot for securing the ends of

a string, is sufficiently well known ; but there are a variety of circum-

stances under which knots of different kinds are required, and the best

methods of making these are not so uniformly understood.

In some cases it is more important to be able to fasten the string

expeditiously than very securely ; in other cases the tightness of the

compression is the object principally aimed at ; in others, again, close

compression, secure fastening, and the means of subsequently tighten-

ing the knot, are desired.

The capping-knot.—In capping bottles, it is sometimes advanta-

geous to adopt a more easy and expeditious mode of fastening the

string than by making a common knot. This is especially the case in

capping draughts, and small vials generally, for as both hands are

necessarily occupied in making the common knot, there is some difli-

culty in keeping a small vial in a suitable position during the opera-
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tion. The capping-knot is both easily and expeditiously made. The

vial is held in the left hand, and the end (a, fig. 399) of the string is

placed under the thumb, Avhile, with the other hand, the string is

carried twice round the neck of the bottle ; it is then formed into a

Fig. 399. Fig. 400.

The Capping-Knot.

loop, as represented in fig. 399, and this loop being held at {b) be-

tween the thumb and fore-finger, is thrown over the top of the bottle

and brought to the position of the dotted line {c c), so as to pass over

and compress the end [a) of the string ; finally, the end (d) of the

string is pulled so as to form a knot, which is sufficiently secure for

the purpose intended. Fig. 400, shows the method of holding the

vial and string in making this knot. Vials may be capped in this

way in half the time that would be occupied if the common knot were

made. But the capping-hnot can only be used advantageously in

capping bottles which have short necks and projecting lips, such as

the smaller description of vials have. Green-glass moulded bottles of

six ounces capacity and upwards require to have the caps tied on with

a more secure knot.

The binding-knot.—In fitting together glass tubes with India-rubber

connecters, it is generally found necessary to bind the latter with a

silken or other cord, so as to render the juncture air-tight. In doing

this, it is difficult to secure the ends of the cord with a common knot,

without at the same time relaxing the tightness of the compression.

The binding-knot afibrds a ready method of forming a perfectly tight

and secure ligature. It is made in the following way. The end of

the string is doubled, and laid on the tube, as shown in fig. 401, d

being the short end, and e the long end of the string. The tube

being held in the left hand, the thumb of that hand is laid over the
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loop (a), so as to retain it in tlie position represented, while c is car-

ried round the tube several times, and, finally, is passed through the

end of the loop (a), as shown in fig. 402. The end (c) being held

tightly in this position,

the other end {d) of the F'&- ^O^-

string is pulled so as to

reduce the loop {a) until

it clasps (c) and securely

fixes it. The ends {c and

d) are now cut oiF, leav-

ing the ligature as repre-

sented in fig. 403.

The pyroteclinical

knot.—This knot is used

for the same purpose as

that last described. In

making it, two loops are

formed, as shown in fig.

404; these are brought

opposite each other, as in

fig. 405, h being placed

in front of a; they are

then slipped over the

tube, as in fig. 406, and

the two ends of the string

pulled. When the coils

are brought close to each

other and made tight by

drawing the ends in op-

posite directions, a pretty secure knot is produced. Sky-rockets

Fi^. 404.

The Binding-Knot.

The Pyrotechnical Knot.

are tied in this way, and hence the name. A few coils of the string
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forms a good ligature for an India-rubber connecter ; and it has these

advantages, that it may be tightened at any tim'fe by pulling the ends,

Fig. 405. Fig. 406.

The Pyrotechnical Knot.

and also, that it may be easily untied, without cutting the cord, by

merely pulling each ligature away from that next to it.

The beer knot.—The corks of bottles are sometimes fastened down
with string, which is tied in what is called a beer knot. The name is

Fig. 407.

Fig. 408.

The Beer Knot.

probably derived from the application of this knot in tying down

ginger beer. It is thus made :—First, the loop, fig. 407, is formed

;
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Fig. 409.

then the part of the string which passes across the loop is turned up,

as in fig. 408. This is placed

over the cork of the bottle, and

by dexterously pulling the two

ends, the loop is made tight be-

neath the lip of the bottle, while

the string which crossed the loop

passes over the top of the cork,

as represented in fig. 409 ; the

ends are then tied at the top.

The champagne knot is also

used for fastening down the corks

of bottles. It is a more secure the beer knot.

knot than the beer knot. A loop, such as fig. 410, is first formed

;

then the end (m) is turned into the angle (o) and carried behind or

Fig. 410. Fig. 411.

The Champagne Knot.

beneath the loop, as in fig. 411. The part {p) is dravna through the

loop, as in fig. 412, and in this state it is placed over the neck of the

Fig. 412.

bottle immediately under the lip
; p being on one side, and {r s) on

28
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the other side. The two ends are then pulled so that, the knot being

tight around the neck of the bottle, the free ends shall be opposite

Fig. 413. Fig. 414.

each other, and these are turned up over the cork, twice twisted, and

finally tied in a common knot, as shown in fig. 413.

There is another more simple, but less secure, method of making

Fig. 415.

The Champagne Knot.

the champagne knot, as follows :—the loop (fig. 414) is first formed,

then (ni) is carried across the loop in front, as in fig. 415, and being
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brought out on the other side (fig. 416), it is thus slipped over the

neck of the bottle and tied as in the other case.

CUTTING, DRILLING, AND-BENDING GLASS, ETC.

There are several operations connected with the modification or con-

struction of glass vessels and apparatus, which the pharmaceutist has

frequent occasion to perform. Among these are the operations of

cutting, drilling, and bending glass.

In cutting glass the method to be adopted will depend on the form,

size, and thickness of the part to be cut. If it be cylindrical and

tolerably thick, the iron ring (fig. 417) may be used. This instru-

ment consists of a round iron rod, the two ends of pig. 417.

which are bent so as to form two circles of diiferent

sizes. It is used in the following manner :—The ring

which most nearly fits to the cylindrical glass to be cut

is put into the fire until it has become red-hot ; it is

then placed around the glass where the separation is

desired, and kept there for a few minutes ; on removing

it, a few drops of water are allowed to fall on the heated

part, when it will instantly split in two. The principal

objection to this mode of operating is that, for its com-

plete success, it is necessary that the iron ring should

very nearly fit to the part to be cut. If the ring be

much larger than the glass, it must be made to approach

alternately on every side, and as the heating is never so

uniformly efi'ected in this way as it would be otherwise,•'_,*'. ' Iron Ring for

the fracture will sometimes be irregular. With a cutting glass.

suitable ring, the operation may be well and expeditiously efi'ected,

and it is particularly applicable for cutting ofi" the ends of the necks

of retorts or of flasks.

A method is sometimes adopted, which consists in tying a thread of

lamp-cotton, dipped in oil of turpentine or in sulphur, around the part

where the fracture is required, then igniting the thread, and when
the flame has heated the glass, dropping a little water on to it. This

method seldom succeeds well, as the flame heats too wide and unequal

a surface.

Another and much better method of effecting the same object is, to

heat the glass by the friction of a string passed around it, and drawn

to and fro with great rapidity. In doing this it is necessary to have
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some means for confining the string to the exact part required to

be cut.

One method of confining the string is to bind a thick cord, in the

manner represented in fig. 403, around the glass, on each side of the

part to be cut, leaving a groove just wide enough for the string by

which the friction is efiected to run in. One end of this string is to

be fastened to some firm object, and a single coil being carried round

the glass in the groove, the other end is to be held in the hand of the

operator or of an assistant. The glass is now to be drawn alternately

towards each end of the string, increasing the velocity of the motion

to the greatest extent practicable, and continuing the friction for two

or three minutes ; it is then to be plunged into a vessel containing

cold water, when the fracture will instantly occur.

Fig. 418, represents a good arrangement for confining the string.

In this case a piece of board
^'&' '

is used, in which there is an

angular notch, giving it some-

what the form of a boot-jack.

This board is fixed to a table,

while the notch receives the

cylindrical glass to be cut, as

shown in the drawing. There

is a groove or slit in the board

extending as far as the notch,

through which the string passes

.

The glass, having a coil of the

string around it, is kept in a

fixed position in the angle of

the notch, while two assistants

draw the ends of the string

alternately in opposite direc-

tions. The friction is thus

confined within the narrowest

possible limits. If the ope-

rator can hold the glass in his left hand, he may draw one end of the

string with his right hand while an assistant draws the other end. It

is necessary to avoid the application of any grease to the cord or to

the glass during this operation, as the friction would be thereby dimi-

nished.

If the size, form, or thickness of the glass be such as to prevent the

successful application of the foregoing methods of operating, the

ignited pastil, or charcoal point, might be advantageously used.

Arrangement for Cutting Glass.
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Pastils are prepared expressly for cutting glass, being made of a

composition somewhat analogous to that of the common fumigating

pastils, which is rolled out into pointed sticks. Gahn has given the

following formula for these pastils. Dissolve 2| ounces of gum arable,

and ^ ounce of tragacanth, in b^ ounces of water. Dissolve ^ ounce

of stjrax, and \ ounce benzoin in IJ ounce of spirit. Mix the two

solutions with 3| ounces of powdered charcoal, or as much as is suffi-

cient to form a tough paste. This is formed into sticks about the size

of a black-lead pencil, which are subsequently dried. I have found the

following more simple formula to answer equally well. Reduce half an

ounce of powdered tragacanth to an elastic mucilage with a sufficient

quantity of water, allowing them to macerate together for about an

hour ; then add a quarter of an ounce of benzoin dissolved in spirit

;

rub them together in a mortar, and mix in as much powdered charcoal

as will form a tenacious paste. Before rolling the mass into sticks, it

should be well pounded, and made rather soft, otherwise it will crack,

or the sticks will become hollow in the centre, in which case they will

not burn to a point.

In using the pastil for cutting glass the usual method of operating

is, to lead a crack, previously commenced, in the direction in which the

fracture is required. If the vessel to be cut has already a crack, a

line should be drawn beneath it, with chalk or ink, and carried round

the vessel. The pastil is now to be ignited at the point, and the in-

candescent part applied to the end of the crack and slowly moved in

an oblique direction towards the line, so that it may pass into the

marked course at an angle of about forty-five degrees. The crack

will follow the burning point as it is thus made to pass over the sur-

face of the glass, and may be carried round the vessel in the direction

required. Should there be no previous crack, a scratch is first made

with a file in a slanting direction, and on ap-

plying the burning pastil to this, a crack will ^^'

be formed, which may be led in the manner

already described. Fig. 419 represents the

way in which this is done. It is generally

safer to commence the crack from the up-

per edge of the vessel than from any point

below it.

Badly annealed glass, and vessels which

are not circular, cannot be cut in this way ^" charc^aI'pw'nt"
^

with any certainty ; but if the glass be tole-

rably thick and well annealed, the crack will often be as straight and

smooth as if cut with a diamond.
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The sharp angles of the cut edge should be taken off with a file

wetted with oil of turpentine ; and should there happen to be any in-

equalities in the surface formed by the fracture, these may be removed

either by the file or by rubbing the part over the surface of a sandstone.

The file is often used alone, for cutting glass, especially glass tubes,

which are most conveniently cut in this way. A scratch is made on

one side of the tube at the part to be cut, and the tube being then

held in the two hands of the operator on each side of the scratch, it is

gently strained in a lateral direction, while at the same time it is

pulled longitudinally.

The boring or drilling of glass is an operation not very frequently

required to be performed, yet it is well to understand how it is done.

Round holes are cut into glass vessels with copper cylinders, which

are about two inches and a half in length, and of any required width

up to three quarters of an inch in diameter. These cylinders are

made of sheet copper, about one line in thickness. They are fixed

upon a block in the turning lathe, where the sides and edge are made

smooth and fit for cutting. A circular piece of paste-board is cut to

the size of the interior of the cylinder, so that it should fit in loosely,

and this is fastened with paste or glue over the spot where the hole is

to be cut in the glass. This paper disk is intended for guiding the

cylinder, and preventing it from slipping about, while it makes the

first incision. A stand must now be provided for the glass, so that

the part to be drilled shall be exactly opposite the copper cylinder.

These arrangements being made, a rather thick mixture of emery

powder and oil is applied to the edge of the cylinder, and the glass

being placed against it, the lathe is put into motion. A circular groove

is thus vspeedily cut around the circumference of the pasteboard patch,

over which the cylinder is placed, and by which it is retained in its

proper place. The glass should be occasionally withdrawn a little

from the cutting instrument and again made to approach it, and the

supply of emery from time to time renewed. It is necessary towards

the end of the operation to be careful that the cylinder when it has

cut the groove completely through the glass should not be pressed for-

ward so as to break the vessel. The pressure should be cautiously

adjusted by the hand, until the piece breaks out, and the cylinder

should then be instantly withdrawn. Under these circumstances, there

will generally be a rough projecting rim on the inner edge of the cut

surface, from Avhich the cut piece has fallen, and this will prevent the

cylinder from passing in. This projecting edge is to be ground off

with a file.
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Drill for Boring Glass.

In this way round holes may be cut into the sides of thick bottles,

so that stop-cocks or tubes may be inserted through perforated corks.

When holes of smaller diameter are required to be made, the ope-

ration is performed with a common drill and bow-string, such as fig.

420. The surface of the glass

should be broken at the spot
'^'

where the hole is to be made,

with the end of a sharp file or

with a scratching diamond

;

and the point of the drill, pre-

viously wetted with oil of tur-

pentine, is then placed upon

the spot and worked with the

bow. It is essential that the

part should be kept constantly

wetted with the turpentine,

which has a peculiar efficacy

in promoting the abrasion of the glass, and at the same time the pro-

tection of the steel instrument. The efficacy of the turpentine will

be increased if it be slightly resinified by exposure to the air, or even

if it be thickened by dissolving a little common resin, or camphor in

it. In all cases where glass has to be cut with a steel instrument oil

of turpentine should be used.

/ The bending of glass tubes is an operation of constant occurrence

in connexion with the fitting up of apparatus.

The first point claiming attention in reference to this operation is

the selection of suitable tubes. The glass of which the tubes are

made should be easily fusible, so that they may admit of being bent,

drawn out, or sealed, in the flame of a lamp. It is important that the

thickness of the glass should bear a certain relation to the size of the

tube, for if it be too thin, the tube will collapse at the bend, and, more-

over, when passed through a cork, it will not

admit of the necessary compression to render

the juncture air-tight, without some danger

of the tube being broken. A tube, the ex-

ternal diameter of which is five lines, should

have a thickness of glass of about three-

fourths of a line, as fig. 421. This is a very

suitable size for conveying gases. Tubes of

smaller diameter, such as fig. 422, which is

four lines,in diameter, and half a line in

thickness of glass, are used for small appa-

Fig. 421. Fig. 422.

O
Fiff. 423.
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ratus. If tubes of larger diameter are used, the thickness of the glass

should be in proportion. Fig. 423 represents a size seven lines in

diameter and one line in thickness, which is suitable for the distilla-

tion of ethereal and other liquids, the vapours of which require free

means of escape.

A tube suitable for its intended application having been selected,

the bending is effected with the aid of the flame of a lamp.

The flame of a common Argand gas-burner may be used with a

Fig. 424. .short copper chimney, the height of the

chimney being such that the flame ex-

tends about an inch above the top of it.

The solid gas-flame (fig. 424) is very

suitable for bending glass tubes, espe-

cially if they be large and thick. The

arrangement by which this flame is

produced is similar to that of the mixed

gas-furnace, figs. 1 and 3, page 20. It

consists of a common gas-burner, over

which is placed a copper cylinder (a),

with a wire gauze top ih). The gas is

allowed to escape from the burner, and,

mixing with atmospheric air in the cop-

per cylinder, the combustible mixture

issues through the wire gauze at the

top, and burns there with a solid pale-

blue flame, from which there is no de-

position of charcoal.

In the absence of gas, a spirit-lamj)

with double draught (fig. 425) Avill be

found fully efiicient for the purpose re-

quired.

The lamp having been prepared, the part of the tube which is re-

quired to be bent should be marked with a piece of chalk, and the

tube should then be held over or

introduced into the flame. If the

glass be thick, the part at which

the bend is to be made, and extend-

ing for an inch or two on each side

of it, should be gradually warmed

by holding it above the flame, and

moving it to and fro, while at

the same time it is turned on its

Solid Gas-Flame.

Fig. 42.5.

Spirit-Lamp with Dodblb Draught.
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axis so as to equalize the effect. It may then be brought into contact

with the flame, still continuing to move it as before. When slight in-

dications of softening are perceived, which the hand of an experienced

operator will readily discover, one end of the heated part is to be kept

in the flame, the tube being merely turned on its axis, and not moved

to and fro, until it admits of being bent with a slight force ; the rotat-

ing motion is then stopped, while a slight curvature is given to this

part ; the tube is then moved so as to bring another heated portion

into the flame, which in like manner is slightly curved ; and this is

continued until the curve extends to an equal distance on each side of

the chalk-mark, and until the two limbs of the bent tube form the re-

quired angle. If will be found convenient to have some object in front

of the operator to assist the eye in determining the required angle.

The bars of a window may be conveniently used for this purpose when

a right angle is required, the bent tube being held before the eye and

brought opposite to, or parallel with, two intersecting bars. In making

the bend while the heated part of the tube is in the flame, the ends

should always be turned upwards, and not in any other direction.

By proceeding as above described, a uniform curve may be formed,

such as fig, 426, which repre-
Fig. 426. Fig. 427.

Bent Tdbes.

sents a good bend, while fig.

427 represents a badly-formed

curve, such as inexperienced

operators generally produce.

To get a good curve, it is

desirable that the heat should

not be confined to one point,

and that the glass should not

be softened more than is ne-

cessary to admit of its being bent. A large flame, and especially the

solid gas flame, fig. 424, will be best adapted for producing the effect re-

quired. If the heat be too much confined to one spot, and the glass

be much softened, the tube will collapse in bending, as shown in fig.

427, a result which should always be avoided if possible. It is neces-

sary, however, in addition to the precautions already mentioned, that

the glass should have a certain thickness in proportion to the diameter

of the tube, equal, or nearly so, to that indicated in figs. 421, 422,

423. If the tube be large and the glass thin, it will be very difficult,

if not impossible, to prevent it from flattening on the outer side of the

curve, and not only will the glass, when thus bent, be very likely to

crack, but the tube will be contracted at this part. When it is im-
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portant to avoid the collapsing of a tube, which, from the thinness of

the glass or some other cause, will not admit of a good curve being

Fig. 428.

Glass-Blower's Blowpipe.

formed in the manner above described, the best method of proceeding

will be, to seal one end of the tube, and then, after bending it, and

while the glass is still soft, to blow into it from the other end. The

increased elasticity of the air, caused by blowing, will force out the

Fig. 429.

Bellows for Blow-Pipe.

compressed part of the tube and restore its cylindrical form to it.

This is the method usually adopted by the glass-blowers.
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There are some operations on glass tubes, in performing wliich a

stronger heat than that of a common lamp is required, and in these

cases the blowpipe is employed. Thus, for instance, in drawing out

and hermetically sealing glass tubes, excepting in the case of- small

tub^es, it is necessary to have the intense heat of the blowpipe. Fig.

428 represents the usual arrangement of the glass-blower's blowpipe.

The lamp {a h c) stands on a table, in front of which the pipe {d) con-

veys the compressed air from a bellows. The glass-blowers generally

prefer the flame of an oil-lamp to that of a gas-lamp. The bellows,

fig. 429, stands beneath the table, and is worked by the foot of the

operator placed in a stirrup. The best method of constructing the

bellows has been already described at page 84.

[" The most convenient form of apparatus for working glass on a

small scale, is the water blowpipe, which consists of an upright box,

about fifteen inches high, of the form represented in fig. 430. It is

usually made of zinc or copper, and is divided into two compartments

by the plate «, which passes down to within half an inch of the bottom,

thus leaving a communication open between the two. The lower end

of the tube h is closed by a valve opening outward to prevent the

escape of air in that direction. The box should be filled about half

full of water, and when used, air is blown through the tube h. The

pressure thus occasioned in the compartment c, forces a portion of the

Fiff. 430. Fig. 431.

Water Blow -Pipe.

water into the next division d, where it rises to a higher level than

in c. In this way a continuous jet is readily obtained, with much less

fatigue to the operator than with the mouth blowpipe." The man-
ner of using this apparatus is shown at fig. 431.

—

Bowman's Che-

mistry.—W. P.]
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In drawing out glass tubes, the part to be operated upon is first

warmed by holding it over the flame ; it is then heated strongly by

directing the flame upon it, while the tube is constantly turned, so

that it may be equally softened on every side. When it is found to

admit of extension, it is drawn out to the required extent. If the

object be to get an extension of tube with a uniform but contracted

diameter, the softening should be efi"ected through a part of the tube

two or three inches in length, and it should be drawn out slowly and

steadily before it has become very soft. If, on the other hand, it be

desired to have a gradual contraction, the part softened may be shorter,

the softening should be carried further, and the drawing eff"ected more

rapidly.

As the drawing out of the tube makes the glass thinner, it is some-

times desirable to thicken the softened part before extending it. This

is done by pressing the two ends towards each other, while the soft-

ened part is in the flame.

The sealing of glass tubes is efiected in a somewhat similar manner

to that last described. The part intended to be sealed is first drawn

out. If the sealing is to be efiected at the end of a tube, another

tube of about equal diameter is put into the flame with it, and when

sufficiently softened, these are to be united together by fusion, then

rapidly drawn out, (as at fig. 432,) and the fine point at which the

two parts separate, put into

^^" the hottest part of the flame,

until it fuses into a globule.

When the sealed end is required

to be suddenly contracted, the

softened part of the tube should

be short ; it should be much

softened before drawing it out ; and the part to be sealed should be

kept steadily in the flame while the extending part is drawn away

from it.

For producing a round and smooth bottom, such as that of a test-

tube, after sealing the tube as above described, the sealed end is again

softened in the flame, and a piece of thin tube being united

Fig. 433. ^Q -J. |jy fusion, the point is drawn away. The sealed end

is then uniformly softened and air blown in from the open

end, while the tube is rapidly turned round [until it assumes

the uniform curve of fig. 433]. In this way, only softening

rather more of the tube, a bulb may be blown at the sealed end.

[After the sealing is complete, the open end of the tube is heated
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and spread into a lip, as at fig. 434, the tube being turned in the left

hand whilst the edge is flared by means of a piece of smooth iron

wire.

Fig. 434.

Fig. 435.

Sometimes it is desirable to join two pieces of tubing, by fusing

them together. When of equal diameter, and rather thin, the ends,

which should be uniformly smooth, are each slightly flared, as at fig.

435. The edges are then brought to a red heat in the flame of a

blowpipe, and pressed together until they unite all round. In per-

forming this simple operation, much dexterity is required to prevent

the tube from being misshaped by too great pressure. As soon as the

union is effected the pressui-e should cease, and the operation com-

pleted by turning the joint in the flame, near its point, until the fusion

is complete. If, owing to too much heat, the joint has contracted to

a less diameter than the tube, if both ends are open, close one end

with a cork, and after heating the joint uniformly, blow gently into

the tube until the contraction is expanded.

When the tubes to be joined are of unequal diameter, the larger

one is drawn out until its diameter corresponds with the smaller tube,

Fig. 436.

Fig. 438.

Fig. 437.

when it is cut off with a file. The smaller tube is then widened

slightly, so as to overlap the contracted end of the larger tube, as

in fig. 437. The two tubes thus arranged, are placed in the flame

until cemented at one point, when they are turned constantly in it
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until the fusion is effected at all points ; if undue contraction has

occurred, it can be remedied as stated above. This mode of cement-

ing is resorted to to form the tube-funnel (fig. 436), and the pipette

glass, fig. 185. When a large bulb is wanted with a small tube

attached to cither side, a short piece of thick large tube is drawn out

at both ends, and small tubes attached to it, as at fig. 437. "When the

large tube, having been properly heated, and one of the small tubes

closed, the operator blows into the other tube, constantly turning it

until the bulb is formed.

When it is desirable to attach a small tube to the side of a larger

one, and opening into it, as, for instance, in attaching the lateral tube

to a syphon, the end of the larger tube is either sealed, as in fig.

438, or stopped with a cork, the flame of the blowpipe directed

against the point b till properly softened, and then by means of a

point of glass, c, the part is drawn out, as in the figure. By means of

a file, the protruded glass is cut at b, and the end of the small tube is

widened to fit over. The two parts are then brought to a proper

heat, gently pressed together, and then thoroughly joined by fusion,

the lateral tube being subsequently bent to the proper position.

In blowing a bulb on a tube, the fube should be rather thick, and

if the bulb is not to be large, after sealing

Fig. 439. the tube, about half an inch of its length is

brought to a red heat, when the operator

blows into the open end, as at fig. 439, hold-

ino- the tube horizontal and turning it con-

stantly. The perfection of the bulb depends

on the uniformity of the temperature of the

expanding glass, and the steadiness of the

motion of the tube, and of the pressure within.

When a tube is to be sealed hermetically,

as in closing a hydrometer tube after the

graduation is finished, the edges are approxi-

mated by softening the glass, until all but a very minute orifice is

y .^Q closed. The point of the flame is then directed to this part,

until the orifice closes by fusion. When, however, the seal-

ing can be effected by drawing out, after the introduction of

the substance, the glass is softened and drawn out to a

thread, as at fig 440. When cool, it is cut at a, and the

orifice closed by a jet of flame. We are indebted to Bow-

man's Chemistry for several of the above illustrations of

glass-working. To those who are desirous of becoming

familiar with this artificial accomplishment, the little work
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of T. P. Danger, on the "Art of Glass-blowing," of winch an English

translation exists, strongly recommends itself.—W. P.]

In performing operations on glass tubes, when a strong heat is re-

quired, the gas-blowpipe,

fig. 441, may be used ad- ^'?- '**^-

vantageously. Blowpipes

constructed on this prin-

ciple have for many years

been used at Birmingham

in brazing large vessels.

The form represented in

the drawing is that which I

have adopted, and found

suitable for chemical pur-

poses. To a circular stand

(x) is fixed a brass cylinder

((?), which is slightly con-

tracted at the top or mouth.

A pipe charged ^yith com-

mon coal gas, and furnish-

ed with a stop-cock (a),

enters this cylinder on one

side ; and a pipe {b), con-

nected with a good double

bellows, enters on the op-

posite side, and terminates

with a small orifice in the

centre of the cylinder. This

pipe also has a stop-cock.

In using this blowpipe, the gas is turned on at a, and ignited at

the mouth (d) of the cylinder. The stop-cock {b) is then opened, and

a blast of air forced into the centre of the cylinder by the bellows.

This air mixing with the gas forms a combustible mixture, which issues

at the orifice under pressure, and forms a spreading flame, the heat of

which is very intense. The proper proportions of gas and air are

adjusted by the stop-cocks, so as to afi"ord a pale blue flame, from which

there is no deposition of carbon. I am accustomed to use a furnace

(//) for confining the heat, and applying it to a crucible, as repre-

sented in the figure. The furnace, of which the drawing represents

a section, consists of two conical cylinders united at their smaller

ends. It is placed over the blowpipe, two apertures being provided

Redwood's Gas-Blowpipe.
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for the tubes a and b. There Is a rim, projecting inwards at the part

where the two cones are joined, which serves to receive a stand for a

crucible, as shown in the drawing.

[Graduation of glass vessels.—The measures employed in the ordi-

nary business of the shop are rarely graduated by the pharmaceutist,

being provided by the artists in glassware ; but the manner of gra-

duating these, as well as tubes and other vessels, should be known to

him. Graduating, so far as ascertaining the quantities is concerned,

is performed either by measuring or weighing certain equal quantities,

and adding them consecutively to the vessel to be graduated, making

a mark on the side of the vessel opposite the level, after each addition.

For druggists' graduates, the most eligible apparatus is the graduat-

ing syringe. This consists of a brass barrel or cylinder, capable of

holding two or three fluid ounces, and placed horizontally on a frame

at the height of ten inches. The piston is made solid, is nearly the

length of the barrel, and fits very accurately, so that there is no pos-

sibility of the contained fluid passing it, and collecting in the rear.

The piston-rod works in a guide, and is accurately graduated into

degrees, indicating quarter drachms, half drachms, and drachms.

The point of the syringe is curved downwards, at right angles to the

barrel, and has a small orifice. In using it, the operator displaces all

the air in the syringe with water, places the vessel to be graduated

under the point, and carefully expels the contained water in quantities

to suit the degrees he proposes to place on the measure. The glass

should either have a strip of paper with a black edge, pasted verti-

cally on one side, or a delicate mark with a scratching diamond should

be made in place of it. If the paper is used, the level is marked on

the paper with a pen after each quantity is added ; if the diamond is

employed, and this is best, a succession of slight transverse marks are

made, commencing at the line running to the right. The length of

these marks should be such as to distinguish the divisions ; those in-

dicating drachms being shorter than those for ounces.

In graduating by weight, the following data should be recollected.

A cubic inch of mercury weighs 3425-35 grains, a cubic inch of dis-

tilled water at 62° Fahr., weighs 262-468 grains, and a fluid ounce

(wine measure), of distilled water at 62° Fahr., weighs 455-6 grains.

If a measure is to be graduated by weight to cubic inches or frac-

tions of a cubic inch, the operator prepares it with a strip of paper,

or a diamond mark, as stated above, and for hundredths of a cubic

inch he adds 34-25 grains of mercury, making a mark or scratch for

each addition ; and for tenths of a cubic inch 342-5 grains are added.
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Fig. 442.

When the tube is not larger than one or two cubic inches, it may be

poised on an accurate balance, and the additions of mercury made
directly to it ; but if the size is larger, it is safer and more convenient

to weigh the mercury separately, and add it to the vessel to be gra-

duated.

In tube graduation, Faraday recommends a block of wood to be

placed over a piece of black paper against

the wall, and nailed, so that part of the wood

shall be on the black paper, and part on the

white wall. The tube with the mercury in it

is placed against the paper, and in the angle

formed by the block and the wall, and the

level of the mercury brought to correspond

with that of the black edge of the paper.

This greatly assists the eye. It is always

necessary to allow for the curved edge of the

mercury, at the point where it presses against

the glass, the scratch being the slightest possible distance below the

actual level, if a large tube, and rather further below if a small one.

Alkalimeters may be graduated to hundredths of 1000 grains, suffi-

ciently near the truth, if the tube is pretty accurate in calibre, by

weighing ten consecutive quantities of one hundred grains each, and

dividing the distances between the marks thus obtained with a pair of

compasses.

When water is used, there is always a certain amount of adhesion

to the sides of the measure above the level ; time should therefore be

allowed for this to collect below, as far as possible. Mercury some-

times encloses particles of air, but if a few minutes are allowed, this

is forced to the surface, and the true level obtained.

The importance of having the surface of the fluid at right angles to

the axis of the measure, during graduation, is self-evident, and hence

in marking all vessels having a footstand, a perfectly level spot should

be chosen to place them on at the time of marking.

After the degrees or divisions have all been scratched, the measures,

if large, are best finished by the glass-cutter's wheel ; but a good

scratching diamond, or the sharp edge of a three-sided file, broken so

as to form an acute solid angle, will enable the pharmaceutist to mark

with sufficient neatness, all extraordinary vessels. It requires some

dexterity to mark glass exactly in the spot desired, especially if a file

be used ; but this is soon acquired by practice.—W. P.]

29
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THE CONNECTING AND LUTING OF APPARATUS.

When tubes are required to be connected, the union is usually and

best effected by means of Indian-rubber connecters. These are made

from a piece of sheet Indian-rubber, such as is now commonly met

with in commerce. A slip of this substance being previously warmed,

so as to render it perfectly pliant and elastic, is placed around the

tube, as shown in fig. 443, and the ends
'^' are then cut off close to the tube with a

pair of clean scissors. The scissors should

be sharp, and previously warmed, and

should be sufficiently long to admit of the

ends of the Indian-rubber being removed

by a single cut. [The scissors used by

some pharmaceutists expressly for cutting

labels, are appropriate for this use.] The newly cut surfaces of the

caoutchouc immediately adhere, Avholly or in part, and the adhesion

is perfected by pressing the surfaces together with the thumb nails.

The connecter is thus formed over the tube, from which it may be

removed by passing some water between them so as to wet the surface

of the glass. The connecter may sometimes be made, as above de-

scribed, over the ends of the two tubes which are intended to be con-

nected, and it will then only require to be secured in its place, and

the connexion rendered air-tight, by means of the binding-knot or

pyrotechnical knot, applied over each tube.

Connecters of common Indian-rubber cannot be used for confining

the vapours of essential oils and ethers, nor indeed any hot vapours.

In these cases, the vulcanized Indian-rubber will be found to be much

more serviceable. Tubes of various sizes and any length, made of

vulcanized Indian-rubber, are sold by Messrs. Mackintosh, the

patentees, and they may be economically and advantageously sub-

stituted, in all cases, for those made of common Indian-rubber.

Tubes are attached to the mouths of bottles, flasks, and other ves-

sels, by means of perforated corks. Formerly the corks were perfo-

rated for this purpose with a red-hot iron, but this method was found

to be inconvenient, and was superseded by
'^' '

the use of the round file, such as fig. 444,

the cork being first pierced by a thin file,
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Fig. 445. Fig, 446.

and the hole subsequently enlarged to the required extent by using

files of larger size.

The most convenient, and in every respect the best method of per-

forating corks, consists in the use of the corJc-borers, which I originally

invented for that purpose. They consist of cylinders of tin-plate,

about six inches in length, and varying in diameter to suit the different

sized tubes, A wooden handle is fitted to one end of the cylinder, as

shown in fig. 446, which greatly facilitates

its use. There should be a set of these

cylinders of such sizes that, without the

handles, they may fit loosely one within

another, the smallest being about a quarter

of an inch in diameter^ The cutting edge of

the cylinder is sharpened with a small half-

round file. It is found convenient to have

a gauge (fig. 445), which has a series of

notches corresponding with the diameters

of the borers and marked with correspond-

ing numbers, so that by fitting the tube to

one of the notches, a suitable borer may
be at once selected.

The method of using the cork-borers is

very simple, A little oil being rubbed over

the inner and outer surface of the cylinder,

the cutting-edge is placed upon the cork

in the proper place, and in the direction

in which the tube is intended to pass. The

cutting is effected by holding the cork in

one hand and the borer in the other, while

the latter is turned to and fro, and at the

same time pressed against the cork until it has passed through. With
a little practice corks may be cut in this way, so as to have a perfectly

smooth cut surface. If none of the borers should be of exactly the

right size for the tube, that one nearest in size, but smaller than the

tube, must be used, and the hole subsequently enlarged with a round
file.

In England cork-borers are usually made of brass. Fig. 447
represents a set of borers such as I am accustomed to use. The
cylinder (a) is made of rather thin drawn brass tubing, to one end of

which, at c, a short piece of a thicker tube is soldered, and through

Cork-Borers.
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Cork-Borers.

this there are two holes on opposite sides of the cylinder, for the re-

ception of the iron rod {d).

Fig- 447. The set consists of twelve

borers of different sizes, six

of which are shown in the

drawing. These fit one

within another, and are

kept in the tin case (/), the

rod [d) being put within the

smallest cylinder. In the

drawing they are represent-

ed as having been partly

drawn out to show the suc-

cession of sizes, and the rod

(d) is represented in the po-

sition in which it is placed in

one of the borers when used

in perforating a cork (e).

The corks by which connexions are made should never be left in

the mouths of bottles, or other vessels, when the apparatus is not in

use, as the long-continued compression to which they would thus be

exposed would destroy their elasticity, so that after some time they

would cease to fit tightly into the openings they originally stopped.

After using the apparatus, therefore, the corks should be taken out or

loosened, before putting them away for subsequent employment.

If the opening into which the cork is fitted be large, it will be diffi-

cult to get a cork that will, alone, form a perfectly air-tight connexion.

The compression to which a large cork is submitted, when inserted in

the mouth of a vessel, is not sufficient to close up the pores which

always exist to a greater or less extent. In these cases it is necessary

to use some kind of luting.

If no heat be employed in the process to which the apparatus is to

be applied, a little grease will form a suitable luting. Lard, which

has been mixed with about one-twentieth part of its weight of white

wax, so as to give it a stiff and tenacious consistence, will be found a

most useful luting for rendering cork connexions air-tight. It should

be well rubbed into the pores and over the surface of the cork, and

made to fill up every open space at the points of connexion between

the cork and the glass. If, however, the apparatus is intended to be

used for processes in which heat is applied, a different kind of luting

will be necessary. A paste made of linseed-meal, or almond-meal,
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and water, is the most common and generally useful luting. It may
be applied, either alone, or with a piece of moist bladder tied over it,

as represented in fig. 448. A mixture of chalk and linseed oil, also

forms a good luting, which becomes very hard and impervious to va-

pours after it has stood for a day or two.

Fig. 448. Fig. 449. Fig. 451.

Tube Connexions.

When there are two or more tubes inserted through the same cork,

it is sometimes difiicult to apply a stifi" luting so as to form a neat and

air-tight union. In such cases, plaster of Paris may be used advan-

tageously in the following manner. A coil of paper is tied around

the larger tube or mouth of the vessel, as shown in fig. 449, and the

plaster of Paris, mixed with water to the consistence of cream, is then

poured in so as to surround the inserted tubes. When the plaster has

hardened, the paper is removed, and the luting scraped with a knife

until reduced to a suitable form.

A solution of sealing-wax in spirit or naphtha is frequently applied

as a kind of varnish to the surface of corks, when used for connecting

apparatus. It constitutes the most elegant method of rendering the

cork air-tight, but does not always supersede the necessity for the ap-

plication of other luting to the points of contact between the cork and

other parts of the apparatus. The solution of sealing-wax is, also,

sometimes inapplicable, in consequence of its requiring some time to

harden after it has been applied. There are some cases in which

sealing-wax may be used advantageously without a solvent, the wax

being ignited and allowed to drop, in the melted state, on to the cork,

and surrounding parts of the apparatus, where it is spread as smoothly

as possible by the still burning end of the stick, or by the subsequent
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use of a hot iron. This method of luting will be found to resist the

escape of very penetrating vapours, such as ammonia, which it is diffi-

cult to confine with other kinds of luting, and in the generation of

which much heat is not applied.

For confining acid vapours, a mixture of pipe-clay and linseed oil,

beaten into a tenacious paste in a mortar, should be used. Pipe-clay

made into a paste with a concentrated solution of sulphate of soda is

also sometimes used.

When much pressure has to be overcome, but no heat is applied, as

for instance, in passing sulphuretted hydrogen through a solution into

which the gas is conveyed to a considerable depth, I have found a stiff

and tenacious clay to form the best luting.

The connexion of a small tube to one of larger diameter is some-

times effected by means of the neck of an Indian-rubber bottle, as

shown in figs. 450 and 451.

Connexions of a more permanent kind than those above described,

are usually made by the manufacturers of apparatus. The pharma-

ceutical operator will, hoAvever, frequently find it convenient to be

able to repair or reconstruct a joint which has become defective.

Fig. 452 represents the union of a glass tube to one of brass, such as

occurs in the water-index of the boiler, fig, 121, page 125. The glass

tube is here inserted into the brass socket and secured with cement.

Fig. 452. Fig. 453. Fig. 454.

The best kind of cement to use in these cases is a mixture of ground
white lead with a portion of red lead made into a tenacious paste with
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a little boiled oil. This soon hardens, and then forms a perfectly-

tight joint, which is unaffected by high temperatures.

Fig. 453 represents another method of connecting a glass tube to

one of metal. The metallic tube («) has a broad flange, in which

there are four screw-holes. Over this flange three circular disks of

pasteboard are placed, each of which has a hole cut in its centre with

a cork-borer, so as to fit tightly over the glass tube, whose end is in-

serted into the metallic tube. A disk of metal [c e) is then placed

over the pasteboard and screwed down tightly. No cement is used

in this case, and yet the union will be perfectly water-tight, even when

applied to a steam-boiler, where some pressure is employed.

Figs. 454, 455, 456, and 457, represent other methods of connect-

ing tubes. In fig. 454 the connexion is made
^'^' ^^^'

air-tight by means of a stuffing-box. In fig.

455 two disks of pasteboard surround and

closely embrace the glass tube, and these are

secured in their place by an overlapping screw

[h c\ which screws on to the metallic tube

Tube Connexions.

(a). Figs. 456 and 457 represent methods of connecting two metallic

tubes.

COATING OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN VESSELS WITH COPPER.

At the exposition of works of art and manufacture in Paris, in the

summer of 1844, there were exhibited glass and porcelain vessels of
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different kinds coated with copper. The metallic coating was per-

fectly smooth and of uniform thickness, and the adhesion appeared to

be perfect in every part. Among the vessels thus coated were flasks,

retorts, receivers, evaporating dishes, &c. It was evident that the

copper must have been deposited on these vessels by electricity, and

that it rendered them much less liable to breakage, either from sudden

changes of temperature or from other causes, than they otherwise

would be.

After my return home, having brought some of the coated vessels

as patterns, I made several experiments, with the view of ascertaining

the best method of effecting this useful application of the electrotype

process.

The first step in the process must of course be to cover the surface

of the vessel with some substance capable of conducting electricity.

In my early experiments I put a thin coating of copal varnish over

the part on which the copper was intended to be deposited, and while

this was yet adhesive it was covered with thin leaves of Dutch-metal.

A conducting surface being formed in this way, and the varnish al-

lowed to dry, the vessel was filled with water and immersed in a solu-

tion of sulphate of copper, such as is generally used for electrotypiug,

contained in a large earthen pan. In the same pan was placed a

porous earthen vessel filled with diluted sulphuric acid, and containing

a zinc cylinder, from which a copper wire was made to communicate

with the conducting surface of the vessel to be coated. The part of

the wire that passed through the solution of copper was isolated by

enclosing it with sealing-wax in a glass tube. With this simple ar-

rangement a sufficient deposit of

copper was obtained in three or

four days, care being taken from

day to day to turn the vessel

under operation so as to present

a new surface towards the zinc

cylinder, as the copper is always

deposited more rapidly on the

parts facing the zinc than on

any others. Fig. 458 repre-

sents the whole arrangement.

In subsequent experiments, I

found that metallic bronze pow-

der brushed over a thin coating of varnish forms the best conducting

surface on which to deposit the copper.

CoATiNQ OF Vessels with Copper.
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My experience in the use and preparation of vessels coated with

copper dates from the same period as that of Dr. Mohr. I brought

several coated glass vessels from Paris in 1844, some of which have

been in use ever since. I have not, however, found that so simple

an arrangement as that described by Dr. Mohr, for depositing

copper, aiforded satisfactory results. The arrangement which I

have found to answer best is that represented in fig. 459. A thin

coating of fat varnish (not spirit varnish) is, in the first place, ap-

plied with a camel's-hair brush, over the part of the vessel on which

the metal is intended to be deposited, leaving two or three uncovered

circular spaces, as shown on the flask (a) in the drawing. When the

varnish has become nearly dry, but is still sticky, some bronze powder

is brushed over it with a thick camel's-hair brush. A perfectly bright

and uniform metallic surface is thus produced over the varnished part.

Fig. 459.

Coating of Vessels with Copper.

A copper wire is, in the next place, twisted around the neck of the

flask at the point {b) at which the bronzed surface commences, and in

contact with it. This copper wire is carried- up on each side of the

neck of the flask, and again secured immediately below the projecting

tim or lip, from whence it is formed into a loop over the mouth of

the vessel. The flask, thus prepared, is filled with water, and a suffi-
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cient quantity of shots put into it to make it sink in the solution of

copper. The solution consists of two parts of a saturated solution

of sulphate of copper, and one part of a saturated solution of sulphate

of soda, to which as much sulphate of copper as it is capable of dis-

solving has been subsequently added. This solution is put into a

large copper vessel {x x), across the top of which is placed a bar of

wood (c), from which the flask is suspended. A sheet of copper,

coiled into a circular form (//), is also immersed in the solution, so

as to surround the flask, and a copper wure {d) connects this with the

positive pole of a constant battery, while the flask is at the same time

connected with the negative pole by the wire (e). The battery (g)

is a large Daniel's battery of the usual kind. With this arrange-

ment the copper will be deposited of sufiicient thickness in about two

days.

There are several advantages in the use of glass vessels thus coated

with copper. They are rendered less liable to be broken than they

otherwise would be. When exposed to the flame of a lamp, the heat is

more equally distributed over the surface of the vessel ; and condensa-

tion is prevented in the upper part of the globe when used for dis-

tillation. I have not found any indications of a separation of the

metal from the glass, even after long use. I am informed, however,

that they do not answer for the distillation of liquids which boil at a

very high temperature. On applying them for the distillation of oil

of vitriol, it has been found that the copper speedily becomes oxidized,

and the coating thus destroyed.

PKEPARATION OF WAXED-PAPER.

Tissue-paper is most advantageously employed for making waxed-

paper. It absorbs but little wax, and when prepared has an elegant

appearance, and is easily moulded to the mouth of the gallipot or

other vessel to which it may be applied. In accordance with its

name, waxed-paper should be prepared with wax, but practically it is

frequently made by impregnating the paper with stearine, and some-

times with oil. Stearine appears to answer nearly as well as wax.

Waxed-paper is prepared in the following way. A plate of iron,

the upper surface of which is quite clean, is placed over a furnace

until it has become warm. On the iron plate a sheet of stout paper

is laid, and over this the tissue-paper. A piece of wax or stearine is
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now placed in the centre of the paper, and as it melts it is spread out

in all directions with a suitable instrument, while the paper is, at the

same time, moved so as to bring the different parts alternately over

the centre or hottest part of the furnace. The complete and equal

distribution of the wax over the whole of the paper requires the ex-

ertion of some force. The rubber or instrument by which the wax is

spread, should be so constructed that while it presents a soft surface,

it shall not be too absorbent. I am accustomed to make the rubber

by first rolling a slip of paper into a cylinder, covering this with tin-

foil, and finally surrounding the tin-foil with a double layer of linen.

The tin-foil prevents the absorption of the wax by the paper.

An iron plate answers better than one of any other metal for sup-

porting the paper, especially when stearine or stearic acid is used.

Copper or brass would be acted upon by the fatty acid, and a colour

would thus be imparted to the paper.

Waxed-paper may also be prepared by holding a sheet of paper by

the four corners in front of an open fire until it becomes hot enough

to melt a piece of wax when rubbed over it. In doing it thus, the

operator requires assistance. It may be done with one assistant, who

holds the two corners of one end of the sheet of paper, while the ope-

rator himself holds the paper with his left hand midway between the

two opposite corners, and then, holding in the other hand a cake of

white wax which has been cut across its centre, so as to present the

straight edge to the surface of the paper, this is rubbed quickly over

every part until a thin film of wax has been uniformly imparted.

THE CASTING OF ZINC, POTASH, AND LUNAR CAUSTIC.

Zinc is sometimes cast in cylinders for using in Dobereiner's lamps.

The clippings of sheet zinc, which may be purchased at the zinc

workers', are economically used for this purpose. The mould for

casting the zinc is sometimes made of thin pasteboard, or even of thick

paper, rolled up so as to form a hollow cylinder of the required size,

and then bound on the outside with string. This cylinder is placed

upright in a vessel of sand, and a round stick is fixed in the centre of

it, the lower end of the stick being inserted into the sand. The zinc

should be melted with the least possible amount of heat, and poured

into the mould. If the metal be made too hot it will burn the paper.

I have adopted a much more convenient, and generally better

method than the above for casting these cylinders. Fig. 460 (a) re-
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Fig. 460.

Mould for Casting Zinc Cylinders

presents the mould, wLicli is made of cast iron. It is of a cylindrical

form, three or four inches in dia-

meter, and of the required depth.

There is a round hole {b) in the

centre, of the size of the intended

cylinder. The diameter of this hole

is rather less at the bottom than at

the top. There is also a small hole

passing from the centre of the latter

through the bottom of the mould,

and through this an iron rod (c),

which slightly tapers towards the top,

is passed from below upwards, and

temporarily fixed, as shown in the

drawing, by striking it with a hammer. A handle (d) is attached to

the side of the mould.

The rod (c) being fixed in its place, the mould is placed over the

mouth of an empty crucible, or on any other suitable stand, and the

melted zinc is poured into it at b. As soon as it has become solid,

and sufiiciently cooled, the rod is knocked out, and the mould being

then turned over with the bottom upAvards, and struck gently with a

hammer, the zinc cylinder falls out. The rod is now again put into

its place, and another casting made. Tliirty or forty cylinders may

be thus cast in a few hours.

Hydrate of jjotassa and lunar caustic are cast into small cylindrical

sticks, and are used in

F'g- 461- Fig. 462.
^j^.g f^j,^ ^^ surgeons.

Fig. 461 represents

the kind of mould used

for castino; them. The

mould is made either

of iron or of brass.

Iron should always be

used for casting potash

;

but the moulds for cast-

ing lunar caustic are

generallymade ofbrass

or gun-metal. The

mould consists of two

metallic plates, (5), fig.

461, which are grooved, as represented in fig. 462. These i^lates are

Mould for Casting Hydrate of Potassa, and Lunar Caustic.
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joined together by the screws (a a), and the substance to be cast is

poured, in the melted state, in the cavity at the top, and allowed to

run into the grooves. When it has hardened, the mould is unscrewed,

the two plates taken asunder, and the cylinders removed from the

grooves.

[It is sometimes desirable to point a stick of lunar caustic for surgi-

cal purposes, and it is troublesome to effect it with a knife. The most

easy and elegant mode of doing it is to hold a large silver coin with a

pair of forceps over a spirit lamp, until hot enough to fuse nitrate of

silver. The stick of caustic to be pointed is covered at one end to

protect the fingers, and held at an inclination of thirty degrees to the

hot surface of the coin, pressed against it, and as the side of the

stick fuses off, it is turned until a uniform and smooth conical point

is produced. Of course the point will be sharp in proportion to the

inclination of the stick. Sticks of caustic potash may be sharpened

in the same manner.—W. P.]

CLOSED OPERATING CHAMBER OR CLOSET.

There are so many operations in the laboratory in which noxious va-

pours are evolved, that it is always desirable, if it can be so arranged,

to have a chamber or closet communicating with the chimney, and having

a glazed door in front, by which the escape of vapours into the apart-

ment may be prevented. A closet of this description is represented

in fig. 463. It should be fixed against a chimney, into which all va-

pours evolved in it may be conducted through an opening provided for

the purpose near the top of the closet. It should also be so situated

that sufficient light may enter through the glazed door in front. The

closet from which the drawing, fig. 463, has been made, is constructed

in the following manner.

Two thin brick walls (a a) are run up to form the sides of the closet.

These are about three feet and a half distant from each other, and

they project about twenty-seven inches from the wall of the room.

The operating table {b) is fixed at a height of thirty-two inches from

the ground, and consists of a cast-iron plate resting on a stone slab.

The iron plate is made to slide in a groove on each side, so that it

may be easily removed and replaced at any time, without otherwise

disturbing the closet. The height of the table is so arranged that a

dish or other vessel, placed on a small furnace within the closet, shall

be in such a position as to admit of the contents being closely ob-

served by the operator.

The space between the operating table (b) and the ceiling is enclosed,
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partly by a brick wall, and partly by a glass door. The upper half is

bricked in the same way as the sides of the closet, the brickwork being

supported on a strong iron bar. The lower half is enclosed with a

glazed sash, running in a frame like a common window-sash, and

counterbalanced by a weight.

The space below the operating table is divided into two compart-

ments by a wall. Fuel is kept in one of these compartments, and

apparatus in the other.

A double-acting bellows is fixed near the ceiling, and the rope and

stirrup (w) by which this is worked hangs on the left hand side of the

closet. The pipe (w) of the bellows enters the closet through the

wall at such a height above the operating table that it may enter the

air-pipe of one of the furnaces, figs. G6, 67, or 68.

Fiff. 463.

Closed Operating Chamber or Closet.

The obvious advantages resulting from the use of this closet, in a

variety of operations in which noxious vapours are evolved, will amply

compensate for the expense of its erection.



CHAPTER XVI.

GENERALITIES. INFUSIONS AND DECOCTIONS. HEADING THE PRESCRIP-

TION. MIXTURES, DRAUGHTS, DROPS, EMULSIONS, POWDERS, ELEC-

TUARIES, CONSERVES, AND LOZENGES.

EXTEMPORANEOUS P II A R M A C Y.

The extemporaneous adinixture and preparation of medicines from

the prescripiions of medical men, and the supply or administration of

remedial agents to the public, constitute the primary objects, and

most ostensible duties of the pharmaceutist. All other operations

are performed in anticipation of those connected with the dispensing

of medicines.

The duties of the dispenser are of a very important nature, and for

their due discharge a certain combination of (jualities is recpiired in

the indiviilual ^vbo undertakes them. With some degree of physical

strength ami agility, he should combine a quick perception, sound

judgment, and firnniess of resolution, lie should maintain a constant

and lively attention to every operation, however trifling, with which

he may be occupied, and evince, both by night and by day, a readi-

ness to fulfil his duty in serving others, even at the sacrifice of his own

convenience and pleasure.

The art of dispensing is generally learnt from practical demonstra-

tion, and this, indeed, is the only method of acquiring expertness in

the various manipulations which the art involves. It is not, there-

fore, contemplated in the observations which will be offered here, to

supersede the necessity for practical instruction, but merely to give

the results of many years' observation, with the view of supplying

some facts to the less experienced, and of inducing a habit of obser-

vation and reflection with reference to the most apparently simple

phenomena.

The operations of dispensing are carried on at the counter appro-

priated to that purpose, either in front and within view of the cus-
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tomers, or behind a screen which intercepts the view. The construc-

tion of the dispensing counter, without the screen, has been described

elsewhere. The screen, which usually consists of a curtain, or of a

wooden erection, on the front edge of the counter, and extending to

about the height of a man's shoulder, or not quite so high, is gene-

rally adopted in the north of Germany. There is much diiference of

opinion with regard to the supposed advantage of this arrangement.

As much, probably, might be said against it as in its favour. To the

dispenser, it may be more agreeable to carry on his operations behind

the screen, where he is not exposed to the scrutinizing eye of the

patients, who might otherwise be watching his fruitless attempts at

effecting the combination of some rebellious constituents of a pill-

mass, or criticising the accuracy with which he divides out a powder

into the separate doses. But, on the other hand, an accomplished

dispenser should be capable of evincing his skill by adroitly over-

coming difficulties ; and the stimulus which the observation of the cus-

tomer affords to the cultivation of habitual expertness and careful

attention, is one of the advantages of the unscreened counter.

The existence of the screen will naturally excite in the mind of the

customer a suspicion that something is being done with which the

operator is anxious that he should not become acquainted ; and it is

also calculated to induce carelessness on the part of the operator,

which would probably become habitual. Under such circumstances,

the dispenser may be sometimes seen in his dressing-gown and

slippers,—a habit which cannot be too strongly condemned. He
should every morning make his appearance, from the commencement

of the hours of business, neatly, but not expensively dressed. Be-

fore his customers, and indeed at all times, while engaged in the

operations of dispensing, he should be careful to observe the greatest

possible cleanliness, and to avoid everything that would be calculated

to excite feelings of disgust.

The dispenser who licks the lip of the . syrup-bottle, after pouring

out what he requires ; who removes any foreign body from a mixture

by putting his finger into it, or puts a cork between his teeth to soften

it and make it fit the mouth of a bottle, might be compared to an ill-

bred person, who, at meal-time, drinks from the decanter, helps him-

self to salt with his fingers, or cuts bread from the loaf with a knife

which has just been in his mouth. He who prepares the dose for the

sickly, and often fastidious patient, should be especially careful that

he add no extraneous repulsiveness to that which, of necessity, belongs

to the prescribed remedy.
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MEANS FOR PRESERVING CLEANLINESS.

The means by which cleanliness is preserved, should be amply pro-

vided in the dispensary. The most important of these means is water.

A sink with water laid on, in a convenient situation, for the use of

those engaged in dispensing, is indispensable. If there should not be

a water-cistern on the premises, from which a supply might be con-

veyed to the sink by a pipe, it will be necessary to provide a vessel

for this purpose. It is desirable that the cistern should not be at a

great height above the stop-cock at which the water is drawn, as the

force of the current would in that case be so great as to cause much

splashing of the water in using it for washing a measure-glass or other

vessel. The size of the tap should also be such that it may pass into

the mouth of a bottle.

[The supply of water should be plentiful to meet all the demands of

cleanliness. The sink should be, when admissible, 20 by 25 inches,

the narrow side front, and 8 inches deep. The rear should be

shelved over, the lower shelf being a drain for washed mortars, vials,

&c. The conveniences for removing labels, old corks, and deposits in

bottles, should be at hand, and bottles containing solution of potash

in water, and solution of soap in alcohol, and muriatic acid, should be

placed within reach. Several quills, wire loops, and hooks, rods

armed with sponges, in fact every article that facilitates the process

of cleansing, should be kept near the sink. The bottom of the sink

should be about ten inches below the level of the counter, and a valve

should be provided to close the orifice of the waste-pipe, both to allow

of the sink being filled with water, for the purpose of cooling bottles

of syrup, plaster, &c., and also to prevent the constant dripping in

the winter season, which soon causes the stoppage of the pipe at its

exit in the street by the ice formed.—W. P.]

A good sponge is another requisite. It should have a string

attached to it, by which it is hung from a nail in some suitable place.

The sponge is used for wiping up any water, or substances soluble in

water, that might be spilled, on the counter. It is kept in a moist

state, so that it will readily absorb any liquid, and it should always be

washed and squeezed before being returned to its place after use.

Care should be taken, however, that the sponge is never used for

wiping any kind of grease, as this would render it subsequently use-

less, until it be well cleaned with soap or carbonate of soda and hot

water.

30
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Two towels^ or cloths, will also be required, which should be of dif-

ferent degrees of fineness. These may be kept in a drawer, but must

be ready of access. Many dispensers appear to be ignorant of the

proper use of the towel. The finer towel ought to be used only for

wiping clean water ofi" the bottles, measures, or other objects which

have been wetted, or which require delicate cleaning. The coarser

towel may be employed to remove the dust from the counter, or for

other similar purposes. But it should be borne in mind that whatever

dirt is removed from an object with the towel, may become attached

to the next object to which the towel is applied. The practice so

commonly adopted, of wiping up all kinds of dirt with the towel,

seems to indicate a great want of discernment or reflection in the

operator, for such conduct, after two or three repetitions of it, only

increases his difficulties by rendering the towel of no further use.

Powders, or anything more than a sprinkling of dust, should be

always removed with a dusting-brush, or the coarse towel should be

used in such a way as to remove the dust from the object without

holding it in its texture. Syrups, mixtures, extracts, and all sub-

stances of this kind, which are soluble in water, should be removed

with the wet sponge, and the place then wiped dry with the towel.

All greasy substances should be carefully removed with blotting-paper,

saw-dust, or a piece of tow. A little attention to these points will

save a great deal of inconvenience and trouble, and will greatly

facilitate the maintenance of cleanliness.

AIDS TO DISPENSING.

There are several preparations which may be made for the purpose

of aiding or expediting the operations of dispensing. As by adopt-

ing such means the properties of the medicines are not altered, while

the pharmaceutist is enabled with greater facility to dispense them,

no possible objection can be urged against the practice. Indeed, in

some cases, there is decided advantage, independently of the saving

of time, in having the requirements of prescriptions met by anticipa-

tion, and operations which are ordered extemporaneously, performed

during leisure hours, when greater attention can be devoted to them.

Thus, for instance, many salts which are frequently ordered in pre-

scriptions, are advantageously kept in fine powder, in which state

they will more readily dissolve in any fluid. In this way the use of a

mortar, which otherwise would be required, may be dispensed with, in
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effecting solution. It is important, however, that due care should be

taken to ascertain that the salt, when powdered, has the same com-

position as the crystals, or, at least, that there is some known and

definite relation between them. Efflorescent salts, such as carbonate

of soda and sulphate of soda, would lose a portion of their water of

crystallization in being powdered, unless the process were conducted

with special precaution. Sesquicarbonate of ammonia would also be

likely to undergo some change. These salts, even if ascertained to

be unaltered in composition when first reduced to powder, would be

more likely to undergo change from exposure to the air in this state

than they would if the crystals were unbroken. Moreover, it

would be more difficult to detect the occurrence of change by the eye,

in the case of the powder, than it would be in that of the properly

crystallized salt. But there are many salts, such as sal ammoniac,

nitrate of potash, alum, and sulphate of magnesia, which are not sub-

ject to the changes indicated from mere exposure to the air. It

would be necessary, of course, carefully to distinguish between salts

powdered with their water of crystallization, and those, such as alum

and sulphate of magnesia, which are sometimes rendered anhydrous

before being powdered.

Again, there are some salts which may be very conveniently kept

in solution for use in dispensing. Of this class are sulphate of mag-

nesia, sal ammoniac, and carbonate of potash. It is desirable, unless

there be some obvious reason for doing otherwise, to make such solu-

tions of uniform strength ; and the strength should be such as to

admit of easy calculation in determining the quantity of solution that

shall contain a specified quantity of the salt. As the solution would

be always apportioned by measurement (in England), while the salt

is ordered by weight, the weight of the latter should bear a simple

relation to the volume of the former. The most convenient propor-

tions will be those in which f3iv of the solution shall contain 3i of

the salt. A solution of this kind is made by dissolving 3v troy

weight of the salt in water, and making the solution to measure fjxx.

Solutions thus made, of the salts above named, will be of such strength

that there will be no chance of any portion of the salt being deposited

in cold weather, while, at the same time, calculations will be easily

made. The labels of the bottles should indicate the strength of the

solutions.

There are some salts which are not unfrequently ordered in pre-

scriptions, but which, nevertheless, cannot be kept in solution in con-

sequence of their undergoing decomposition. Emetic tartar (potassio-
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tartrate of antimony) is a salt of this kind, and indeed most salts which

contain organic acids belong to the same class.

[Citrate of iron is an exception to this rule, and though really a

very soluble salt, it dissolves with great slowness, and frequently

causes delay and trouble in prescriptions. If four ounces of this salt

be added to twelve fluid ounces of boiling water in a capsule, and the

mixture heated till dissolved, and until it evaporates to eight fluid

ounces, the solution will remain perfect when cold, and each fluid

drachm will contain half a drachm of the salt.—W. P.]

Salts, the solubility of which varies much with diSerences of tempe-

ratui'e, cannot often be conveniently kept in solution, unless much

diluted, as the strength of the solution would be liable to variation

from the deposition of crystals in cold weather. This is the case with

sulphate of soda and nitrate of potash, which, although very soluble

at temperatures above 60° or 70°, are very much less soluble at low

temperatures.

There are other substances which may be kept in solution, such as

manna, extract of liquorice, and gum ammoniacum. The pharma-

ceutist will, of course, be guided in his selection of those which it will

be most desirable to keep thus prepared, by the common requirements

of the locality in which he is situated. The practice of a neighbour-

ing physician may render a preparation useful in a particular place,

while there would be no demand for it in a different locality.

In some places, Griffiths's 3Iixture (the Mistura Ferri composita

of the Pharmacopoeia), is very frequently ordered in prescriptions,

and as some time is occupied in properly preparing this mixture, it

may, in such case, be kept partly prepared beforehand, by which

means the operation of dispensing it will be greatly expedited. The

emulsion of myrrh, carefully made from picked pieces of the gum-resin,

which, when broken, present an opaque and milky appearance in the

centre, and to which all the ingredients, excepting the sulphate of

iron, have been added, may be kept in a stoppered bottle for several

weeks without undergoing any change, and the mixture will be at any

time completed by adding to a portion of it the proper quantity of sul-

phate of iron.

Aromatic confection is sometimes kept mixed with water, so that

f 3ij of it shall contain 3j of the confection. This mixture requires

to be shaken up in the bottle in which it is kept, so that the ingre-

dients may be held in suspension when a portion of it is poured out.

It should not be long kept thus mixed, as it is liable to undergo fer-

mentative decomposition, especially in warm weather.
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Some extracts and pill-masses may be conveniently kept for use in

dispensing, in a state different from that in which they are ordered in

the Pharmacopoeia. Thus, it is often found advantageous to have

compound extract of colocynth in the form of powder, as well as in the

soft state. Extract of jalap is also kept in powder. The pharma-

ceutist should always prepare these powders himself. The greatest

possible care and attention are required to avoid injuring the qualities

of the extracts in the desiccation to which they are submitted. An ac-

curate determination must also be made of the relation in weight which

the powder bears to the extract in its original state, and this relation

should be specified on the label of the bottle in which it is kept.

Plummer s pill [Pilulce hydrargyri chloridi compositce of the Phar-

macopoeia), is frequently kept in powder, one of the ingredients,

namely, the treacle, being omitted ; by Avhich means the strength is

increased one-fifth. The object in adopting this method of keeping

the pill, is to obviate the inconvenience often experienced, when it is

kept for some time in the form of pill-mass, made with treacle, from its

becoming hard and intractable. In using the powder the difference

in strength must be taken into account, and the treacle or other ex-

cipient added.

The concentrated infusions constitute important, perhaps the most

important, aids to dispensing. These preparations have come into

very general use, and in many establishments they are always substi-

tuted for the infusions made according to the instructions of the Col-

lege. It is very questionable whether the practice of using concen-

trated infusions in dispensing medicines can be justified, excepting

under particular circumstances. Some concentrated infusions, which

I have met with in commerce, certainly afford, when diluted, very

near approximations in all their sensible qualities, to the infusions

made in the ordinary way, but others have been found to be of a very

different character, and to be greatly deficient in strength, or in the

properties peculiar to the infusions they represent. In all cases, where

circumstances will admit, I think the use of concentrated infusions

ought to be avoided, at least until they are sanctioned by the College.

Every pharmaceutist should, however, be provided with the means of

supplying the best substitute for a properly and recently made infu-

sion in a case of emergency.

When the dispensing-counter has a boarded screen in front of the

dispenser, a very useful aid to his operations may be afforded by having

a set of small bottles, containing those substances which are most fre-

quently ordered in prescriptions, arranged on shelves against the

screen.
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[Whether there be a screen or not, a shallow upright glass case

should be adjacent to the dispensing counter, capable of containing one

hundred or one hundred and fifty glass-stoppered vials, of capacity

from two ounces to half an ounce, arranged in steps, and distinctly

and appropriately labelled. These bottles should contain the organic

alkalies and their salts, neutral organic principles, as salicin, piperin,

santonin, &c., powerful vegetable products, as elaterium, lactucarium,

virgin scammony, &c., and a long list of vegetable powders used in

prescriptions occasionally, and which should be kept only in small

quantity, those of leaves being protected from the light. There

are many substances which are largely sold at the counter, and

require to be kept in large bottles, that may with advantage be kept

in this case, as for instance, powdered aloes, ginger, carbonate of soda,

alum, borax, and many others. Not only is time saved by thus hav-.

ing a great number of medicines within a small compass, but the bot-

tles occupy so little room on the counter that they do not interfere

with the convenience of the dispenser, whose last duty before return-

ing them to the case should be to observe that they are the ones

proper for the prescription, just compounded.—W. P.]

INFUSIONS AND DECOCTIONS.

The preparation of infusions and decoctions is a very troublesome,

yet necessary part of the operations connected with the dispensing

department. Much difficulty and inconvenience are frequently ex-

perienced, especially in houses where there is not much dispensing, in

providing a supply of these preparations, at the times and in the

quantities suited to the daily requirements of the business. In conse-

quence of their proneness to undergo change, they cannot be kept,

under ordinary conditions, for more than a day or two, especially in

warm weather. They ought, therefore, to be made on the day on

which they are used in dispensing, otherwise they may be sent out in

a state of incipient decomposition. If they be not prepared in antici-

pation of the requirements of the day, much inconvenient delay will

often be occasioned in supplying medicines that are ordered ; and if

they are prepared every morning in readiness, there will often be

much waste in consequence of the uncertainty of the demand.

It is not customary to keep decoctions ready made, excepting, oc-

casionally, decoction of bark, or any particular one which local or

temporary circumstances may call into unusual requisition. It is also
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very rarely found necessary to keep the whole of the infusions in

readiness, bvit their use is much more general than that of the decoc-

tions, and some of them, such as the infusions of senna and roses, are

in daily use in most localities.

The nature and extent of the business will indicate the amount of

daily preparation required in reference to the supply of infusions and

decoctions ; and in accordance with this, means for preparing them

must be provided.

The pharmaceutical stove, described at page 125, if kept in daily

operation, will afford efficient accommodation, as far as regards the

supply of boiling w^ater and of heat.

The infusion-pot, fig. 464, which has been described at page 245, is

the vessel best suited for making infusions in ; and a flat-bottomed

saucepan, such as fig. 465, may be conveniently used for boiling de-

coctions. A saucepan of this kind may be placed on the hot plate of

the pharmaceutical stove, where two or three of them may be kept

boiling at the same time.

Fig. 464. Fig. 465.

Decoction Sadcepan.

Infcsion-Pot.

Those infusions which are intended to be kept ready, should be pre-

pared the first thing every morning. The infusion-pot (fig. 464)

serves for making the infusion in, for straining it when made, and

subsequently for keeping the strained liquid in. There should be a

separate pot for each infusion, and there is a flat projection imme-

diately over the handle which is intended to bear the name. The

ingredients arc put into the perforated dish [b)—if they are very

bulky a deeper dish, such as d, is employed—and the requisite quantity

of water is poured over them. When they have stood for the specified

time, the perforated dish containing the solid ingredients is removed,

and the clear liquor which remains will then be ready for use. The
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great facility with which the infusion is thus strained, without even

the necessity for a second vessel to put the strained liquor into, con-

stitutes one of the strongest recommendations to the adoption of this

infusion-pot. It is not an unfrequent practice to leave infusions in

the vessels in which they are made, in contact with the solid ingre-

dients, for a much longer time than that specified in the Pharmacopoeia.

Sometimes the infusion is strained from the vessel in which it is made,

from time to time, when wanted, by which means a continued cold

maceration is maintained until the whole has been used, or a fresh set

of ino-redients is put under operation. This practice is very objec-

tionable, as the infusions, especially some of them, assume a very

altered character from prolonged contact with the solid ingredients.

[An infusion-pot on the principle of Mr. Squire's may be made of

tin in such a manner that the diaphragm shall be movable. The latter

should consist of a cylinder of tinned iron one-third of the height of the

muof, the strainer being made of finely perforated tin, such as is em-

ployed for coffee displacers. If the pot holds a pint, by means of a

small wooden plug the diaphragm may be fixed at any height, so that

half a pint or four fluid ounces of an infusion may be made equally

well. Such an infusion-pot, however, would not be appropriate for

the infusion of substances containing tannin.—W. P.]

The gas-furnace (fig. 466), with the burner (fig. 467), may be some-

times more conveniently used
'^* than the stove, for making

decoctions. This method of

operating possesses many ad-

vantages, and no other means

need be provided wherever

there is a constant supply of

gas during the day as well

as night. It is economical,

inasmuch as it obviates the

necessity for keeping a fire

throughout the day, which

might not otherwise be re-

quired ; and the gas can be

Gis Furnace. lighted in a momcut when

wanted, and extinguished

when done with. Even if a stove be employed as the common daily

source of heat for these operations, it will be desirable to have a gas-

Fio-. 467.
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furnace which can be used at night, if there should happen to be oc-

casion for it.

Dr. Mohr describes an apparatus for straining decoctions, Avhich is

called Beindorfs decoction jjress. It is represented, entire, in fig.

468, and parts of it in figs. 469, 470, sind 471. The object in using

this press is to facilitate the straining and pressing of a hot decoction.

Fig. 471 is an iron or tinned copper funnel, which is inserted in the

Fig. 468.

Fig.469.

Fig.470.

Fig.471.

Beindorf's Decoction Press.

wooden frame of the press, the tube projecting through the bottom

;

fig. 470 is a perforated cylinder which fits within the funnel ; and fig.

469 is a wooden block that fits into the cylinder. The IcA^er of the

press is attached by a hinge to an upright bar forming the fulcrum,

which turns in a socket, so that when the block (fig. 469) is fixed to

the lever, as shown in fig. 468, this may be turned from the mouth of

the funnel to admit of the introduction or removal of the ingredients

to be pressed, and again brought over the cylinder when pressure is

required. A straining-cloth is first put into the cylinder, and a vessel

placed beneath the frame to receive the strained liquor; the decoction

is then poured in, and pressure applied by means of the lever and

attached block.

The foregoing arrangements for the preparation of infusions and
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decoctions would fully meet the requirements of a good dispensing

business, and with such provisions the only difficulty and inconvenience

likely to be felt would be those contingent upon the uncertainty of

the demand for the preparations in question, and the constant atten-

tion required in maintaining an adequate supply of them. Much
more difficulty, however, is experienced by those who have very little

dispensing business. In these cases the demand for infusions is often

insufficient to induce the daily preparation of any one of them in

anticipation of their being required
;
yet they are occasionally called

for ; and if a customer, who has previously had his medicine dispensed

elsewhere, without delay, is told that the preparation of it will occupy

several hours, he sometimes becomes mistrustful of the dispenser, or

impatient of the delay. This is a frequent source of annoyance to

the pharmaceutist, and has been one reason for the adoption, so gene-

rally, of the concentrated infusions in place of those made according

to the Pharmacopoeia.

Mr. Alsop has suggested a good method of preserving infusions,

which might be very advantageously adopted by those who have not

a sufficient demand for them to make it worth while to prepare them

daily. The infusion is introduced into bottles provided with well-

ground stoppers, and which are filled to the brim. If the infusion

was not hot when put into the bottles, it must be subsequently made

so by plunging the bottles into boiling water, and leaving them there

for some minutes. The stoppers, which should be of rather a conical

form, tapering downwards, and smeared with a little wax, so that they

may fit perfectly air-tight, and not become immovably fixed in the

mouths of the bottles, are now to be inserted. In doing this each

stopper will displace a portion of the liquid from the mouth of the

bottle, thus insuring the total absence of air. As the liquid cools, it

will contract, and leave a vacuum in the upper part of the bottle. If

the operation be carefully conducted, so as completely to exclude the

air, the infusion will keep for weeks, or even for months, without

undergoing any change. Mr. Alsop states that he has kept infusion

of cusparia in this way for nine months, including the summer months,

and at the end of that time it was in every respect as good as when

first made. He suggests that the stopper of each bottle used for this

purpose should be tied to the neck of the bottle, to prevent its being

misplaced.

[The preparation of infusions and decoctions in this country is very

generally confided to the nurse, or some member of the family of the

patient, the ingredient or ingredients being directed to be boiled, or
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infused, in a certain measure of water. This course, adopted on econo-

mical grounds, is often the cause of physicians being imperfectly served,

especially where they 'do not direct the substances to be contused. In

the majority of such cases, the dispenser should assume the respon-

sibility of reducing the drugs to a proper state of division.—W. P.]

KEADING THE PRESCRIPTION.

When a prescription is presented for preparation, the first thing to

be done is, to read and to understand it. This is sometimes the most

difficult part of the dispenser's duty. It requires the exercise of

serious attention, quick perception, sound judgment, and prompt

decision. The writing in prescriptions is often very bad, and the

words are mostly abbreviated ; moreover, the language in which pre-

scriptions are written is, in the majority of cases, very imperfectly

known to both the writer and the reader. There are, it is true, but

a limited number of formal expressions which are commonly used for

conveying the requisite instructions, and a knowledge of these is

easily acquired ; but the pharmaceutist will not be qualified for his

duties as a dispenser, if he possesses only a knowledge by rote of the

expressions most frequently used in prescriptions. The prescription

is intended as a medium of communication between the prescriber and

the dispenser, and an acquaintance with the language in which it is

written is quite as requisite to the latter as to the former.

The dispenser has a twofold difficulty to contend with; he must

first decipher, and then translate the writing of the prescription.

Moreover, he must do this not only correctly but promptly. If he

stand poring over the prescription for too long a time, it may induce

a suspicion on the part of the customer, that either he is ignorant or

the physician careless. Nothing should be done that could possibly

tend to weaken the confidence of the patient in prescriber or dis-

penser.

The prescription should be first looked over with the view of deter-

mining certain leading points, the knowledge of which will greatly

facilitate the comprehension of minute details. The questions relating

to these points will present themselves somewhat in the following

order :—is the medicine intended for internal or external use ?—is it

to be in the form of a mixture, powder, pill, ointment, or what other

form?—what is the quantity ordered, and what the dose? These

points being determined, for which a single glance of an experienced
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eye will suffice, a more careful examination of every word and symbol

must follow, with the view of fixing definitively in the mind, what are

the several ingredients ordered, and the directions with reference to

them. Should a doubt arise in deciphering the names of any of the

ingredients, the knowledge of the purpose, form, and method of ad-

ministering the medicine, will aid in the decision of such points, by

afibrding suggestions as to what would be suitable and what inappro-

priate. It is much better to meet any difficulty that might arise with

the previous knowledge of every attainable fact that could assist the

judgment, rather than to seek these aids after an erroneous idea has

been impressed upon the mind. In deciphering the writing, it will

often be found advantageous to compare the characters in a doubtful

word with those most nearly resembling them in some part of the

prescription which is intelligible. Should the difficulty still remain,

the opinion of a second party, when attainable, should be sought; and

in doing this, let not false pride prevent the inquiry being made from

those who are capable of judging. Such inquiries, however, should

not be made, if it can be avoided, in the presence of the customer.

Sometimes a word may occur in a prescription which is quite legible,

but the meaning of which is not understood, in which case reference

should be made to a dictionary, or other book, in which the terms

used in prescriptions are explained, and in this case, again, it should

be done without exciting the suspicion of the customer that any doubt

exists as to the meaning of the prescription.

If, after adopting all these means, it be still found impossible to

read or to comprehend the instructions contained in the prescription,

it will be the duty of the dispenser to ascertain who the prescriber is,

and to apply to him for an explanation.

But difficulties such as we have here contemplated are of rare

occurrence. There is generally no difficulty that an experienced dis-

penser does not easily overcome in reading and understanding pre-

scriptions.

If the medicine be waited for, let as little delay as possible occur

before the preparation of it is commenced. A good and accomplished

dispenser will make it his study to inspire a belief that he quickly

comprehends and promptly executes the orders which are entrusted

to him.

While the prescription is in coui'se of preparation it should be

placed in such a position that the operator can read it while he is dis-

pensing the medicine. A small stand is sometimes provided for this

purpose, on which the prescription is secured by means of a paper-
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weight, and being thus elevated, it is not liable to be soiled by any

liquid that might be spilled over the counter.

[Fig. 472 represents the kind of stand that I have found most

useful for common use. It is turned from a piece

of mahogany or walnut, the base loaded with lead, '^"^
'""

and a pointed wire inserted above. This stand is

intended for the prescriptions of each day, they

being removed to the file every morning.

In the United States, where the medical corps

contains physicians from many of the schools of con-

tinental Europe, who often prescribe with a view to

the preparations of their vernacular Pharmacopoeias,

the pharmaceutist labours under peculiar difficulties.

Prescriptions in German and French are sometimes prescription stand.

seen ; and the Avretched characters in which a large number of pre-

scriptions are couched, add greatly to the other perplexities^ 'of the

dispenser. Long practice, which gives familiarity with a grf<m variety

of handwriting, will enable one to overcome, in a great d^r^gree, the ill

effects of the careless chirography of medical men. "^Jiut to meet the

difficulties arising from prescribing the preparations rdf foreign Pharma-

copoeias, the apothecary must not only be acquain^ted with the officinal

lists of those authorities, but should have in his possession several

good books of reference, which may include >the French Codex, Jour-

dan's Universal Pharmacopoeia, Gray's S^upplement, Soubeiran's or

Guibourt's Pharmacy, and Pereira's M ateria Medica, in addition to

our own standard authorities. It is a good practice to keep a book

in which extraordinary prescriptior^ may be recorded, and some

notice taken of their contents, or /the manipulations they may re-

quire, in a systematic manner. S/ch a record will in time prove a

valuable store of information, ]:/egnant with usefulness in difficult

cases. t/

The use of Latin terms f^c/ the directions of prescriptions, has

almost fallen into disuse in th>s country, and a knowledge of Latin is

not made an indispensable requisite of pharmaceutical education.

Nevertheless, prescriptions are occasionally presented clothed in a

classic garb, and it has bef n deemed useful to introduce the following

table of contractions of I'^tin medical phrases, from Gray's Supple-

ment, to assist those who are not versed in that language.—W. P.]
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[explanation of terms used in prescriptions.

A. aa, ana (Greek) of each. It signifies equally by weight or by

measure.

Abdom., abdomen, the abdomen, the belly.

Abs. febr., absente febre, fever being absent.

Ad. 2 vie, ad secundam vicem, to the second time ; or ad duas vices,

for two times.

Ad. gr. acid., ad gratam aciditatem, to an agreeable acidity.

Ad def. animi, ad defectionem animi, to fainting.

Ad del. an., ad deliquium animi, to fainting.

Ad libit., ad libitum, at pleasure.

Add., adde, or addantur, add, or let them be added ; addendus, to

>-^^ be added,

Adjac.;, adjacens, adjacent.

Admov. -.admove, admoveatiir, admoveantur, apply, let it be applied,

let the ^^ he applied.

Ads. febre aa:^cinte febre, while the fever is present.

Alter, hor., alter'^s horis, every other hour.

Alvo adstr., alvo all^tricta, when the bowels are confined.

Aq. astr., aqua astriC^-a, frozen water.

Aq. bull, aqua bullien^i boiling water.

Aq. com., aqua communis,* common water.

Aq.jiuv., aqua fluviatilis, river water.

Aq. mar., aqua marina, sea vater.

Aq. niv., aqua nivalis, snow water.

Aq. pluv., aqua pluviatilis, or pluvialis, rain water.

Aq.ferv., aqua fervens, hot water-

Aq.font., aquafontana, or aquafontis, spring water.

Bis ind., bis indies, twice a day. \

Bib., bibe, drink.

BB., Bbds., Barbadensis, Barbadoes,\i3 aloe Barbadensis.

B.M., balneum marice, or balneum mafis, a warm-water bath.

But., butyrum, butter.

B. v., balneum vaporis, a vapour bath.

Coerul., coeruleus, blue.

Cap., capiat, let him (or her) take.

Calom., calomelas, calomel, protochloride of mercury.

C. C, cornu cervi, hartshorn; it may also s'^g^^ify cucurbitula cruenta,

the cupping-glass with scarificator.
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C C. U., cornu cervi ustum, burnt hartshorn.

Cochleat., cochleatim, by spoonsful.

Coeh. anipL, cochleare amplum, a large (or table) spoonful; about

half a fluid ounce.

Coch., infant., cochleare infantis, a child's spoonful.

Coch. magn., cochleare magnum, a large spoonful.

/Y 7 J 77 J- \ & middling or moderate spoonful

;

Voch. mea., cochleare medium, I , . ,

/7 7 J 77 7. Vthat IS, a dessert spoonful—about
(Joch. mod., cochleare modicum,

( n -^ ^ ^

) two fluid drachms.

Coch. parv., cochleare parvum, a small (or tea) spoonful ; it contains

about one fluid drachm.

Col., cola, strain.

Col., colatus, strained.

Colet., coletur, colat., colatur, let it be strained ; colaturce, to the

strained liquor.

Colent., colentur, let them be strained.

Color., coloretur, let it be coloured.

Comp., compositiis, compounded.

Cong., congius, a gallon.

Cons., conserva, conserve ; also {imperat. of conservo) keep.

Cont., rem., or med., continuentur remedia, or medicamenta, let the

remedies, or the medicines, be continued.

Coq., coque, boil ; coquantur, let them be boiled.

Coq. ad. med. consumpt., coque or coquatur ad medietatis consump-

tionem, boil, or let it be boiled to the consumption of one-half.

Coq. S. A., coque secundum artem, boil according to art.

Coq. in S. A., coque in sufficiente quantitate aquce, boil in a sufficient

quantity of water.

Cort., cortex, bark.

C. v., eras vespere, to-morrow evening.

C. m. s., eras mane sumendus, to be taken to-morrow morning.

C. n., eras nocte, to-morrow night.

Crast., crastinus, for to-morrow.

Cuj., cujus, of which.

Cujusl., cujuslibet, of any.

Cyath. thece, cyatho thece, in a cup of tea.

Cyath., cyathus, vel 1 a wine-glass ; from an ounce and a half

C. vinar., cyathus vinarius, j to two ounces and a half.

Deaur. pil., deaurentur pilulce, let the pills be gilt.

Deh. spiss., debita spissitudo, due consistence.

Dec, decanta, pour ofi:
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Decuh. hor., decubitus Tiord, at the hour of going to bed, or at bed-

time.

De d. in d., de die in diem, from day to day.

Deglut., deglutiatur, let it be swallowed.

Dej. alv., dejectiones alvi, stools.

Det., detur, let it be given.

Dieb. alt., diebus alternis, every other day.

Dieb. tert., diebus tertiis, every third day.

Dil. dilue., dilutus, dilute (thin), diluted.

Diluc., diluculo, at break of day.

Dim., dimidius, one-half.

D. in 2 ph., deter in duplo, let it be given in twice the quantity.

D. in p. ceq., dividatur in partes cequales, let it be divided in equal

parts.

D. P., directione propria, with a proper direction.

Donee alv. bis dej., donee alviis bis dejecerit, until the bowels iiave been

twice opened.

Donee alv. sol. fuer., donee alvus soluta fuerit, until the bowels have

been loosened.

Donee dol. neph. exulav., donee dolor nephritieus exulaverit, until the

• nephritic pain has been removed.

D., dosis, a dose.

Eburn., eburneus, made of ivory.

Ed., edulcorata, edulcorated.

Ejusd., ejusdem, of the same.

Eleet., electuarium, an electuary.

Enem., enema, a clyster.

Exhib., exhibeatur, let it be administered.

Ext. sup. alut. moll., extende super alutam mollem, spread upon soft

leather.

F., fac, make
; fiat, fiant, let it be made, let them be made.

F. pil., fiant pilulce, let pills be made.

Fasc., fasciculus, a bundle.

Feb. dur., febre durante, during the fever.

Fern, intern., femoribus internis, to the inside of the thighs.

F. vences., fiat vencesectio, let venesection be performed.

F. H., fiat haustus, let a draught be made.

Fict., fictilis, earthen.

Fil., filtrum, a filter.

Fist, arm., fistula armata, a clyster-pipe and bladder fitted for use.

Fl., fluidus, fluid.
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F. L. A., fiat lege artis, let it be made bj tbe rules of art.

F. M., fiat mistura, let a mixture be made.

F. S. A., fiat secundum artem, let it be made according to art,

G-el. qicav.y gelatina quavis, in any jelly.

(7. Gr, Cf., gummi guttce ganibce, gamboge.

Gr., granuniy a grain
;
grana, grains.

Crr. vL pond., grana sex pondere, six grains by weigbt.

Gtt.^ guttOy a drop
;
guttce, drops.

Crtt. quibusd,, guttis quibusdam, with some drops.

CrvMaL, guttatim, by drops.

Sar, pil. sum. iij., harum pilularum sumantur tres, of these pills let

three be taken.

JT. D., or hor. decub., liora decubitus, at bed-time.

H. P., haustus purgans, purging draught.

JT. S., hora somni, at the hour of going to sleep.

Hot. un.jspatio, horce unius spatio, at the expiration of one hour.

Jlor. interm., horis intermedns, in the Intermediate hours.

Hor. lima, mat., Jwru undecimd matiitina, at 11 o'clock in the

morning.

Ind., indies, daily.

In pulm., in pulmento, in gruel.

Inf., infunde, infuse.

Jul., julepus, julapium, a julep.

Inj. enem., injiciatur enema, let a clyster be thrown up.

Kal. ppt., Jcali prceparatian, prepared kali {p)otassw carbo7ias, Ph. L.)

Lat. dol., lateri dolenti, to the affected side.

M., misee, mix ; mensura, by measure ; manipulus, a handful ; mini-

mum, a minim.

Mane pr., mane primo, early in the morning.

3Ian., manipulus, a handful.

3Iin., miniminn, a minim, the 60th part of a drachm measure*

M. P., massa pilularum, a pill mass.

31. R., mistura, a mixture.

Mic. pan., mica panis, crumb of bread.

3Iitt., mitte, send; mittantur, let them be sent.

3Iitt. sang, ad ixij., mitte sanguinem ad ixij., take blood to twelve

ounces.

3Iod. prcescr., modo prcescripto, in the manner directed.

3for. diet., more dicto, in the way ordered.

3Ior. sol, more solito, in the usual way.

31
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Ne tr. s. num.f ne tradas sine nummo^ do not deliver it without the

money.

N. M., nux 7nosc7iata, a nutmeg.

iVb., numero, in number.

0., octarius, a pint.

01. lini s. i., oleum lini sine ignc, cold-drawn linseed oil.

Omn. hor., omni hora, every hour.

Omn. bid., omni biduo, every two days.

Omn., bill., omni bihorio, every two hours.

0. M.y or omn. man., omni mane, every morning.

0. N., or omn. noct., omni node, every night.

Om7i. quadr. hor., oinni quadrante horce, every quarter of an hour.

0. 0. 0., oleum olivce optimum, best olive oil.

Ov., ovum, an egg.

Oz., the ounce avoirdupois, or common weight, as contradistinguished

from that prescribed by physicians.

P. ce. part, a^qual,, partes o'quales, equal parts.

P. d., per deliquium, by deliquescence.

Past., pastillus, a pastil, or ball of paste.

P., pondere, by weight.

Ph. P., Pharmacopoeia Publiniensis.

Ph. E., Pharmacopoeia Pdinensis.

Ph. L., Pharmacopoeia Londineyisis.

Ph. U. S., Pharmacopoeia of the United States.

Part, vie, partitis vicibus, in divided doses.

Per. op. emet., peractd operatione emetici, the operation of the emetic

being over.

PocuL, poculum, a cup.

Pocill., pocillum, a small cup.

Post sing. sed. liq., post singulas sedes Uquidas, after every loose

stool.

Ppt., prwparata, prepared.

P. r. n., pro re nata, occasionally. *^«

P. rat. cetat., pro ratione cetatis, according to the age.

Pug., pugillus, a pinch, a gripe between the thumb and the two first

fingers.

Pulv. pulvis, pulverizatus, a powder, pulverized.

Q. I., quantum libet, 1 , ,* '
^ ' > as much as you please.

Q. p., quantum placet, J

Q. s., quantum sufficiat, as much as may sufiBce.

Quor., quorum, of which.
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Q. v., quantum vis, as much as you will.

Med. in pulv., redactus in pulverem, reduced to powder.

Redig. in pulv., redigatur iyi pulverem, let it be reduced into powder.

Meg. umbil., regio umbilici, the umbilical region.

Mepet., repetatur, or repetantur, let it, or them, be repeated.

S. A., secundum artem, according to art.

Scat., scatula, a box.

S. N., secundum naturam, according to nature.

Semidr., semidrachma, half a drachm.

Semih., semihora, half an hour.

Sesunc, sesuncia, half an ounce.

Sesquih., sesquiliora, an hour and a half.

Si n. val., si non valeat, if it does not answer.

Si op. sit., si opus sit, if it be necessary.

Si vir. perm., si vires permittant, if the strength allow it.

Signat., signatura, a label.

Sign. n. pr., signetur nomine proprio, let it be written upon, let it be

signed with the proper name, (not the trade name.)

Sing., singulorum, of each.

*S'. >S'. S., stratum super stratum, layer upon layer.

Ss., semis, a half.

St., stet, let it stand ; stent, let them stand.

Sub fin. coct., sub fi7iem coctionis, towards the end of boiling, when

the boiling is nearly finished.

Sum. tal., sumat talem, let the patient take one such as this.

Summ., summitates, the summits or tops.

Sum., sume, sumat, sumatur, sumantur, take, let him or her take, let

it be taken, let them be taken.

*S'. v., spiritiis vini, spirit of wine.

*S'. V. M., spiritus vini rectificatus, rectified spirit of wine.

^S'. V. T., spiritus vini tenuis, proof spirit.

Tabel., tabella, a lozenge.

Temp, dext., tempori dextro, to the right temple.

T. 0., tinctura opii, tincture of opium.

T. 0. C, tinctura opii eamphorata, camphorated tincture of opium.

Tra., tinctura, tincture.

Ult. prcescr., ultimo prcescriptus, last prescribed.

V. 0. S., vitello ovi solutus, dissolved in the yolk of an egg.

Vom. urg., vomitione urgente, the vomiting being troublesome.

V. S. B., venceseetio brachii, bleeding from the arm.

Zz., zingiber, ginger.
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SYMBOLS USED IN PRESCRIPTIONS.

R, recipe, take. This sign is really a modification of the symbol 2i,

which was the old heathen invocation to Jupiter, imploring his

blessing on the prescription.

gr., granumy a grain, the 60th part of a drachm.

9, scrnpidus, or scrupulum, a scruple = 20 grains troy.

3, draclwia, a drachm = 3 scruples.

3, uncia, an ounce troy.

ife, libra, a pound weight.

TT^, minimum, a minim^ the 60th part of a fluid drachm.

f 3, fluidrachma, a fluid drachm, the 8th part of a fluid ounce.

f 'i, flnidimcia, a fluid ounce, the 20th part of a pint.

0, octarius, a pint, the 8th part of a gallon.

C, congius, a gallon.

MIXTURES—DRAUGHTS—DROPS.

Mixtures.—The term mixture is generally applied to a liquid medi-

cine, not intended for local application, which is administered by the

mouth in an undiluted state, and of which the bottle in which it is

dispensed contains more than one dose. It is a very common form

for the administration of medicines.

Mixtures intended for adults usually measure four, six, or eight

ounces. Sometimes, however, they extend to a pint or even a quart.

AYhen intended for children the quantity is generally from an ounce

to four ounces.

The ingredients which usually enter into the composition of mixtures

are salts and other solid bodies which are soluble in or easily raiscible

with aqueous menstrua, together with tinctures, spirits, syrups, infu-

sions, decoctions, and distilled waters.

In preparing a mixture, the dispenser has to consider how he can

best effect the solution of solid substances which are soluble ; the equal

difiusion of those which are insoluble, throughout the menstruum ; and

the intimate admixture of all the ingredients of whatever kind, so that

every dose, when taken, shall be of similar composition.

It is not necessary, nor is it always desirable, or even practicable,

to mix the ingredients in the order in which they are named in the
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prescription. The dispenser is expected to exercise his judgment in

determining; the best method of effectina; the combination. Sometimes

the ingredients require to be mixed in a mortar ; in this case, of course,

a Wedgwood's mortar would be employed. The mortar should not be

used, however, unless it be necessary.

If all the ingredients consist of liquids which are miscible, they are

poured at once from the measure-glass into the bottle, and mixed by

agitation. It is customary to measure those ingredients first, the

quantities of which are smallest, and to add the most bulky ingredient,

which is often a mere menstruum for the others, last. There are

cases, however, in which it is desirable to deviate from this course, as

for instance, in adding hydrocyanic acid, or other very volatile sub-

stances, which should be added last, to prevent loss from evaporation.

When salts, or other substances readily soluble in the principal

menstruum, are ordered, their solution may frequently be effected

quite as well in the bottle as it would be in a mortar. In such case

the salts should be used in fine powder, being more easily dissolved

when in this state. There are some salts the solution of which is

greatly facilitated by the use of warm water. Of this class are alum

and sulphate of soda.

Some powders, such as magnesia, which are insoluble, but easily

diffused through a liquid, may also be mixed with the liquid ingredients

by merely shaking them together in the bottle. In doing this, it is

well to introduce a small quantity of liquid before the powder, which

will prevent the latter from adhering to the glass.

Powders which do not mix readily with liquids, such as rhubarb or

gum, must be triturated in a mortar, commencing the trituration with

a small quantity of liquid, and adding more when the powder has been

brought to the state of a thin paste.

[The mixture known as " Scudamore's Gout Mixture," consisting of

magnesia, Epsom salts, water, and wine of colchicum, has the quality

of gelatinizing after standing several days, which sometimes occasions a

fear on the part of the patient that the apothecary is in fault. This

change appears to be due to the magnesia and Epsom salts, as these alone

will cause a gelatinous compound ; but the quickness of the change

and the consistency of the solidified mixture, depend chiefly on the

vegetable matter associated. Tincture of jalap, tincture of gentian

and certain infusions, act like the colchicum. It is well in these cases

to caution the patient in relation to the nature of the change that is

likely to ensue.

When sulphuric ether is directed in a prescription to be rubbed with
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spermaceti, with a view to assist its solution in the aqueous vehicle, the

spermaceti should be subsequently strained out and not left floating in

the mixture.—W. P.]

Extracts and electuaries also require to be rubbed in a mortar with

a portion of liquid before putting them into the bottle.

In Germany and other continental countries, liquid as well as solid

ingredients are always weighed ; in this country the quantities of

liquids are apportioned by measure, which is a much more convenient

practice. Even should the letter indicating the prefix /?uic? be omitted

in the symbol by which the quantity of a liquid is expressed, we should

understand it to mean a measured quantity. Thus, 3j of a tincture,

spirit, or syrup, would be construed to mean a fluid drachm, and not

a drachm by weight.

The bottles used for putting medicines into are made of certain de-

finite sizes, such as f3vj, fSviij, f3x, f3xij, &c., and physicians gene-

rally regulate the quantities of ingredients ordered in mixtures so as

to correspond with the common-sized bottles. Sometimes, however,

this point is not observed by the prescriber, and the pharmaceutist

may experience difiiculty in finding a bottle that will exactly hold the

quantity ordered, especially since moulded bottles have been brought

into general use. If a mixture should measure seven ounces, a six-

ounce bottle would not hold it, and an eight-ounce bottle would be but

partly filled by it. In such case, if a stated proportion of the entire

mixture be directed to be taken for a dose, it may be allowable to add

a little distilled water, or a little more of the menstruum, if it be in-

active, so as to make the quantity more nearly correspond with the

capacity of the bottle. This would be not only justifiable but neces-

sary, if the bottle be marked with the divisions of its capacity, as is

sometimes the case, to assist the patient in apportioning the dose.

Much perplexity has been caused by the change which has been in-

troduced in the capacity of the pint measure. Medical men sometimes

order half a pint or a pint of liquid, under the impression that these

quantities are still, as formerly, equivalent to f3viij and f3xvj, whereas

the capacity of the pint is now = f3xx. The pharmaceutist has but

one safe and straightforward course to pursue in these cases. In the

absence of specific instructions to the contrary, his text-book and guide

is the Pharmacopoeia, and according to this authority the symbols Oj,

and Oss, are synonymous with f3xx, and f3x, [Imperial measure.]

DraugJits.—The draught diners only from the mixture in being dis-

pensed in bottles, each of which contains but one dose. The practice

of ordering medicines, which are taken repeatedly, in the form of
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draughts, is not noAV so common as it was formerly. Such medicines

are now more frequently prescribed in the form of mixture. There

are some cases, however, in which there is decided advantage in having

medicines put up in draughts. Such is the case when it is important

that the doses should be very carefully apportioned, and also when

the medicine is liable to undergo change from the action of atmospheric

air. Thus,«for instance, the Mistura Ferri composita, if dispensed in

the form of mixture, will undergo continued and rapid change after

the first dose has been taken out of the bottle, the protocarbonate of

iron passing to the state of peroxide ; whereas, if it be dispensed in

draughts, and the bottles be filled and well corked, no such change

will occur. The quantity of liquid contained in a draught usually

varies from f3x to f3xiv ; sometimes, however, it amounts to f3ij.

The vials used for dispensing draughts in, should be kept sorted, of

several difi"erent sizes, such as f3x, f3xij, and f3xiv.

It is customary, when a prescription directs that a draught shall be

taken twice a day, or three times a day, to send a sufficient supply

for two days, unless there be express instructions to the contrary. If,

however, the draught be taken only once a day, a supply for three

days may be sent, if the medicine will keep good for that time.

The requisite number of vials, of the proper size, are in the first

place selected, and it is desirable that these should correspond as

nearly as possible, not only in capacity, but also in length and general

appearance. The vials are put into the draught-stand, and the ope-

rator, in the next place, proceeds to mix the ingredients for the

draughts. The instructions which have been given Avith reference to

the dispensing of mixtures, will not apply, in some respects, to the

preparation of draughts. It is not customary to weigh and measure

the ingredients for each draught separately; consequently the solution

of salts, and the admixture of easily diffusible solid substances cannot

be effected in the bottles. The principal ingredients for the whole

number of draughts are mixed in a measure-glass of sufficient capacity,

a mortar being used, if necessary, for promoting solution or intimate

admixture, of solids ; and to these as much of the menstruum, or least

active constituent, is added, as will about half fill the vials. This

mixture is poured into the vials, and equally divided between them,

the correctness of the division being determined by the eye of the

operator ; and the vials are then filled up with the remaining part of

the menstruum. It is necessary, in thus operating, to be careful that

all soluble solids are completely dissolved before commencing the divi-

sion of the mixture, and that insoluble substances are kept constantly
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suspended while the division is effected. If there shoukl he any pow-

der ordered in the draughts which cannot be kept suspended while the

mixture is apportioned to the several vials, it will he necessary to

weigh this out and introduce it into the vials separately.

After filling the vials each to an equal extent, they are corked and

capped with paper. The operation of tying on the caps will be most

expeditiously and elegantly effected by means of the capping-knot^

which is described at page 429.

The vials, thus far prepared, are to be wiped with a clean cloth

;

the directions for taking them are to be attached to one, which is dis-

tinguished from the others by being wrapped in a paper which extends

only half-way up the shoulder of the bottle, leanng the label partly

uncovered, while each of the others is entirely enveloped in a wrapper
;

and finally the whole of them are enclosed in a wrapper so as to form

a neat parcel. If there be three draughts, they are placed side by side

in the parcel ; four draughts are placed in two layers each consisting

of two ; and six draughts form two layers, each consisting of three.

Drops.—If a medicine consist of tinctures, spirits, or other similar

preparation, the dose of which is a teaspoonful or less, if it be diluted

wdien administered, and the intended application of it be similar to

that of a mixture, it is generally distinguished by the name of drops.

No particular instructions are necessary in the preparation of drops,

unless it be where some solid substance has to be dissolved.

Drops generally consist of clear solutions, and of more or less active

medicines. If the medicine should be sent to a patient with any soluble

substance in an imperfectly dissolved state, an unfavourable impression

with regard to the carefulness and attention of the dispenser might

be produced. The pharmaceutist has, therefore, to exercise his judg-

ment, in producing at once such a state of combination as will be per-

manent. Thus, if disuIpJiate of quina should be a constituent either

of drops or a mixture, its solution being promoted by the addition of

diluted sulphuric acid, the acid should not be added immediately to

the salt, as in this case a compound would be formed which would be

very slowly dissolved, whereas, if the salt be first diffused through a

little liquid, and the acid then added, the solution will take place im-

mediately.

EMULSIONS.

An emulsion is a mechanical mixture, having a milky appearance,

of an oil, fat, or resin, with water, the admixture being promoted and
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rendered more or less permanent, by the presence of an alkali or gum,

or some equivalent substance, such as albumen or caseine.

The milk of animals, as a natural production, may be considered a

good type of this class of preparations. In this case, the fat or butter

is diffused through an aqueous liquor, and held in suspension by the

presence of caseine, sugar, and alkaline salts. The milky juices of

plants present other instances of emulsions existing ready formed in

nature.

The emulsions used in medicine, are produced by artificial means,

but in their leading characters they resemble those met with in nature.

They are formed, either by triturating certain seeds, which contain

the necessary constituents for the production of an emulsion, with

water ; or by mixing the separate ingredients directly with each other,

in such a way as to effect the desired object.

The most simple and easy method of forming an emulsion is, by

triturating some suitable seeds, such as those of the almond, with

water. Almond emulsion is thus made. The almonds being first

deprived of their skins, by immersing them in hot water until the

skins are loose, and then pressing them between two fingers, are

bruised in a Wedgwood's mortar, a little water being added, from

time to time, to prevent the separation of oil, which otherwise would

take place. When the almonds have been well comminuted and

formed into a thin paste with water, by pounding and trituration, the

remainder of the water is added to form the emulsion, and this is sub-

sequently strained to separate the woody fibre of the seeds. The

fixed oil of the almond forms the emulsion through the intervention

of a portion of gum, and more especially of an albuminous constituent

called emulsin, both of Avhicli are contained in the seed. Other seeds,

besides those of the almond, may be used for making emulsions. In

Germany, the poppy-seed is frequently employed for this purpose.

[Castor beans, when deprived of their episperm, may be triturated

with water, and form a good emulsion, and an efficient medicine,

which has been recommended as being far less nauseous than that

made from the oil itself.—W. P.]

Emulsions are made with gum-resins, such as myrrh, ammoniacum,

and assafci'tuia, in a similar way to that described for making almond

emulsion. The gum-resin is first bruised in a mortar, then triturated

with a small quantity of water, and finally diluted with the remainder

of the water, and strained or decanted from the insoluble residue.

Good specimens of the gum-resins should be selected for this purpose.

In selecting myrrh for making emulsions, those pieces only should be
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used wliicli, -when broken, present a milky appearance within. Pow-
dered myrrli should never be used.

Emulsions are sometimes made with expressed oils and an alkali.

One of the most common emulsions, used as a simple remedy for

cough, is formed by agitating some oil of almonds with solution of

potash or spirit of ammonia and water. This is the first case in

which we shall have to consider the method of operating when the

separate ingredients have to be mixed by artificial means for the pro-

duction of an emulsion. Six drachms of oil of almonds, one drachm
of solution of potash, and five ounces of distilled water, will form a

good emulsion, if mixed in the proper way. It is not sufficient, how-

ever, to put these substances together and shake them or triturate

them : there is a certain order and proportion in which they must be

mixed. The best method of proceeding is, to put the oil into the

bottle with rather less than its volume of water ; to add the alkali to

these, and shake them well together. An intimate admixture, of a

perfectly milky character, is thus obtained, which may be diluted

with the remainder of the water so as to form a good emulsion. If

much water were put into the bottle in the first instance, or if the oil

alone were shaken with the solution of potash in an undiluted state,

the result would not be equally satisfactory.

Emulsions are frequently made with expressed oils or oleo-resins

and mucilage. Castor oil and balsam of copaiba are often made into

emulsions in this way. Much more art is required in making the

emulsion of copaiba than that of castor oil, and a description of the

method of proceeding, when the former of these substances is used,

will, therefore, serve to illustrate the means most conducive to 'suc-

cess in either case.

The mucilage used for making copaiba into an emulsion, ought to

be rather thicker than that made according to the Pharmacopoeia.

On this account, and also with the view of obviating the chance of

any acid, caused by fermentation, being present in the mucilage, it is

better to use powdered gum-arabic. If mucilage be ordered, one-third

the quantity of gum may be substituted. One drachm of gum will

suffice for three drachms of the oleo-resin, and these may be formed

into an emulsion with five or six ounces of water, in the following

way. The gum is first triturated Avith a little water, in a Wedg-
wood's mortar, so as to form a thick mucilage ; to this a few drops of

the copaiba are added, and the trituration is continued until the

ingredients are completely mixed. More of the copaiba is then put

in, and the trituration maintained, until the mixture assumes the con-
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dition of a thick emulsion. This must now be diluted with a little

water (3ss or 3j), before adding more copaiba. Without this dilution

the mixture would assume a condition in which it would no longer

mix with water. When the whole of the copaiba has been mixed in,

with sufficient water to prevent it from becoming too thick, the re-

mainder of the water may be added. Tincture or other ingredients

should not be introduced until the emulsion has been completely

formed.

If, instead of adding the oil gradually to the mucilage, the mucilage

were added to the oil, a good emulsion would not be formed ; and,

although it is desirable on commencing the admixture to have the

mucilage rather thick, yet, after part of the oil has been incorporated,

some degree of dilution becomes necessary.

Mucilage answers better than an alkali for making an emulsion

with castor oil or copaiba, but the alkali forms the best emulsion with

oil of almonds. A good emulsion formed with either of these agents

alone, is often caused to separate if the other be added. Thus, the

emulsion made with oil of almonds and potash, will lose, in great

measure, its milky character, on the addition of mucilage.

The presence of soluble salts in an emulsion generally tends to

cause a separation of the oil. Much spirit will produce a similar

effect, especially in emulsions made with mucilage ; and acids, in

those made with alkali. Alkaline salts, however, in small quantity,

are beneficial. Thus, a little borax will often be found greatly to

improve an emulsion.

There are some substances which cannot be formed into good emul-

sions with an alkali or with mucilage. Spermaceti and other solid

fats belong to this class, and so also does oil of turpentine. In such

cases yolk of egg is the best agent for effecting the admixture, the

ingredients being rubbed together in a mortar ; and, should any diffi-

culty be expected, the oily or fatty body should be added gradually

to the yolk of egg, and the mixture diluted with a little water, from

time to time, as it thickens.

[Volatile oils are more readily emulsionized by previous admix-

ture with a little fixed oil—especially those of the turpentine class,

as oil of copaiba, cubebs, cajuput, etc. The yolk of egg owes its

advantages over the white, for this purpose, to the fact that it is

itself a natural mixture of fixed oil and albumen. A good spermaceti

mixture may be made by triturating that substance with half its

weight of olive oil, then adding the proper quantity of gum-arabic,

and after mixing them, adding the water gradually, in the usual
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manner of making an emulsion. Camphor is frequently prescribed

in mixtures suspended with mucilage. It is usually pulverized by the

addition of alcohol, triturated with the gum in powder, and lastly the

water added gradually in the manner of making an emulsion. A
much more permanent and better mixture is obtained by triturating

the camphor to a uniform paste by the addition of half its weight of

olive or almond oil, then adding twice its Aveight, or more, of powdered

gum-arabic, mixing intimately, and adding the water gradually, tritu-

rating constantly till the whole is mixed.

One of the best ways to make a camphor mixture, when the addition

is not contraindicated, is by means of myrrh. One part of that gum-

resin will suspend four parts of camphor. The tears richest in volatile

oil should be chosen, as in making an emulsion of myrrh, the camphor

should be powdered by the addition of a little alcohol, and added to

the myrrh previously reduced to a milky paste with water, the two

then triturated until uniformly mixed, after which the water is gradu-

ally added.

When a few drops of croton oil are directed to be suspended in

mucilage, it is well to admix a little olive oil, so as to increase its

quantity and render the emulsion more permanent.—W. P.]

Scammony mixes very readily into an emulsion with a little milk

;

and resin of jalap, which will not mix with milk, may be diffused

through emulsion of almonds by triturating it with the almonds and

water.

POWDERS.

Very little art is involved in dispensing powders.

If a prescription should order a powder, which is directed to be

taken repeatedly at stated periods, a suflScient supply for two, three,

or more days, is usually sent, unless there be instructions to the con-

trary, or some special reason for deviating from this course.

When several powders have to be dispensed from a formula in

which the proportions for one powder are given, it is customary to

mix the ingredients for the whole number together, and subsequently

to divide the aggregated powder into its appropriate parts.

The ingredients of powders are mixed in a Wedgwood's mortar,

or on a piece of smooth paper. As a general rule, a mortar should

be used excepting when the ingredients constitute but one dose, or

when the quantity mixed is so small that it is necessary to avoid

losing the portion that would adhere to the mortar and pestle. It is
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important in all cases tliat the admixture of the ingredients should be

effected as completely as possible, and more especially when, as is often

the case,* the ingredients are of very unequal degrees of activity.

The order in which the several substances to be mixed are put into

the mortar, should be the reverse of that which is adopted in intro-

ducing the ingredients of a mixture into the bottle. Instead of

beginning with the least bulky ingredient, the most bulky, or it

should rather be said, the most inactive, ingredient, should be put in

first, and the more active on to the top of this. The object in adopt-

ing this mode of proceeding is, to avoid as much as possible the loss

of any part of the active ingredients by their being taken up in the

pores of the mortar. The mixture is effected by trituration with the

pestle, and this should be continued for a sufficient length of time to

insure the perfect distribution of the ingredients. If there should be

a large quantity of an inactive powder, and a very small quantity of

an active ingredient, it may be desirable to put only a part of the

former into the mortar, and placing the active ingredient on the top

of it, to effect their intimate admixture before introducing the re-

mainder of the inactive powder. So, also, if the powders to be mixed

should differ much in specific gravity, and the quantities to be mixed be

large, it would be desirable to put only a part of the lightest powder

in first, and after that has been mixed with the other ingredients, to

add the remainder.

[Substances of various texture and density are associated in prescrip-

tions, as crystals, gum-resins, leaves, and roots, and as it is a common

custom with the majority to pulverize many of the substances after

they are weighed, some care and judgment should be exercised as to

the order of their introduction into the mortar. When camphor is to

enter powders, it should be first thoroughly broken up by the addition

of spirit of wine, then if any other substances require trituration, it

is removed from the mortar, and these are reduced to powder. The

camphor is then returned, and by a gentle rotary movement of the

pestle, the associated powder is mixed with it, without much pressure

at first, so as to avoid conglomerating the camphorous particles before

they are covered with the other powder. When morphia or opium is

associated with camphor, in powders, if the physician has directed no

gum or sugar in the prescription, the apothecary should triturate the

morphia or opium with a little gum-arabic, and add the camphor to it

as directed above. It is not easy to make opium and camphor into

powders without this or some other addition.—W. P.]

After effecting the due admixture of the ingredients, if they are to
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Fig. 473.

be divided into several separate doses, the papers for their reception

are spread out on the counter, and the powder is distributed to each

on the point of the knife. The equality of the division is generally

determined by the eye of the operator, but as some persons are in-

capable of distinguishing differences of quantity with sufficient accu-

racy by the eye, the use of the

balance should in such cases be

resorted to.

There are some powders con-

taining volatile ingredients, which

are advantageously enclosed in

waxed paper. [Tin-foil is also

appropriate, and either it or

waxed paper should be used in

powders containing camphor or

carbonate of potassa. It is

better that each powder, if

several are prescribed, should be enveloped separately.

The paper used for powders should be glazed if possible, at all

events very smooth, so as to prevent the adherence of the pow-

der.—W. P.]

When a powder consisting of several doses, is sent out, undivided,

the patient being left to apportion the dose on taking it, it should

always, unless otherwise desired, be put into a wide-mouthed bottle.

Powder-folder.

ELECTUARIES—CONSERVES—LINCTUS.

The electuary or confection is a very ancient form for the adminis-

tration of medicines. It consists of solid substances which are brought

to the condition of a thin paste by admixture with some saccharine or

mucilaginous liquid.

The conserve is a preparation, similar in consistence to the elec-

tuary or confection. The names seem to indicate that in the con-

serve (cotiservo, to keep,) the saccharine matter is used for the purpose

of preserving the substance to which it is added, while in the confec-

tion [conficio, to make up,) the saccharine liquid is added only to im-

part convenience of form.

The Unctus differs from the two preceding forms in being made

thinner. The name appears to be derived from the word lingo, to

lick, the consistence being such that it can be licked from a spoon.

These forms of medicine are very rarely prescribed in the present

day, and no particular directions are required for their preparation.
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LOZENGES.

The lozenge is a very common and convenient form for those medi-

cines which are intended to act, by continued application, on the

j^arynx and up^jer part of the trachea.

A great variety of lozenges are kept by the pharmaceutist, but

these are almost always made by the confectioner. Sometimes, how-

ever, the pharmaceutist has occasion to prepare medicines of this kind

himself.

Lozenges may be divided into three classes :

—

1st. Those, the principal basis of which is sugar, and in the pre-

paration of which the ingredients are combined without the aid of

heat. The application of the term lozenge is sometimes confined to

these.

2d. Those, the principal basis of which is sugar, and which in their

preparation are rendered fluid by means of heat. These are some-

times distinguished by the name of drops.

3d. Those which retain a permanently soft and pasty consistence,

their principal basis being generally a vegetable juice or pulp. These

are usually called pastes.

1. Lozenges.—In making the first class of lozenges, the sugar is

employed in powder ; other more active ingredients are added, in the

state either of powder or liquid ; and the mixture is formed into a

tenacious paste with the addition of some liquid, either water or

mucilage.

The liquid which appears to answer best for making lozenges is

mucilage of tragacanth. This is made from the best gum tragacanth,

which should be carefully picked to insure the absence of any foreign

matter that might discolour the lozenges. The gum, which should

not be used in the state of powder, is mixed with eight or ten times

its weight of distilled water, and allowed to stand in a warm place

for a day or two. It is then strained through a cloth, and subse-

quently beaten up in a mortar.

The sugar being mixed with the other ingredients, the mixture is

made into a stiff paste with the mucilage. Sometimes part of the

sugar is mixed with the powder or other active ingredients of the

lozenges, while the remainder of the sugar is made into a thin paste

with the mucilage, and then the two mixtures are incorporated.

The paste is rolled out on a marble slab, some powdered starch

being used to prevent adhesion to the slab or to the roller. A frame

of wood or iron, of the thickness of a lozenge, is placed on the slab,
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SO that by rolling out the paste until the roller comes on to the frame,

the paste will have a uniform and proper thickness.

The lozenges are cut out of the extended paste by a small tin-plate

punch, which gives them the required shape and size. They are then

placed on sieves in a drying-room or closet until they become hard

and dry.

[Lozenges which contain much extract of liquorice and gum-arabic,

with sugar, have a peculiar tough consistence, which unfits the mass

for the manipulation required by ordinary lozenges. AVistar's lozenges

may be instanced. In making these, the opium should be intimately

mixed with the liquorice and gum, the oil of anise added, and also

mixed, when the sugar, in the form of a dense syrup, made with

but two-thirds of the usual quantity of water required for simple

syrup, should be quickly admixed, and the mass, whilst yet warm,

rolled into long cylindrical rolls like refined liquorice, and when

partially dried, cut up into lengths, weighing ten grains each. It

will be found advantageous to mix the mass in portions of a pound

each, if but one operator is engaged, as it is apt to acquire an un-

manageable toughness by standing long. Some pharmaceutists prefer

to mix the sugar in powder with the other ingredients, and make the

mass with water. When so made it has less tendency to become tough,

but unless the sugar is in very fine powder, the texture of the lozenges

made in this way is not so smooth as by the first-mentioned plan with

heat.—W. P.]

2. Drojjs.—In making the second class of lozenges, commonly

called drops, the sugar is used in coarse powder, all the finest par-

ticles having been removed by means of a sieve. A little water or

other liquid, such as the formula may direct, and also any ingredients

intended for colouring or flavouring the drops, are added to the sugar

so as to moisten it. A portion of this mixture is put into a small pan

furnished with a lip and suitable handle, and this is placed over a

clear fire until the sugar has melted. The pan is now removed from

the fire, and the melted mixture is allowed to drop, in quantities suffi-

cient to form masses of the required size, on to a greased iron or tin

plate. The drops are allowed to harden, and are then removed.

3. Pastes.^The third class of lozenges usually consist of inspis-

sated juices, or decoctions, to which gum, sugar, and other ingredients

are added. They are brought to the proper consistence, either by the

application of heat, and then poured into fiat tin moulds, or they are

mixed without heat, and rolled out on a marble slab, in the manner

already described.



CHAPTER XVII.

EXTEMPORANEOUS PHARMACY.

PILLS, CAPSULES, GARGLES, ENEMAS, INJECTIONS, LOTIONS, LINIMENTS,

EMBROCATIONS, OINTMENTS, SUPPOSITORIES, CATAPLASMS, MOXAS,

SPREAD PLASTERS, INHALATIONS.

PILLS.

There is probably no form of medicine more frequently prescribed

than that of the pill. It is a form well adapted for the administra-

tion of many medicines, including those of a fetid or nauseous cha-

racter, those whose specific gravities render them difficult of administra-

tion when mixed with liquids ; those which are designed to act slowly,

such as alteratives, and those, the action of which is desired to be re-

tarded, until the medicine shall reach the lower intestines.

Among the substances which enter into the composition of pills, are

the vegetable and other extracts, the resins, gum-resins, balsams, and

essential oils. These are more frequently administered in the form

of pill than in any other form, and with them are combined many

powders and mineral preparations.

The object in forming a pill-mass is to obtain a consistent, firm, and

adhering paste, which shall be sufficiently plastic to admit of being

moulded without adhering to the mould, and sufficiently stiff to prevent

the pills from losing their shape when made into the proper form.

A pill-mass may be said to consist of two essential parts,—the

active ingredients which enter into its composition, whether of a solid

or liquid nature,—and the excipient, by which the proper degree of

consistence and tenacity are given to the former.

The substances employed as excipients in pill-making are both

numerous and of very different natures. The most common are, syrup,

mucilage, soap, water, spirit or tinctures, gum, sugar, magnesia,

starch, &c.

The principal art in pill-making consists in selecting the proper sub-

32
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«

Stances as excipients to suit the peculiar nature of the other ingre-

dients of the pills.

The pill-mass ought to possess tenacity or adhesiveness, firmness,

and plasticity ; and it will be well to consider what the conditions are

upon which these properties depend, and how they are best attained.

The tenacity or adhesiveness of the mass depends upon two prin-

cipal conditions. The first of these is the presence of a property

inherent in the particles of a substance, through which they are

readily made to attach themselves to particles of the same, or of a

different kind ; and the second is, the existence of a certain state of

partial fluidity or softness, which appears to promote, and, indeed, to

be essential to, that particular kind of tenacity under consideration.

Deprive an otherwise adhesive substance of all tendency to fluidity,

and you deprive it of its adhesiveness. In order, then, that a body

should be tenacious or adhesive, it is necessary that it should have

some of its particles in a fluid or semifluid state. Hence, a substance

which, when deprived of all tendency to fluidity, possesses no adhe-

siveness whatever, will sometimes become adhesive on adding a small

quantity of some liquid which is capable of acting as a solvent. Resin,

when perfectly dry and hard, has no adhesiveness, yet it becomes ad-

hesive on adding a few drops of spirit, which acts as a solvent of some

of its particles. Gum, in like manner, which is not adhesive when

dry, becomes so on the addition of water. But by this method of

adding an excipient which, without possessing any adhesiveness itself,

acts simply as a solvent of some of the solid particles present, we can

only develope,—we cannot impart adhesiveness. If the property of

adhesiveness be not inherent in the solid substance, the use of an ex-

cipient which acts merely as a solvent, will not be sufficient. Thus,

the addition of spirit does not render camphor adhesive, because

there is none of that property inherent in the camphor. In cases

of this kind, therefore, it is necessary to employ excipients which

possess and can impart adhesiveness.

Firmness is the next requisite property in the pill-mass—a property

not less essential than that of adhesiveness or tenacity. The pill-mass

should have a due degree of firmness, so that the pills when formed

shall retain their shape. Now, whilst a state of solution or fluidity of

some of the particles is essential to adhesiveness, so, on the other

hand, the hardness and insolubility of others of the particles is neces-

sary to insure the requisite firmness. These two properties, then,

depend upon opposite conditions,—the one, upon partial solution or
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fluidity,—the other upon the hardness and insolubility of a part of the

ingredients.

The firmness of a pill-mass,—that state in which the pills will re-

tain their shape,—is a very important point to attain in pill-making.

The mass may possess the proper degree of adhesiveness, and be of a

good consistence for rolling into pills, and yet, from its not having a

sufficient proportion of the ingredients in a hard and insoluble state,

it may be subject to this serious objection, that the pills made from it

will lose their globular form, and perhaps run into one mass in the box.

This result will be very likely to occur, if a liquid excipient be em-

ployed which is capable of acting as a perfect solvent to every part of

the solid ingredients of the pill-mass. Pills formed from a resin per-

fectly soluble in spirit, and which has been moistened with spirit to

form the mass, can hardly be made to retain the globular form, unless

the whole, or nearly the whole, of the spirit be again driven off.

The method of proceeding in making pills is similar to that adopted

in building a house,—both bricks and mortar must be used,—the

bricks to give solidity and firmness, and the mortar to act as a cement

in causing the solid particles to adhere together. The condition of

pills made from a mass, the whole of which is in a semifluid state,

might be compared to that of a house built of nothing but mortar.

When, therefore, a pill-mass is in such a state that the pille made from

it refuse to retain their shape, it may be inferred that more bricks are

required, that is to say, that there is a deficiency of solid, insoluble

particles, to give firmness and stability to the structure.

Plasticity is the next and last requisite in the pill-mass. A mass

may possess so much firmness—so much liardness—that it will not

take the form we wish to give it ; or, on the other hand, it may have

so large a proportion of the particles in a semifluid condition, that it

cannot retain the form which has been given to it. The medium be-

tween these two states is the condition required. A mass to be well

adapted for making into pills, should possess adhesiveness and firmness

duly balanced one against the other, and, this, in fact, constitutes the

plastic condition.

Such, then, are the conditions to be fulfilled in forming a good pill-

mass, and with a view to the realization of which, the selection of ex-

cipients should be made.

But there are other considerations besides those above alluded to,

which ought to influence the selection of excipients. Those substances

only should be used as excipients which, fulfilling the specified re-

quirements in other respects, will not be incompatible with any of the

i
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ingredients of the pills ; will modify as little as possible their action,

either by causing them to become hard, or in any other way ; and

will not unnecessarily or inconveniently increase their size.

Powdered gum, either gum Arabic, or more frequently gum traga-

canth, is often employed as an excipient, without discrimination, when-

ever increased tenacity is required in the pill-mass, or there is a super-

abundance of moisture in the prescribed ingredients. This practice

of constantly adding gum is very objectionable, as it often causes the

pills to become so hard that their operation is materially modified.

Pills prepared in this way will sometimes pass through the intestines

without being dissolved, producing, of course, little or no action.

There are many cases in which the use of gum is justifiable, and can-

not be well avoided, but the indiscriminate use of it, especially of tra-

gacanth, cannot be too strongly condemned.

The physician frequently names, in the prescription, some particular

excipient, which is directed to be used. Whenever this is done, the

instructions of the prescriber should be carried out if practicable. It

is not always, however, that this is practicable, and then the dispenser

must follow his own judgment. It would be much better that the

selection of excipients in these cases should be always left to those

who dispense the medicines, as the prescriber rarely possesses the

practical knowledge requisite to enable him to determine what kind of

excipient is required. We frequently find two or three soft extracts,

which when combined are too soft to admit of being properly made

into pills, ordered to be mixed with mucilage or syrup quantum suffi-

ciat. In this case, although the dispenser cannot act up to the letter,

yet he may carry out the spirit of the instructions, by using gum or

sugar.

A few instances will now be specified in illustration of the foregoing

principles, and with the view of more fully explaining the mode of

proceeding in the preparation of pills. The principal substances

which enter into the composition of pills will here be divided into

classes which will be considered separately.

Rhuha7'h may be taken as the type of a class of substances fre-

quently administered in the form of pill. Jalap, ipecacuanha, ginger,

conium, digitalis, and other vegetable powders belong to this class.

Now, taking these substances as a class, syrup is perhaps the best ex-

cipient to use for giving them the pilular form. With some of these

powders, the use of an excipient that possesses and can impart ad-

hesiveness is necessary ; and with all of them the presence of sugar

is beneficial in preserving the vegetable principles from decomposition.
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and preventing the pills from becoming very hard. Simple syrup is

commonly used as the excipient, but there is an advantage in the sub-

stitution of uncrystallizable for the crystalline sugar which the simple

syrup contains ; treacle, therefore, is sometimes employed with advan-

tage. If it be desired to deprive the treacle of its peculiar taste and

smell, and of some of its colour, this may be done by diluting it with

three or four times its weight of water, filtering the solution through

a bed of animal charcoal, and finally evaporating it to the required

consistence. Powdered conium, and other powders of this kind, retain

their properties unimpaired for a great length of time when made into

pills with a syrup of uncrystallizable sugar.

There are cases, however, in which the use of syrup with some of

the powders alluded to is subject to inconvenience. Thus, when rhu-

barb or jalap is made into pills, it is often desirable to have as large a

quantity as possible of the active ingredients in each pill. From

three to five grains of the powder are frequently prescribed in a pill,

and in such case it is desirable to use an excipient that will add as

little as possible to the bulk. If syrup be used as the excipient for

rhubarb, it will be found that a drachm of the powder will require a

fluid-drachm of syrup ; and this Avould make pills of four or five grains

of rhubarb inconveniently large. Where it is important to add as

little as possible to the bulk of the pill, water may be used as the ex-

cipient for rhubarb. It does not form so plastic a mass as syrup

does ; and, moreover, the pills, if long kept, become very hard, but

the size of the pills will be less than would be the case if syrup were

used. Spirit, especially rectified spirit, does not answer so well as

water.

In making rhubarb into pills with syrup, the whole of the syrup re-

quired for forming the mass should be added at once. A drachm of

powdered rhubarb requires a fluid-drachm of syrup. If a portion of

this quantity of syrup be first mixed with the rhubarb, a hard mass

would be formed, not sufliciently plastic to admit of being made into

pills, and which it would be found very difficult to incorporate with

the further portion of syrup required. On adding the required quan-

tity of syrup at once, the mass is formed without any difficulty. The

mode of proceeding in this case is just the reverse of that which

should be adopted when a hard elastic extract, such as some speci-

mens of extract of rhubarb, has to be incorporated with a powder,

such as calomel or ipecacuanha, through the intervention of a liquid

excipient, such as syrup. Under such circumstances, the quantity of

syrup required should be added very gradually. If the whole of the
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syrup were put in at once, so as to make a very soft paste with the

powder, the hard extract would slip about in this, and might per-

chance be projected out of the mortar in the attempt at effecting the

incorporation of the ingredients. The quantity of syrup first added

should be only sufficient to form a very stiff and tenacious paste with

the powder, and this should be partly incorporated with the extract

before adding more.

Jalap is sometimes made into pills with tincture of jalap, when it is

desired to have as much of the active ingredient as possible in each

pill. In this case the spirit, as a solvent of some of the adhesive con-

stituents of the jalap, imparts some degree of tenacity to the mass.

The ingredients, however, do not yield a very plastic mass, and to

succeed well in forming the pills, it is desirable to add the full quantity

of tincture required at once, to make the mass rather soft, and to roll

out the pills as quickly as possible.

In making rhubarh and ginger pills, spirit and soap are sometimes

used as excipients with advantage. 3jss of rhubarb, 3j of essence of

ginger, and 9j of castile soap, will form a mass which may be divided

into twenty-four pills, the size of which will not be inconveniently

large. If strong essence of ginger, made as described at page 274, be

employed, each pill will contain the active matter of fully two grains

of ginger. The soap should be first rubbed with the essence, the rhu-

barb added, and the mixture allowed to stand until, by the evaporation

of part of the spirit, it has acquired a good pilular consistence.

Aloes may be taken as the type of the next class of substances to

be noticed. The resinous extracts, resins, and gum-resins, will come

into the same class. Soap, mucilage, proof spirit, and alkaline solu-

tions will be found to be suitable excipients in these cases. Aloes

forms an excellent pill-mass with a few drops of compound decoction

of aloes, the efficacy of which probably depends upon the presence of

the alkali. The gum-resins will assume a good pilular consistence on

pounding them with a little carbonate of potash without any other ad-

dition. The resins sometimes require a little spirit, but unless there

be other solid ingredients present which are insoluble in the spirit, the

pills thus made will often lose their shape. In such case soap should

be substituted for spirit. Thus, the aloes and mastic dinner pills,

when spirit is used in making them, inevitably lose their globular form,

but this will not occur if soap and a little water be employed as the

excipients. 3vj of aloes, 3ij of mastic, 3ss of soap, and f3ss of water,

mixed in an iron mortar previously made hot, will afford a good plastic

mass while warm, and if rolled out while in this state, the pills may
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be kept in quantity without losing their form. They may also be

made with tolerable success with mucilage.

The volatile oils and oleo-resins constitute a class of substances

which are occasionally made into pills, and in such case require

peculiar excipients. Balsam of copaiba may be taken as a type of

this class. Magnesia is the excipient most generally applicable. The

copaiba balsam will generally assume a pilular consistence when mixed

with an equal weight of carbonate of magnesia, and this is the best

method of solidifying it, when the pills are required for immediate

use. If the balsam should contain an unusually large proportion of

essential oil, it may require more of the excipient, or it may be found

convenient to dissolve a little white wax in the balsam previously to

the addition of the magnesia. Sometimes the balsam is solidified by

the addition of white wax alone. When sufficient time can be taken

for the purpose, a very small quantity of calcined magnesia may be

made to solidify balsam of copaiba or any of the fluid turpentines.

One part of recently calcined magnesia, added to sixteen parts of

balsam of copaiba, or true Venice turpentine, and allowed to stand

for a week or two, will become solid and fit to form into pills. The

mixture should be exposed to a gentle heat for about an hour, and

should subsequently be stirred from time to time until it becomes

solid. In this case, as in that previously alluded to, it must be

observed that some specimens of copaiba, which are very rich in

volatile oil, do not completely solidify without the addition of wax or

of a portion of turpentine, such as Bordeaux turpentine. The

peculiar action of the magnesia consists in the formation of a soap

with the acid resins of the copaiba or turpentine, and this soap ab-

sorbs the volatile oil, which is the other constituent of the oleo-resin.

Quick lime might be substituted for magnesia, and in some cases has

been found to answer better.

Certain volatile oils, without any other active ingredients, are some-

times prescribed in the form of pill. Thus, oil of pimento, cloves,

peppermint, &c., have been ordered to the extent of three or four

drops in each pill, the selection of an appropriate excipient being left

to the dispenser. The best excipients to use in such cases are soap

and magnesia.

Calomel will form the type of a class of powders requiring an exci-

pient which possesses and can impart adhesiveness. Emetic tartar,

antimonial powder, and many other substances of this kind will come

into the same class. Conserve of hips is a very useful excipient for

this class of substances, at least for those of them which are not de-
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composed by the vegetable acid contained in the conserve. It answers

very well for making calomel pills, the pills retaining a soft con-

sistence for a great length of time. In some cases crumb of bread,

treacle, or extract of liquorice, may be substituted for it. Pills made

with crumb of bread, however, become very hard after being kept for

some time. Castor oil is an excellent excipient for the compound

calomel pills of the Pharmacopoeia. The mass, when made with this

excipient, will retain a uniformly good consistence, which is not the

case when treacle is used.

Crumb of bread is frequently employed as the excipient for creasote,

and for some active agents, as croton oil and nitrate of silver, which

are administered in very small doses.

The effect, in some cases, of a judiciously selected excipient is

quite surprising, and the pharmaceutical student would find that the

subject offers an interesting field for further experiment. When it is

found that a substance so apparently ill adapted for making into pills

as a liquid oleo-resin, may be rendered fit for that purpose by the

addition of a very small quantity of magnesia or lime, and that fatty

substances, such as mercurial ointment, will assume a pilular con-

sistence on the addition of a little phosphate of lime, he may hope to

find equally simple means for subjecting other apparently intractable

substances to the required purpose.

In all cases it is very important that the whole of the ingredients

of the pill-mass should be perfectly mixed and incorporated. When
small quantities of active medicines form part of the ingredients, the

precaution already alluded to in reference to the preparation of

powders should be observed, that is, that such substances should be

placed on the top of other less active ingredients, and well mixed

with them.

[The mercurial blue mass requires some notice, though such notice

is hardly in place in this chapter. Owing to the high price of mer-

cury, and the competition of manufacturers, many instances of adul-

teration have occurred, either by substituting some heavy substance,

as blue slate for the larger part of the mercury, or by simply increas-

ing the amount of conserve at the expense of that of the metal. The

most convenient means of ascertaining the percentage of mercury in

a specimen of blue mass, is by means of the arrangement, fig. 474,

which has been copied from the American Journal of Pharmacy,

vol. xvii. p. 311. Thirty grains of the mass, mixed with ten of iron

filings, is placed in the bulb at c; the tube {a) passes through the

cork of the vial (5), and plunges just below the surface of the alco-
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hol contained in it. The flame of a spirit lamp is applied to tlie

bulb until it becomes red-hot, and

all the mercury has been driven
*^"

over into the tube or the vial. It

is well to urge the flame with a

blowpipe towards the last, so as to

insure the complete volatilization

of the metal. The alcohol rises in

the tube by the contraction of the

atmosphere of the bulb, and should

be chased back and suffered to

rise again several times, until all

of the globules have been washed

down into the vial. The alcohol

dissolves the empyreumatic oil, and

is decanted from the mercury, wliich is then washed with pure alcohol,

collected on a filter, and dried.

Theoretically it should weigh ^^S- 475.

ten grains, but if 9J or 9f
grains, it may be inferred that

the mass examined is correctly

constituted.

Various machines have been

invented from time to time for

simplifying the manufacture of

blue mass. One of the more

recent of these is that of J. W.

W. Gordon, of Baltimore, at

fig. 475, which is particularly

described, and the result of

an examination of its merits,

by a committee of the Phila-

delphia College of Pharmacy,

recorded, in vol. xxi. p. 6, of

the American Journal of Phar-

macy. The ingredients for the

mass are put into the cylinder

(c), and are operated upon by

the knives, n and m, as placed in connexion with the guide-plate at d

Je, and which is moved by the crank (g) and the connecting rod (/).
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The knives have edges above and below, and hence act as they rise

and fall ; and by an arrangement in the guide-plate, the knife is

made to change its position with reference to the cylinder at every

turn of the crank. This machine, by the power of one man, is

calculated to make thirty pounds of blue mass in a day, and the

quality of the product is good. For further particulars relating to

this apparatus, the reader is referred to the authority above men-

tioned.

Another machine has more recently been brought to notice, but as

yet no published account of it has been given. It consists of a strong

bar of iron, bent in a conical spiral form, in such a manner that the

two ends of the bar are in the axis of the cone. This spiral bar is

caused to revolve in a funnel-shaped iron vessel, by means of a cog

attached to its upper end. The ingredients to be acted on are placed

in the cavity of this vessel, and the friction caused by the revolution

of the spiral bar is the means for commixing them. The tendency of

the revolving spiral bar is to force the mass into the bottom of the

cone ; but as it cannot remain there, it is forced to rise in the centre

of the spiral, and descend again in course. This machine is said to

be very efficient. That of Gordon's, however, when worked by steam

power, produces an excellent dark-coloured mass, in all respects equal

to that made by careful and prolonged trituration.—W. P.]

The pill-mass being formed, the next operation consists in dividing

it into pills. This is eiFected by means of the pill-machine. Little

need be said with reference to the use of this instrument. In most

cases the formation of the pills is a simple and easy process, yet cases

will sometimes occur, in which, after exercising all his skill in making

the pill-mass, the dispenser will find it difficult to roll the mass into

pills, in consequence of its tendency to crumble. This is the case

with jalap pills made with tincture of jalap, and more especially with

the pills of volatile oil, magnesia, and soap. When the mass has a

great tendency to crumble, the processes of forming the mass and

of rolling out the pills, should be performed as quickly as possible.

The mass should be made rather soft, and then immediately rolled

and cut into pills, with a quick and dexterous hand, avoiding the

application of much pressure in the process of rolling.

The pill-finisher, fig. 476, is a useful appendage to the pill-machine.

It is used for finishing ofi^ the pills after they have been cut in the

machine, obviating the necessity for rolling them separately in the

fingers. The finisher consists of a circular disk of wood, of which
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fig. 476 is a section ; with a projecting rim

on the lower surface, and a broad flat knob ^^'

on the top, which serves as a handle. It may
be made of pear-tree, or any other hard

wood ; it should be about three inches in

diameter, and the depth of the rim should be
^^^^ pill-Finisher

rather less than the diameter of a pill. In

fact, there should be two or three of these finishers with rims made to

suit difi"erent-sized pills.

In using the finisher, the pills are placed on a tray, or on the plat-

form of the machine, with some of the powder used for covering them,

and the finisher, held by the knob, being placed over them, is moved

in a circular direction with increasing velocity, while a very slight

pressure is applied.

Several substances are used for covering pills, such as magnesia,

starch, liquorice poivder, lycopodium, gold and silver leaf, gelatine,

and a mixture of gum and sugar. The application of these sub-

stances to the surfaces of pills is intended to prevent their sticking to

each other or to the box, and also to prevent their being tasted during

the act of deglutition.

Magnesia is very commonly used for covering pills. As a light

absorbent powder it answers the required purpose very well, yet there

are some cases in which its use is not free from objection. Thus, for

instance, if calomel pills be covered with magnesia, decomposition will,

after some time, occur, the mercury being reduced, or oxide formed

together with muriate of magnesia. Calomel pills that are kept

ready made should never, therefore, be covered with magnesia
;
pow-

dered starch might be used in this case.

Liquorice-poivder is sometimes employed in preference to magnesia

for covering pills, its sweet taste being considered advantageous in

masking that of the other ingredients of the pills. There is, however,

a very serious objection to the indiscriminate use of this powder,

which arises from the fact that, with some persons, it occasions an

irritation of the fauces, which deprives them of the power of swallow-

ing pills which are thus covered.

Lycopodium is but little used for covering pills in this country. It

is extensively employed on the continent, and it forms, undoubtedly,

the most suitable powder for the purpose. It is a light powder, the

particles of which readily adhere to the moist surfaces of pills, with-

out becoming themselves moist. It is also free from taste, and has

no tendency to cause or to undergo decomposition. When lycopodium
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is used, it should be applied to the pills on the machine or in the

finisher, and none of the powder excepting that which adheres to the

surfaces of the pills should be put into the box. Pills thus prepared

have a much cleaner and more finished appearance than those to which

a quantity of unattached powder is added, as is generally the case

when magnesia or liquorice-powder is used.

The application of gold or silver leaf to the surface of pills is a

very ancient method of covering them. The gilded or silvered pill is

still occasionally administered, but much less frequently than formerly.

The method of gilding pills is very simple. The pills are first rolled

and cut on the machine, the mass having been previously made rather

stifi*, and little or no powder of any kind used on the pill-machine.

Two or three sheets of gold-leaf are now^ put into a suitable box. A
turned box of a globular form, consisting of two hemispheres fitting

together, and the capacity of which is about two ounces, is usually

employed ; but, in the absence of this, a two ounce chip-box will

answer the purpose. The metallic leaves having been loosely put into

the box, the fore-finger and thumb of each hand of the operator is

moistened with thin mucilage of gum-acacia, and two pills being rolled

in the fingers so as to moisten their surfaces and render them adhesive,

these are dropped into the box ; others of the pills are subsequently

treated in the same way, taking care that none of the pills thus in-

troduced shall come into contact Avith the ungilded surfaces of those

previously put in. When six or eight pills have been introduced into the

box, the lid is put on, and a circular motion is given to the box, by which

the gilding is effected. The process is repeated in this way until the

whole number of pills required have received the metallic coating.

The same mode of operating is adopted w^hen silver leaf is used.

Of all the methods adopted for covering pills this is the most ob-

jectionable. Gilded pills have often been found to pass through the

entire alimentary canal without undergoing any alteration, being com-

pletely protected by their metallic covering.

Tlie covering of pills with gelatin is the most elegant and efficient

method of fulfilling the objects contemplated in the processes now
under notice. A pill when thus covered, has a clean, shining sur-

face, which is dry, hard, and not at all sticky. No powder is, there-

fore, required in addition to the gelatin. The ingredients of the pill

being enclosed in a gelatinous case, are preserved from the action of

the air, and, to a certain extent, are prevented from undergoing vola-

tilization ; moreover, the pill itself may be swallowed without per-

ceiving taste or smell. *^
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Fig. 477.

The following Is tlie method of covering pills with gelatin :

—

In the first place, a solution of gelatin is prepared, consisting of

one part of gelatin and two parts of water. This solution may be

made in a little water-bath such as that represented in fig. 477. The

gelatinous mixture is put into the

vessel (a), where it is surrounded

by hot water contained in the outer

vessel, and the heat is maintained by

the gas-lamp (c), while the steam

escapes through the tube [b).

The pills are now made as in the

preceding case, without using any

powder, or if powder be used on the

machine, it must be subsequently

wiped ofi* the pills.

A number of straight, pointed

wires are in the next place provided,

each of which should be about four

or five inches long. The black hair-

pins used by ladies, when made

straight, answer the purpose very

well. A large pin-cushion, or a

dish filled with sand, in which the wires can be fixed erect, will also be

required.

Each pill is to be stuck on the point of one of the wires, and when

they are all mounted in this way, the pills are dipped, one at a time,

into the solution of gelatin, so as to be completely covered, and the

wires are then stuck into the pin-cushion or sand with the coated pills

at the top, as is shown in fig. 478. They are left in this position until

Fig. 478. Fig. 479.

Coating Pills with Gelatin.

the gelatin has become firm, which Avill be in about ten minutes or a

quarter of an hour, when the pills are removed from the wires and put

into a tray, fig. 479, where they are left to dry.
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It will generally happen that in dipping the pills, a portion of the

wires will become covered with gelatin, and this, on removing the

pills will remain attached to them, forming little projecting tubes,

which should be cut off with a pair of scissors. If it be desired to

make the coating of gelatin perfect, the hole at which the wire has

entered the pill must be touched with the point of a camel's hair

pencil previously dipped into the solution of gelatin.

Crum and sugar are sometimes used for covering pills. The pills

are put into a hemispherical metallic pan, which is slightly warmed,

and a small quantity of the solution of one part of gum in two parts

of water is added, so as to moisten the surface of the pills. Some

powdered sugar is then sprinkled over them, and by moving the pan

they are thus covered with a coating of sugar. They are subse-

quently placed on a sieve and exposed in a warm room until they

become dry. If a thicker coating be required, the process is re-

peated.

CAPSULES.

Some nauseous medicines, especially copaiba, are administered in

capsules, which are made either of a mixture of gelatin with sugar,

and sometimes with gum, or of prepared gut-skin.

G-elatin Capsules.—These are small egg-shaped vessels, into which

a liquid or semi-liquid medicine is introduced through a small aperture

at one end, which aperture is subsequently sealed.

In making the capsules, a number of moulds, consisting of polished

iron bulbs, are provided, of which
Fig- 430.

fig. 480 is the real size. These^—-..^ bulbs are turned at the lathe, so as

— ^^^ ] ^^ ^® perfectly smooth, symmetrical,

^^^^^^^^^ and uniform ; and each bulb is fixed

„ „ „ to one end of a wooden rod, six orThe Capsule Mould. '

eight inches long, while the other

end of the rod fits loosely into a round hole in a board, as shown at

ah c^ fig. 481. The board (a) has a great number of holes perforated

in it, which are intended to receive either the moulds {h c), or the cap-

sules (d).

A solution of six parts of gelatin and one part of sugar, in twelve

parts of water, is made in the water-bath, fig. 477, in which it is kept

constantly hot and fluid.
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The moulds are first wiped with a cloth slightly moistened with oil

;

they are then dipped into a solution of gelatin, so that the bulbs may

be completely covered ; and on taking them out, the excess of solution

is allowed to run oiF until they cease to drip, when they are fixed on

the board (a) with the coated bulbs upwards, as represented in the

**
Fig. 481.

Preparation of Capsdles.

drawing. This operation is continued until a great number of moulds

have been dipped, by which time the gelatinous coating on those first

dipped will have become cold and firm. The separation of the cap-

sules from the moulds may now be commenced. A knife is passed

round the shank of the mould, close to the bulb, so as to separate the

gelatinous covering from that which adheres to the handle, and the

capsule is then pulled off by a dexterous application of the thumb and

two fore-fingers of one hand of the operator, while the handle of the

mould is held in the other hand. If the gelatinous solution has been

well prepared, and is in good condition, the orifice of the capsule will

expand so as to pass over the thickest part of the bulb without break-

ing, and will resume its original size when it has slipped off. The

gelatinous mixture becomes more elastic after it has been kept melted

for some time : the addition of a little gum also increases its elastic

property, but gum makes the capsule more speedily soluble in the

contents of the stomach, which is sometimes objected to. On removing
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the capsules from the moulds, they are placed on a tray, and exposed

in a warm room until they become perfectly dry.

The next operation consists in filling the capsules with the liquid

they are intended to receive. In doing this, the dry capsules are

placed with their mouths upwards on the perforated board, as shown

at d, fig. 481. The capsules are conveniently filled by means of a

syringe, as represented in fig. 482. The syringe {a) being charged

with the liquid, is placed in a groove (6), cut for this purpose in a

Fig. 482.

Filling Capsules.

board (/), which is secured on the top of a table, while the piston of

the syringe is fixed at c, by the bar [d) which is fastened down over

it. There is a very slender nozzle to the syringe, which is bent as

shown at e. The operator places one of the capsules over the point

of the nozzle, while he gently presses the syringe against its piston,

thus forcing the required quantity of liquid into the capsule. On re-

moving the capsule after it has been thus filled, it is desirable to avoid

leaving any of the oil on the edges of the orifice, as this would inter-

fere with the subsequent sealing process. If the capsule were removed

from the nozzle while a drop remained attached there, the mouth of

the capsule would almost inevitably catch the drop, but this is obviated

by slightly drawing the syringe forward, by which the suspended drop

is sucked into the tube, before removing the capsule. The liquid in-

troduced into each capsule should be equal to about three-fourths of

its capacity ; if more than this be introduced, it would be difficult to

prevent leakage, which would be caused by atmospheric changes, for

increase of temperature occasions expansion of the liquid, and at the

same time contraction of the containing vessel.

[The manufacturers of gelatin capsules in this country, adopt a
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more labour-saving method of making them than that indicated in the

text. Fifty of the moulds, made of ivory and dipped in hot oil until

saturated, are attached to a circular flat block, just as the bristles are

in a brush ; a han'dle is placed on the other side of the block, and the

whole fifty are dipped in the gelatin at one operation. It requires

some practice in manoeuvring the blocks to keep the moulds equally

covered. After dipping, and the excess has run off from the moulds,

the block is turned up and down several times, so that the gelatin may
be evenly distributed over the surface of the moulds ; as soon as the

capsules have become sufficiently indurated, the moulds are detached

one at a time and the capsule removed, just as has been stated in the

text.

An advantage will be found in having the cylinder of the syringe,

fig. 482, to be stationary, and the piston-rod to work in a screw, so

that it can be controlled with accuracy.—W. P.]

The capsules being all filled and restored to their position on the

board [d, fig. 481), the sealing process is commenced, A small camel's

hair pencil is dipped into the gelatinous mixture, which when used for

this purpose should always contain a portion of gum, and the mouth

of each capsule is touched, so as to leave a sufficient quantity of the

gelatin to seal it. When they have all been thus sealed, some of the

gelatinous mixture is thinned with water, and the top of each capsule

is dipped into this solution, and then again placed, with the sealed end

upwards, on the board. By this last operation a little cap is formed

over the mouth of the capsule, which renders the sealing more secure.

Finally, when dry, the sealed capsules are put on to a cloth slightly

moistened with oil, and rubbed, so as to give them a clean and polished

appearance.

Membrane capsules.—A patent has been taken out for the manufac-

ture of capsules from animal membrane, which is purified and pre-

pared for this purpose. The prepared and moist membrane is stretched

over a mould so as to give it the form of a conical bag. Into this,

when dry, the liquid is introduced ; the mouth of the bag is then tied

with silk, and sealed with a little gelatinous varnish.

These capsules possess some advantages over those made of gelatin.

In proportion to their external size, they hold more liquid than the

gelatin capsules do, in consequence of the membrane of which they

are made being very thin. They are also very flexible and compres-

sible, which is a great recommendation with some patients, who are

fearful of attempting to swallow a hard, rigid body, of the size of a

capsule. Moreover, the membrane being less rapidly dissolved than

33
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the gelatin mixture is, by the juices of the stomach, the capsules

made of the former do not discharge their contents so soon as those

made of the latter, and eructations are, therefore, less likely to ensue.

GARGLES—ENEMAS INJECTIONS.

These forms of medicine resemble the mixture in their general cha-

racters, and the mode of preparing them is similar. Being intended

for local application, and not to be introduced into the stomach, the

labels attached to them should clearly indicate this distinction. The

old method of administering enemas with a pipe and bag is now en-

tirely superseded by the u§e of the syringe.

LOTIONS—LINIMENTS—EMBROCATIONS.

These are medicines, of a more or less fluid character, which are

intended for external application. The lotion, as the name implies,

is a wash, and it may be for any part of the body. Lotions for the

eyes are sometimes called Collyriums. The terms liniment and em-

hrocation are frequently used synonymously ; the former, however,

being derived from lino, to besmear, is applicable to something thick

as well as fluid, while the latter, being derived from j'jx/Sgsp^w, to moisten

or sprinkle, applies exclusively to a liquid.

It has been proposed that liquid medicines intended for external

use should be always dispensed in bottles made of blue glass, to dis-

tinguish them from those designed for internal administration, the

latter being dispensed in white glass. If such a practice were uni-

versally adopted, it would certainly be a good method of guarding

against accidents which sometimes occur in consequence of an embro-

cation being mistaken for a draught. It is questionable, however,

whether the partial adoption of the practice would be beneficial ; but

it is very important, at all events, that there should be some promi-

nent indication, in the form of label or otherwise, to distinguish ex-

ternal applications from medicines to be administered through the

stomach.

OINTMENTS.

Under the general denomination of Ointments are included medi-

cines intended for external application, the principal basis of which
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consists of some kind of grease, which is either naturally, or from the

admixture of other substances, in the condition of a soft solid. Oint-

ments to which a firm consistence has been imparted by the addition

of wax are sometimes called Cerates.

Salts and other solid substances are frequently ordered to be ex-

temporaneously mixed with ointments, and the principal art connected

with the dispensing of this form of medicine, consists in the adoption

of the best methods of effecting the most intimate admixture of such

ingredients, or of any others which may not readily combine.

Ointments are mixed either in a Wedgwood's mortar or on a marble

slab. The mortar should always be used when salts or other sub-

stances, which require to be previously powdered, form part of the in-

gredients. The presence of hard particles, giving a gritty character

to the ointment, is very objectionable, and would indicate want of

skill, or of careful attention, in the dispenser. The mere admixture

of two or more ointments may be effected by rubbing them on the

slab with a spatula.

Some salts, such as iodide of potassium, are with difficulty reduced

to fine powder even in a mortar, and in these cases it is desirable,

when practicable, to add some liquid which shall act as a solvent

before the addition of the unctuous constituents of the ointment.

Thus, iodide of potassium, if it be first dissolved by a few drops of

water, before mixing it with the grease, will form a perfectly smooth

ointment, which it would be difficult otherwise to obtain.

Ointments are dispensed in covered gallipots, and it is customary to

put a piece of waxed paper [or tin foil] over the top of the pot, be-

neath the cover, so as to prevent the latter from becoming smeared

with the grease.

SUPPOSITORIES.

The suppository is a form of medicine now very rarely adopted.

It is intended for the administration of medicinal agents to the rectum.

The ingredients are made into a paste, which is usually rolled into a

conical form, like a pastil. Soft soap or grease is generally used as

the excipients for giving the required consistence to suppositories.

CATAPLASMS.

The cataplasm or poultice generally consists of a pulpy substance,

capable of absorbing much moisture, which is applied to various parts
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of the body in a moist state. Poultices are almost always prepared

by the nurse : their action usually depends upon the liquids with

which they are moistened, or the heat which the mass retains. The

solid ingredients of the poultice being useful only for holding a large

quantity of liquid, which is thus applied continuously to a diseased

part, it has been proposed to substitute an absorbent fabric, called the

spongio-piline, which is made expressly for the purpose. This is a

kind of thick cloth, composed in great measure of sponge. Over one

of its surfaces there is a thin coating of some water-proof material,

which prevents evaporation, when the other side, previously wetted,

is applied to the skin.

MOXAS.

[The term moxa was formerly applied only to small conical masses

of combustible fibrous matter derived from the leaves of Artemesia

Chmensis, and which were used for producing an eschar, by igniting

the summit of the cone, the base being applied to the skin in the

region of the diseased part, and allowing the combustion to approxi-

mate near or quite to the skin, according to the effect it might be de-

sired to produce. Moxas are now made from other materials. The

pith of the common sunfloAver, Helianthus annuus, has been used

;

cotton impregnated with a solution of nitre, dried and made into a

uniform cylindrical roll, enclosed in paper, has been employed ; and

loose cotton cloth, impregnated with solutions of chromate or chlorate

of potassa, dried, and formed into cylindrical rolls, is perhaps equal

to any other form. The slow uniform combustion of a moxa is its

most important quality; and as its combustion is supported chiefly by

the oxygen of the acids of the salts used, the chief art in this prepa-

ration consists in equally impregnating the fibrous matter used, and

constructing the roll of equal density throughout.—W. P.]

PLASTERS.

Plasters are solid and tenacious compounds, intended for external

application. They frequently contain the oleate and margarate of

oxide of lead as a principal basis ; wax, resin, solid fats, and essential

oils, are also among the ingredients which often enter into their com-

position. At the usual temperature of the human body they should

be flexible, and more or less adhesive, but not so soft as to run.
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Plasters are used, mechanically, for affording support or pressure

to the parts to whicli they are applied, for binding up wounds, and for

preventing atmospheric contact ; and, medicinally, as stimulant, epis-

pastic, discutient, or anodyne applications.

The spreading of plasters is one of the operations connected with

the dispensing of medicines, in which the pharmaceutist has occasion

to exercise more acquired skill than is involved in many other depart-

ments of his art.

Plasters are generally spread on leather, calico, or linen. Some-

times, however, silk, animal membrane, and even paper, are used.

Those spread on leather will be first noticed.

When a plaster is ordered by the prescription of a medical man, in

addition to the ingredients of which it is to be composed, the size and

form are frequently, but not always, indicated. In some cases, the

part is named to which the plaster is to be applied, and the determi-

nation of the form and size is left to the judgment of the dispenser.

There are certain forms of plaster which are generally adopted for

application to particular parts of the body, and in the absence of spe-

cific instructions, the dispenser should comply with the usual and re-

cognised practice in this respect. Thus, fig. 483 represents the form

of plaster usually applied to the chest ; fig. 484 is the form for appli-

cation between the shoulders ; fig. 486 for the small of the back, or

for parts not indicating any other particular form ; fig. 487 is the

Fig, 483. Fig. 484. Fig. 485.

form usually adopted for the side ; fig. 485, for applying pressure to

the navel of children ; and figs. 488 and 489, for applying behind the

ears, the former being for the left, and the latter for the right ear.

It will, of course, be understood that the figures represent only the

forms, and not the relative sizes, of the plasters. Some of these

forms, especially figs. 483 and 484, are so frequently employed, that
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it is found convenient to keep the pieces of leather on ^vhich they are

spread cut ready for use. By adopting this practice, a skin may be

Fig. 486. Fig. 487.

Fig. 488. Fig. 489.

cut up to much greater advantage than it would be if each piece were

cut out when required. Patterns of the forms and sizes most fre-

quently required, made of thick pasteboard, should be kept for mark-

ing the skins with a pencil previously to cutting them. There might

be two or three sizes of fig. 483 ; two of fig. 484 ; and several of fig.

486. These pieces of leather, when cut, should be kept in a drawer,

properly divided for the reception of each size separately, the paste-

board pattern being put at the bottom, and a thick piece of flat sheet

lead at the top, the latter serving as a weight to press the leathers,

and keep them smooth.

The plaster spatula, fig. 490, is employed for spreading plasters,

and the facility with which the operation is performed will greatly

depend upon the selection of this instrument. There should be several

spatulas kept, varying in size and form, so that the dispenser may

choose one suitable for its intended application. The spatula serves

as the medium through which heat is conveyed to the plaster for the

purpose of melting it, and it is subsequently used for spreading the

melted mass smoothly over the surface of the leather. The heat of

the spatula passes ofi" during the operation, partly by conduction, to

the plaster, and partly by radiation, into the air
;
yet it is necessary

that it should retain a certain degree of heat until the process is com-
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pleted. As the temperature of the spatula when its use is commenced
must be always nearly the same, the different amounts of heat re-

quired for spreading small and large plasters can only be provided by

varying the size of the blade of the instrument.

Fig. 490.

It is desirable that the spatula should not be larger than is neces-

sary, in order to provide a sufficient supply of heat, especially in

spreading small plasters and those having sharp angles, such as fig.

483, as it would be difficult with a large spatula to avoid soiling the

margins. For small plasters, it will be found advantageous to use a

spatula, the lower surface of the blade of which is slightly curved, as

represented in fig. 490. In using this kind of spatula, the end (a) of

the blade may be applied to the surface of the plaster without bringing

the heel of the instrument {b) into contact with any part of it. Spa-

tulas used for spreading large plasters, such as those applied to the

small of the back, should have flat blades, as shown in fig. 491, for it

would be difficult with a curved blade to make the surface of a large

plaster sufficiently smooth. In all cases the blades should be thick in

the direction a c, fig. 490. It is also very important that the iron

shank of the spatula should pass through the wooden handle to the

end d, and be secured there by a nut. If the handle is not thus

secured, it will be constantly coming off, being loosened by the action

of the heat.

The leather on which the plaster is to be spread being cut to the

required shape and size, and a suitable spatula selected, the blade of

the latter is made hot by putting it into the fire. A little experience

will enable the dispenser, by holding the instrument within a few

inches of his face, to determine when it has acquired sufficient heat.

The heated iron is first rubbed on a mat to make it clean ; it is now
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ready for use, and should be promptly employed before it loses any

material part of the store of heat which it holds, and which is intended

to impart the required degree of fluidity or softness to the plaster,

and to maintain this condition until its extension over the leather has

been completed.

Ten or twelve sheets of paper are placed upon the counter, and the

leather is laid on the top of these. The paper forms a bed of a due

degree of elasticity, and which prevents the too rapid conduction of

heat from the plaster while it is being spread. If the leather were

laid directly on the counter, or with only one or two sheets of paper

intervening, the heat of the liquefied plaster would be rapidly carried

off by the cold surface of the polished wood.

Before commencing the melting of the plaster, the leather is

smoothed out by passing the hot iron over it, and, in doing this, it is

very necessary to be careful that the iron is not so hot as to cause the

leather to shrivel up. If the spatula be in a fit state for melting the

plaster, it will not injure the leather when applied to it.

If the material of which the plaster is composed be sufficiently ad-

hesive to insure its remaining fixed to the part of the body to which

it is applied, it is spread, without any previous preparation of the

leather, to within about half an inch of the edge, leaving a margin of

this width of uncovered leather ; but plasters possessing little or no

adhesiveness, ought to be surrounded by an adhesive margin, and

in such case the margin must be prepared before spreading the plas-

ter. There are two methods of preparing the adhesive margin : the

adhesive plaster may be either spread entirely over the leather to the

very edge, or it may be merely applied around the edge of the leather,

so as to form a border of about an inch in width. The former of

these methods should be adopted if the plaster, when exposed to the

heat of the body, is liable to run through the leather, as is the case

with the blistering plaster of the Pharmacopoeia, for the substratum

of adhesive plaster would tend to prevent such a result. In other

cases it may be unnecessary to protect the leather, and even desirable

to avoid increasing the thickness of the plaster by having two strata

throughout.

When the adhesive plaster is merely spread on a border around the

edge of the leather, it is customary to melt the plaster by applying

the end of a roll of it to the hot iron, allowing it to drop as it liquefies

on to the part of the leather to be covered, and subsequently to spread

it with the spatula. In doing this the iron should be only just hot

enough to melt the plaster, as otherwise the drops of hot melted
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plaster would occasion permanent marks on the leather, which would

disfigure its subsequent appearance.

When the adhesive plaster is extended over the whole of the leather,

it should be allowed, as it liquefies from contact with the hot iron, to

run on to a piece of strong j)aper, and transferred from thence to the

leather.

The adhesive margin, if required, having been prepared as above

directed, the spreading of the plaster may be proceeded Avith. The

spatula, after being used for the preceding operation, will require to

be heated again before it can be applied for melting another portion

of plaster.

The melting of the plaster may be efiected in the manner already

described, by applying the hot iron to one end of a roll of plaster and

allowing the liquefied portion to run on to a piece of strong paper,

from whence it is subsequently transferred to the leather. If the

leather has not been rendered adiiesivc, the paper on which the melted

plaster is received should be placed upon it while the process of lique-

faction is being conducted, so that whatever heat passes off by con-

duction, may be communicated to the leather and to the paper beneath

it, and these being thus warmed, the sul)se(|uent cooling of the plaster,

while it is being spread, will take place more slowly. Every available

means by which the expenditure of heat can be economised should be

put into requisition in spreading a plaster, especially if it be of large

size. The careless or inexperienced operator Avill sometimes commit

the twofold error of commencing the melting of the plaster by the

application of a spatula heated to such a temperature that it causes a

decomposition of some of the constituents of the plaster, and the

evolution of acrid vapours, while at the same time, the means of

economising heat are so imj)erfectly adopted, that the mass becomes

hard and intractable before its extension over the leather has been

completed.

When the blade of the spatula has expended so much of its heat

in melting the plaster, that it is scarcely hot enough to melt any more,

it will be in fit condition for spreading the melted mass. The method

of efiecting the extension can be properly acquired only by practical

experience ; it may be observed, however, that the plaster should not

be spread out to its furthest intended limits until it has passed from

the fluid or semifluid to the plastic condition. It is only while in tliis

latter condition that it can receive with efi'ect the last finishing

touches of a skilful hand. When completed, the plaster should be

of equal thickness in all parts ; the surface should be even, but not
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too glossy ; and the edge should rise perpendicularly from the

margin.

There are some special cases in which a mode of proceeding somewhat

different from that previously described is required to be adopted, as

for instance, in preparing the plaster, fig. 485, for applying pressure

to the navel of a child. This plaster has a globular protuberance in

its centre, which is surrounded, first, by a circle of uncovered leather

(a), then by a broader circle (b) of adhesive plaster, and, finally, by
a margin of uncovered leather. The globular protuberance is formed

by cutting the end of a large vial cork, as shown in fig. 492, and fixing

this in the centre of the plaster. A piece of soft white
Fig. 9 • glove-leather is stretched over the globular end (a) of

^r^ the cork, and tied with fine string in the groove (b) ; the

» cork is then cut off at the dotted line (c). A piece of

c^^^^\ thin leather of the intended size of the plaster is, in the

||i|ii||: next place, spread with a thin coating of adhesive plas-

H|i||i' ter, and the glove-leather with the cork attached, is laid

over the adhesive surface of this, the cork being in the

centre, and its globular part upwards, while a warm and

clean spatula is rubbed over the surface of the glove-leather, so as to

make it adhere firmly to the plaster beneath. The broad adhesive

circle {b) has now to be spread. A small piece of tissue-paper is

placed over the globular protuberance in the centre to protect it from

being soiled by the spatula. A piece of stiff writing-paper, of the

size of the circle (a), is also placed over the part of the leather which

is to be left uncovered by the plaster. These preparations having

been made, the adhesive plaster is spread over the part b, with the

curved spatula, fig. 490, in the manner already described.

[In spreading plasters containing gum-resins or extracts, if they

are melted with the plaster-iron or spatula, it should be heated very

moderately, else there will occur a separation of the ingredients, and

an injury accrue to the more active, either by volatilizing a portion,

or by decomposing them. When iodine plaster is ordered, without a

special direction, lead plaster should not be used, because the iodine

combines with the lead, forming iodide of lead, colours the plaster

yellow, and loses all odour of the free iodine. The best vehicle is

Burgundy pitch, admixed with a tenth of its weight of wax, which

are melted in a porcelain capsule. The iodine, mixed with half its

weight of iodide of potassium, is liquefied with a few drops of water,

added to the melted plaster, and intimately mixed with it. The
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spatula should be but moderately heated, to avoid loss of iodine.

—

W. P.]

In spreading blisters, the leather having received an adhesive sur-

face, the blistering plaster is extended over it by the application of

the thumb of the operator. The hot iron should not be applied at all,

being quite unnecessary, and calculated to injure the plaster as re-

gards its vesicating property. The thumb may be moistened with

water to prevent the adhesion of the plaster to it.

[Blisters are sometimes spread on common adhesive plaster. When
this material is used, an opening is cut in a piece of letter-paper of

the shape and size of the surface to be blistered. This is pressed

firmly and evenly on a piece of the plaster, so much larger than the

opening as to leave a margin of half an inch or an inch, according to

the size, so as to be held firmly by it. The cerate is then spread with

a stifi" spatula, and when smooth the paper is removed.

The importance of the action of blistering plasters is sometimes so

great, that the pharmaceutist should take special means to insure their

activity. He can do this by applying a thin layer of ethereal ex-

tract of cantharides with a camel's hair brush, and working it into the

surface of the plaster with a spatula.—W. P.]

The margins of plasters are sometimes formed by placing over the

leather, while the plaster is being spread, a piece of tin-plate or stifi"

paper, having an open space in the centre of the size and form of the

intended plaster. This is taken off after spreading the plaster, and

with it is removed any portion of plaster which has extended over it,

leaving the margin untouched. Plasters thus prepared have, gene-

rally, a less finished appearance than those spread in the manner pre-

viously described, and, indeed, this method of operating is adopted

only as an expedient to obviate the necessity for acquired skill and

careful manipulation.

[In the United States, the preparation of spread plasters is a heavy

item in some pharmaceutical establishments. They are put up in

boxes of a dozen each, with tissue-paper between, and include several

officinal and many empirical plasters. To furnish these at the prices

they are sold would be hardly possible, were they spread by the usual

means that have been noticed. For several years past an appa-

ratus has been in use for this purpose, the construction of which has

been carefully concealed, except from those immediately interested, or

who might purchase the right of using the machine. It is a pleasure,

therefore, to make a knowledge of the apparatus generally known

through this medium, which I am enabled to do through the liberality
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of my friend, John H. Ecky of this city, who has permitted me to

figure the arrangement and describe the mode of its employment.

Fig. 493, a c e^ represents a solid block of close-grained oak or

beech-wood, about twelve inches long, eight inches wide, and three and

a half inches high. The upper surface is rounded off towards either

end, so as to present a gentle curve, and by means of projections at

Fig. 493.

Apparatus for Spreading Plasters.

the corners, the block may be securely fastened by screws to the

working counter or a table, h d represents a tinned iron frame, the

space n being of the size and shape of the plaster to be spread, and

which is attached to the block by the hinge-joint r, in such a manner,

that when the end d is brought down and fastened to the block by the

hasps, it presses on the curved surface with some degree of force.

m exhibits a pattern-frame for marking the leather into squares pre-

viously to cutting it out in pieces for spreading, and is made of brass

or wood. It is good economy to mark a whole skin at once. In

marking the leather, a pencil should be run around the inner as well

as the outer edge of the pattern, so as to indicate where it is to be

cut, as well as the extent of surface to be covered by the plaster, g
represents the iron for spreading the plaster. It is a bar of cast-steel,
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an inch square, perfectly smooth, the ends drawn out, and mounted

with wooden handles. It should never be exposed to a heat great

enough to injure the smoothness of the surface, and that derived from

ordinary gas or alcohol lamps is appropriate, k is a, copper vessel in

which the plaster is liquefied, and I an awl for separating the plaster

from the frame.

This apparatus is used in the following manner. The piece of skin,

duly marked, is placed on the block at c, and the tin frame brought

down and fastened over it, as at i, the operator observing that the

pencil-mark on the skin, corresponds with the opening in the frame,

so that the margin of the plaster shall be uniform. The melted

plaster, which should be barely fused, so as not to penetrate, is then

poured on the leather at i, in such quantity as the previous experience

of the operator judges necessary for properly covering the surface

exposed ; he then takes the spreading-iron, g, which has been pre-

viously moderately heated, in his hands, holding it horizontally, and

commencing at i, he presses the iron against the frame and moves it

slowly towards either end, until the leather is uniformly covered with

a smooth coating of the plaster, the excess of which is forced from

the leather on to the tin frame. There is an advantage arising from

having a ledge of tin a quarter of an inch high at either end, to

prevent the plaster from running off the frame. As soon as the

spreading is finished, and before the plaster chills, the operator takes

the awl, ?, in his right hand, presses it firmly but not too forcibly in

one of the corners of the frame, against the leather, and draws it from

corner to corner, completely around the opening, so as to sever the

connexion of the plaster with the tin frame. The hasps are then un-

fastened, the frame raised up, and the plaster is completed. The whole

operation of spreading a plaster only occupies two or three minutes

after the apparatus is in working order.

The frame, b d, should press on the leather all around the opening,

so as to insure that the melted plaster cannot insinuate itself between

the under part of the frame and the leather, and thus render the mar-

ginal line irregular. If the iron is too cold, the surface of the plas-

ter cannot be smoothed, if too hot it Avill cause it to penetrate the

leather ; the proper temperature will soon be learned by practice.

Mr. Ecky has suggested that an advantage will arise from having

the frame, b d, made of sheet steel, like a saw-blade, without the

lateral supports, which are necessary when tin is used. The elasticity

of the steel would insure the firmness of the leather, which with the

tin frame sometimes slips when the iron becomes too cool.
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Fig. 494.

The opening in the frame can be made of any size, and its shape

may be varied to meet any desired form that is required sufficiently

often to justify it,—in fact, a set of frames may be at hand, which can

readily be used with the same block, by withdrawing the hinge-pin,

and replacing the one by the other.—W. P.]

Dr. Molir gives the following description of the methods of spread-

ing plasters on calico or linen.

The cloth on which the plaster is to be spread is cut into strips of

about seven or eight inches in width, and three feet in length. These

strips must be stretched out, so as to present an even surface for the

spreading of the plaster. For effecting this, two flat pieces of wood,

about fifteen or sixteen inches long, and of the width and thickness

of a common lath, are provided. A row of sharp wire points are

stuck into one edge of each of the laths for a space of about nine

inches, leaving a few inches at each end without any. The points

should project about the sixth of an inch above the surface of the

wood, and they may be at a distance of a quarter

of an inch from each other ; after being fixed they

must be sharpened with a file. The ends of the

laths, which are left free from points, are intended

to serve as handles. The extreme ends of one of

the strips of cloth are fixed to the laths by means

of the points, a straight line across the strip, at

each end, being found by drawing a thread. Two
assistants lay hold of the laths by their ends or

handles, and stretch the cloth by pulling in oppo-

site directions. The plaster having been previously

melted in a small copper dish, and stirred until it

has partly cooled, so that it may not run through

the cloth, is poured out in a uniform layer across

one end of the strip, and extended evenly and

equally by bringing the warm plaster-knife against

it, and pressing it forward with a steady progres-

sion until it has reached the other end. If the

plaster be not uniformly spread by one operation,

as above described, the plaster-knife maybe passed

over it again to remove any inequalities.

The plaster-knife is represented in fig. 494. It

consists of an iron blade about ten inches in length,

and, therefore, longer than the width of the plaster.

It is flat on one side and convex on the other, as represented in the

Fig. 495.

Plaster-Knife.
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section (fig. 495), which is drawn to its real size. It has a wooden

handle at one end, by which it is used.

Plasters may be spread without much difficulty, as above described,

so as to present a tolerably even and uniform surface, when the edges

have been cut off. It is a great objection to such a method of opera-

ting, however, that the operator requires the aid of two assistants.

With the view of obviating the necessity for manual assistance in

the process, I have adopted the following arrangement, which has

been found to answer perfectly. A light wooden frame is constructed,

which consists of two bars {a a, fig. 496), which run parallel to each

Fig. 496.

Apparatus for Spreadino Plasters.

other, and are inserted into two end-pieces [h h). The side-bars are

four feet in length ; they are two and a half inches deep, and three

quarters of an inch wide. They are fixed at a distance of five and a

half inches from each other. The end-piece on the right hand side

consists of a board, ten inches long, five and a half inches deep, and one

inch in width. It has a row of pointed wires fixed in the top in the

manner already described. The left hand end-piece (h) is level with

the top of the side-bars. It is ten inches long, three and a half inches

deep, and one inch in width. Midway between the two ends of this

end-piece there is a pulley fixed as represented in the drawing, so that

the top of the groove is at the same height as the wire points of the

right hand end-piece. There is a movable cross-bar [c] which rests

on the side-bars, and the top of which, when in such position, is at

the same height as the top of the right hand end-piece, and, like the

latter, it is furnished with a row of wire points.

In using this apparatus the strip of cloth is fixed on the points in

the manner already described, and a weight {d) of about fifteen or

twenty pounds is attached to the movable cross-bar {c) by a cord.
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The clotli is thus kept uniformly and constantly stretched by the

action of the weight.

The instrument used for spreading the plaster is a hollow triangular

vessel, filled with boiling water. A transverse section of it would

form an equilateral triangle. At one end it has a wooden handle,

and at the other, a short projecting tube, through which hot water is

introduced, and this is subsequently stopped with a cork. It contains

about eight ounces of water. This instrument, when charged with

boiling water, will continue hot for some time, in consequence of the

great capacity for heat which water has ; and any plaster which may

adhere to it after being used, is easily removed in consequence of its

remaining soft.

The strips of cloth are sometimes stretched by means of a screw

attached to one of the end-pieces of the frame, but this arrangement

is less convenient than that in which the weight is used, because,

although the cloth may be made tight before the spreading is com-

menced, it will often become loose during the process.

Fig. 497.

Apparatus for Spreading Plasters.

There is yet another method of spreading the plasters now under

notice, which consists in drawing the cloth, on to which the plaster

has been poured, beneath a straight blade of metal, which leaves only

a thin and even coating of the plaster. In operating in this way,

pieces of cloth of any length may be covered, which is a great ad-

vantage. Many forms of apparatus have been recommended for
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this process, of which that represented in fig. 497 is one of the most

simple.

Upon a solid oaken board, of suitable size, are fixed two screws [b b).

These receive the cylindrical ends of the spreading-blade (a), which

fits loosely on to the screws, and above them there are two nuts (c c),

each of which has a small lever handle by which it is screwed on and

oW. The cylindrical ends of the blade {a) are only half the depth of

the blade itself, and the threads of the screws (b b) extend only as

low down as the nuts are required to be screwed. Surrounding the

lower part of each screw, there is a strong spiral spring (e e), which

presses the spreading-blade upwards, and keeps it in the exact position

at which it has been adjusted by the nuts.

Immediately below the knife there is a smooth solid plate of iron,

which is retained in its place by four small pegs fixed in the wood.

On taking out the pegs, the iron plate is easily removed for the pur-

pose of cleaning it, and again fixed in its place for use.

The edge of the spreading-blade,

which is not sharp, but somewhat

rounded, as shown in the section,

fig. 498, should be perfectly straight

and smooth, as also should be the

surface of the metallic plate beneath

it. In order to test the correctness

of this part of the apparatus, the

blade (a) should be scrcAved down

by means of the nuts until it is

almost in contact with the plate

beneath, and then, holding it

against the light, it should be ob-

served whether the intervening

space forms a straight and uniform

streak.

Fig. 498 represents a section of

the spreading-blade (a), with one

of its cylindrical ends (6), and

part of the metallic plate (c). One

of the pegs by which the plate is

kept in its place is also shown.

The following is the method of

using this apparatus. In the first

place the board is fixed to a table

;

then, a sheet of smooth writing-

Fig. 498.

34
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paper is placed over the iron plate, beneath the edge of the blade, and

fixed there by attaching it with a little gum or paste to the board.

This paper receives the portions of plaster which run off in the process

of spreading. Sometimes a small trough is placed in front of the

blade to receive the surplus plaster, but the trouble of cleaning out

the trough is greater than that of removing the plaster from the

paper. The cloth is placed between the edge of the blade and the

paper, and the blade is so adjusted, by means of the nuts, that while

the cloth can be drawn through with tolerable facility, it nevertheless

occasions some friction. The plaster, in a semifluid state, is now

poured on to the cloth immediately behind the spreading-blade, and

the cloth is drawn through, steadily and not too rapidly, on the oppo-

site side. If the coating of plaster is found to be too thick, the blade

must be depressed a little more, care being taken that this is done

equally at both ends. Should a knot occur in the cloth, so as to pre-

vent it from passing beneath the blade, it will be necessary to unscrew

one or both of the nuts to admit of its passage, and then to restore

the blade to its original position. It would be found advantageous to

examine the cloth before commencing the spreading of the plaster,

and to remove any knots that may be found in it. The examination

is conveniently effected by passing the cloth through the apparatus,

screwed rather close, before adding the plaster, the apparatus itself

being the best test of the absence of knots.

The strips of plaster, after being spread, should be hung across a

line in a cold cellar, and left there for ten or twelve hours, to harden.

They may then be rubbed over with a little soap, which prevents their

adhering together when rolled up.

Cerated cloth is made by drawing strips of calico or linen through

a melted mixture of eight parts of white wax, four parts of olive oil,

and one part of Venice turpentine ; and subsequently, before the ad-

hering mixture has cooled, passing the slips between two wooden

rollers, by which the superfluous cerate is removed.

Court-plaster is prepared by spreading a solution of isinglass over

the surface of silk. The solution is made by soaking two ounces of

the best isinglass in sixteen ounces of water, and when the former

has become soft, adding sixteen ounces of rectified spirit. The mix-

ture is digested, with the heat of a water-bath, in a partially closed

vessel, until solution has been effected, and the product is then strained

through linen.

The silk on which the plaster is to be spread is stretched by means

of an apparatus similar to fig. 496, and the solution is then laid on.
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wliile in a fluid state, with a camel's-hair brush, several successive

layers of it being applied as the preceding ones have become dry.

It is frequently recommended that a thin coat of an alcoholic

solution of balsam of Peru, or resin of benzoin, should be applied

over the surface of the last layer of isinglass ; but this addition is of

very questionable advantage, as it is apt to occasion irritation of the

part to which the plaster is attached. The silk used for the purpose

may be black, white, or flesh-coloured.

Transparent isinglass plaster is now frequently used for surgical

purposes. It is made by spreading a solution of isinglass, similar to

that above described, over the surface of oiled silk or animal mem-

brane; the latter answers best. The peritoneal membrane of the

caecum of the ox is prepared expressly for this purpose. The best

method of applying the gelatinous solution is, to stretch the moist

membrane over the surface of a flat board, attaching it by small nails

at its extreme edges. When the membrane has dried, the gelatinous

solution is brushed over it^ with a flat varnishing brush, the motion of

the brush being maintained in one direction, as in painting wood.

This coating is allowed to dry spontaneously, and then another is

applied in a similar way, only observing to move the brush in a direc-

tion at right angles with that previously adopted. Four or five coats

are thus successively laid on, changing the direction of the brush each

time, and using rather a thinner gelatinous solution for the last coat

than for those preceding. When a sufiicient coating of gelatin has

been thus formed, the membrane is to be turned over on the board, so

as to bring the uncoated surface upwards, and a thin coat of drying

oil is to be applied on this side.

Blistering-tissue^ which is sometimes substituted for the ordinary

blistering-plaster, is prepared in the following way. Any quantity of

powdered cantharides is treated with ether until it is entirely ex-

hausted. This will be best efi"ected by the use of the apparatus de-

scribed at page 264, fig. 263. The ether is subsequently distilled off

by the heat of warm water, when a greenish oily residue, of the con-

sistence of butter, will be obtained. This is a powerful vesicating

agent. It is mixed with twice its weight of melted white wax, and

the mixture is spread in a very thin layer over the surface of paper.

The spreading is best efiected by means of the apparatus fig. 497.

Cfout-paper is prepared in a similar way to that last described by

spreading a mixture of an ethereal or a spirituous extract of the bark

of mezereon root, with wax, spermaceti, and oil, over the surfiice of

paper.
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INHALATION.

The inhalation of the fumes of orpiment is said to have been prac-

tised in the time of Galen, and it is probable that from that time to

the present, medicines in the state of vapour have been occasionally

administered through the lungs.

In the latter part of the last century the attention of medical men

was prominently directed to this method of combating disease, by Dr.

Beddoes, who in conjunction with Mr. Watt and others, pursued a

lengthened course of experiments, with the view of determining the

action of various gases upon the human system, when inhaled. Sir

Humphry Davy commenced his career as a chemist in the capacity of

assistant to Dr. Beddoes, at the Pneumatic Institution, which was

established at Clifton, about the year 1796, for the administration of

gases.

More recently renewed interest has been excited with reference to

the subject of inhalation, in consequence of the remarkable effects

which have been found to result from the administration of the va-

pours of ether and chloroform.

It is probable that other substances, besides those which have

hitherto been used in this way, will be found to admit of advanta-

geous application, by administering them in a gaseous state through

the lungs ; and as chemists may expect to be applied to for assistance

in devising the best methods of operating in such cases, it may be

well to direct attention here to some of the conditions essential to the

successful administration of gases, vapours, and fumes.

The terms gas, vapour, and fume, will be here used in their popular

significations. By the term gas is meant an aeriform fluid which re-

tains this condition at all ordinary temperatures. The term vapour

is used to signify a solid or liquid body which has assumed the aeri-

form condition under the influence of heat, but which would return to

its original state when exposed to a diminished temperature. The

term /wwe signifies a vapour in the act of condensation, the condensed

particles being still suspended in the surrounding air. Fumes are

therefore distinguishable from gases and vapours in being visible, and

more or less opaque. Medicinal agents are administered by inhala-

tion in each of these three states.

Among the gases which have been employed therapeutically, are

'Oxygen, nitrous oxide, and chlorine. These substances, as the term
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applied to them indicates, being perfectly aeriform, may be collected

and retained, unmixed with other matter, in vessels suitable for their

reception. They are administered either in a pure or a diluted state.

Oxygen gas has been sometimes given alone, but more frequently

mixed with a portion of atmospheric air. The admixture may be

made with perfect accuracy, by means of the usual pneumatic appa-

ratus, and the mixed gases may be inhaled from a bladder or an oiled

silk bag, or directly from a gasometer.

Nitrous oxide gas, like oxygen, is given either alone or mixed with

atmospheric air. It is generally inhaled from a bladder or oiled silk

bag.

Chlorine cannot be administered alone. Even when considerably

diluted with common air the attempt to inhale it might prove fatal to

the individual. Extremely minute quantities only, mixed with air,

can be safely taken into the lungs. The usual and best method of

administering this gas is, to put some warm water into the bottom of

a bottle, such as fig. 499, furnished with two glass tubes inserted

through a cork ; to add about half an ounce of an aqueous solution of

chlorine to the water ; and then to inhale through the bent tube.

The mouth-piece is not required in this case, the inhalation being

efi"ected from the open end of the bent glass tube. As the patient

draws air out of the bottle through this tube, fresh air from without

enters through the straight tube, and, passing in bubbles through the

liquid, it carries a portion of chlorine with it, and thus becomes suflS-

ciently charged with the gas. There is no danger, in this way, of

getting too strong a dose.

The vapours of water, of acetic acid, of the volatile constituents of

certain plants, of tar, &c., have long been occasionally applied by in-

halation ; and within the last year or two the vapours of ether and

chloroform have been extensively administered in the same way, as

anaesthetic agents. In all these cases the substances administered are

incapable of existing in the aeriform state at the temperatures at

which they are inhaled, if exposed to the pressure of the atmosphere,

and unmixed with permanent gases.

A liquid, water for instance, does not assume the aeriform condition,

so as to be capable of resisting the pressure of the atmosphere and

occupying a space free from other matter, unless it has a large quan-

tity of heat in combination with it, and is maintained at a temperature

of at least 212°. Pure steam, therefore, cannot exist, under the pres-

sure of the atmosphere, at a lower temperature than 212°. When the

temperature falls below this point, condensation commences, and the
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vapour, which was invisible, becomeSj under certain circumstances,

converted into a. fume, which is visible steam containing a great num-

ber of minute globules of water, resulting from the condensation.

Other liquids, besides water, have certain temperatures at which

they are capable of maintaining the aeriform condition under the

pressure of the atmosphere, and these temperatures are called their

boiling points, the boiling of a liquid being the result of its transition

from the liquid to the aeriform state. Thus, ether boils at about 96°,

and chloroform at 141° ; and at these, but not at lower temperatures,

the vapours would be capable of occupying spaces free from other

matter, and of being inhaled in a pure state.

But the vapours of many liquids, in common with gases, have a ten-

dency to diflFuse themselves through aeriform fluids, and if the space

into which this diffusion takes place be occupied by a permanent gas,

the diffused vapour will be capable of maintaining its aeriform condi-

tion under pressures and at temperatures at which it could not other-

wise exist in this state. Thus, although the vapour of water is inca-

pable of occupying a space free from other matter, under the pressure

of the atmosphere, at a lower temperature than 212°, yet its vapour

diffuses itself into atmospheric air and other permanent gases, and

thus maintains the aeriform condition, at all common temperatures.

So, in like manner, the vapours of ether, of chloroform, and other

volatile liquids, readily diffuse themselves into air and gases gene-

rally, at low temperatures, and they thus become permanently aeri-

form under such conditions.

It is in the state of diff'usion with atmospheric air that the volatile

substances now under notice are administered by inhalation. The

diff'usion of the vapour of water, at temperatures below the boiling

point of that liquid, has been already alluded to in treating of spon-

taneous evaporation at page 299, but the object there has been to show

how diffusion affects the loss of a volatile liquid from an open vessel.

Here, we have to consider the circumstances affecting the accumula-

tion of the vapour of a volatile liquid in a space previously filled with

air. These circumstances may be thus briefly stated.

If a jar, partly filled with dry air, be inverted over water in the

pneumatic trough, and left there for some time, a portion of the water

will become converted into vapour, and this will difiuse itself equally

throughout the air, and will increase the volume of the aeriform con-

tents of the jar, displacing part of the water. At length, the further

accumulation of the vapour of water will cease ; diffusion will now

have taken place to the greatest extent possible under the circum-
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stances. During the formation of the vapour of water, which thus

becomes diffused into the air of the jar, a reduction of temperature

takes place, in consequence of some of the sensible heat of the air and

vaporizing liquid being rendered latent in the transformation of water

into steam. The diffusion, however, will not permanently stop until

the heat of the air in the jar has become equalized with that of sur-

rounding objects, for the temperature of the air will be found to set

the limit to the extent of diffusion. If, after diffusion has ceased, the

temperature be reduced, a portion of the vapour will immediately be

condensed ; or if, on the other hand, the temperature be raised, a

further portion of water will pass into vapour, which will undergo

diffusion. The extent of surface of the liquid exposed to the air will

influence the velocity with which diffusion takes place. The greater

the surface exposed, the more rapid will be the vaporization and con-

sequent diffusion.

Such are the conditions which are found to influence the diffusion

of the vapour of water, and the same conditions principally affect the

results in other cases.

The quantity of the vapour of a volatile liquid that can diffuse

itself into a given space filled with air,

will depend upon the temperature

maintained by the mixed atmosphere.

It will be equal to the quantity that

would diffuse itself into a vacuous space

at the same temperature. " The quan-

tity will vary, however, at any one

point of temperature, according to the

nature of the liquid.

The velocity with which the diffusion

of the vapour of a volatile liquid takes

place into a given space filled Avith air,

will depend upon the nature of the

liquid, the extent of surface exposed,

and the temperature at which the dif-

fusion occurs. It will be much less

rapid than it would be if it took place

into a vacuous space.

The most generally applicable form

of apparatus for the purpose of admi-

nistering diffused vapours by inhala-

tion, is that represented in fig. 499.

Fig. 499.

Inhaler.

It consists of a wide-mouthed
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bottle, to Avhich two tubes are adapted by means of a cork. The

straight tube dips into the liquid at the bottom of the bottle, and is

open at both ends; the bent tube passes only into the upper part of

the bottle, and the other end of it is applied to the mouth. Its use

in this way has been already described in alluding to the inhalation

of chlorine. The same form of apparatus has been employed for in-

haling the vapour of ether. In this case the ether is allowed to float

on the surface of some water at the bottom of the bottle, and the

vapour, having diffused itself into the air above, is inhaled through

the bent tube, to the end of which the valved mouth-piece is attached.

The latter is intended to prevent the expired air from passing into the

apparatus. The valves a ana *a, are two disks of glass, each resting on

a short piece of tube, and the whole contained in a larger tube, the

opening to the mouth-piece being midway between the two valves.

On inspiring, the lower valve opens and the upper one remains closed

;

on expiring, the lower one is closed, and the upper valve opens, and

allows the expired air to pass out through the orifice c.

Inhalers are made on the above principle, but without the valved

mouth-piece, in metal, and such are used for inhaling the vapour of

hot water, acetic acid, &c.

Fiff. 500.

Ether Inhaler.

In administering the vapour of ether, it is desirable to promote

rapid vaporization and diffusion, and for this purpose a more extended

evaporating surface is required than the stratum of liquid at the
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bottom of the bottle presents. This is provided by introducing into

the bottle some pieces of sponge wetted with ether, as shown in fig.

500. This apparatus is similar in principle to the preceding. The

straight tube through which the air enters the apparatus is furnished

with a stopper by which the loss of ether is prevented when the appa-

ratus is not in use.

The valved mouth-piece, represented in figs. 499 and 500, was first

made by Mr. Gilbertson at the suggestion of Mr. Bell. The valves,

and also the mouth-pieces are made of glass, and the latter may be

taken off and washed after using the instrument. There is a great

advantage in the glass valves, which is, that the operator can judge,

by the action of the valves, which are visible, of the quantity of

vapour that the patient is inhaling. When the inhalation ceases, the

valves, of course, remain closed.

Dr. Snow has recommended a form of apparatus for inhaling ether,

which, in addition to an extended evaporating surface, offers facilities

for regulating the temperature, and thus enables the operator to judge

of the proportion of ether vapour contained in the inspired air. Fig.

501 represents this inhaler.

Fig. 501.

Ether Inhaler.

A. Opening of pipe at which the air enters.

B. Termination of pipe in the tin box.
c. Point at which the flexible tube is removable

by unscrewing.

D. Mouth-piece.
E. Tin vessel, with the bottom removed, to

show its interior.

It consists of a round tin box, two inches deep, and four or five

inches in diameter, with a tube of flexible white metal, half an inch

in diameter, and about a foot and a half long, coiled round and sol-

dered to it. There is an opening in the top of the vessel, at its

centre, for putting in the ether, and afterwards attaching the flexible

tube belonging to the mouth-piece. In the interior is a spiral plate
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of tin, soldered to the top, and reaching almost to touch the bottom.

When used, the inhaler is to be put in a hand-basin of water, mixed

to a particular temperature, corresponding to the proportion of vapour

that the operator may desire to give ; and the caps being removed,

and the mouth-piece attached, when the patient begins to inhale, the

air gains the desired temperature in passing through the metal pipe

;

it then comes upon the surface of the ether, where it winds round

three or four times before entering the tube going to the mouth-piece,

thus insuring its full saturation, and preserving it at the desired tem-

perature. There is no valve, or any other obstruction to the air, till

it reaches the mouth-piece, which is of the kind used in other inhalers,

and contains the valves necessary to prevent the return of the expired

air into the apparatus.

Dr. Snow has published the following table, which indicates the

proportions of ether vapour and air in saturated mixtures at the

several temperatures named.

Temp.
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usual method adopted for administering this vapour in Scotland by

Dr. Simpson, and other eminent surgeons.

Fig. 502. Fig. 503.

Chloroform Inhalers.

Figs. 502 and 503 represent chloroform inhalers. The former

consists of a perforated metallic plate, which is placed over the mouth

of the 'patient, and in front of which there is a trough containing

some sponge moistened with chloroform. This apparatus also answers

very Avell for administering the vapour of ether. The apparatus fig.

503, is made of basket-work. A sponge, wetted with chloroform, is

put into the inner part of the apparatus, and this is covered by a

diaphragm, which intervenes between it and the mouth of the patient.

Dr. Snow uses an inhaler for administering the vapour of chloro-

form, which is constructed on a similar principle to that of his ether

inhaler, so that a regulated temperature can be maintained dui'ing the

process. He states that 100 cubic inches of air will take up the fol-

lowing quantities of the vapour of chloroform at the temperatures

indicated :^

Temperature.

50°

55 .

60

65 .

70

75 .

80

85 .

90

Cubic inches.

9

. 11

14

. 19

24

. 29

36

. 44

55

The vapour of tar has been administered by boiling common tar,
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together with some water, over a lamp or chaufer in the apartment

occupied by the patient, and allowing the vapours to diffuse themselves

through the room.

There are some substances which are occasionally administered by

inhalation, but which cannot be introduced into the lungs as perfectly

aeriform fluids, in consequence of their existing in that state only at

high temperatures, and being incapable of diffusion. They are, there-

fore, inhaled nsfmnes, the vapours being more or less condensed, and

the resulting solid or liquid particles being suspended in the air, and

thus conveyed to the lungs. Sulphuret of mercury is sometimes ad-

ministered in this way, and it is thus also that orpiment has been in-

haled. The inhalation is usually effected in cases such as those named

by sprinkling the substance, in powder, on to a hot brick or a hot iron,

such as a shovel, which has been heated to dull redness in the fire,

while the patient inhales the fumes which are carried upwards in the

current of heated air. Any attempt to convey the fumes through a

tube, unless there be a current of air passing through it, would be in-

effectual. There are some cases, however, in which a tube is used for

inhaling fumes, as for instance, in smoking tobacco.

The smoTcing of opium is an operation in which an active medicinal

agent is administered by inhalation in the form of fume or vapour.

The great energy exerted by the active principle of the opium under

these circumstances, seems to indicate that medicines, not usually

accounted volatile, might be thus applied with advantage.

Fig. 504 represents the apparatus employed in China for smoking

opium, and it may suggest the application of suitable means in other

Fig. 504.

similar cases. The opium is not used in its crude state ; an aqueous

extract of it is carefully prepared, which is kept in small pots (a).
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The pipe (b) consists of a wooden tube, near to one end of which is

fixed an earthen bowl, of a conical form, having a small aperture in

the centre of the top. A lamp (c) is used in the process, and also the

small iron instruments d.

The smoker having lighted the lamp, lays his head upon a pillow
;

taking a small portion of the extract of opium upon the point of one

of the instruments (d), he ignites it in the lamp, then introduces it

into the bowl of the pipe through the aperture at the top, applies the

bowl to the flame so as to heat it, and inhales the smoke at the open

end of the tube. A whiff or two is all that is derived from a single

charge of the pipe, and yet this is sufficient to produce the soothing

effects of the narcotic drug.



CHAPTER XVIII.

[apparatus for testing, reagents, directions for ascertaining

their purity.

apparatus for testing.

The pharmaceutist, although not a professed analytical chemist,

and not possessed of the requisite apparatus for conducting many of

the processes required in analysis, is nevertheless frequently called

upon, both for his own satisfaction and at the request of physicians,

to perform qualitative examinations of substances. The disposition

which exists to adulterate commercial chemicals is so great, that he

has constantly to be on the alert to avoid being imposed upon. A
pharmaceutical establishment should therefore be provided with a

set of reagents, a rack of test-tubes, a dozen watch-glasses, a small

platinum crucible, or capsule, or in the absence of these, a piece of

thick platina foil, a blowpipe, a few glass bulbs blown on tubes, test-

n
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papers, a glass alcohol lamp, a set of small porcelain capsules, a small

lamp-stand, half a dozen small glass funnels, some good filter-paper, and

a bottle of test-papers. These should be kept in a case, or closet, near
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at hand, where resort can be had to them at any moment. When the

apothecary has had no tuition in this branch of chemistry, he can

render himself sufficiently acquainted with the general details of

qualitative analysis, and become familiar with the action of tests, by

experimenting with reagents on known compounds. The following

list of reagents, and the directions for ascertaining the purity of tests

and their principal uses, is taken verbatim from Bowman's Practical

Chemistry, which little work strongly recommends itself to the phar-

maceutist.

REAGENTS.

The following is a list of the reagents, &c., usually employed in

testing and analysis :

—

Sulphuric acid, strong and dilute.

Hydrochloric acid.

Nitric acid.

Nitrohydrochloric acid (aqua regia).

Oxalic acid.

Acetic acid.

Tartaric acid.

Hydrosulphuric acid (sulphuretted hydrogen).

Ammonia.

Hydrosulphate of ammonia.

Carbonate of ammonia.

Oxalate of ammonia.

Phosphate of soda and ammonia (microcosmic salt).

Potash.

Carbonate of potash.

Nitrate of potash.

Iodide of potassium.

Chromate of potash.

Cyanide of potassium.

Ferrocyanide of potassium (yellow prussiate of potash).

Ferridcyanide of potassium (red prussiate of potash).

Antimoniate of potash.

Carbonate of soda.

Phosphate of soda.

Borax.

Lime water.
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Sulphate of lime.

Chloride of calcium.

Chloride of barium.

Nitrate of baryta.

Perchloride of iron.

Nitrate of cobalt.

Sulphate of copper.

Ammonio-sulphate of copper.

Acetate of lead.

Subacetate of lead.

Nitrate of silver.

Ammonio-nitrate of silver.

Perchloride of mercury.

Protochloride of tin.

Perchloride of gold.

Bichloride of platinum.

Sulphate of indigo.

Solution of starch.

Black flux.

Distilled water.

Alcohol.

Litmus and turmeric paper.

DIRECTIONS FOR ASCERTAINING THEIR PURITY.

Most of these substances, as they are met with in commerce, being

always more or less impm-e, and, as those even which are sold in the

shops as pure reagents, are not unfrequently found, on examination,

to be otherwise ; it is always necessary, before taking a reagent into

use, to ascertain by experiment whether it is of sufficient purity for

the purpose? for which it is intended. It may be stated as a general

rule, that, when a chemical substance is required for use in analysis,

it ought to be as nearly pure as possible ; while, for many of the other

operations of chemistry, the substances which are usually met with in

commerce are sufficiently pure. The following brief remarks relative

to the more common impurities of reagents, together with their prin-

cipal uses, will probably be found useful to the student.

Sulphuric Acid (H0,S03).

Sulphuric acid, as found in commerce, is never pure. The most
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common impurities are sulphate of lead, nitric acid, or binoxide of

nitrogen, and occasionally arsenic, and other saline matters.

(a) If it contains the first, it will become tui'bid when diluted with

four or five times its bulk of water, owing to the sulphate of lead,

which is soluble in strong acid, being insoluble in the dilute.

(b) Nitric acid, or the binoxide of nitrogen, is detected by warming

a little of the acid in a test tube with a small crystal of protosulphate

of iron ; or by boiling a small portion tinged with a solution of sul-

phate of indigo, when, if nitric acid is present, the blue colour will

disappear.

(e) Arsenic may be detected by Marsh's test.

(d) Any fixed saline impurity remains as a residue when a few drops

of the acid are evaporated on platinum foil.

The uses of sulphuric acid are very numerous. Besides being em-

ployed extensively in many branches of manufacture, it is used in the

laboratory as a powerful decomposing agent ; owing to its strong

affinity for bases, nearly all saline compounds are decomposed by it,

and its solvent powers are also very great. It is often employed for

the purpose of decomposing organic matter ; also in the preparation

of hydrogen, hydrosulphuric acid, and other gases ; as a test for cer-

tain metals, and for many other purposes.

When dilute sulphuric acid is required, it is prepared by mixing

together one part of the strong acid with four parts of distilled water,

always adding the acid to the water, which should be kept constantly

stirred, and allowing the precipitated sulphate of lead (if any) to sub-

side, after which the clear liquid may be poured ofi".

Hydrochloric Acid (HCl).

This acid, in the form met with in commerce, is never pure, usually

containing sulphuric acid and chloride of iron, and occasionally free

chlorine and traces of arsenic.

(a) Evaporate a drop or two on platinum foil : if pure, no residue

is left.

(6) Dilute a portion with four or five times its bulk of distilled water,

and add a drop of chloride of barium : if sulphuric acid is present, a

white precipitate is produced.

(c) Add ammonia in excess : a brown precipitate indicates iron.

id) Boil a little of the acid, tinged with sulphate of indigo : if it

contains free chlorine, the blue colour is bleached.

(e) Arsenic may be detected by Marsh's test.

35
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The uses of liydrochloric acid are very numerous, especially in ana-

lysis, in which it is of constant value as a solvent for substances whicli

are insoluble in water ; most of the metals dissolve readily in it, form-

ing soluble chlorides, and it is occasionally used to precipitate silver

and mercury from their solutions.

When dilute hydrochloric acid is required, the strong acid may be

diluted with about twice its bulk of water.

Nitric Acid (H0,N05).

Nitric acid, as met with in commerce, usually contains sulphuric

and hydrochloric acids, and occasionally a little fixed saline matter.

(a) The latter may be detected by evaporating a few di'ops on pla-

tinum foil, when any fixed impurities will be left.

Dilute a little of the acid with water, and divide it into two portions.

{b) To the first, add chloride of barium : if a white precipitate is

produced, sulphuric acid is present.

(c) To the other add nitrate of silver : a white precipitate, soluble

in ammonia, indicates hydrochloric acid.

Nitric acid is used chiefly as a solvent for substances which are in-

soluble in water, especially some of the metals, which it readily oxi-

dizes, and converts into nitrates, nearly all of which are soluble in

water. It is, also, frequently employed to raise compounds to a higher

state of oxidation, as in converting the protoxide of iron into the

peroxide.

When dilute nitric acid is requii'ed, it may be prepared by mixing

one part of the strong acid with two parts of distilled water.

Nitrohydrochloric Acid {Aqua Regia).

This is always prepared when required, by mixing together strong

nitric and hydrochloric acids, usually in the proportion of one part of

nitric to four of hydrochloric. Its chief uses depend on its intense

oxidizing or chlorinizing properties, whereby the most refractory

metals, some of which resist the action of all other acids, are brought

into solution.

Hydrosulphuric Acid (HS). [Sulphuretted Hydrogen.)

This reagent, whether required in the gaseous form or in solution.
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is always prepared in the laboratory.

Fragments of sulphide (sulphuret) of

iron (FeS) are placed in a bottle, a, and

treated with dilute sulphuric acid (which

for this purpose should consist of one

part of acid and eight parts of Avater),

which disengages the gas. The gas

thus formed, is passed through water

contained in the second bottle, h, for

the purpose of purifying it from any

sulphuric acid and iron that may have been carried over mechanically,

and is then conducted by the bent tube, /, into a bottle of distilled

water, when an aqueous solution of the gas is required, or into a jar

containing any solution which it is intended to act upon.

In most cases of mere testing, the aqueous solution is the most con-

venient form in which to apply it. The water should be saturated

with the gas, of which it is capable of retaining in solution about its

own volume ; this may be judged of by its strong disagreeable smell,

resembling that of rotten eggs, and by its giving a copious white pre-

cipitate of sulphur when treated with perchloride of iron. It should

also be tested for iron, which it sometimes contains when carelessly

prepared : if such is the case, it becomes dark coloured on the addi-

tion of ammonia, owing to the formation of sulphide of iron. The

solution should not be kept long, as it is liable to decompose, unless

carefully kept from the air, the oxygen of which combines with the

hydrogen to form water, while sulphur is deposited.

When it is required to precipitate, by hydrosulphuric acid, the whole

of any metal in a solution, it is necessary to pass the gas at once into

it ; and this should be continued until the liquid is saturated, which

is known by removing the gas-delivering tube, and blowing away the

superincumbent air, when, if it smells distinctly of the gas, the solu-

tion may be considered saturated, and the whole of the metal must

have been converted into sulphide.

The important uses to which hydrosulphuric acid is applied, render

it of great value in many processes of analysis. It precipitates many

of the metals from their solutions as insoluble sulphides, and is one of

the reagents employed in determining the class to which an unknown

metal in solution belongs. It is also extensively used in quantitative

analysis, on account of the perfect manner in which it separates the

whole of many of the metals from their solutions. Hydrosulphuric

acid is also sometimes useful as a deoxidizing agent, reducing metallic
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oxides in solution to a lower degree of oxidation, as the peroxide of

iron to the protoxide : this property is owing to the facility with

which it is decomposed, yielding up its hydrogen to the oxygen of the

oxide, while the sulphur is usually set free.

Oxalic Acid (HOjCaOg).

Oxalic acid occasionally contains traces of nitric acid (which causes

it to deliquesce in damp air, and to have a slightly acid smell), and

also fixed saline matter.

(a) The first may be detected by boiling the solution with a drop

or two of sulphate of indigo.

(h) The latter, if present, is left as a fixed residue after ignition on

platinum foil.

It is easily purified by recrystallization.
^

The chief use to which oxalic acid is applied in analysis, is to pre-

cipitate lime from its solutions. (See also Oxalate of Ammonia.) For

use as a test, one part of the crystallized acid may be dissolved in ten

parts of water ; but, as the solution is liable to decompose, it is better

to keep it in the solid state, and to dissolve a little when wanted.

Acetic Acid (HO^C^HgOg).

This acid is often contaminated with one or more of the following

substances : sulphui'ic, sulphurous, hydrochloric, and nitric acids, lead,

and other saline matter.

(a) Any fixed impui'ity may be detected by heating a little on pla-

tinum foil.

(5) Add to a portion of the diluted acid, a solution of chloride of

barium : if sulphuric acid is present, a white precipitate, insoluble in

nitric acid, is thrown down.

(c) Boil a little of the acid with a very small quantity of peroxide

of lead : if the latter becomes white (owing to its conversion into sul-

phate of lead), sulphurous acid is present.

{d) Nitrate of silver, added to the diluted acid, gives a white curdy

precipitate, which is insoluble in nitric acid, if any hydrochloric acid

is present.

(e) Boil a little of the acid, tinged with sulphate of indigo : if the

colour is bleached, it is probably owing to the presence of nitric acid.

(/) Neutralize a small portion with ammonia, and add hydro-

sulphuric acid or hydrosulphate of ammonia : if lead or any other
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metallic matter is present (except the alkalies and alkaline earths)

a precipitate is produced.

Acetic acid is chiefly employed in the laboratory as a solvent, and

for the purpose of acidifying solutions, in cases where hydrochloric

and nitric acids would act prejudicially.

Tartaric Acid (2HO,C8H,0,o).

Tartaric acid sometimes contains a trace of lime and sulphuric acid,

but is usually sufficiently pure for analytical purposes. The lime may
be detected by neutralizing a portion with ammonia, and adding

oxalate of ammonia ; and the sulphuric acid by chloride of barium.

Tartaric acid is used as a test for potash, with which it forms a

sparingly soluble bitartrate. Its property of preventing the precipi-

tation of iron and some other metals by the alkalies, is occasionally

made available in analysis. It should be kept in the solid state, and

a solution made when required, as when kept in solution it soon be-

comes mouldy ; for this purpose, the crystallized acid may be dissolved

in about three times its weight of water.

Ammonia (NH3).

The liquid ammonia of the shops is generally sufficiently pure for

most purposes of analysis ; it sometimes, however, contains traces of

carbonate, sulphate, and muriate of ammonia, and occasionally chlo-

ride of calcium. The carbonate is detected by adding lime water; the

sulphate by supersaturating with dilute nitric or hydrochloric acid,

and testing with chloride of barium ; the muriate of ammonia may be

detected by supersaturating with nitric acid, and adding nitrate of

silver ; and the lime (chloride of calcium) with oxalate of ammonia.

Ammonia is used chiefly for the purpose of neutralizing acid solu-

tions, and for precipitating metallic oxides from their solutions, most

of which are decomposed by it.

Sydrosulphate of Ammonia (NH4S,HS).

Hydrosulphate of ammonia is prepared by passing a stream of

hydrosulphuric acid gas through a solution of ammonia until it is

saturated. To ascertain whether the saturation is complete, a few

drops may be tested with sulphate of magnesia ; if the ammonia is

saturated, this gives no precipitate ; but if any free ammonia is left,
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it throws down the hydrate of magnesia. When first prepared, the

solution is ahnost colourless, but it gradually becomes yellow, owing

to partial decomposition, the oxygen of the air combining with the

hydrogen, while sulphur is set free, and remains dissolved ; when this

decomposition has taken place, the addition of an acid causes not only

the evolution of hydrosulphuric acid, but also precipitates the dis-

solved sulphur.

Hydrosulphate of ammonia is much used, both in qualitative and

quantitative analysis, chiefly for the purpose of precipitating certain

metals from their solutions, and for separating the metals of the third

class from the alkalies and alkaline earths.

Carbonate of Ammonia (2NH40,3C02).

The common carbonate of ammonia is a sesquicarbonate, or a com-

pound of the neutral carbonate and the bicarbonate. When the

neutral carbonate is required, and it is the best suited for most pur-

poses of analysis, it may be prepared in solution by dissolving one

part, by weight, of the crystallized sesquicarbonate in three or four

parts of water, and adding one part of liquid ammonia (sp. gr. 0-96).

It is frequently employed in analysis, to precipitate some of the

metals as carbonates : it is also used to neutralize acid solutions, and

for other purposes.

It is occasionally contaminated with traces of animal oil, and sul-

phate and muriate of ammonia.

{a) Heat a small fragment on platinum foil : if any fixed saline im-

purity is present, it will be left after ignition; and if any charring

takes place, it indicates the presence of animal matter.

(6) Supersaturate a little of the solution with nitric acid, and add

to one portion a few drops of chloride of barium : a white precipitate

insoluble in nitric acid, indicates sulphuric acid.

(c) To the other portion of the acid solution, add nitrate of silver

:

if any muriate of ammonia is present, it will cause a white curdy pre-

cipitate.

Oxalate of Ammonia (IS[H40,Ca03+Aq).

This salt, as met with in the shops, is sufficiently pure for all pur-

poses of analysis. Like oxalic acid, it is employed chiefly for the

purpose of precipitating lime from its solutions ; for this purpose it

may be dissolved in about six times its weight of water.
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Phosphate of Soda and Ammonia {3Iicrocosmie Salt).

(NaO,NH,0,HO,P05+8Aq).

This salt occasionally contains traces of chloride of sodium, which

may readily be detected by adding a few drops of nitrate of silver to

a solution of the salt, acidified with nitric acid, when a curdy white

precipitate indicates the presence of the chloride.

Microcosmic salt is used almost exclusively in blowpipe experiments

:

when heated, it is decomposed, the ammonia and water are expelled,

and soda, with excess of phosphoric acid, is left.

Potash (KO).

On account of its strong affinity for many substances, and its pro-

perty of readily decomposing others, caustic potash is rarely found

free from impurities. Those most commonly met with are organic

matter, sulphate and carbonate of potash, chloride of potassium, silicic

acid, and alumina.

(a) If organic matter is present, the solution of potash is more or

less brown, and, on evaporation, leaves a brown residue.

{h) Sulphuric acid is detected by diluting the potash with water,

supersaturating with nitric or hydrochloric acid, and adding chloride

of barium, when, if it is present, the white insoluble sulphate is thrown

down.

(c) If carbonic acid is present, lime water causes a white precipitate,

which is soluble with effervescence when the solution is supersaturated

with hydrochloric acid.

{d) A little of the diluted solution is supersaturated with nitric acid,

and tested with nitrate of silver : a white curdy precipitate, soluble in

ammonia, indicates chlorine or chloride of potassium.

(e) Neutralize a small portion with hydrochloric acid, and evaporate

to dryness : if the residue is not wholly soluble in hydrochloric acid,

silica is probably present.

(/) If alumina is present, it will be precipitated when the potash

solution is neutralized with hydrochloric acid, and treated with a slight

excess of ammonia.

Potash is used chiefly for the purpose of precipitating some of the

metallic oxides from their saline solutions, which it does on account

of its strong affinity for the acids with which they were in combination.

It is employed also for neutralizing acid solutions, decomposing

organic compounds, and many other purposes. A solution of potash
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having a specific gravity of about 1060, is a convenient strength for

most analytical purposes.

Carbonate of Potash (K0,C0a+2Aq).

This salt generally contains traces of sulphate and chloride, and

occasionally silica and alumina.

(a) A solution, supersaturated with nitric acid, and tested with

chloride of barium, gives a white precipitate if any sulphuric acid is

present,

[h) A solution similarly acidified, gives, with nitrate of silver, a

white curdy precipitate, if it contains chloride of potassium.

(c) Neutralize a portion of the solution with hydrochloric acid, and

evaporate to dryness : if the residue does not wholly dissolve when

treated with hydrochloric acid, silica is probably present.

{d) If carbonate of ammonia causes, in a neutralized solution, a

white gelatinous precipitate, alumina is probably present.

Carbonate of potash is frequently employed to precipitate metallic

oxides and carbonates from their soluble combinations, and Tor the

purpose of neutralizing acid solutions.

Nitrate of Potash (K0,N03).

Nitrate of potash often contains traces of sulphate and chloride, and

occasionally nitrates of soda and lime.

{a and h) Tlie sulphate and chloride may be detected with chloride

of barium and nitrate of silver.

(c) If lime is present, it causes a precipitate when the solution is

treated with oxalate of ammonia.

[d] The presence of nitrate of soda causes the salt to deliquesce in

a moist atmosphere.

It is used almost exclusively in the dry state, for the purpose of

oxidizing substances which resist other methods of oxidation ; this

property is owing to the oxygen of the nitric acid being loosely com-

bined, and at a high temperature readily yielded up to any substance

which has a strong affinity for it, such as sulphides, organic matters,

&c.

Iodide of Potassium (KI).

Iodide of potassium is often adulterated with carbonate of potash

;
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sulphate of potash and chloride of potassium are also often present.

It should always be in the form of well-defined (cubical) crystals, as

the adulterated varieties are readily distinguishable by their imperfect

crystalline form.

(a) Add a little dilute hydrochloric acid ; if effervescence takes

place, some carbonate is present.

(b) If sulphates are present, they may be detected by adding chlo-

ride of barium, which will, in that case, cause a white precipitate, in-

soluble in nitric acid.

(c) Add a little nitrate of silver ; this will cause a pale yellow pre-

cipitate of iodide of silver, together with chloride of silver, in case any

soluble chloride is present. To separate them, filter the mixture, and

after washing the precipitate, treat it with a slight excess of ammonia,

which dissolves the chloride (if any), and leaves the iodide undissolved

:

on neutralizing the ammoniacal solution with nitric acid, the appearance

of a white curdy precipitate indicates the presence of a chloride.

Iodide of potassium is employed chiefly as a test for lead, mercury,

and occasionally some of the other metals. For use as a reagent, one

part of the salt may be dissolved in ten parts of water.

Chromate of Potash (KOjCrOg).

This salt occasionally contains traces of sulphate of potash, which

is readily detected by precipitating a little of the solution with nitrate

of baryta, and adding an excess of nitric acid, which redissolves the

chromate of baryta, Avhile any sulphate remains insoluble.

It is employed as a test for several of the metallic oxides, with

many of which it forms insoluble salts (chromates) of characteristic

colours, as the chromate of lead, which is bright yellow. For use as

a reagent it may be dissolved in ten times its weight of water.

Cyanide of Potassium (KCy).

Cyanide of potassium is sometimes used in blowpipe experiments,

and also as a liquid test. It should be colourless, and entirely soluble

in water.

Ferrocyanide of Potassium (K2,FeCy3+3Aq). [Yellow Prussiate

of Potash.)

This salt, as met with in commerce, is sufficiently pure for the pur-
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poses of testing. It is employed as a test for the persalts of iron,

with which it forms a deep blue precipitate of sesquiferrocyanide of

iron, or prussian blue. It gives characteristic precipitates, also, with

some other metals. For use as a reagent one part of the salt may be

dissolved in fifteen or twenty parts of water.

Ferridcyanide of Potassium (KgjFeaCyo). {Red Prussiate

of Potash.)

It occasionally contains traces of the yellow prussiate, which is

easily detected by the solution giving a blue precipitate with perchlo-

ride of iron. It is used as a test for the protosalts of iron, with which

it forms a blue precipitate of ferridcyanide of iron, which is similar in

appearance to that formed by ferrocyanide of potassium with the per-

salts. It may be dissolved in ten or fifteen parts of water.

Antimoniate of Potash (K0,Sb05).

This substance seldom or never contains any impurity that can in-

terfere with its action as a test for soda, which is the only use to which

it is applied in the laboratory. It must be kept in a well-stoppered

bottle, and carefully excluded from the air, as the carbonic acid is

liable to decompose it, and cause a precipitation of antimonic acid.

Carbonate of Soda (NaOjCOa+ lOAq).

The best method of preparing pure carbonate of soda, is to ignite

the crystallized bicarbonate, when the second equivalent of carbonic

acid and the water are expelled, and pure anhydrous carbonate is left.

The salt of commerce frequently contains a little sulphate and chloride,

which may be detected in the manner already detailed. The more

impure varieties contain also traces of sulphide of sodium, and sulphite

and hyposulphite of soda. These may be detected by adding dilute

sulphuric acid and passing the evolved gas into a solution of acetate

of lead ; this should cause a white precipitate of carbonate of lead,

and not a brown one ; and no precipitation of sulphur should take

place on the addition of the acid.

It is employed for the same purposes as carbonate of potash ; also

as a flux for the blowpipe, and for fusing with insoluble silicates, &c.

For use as a liquid reagent, one part of the salt may be dissolved in

ten parts of water.
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Phosphate of Soda (2NaO,HO,P05+24Aq).

This salt sometimes contains a little sulphate and chloride. To

detect these impurities add to one portion in solution, chloride of

barium, and to the other nitrate of silver, and supersaturate both with

nitric acid : if the precipitate does not entirely dissolve in either case,

a sulphate or chloride is present.

It is employed chiefly as a test for magnesia, with which it forms,

in the presence of ammoniacal salts, the double phosphate of magnesia

and ammonia. For the purposes of testing, it may be dissolved in

ten parts of water.

Borax {Bihorate of Soda), (NaO,2BO3+10Aq).

Borax occasionally contains traces of sulphate and chloride, which

may be detected in the same way as in the phosphate of soda. It is

employed almost exclusively as a flux in blowpipe experiments, for

which purpose it is admirably adapted : the second equivalent of

boracic acid which it contains, exerts a strong afiinity for bases at a

high temperature, and is capable of displacing several acids from their

combinations ; it also forms many double compounds and mixtures

which are readily fusible.

Lime Water (CaO m water).

This reagent is prepared by digesting hydrate of lime in cold dis-

tilled water for an hour or two, stirring the mixture occasionally, and,

when the undissolved portion of the lime has subsided, pouring off the

clear solution, and filtering if necessary. As it is liable to spoil when

exposed to the air, owing to the absorption of carbonic acid, it should

be kept in a well-stoppered bottle.

Lime water should be sufficiently strong to turn the yellow colour

of turmeric instantly and decidedly brown ; and, when tested with car-

bonate of soda, should throw down a copious white precipitate of car-

bonate of lime. It is used as a test for carbonic acid and some of the

organic acids ; for expelling ammonia from its combinations, and for

many other purposes.

Sulphate of Lime {(j^0,'^0a+ 2A.(\).

Sulphate of lime being very sparingly soluble in water, is always
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used in the form of a saturated solution, wliich is prepared by digest-

ing the sulphate in water, stirring it occasionally, and pouring oiGF the

clear solution from the undissolved portion. It is used chiefly as a

test for some of the organic acids, and for distinguishing baryta from

strontia. The solution ought to give an immediate precipitate of sul-

phate of baryta, when tested with chloride of barium.

Chloride of Calcium (CaCl).

This substance occasionally contains a little free acid, and traces of

iron. The first is detected by test-paper, and the latter, if present,

causes hydrosulphate of ammonia to throw down in the solution a

black precipitate, or to impart a greenish tint to the liquid. As a

reagent, chloride of calcium is employed chiefly in testing for some of

the organic acids. It is also of great use in the laboratory as a dry-

ing agent, having so strong an affinity for water, that a moist gas

passed over it, is rapidly and completely deprived of its water. For

this purpose the chloride need not be absolutely pure : it should not be

fused, but merely dried, as the unfused is more porous, and conse-

quently offers a larger amount of surface to any gas passed over it.

Chloride of Barium (BaCl-f2Aq).

Chloride of barium sometimes contains traces of iron and lime. It

should not be discoloured by hydrosulphate of ammonia, and, after

being treated with a slight excess of sulphuric acid, and filtered, the

clear solution should leave no fixed residue when evaporated on pla-

tinum foil ; because the whole of the baryta is separated by the sul-

phuric acid, and any other fixed matter must be some impurity.

It is used chiefly for the purpose of testing for acids, especially

sulphuric, with which it forms the insoluble sulphate of baryta. For

use, one part of the salt may be dissolved in ten parts of water.

Nitrate of Baryta (BaOjNOs).

Nitrate of baryta is liable to the same impurities as chloride of

barium, and they may be detected in the same way. It should also

be free from any chloride, which may be known by adding nitrate of

silver. Its uses are the same as those of chloride of barium, for which

it is occasionally substituted in cases when the addition of the

chloride would interfere with the subsequent stages of an analysis, as
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when we have to test for chlorides in the same solution. For use, it

may he dissolved in ten parts of water.

Percliloride of Iron (FeaClg).

This salt is liable to contain a little free acid, and traces of the pro-

tochloride. The free acid is detected in the manner described ; and

if any protosalt of iron is present, the solution gives a blue colour

with ferridcyanide of potassium. It is used as a test for some of the

organic acids, and is also sometimes useful in the determination of

phosphoric acid. It may be dissolved in five parts of water.

Nitrate of Cobalt (CoO,N05+6Aq).

This reagent is used chiefly for the detection of alumina, zinc,

magnesia, and some other substances, by means of the blowpipe. The

solution employed for this purpose, may contain one part of the salt

dissolved in ten of water.

Sulphate of Copper (CuO,S034-5Aq).

This salt is occasionally used as a test for arsenic, and for other

purposes : it may be dissolved in ten parts of water. The ammonio-

sulphate of copper, which is also used in testing for arsenic, is pre-

pared by adding ammonia to the solution of sulphate of copper, until

the precipitate at first formed is nearly all redissolved, when the solu-

tion is filtered, and kept for use.

Acetate of Lead (PbOjC^HgOg+SAq).

Acetate of lead is used as a test for several acids, which form with

oxide of lead insoluble salts. For testing, one part of the salt may

be dissolved in ten parts of water.

Suhacetate of Lead (3PbO,C4H303).

The suhacetate is prepared by boiling together equal weights of the

neutral acetate and protoxide of lead in water, and filtering the solu-

tion, which must be kept in a well-stoppered bottle, as it is easily de-

composed when in contact with the air, owing to the strong aJGfinity of
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the oxide of lead for carbonic acid. Both this and the neutral acetate

are used in testing for hydrosulphuric acid, and for some of the other

acids, especially carbonic.

Nitrate of Silver (AgOjNOs).

This reagent is sometimes adulterated with nitrate of potash, and

occasionally contains traces of copper and lead. When precipitated

by a slight excess of hydrochloric acid, the filtered solution ought to

leave no fixed residue when evaporated on platinum foil, as the whole

of the silver would be thrown down, and any impurity would remain

in solution. Copper is detected by adding ammonia in excess to the

solution, when it will give the liquid a blue tinge. Nitrate of silver

is used chiefly as a test for chlorine (chlorides and hydrochloric acid),

and also for phosphoric, and some of the other acids. For use as a

reagent, one part of the salt may be dissolved in twenty parts of

water.

The ammonio-nitrate of silver^ used as a test for arsenic, is pre-

pared by adding ammonia to a solution of the nitrate, until the pre-

cipitate at first thrown down is nearly all redissolved, and filtering

from the undissolved oxide.

Perchloride of Mercury (HgCla).

This is occasionally employed as a test for hydriodic and some other

acids, and also for some kinds of organic matter : for this purpose it

may be dissolved in twenty parts of water.

Protochloride of Tin (SnCl).

Protochloride of tin is prepared by boiling metallic tin in strong

hydrochloric acid, care being taken that a portion of the metal re-

mains undissolved, as otherwise a little perchloride might be formed

;

the solution is then filtered, acidified with a few drops of hydrochloric

acid, and diluted with about four times its bulk of water. A few

fragments of metallic tin should be kept in the solution, in order to

prevent the formation of any perchloride.

Protochloride of tin is employed chiefly as a test for gold and mer-

cury, and also as a deoxidizing agent, for which purpose it is well

adapted on account of its strong tendency to combine with oxygen or

chlorine.
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It occasionally contains traces of lead and iron, whicli may be de-

tected by adding hydrosulpbate of ammonia in excess to the solution,

when, if pure, the precipitate is wholly redissolved, but if either of

those metals is present, a black residue is left, since their sulphides are

insoluble in the hydrosulphate.

Perchloride of Crold (AuClg).

This reagent is used almost exclusively as a test for the protosalts

of tin, so that a very small quantity will be found sufficient for the

purposes of testing. One part of the salt may be dissolved in thirty

parts of water.

Bichloride of Platinum (PtClj).

Bichloride of platinum is employed only as a test for potash, soda,

and ammonia : it may be dissolved in about ten parts of alcohol.

Sulphate of Indigo.

This substance may be prepared in solution, by dissolving a little

indigo in strong sulphuric acid, and diluting the acid solution with

water, so as to form a pale blue liquid. It is used chiefly as a test

for nitric acid and chlorine, by which it is decomposed, and its colour

discharged.

Solution of Starch (CiaHjoOio).

This is made by gently boiling starch with water. It is employed

as a test for iodine, for which purpose small pieces of thread or paper

may be steeped in the solution, dried, and kept for use.

Black Flux.

Black flux is an intimate mixture of carbonate of potash and finely

divided charcoal, and is prepared by deflagrating in an iron spoon or

crucible, a mixture of two parts of bitartrate of potash and one of

nitre. It is used as a reducing flux in blowpipe experiments.
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Distilled Water (HO).

Pure distilled water is prepared by carefully distilling any of the

common kinds of water either in a still or retort, rejecting the first

and last portions. For many purposes, rain water, when collected at

a distance from towns or manufactories, and boiled and filtered, will

be found sufficiently pure ; but, in analytical experiments, distilled

water ought always to be used.

Before taking it into use, it should be tested with the following re-

agents :

—

[a) Litmus and turmeric paper, for free acids and alkalies.

(h) Chloride of barium for sulphates.

((?) Nitrate of silver for chlorides. The mixture shortly becomes

dark-coloured, especially if organic matter is present.

{d) Oxalate of ammonia for lime.

(e) Lime water for carbonic acid.

(/) Hydrosulphate of ammonia for any metals of the third or fourth

class.

{g) When heated on platinum foil, it should leave no trace of solid

residue.

Distilled water is used chiefly as a solvent, and for washing pre-

cipitates, besides many other purposes to which it is constantly

applied.

Alcohol (C,H3,0,H0).

The alcohol commonly used in chemical experiments should have a

specific gravity of about 0*83, except in cases where absolute alcohol

is required, when it should be 0-796. When evaporated on platinum

foil, it should leave no residue, and should not change the colour of

litmus paper. It is used chiefly as a solvent, and for the purpose of

facilitating the precipitation of substances which are less soluble in it

than in water.
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TABLE I.

Showing the Quantity of Oil of Vitriol (H0,S03) of sp. gr. 1-8485, and of

Anhydrous Acid (SO3) in 100 Parts of Dilute Sulphuric Acid, of differ-

ent Specific Gravities ( Ure).

Liquid Acid.
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Liquid Acid.



TABLE FOR DENSITY OF HYDROCHLORIC ACID. 563

Specific

Gravity.



564 TABLE FOR DENSITY OF ACETIC ACID.

Acid
of 128
in 100.
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Hydr. Acet.
Ac. in

100 parts.



566 TABLES FOR DENSITY OF SOLUTIONS OF SODA, ETC.

TABLE VI.

Showiiig the Quantity of Anhydrous Soda (NaO) in Solutions of different

Specific Gravities {Dalton).

Specific

Gravity.
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TABLE VIII.

Showing the Quantity of Absolute Alcohol (C^HgO,HO) contained in

Diluted Alcohol of Different Specific Gravities (^Lowitz).

100 parts.
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100 parts.
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Acetic acid as a test, 548.

extracts, 310.

solutions, 279.

Acetate ot lead as a test, 557.

Aciditntery, 384.

Acidimeter, Baume's, 63.

Adapter, 321.

Aids to dispensing, 4G6.

Air-furnace, or wind-iurnace, 80.

Air-tight filter, 199.

Alarum, laboratory, 123.

Alcohol for analysis, 560.

as a menstruum, 337.

Alcoholic and ethereal solutions for extracts,

and for tinctures, 262.

Alcohometer, Gay-Lussac's, 65.

Alcoolatures, or preserved juices, 278.

Alkalimeter, 383.

Alkalimetry, 382.

Alsop's minim-meter, 46.

Ammonia as a test, 549.

apparatus for generating, 398.

Ammonio-nitrate of silver, 558.

sulphate of copper, 557.

Antimoniate of potash as a test, 554.

Anhydrous phosphoric acid, apparatus for

preparing, 372.

Apparatus, Bemdorf's, 107, 111-116.
for bleaching sponge, 397.

for destructive distillation, 367.

for displacement, 259, 260, 264, 270, 272.

Gilbertson's, 270.

carbonic acid, 387, 388, 391.

for distillation, 114,316,322, 323, 328, 339.

drug grinding, 152-158.

Gadda's condensing, 114.

for generating ammonia, 398.

chlorine, 396.

hydrogen, 393.

Henry's, lor calomel, 364.

for lixiviating crude soda, 239.

Mohr's, for digesting with ether, 246.

for benzoic acid, 361.

for making ethereal tinctures, 264.

for powdering drugs, 151.

for preparing heavy carbonate of mag-
nesia, 380.

lead plaster, 420.

phosphoric acid, 372.

spread plasters, 524.

extracts in vacuo, 294.

for reduction by hydrogen, 394.

for reducing iron by hydrogen, 395.

spreading plasters, 527, 528.

sulphuretted hydrogen, 393, 548.

sifting, 160.

spontaneous evaporation, 303.

steam, 107.

for laboratory, 135.

stirring extracts, 121.

subliming benzoic acid, 361.

calomel, 364, 365.

Apparatus, Smith's displacement, 260.

Soubeiran's ether digesting, 246.

for taking specific gravities, 57.

vacuum, 297.

Wohler's, for prussic acid, 342.

Woulf's, 401, 402, 404.

Application of heat in distillation, 324.

Aqueous extracts, 248.

x\reometers or hydrometers, 61.

Arnott's, Dr. ventilating valve, 25.

Arrangement for continuous displacement,
272.

filtration, 203.

for cutting glass, 436.

Arrangements of the dispensing counter,

29, 30.

of shop, 18.

for distillation, 328.

for gas-lighting and ventilation, 22.

general, 17.

lor heating the shop, 22.

for ventilating the shop, 24.

Arsenic, sublimation of metallic, 366.

B.

Bags, dusting, 150.

press, 233.

Balance-case for apothecaries, 45.

Balance, method of holding the, 48.

Bath, sand, 112, 325.

steam, 291.

water, 290.

Baume's acidometer, 63.

hydrometers, 63.

spirit hydrometer, 64.

Beer-knot, 432.

Beindorf's apparatus, 107, 111, 116.

condenser, 113.

decoction press, 478.

Bellows for blowpipe, 442.

double, 84.

Bending of glass tubes, 439-441.

Bent tubes, 441.

Benzoic acid, sublimation of, 361.

Benzoated lard, 417.

Bichloride of platinum as a test, 559.

Binding knot, 430.

Black flux, 559.

Black's blowpipe, 101,

Blast-furnace, 83.

common, 88, 90.

Blistering tissue, 531.

Blower, centrifugal, 89, 306.

Blowing bulbs on tubes, 446.

machine, 89, 306.

Blowpipe, Dr. Black's, 101.

flame, 102.

gas, 100, 447.

glass-blowers, 442.

mode of using the, 102.

Pepys's, 101.

syringe, 101.

water, 442.
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Blowpipe, water, mode of using, 443.
Wollaston's, 101.

Blowpipes, 100.

Boiler of Beindorf 's apparatus, 108.
gauge, 110.

steam, 129, 130, 132.

Borax as a reagent, 555.

Boring and drilling glass, 438.
Bottle, specific gravity, 60.

stoop, 33.

Bottles, stoppering of, 423.
wash-, 208.

Woulf's, 401.
Box, granulating, 171.

Boxes, store-room, 35.

Bramah's hydraulic press, 226, 229, 234.
Bromine, pipettes for decanting, 186.
Bucket, specific gravity, 59.

Bulbs, blowing, on tubes, 446.
Bumping in distillation explained, 330.
Burners, gas, 95.

Burnt plaster, 422.

Calomel, sublimation of, 362.
Calcination, process of, 368.

of magnesia, 369,

Canisters, japanned, for herbs, 28.
Capped retorts, 322.
Capping knot, 429.
Capsule mould, 510.
Capsules, 510.

filling of, 512.

membrane, 513.

preparation of, 511.

Carbonate of ammonia as a test, 550.
of potash as a reagent, 552.

of soda as a reagent, 554.
Carbonic acid apparatus, 387, 388, 391.

generation and absorption of, 390.
Carbonization, 367.

Cartier's hydrometer, 64.

Casting of zinc, potash, and lunar caustic,
460.

Cataplasms, 515.
Cellar, store, 36.

Centrifugal blower, 89, 306.
Cerate, simple, 412.

Cerates, 412.

and ointments, 412.

Cerated cloth, 530.

Champagne knot, 433.

Charcoal, animal, 202, 210.
filter for decolorizing, 211.

Chinese cutting trough, 145.

Chloride of calcium as a test, 556.
of barium as a test, 556.
of gold, per-, as a test, 559.
of iron, per-, as a test, 557.
of mercury, per-, as a test, 558.

Chlorine gas, bleaching with, 397.

generation and absorption of, 396.
water, preparation of, 397.

Chloroform inhalers, 539.
Chopping trough, 140.

Chromate of potassa as a test, 553.
Circulatory displacement, 238.
Clarification, 208.

of syrups, 280.

Classification of extracts, 308.
Closed operating chamber or closet, 461.

Closet, drying, 300, 305.

Coarse comminution of vegetable sub-
stances, 140.

Coating glaaf with copper, 455.
vessels with silver, 339.

Cohesion and adhesion in oil of vitriol,

forces of, 332.

of water, forces of, 333.
Coke, 76.

Collyriums, 514.

Comminution, coarse, of vegetable sub-
stances, 140.

Common blast-furnace, 88, 90.

portable furnace, 92, 94.

worm tub, 113.

Condenser, Beindorf's, 109.

common, 114.

ether, 358, 359.

Gadda's, 114.

Kolle's, 114.

Liebig's, 323, 324.

Mitscherlich's, 115.

Mohr's spirit, 118.

stoneware, 347.

Conical filter-bag, 190.

mould for levigated chalk, 157, 173.

Connecting and luting of apparatus, 450.
Connecters, gum-elastic, 450.

Conserves, preparation of, 494.
Consistence of extracts, 310.

Continuous displacement, 272.

filtration, 203.
Contusion, 146.

Cooling or condensing tub, 113.

Cooper's lamp-furnace, 99.

Cork borers, 351, 352.

squeezers, 31, 33.

Corrosive sublimate, apparatus for, 364.
Counter, dispensing, 28-30.
Court-plaster, 530.

Cover for mortar, 149.

Covering of pills with gelatin, 509.

Cradle-knife, 145.

Crucible furnace, 85.

Hessian, 78.

iron, 78.

platinum, 78.

porcelain, 78.

Crucibles, 78.

management of, 79.

Crushing of herbs, 307.

Crystallization, 373.

by sublimation, 373.

by fusion, 373.

from solutions, 374.

intermediate, 377.

Cucurbit and head, 108.

and false bottom, 108, 350.

Cup, saccharometer-, 281.

Cutting, drilling, and bending of glass, 435.
Cutting knife, 141.

knives, root, 35.

Mohr's self-supplying, 144.

trough, Chinese, 145.

D.

Decantation and washmg, 174.

over a greased rim, 176.

with a guiding rod, 175.

Decoction press, Beindorf's, 473.

process of, 247.

saucepan, 471.

Decoctions and infusions, 470.

Decoloration, 210.

of fixed oils, 411.

of resins, 212.

of syrups, 282.
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Deflagration, 369.

Desiccation of bottles, flasks, etc., 428.
Destructive distillation, 367.

Determination of specific gravities, 55.

Dicas's hydrometer, 67.

Digester, Chevreul's, 247.

Papin's, 368.

Digestion, 246.

and infusion, 118.

Dispensary or shop, 17.

Dispensing, aids to, 466.

counter, 28.

of medicines, 463.

Displacement apparatus, 259, 260, 264,
272.

continuous, 272.

Gilbertson's, 270.

Smith's, 260.

process of, 247, 252, 268.

Displacers, glass, 272.

for volatile liquids, 270, 272.

Distillation, 115, 314.

apparatus for, 1 14, 316, 322, 323, 338,
arrangements for, 317, 328.

dry or destructive, 367.

of essential oils, 348.

in glass vessels, 329.

of hydrocyanic acid, 341.

of oil of bitter almonds, 353.

black mustard, 353.

vitriol, 336, 337.

process of, 316.

of spirits, 118.

Distilled waters, 348, 560.

Division of shop into compartments, 27.

Donovan's filter, 201.

Double bellows, 84.

screw or horizontal press, 215.

Draughts, preparation of, 486.

Drawing out glass tubes, 443.

Drill for boring glass, 439.

Drilling or boring glass, 438.

Drug grinding, apparatus for, 158.

mill, 307.

Swift's, 152.

Drugs, pulverization of, 146.

apparatus for the, 151.

Dry or destructive distillation, 367.

Drying-closet, 300.

portable. 305.

room or loft, 36.

Dusting bags, 150.

E.

Effects of temperature, 106.

ElatJometer, 69.

Electuaries, preparation of, 494.

Elutriation, 173.

Embrocations, 514.

Emulsions, preparation of, 488.

Enemas, 514.

Escape for no.xious gases, 405.

Essence of ginger, process for, 273.

Essential oils, distillation of, 348.

preservation and rectification

356.

solution of, 339.

Ether condenser, 358, 359.

inhalers, 536, 537.

rectification of, 357.

Ethereal extracts and tinctures, 262.

tinctures, apparatus for making, 270.

Evaporating pans, 109.

Evaporation over the naked fire, 289.

270,

339.

of,

Evaporation, process af, 287.

spontaneous, 298.1

apparatus for,\303.

of solutions for extracts, 288.

surface, 120.

in vacuo, 293.

vessels for, 288.

by water-bath or steam-bath, 290.

of water, rates of, at ditferent tempera-
tures, 292.

Extraction of fixed stoppers, 424.

Extracts, apparatus for preparing, in vacuo,
294.

for stirring, 120.

acetic, 310.

aqueous, 248.

alcoholic, 309.

consistence of, 310.

ethereal, 310.

fluid, 311.

oleo-resinous, 310.

preparation of, 248, 262, 288, 308.

and tinctures, solutions for, 262.

preservation of, 311.

Extemporaneous pharmacy, 463-497.

F.

Fahrenheit's hydrometer, 62.

Faraday's gas-lamp, 24.

Ferridcyanide of potassium as a test, 554.

Ferrocyanide of potassium as a test, 553.

Filling capsules, 512.

Filter, air-tight, 199.

bag, conical, 190.

charcoal, 211.

Donovan's, 201.

frame, 191.

pattern, 196.

plain, 195.

modification of, 196.

plaited, 197, 198.

support, 195.

Taylor's, 192.

vacuum, 193.

Filtering, hot, 200.

media, 187.

Filters, construction of, 190.

of inorganic materials, 201.

paper, 194.

Filtration, 187.

continuous, 203.

Fixed oils, preparation of, by boiling, 409.

expression, 408.

solution, 410.

stoppers, modes of removing, 424.
Flame-furnace, 91.

Flasks, 325-329.

coated with copper, 325.

coating of, with copper, 456.
desiccation of, 428.

distillation with, 328, 339.
Florentine receiver, 351.

Fluid extracts, 311.

Fluxes, 370.

Forces of cohesion and adhesion in oil of

vitriol, 332.

in water, 333.
Fox, the furnace, 112.

Frame filter, 191.

Fuel for furnaces, 76.

Fumes, inhalation of, 540.

Funnel, porcelain, 195.

retort, 318.

steam, 109, 358.
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Funnel-tube, 318.

water-bath, 200.

well-formed, 194.

Furnace and appendages, portable, 344.
air or wind, 81.

blast, 83.

common blast, 88.

portable, 92-94.

for calcining magnesia, 369.

crucible, 85.

flame or reverberator}', 91.

gas, 96, 127.

Rickets's, 20.

Hood, 124, 406.

mi.xed gas, 20.

operations, 75.

and sand-pot for distillation, 343.

Seftstroem's, 86.

G.

Gadda's condensing apparatus, 114.

Galactometer, 70.

Gargles, 514.

Gas and alcohol lamps, 94.

blowpipe, 101, 447.

burners, 95.

carbonic acid, generation and absorption
of, 390.

chlorine, generation and absorption of,

396.

flame, solid, 95, 440.

furnace, Rickets's, 20.

furnaces, 20, 96, 127, 325.
lamp, Faraday's, 24.

lighting and ventilation, 22.

stove, 19.

Gases, generation and absorption of, 3S6.
inhalation of, 532.

Gay-Lussac's alcoholmeter, 65.

holder, 326.

Gelatin, coating of pills with, 509.
General arrangements, 17.

Generation and absorption of gases, 386.
Gilbertson's displacement apparatus, 270.
Gilding and silvering pills, 508.
Ginger, process for essence of, 273.
Glass-blower's blowpipe, 442.

Glass, boring and drilling of, 438.

bottles, stoppering of, 424.

cone for taking specific gravities, 70.

cutting, with a charcoal point, 437.
displacers, 272.

drill for boring, 439.
syringe, 48.

tubes, bending of, 441.
drawing out of, 443.

joining or cementing, 445.
sealing of, 443, 446.

hermetically, 446.

tubes, widening of, 445.
graduating, 449.

vessels, coating of, with silver, 339.
graduation of, 448.

Glasses, precipitating, 378.
Glycerin, preparation of, 421.
Gout paper, 531.

Granulating box, 171.
Granulation of gold and silver, 172.

iron, 172.

metals, 170.

salts, 376.

tin, 171.

zinc, 170.

Gravimeter, 63.

Gruff, 150.

Gum and sugar, coating of pills, 510.

H.

Hare's, Dr., hydrogen generator, 393.
Heating-bo.x, for drying-closet, 301.

the shop, arrangement for, 19.

Henry's apparatus for subliming calomel,
364.

Hermetically sealing glass tubes, 446.

Hessian crucibles, 78.

Holder, Gay-Lussac's, 326.
Hood, furnace, 124, 406.

Horizontal press, 215.

Hot air chamber, 110.

filtering, 200.

Hydraulic press, Bramah's, 226, 229, 234.

Hydrochloric acid as a test, 545.

Hydrocyanic acid, distillation of, 341.

Hydrogen generator, Dr. Hare's, 393.

reduction of metallic o.xides by, 394.

reduction of iron by, 395.

Hydrometer, Baume's, 63.

Cartier's, 64,

common, 63.
.

Dicas's, 67.

Fahrenheit's, 62.

for fixed oils, 69.

milk, 70.

Gay-Lussac's alcohol, 65.

Nicholson's, 62.

Sikes's, 66.

syrup, 68.

Twaddle's, 64.

urine, 68.

Zanetti's, 65.

Hydrometers or areometers, 61.

Hydrosulphate of ammonia as a test, 549.

Hydrosulphuric acid as a test, 546.

1.

Imperial measure, table of, 54.

weights, table of, 50.

weights and measures, standard of, 39.

Index, water, 110.

Incineration, 368.

Indicator for boilers, 110.

Infusion, process of, 245.

and digestion, 118.

pot, Squire's, 245, 472.

mug, Alsop's, 245.

Infusions and decoctions, 470.

Inhalation of chloroform, 538.

ether, 536.

fumes, 540.

gases, 532.

vapours, 534.

Inhalers, chloroform, 539.

ether, 536.

for opium fumes, 540.

Injections, 514.

Intermediate crystallization, 377.

pulverization, 162.

Iodide of potassum as a test, 552.

Iron, granulation of, 172.

hydrated sesquioxide of, as an anti-

dote, 379.

ring for cutting glass, 435.

Isinglass plaster, transparent, 531.

Joining or cementing glass tubes, 445.

Joint, water, 126.
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K.

Knife cradle, 145.

cutting or slicing, 141.

Mohr's self-supplying, 144.

rolling, 145.

root-cutting, 34, 35.

plaster, 526.

Knot, beer, 432.

binding, 430.

capping, 429.

champagne, 433, 434.

pyrotechnical, 431.

tying of, 429.

Kolle's condenser, 114.

Label-drawers, 31.

Labels, arrangement of, 31.

Laboratory, 34.

alarum, 123.

steam apparatus for, 135.

Lamp, Berzelius's, 98.

chimney, 98.

gas, Faraday's, 24.

glass spirit, 99.

furnace. Cooper's, 99.

Mitchell's, 97.

spirit, with double draught, 440.

Lead plaster, Shoemaker's apparatus for,

420.

process of making, 419.

Lever for removal of fixed stoppers, 425.

Levigated chalk, conical mould for, 157

173.

Levigating apparatus, spring for, 157.

vessel, 155.

Levigation, spring pestle for, 156.

Liebig's condenser, 323.

Lighting the shop, arrangements for, 22.

Lime water as a reagent, 555.

Linctus, preparation of, 494.

Liniments, 514.

Lif)iiefaction, 119.

Litmus paper, 381.

Lixiviation, 268.

Loft or drying-room, 36.

Lotions, 514.

Lovi's beads, 65.

Lozenges, preparation of, 495.

Lunar caustic, 460.

M.

Maceration, 245.

Machine, blowing, 89, 306.^

Magnesia, calcination of, 369.

furnace for calcining, 369.

Marble mortar for trituration, 153.

Means for preserving cleanliness, 465.

Measure, apothecaries' or wine, 54.

English apothecaries', 55.

French decimal, 55.

Imperial, 54.

Measures of capacity, 54.

Measuring and weighing, 38.

Mechanical stirrer, 120, 138.

Medicated honeys, 285.

syrups, 282.

vinegars, 279.

wines, 279.

Medicines, dispensing of, 463.

Mellites, 284.

Membrane capsules, 513.

Metals, granulation of, 170.

Menstrua, pharmaceutical, 236.

Method of charging a retort, 318.

holding the balance, 48.

holding measure-glass, 49.

of using test-papers, 382.

Methods of obtaining solutions, 235.

Mill, pugging, 307.

Minim-meter, Alsop's, 46.

Mitchell's lamp, 97.

retort-stand, 100.

separator, 186.

Mitscherlich's condenser, 115.

Miscellaneous operations, chiefly of a me-

chanical nature, 423.

Mixed gas furnaces, 20, 97.

Mixtures, preparation of, 484.

Modes of solution, 237.

Mohr's apparatus for benzoic acid, 362.

for digesting with ether, 246.

drying-closet, 302.

press for extractions, 251.

Real's press, 253.

self-supplying cutting knife, 144.

Mortar, cover for, 149.

and spring pestle, 37, 147.

for trituration, 153.

Mother-water, 375.

Mould, capsule, 510.

for casting potash and lunar caustic,

460.

zinc cylinder, 460.

Moxas, preparation of, 516.

N.

Neutralization, 381.

Nicholson's hydrometer, 62.

Nitrate of baryta as a test, 556.

cobalt as a test, 557.

potash as a test, 552.

silver as a test, 558.

ammonio, 558.

Nitric acid, 546.

Nitro-hydrochloric acid, 546.

Noxious gases, escape for, 405.

0.

Oil separators, 351-356.

of bitter almonds, 353.

black mustard, 353.

cod liver, 409.

of vitriol, 336.

force of cohesion and adhesion in,

332.

Oils, fixed, decoloration of the, 411.

preparation of the, 409.

essential, distillation of, 388.

rectification of, 356.

solution of, 339.

Ointment, iodine, 414.

mercurial, 414.

Ointments, 414, 514.

by chemical reaction, 417.

medicated, 414.

by mixing, 414.

by solution, 116.

Operating chamber or closet, closed, 461.

Operations, furnace, 75.

of glowing or heating to redness, 75.

Oxalic acid as a test, 548.

Oxalate of ammonia as a test, 550.

Oxidation, 371.

by chromic acid, 371.
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Oxidation by combination, 371.

by nitric acid, 371.

Oxide of iron, its separation from salts be-
fore crystallization, 376.

Oxygenation, 371.

P.

Pans, evaporating, 109.

Paper filters, 194.

litmus, 381.

red cabbage, 3S2.

turmeric, 381.

Papin's digester, 368.

Pastils for cutting glass, 437.

Perforated false bottom, 108.

Pepys's blowpipe, 101.

Perchloride of gold as a lest, 559,

iron as a test, 557.

mercury as a t,est, 558.

Pestle, spring, for levigation, 156.

and mortar, 37, 147.

Pharmaceutical menstrua, 236.

still, 345.

stove, 21, 125.

section of, 128.

Pharmacy, extemporaneous, 463, 497.

Phosphate of ammonia and soda, 551.

of soda, as a test, 555.

Pill-finisher, 507.

machine, 32.

mercurial, 504.

analysis of, 505.

Pills, coating of, with gelatin, 509.

gum and sugar, 510.

gilding and silvering, 508.

preparation of, 497.

excipienis for, 497.

powders for enveloping, 507.

Pipette for bromine, 1S6.

Pipettes, 184, 185, 186.

Plain filter, 195.

Plaited filter, 197, 198.

Plaster, burnt, 422.

knife, 526.

lead, preparation of, 419.

spatulas, 519.

transparent isinglass, 531.

Plasters, preparation ot spread, 516.

and soaps, 418.

apparatus for spreading, 524, 527, 528.

Plated still, 338.

Plunging syphon, 185.

Porphyrization, 154.

Porphyry slab and muller, 155.

Portable drying-closet, 305.

Portable furnace and appendages, 344.

common, 92, 94.

Pot, infusion, 245, 471.

Potash as a reagent, 551.

Potash, casting of, 4tiO.

Poultices, 515.

Powdered drugs, table of, 168.

Powder-folder, 33.

Powdering-room, 36.

Powders, preparation of, 492.

Precipitation, 377.

Precipitates, washing, 191, 206.

Precipitating vessels, 378.

Preparation of aqueous solutions for ex-
tracts, 248.

beef's marrow, 412.

capsules, 511.

draughts, 486.

drops, 488, 496.

Preparation of electuaries, conserves, &c.,
494.

emulsions, 488.

ethereal and alcoholic solutions, for ex-
tracts, 262.

extract of valerian, 308.

of extracts in vacuo, 248, 262, 294.
glycerin, 421.

heavy carbonate of magnesia, 379.
hydrated sesquioxide of iron, 379.
lard, 411.

lozenges, 495.

lead plaster, 418.

mixtures, 484.

moxas, 516.

oleo-resinous extracts, 309.

pills, 497.

pine-apple syrup, 283.

powders, 492.

preserved juices, 278.
and purification of fixed oils and fats, 408.
of resins, 212, 309.

resinous tinctures, 270.
simple syrup, 280.

soaps, 418.

strawberry syrup, 283.

spread plasters, 516.

tinctures by maceration as directed in

London Pharmacopoeia, 266.
tinctures by Dr. Burton's method, 267.
by displacement, 268.

of waxed paper, 458.
Preserved juices or alcoolatures, 278.
Preservation of cerates and ointments, 483.

and rectification of essential oils, 356.
of syrups, 284.

Press, the, 213.

bags, 233.

Bramah's hydraulic, 226-236.
Count Real's filter, 252.

Beindorf's decoction, 473.

Mohr's, for extractions, 251.

horizontal or double screw, 215.

lever, 226.

Mohr's modification of Real's, 253.
screw, 213.

vertical or single screw, 224.
wedge, 231.

wooden screw, 221.

Presses, tincture, 232.

Pressing-box, 222, 226.

Process of alkalimetry and acidimetry, 382.
of clarification, 208.

crystallization, 373.

displacement, 247, 252, 268.

distillation, 316.

in glass vessels, 329.

decoloration, 210.

filtration, 187.

evaporation, 286.

expression, 232.
precipitation, 377.

of sohiiion, 235.

Protochloride of tin as a test, 588.
Pugging mill, 307.

Purification of salts from oxide of iron, 376.
Pulverization of drugs, 146.

apparatus for, 151.

by mediation, 162.

Pyrotechnical knot, 431.

Q.

Quilled receivers, 316.
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R.

Rationale of the action of direct heat on or-

ganic matter, 290.

Reading the prescription, 475.

Reagents, list of, 542.

Real's, Count, press, 252.

Receiver, Florentine, 351.

quilled, 316.

tubulated, 315.

Rectification of essential oils, 356.

of ether, 357.

Red cabbage, infusion of, 381.

Reduction, process of, 369.

of iron by hydrogen, 395.

metallic oxides by hydrogen, 394.

apparatus for, 394.

Redwood's apparatus for preparing extracts

in vacuo, 294.

gas blowpipe, 100.

pharmaceutical stove, 125.

section of, 128.

Removal of fi.xed stoppers, 424.

Retort, badly formed, 314, 315.

capped, 322.

funnel, 318.

method of charging plain, 318.

with receiver and adapter, 321.

in sand-pot, 319, 344.

stand, 326.

Mitchell's, 100.

well-formed, 313, 314.

Reverberatory furnace, 91.

Rhubarb, torrefaction of, 366.

Rickets's gas stove or furnace, 20.

Ring for cutting glass, 435.

Roasting, process of, 369.

Rolling knife, 145.

Room, drying, 36.

powdering, 36.

store, 35.

Root-cutting knife, 34, 35.

Rouser, the, 354.

S.

Saccharine solutions, 280.

Saccharometer-cup, 281.

Saccharometers, 68.

Safety-tubes, 341, 400.

Sand-bath, 112, 325.

Saponification, 119, 418.

Screw press, 213.

Sealing glass tubes, 443.

Section of pharmaceutical stove, 128.

Seftstroem's furnaces, 86.

Selection of glass tubes, 439.

Separating funnel, 186.

Separator, Mitchell's, 186.

Separators, 186.

oil, 355.

Shoemaker and SmuU's steam generator,

132.

Shoemaker's apparatus for making lead

plaster, 420.

Shop, arrangement of, 18.

for heating, 19.

for lighting, 22.

ventilating, 24.

or dispensary, 17.

division of, into compartments, 27.

Sifting apparatus, 160.

Sikes's hydrometer, 66.

Silver, granulation of, 172.

solution of, 389.

Silvering and gilding of pills, 508.

Simple syrup, preparation of, 280.

Single screw or vertical press, 224.

Slicing knife, 141.

Slides, counter, 31.

Small plated still, 338.

Smith's displacement apparatus, 260.

Smoking of opium, 540.

Soap, amygdaline or medicinal, 418.

Soaps and plasters, 418.

Soaps, medicinal, 419.

preparation of, 418.

Solid gas flame, 440.

Solution, 119, 235.

of essential oils, 339.

of silver, 339.

of starch, 559.

Solutions, oily, 279.

saccharine, 280.

Sources and management of heat, 75.

Spatulas, plaster, 519.

Specific gravities, apparatus for taking, 57,71

.

determination of, 55.

Specific gravity beads, 65.

bottle, 60.

bucket, 59.

syphon, 73.

Spirit hydrometer, Baume's, 64.

lamp, with double draught, 440.

Berzelitis's, 98.

Mitchell's, 97.

Spirits, distillation of, 118.

Spontaneous evaporation, 298.
apparatus for, 303.

Sponge, bleaching of, 397.
Spongio-pihne, 516.

Spring pestle, 147.

for levigation, 156.

and mortar, 37, 147.

for levigating apparatus, 158.

Standard of French decimal weights, 40.

Imperial weights and measures, 39.

Steam apparatus, 107.

for laboratory, 135.
bath, 291.

boiler, 129, 130, 132.

funnel, 109, 358.

jets, ventilation, 139.

jets, 139.

Steelyard, 42.

Still and condenser, 349.
head, 109.

plated, 338.

stoneware, 346.

Stirrer, 120, 138.

Stirring extracts, apparatus for, 121.

Stoneware condenser, 347.
still, 346.

Stoppering of glass bottles, 423.
Stoppers, removal of fixed, 424.

lever for removing fixed, 425.
Store cellar, 36.

room, 35.

Stove, anthracite, for store, 22.

gas, 19, 20.

Redwood's pharmaceutical, 125.
section of, 128.

String-boxes, 33.

Sublimation, 362.

of benzoic acid, 361.

apparatus for the, 361.
of calomel, 362.

apparatus for the, 368.
of corrosive sublimate, 364.

Henry's apparatus for, of calomel, 364.
of metallic arsenic, 366.
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Sublimed benzoic acid, 362.

Sugar and gum, coating of pills with, 510.

Sulphate ot ammonia as a test, 557.

of copper, as a test, 557.

of indigo, as a test, 559.

of lime, as a test, 555.

Sulphuret of ammonium, preparation of,

392.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, generation and ab-

sorption of, 391.

Sulphuric acid as a test, 532.

Suppositories, 515.

Surface evaporation, 120.

Syphon, Negretii's, 182.

platina, refrigerating, 182.

plunging, 185.

specific gravity, 73.

syringe, 182.

theory of its action, 177.

Syphons, 177, 178, 180, 181, 182, 183.

Syringe blowpipe, 101.

glass, 48.

pipette, 186,

Syrups, 280.

medicated, 282.

straining of, 281.

preservation of, 284.

of vegetable juices, 283.

Syrup, pine-apple, 283.

simple, 280.

strawberry, 283.

T.

Table for acetic acid, 564.

alcohol, 507.

ammonia, 566.

apothecaries' weight, 51.

measure, 54.

avoirdupois or imperial weight, 50.

of equivalents of troy and avoirdupois

weights, 51.

of fusing-points, 106.

French decimal measures, 55.

weights, 54.

Imperial apothecaries' measure, 55.

measure, 54.

for muriatic acid, 563.

nitric acid, 562.

for solutions of potash, 565.

of powdered drugs, 168.

of solutions of soda, 566.

of solubilities, 239.

for sulphuric acid, 561.

of troy weights, 50.

Tables, specific gravity, 73, 74.

Tartaric acid as a test, 549.

Taylor's filter, 192.

Test-papers, 381.

tubes, 541.

Testing, apparatus for, 541.

Theory of decantation, 174.

of hydraulic press, 227.

of action of the syphon, 178.

Thermometer, centigrade, 103.

Fahrenheit's, 103.

Thermometers, 102-105.

mode of reducing the degrees of, 103.

Thermometrical tables, 104, 105.

Tin, granulation of, 171.

Tincture presses, 232.

Tinctures, ethereal, apparatus for making,
264.

preparation of, by maceration, 266.

by displacement, 268.

Torrefaction, process of, 366.

of rhubarb, 366.

Transparent isinglass plaster, 531.
Trituration, mortar for, 153.

Trough, chopping, 140.

cutting, Chinese, 145.

Tub, cooling or condensing, 113.

Beindorf's, 113.

Tubulated receiver, 315.

retort, 314.

Tube connexions, 453, 455.

Tubes, bent, 441.

Turmeric paper, 381.

Twaddle's hydrometers, 64.

Tying of knots, 429.

Urinometer, 68.

U.

V.

Vacuum apparatus, 297.

filter, 193.

Valve, ventilating, Dr. Arnott's, 25,

Vaporization, 119.

Vapours, inhalation of, 534.

Vegetable juices, syrups of, 283.

Ventilating the shop, 24.

valve. Dr. Arnott's, 25.

V^entilation, arrangements for, 24,

steam jet, 139.

Vertical press, 224.

Vessel, levigating, 155.

Vessels for crystallization, 377. '^

precipitation, 378.

Vinegars, medicated, 279.

Vitriol, oil of, distillation of, 336.

forces of cohesion and adhesion in, 332.

W.

Wash-bottles, 207, 208.

Washing precipitates, 191, 206.

Water blowpipe, 442.

mode of using the, 443.
bath, 291.

funnel, 200.

forces of cohesion and adhesion in, 333.

jndex, 110.

joint, 126.

Waxed paper, preparation of, 458.

Weighing and measuring, 88.

Weight, apothecaries', table of, 51.

avoirdupois, table of, 50.

French decimal weight, 54.

standard of, 40.

imperial, standard of, 39.

table of, 50.

troy, 50.

Welter' .s safety-tube, 401.

Wind-furnace, 80.

Wines, medicated, 279.

Wohler's apparatus for anhydrous hydro-
cyanic acid, 342.

Wollaston's blowpipe, 101.

Worm-tub, common, 113.

Woulf 's apparatus, 401, 404.

Zanetti's hydrometers, 65.

Zinc cylinders, mould for casting, 322,

granulation of, 170.
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Smith (Tyler) on Parturition, 1 vol. 12mo.,400 pp.

CHEMISTRY AND HYGIENE.
Bowman's Practical Chemistry, 1 vol. 12mo.,

97 cuts, 350 pages.
Brighamon Excitement, &c., 1 vol. 12mo., 204 pp.

Other new and important

Beale on Health of Mind and Bofly, 1 vol. 12mo.,
extra cloth, (now ready.)

Bowman's Medical Chemistry, 1 vol, 12mo.,
many cuts, just ready, 2S8 pages.

Dunglison on Human Health, 2d cd., Svo., 464 pp.
Fowne's Elementary Chemistry, 3d ed., 1 vol.

12mo., much improved, many cuts, now ready.
Graham's Chemistry, by Bridges, new and im-

proved edition. Part 1, (in press.)

Gardner's Medical Chemistry, 1 vol. 12mo. 400 pp.
Griffith's Chemistry of the Four Seasons, 1 vol.

royal 12m()., 451 pages, many cuts.

Knapp's Chemical Technology, by Johnson, 2
vols. 8vo., 936 pp., 460 large cuts.

Simon's Chemistry of Man, Svo. ,730 pp., plates.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, EDUCATION, &p.
Bartlett's Philosophy of Medicine, 1 vol.Svo.,
312 pages.

Bartlett on Certainty in Medicine, 1 vol. small
Sro., 84 pages.

Du ngl ison 's Medical Student, 2d ed.l2mo.,3 12 pp.
Taylor's Medical Jurisprudence, by Griffith, 1

vol. 8vo., new edition, 1850, 670 pp.
Taylor on Poisons, by Griffith, 1 vol . Svo.,688 pp.

NATURAL SCIENCE, &c.
Arnott's Physics, 1 vol. 8vo., 484 j)p.,many cuts.
Ansted's Ancient World, Popular Geology, in 1

12mo. volume, with numerous cuts, 382 pages.
Bird's Natural Philosophy, 1 vol. royal l2mo.,
402 pages and 372 wood-cuts.

Brewster'sOptics, 1 vol. 12mo. 423 pp. many cuts.
Broderip's Zoological Recreations, 1 vol. 12mo.,-

3*6 pp.
Coleridge's Idea of Life, 12mo., 94 pages.
Carpenier'sGcneral and Comparative Physiology,

1 large Svo. vol., many wood-cuts, (now ready.)
Dana on Zonpliytes, being vol. 8 of E.x. Expedi-

tion, royal 4to., extra cloth.

Atlas to "Dana on Zoophytes," im. fol., col. pi's.

Gregory on Animal Magnetism, 1 vol., royal
12mo., (now ready.)

Do la Beche's Geological Observer, 1 large Svo.
vol., many wood-cuts, (just ready.)

Hale's Ethnography and Philology of the U.S.
Exploring Expedition, in 1 large imp. 4to. vol.

Herschel's Treatise on Astronomy, 1 vol. 12mo.,
417 pages, numerous plates and cuts.

Herschel's Outlines of Astronomy, 1 vol. small
Svo., plates and cuts. (A new work.) 620 pp.

Humboldt's Aspects ofNature, 1 vol. 12mo., nevr
edition.

Johnston's Physical Atlas, 1 vol. imp. 4to., half
bound, 25 colored maps.

Kirby and Spence's Entomology, 1 vol. 8vo., 609
large pages; plates plain or colored.

Knox on Races of Men, 1 vol. 12nio.

Lardnor's Handbooks of Natural Philosophy,. 2
vols, royal 12mo., with 800 cuts, (in press.)

Miiller's Physics and Meteorology, 1 vol. Svo.,
636 pp., with 540 wood-cuts and 2 col'd plates.

Small Books on Great Subjects, 12 parts, dxine up
in 3 handsome l2mo. volumes, extra cloth.

Somerviile's Physical Geography, 1 vol. 12mo.,
cloth, 540 pages, enlarged edition, now ready.

Weisbach's Mechanics applied to Machinery and
Engineering, Vol. L Svo., 486 p. 560 wood-cuts.
Vol. II., Svo., 400 pp., 340 cuts.

VETERINARY MEDICINE.
Clatcrand Skinner's Farrier, 1vol. 12mo.,22!>pp.
Youatt's Great Work on the Horse, by Skinner,

1 vol. Svo., 448 pages, many cuts.

Youatt and Clater's Cattle Doctor, 1 vol. 12mo.,
282 pages, cuts.

Youatt on the Dog, by Lewis, 1 vol. demy 8vo.,
403 pages, beautiful plates.

Youatt on the Pig, a new work, with beautiful il-

lustrations of all the different varieties, 12mo.
works are in preparation.



TWO MEDICAL PERIO DICAL S FOR FIVE DOLLARS.

THE AMERICAN^ JOURNAL OF

THE MEDICAL SCIENCES,
EDITED BY ISAAC HAYS, M. D.,

IS PEBLISnED QUARTERLY, ON THE FIRST OF JANUARY, APRIL, JULY, AND OCTOBER,

IStj IS]L^f5J%^M^HMm V X^*l, PhilfidelphUi,
Each Number contains about Two Hundred and Eighty Large Octavo Pages,

Appropriately Illustrated with Engravings on Copper, Wood, Stone, &c.

THE MEDICAL NEWS AND LIBRARY
Is Publislied Monthly, and consists of

THIRTY-TWO VERY LARGE OCTAVO PAGES,
Containing the Medical Information of the day, as well as a Treatise of high character on some

prominent department of Medicine.

In this manner its subscribers have been supplied with

WATSON'S LECTURES ON TPIE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE,

BUDDIE'S CLINICAL LECTURES ON SURGERY,
TODD & BOWMAN'S PHYSIOLOGY,

AND WEST ON THE DISEASES OF IXt-'AXCY AND CHILDHOOD.
And the work at present appearing in its columns is

IfIAI.«A5€^ME'S OPEMATIVE S{[JSl(RERY,
TRANSL\TED AND ED[TF,D BY BRITTAN,

W^ith Engravings on Wood.
Which will be completed in the present year, and be succeeded, in 1S52, by a work of equal value.

TERMS.
THE SUBSCRIPTION TO THE

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF THE MEDICAL SCIENCES

When this amount is paid in advance, the subscriber thereby becomes entitled to the

MEDICAL NE¥IS hm LiBRARy FOR ONE YEAR, QRATiS.
When ordered separately, the price of the " News" is ONE DOLLAR per annum, invariably in

advance.

For the small sum, therefore, of FIVE DOLLA RS, the subscriber can obtain a Quarterly and
a Monthly Journal ofthe highest character, presenting about

Fifteen hundred large octavo pages, with numerous Illustrations,

Rendering these among

The Cheapest of American Medical Periodicals.
Those who are desirous of subscribing are recommended to forward their names without loss of

time, as the increase ofthe subscription list has almost exhausted the whole edition printed for the

present year, and the publishers cannot pledge themselves to supply copies unless ordered early.

REDUCTION OF POSTAGE.
Under the new postage law, subscribers to the American Journal of the Medical Sciences are

entitled to the benefit of the half rates of postage for advance payment, which is thus defined in

the Post Master General's circular of June 11th, 1851 :

—

"When a periodical is published only quarterly, the actual and bona fide subscriber to such

periodical may pay in advance, and have the benefit of such advance payment, provided he pays

to the postmaster at the office where he is to receive the periodical, before its delivery."

It will therefore be seen that the subscriber has only to pay for each number belbre taking it

out ofthe office, in order to secure the benefit ofthe half postage, which is as follows :

—

For any distance under 500 miles, - - - i cent per ounce,
" '< between 500 and 1500 miles, - 1 " "
" " " 1500 and 2500 " - U " "

When the postage is not thus paid in advance, it will be at double these rates.

The Medical News and Library pays postage as a newspaper. Each number weighs between
one and two ounces. Subscribers will therefore, under the new postage law, pay in advance for

each quarter as follows :

—

For any distance under 50 miles, - - - ly cents per quarter.
" <' between 60 and 300 miles, - 2^ " "
«« " " 300 and 1000 miles, - 3} " "
'« " " 1000 and 2000 miles, 5 " «



BLANCHARD & LEA'S PUBLICATIONS.

NEILL &, SMITH'S COMPENDIUM.
NEW EDITION, Nearly Ready.

AN ANALYTICAL COMPENOIOM
OF THE VARIOUS BRANCHES OF MEDICAL SCIENCE,

FOR THE USE AND EXAMINATION OF STUDENTS.

BY JOHN NEILL, M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania, Lecturer on Anatomy in tlie Medical Institute

of Philadelphia, &.C
,

FRANCIS GURxNEY SMITH, M.D.,
Lecturer on Physiology in the Philadelphia Association for Medical Instruction, &C.&C.

Secimd Edition, Revised and Improved.

In one very large and handsomely printed volume, royal l2ino., of over 900 large pages, with about

350 illustrations, strongly bound in leather, with raised bands.

The rapid exhaustion of a large edition of this work is sufficient evidence that it has fulfilled the

object for which it was designed by the authors, not only as a manual for the use and examination
of students, enabling them to recall the facts presented in the lecture room or in the larger text-

books, but also as an aid to the practitioner who may be desirous of refreshing his knowledge by
a volume furnishing a rapid, but exact, outline of all the various branches of medical science. Iq

the preparation of the new edition every effort has been made to keep it on a level with the ad-

vance of investigation and discovery in all its dillcrcnt departments, and the experience which its

use has afforded, has been employed to adapt it still further to the wants of the student. To
accomplish this it has been thoroughly revised, and in many parts remodelled and rewritten, while
additional illustrations have been introduced, where necessary. An improvement will also be
found in its mechanical execution, while the very large size of the pages, and the abundance of

illustrative engravings render it one of the cheapest works offered to the notice of the profession.

The arrangement adopted will be found at once concise and clear ; while its mechanical execution, its co-

pious piciorial illustrations in the branches of anatomy, physiology, surgery, obstetrics, materia medica and
chemistry, together with its neat, cheap, and convenient form, will recommend it to nil such students and
practitioners who may desire to avail themselvesof what cannot fail lor)rove, if kept within its proper sphere,
a convenient and usel'ul remembrancer.

—

American Journal of the Medical Scietices.

We do not share in the opinion entertained by some, thai compendiums of science are not desirable, or
with the still smaller number, wlio esteem them useless. On the contrary, when well executed, they are of
essential service to the student. Taking the work before us, we can certainly say that noone who has not
occupied himself with the different scientific treatises and essays that have appeared recently, and has
withal a rare memory, could pretend to possess the knowledge contained in it; and hence we can recom-
mend it to such— as well as to students especially— lor its general accuracy and adequacy for their pur-
poses; and to the well-informed practitioner to aid him in recalling what may easily have passed from his

remembnince. We repeat our favorable impression as to the value of this book, or series of books ; and
recommend it as decidedly useful to those especially who are commencing the study of their profession.

—

The Medical Examiner.
We have no hesitation in recommending it to students.— Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.
Books of this description are most erroneously denounced, from the supposition that they are intended to

take the place of elaborate treatises ; but their object is rather to assist the student in mastering the elements
of medicine, and to aid the practitioner by refreshing his recollection of former studies. We have looked
through this compendium, and we find that the authors have really succeeded in compressinga large amount
of valuable information into a very small compass. We recommend this work especially to the notice of
our junior readers. To those who are about to commence their studies in a medical school it will be found
a serviceable guide.

—

London Medical Gazette.

PROFESSOR DICKSON'S ESSAYS-Nearly Ready.

ESSAYS ON LIFE, SLEEP, PAIN, INTELLECTION, HYGIENE, AND DEATH.

BY SAMUEL HENRY DICKSON, M. D.,
Prolessor of the Insiitulesand Practice of Medicine in the Charleston ISIedical College.

In one very handsome volume, royal 12mo. '

MALGAIGNE'S SURGERY.—Now Ready. - >

OPERATIVE^SURGERY,
BASED ON NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

BY J. F. MALGAIGNE.
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,

BY FREDERICK BRITTAN, A. B., M.D., M.R.C.S.L.
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS ON WOOD.

In one handsome octavo volume of nearly 600 pages.

This work has, during its passage through the columns of the "Medical News and Library"
in 1850 and 1S51, received the unanimous approbation of the profession, and in presenting it in

a complete form the publishers confidently anticipate for it an extended circulation.
Certainly one of the best books published on operative surgery.

—

Edinburgh Med. Journal.
We can strongly recommend it both to practitioners and students, not only as a safe guide in the dissect-

ing-room or operating-theatre, but also as a concise work of reference for all that relates to operative sur-
gery.— Forbes'' Review.
Dr Briiian has performed his task of translator and editor with much judgment. The descriptions are

perfectly clear and explicit; and the author's occasional omissions of important operations proposed bjr

British surgeons are judiciously supplied in brief notes.

—

Medical Gazette.



6 BLANCHARD & LEA'S PUBLICATIONS.—(SMrgery.)

GROSS ON URINARY ORGANS—(Just Issued.)

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE

DISEASES AND INJURIES OF THE URINARY ORGANS.
BY S. D. GROSS, M. J)., &c.,

Professor of Surgery in the New York University.

In one large and beautifully printed octavo volume, of over seven hundred pages.

Witli ijumerous Illustrations.

The author of this work has devoted several years to its preparation, and has endeavored to

render it complete and thorough on all points connected with the important subject to which it is

devoted. It contains a large number of original illustrations, presenting the natural and patholo-

gical anatomy of the parts under consideration, instruments, modes of operation, &c. &.C., and in

mechanical execution it is one of the handsomest volumes yet issued from the American press.

A very condensed summary of the contents is subjoined.

INTRODUCTION.—Chapter I, Anatomy of tlie PerinsEum.—Chap. IT, Anatomy of the Urinary Bladder.—
Chap, ill Aiiuiomy of ilie Prostate.— Chap. IV, Anatomy of the Urethra.

—

Chap. V, Urine.

PAR r. I. Diseases and Injueihs of the Bladder.
Chap. I, Malformalions and Imperfections.- Chap. II, Injuries of ihe Bladder.- Chap. Ill, Inflammation

of the Bladder.— Chap. IV, Chronic Lesionsof the Bladder.— Chap V, Nervous AfTeclionsof the Bladder.

—Chap. VI. Heterologous Formations of the Bladder.- Chap. VII, Polypous, Fungous, Erectile, and
other Morbid GrowUis of the B:adder.— Chap. VIII Worms in the Bladder — Chap. IX, Serous Cysts

and Hyilaiids.—Chap. X, Fcetal Remain:^ in the Bladder.—Chap. XI, Hair in the Bladder —Chap. XII,

Air in the Bladder.— Chap. XIII. Hemorrhage of Ihe Bladder,— Chap. XIV, Relenlion of Urine.-CHAP.
XV, Incnniinence of Urine.— Chap. XVI, Her]iia of the Bladder.— Chap. XVII, Urinary Deposits.—
CirAP. XVI il. Sione in the Bladder.— Chap. XIX. Foreign Bodies in the Bladder.

PART II. DisKASES and Injuries OF the Prostate Glanu.
Chap I, Wounds of the Prostate.— Chap. II, Acute Prostatis.— Chap. Ill, Hypertrophy of the Prostate.—

Chap. IV, Atrophy of the Prostate.— Chap. V, Heterologous Formaiionsof llje Proslate.—Chap VI, Cys-

tic Disease of the Prostate.—Chap. VII, Fibrous Tumors of the Prostate —Chap. VIII, Hemorrhage of

the Prosiiiie.-CnAP. IX. Calculi of the Prostate.- Chap. X, Phlebitis of the Prostate.

PART Hi. Diseases and Injuries of the Urethra.
Chap. I, Malformations and Imperfeciions of the Urethra.— Chap. II, Laceration of the Urethra.- Chap.

Ill, Stricture of ihe Urethra—Chap. IV, Polypoid and Vascular Tumors of ihe Urethra.-Chap. V. Neu-
ralgia of the Urethra —Chap. VI, Hemorrhage of ihe Urethra- Chap. Vli. Foreiffn Bodies in the Urethra.

—Chap. VIII. Infillralion of Urine.—Chap IX. Urinary Abscess.- Chap. X, Fislula of the Urethra.—
Chap. XI False Passages.— Chap. XII, Lesions of the Gallinaginous Crest.—Chap. XllI, Inflammation

and Abscess of Cowper's Glands.

COOPER ON DISLOCATIONS.—New Editiou—(Just Issued.)

A TREATISE ON

ISLOGATIONS AND FBAOTORES OF THE JOINTS.
By Sir ASTLEY P. COOPER, Baut., F. B. S., &c.

Edited by BRANSBY B. COOPER, F. R. S., &c.

WITH ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS BY PROF. J. C. WARREN.
A NEW A^f1EFllCAN EDITION,

In one handsome octavo volume, with numerous illustrations on wood.

After the fiat of the profession, it would be absurd in us to eulogize Sir Astley Coopers work on Disloca-

tions. It is a national one, and will probably subsist as long as English SaTgety.—Medico-Chirvrg. Review.

WORKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
COOPER (SIR ASTLEY) ON THE ANATOMY AND TREATMENT OF ABDOMINAL HERNIA.

I large vol., imp. 8vo., with over 130 lilhographie figures.

COOPER 0.\ THE STRUCTURE AND DISEASES OF THE TESTIS, AND ON THE THYMUS
GI.1AND. 1 vol., imp. Svo., with 177 figures on a9 plates.

COOPER ON THE ANATOiMY AND DISEASES OF THE BREAST, WITH TWENTY-FIVE
MISCELLANEOUS AND SURGICAL PAPERS. 1 large vol., imp. 6vo., with 252 figures on 36 plates.

These three volumes complete the surgical writings of Sir Astley Cooper. They are very handsomely

printed, wiih a large number of lithographic plates, sxecuted in the best style, and are presented at exceed-

ingly low prices

IjISTON & IffUTTEH'S SUKGER'S".

LECTURES ON THE OP¥rATIONS OF SURGERY,

AND ON DISEASES AND ACCIDEJ^TS RCaUIRING OPERATIONS.
BY BOBERT LISTON, Esq., F. B. S., &c.

EDITED, WITH NUMERuUS ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS,

BY T. D. MUTTER, M. D.,

Professor of Surgery in the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia.

In one large and handsome octavo volume of 566 pages, with 216 wood-cuts.
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LIBRARY OP SURGICAL KNOWLEDGE.

A SYSTEM OF SUHGERY.
BY J. M. CHELIUS.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN,
AND ACCOMPANIED WITH ADDITIONAL NOTES AND REFERENCES,

BY JOHN F. SOUTH.
Complete in three very large octavo volumes of nearly 2200 pages, strongly bound, vt^lth raised

bands and double titles: or in seventeen numbers, at fifty cents each.

We. do not hesitate to pronounce it the be.=t ami most comprehensive system of modern surgery with
vhich we are acquainted.— MtdicoChirurgical Review.
The fullest and ablest digest exianiof all that relates to the present advanced state of Surgical Pathology. -

tmerican Medical Journal.
If we were confined to a single work on Surgery, that work should he Chelius's.— St. Louis Med. Journal.
As complete as any system of Surgery can well he.— Sovthtrn Medical and Szirgical Journal.
The most finished system of Surgery m the English language.— We.'itern Lancet
The most learned and compleie systematic treatise now extant

—

Edinburgh Medical Journal.
No work ill the English language comprises so large an amount of information relative to operative medi-
ine and surgical pathology.

—

Medical Gazette.

A complete encyclopedia of surgical science— a very complete surgical library— by far the most complete
.ml scientific system of surgery in (he English langu.ige.— TV. Y. Journal of Medicine.
One of the most complete treatises on Surgery in the English language —Monthly Journal of Med. Scienet.
The most extensive and comprehensive account of the art and science of Surgery in our language.

—

Lancet.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE EYE.
BY W. LAWRKNCK, F. H. S.

A new Edition. With many Modifications and Additions, and the introduction o/nearly 200 Illustrations,

BY ISAAC HAYS, M.D.
In one very large 8vo. vol. of S60 pages, with plates and wood-cuts through the texL

JONES ON THE ETTE.

THE PRINCIPLES~AND PRACTICE

OF OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY.
BY T. WHARTON JONES, F. R. S., &c. &c.

EDITED BY ISAAC HAYS, M. D., &,c.

n one very neat volume, large royal 12mo. of .529 pages, with four plate?, plain or colored, and
ninety-eight well executed wood-cuts.

MIF.LER'S PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SURGERY.
Second edition, one vol. 8vo.

THE PRACTICE OF SURGERY.
Second edition, one vol. 8vo.

BY JAMES MILLER, F. R. S. E.,
Professor of Surgery in the University of Edinburgh, &c.

[•ANLEY OiV THE BONES.— A Treatise on Di-^eases of the Bones. In one vol. 8vo., extra cloth. 880 pp.
[lOUIK'^^ SUROICaI, I, KC I'URKs.—Clinical Lectures on Surgery. 1 vol.Svo.. eloih. 351) pp.
lODIK ON I'llK JOINTS.— Pathological and Surgical Observations on the Diseases of llie Joints. 1vol.
}vo. cloili. V!lf> pp
lODlE ON URINARY ORGANS.—Lectures on the Diseasesof the Urinary Organs. 1 vol.Svo., cloth.
a4pp.

*, These three works may he had neatly bound together, forming a large volume of •' Brodie's
Siirsfienl Works " 7M) [ip

CORD ON VI'.NKKKAL- A Practical Treatise on Venereal Diseases. With a Therapeutical Summary
»nd S|)eeial Formulary TniiislHted l>y Sidney Doane, M D Fourth edition. I vol. hvo. S-iO pp
JRLACIIKK ON C01?NS. BUNIOiNS. Ac-A I'reanseon Corns. Humous, the Diseases of Nails, and
.he Gf iieral Manageiuf ni of ilic Keel In one i2cuo volume, cloth 134 pp
a rMIRIK ON Till', HL \DDKR. fee —The Aiiaiomy ol the Bladder and Urethra, and the Treatment of lh«
lli^lriii-iioM^ 1(1 wliirli ilio-P I'HssaiTfS are liable. In one vol 8vo I.'JO pp.
L\VRi;N("H; 0.\ RUPTURICS—a Treatise on Ruptures, from the fifth London Edition. In oneSvo.vol,
ihfip. 4-0 pp.
ALRV'S DKNTAL SURGF.RY.— A Treatise on the Dertal Art. founded on Actual Experience. Il?u»-
Ujiifil hyyil li'hoijraph (• figures and 54 wood-cuis. Translated by J. B Savier In I 8vo. vol.. sheep. 2^6 pp.
jlKTO.N ON TilK Ka R.— I'hi- Naiurf uml'Prealineiitol Deafriessand Diseasehof the Ear; and the Treat-
jneiiiofihf Deafanil Dinnli. One small 12ino. volume IWOpp.
jllTII ON Pit aO rUHKS — A i'reaiise on Fractures in the vicinity of Joints, and on Dislocations. One
'ol. bvo., with 2(J0 beautiful wuoU-culs.
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NEW AND IMPORTANT WORK ON PRACTICAL SURGERY.-(JUST ISSUED.)

OPEHATIITE SURGERY.
BY FREDERICK C. SKEY, F. R. S., &c.

In one very handsome octavo volume of over 650 pages, with about one hundred wood-cuts.

The object of the author, in the preparation of this work, has been not merely tn furnish the

student with a guide to the actual processes of operation, embracing the practical rules required

to justify an appeal to the knife, but also to present a manual embodying such prinaples as might

render i't a permanent work of reference to the practitioner of operative surgery, who seeks to

uphold the character of his profession as a science as well as an art. In its composition he has

relied mainly on his own experience, acquired during many years' service at one of the larpst of

the London hospitals, and has rarely appealed to other authorities, except so far as personal inter-

course and a general acquaintance with the most eminent members of the surgical profession

have induced him to quote their opinions.

From Professor C.B.Gibson. Richmond, Virginia.
j . ,,

I have examined the work with some care, and am delighted with it. The style is admirable, the matter

excellem. ar.d much of it orisrinal and deeply interesting, whilst the illustratioas are numerous and better

eseeuied than those of any similar work I possess.

In conclusion we must express our unqualified praise of the work as a whole. The high moral tone, the

liberal views, and the sound iiiformalion which pervades it throughout, reflect the highest credit upon the

laleiued author. We know of no one who hassuceeeded, whilst supporuiig operative surgery in us proper

rank in promulgating at the same lime sounder and more enlightened views upon that most important ot

all subjects, the principle that should guide us in having recourse to the knife.—ilifd'coi limes.

The lreali>e is indeed, one on operaiive surgery, but it is one in which the aullior ihrougliout shows that

he is most anxious to place operative surgery in iis just position. He has acted as a judicious, but not

partial friend; and while he shows throushout that he is able and ready to perlorm any operation which the

exigencies and casualties of the human frame may require, he is most canuous in specifying the circutn-

stances which m each case indicate and contraindicale operation. It is indeed gratifying to perceive the

sound and correct views which i\lr. Skey entertains on the subject of operalionsiii general, and the gentle-

manly tone in which he impresses on readers the lessons which he is desirous to inculcate. His work is a

perfect model for the operating surgeon, who will learn from it not only when and how to operate but some

more noble and exalted lessons which cannot fail to improve him as a moral and social &s^nl.-Edinburgh

Medical and Surgical Journal.

THE STUDEN-rS TEXT-BOOK.

THE PRIMCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MODERN SURGERY.
BY ROBERT DRTJITT, Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons.

A New American, from the last and improved London Edition.

Edited by F. W. SARGENT, M. D., Author of "Minor Surgery," &c.

ILLUSTRATED WITH ONE HUNDRED AND NINETY-THREE WOOD ENGRAVINGS.

In one very handsomely printed octavo volume of 576 large pages.

Frotn Professor Brainard, of Chicago. Illinois.

I think it the best work of its size, on that subject, in the language.

Froin Professor Rivers, of Providence. Rhode Island.
. • . J

I have been acquainted with it since its first republication in this country, and the universal praise it bat

received I think well merited. , „ ,

.

t. ^
From Professor May. of Washington, n. L.

Permit me to express my satisfaction at the republication in so improved a lorm of this most valuable worK.

I believe it to be one of the very best text-books ever issued.

From Professor McCook, of Baltimore. . , ,

I cannot withhold my approval of its merits, or the expression that no work is better suited to the wanU

of the siudent. 1 shall commend it to my class, and make it my chief text-book.

FERGUSSOX-S OPERATIVE SURGERY. NEW EDITION.

A SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL SURGERY^
BY WILLIAM FERGUSSON, F. R. S. E.,

Professor of Surgery in King's College, London. &c. &c.

THIRD AMERICAN, FRO.M THE LAST ENGLISH EDITION.
-f

"With 274 Illustratioas.

In one large and beautifully printed octavo volume of six hundred and thirty pages

Itis with unfeigned saUsfaction that we call the attention of the profession in
'if^,^°^"'';>;.'°

''"=
':^^!

work. It richly deserves the reputation conceded to it, of being the best practical Surgery extant, at lea

the English langaage.—Medical E.mmintr.

A NEW MINOR SURGERY.

ON BANDAGING AND 0THER~P01NTS OF MINOR SURGE
BY F. W. SARGENT, M. D.

In one handsome royal 12mo. volume of nearly 400 pages, with 12S wood-cuts.

From Professor Gilbert. Philadelphia. .

F>rabracin!r the smaller details of surgery, which are illuslraled by very a«"Tate engravm^^^^

becomes one of very great importance to the practitioner in the performance of his daily duties, since SW

information is rarely found in the general works on surgery now in use. • J
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THE GREAT ATLAS OF SURGICAL ANATOMY.
(NOW COMPI.ETE.)

SURGICAL"anatomy",
BY JOSEPH MACLISE, Surgeon.

IN ONE VOLUME, IN VERY LARGE IMPERIAL QUARTO.

"Witli Sixty-eigHt large and splendid Plates, drawn in tlie best style, and
beautifully colored.

Containing one hundred and ninety Figures, many of them the size of life.

TOGETHER WITH COPIOUS EXPLANATORY LETTER-PRESS.

Strongly and handsomely bound, being one of the best executed and cheapest surgical works ever

presented in this country.

This great work being now complete, the publishers confidently present it to the attention of the

profession as worthy in every respect of their approbation and patronage. No complete work
of the kind has yet been publisiied in the English language, and it therefore will supply a want
long felt in this country of an accurate and comprehensive Atlas of Surgical Anatomy to which
the student and practitioner can at all times refer, to ascertain the exact relative position of

the various portions of the human frame towards each other and to the surface, as well as their

abnormal deviations. The importance of such a work to the student in the absence of anato-

mical material, and to the practitioner when about attempting an operation, is evident, while the

price of the book, notwithstanding the large size, beauty, and finish of the very numerous illustra-

tions is so low as to place it within the reach of every member of the profession. The publishers

therefore confidently anticipate a very extended circulation for this magnificent work.
To present some idea of the scope of the volume, and of the manner in which its plan has been

carried out, the publishers subjoin a very brief summary of the plates.

Plates 1 and 2.—Form of the Thoracic Cavity and Position of the Lungs, Heart, and larger Blood-

vessels.

Plates 3 and 4.—Surgical Form of the Superficial Cervical and Facial Regions, and the Relative

Positions of the principal Blood-vessels, Nerves, &c.
Plates 5 and 6.—Surgical Form of the Deep Cervical and Facial Regions, and Relative Positions

of the principal Blood-vessels, Nerves, &c.
Plates 7 and 8.—Surgical Dissection of the Subclavian and Carotid Regions, and Relative Anatomy

of their Contents.

Plates 9 and 10.—Surgical Dissection of the Sterno-Clavicular or Tracheal Region, and Relative

Position of its main Blood-vessels, Nerves, &c.

Plates 11 and 12.—Surgical Dissection of the Axillary and Brachial Regions, displaying the Relative

Order of their contained parts.

Plates 13 andl4.—Surgical Form of the Male and Female Axilla; compared.
Plates 15 and 16.—Surgical Dissection of the Bend of the Elbow and the Forearm, showing the

Relative Position of the Arteries, Veins, Nerves, &c.

Plates 17, 18 and 19.—Surgical Dissections of the Wrist and Hand.
Plates 20 and 21.—Relative Position of the Cranial, Nasal, Oral, and Pharyngeal Cavities, &c.
Plate 22.—Relative Position of the Superficial Organs of the Thorax and Abdomen.
Plate 23.—Relative Position of the Deeper Organs of the Thorax and those of the Abdomen.
Plate 24.— P»elations of the Principal Blood-vessels to the Viscera of the Thoracico-Abdomiiial

Cavity.

Plate 2.5.—Relations of the Principal Blood-vessels of the Thorax and Abdomen to the Osseous
Skeleton, &c.

Plate 26.—Relation of the Internal Parts to the External Surface of the Body.

Plate 27.—Surgical Dissection of the Principal Blood-vessels, &c., of the Inguino-Femoral Region.

Plates 28 and 29.—Surgical Dissection of the First, Second, Third, and Fourth Layers of the

Inguinal Region, in connection with those of the Thigh.

Plates 30 and 31.—The Surgical Dissection of the Fifth, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Layers of the

Inguinal Region, and their connection with those of the Thigh.

Plates 32, 33 and 34.—The Dissection of the Oblique or External and the Direct or Internal Ingui-

nal Hernia.

Plates 35,36,37 and 38.—The Distinctive Diagnosis between External and Internal Inguinal Hernia,

the Taxis, the Seat of Stricture, and the Operation.

Plates 39 and 40.—Demonstrations of the Nature of Congenital and Infantile Inguinal Hernia, and
of Hydrocele.

Plates 41 and 42.—Demonstrations ofthe Origin and Progress of Inguinal Hernia in general.

plates 43 and 44.—The Dissection of Femoral Hernia, and the Seat of Stricture.

Plates 45 and 46.—Demonstrations ofthe Origin and Progress of Femoral Hernia, its Diagnosis, the

Taxis, and the Operation.

Plate 47.—The Surgical Dissection ofthe principal Blood-vessels and Nerves of the Iliac and Fe-
moral Regions.

Plates 48 and 49.—The Relative Anatomy ofthe Male Pelvic Organs.

Plates 50 and 51.—The Surgical Dissection ofthe Superficial Structures ofthe Male Perineum.
Plates 52 and 53.—The Surgical Dissection of the Deep Structures of the Male Perineum.—Tho

Lateral Operation of Lithotomy.
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Plates 54, 65 and 66.—The Surgical Dissection of the Mnle Bladder and Urethra.—Lateral and
Bilateral Lithotomy compared.

Plates 57 and 58.—Congenital and Pathological Deformities of the Prepuce and Urethra.—Struc-
ture and Mechanical Obstructions of the Urethra.

Plates 59 and 60.—The various forms and positions of Strictures and other Obstructions of the
Urethra.—False Passages.—Enlargements and Deformities of the Prostate.

Plates 61 and 62.—Deformities of the Prostate.—Deformities and Obstructions of the Prostatic
Urethra.

Plates 63 and 64.—Deformities of the Urinary Bladder.—The Operations of Sounding for Stone, of
Catheterism, and of Puncturing the Bladder above the Pubes,

Plates 65 and 66.—The Surgical Dissection of the Popliteal Space, and the Posterior Crural Region.
Plates 67 and 68.—The Surgical Dissection of the Anterior Crural Region, the Ankles, and the Foot.

Notwithstanding the short time in which this work has been before the profes-

sion, it has received the unanimous approbation of all who have examined it. From
among a very large number of commendatory notices with which they have been
favored, the publishers select the following :

—

From Prof. Kimball, Pittsfield, Mass.

I have examined lhei?e numbers with the greatest satisfaction, and feel bound to say that they are alto-

gether, the most perfect anil satisfactory plates of the kind that I have ever seen.'

From Prof. Brainard, Chicago, HI.

The work is extremely well adapted to the use both of students and practitioners, being sufficiently exten-
sive for practical purposes, without being so expensive as to place it beyond their reach. Such a work was
a desideratum in this country, and I shall not fail to recommend it to those within the sphere of my acquaint-
ance.

From Prof. P. F. Eve, Augusta, Ga.

I consider this work a great acquisition to my library, and shall take pleasure in recommending' it on all

suitable occasions.
From Prof. Peaslee, Brunswick, Me.

The second part more than fulfils the promise held out by the first, so far as the beauty of the illustrations

is concerned : and. perfecting my opinion of the value of the work, so far as it has advanced, I need add
nothing to what I have previously expressed to you.

From Prof. Gunn, Ann Arbor, Mick.
The plates in your edition of Maclise answer, in an eminent degree, the purpose for which they are

intended. I shall lake pleasure in exhibiting it and recommending it to my class.

From Prof. Rii-ers, Providence. R. I.

The plates illustrative of Hernia are the most sati>factory I have ever met with.

From Professor S. D. Gross, Louisville, Hy.
The virork, as far as it has progressed, is most admirable, and cannot fail, when completed, to form a most

valuable contribution to the literature of our profession. It will afford me great pleasure to recommend it to

the pupils of the University of Louisville.

From Professor R. L. Howard, Columbus, Ohio.

In all respects, the first number is the beginning of a most excellent work, filling completely what might
be considered hilherio a vacuum in surgical literature. For myself, in behalf of the medical profession. I

wish to express to you my thanks for this truly elegant and meritorious work. I am confident that it will

meet with a ready and extensive sale. I have spoken of it in the highest terms to my class and my profes-

sional brethren.
From Prof. C. B. Gibson, Richmond, Va.

I consider Maclise very far superior, as to the drawings, to any work on Surgical Anatomy with which I

am familiar, and I am particularly struck with the exceedingly low price at which it is sold. I cannot doubt
that it will be extensively purchased by the profession.

From Prof. Granville S. Pattison, New York.

The profession, in my opinion, owe you many thanks for the publication of this beautiful work—a work
which, in the correctness of its exhibitions of Surgical Anatomy, is not surpassed by any work with which
I am acquainted; and the admirable manner in whif-h the liihosfraphic plates have been executed and
colored is alike honorable to your house and to the arts in the United Slates.

From Prof. J. F. May, Washington, D. C.

Having examined the work, I am pleased to add my testimony to its correctness, and to its value as a
work of reference by the surgeon.

From Prof. Alden Marsh, Albany. N. Y.

From what I have seen of it, I think the design and execution of the work admirable, and, at the proper
time in my course of lectures, I shall exhibit it to the class, and give it a recommendation worthy of its great
merit.

From H. H. Smith, M. D., Philadelphia.

Permit me to express my gratification at the execution of Maclise's Surgical Anatomy. The plates are, in

Jny opinion, the best lithographs that I have seen of a medical character, and the coloring of this number
cannot. I think, be improved. Estimating highly the contents of this work, I shall continue to recommend it

to my class as I have heretofore done.

From Prof. D. Gilbert, Philadelphia.

Allow me to say, gentlemen, that the thanks of the profession at large, in this country, are due to you for

the republication of this admirable work of IMaclise. The precise relationship of the organs in the regioni

displayed is so perfect, that even those who have daily access to the disseciing-room may. by consultin).

this work, enliven and confirm their anatomical knowledge prior to an operation. But it is to the Ihousanda
of practitioners of our country who cannot enjoy these advantages thai the perusal of those plates, with
their concise and accurate descripiions, will prove of infinite value. These have supplied a desideraiuin.

which will enable them to refresh their knowledge of the important slrucuires involved in their surgical

cases, thus establishing their self confidence, and enabling them to undertake operative procedures wilht
every assurance of success. And as all the practical departments in medicine rest upon the same basis, and
are enriched fiom the same sources, I need hardly add that this work should be found in the library of every
practitioner in the land.
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From Professor J. M. Bush, Lexington, Ky.

1 am deliglited with both the plan and execution of the work, and shall lake all occasions to recommend it

to my private pupils and public classes.

The most accurately engraved and beautifully colored plates we have ever seen in an American book

—

one of the best and cheapest surgical works ever yi\ib\i>^he.(\.— Buffalo MedicalJournal.
It is very rare that so elegaiuly printed, so well illustrated, and so useful a work, is offered at so moderate

a price.— Charleston MedicalJoiirtial.

A work which cannot but please the most fastidious lover of surgical science, and we hesitate not to say
that if the remaining three numbers of this work are in keeping with the present, ii cannot fail to give uni-

versal satisfaction. In it, by a succession of plates, are brought to view the relative anatomy of the parts

included in tlie important surgical divisions of the human body, with that fidelity and neatness of touch which
is scarcely excelled by nature herself. The part before us differs in many respects from anything of the kind
which we have ever seen before. While we believe that nothing but an extensive circulation can compen-
sate the publishers for the outlay in the production of this edition of the work— furnished as it is at a very
moderate price, within the reach of aH—we desire to see it have that circulation whicli the zeal and peculiar
skill of the author (he being his own draughtsman), the utility of the work, and the neat stj le with which it

is executed, should demand for it in a liberal profession.—JV. Y. Journal of Medicine.
This IS an admirable reprint of a deservedly popular London publication. Its English prototype, although

not yet completed, has already won its way, amongst our British brethren, to a remarkable success. Its

plates can boast a superiority that places them almost beyond the reach of competition. And we feel too

Ibankful to the Philadelphia publishers lor their very handsome reproduction of the whole work, and at a
rate within everybody's reach, not to urge all our medical friends to give it, for their own sakes, the cordial

welcome it deserves, in a speedy and extensive circulation.— T/ie ISlediral Examiner.
The plates are accompanied by references and explanations, and when the whole has been published it

will be a complete and beautil'ul system of Surgical Anatomy, having an advantage which is important, and
not possessed by colored plates generally, viz., its cheapness, which places it within the reach of every one
who may feel disposed to possess the work. Kvery practitioner, we think, should have a work of this kind
within reach, as there are many operations requiring immediate performance in which a book of reference
will prove most valuable.

—

Southern Medical and Sur^. Journal.
The work of Maclise on Surgical Anatomy is of the highest value. In some respects it is the best pub-

lication of its kind we have seen, and is worthy of a place in the librarv of any medical man, while the stu-

dent could scarcely make a better investment than this.— The We.'itern Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
No such lithographic illustrations of surgical regions have hitherto, we think, been given. While the ope-

rator is shown every vessel and nerve where an operation is contemplated, the exact anatomist is refreshed
by those clear and distinct dissections which every one must appreciate who has a particle of enthusiasm.
The English medical press has quite exhausted the words of praise in recommending this admirable treatise.

Those wno have any curiosity to gratify in reference to the perfectibility of the lithographic art in delinea-

ting the complex meclianism of the iiuman body, are invited to examine our specimen copy. If anything
will induce surgeons and students to patronize a book of such rare value and every-day importance to them,
it will be a survey of the artistical skill exhibited in these fac-similes of nature.

—

Boston Medical and Surg.
Journal.
The fidelity and accuracy of the plates reflect the highest credit upon the anatomical knowledge of iWr.

Maclise. We strongly recommend the descriptive commentaries to the perusal of the student both of sur-

gery and medicine. These plates will form a valuable acquisition to practitioners settled in the country,
whether engaged in surgical, medical, or general practice.

—

Edinburgh Mtdical and Surgical Journal.
We are well assured that there are none of the cheaper, and but few of the more expensive works on

anatomy, which will form so complete a guide to the student or practitioner as these plates. To practitioners,

in particular, we recommend this work as far better, and not at all more expensive, than the heterogeneous
compilations most commonly in use, and which, whatever their value to the student preparing for examina-
tion, are as likely to mislead as lo guide the physician in physical examination, or the surgeon in the per-
formance of an operation.

—

Monthly Joj<rnal of Medical Sciences.

The dissections from which these various illustrations are taken appear to have been made with remark-
able success ; and they are most beautifully represented. The surgical commentary is pointed and practical.

We know of no work on surgical anaioiny which can compete with it.

—

Lancet.
This is by far the ablest work on Surgical Anatomy that has come under our observation. We know of

no other work that would justify a student, in any degree, for neglect of actual dissection. A careful study
of these plates, and of the commentaries on them, would almost make an anatomist of a diligent student. And
to one who lias studied anatomy by dissection, this work is invaluable as a perpetual remembrancer, in mat-
ters of knowledge that may slip from the memory. The practitioner can scarcely consider himself equipped
for the duties of his profession without such a work as this, and this has no rival, in his library. In those
sudden emergencies that so ofien arise, and which require the instantaneous command of minute anatomical
knowledge, a work of this kind keeps the details of the dissecting-room perpetually fresh in the memory.
We appeal to our readers, whether any one can justifiably undertake the practice of medicine who is not
prepared to give all needful assistance, in all matters demanding immediate relief.

VVe repeat that no medical library, however large, can be complete without RIaclise's Surgical Anatomy.
The American edition is well entitled lo the confidence of the profession, and should command, among them,
an extensive sale. The investment of the amount of the cost of this work will prove to be a very profitable

one, and if practitioners would qualify themselves thoroughly with such important knowledge as is contained
in works of this kind, there would be fewer of them sighing for employment. The medical profession should
spring towards such an opportunity as is presented in this republication, to encourage frequent repetitions of
American enterprise of this kind.— 'I'he Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery

It is a wonderful triumph, showing what ingenuity, skill, and enterprise can effect if supported by a suffi-

cient number of purchasers. No catchpenny sketches on flimsy material and with bad print, but substantial
lithographs on fine paper and wiih a bold and legible type. The drawings are of the first class, and the light

and shade so liberally provided for. that the most ample expression, with great clearness and sharpness of
outline, is secured.

—

Dublin Medical Press.

Our hearty good wishes attend this work, which promises to supply, when complete, a far better series of
delineations of surgical regions than has been yet given, and at a price as low as that of the most ordinary
series of illustrations.— The British and Foreign Medico Chirurgical Review.
The plates continue to be of the same excellent character that we have before ascribed to them, and their

description all that might naturally be expected from so good an anatomist as i\Ir. Maclise. The work ought
to be in the possession of every one, for it really forms a valuable addition to a surgical library.— TheMedi-
cal Times.

It is, and it must be unique, for the practical knowledge of the surgeon, the patience and skill of the dissec-
tor, in combination with the genius of the artist, as here displayed, have never before been, and perhaps,
never will be again associated to a similar extent in the same individual.

—

Lancet.
The platesare accurate and truthful; and there is but one worh in the English language descriptive of

the letterpress—faultless.

For the quality, it is the cheapest work that we have seen, and will constitute a valuable contribution lo

the surgeon's library.

—

The N. W. Medical and Surgical Journal.
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SHARPEY AND QUAIN'S ANATOMY.—Lately Issued.

HUMAN ANATOMY.
BY JONES QU.AIN, M. D.

FROM THE FIFTH LONDON EDITION.
EDITED BY

RICHARD QUAIN, F.R. S.,

AND

WILLIAM SHARPEY, M.D., F.R.S.,
Professors of Anatomy and Physiology in University College, London.

REVISED, TVITII I¥OTES AlVO A»»ITIO]VS,
BY JOSEPH LEIDY, M. D.

Complete in Two large Octavo Volumes, of about Thirteen Hundred Pages.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
With over Five Hundred Engravings on Wood.

We have here one of the best expositions of the present state of anatomical science extant. There is not
probablj' a work to be found in the Eiis^lisii language whiich contains so complete an account of the progress
and present state of general and special anatomy as this. By the anatomist this work must be eagerly
sought for, and no student's library can lie complete wiihoitt it.— The N. Y. Journal of Medicine.
We know of no work which we would sooner see in the hands of every student of this branch of medical

science than Sharpey and Quain's Anatomy.— The Wtstern JouTnal of Medicine and Surgery.
It may now be regarded as the most complete and best ported up work on anatomy in the language. It

will be found particularly rich in general anatomy.— The Charleston Medical Jourtial.

We believe we express the opinion of all who have exainined these volumes, that there is no work supe-
rior to them on the subject which they so ably describe.— Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.

It is one of the most comprehensive and best works upon anatomy in the English language. It is equally
valuable to the teacher, practitioner, and student in medicine, and to the surgeon in particular.— The Ohio
Mtdical and Surgical Journal.
To those who wish an extensive treatise on Anatomy, we recommend these handsome volumes as the best

that have ever issued from the English or American Press.— The N. W. Medical and Surgical Journal.
We believe that any country might safely be challenged to produce a treatise on anatomy so readable, so

clear, and so full upon all important topics.

—

British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review.
It is indeed a work calculated to make an era in anatomical study, by placing before the student every de-

partment of his science, with a view to the relative importance of each ; and so skillfully have the different

parts been interwoven, that no one who makes this work the basis of his studies will hereafter have any ex-
cuse for neglecting or undervaluing any important particulars connected with the structure of the liuman
frame ; and whether the bias of his mind lead him in a more especial manner to surgery, physic, or physiolo-

gy, he will find here a work at once so comprehensive and practical as to defend hiin tVom exclusiveiiesson
tlie one hand, and pedantry on the other.— Monthly Journal and Retrospect of the Medical Sciences.

We have no hesitation in recommending this treatise on anatomy as the most complete on that subject in

the English language ; and the only one. perhaps, in any language, which brings the stale of knowledge for-

ward to tne mosl recent discoveries.— The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical journal
Admirably calculated to fulfil the object for which it is inle.nded.— Prvcincial Medical Journal.
The most complete Treatise on Anatomy in the English language.

—

Edinburgh Medical Journal.
There is no work in the English language to be preferred to Dr. Quain's Elements of Anatomy.

—

London
Journal of Medicine.

THE STUDENT'S TEXT-BOOK OF ANATOMY.
NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION — JUST ISSUED.

k SYSTEM OF HUMAN ANATOMY,
GENERAL AND SPECIAL.

|j

RY ERASMUS WILSON, M. D. f

FOURTH AMERICAN FROM THE LAST E xX G L I S H EDITION.
j

EDITED BY PAUL B, GODDARD, A. M., M. D.
j

WITH TWO HUJJDRED AND FIFTY ILLUSTRATIONS. |

Beautifully printed, in one large octavo volume of nearly six Jiundred pages.

In many, if not all the CoUegesofthe Union, it has become a standard text-book. This, ofitselfissufficientl
expressive of its value. A work very desirable to the student; one, the possession of which will greailj
facilitate his progress iu the study of Practical Anatomy.

—

New York Journal of Medicine.
Its author ranks with the highest on Anatomy.— Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.
It offers to the student all the assistance that can be expected I'rom such a work

—

Medical Examiner.
The most complete and convenient manual for the student we possess.

—

American Journal of Med. Scienn
In every respect this work, as an anatomical guide for the student and practitioner, merits our warmel

and most decided praise.

—

London Medical Gazette.
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HORNER'S ANATOMY.
JflUCM IMPItO\^EIJ ^.VI^ EJ\'L,.flUGED EDlTI<KT\'.—{J'ust last:cd.)

BY WILLIAM E. HORNER, M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania, &c.

EIGHTH EDiriOK,

EXTENSIVELY REVISED AND MODIFIED TO 1S51.

In two large octavo volumes, handsomely printed, with several hundred illustrations.

This work has enjoyed a thorough and laborious revision on the part of the author, with the
view of bringing it fully up to the existing state ofknowledge on the subject of general and special

anatomy. To adapt it more perfectly to the wants of the student, he has introduced a large number
of additional wood engravings, illustrative of tlie objects described, while the publishers have en-
deavored to render the mechanical execution of the work worthy of the extended reputation which
it has acquired. The demand which has carried it to an EIGHTH EDITION is a sufficient evidence
of the value of the work, and of its adaptation to the wants of the student and professional reader.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF

SMITH Sf MOItJTER^S ^Ji^^TOJflSCjlL jlTI^^lS.

AN ANATOMICAL ATLAS,
ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN BODY.

BY HENRY H. SMITH, M. D., &c.
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF

WILLIAM E. HORNER, M.D.,
Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania.

In one volume, large imperial octavo, with about six hundred and fifty beautiful figures.

With the view of extending tlie sale of this lieautifully executed and complete "Anatomical Atlas," the
publishers have prepared a new edition, printed on both sides of the page, thus materially reducing its cost,

and enabling them to present it at a price about forty per cent, lower than former editions, wliile, at the same
time, the execution of eaoli plate is in no respect deteriorated, and not a single figure is omitted.

These figures are well selected, and present a complete and accurate representation of that wonderful
fabric, the human body. The plunof this Atlas, which renders it so peculiarly convenient for the student, and
its superb artistical execution, have been already pointed out. We must congratulate the student upon the
completion of this Atlas, as it is the most convenient work of the kind that has yet appeared ; and we must
add, the very beautiful manner in which it is "got up" is so creditable to the country as to be flattering

lo our national pride.

—

American Medical Journal.

HORNER'S DISSECTOR.

THE UNITED STATES DISSECTOR;
Being a new edition, with extensive modifications, and almost re-written, of

"HORNER'S PRACTICAL ANATOMY."
In one very neat volume, royal 12mo., of 440 pages, with many illustrations on wood.

"WILSON'S DISSECTOR, New Edition—(Just Issued.)

THE DISSEOTOH;
OR, PIlACTIdE. ANl^ ^JJUGICI^Ij AI^^ATOMY.

BY ERASMUS WILSON.
MODIFIED AND RE-ARRANGED BY

PAUL BECK GODDARD, M. D.

A NEW EDITION, WITH REVISIONS AND ADDITIONS.

In one large and handsome volume, royal 12mo., with one hundred and fifteen illustrations.

-Apassing this work again through the press, the editor has made such additions and improve-

Ljjy^.as the advance of anatomical knowledge has rendered necessary to maintain the work in the

"fjgiutation which it has acquired in the schools ol the United States as a complete and faithful

rialW i'''6 student of practical anatomy. A number of new illustrations have been added, espe-

work wiUportion relating to the complicated anatomy of Hernia. In mechanical execution the

"ound superior to former editions.
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WORKS BY V/. B. CARPEWTER, M D.

COJIP.IR.ITIVE rUYSIOL,OG I'—(."\*o tv Heady.)

PEINCIPLBS OP PHYSIOLOG-Y,
GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE,

THIRD EDITION, GREATLY ENLARGED.
In one very handsome octavo volume, of over 1100 pnges, with 321 beautiful wood-cuts.

Thi? great work will supply a want long; felt by ihe scienlific public of this couniry, who have had no ac-
cessible treaiisc to rffer lo, presenting, in" an inielligible form, a complete and thorougli outline of this im-
portant subjeci. The high repulaiioii of the author, on liolh sides of the Atlantic, is a sufficient guarantee fur

the coinpleleiiess and accuracy of any work to which liis name is prefixed; iiut ihis volinite comes with the
addilional recoinmendalion that it is the one on which the author has bestowed the greatest care, and on
whch he is desirous to rest his reputation. Two years have been devoted to the preparation of this edition,
which has been Ihcroughly remoulded and rewritten, .*o as, in fact, to constitute a new work. The amount
of alterations and addition* may be understood from the fact that of the tea hundred and eighty pages of the
text, but one hundred and fifty belong to the previous edition. Containing, as it does, the results of years
dtvoied to study and ol>servatioii, it may be regarded as a complete exposition of the most advanced state of
knowledge in this rapidly- progressive branch of science, and as a storehouse of fads and principles in a)l

departments of l*hysio:ogy. such as periiaps no man but its author could have accuinulaled and classified.

In every point of mechanical execuiion, and profuseness and beauty of illustraiiou, the fublishers risk no-
thing in saytng that it will be lound all that the most fastidious taste could desire.

A truly magnificent work. In itself a perfect physiological sWxAy .— Ranhing^s Abstract. .Tulif 21. ISil.

This work siands without its fellow. It is one few men in Europe could have undertaken ; it is one no
man. we believe, could have brought to so successful an issue as Dr. Carpente". It required for its produc-
tion a phj siologii't at once deeply read in the labours of others, capable of lakiiiff a general, critical, and un-
prejudiced view of those labours, and of combining the varied, lieierogeneous materials at his disposal, so as
to form an harmonious whole. We feel that this abstract can give the leader a very imperi'ect idea of the
fulness of this work, and no idea of its unity, of the admirable manner in which material has been brought,
t'roin the most various sources, to conduce to its completeness, of the lucidity of the rea.-otiing it contains, or
of 'he clearness of language in w bich the whole is cloihed. Not the profession only, but the «cienlific world
at large, must feel deeply nidebied to Dr. Carpenter for this great work. It must, indeed, add largely even
lo his high reputation.

—

Medical Times.

CARPENTER'S ElEl^IENTS OF PHYSIOLOGY, New aud Improved Edition—(Now Ready.)

ELEMENTS 0F"PHYSI0L0GY;
INCLUDING PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY.

WITH NEARLY TWO HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS.

Second American, from the Second Xiondon Edition,

In one handsome octavo volume, of about six hundred pages.

This work has been subjected to a thorough revision by the author, who, without materially in-

creasing its size, has brought it up completely with the most recent researches and investigations.

It may, therefore, be regarded as the latest exponent of the views of the author, with respect to

all the modern doctrines of physiology. Numerous wood-cuts have been added, the work has been

carefully read during its passage through the press, and in every point of mechanical execution it

will be found equal, if not superior, to the former edition.

To say tliai it is the best manual of Physiology uow before the public, would not do sufficient justice to the

author —Buffalo Med. Journal.

In his former works it would seem that he had exhausted the subject of Physiology. In the present, he
o^ivps the essence, as it were, of the whole.— A^ Y. Journal of Medii inc.

The best ;uid most complete expos6 of modern physiology, in one volume, extant in the English language.
— St. Louis Med. Journal.

Those who have occasion for nn elementary treatise on physiology, cannot do better than to possess them-

selves of the manual of Dr. C.irpenter.

—

Medical Examiner.

CARPENTER'S HUMAN PHYSIOLCGY-lNew Edition, Preparing.)

PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY|
WITH THEIR CHIEF APPLICATIONS TO

PATMOI^OGY, M¥GIEi\E, AZiO FOREIVSIC MEDICIIVE.
A NEW EDITION, WITH EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS BY THE AUTHOR.

Willi Two Litliograpliic Plates, and over 300 Wood-cuts.

In one large and handsomely printed octavo volume of over seven hundred and fiily pages.
jr,

In preparing a new edition of this very popular text-book, it has been thoroughly revised by the a>ve-

who, without materially increasing its bulk, has embodied in it all the recent investigations and d day.
ries in physiological science and has rendered it in every respect on a level with the improvements Avilj be
Although the number of the wood-t ngravings has been but little increased, a considerable cha-ntJeman
found. In passing the volume through the press in this country, the services of a prolessio'

have been secured, in order to insure the accuracy so necessary to a scienlific work. ^'ways able
In recommeiuting this work to their classes. Protestors of Physiology can rely on their '

10 procure ediiions brought thoroughly up with tlie advance of science.
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DUNGLISON'S PHYSIOLOGY.
Hfew and iiiMch Improved Edition.—(Just Isstsed.)

H U M A N P HY S I O L O G Y.
BY EOBLEY DUNGLISON, M. D.,

Professor of the Instituirs of Medicine in ihe .Teffi-rson Medical College, riiiladelpliia, etc. etc.

SEVENTH EDITIuN.

Thoroughly revised and extensively modified and enlarged,

With ncurljf- Five Hundred Uluslraiions.

In two large and liandsomcly printed octavo volumes, containing nearly 1450 pages.

On no previous revision of this work has the author bestowed more care than on the present, it

having been subjected to an entire scrutiny, not only as regards the important matters of which it

treats, but also the language in which they are conveyed ; and on no former occasion has he felt

as satisfied with his endeavors to have the vvork on a level with the existing state of the science.

Perhaps at no time in the history of physiology have observers been more numerous, energetic,

and discriminating than within the last few years. Many modifications of fact and inference have

consequently talcen place, which it has been necessary for the author to record, and to express his

views in relation thereto. On the whole subject of physiology proper, as it applies to the functions

executed by the different organs, the present edition, the author flatters himself, will therefore be

found to contain the views of the most distinguished physiologists of all periods.

The amount of additional matter contained in this edition may be estimated from the fact that

the mere list of authors referred to in its preparation alone extendsover nine large and closely printed

pages. The number of illustrations has been largely increased, the present edition containing four

hundred and seventy-four, while the last had but three hundred and sixty-eight; while, in addition

to this, many new and superior wood-cuts have been substituted for those which were not deemed
sufficiently accurate or satisfactory. The mechanical execution of the work has also been im-

proved in every respect, and the whole is confidently presented as worthy the great and continued

favor which it has so long received from the profession.

It has lon^ since taken rank a? one of the medical classics of our lang-uao^e. To say that it is by far the best

texi-liook oi pliysiolos^y ever published in this country, is but echoing the general testimony of the profession.

— A^. Y Journal of Medicine.
The most full and complete system of Physiology in our language.— Western Lancet.
The mosi complete and satisfactory system of I'hysiology in the Kiiglisli language

—

Amer. Med Journal.
The best work of the kind in the English language.

—

Silliman\<: Journal.
Wc have, on two former occasinns. hrouglu this excellent work under the notice of our readers, and we

have now only to say that, instead of falling behind in ihe rapid march of physiological science, each edition

brings it nearer to ihe van.

—

British and Foreign Medical Revieio.

A review of such a well-known work would be out of place at thepresent time. We have looked over it.

and find, what we knew would he the case, that Dr. Dunglison has kept pace with the science to which he
has devoted so much study, and of which he is one of the living ornatnenis We recommend the work to the

medical studeni as a valiiahle texi-liook, and to all inquirers into Natural Science, as one which will well
and delightfully repay perusal.

—

The New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

ICIRKKS AND FACET'S PHYSIOLiOGY.-(L.alely Issued.)

A MANUAli OF FMYSIOIj^I^Y,
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

BY WILLIAM SENHOUSE KIRKES, M.D.,
Assisted by .TAMES PAGET,

Lecturer on General Anatomy and Physiology in St. Barlholomew's Hospital.

In one handsome volume, royal 12mo., of 550 pages, with 118 wood-cuts.

An excellent work, and for students one of the best within reach —Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
One of the best little hooks on Physiology wliich we post-ess.- Braithwaitr^s Relrosiiect.

Particularly adapted to those who desire to possess a concise digest of the tacts of Human Physiology.

—

British and h'oreian Med .-Chirurg. Review.
One of the best treatises which can he put iiMo the hands of the sludent.— London Medical Gazette.

We conscientiously recommend it as an admirable " Handbook of Physiology ."^

—

London Jour. of Medicine.

SOLLY ON THE BRAIN.

THE nCMAN BRAIN; ITS STRUCtTrE, PinSIOLOGY, AND DISEASES.
WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE TYPICAL FORM OF THE BRAIN IN THE ANIMAL KINGDO.Vl.

BY SAMUEL SOLLY, F. R. S., &c ,

Senior Assistant Surgeon to the St. Thomas' Hospital, &c.

im the Second and much Enlarged London Edition. In one octavo voluine, with 130 Wood-cuts.

HARR^-^ ~ ~~
octavo'^ ON THE NKRVES—An Essay towards a correct theory of the Nervous System. In one

Vi AT rKU Mie, 292 page s.

\)y PereiraON LIVlNG BEINGS.— I,ecturcs on Ihe Physical Phenomena of Living Beings. Edited

XlOljETS Pl^ one neat royal Idino. volume, extra cloih, with cuts—3SS pages.

wooil- I'^ '"QLOGY — A Treatise on Animal and Vegetable Physiology, with over 400 illustrations on
ROCiFiT'S OtJTi,y(, yQ]mj,j.s ciQii,

., r^r\ Ni .^ ^ ,

"""''' Ty arid Phrenology. In one octavo volume, cloth— 516 pages.
SIOLOGY AND INTELLECTUAL SCIENCE. In one

ON THE CONiN'S-Ouilinesof Physiology and

12mo. volume. W-^IV hktWKEN PilYSlOl
TODD & 150\\ il'^-^ice 2.1 cents.

Uandsoine wool-cuts.qyg[0[^OGY —Physiological Anatomy and Physiology of Man. With numerous
•IS 1,11, and HI, in one 8vo. volume, 552 pp. Part IV will complete the work.
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WIL,L,TJ1MS> PKIJVCIPLiES—A'ew and Enlarged Edilion.

Comprising General Pathology and Therapeutics,
AND A BRIKF GENKRAL VIEW OF

ETIOLOGY. NOSOLOGY. SEMEIOLOGY. DIAGNOSIS. PROGNOSIS, AND HYGIENICS,

BY CHARLES J. B. WILLIAMS, M. D., F. R. S.,

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, &c.

Edited, with Additions, BY MEREDITH CLYMER, M. D.,
Consulting Physician to the Philadelphia Hospital, &c. &c.

THIKD AMERICAN, FROM THE SECOND AND ENLARGED LONDON EDITION.

In one octavo volume, of 440 pages.

BILtlNG'S PRIXCIPI.es, NEVK EDITION—(Just Issued.)

BY ARCHIBALD BILLING, M. D., &c.
Second American from the Fifth and Improved liOndou Edition.

In one handsome octavo volume, extra cloth, 250 pages.

We can strongly recommend Dr. Billing's "Principles" as a code of instruction which should be con-
stantly present to the mind of every well-informed and philosophical practitioner of medicine.— -LanceJ.

MANUALS ON THE BLOOD AND URINE.
In one handsome volume royal 12mo., extra cloth, of 460 large pages, with numerous illustrations.

CONTAINING
I. A Practical Manual on the Blood and Secretions of the Human Body. BY JOHN WILLIAM
GRIFFITH, M. D., &c.

II. On the Analysis of the Blood and Urine in health and disease, and on the treatment of Urinary

diseases. BY G. OWEN REESE, M. D., F. R. S., &c. &c.

III. A Guide to the Examination of the Urine in health and disease. BY ALFRED MARKWICK.
The importance now attached to the Diagnosis of the Blood and Urine, and the rapid increase of our know-

ledge respecting the pathological conditions of the fluids of the human body, have induced the publishers to

present these manuals in a cheap and convenient form, embracing the results of the most recent observers in

a practical point of view. On the subject of the chemical and microscopical examinations of these fluids,

ihey would also call the attention of the student to Bo\vjiaN'S Medical CiiEMisiRy, and Simon's Animal
Chemistry. See p. 30.

NEW EDITION—(Just Issued.)

URIMAHT~Dl]POSIT8;
THEIR I1!A™SIS,PATH0L05Y, ANB THERAPEUTICAL INDIOATIONS.

BY GOLDING BIRD, A. M., M. D., &c.

A NEW AMERICAN, FROM THE THIRD AND IMPROVED LONDON EDITION.

In one very neat volume, royal 12mo., with over sixty illustrations.

Though the present edition of this well-known work is but little increased in si/e. it will be found essen-

tially modified throughout, and I'ully up lo the present state of knowledge on its subject. The unanimous tes-

timony of the medical pre.«s warrants the publishers in preseniiiig it as a complete and reliable manual for

the student of this interesting and importan'. branch of medical science.

THE PATH3L08SCAL ANATO^f OF THE HUMAN BODY.
BY JULIUS VOGEL, M. D., &c.

Translated from the German, with Additions,

BY GEORGE E. DAY, M. D., &c.

ILLUSTRATED BY UPWARDS OF ONE HUNDRED FIGURES, PLAIN AND COLOKED.

In one neat octayo volume.

.4.BERCKO:\iniB ON THE BRAIN.— Pathological and Practical Researches on Diseases of the F
.-*pmal Cord, a new edition, in one small Svo. vohuno, pp. 324. i on the

BURROWS ON CKRKHRAL CIRCULATION.—On Disorders of the Cerebral Circulation/edplates

Connection between Alfections of the Brain and D.seasesof the Heart. In one 8vo. vol., with' '

pp. 2l(i. „ ^ , ^ > and on the
BLAKIsrON ON THE CHEST.—Practical Observations on certain Diseases of the r

Principles of Auscultation. In one volume, 8vo., pp. 3S4. "^spiraiion and
HASSE':5 PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY.—An Anatomical Description of the Disea?

Circulation. Translated and Edited bv Swaine. In one volume, Svo., pp. 379. •'^"scultau'on, and
HUGHES ON THE LUNGS AND HEART.—Clinical Introduction lo the Practi- ,

other modes of Phvsicnl DlRirnosis. In one l2mo. volume, with a plate, pp. 270. '"^ "^nasome voiume,
FRICK ON THE URINE.—Renal Afiections, their Diagnosis and Pathology

,

roval 12mo. wiih illustrations.
opiex). In one volume,

COm.AND ON PALSY.—Of the Causes, Nature, and Treatment of Palsy a-

royal 12mo. (Just Issued.)
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DUNGLISON'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
ENLARGED AND IMPROVED EDITION.

THE PEACTICE"0F MEDICINE.
A TREATISE ON

SPECIAL PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS.
THIRD EDITION.

BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON, M. D.,
Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in tlie Jefferson Medical College ; Lecturer on Clinical Medicine, &c.

In two large octavo volumes, of fifteen hundred pages.

The student of medicine will find, in these two elegant volumes, a mine of facts, a gathering

of precepts and advice from the world of experience, that will nerve him with courage, and faith-

fully direct him in his efforts to relieve the physical suiferings of the race.

—

Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Upon every topic embraced in the work the latest information will be found carefully posted up.

Medical Examiner,
It is certainly the most complete treatiseof which we have any knowledge. There is scarcely a

disease which the student will not find noticed.

—

Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

One of the most elaborate treatises of the kind we have.

—

Southern Medical and Surg. Journal.

A New Work. Now Ready.

DISEASES OF THE HEARTTIuNGS, AND APPENDAiES
i

THEIR SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT.
BY W. H. WALSHE, M.D.,

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine in University College, London, ^c.

In one handsome volume, large royal 12mo.

The author's design in this work lias been to include within the compass of a moderate volume, all really
esseiuial facts bearing upon the symptoms,physieal signs, and treatment of pulmonary and cardiac diseases.

To accomplish this, the hrsl part of the work is devoted to the description of the various modes of pliysical

diagnosis, auscultation, percussion, mensuration, &c., which are fully and clearly, but succinctly entered
into, both as respects their theory and clinical phenomena. In the second part, the various diseases of the

heart, lungs, and great vessels are considered in regard to symptoms, physical signs and treatment, with
numerous references to cases. The eminence of the author is a guarantee to the practitioner and student
that the work is one of practical utility in facilitating the diagnosis and treatment of a large, obscure and
important class of diseases.

THE GREAT MEDICAL LIBRARY.

THE CYCLOPEDIA OF PRACTICAL MEDIi
COMPRISING

Treatises on the Nature and Treatment of Diseases, Materia Medica, and Thera-
peutics, Diseases of Women and Children, Medical Jurisprudence, &c. &.c.

EDITED BY

JOHN FORBES, M. D., F. R. S., ALEXANDER TWEEDIE, M. D., F. R. S.

AND JOHN CONNOLLY, M. D.
Revised, with Additions,

BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON, M. D.

THIS WORK IS NOW COMPLKTE, AXD FORMS FOUR LARGE SUPER-ROYAL OCTAVO VOLUMES,

Containing Thirty-two Hundred and Fifty-four unusually large Pages in Double Columns, Printed
on Good Paper, with a new and clear type.

THE WHOLE \VF.LL AND STRONGLY BOUND WITH RAISED BANDS AND DOUBLE TITLES.

This work contains no less than FOUR HUNDRED AND EIGHTEEN! DISTINCT TREATISES,

By Sixty-eight distinguished Physicians.
The most complete work on Practical IVIedicine extant; or, at least, in our language.

—

Buffalo Medical
and Surgical Jovrnal.
For reference, it ig above all price to every practitioner.— Western Lancet.
One of the most valuable medical publications o{ the day—as a work of reference it is invaluable.

—

Wef'tern Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
It has been to us, both as learner and teacher, a work for ready and frequent reference, one in which

modern English medicine is exhibited in the most advantageous light.

—

Medical Examiner. >

We rejoice that this work is to be placed within the reach of the profession in this country, it being unques-
tionably one of very great value to the practitioner. This estimate of it has not been formed from a hasty ex-
amination, but after an intimate acquaintance derived from frequent consultation of it during the past nine or
ten years. The editors are practitioners of established reputation, and the listof contributors embraces many
of the most eminent professors and teachers of London, Edinburgh, Dublin, and Glasgow. It is, indeed, the
great merit of this work that the principal articles have been furnished by practitioners ^vho have not only
devoted especial attention to the diseases about which they have written, but have also enjoyed opportunities
for an extensive practical acquaintance wjth them.—and whose reputation carries the assurance of their
eompetencyjustly to appreciate the opinions of others, while it stamps their own doctrines with high and just

authority.

—

American Medical Journal,
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WATSON'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE—New Edition.

LECTURES Oi\ THE

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PHYSIO.
BY THOMAS WATSON, M. D., &c. &c.

Third American, from the last London Edition.

REVISED, WITH ADDITIONS, BY D. FRANCIS CONDIE, M. D.,
AuUior of " A Treatise on llie Diseases of Children," &c.

IN ONE OCTAVO VOLUME,

Of nearly ELEVEN HUNDRED LARGE PAGES, strongly bound with raised bands.

To say lliat it is ihe very best work on the snljjeei now extant, is but to echo the sentiment of llie medical
press throughout the country.— N. O. Mfdical Journal.
Of the textbooks recently repabiistied VVaison is very justly the principal favorite.— iio/OT&s' Report to

Nat. Med. A^soc.

By universal consent the work ranks among the very best text-books in our language.— J7Z. and Ind. Med.
Journal.
Regarded on all hands as one of the very best, if not the very best, systematic treatise on practical medi-

cine extant —Si. Louis Med. Journal.
Oonfes-edly one of the very best works on the principles and practice of physic in the English or any other

language.

—

Med. E.raminer.
As a text-book it has no equal; as a compendium of pathology and practice no superior.— iV. Y. Annalist.
We know of no work belter calculated for being placed in the hands of the student, and for a text book,

on every important point the author seems to have po.-ited up his knowledge to the day.—Amer. Med. Journal.
One of the most practically useful books that ever was presented to the student.

—

N. Y. Med. Journal.

WILSON ON THE SKIN,

ON DISEASES~OF THE SKIN.
BY ERASMUS WILSON, F. R. S.,

Author of" Human Anaiomy,'' &c.
SECOND AMERICAN FROM THE SECOND LONDON EDITION.

Ill one neat octavo volume, extra cloth. 440 pa^es.

Also, to be Iiad -with eiglit IjeaMtlfiilly colored steel plates*
AlsO) tlie plates sold separate, iu boards.

Much Enlarged Edition, of BARTIiETT ON FEVERS.
THE HISTORY, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT OF THE

FEVERS OF THE UNITED STATES.
BY ELISHA BARTLETT, M.D.,

In one octavo volume of 550 pages, beautifully printed and strongly bound.

CLYMER AND OTHERS ON FEVERS,

FEVERS; THEIR DIAGNOSIS, PATHOLOGY, AND TREATMENT.
PREPARED AND EDITED, WITH LARGE ADDITIONS,

FROM THE ESSAYS ON' FEVER IX T^VEEDIE's LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE,

BY MEREDITH CLYMER, M. D.
In one octavo volume of sis hundred pages.

BENEDICT'S CHAPMAN.—Compendium of Chapman's Lectures on Ihe Practice of Medicine. One neat
volume. Sv'o.. pp. 2.t^.

BUDD ON THE LIVER.—On Diseases of the Liver. In one very neat 8vo. vol., with colored plates and
wood-cuts. pp. 39v!

CHAP.MAN'S LECTURES.—Lectures on Fevers, Dropsy, Gout, Rheumatism, &c. &c. In one neat8vo.
voiume. pp. 4.50

ESQL'IROL ON INSANITY.—Menial Maladies, considered in relation to IMedicine, Hygiene, and Medical
Jurisprudence. Translated liy R. K. Hunt, M. D , &c. In one Svo. volume, pp. 496.

THO.MSON ON THE SICK ROOM.—Domestic managementof the sick Room, necessary in aid of Jledical

Treatment for the cure of Diseases. Edited by R. E. GnfFith, M. D. In one large royal 12mo. volume, with
wood-cuts. pp. 360.

HOPE ON THE HE.\RT.—A Treatise on the DLseases of the Heart and Great Vessels. Edited by Pen-
nock. In one volume. ?vo . with plates, pp. 572.

LA(>LEMAND ON SPERMATORRHOEA.-The Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment of Spermatorrhoea.
Trai slated and Edited by Henry J McDougal. In one volume, Svo., pp 3d0.

PHILII'S ON SCROFULA.—Scrofula: its Nature, its Prevalence, its Causes, and the Principles of its

Treatment In one volume. Svo., with a plate, pp 3.50.

WHITEHEAD ON ABORTION. &e.—The Causes and Treatment of Abortion and Sterility; being the

Result of an Extended Practical Inquiry into the Physiological and Morbid Conditions of the Uterus. In
one volume. >vo.. pp 36?.

WILLIAMS ON RKSPIRATORY ORGANS.—A Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Respiratory Or-
gans; indudins; Diseases of the Larynx, Trachea, Lun^s, and Pleurae. With numerous Additions and
Notes by M. Clymer, M.D. With wood-cuts. In one octavo volume, pp 503

DAY ON OLD AGE.—A Practical Treatise on the Domet^tic MaiiaEjement and more important Diseases of

Advanced Life. With an Appendi.if on a lew and successful mode of treating Lumbago and other forms
of Chronic Rheumatism. 1 vol. 8vo., pp. 22S.
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MEIGS ON FEMALES, New and Improved Edition—(Lately Issued.)

WOMAN; HER DISEASES' AND THEIR REMEDIES;
A SERIES OF LETTERS TO HIS CLASS.

BY C. D. MEIGS, M. D.,
Professor of Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children in tlie Jefferson Medical College of

Pliilailelphia, &c. ikc.

In one large and beautifully printed octavo volume, of nearly seven hundred large pages.

" I am happy to ofTer to my Class an enlarged and amended edition of my Letters on the Pis-

eases of Women; and I avail myself of this occasion to return my heartfelt thanks to them, and
to our brethren generally, for the flattering manner in which they have accepted this fruit of my
labor."

—

Preface.

The value attached to this work by the profession is sufficiently proved by the rapid ex-

haustion of the first edition, and consequent demand for a second. In preparing this the

author has availed himself of the opportunity thoroughly to revise and greaily to improve
it. i'he work will therefore be found completely broujjht up to the day, and in every way
worthy of the reputation which it has so immediately obtained.

Professor Meigs has enlarged and amended ihis great work, for such it unquestionably is, having passed
the ordeal of crilicisra at home and ahroad, l)ut been improved thereby ; for in this new edition llie author
has introduced real improvements, and increased the value and uliUiy of the book immeasurably. Ii presents

go many novel, l)right and sparkling thoughts; such an exuberance of new ideas on almost every page,

tliat we confess ourselves to have become enamored with the book and its author; and cannot withhold
our congratulations from our Philadelphia confreres, that such a teacher is in their service. We regret thai

our limits will not allow of a more extended notice of tliis work, but mus-t content ourselves wiili thus com-
mending it as worthy of diligent perusal by physicians as well as students, who are seekingto be thoroughly
insirucled in the important practical subjecis of which it treats

—

N. Y.Med. Gazette.

It coniains a vast amount of practical knowledge, by one who has accurately observed and retained the

experience of many years, and who tells the result in a l"ree, familiar, and pleasant manner,

—

Dublin Quar-
terly Journal.
There is an off-hand fervor, a glow and a warm-heartedness infecting the effort of Dr. Meigs, which is en-

tirely captivating, and which absolutely hurries the reader through from beginning to end. Besides, the

book teems wiih solid inslruciion, and it shows the very higliesl evidence of ability, viz,, the clearness with
which the information is presented. We know of no better ttst of one's understanding a subject than the

evidence of the power of lucidly explaining it. The most elementary, as well as the obscurest subjects, un-
der llie pencil of Prof Weig.s, are isolated and mnde to sinnd out in .*uch bold relief, as to produce distinct

impressions upon the mind and memory of the reader — The Charleston Meilical Journal.
The merits of the first edition of this work were so generally appreciated, and with such a high degree of

favor by the medical profession throughout the Uiiioii,"tlial we aM not surprised in seeing a second edition

of it It is a standard work on the diseases of temales. and in many respects is one of tlie very best of us
kind in the Knglish language. Upon the appearance of the first edition, we gave the work a cordial recep-
tion, and spoke of it in the vvarmi^st terms of commendation. Time has not changed the favorable estimate
we placed upon it, but has rather increased our convictions of its superlative merits. But we do not now
deem it necessary to say more than to commend this work, on the diseases of women, and the remedies
(or them, to the attention of those practitioners who have not supplied themselves with it. The most select

library would be imperfect without it,— The Western Journal cif Mclieine and Surgery.
He is a bold thinker, and possesses more originality of Ihousjht ai d style tlian almost any American writer

oil medical subject,*. If he is not an elegant writer, there is at least a freshness— a raciiiess in his mode of
expressing himself—that cannot fail to draw the reader after him, even to the close of his work : you cannot
nod over his pages; he stimulates rather than narcotises your senses, and the reader cannot lay aside these

letters when once he enters into their merits. This, the second edition, is much amended and enlarged, and
affords abundant evidence of the author's talents and industry,— jV. O. Medical and Suri^ical Journal.
The practical writings of Dr. Meigs are second to noun — The N. Y. Journal of Medicine.
Tlie excellent practical directions contained in this volume give it gr< -at utility, which we trust will not be

lost upon our older colleagues ; with some condensation, indeed, we should think it well adapted for trans-

lation into German,

—

ZeitichriJ'tfur die Gesammle Medecin.

NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION- (Lately Issued.)

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES,
AND ON THE SPECIAL HYGIENE OF THEIR SEX.

BY COLOMBAT DE L'ISERE, M.D.
TRANSLATED, WITH MANY NOTES AND ADDITIONS, BY C. D. MEIGS, M. D.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND LVIPROVED,

In one large volume, octavo, of seven hundred and twenty pages, with numerous wood-cuts.

We are satisfied it is destined to take the front rank in this deparimeni of medical science. It is in fact a
complete exposition of the opinions and praciical methods of all the celebrated practitioners of ancient and
modern limes,—New York Jouin. of Medicine.

ASH'WIIZiIi ON TI-2E DISEASES OT FESXAXiES.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON TIIEIiSEABES PECULIAR TO WOMEN.
I1.I-USTRATED BY CASES DERIVED FRttM HuSI'lTAl,, AND PRIVATE PRACTICE.

BY SAMUEtj ASHWELL, M, D. With Additions by PAUL BECK GODDARD, i\I, D.

Second American edition. In one octavo volume, of 520 pages.

One of the very best works ever issued from the press on the Diseases of Females.— Western Lancet.

ON THE CAUSES AND TREATMENT OF ABORTION AND STERILITY. By James Whitehead,
M. D., &c. In one volume octavo, of about three hundred and seventy- five pages.
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NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION-(Iiately Issued.)

THE DISEASES"OF FEMALES.
INGLUBIN5 THOSE DF PREGNANCY AND CHILBBE3.

BY FLEETWOOD CHURCHILL, M. D., M. R. I. A.,
Aulhor of '-Theory and Praclice of Midwifery," "Diseases of Females," tec.

A New American Edition (The Fifth), Revised by the Author.
With the Notes of ROBP]RT M. HUSTON, M. D.

In one large and handsome octavo volume of 632 pages, with wood-cuts.

To indulge in panesyric, when announcino; the fifth ediiion of any acknowledged medical aulhorily, were
to attempt 10 '• gild refined gold." The work announced above, has too long been honored with Ihelerm
"classical" to leave any doubt as lo its true worth, and we content ourselves with remarking, that ihe aulhor
has carefully retained the notes of Dr. Huston, who edited the former American edition, thus really enhanc-
ing the value of the work, and paying a well merited compliment. All who wish to be " posted up" on all

that relates lo the diseases peculiar to the wife, the mother, or tlie maid, will hasten to secure a copy of this
mo=t admirable treatise.

—

The Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal.
We know of no author who deserves that approbation, on '' the diseases of females," to the same extent

that Dr. Churchill does. His, indeed, is the only thorough treatise we know of on the subject, and it may be
commended to practitioners and students as a masterpiece in its particular department. The former editions
of this work have been commended strongly in this journal, and they have won their way lo an extended,
and a well deserved popularity. This fifth edition, before us, is well calculated to maintain Dr. Churchill's
hitfh reputation. It was revised and enlarged by the aulhor. for his American pnblishers, and it seems to us,
that there is scarcely any species of desiraWe information on its subjects, that may not be found in this work.— The Wester7i .Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
We are gratified lo announce a new and revised ediiion of Dr. Churchill's valuable work on the diseases

of females. We have ever regarded it as one of ihe very best works on the subjects embraced within il3

scope. In the English language
; and the present edition, enlarged and revised by Ihe author, renders it slili

more eiuitled to the confidence of the profession. Tlie valuable noies of Prof. Huston have been retained,
and contribute, in no small degree, to enhance the value o( the work. It is a source of congiatulalion that
the publishers have permitted ihe author lo be, in tliis instance, his own editor, thus securing all the revision
which an author alone is capable of making.— The Western Lancet.
As a comprelirnsive manual for students, or a work of reference for practitioners, we only speak with

common justice when we say thai it surpasses any other that has ever issued on the same subject from the
British press.— 2Vie Dublin Quarterly Journal.

Churchill's Monographs on Females —(Lately Issued.)

ESSAYS ON THE PUERPERAL~FEV£R, AND OTHER DISEASES
PECULIAR TO WOMEN.

SELECrED FROM THE WRITINGS OF BRITISH AUTHOR'* PREVIOUS TO THE CLOSE OF
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Edited by FLEETWOOD CHURCHILL, M. D., M. R. I. A.,
Author of "Treatise on the Diseases of Females," &c.

In one neat octavo volume, of about four hundred and fifty pages.

To these papers Dr. Churchill has appended notes, embodying whatever information ha= been laid before
the profession since their authors' time. He has also prefixed to the essays on puerperal fever, which occu-
py the larger portion of the volume, an interesting hisiorical sketch of the principal epidemics of that disease.
The whole forms a very valuable collection of papers by piofessional writers of eminence, on some of the
most important accidents lo which the puerperal female is liable.

—

American Journal of Medical Sciences.

JflUCH EA*LJIIIGED ^.VZ^ IJIl'ROl^ED EDITIOJS'—{Irately Issued.)

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON
INFLAMMATION OF THE UTERUS AND ITS APPENDAfiES,

AND ON ULCERATION AND INDURATION OF THE NECK OF THE UTERUS.

BY HENRY BENNETT, M. J).,

Obstetric Physician to tlie Western Dispensary.

Second .Edition, much enlarged.

In one neat octavo volume of 350 pages, with wood-cuts.

This edition is so enlarged as to constitute a new work. It embraces the study of inflammation

in all the uterine organs, and its influence in the production of displacements and of the reputed
functional diseases of the uterus.

Few works issue from the medical press which are at once original and sound in doctrine ; but such, we
feel assured, is the admirable treatise now before us. The important praclieal precepts which ihe aulhor
inculcates are all rigidly deduced from facts . . . Every page of the book is good, and eminently practical.

So far as we know and believe, it is ihe best work on the subject on which it treats.—Mow^A/y Journal qf
Medical Science.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES.
BY W. P. DEWEES, M. D.

NINTH EDITION.
la one volume, octavo. 632 pages, with plates.
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MEIGS ON CHILDREN—Just Issued.

OBSERVATIONS ON

CERTAIN OF THE DISEASES OF YOUNG CHILDREN.

BY CHARLES D. MEIGS, M. D.,

Professor of Midwifery and of the Diseases of Women and Children in the Jefferson

Medical College of Philadelphia, &c. &c.

In one handsome octavo volume of 214 pages.

While this work is not presented to the profession as a systematic and complete treatise on In-

fantile disorders, the importance of the subjects treated of, and the interest attaching to the views

and opinions of the distinguished author must command for it the attention of all who are called

upon to treat this interesting class of diseases.

It puts forth no claims as a systematic work, hut contains an amount of valuable and useful matter,

scarcely to be found in the same space in our liome literature. It can not but prove an acceptable offering

to the profession at large.

—

N. Y. Journal ofMedicine.

The work before us is undoubtedly a valualde addition to the fund of information which has already been
treasured up on the subjects in question. It is practical, and therefore eminently adapieii to the general

practitioner. Dr. Meigs' works have the same fascination wliich belongs to Kwn^tM.— Merlical Examiner.

This is a most excellent work on tiie obscure diseases of childhood, and will afford the practitioner and
student of medicine much aid in their diagnosis and treatment.— The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

We take much pleasure in recommending this excellent little work to the attention of medical practition-

ers. It deserves their attention, and after they commence its perusal, they will not willingly aliandon it,

until they have mastered its contents. We read the work while sulfering from a cavbuncie, and its fasci-

nating pages often beguiled us iiilo forgetful iiess of agonizing pain. May it leach others to relieve the afflic-

tions of the young.— The Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

All of which topics are treated with Dr. Meigs' acknowledged ability and original diction. The work is

neither a systematic nor a complete treatise upon the diseases of children, but a fragment which may be con-
Bulied with much advantage.

—

Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.

NEW TATORK BY DR. CHURCHILL.

ON THE

DISEASES OF INFANTS AND CHILDREN.
BY FLEETWOOD CHURCHILL, M. D., JL R. I. A.,

Author of-' Theory and Practice of Midwil'ery," ''Diseases of Females," i-c.

In one large and handsome octavo volume of over 600 pages.

From Dr. Churchill's known ability and industry, we were led to form high expectations of this work ; nor
were we deceived. Its learned author seems to have set no bounds to his researches in collecting informa-

tion which, with his usual systematic address, he has disposed of in the most clear and concise manner, so
as to lay before the reader every opinion of importance bearing upon the suliject under consideration.
We regard this volume as possessing more claims to cotnpleleness than any other of the kind with which

we are acquainted. Most cordially and earnestly, therefore, do we commend it to our professional brethren,
and we feel assured that the stamp oftheir approbation will in due time be impressed upon it.

After an attentive perusal of us contents, we hesitate not to say, that it is one of the most comprehensive
ever written upon the diseasesof children, and that, for copiousness of reference, extentof research, and per-

spicuity of detail, it is scarcely to be equalled, and not to be excelled in any language.

—

Dublin Quarterly
Journal.

The present volume will sustain the reputation acquired by the author from his previous works. The
reader will find in it full and judicious directions for the management of infants at birth, and a compendious,
but clear, account of the diseases to which children are liable, and the most successful mode of treating them.
We must not close this notice without calling attention lo the author's style, which is perspicuous and
polished to a degree, we regret to say, not generally characteristic of medical works. We recommend the
work of Dr. Churchill most cordially, both to students and practitioners, as a valuable and reliable guide in

the treatment of the diseases of children.

—

Am. Journ. of the Med. Sciences.

After this meagre, and we know, very imperfect notice, of Dr. Churchill's work, we shall conclude by
saying, that it is one that cannot fail from its copiousness, extensive research, and general accuracy, to exalt
still higher the reputation of the author in this country. The American reader will be panicularly pleased
to find that Dr. Churchill has done full justice throughout his work, lo the various American authors on this

subject. The names of Dewees, Eberle, Condie, and Stewart, occur on nearly every page, and these authors
are constantly referred lo by the author in terms of the highest praise, and with the mo^l liberal courtesy.

—

The Medical Examiner.

We know of no work on this department of Practical Medicine which presents so candid and unpreju-
diced a statement or posting up of our actual knowledge as this.— iV. Y. Journal of Medicine.

Its claims lo merit, both as a scientific and practical work, are of the highest order. Whilst we would
not elevate il above every other treatise on the same subject, we certainly believe that very few are equal
to it, and none superior.— So«rA«ni Med. and Surg. Journal.
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New and Improved Edition.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE

DISEASES OF CHILDREN.
By D. FRANCIS CONDIE, M. D.,

Fellow of Uie College of Physicians, &c. &c.

Third edition, revised and augmented. In one large volume, 8vo., of over 700 pages.

In the preparation of a third edition of the present treatise, every portion of it has been subjected
to a careful revision. A new chapter has been added on Epidemic Meningitis, a disease which,
although not confined to children, occurs far more frequently in them, than in adults. In the other
chapters of the work, all the more important facts that have been developed since the appearance
of the Inst edition, in reference to the nature, diagnosis, and treatment of the several diseases of
which they treat, have been incorporated. The great object of the author has been to present, in
each succeeding edition, as full and connected a view as possible of the actual state of the pa-
thology and therapeutics of those affections which most usually occur between birth and puberty.
To the present edition there is appended a list of the several works and essays quoted or referred

to in the body of the work, or which have been consulted in its preparation or revision.

Every important fact that has been verified or developed since the publication of the previous edition,
either iji relaiion to the nature, diagnosis, or treatment of the diseases of children, have been arranged and
incorporated into the body of the work : thus posting up to dale, to use a counting-house phrase, all the
valuable facts and useful information on the .subject. To the American practitioner. Dr. Condie's remarks
on the diseases of children will he invaluable, and we accordingly advise tho.«e who have failed to read this
work to procure a copy, and make themselves lanuliar with its sound principles.— The New Otleans Medical
and Surgical Journal.
We t'eel persuaded that the American Medical profession will soon regard it, not only as a very good, but

as the VERY best '• Practical Treatise on the Disea.s'es o( ChUdretV—American MedicalJournal.
We pronounced the first edition to be the best work on the Diseases of Children in the Kngli.sh language,

and, notwithstanding all that has been published, we siiU regard it in that light.—Met/tca/ Examiner.
From Professor Wm. P. Johnston, Washington, D. C.

I make use of it as a text-book, and place it invariably in the hands of my private pupils.

From Professor D. Hutnphreys Storer, of Boston.
I consider it to be the best work on the Diseases of Children we have access to, and as such recommend it

to all who ever refer to the subject.

From Professor M. M. Pallen, of St. Louis.
I consider it the best treatise on the Diseases of Children that we possess, and as such have been in the

habit of recommending it to my classes.

Dr. Condie's scholarship, acumen, industry', and practical sense are manifested in this, as in all his nu-
merous contributions to science.— Dr. Holmes''s Report to the American Medical Association.
Taken as a whole, in our judgment. Dr. Condie's Treatise is the one from the perusal of which the practi-

tioner in this country will rise with the greatest satisfaction.— Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
One of the best works upon the Diseases of Children in the English language.— Westeryt Lancet.
We feel assured from actual experience thai no physician's library can be complete without a copy ofthis

'

work.— A'. Y. Journal of Medicine
Perhaps the rnost full and complete work now before the prolession of the United States; indeed, we may

say in the English language. It is vastly superior to most of its predecessors.— Transylvania Med Journal.
A veritable psediatric encyclopaedia, and an honor to American medical literature.— Ohio Medical and Sur-

gical Journal.

irEST OJi^ niSE^SES OF CHIIjJOREJ^',

LECTURES ON THE

DISEASES OF INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.
BY CHARLES WEST, M. D.,

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Children, &c. &c.

In one volume, octavo.

Every portion of these lectures is marked by a general accuracy of description, and by the soundness of
the views set forth in relaiion to the pathology and therapeutics of the several maladies treated of. The lec-

tures on the diseases of the respiraiory apparatus, about one-third of the whole number, are particularly
excellent, forming one of the fullest and most able accounts of these affections, as they presefit themselves
during infancy and childhood, in the English language. The history of the several forms of phihisis during
these periods of existence, with their management, will be read by all with deep interest.

—

The American
Journal of Uie Medical Sciences.

The Lectures of Dr. West, originally published in the London Medical Gazette, form a most valuable
addilion to this branch of practical medicine. For many years physician to the Children's Infirmary, his
opportunities for observing their diseases have been most extensive, no less than 14, Ol)0 children having been
brought under his notice during the pa^t nine years. These have evifleully been studied with great care,
and the result has been the production of the Very best work in our language, so far as it goes, on the dis-

eases of this class of our patients. The symptomatology and pathology of their diseases are especially
exhibited most clearly ; and we are convinced that no one can read with care these lectures without deriv-
ing from them instruction of the most important kind.— Charleston Med. Journal.

A TREATISE
ON THE PHYSICAI. AND MEDICAL TREATMENT OF CHILDREN.

BY VV. P. DEWEES, M. D.
Ninth edition. lu one volume, octavo. 54S pages.
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Jl ,IS*E\V* W'iPnK—^^Lalely Issued.)

OBSTETRICS:
THE SCIENCE AND THE ART.

BY CHARLES D. MEIGS, M.D.,
Professor of Midwifery and the Diseases of Woirieii aiitt Cliildren in llie Jefferson Medical College,

Piiiladelphia, &e. &c.

With One Hundred and Twenty Illustrations.

In one beautifully printed octavo volume, of sis hundred and eighty large pages.

As an elementary treatise—nonoise, but, wiilial, clear and comprehensive—we know of no one better

adapted for the use of the student; while the young practitioner will find in it a body of soiinil doctrine,

and a series of excellent practical Oireclions. ad;tpted to all tlie condiiions of the various forms of labor

and their results, which he will be induced, we are persuaded, again and again to consult, and always with
profit.

It has seldom been our lot to peruse a work upon the subject, from which we have received greater satis-

faction, and which we believe to be belter calculated to communicate to the student correct and definite

views upon the several topics embraced within the scope of us teachings.

—

American Journal of the Medical
Sciences.

We are acquainted with no work on midwifery of greater practical value.

—

Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal.
Worthy the reputation of its distinguished author.

—

Medical Examiner.
We most sincerely recommend it. boih to the student and practitioner, as a more complete and valuable

work on the Science and Art of Midwifery, than any of the numerous reprints and American editions of
European works on the same subject.

—

N. Y. Annali':t.

We have, therefore, great satisfaction in bringing under our reader's notice the matured views of the

highest American authority in the department to which he has devoted his life and talents.

—

London Medical
Gazette.

An author of established merit, a professor of Midwifery, and a practitioner ofhigh reputation and immense
experience—we may assuredly regard his work now before us as representing the most advanced slate of
obstetric science in America up to the lime at which he writes. We consider Dr. Meigs' book as a valuable
acquisition to obstetric lilerature, and one that will very much assist the practitioner under many circum-
stances of doubt and perplexity.— The Dublin Quarterly Journal.
These various heads are subdivided so well, so lucidly explained, that a good memory is all that is neces-

sary in order to put the reader in possession of a thorough knowledge of this important subject. Dr. Meigs
has conferred a great benefit on the profession in publishing this excellent work.

—

St. Louis Medical and
Surgical Journal.
No reader will lay the volumedown without admiration for the learning and talents of the author. An abler

volume, on the whole, we do not hope soon to see.— Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
A safe and efficient guide to the delicate and ofttimesdifficultduties which devolve upon the obstetrician.

—

Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal.
One of the very best treatises on this subject, and worthy of being placed in the library of every American

physician.— Northwestern Medical and Surgical Journal.
He has an earnest way with him when speaking of the most elementary subjects which fixes the attention

and adds much value to the work as a text-book for students.

—

British and Foreign Medico- Chirurgical
Review.

TYI.EU SMITH OX PARTURITION.

ON PAETUEITION,
AND THE PHINGIPLES AND PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS.

BY W. TYLER SMITH, M. D.,
Lecturer on Obstetrics in the Hunlerian School of INIedicine, &c. &c.

In one large duodecimo volume, of 400 pages.

The work will recommend itself by its intrinsic merit to every member of the profession.— irt«rf«.

We can imagine the pleasure with which William Hunter or Deniaan would have welcomed the present
work; certainly the most valuable contribution to obstetrics that has been made since their own day. For
ourselves, we consider its appearance as the dawn of a new era in this department of medicine. We do
most cordially recommend the work as one absolutely necessary to he studied by every accoucheur. It will,

we may add. prove equally interesting and instructive to ihe student, the general practitioner, and pure oli-

stetrician. It was a bold undertaking to reclaim parturition for Reflex Physiology, and it has been well per-
formed.

—

London Journal of Medicine.

LEE'S CLINICAL MIDWIFERY.

IT

COMPRFSING THE HISTORIES OF FIVE HUNDRED AND FORTY-FIVE CASES OF DIFFI-

CULT, PRETERNATURAL, AND COMPLICATED LABOR, WITH COMMENTARIES.

BY ROBERT LEE, M. D., F. R. S., &c.

From the 2d London Edition.

In one royal 12mo. volume, e.vtra cloth, of 23S pages.

More instructive to the juvenile practitioner than a score of systematic works.

—

Lancet.
An invaluable record for the practitioner

—

N. Y. Annalist.

A storehouse of valuable facts and precedents.— jlOTen'can Journal of the Medical Seiences.
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CHURCHILL'S MIDWIFERY, BY CONDIE, NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION— (Just Issued.)

ON THE

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY.
BY FLEETWOOD CHURCHILL, M. D., kc.

A NEW AMERICAN FROM THE LAST AND IMPROVED ENGLISH EDITION.

EDITED, WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS,

BY D. FRANCIS CONDIE, M. D.,
Author of a " Practical Treatise on the Diseases of Children," &c.

WITH OJVJE UVJ^'HREO ^JS"!} THIRTi^-JVUVm IZ,L,USTR^TIOjyS.

In one very handsome octavo volume.

In the preparation of the last English edition, from which this is printed, the author has spared

no pains, with the desire of bringing it thoroughly up to the present state of obstetric science.

The labors of the editor have thus been light, but he has endeavored to supply whatever he has

thought necessary to the work, either as respects obstetrical practice in this country, or its

progress in Europe since the appearance of Dr. Churchill's last edition. Most of the notes of the

former editor, Dr. Huston, have been retained by him, where they have not been embodied by the

author in his text. The present edition of the favorite text-book is therefore presented to the pro-

fession in the full confidence of its meriting a continuance of the great reputation which it has

acquired as a work equally well fitted for the student and practitioner.

To bestow praise on a book that has received such marked approbation would be superfluous. We need
only say, therefore, that if the first edition was thought worthy of a favorable reception by the medical pub-
lic, we can confidently affirm that this will he found much more so. The lecturer, the practitioner, and the
student, may all have recourse to its pages, and derive from their perusal much interesl and instruction in

everything relating to theoretical and practical midwifery.

—

Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science.

A work of very great merit, and such as we can confidently recommend lo the study of every obstetric
practitioner.—London JMedical Gazette.
This IS certainly the most perfect system extant. It is the best adapted for the purposes of a text-book, and

that which he whose necessities confine him to one book, should select in preference to all others.

—

Southe,Tn
Medical and Surgical Journal.
The most popular work on Midwifery ever issued from the American press — Charleston MedicalJournal.
Certainly, in our opinion, the very best work on the subject which exists.

—

N. Y. Annalist.
Were we reduced to the necessity of liavingbut one work on Midwiiery, and pcrwiiiedfocAoose, we would

unhesitatingly take Churchill.— Western Medical and Surgical Journal.
h is impossible lo conceive a more useful and elegant Manual than Dr. Churchill's Practice of Midwifery.

— Provincial Medical Journal.
No work holds a higher position, or is more deserving of being placed in the hands oftheiyro, the advanced

student, or the practitioner.

—

Medical Examiner.

J\''EJ^ JEOITIOJV OF R^jnSBOTMJIJtl OJS" PaRTURITIOjV—iJSToto Ready, 1851.)

THE PRIMCIFLESrA^ND PRACTICE OF

OBSTETRIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY,
In reference to the Process of Parturition.

BY FRANCIS H. RAMSBOTHAM, M. D.,
Physician to the Royal IMaternity Charity, &c. &c.

SIXTH AMERICAN FROM THE LAST LONDON EDITION.

Illustrated with One Hundred and Forty-eight Figures on Fifty-five Lithographic Plates.

In one large and handsomely printed volume, imperial octavo, with 520 pages.

In this edition the plates have all been redrawn, and the text carefully read and corrected. It

is therefore presented as in every way worthy the favor with which it has so long been received.

From Professor Hbd;e, of the University of Pennsylvania.

To the American public, it is most valuable, from its intrinsic undoubted excellence, and as being the best

authorized exponent of British Midwifery. Its circulation will, I trust, be extensive throughout our country.

We recommend the student, who desires to master this difhcult subject with the least possible trouble, to

possess himself at once of a copy of this work.

—

American Jourtial of the Medical Sciences.

It stands at the head of the long list of excellent obstetric works published in the last few years in Great
Britain, Ireland, and the Continent of Europe. We cousidev this book indispensable to tlie library of every
physician eng;iged in the practice of Midwifery.

—

Southern Medical and Surgical Journal.

When the whole profession is thus unanimous in placing such a work in the very fir^t rank as regards the

extent and correctness of all the details of the theory and practice of so important a branch of learning, our
commendation or condemnation would be of little consequence; but, regard ing it as the most useful of all works
of the kind, we think it but an act of justice to urge its claims upon the profession.— A'. O. Med. Journal.

DEWEES'S MIDWIFERY.

A COHPREHEHSIVE SYSTEM OF HIDWIFERY.
ILLUSTRATED BV OCCASIONAL CASES AND MANY ENGRAVINGS.

BY WILLIAM P. DEWEES, M. D.

Tenth Edition, with the Author's last Improvements and Corrections. In one octavo volume, of 600 pages.
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rSREIIt^^S jn^TERI^ JflEniCM—Vol. I,, (^"oto Ready.)

NEW EDITION, GREATLY IMPROVED AND ENI.ARGED, to Nov. 1851.

OF MATERIA MEBICA AHO THERAPEOTICS.
COMPREHENDING THE NATURAL HISTORY, PREPARATION, PROPERTIES. COMPOSITION.

EFFECTS. AND USES OF MEDICINES.

BY JONATHAN PEREIEA, M. D., F. R. S. and L. S.

Third American from the Third and Enlarged London Edition.

WITH ADDITIONAL NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS BY THE AUTHOR.
EDITED BY JOSEPH CARSON, M. D.,

Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy in the University of Pennsylvania.

In two very large volumes, on small type, with about four hundred illustrations.

The demand for this new edition of" Pereira's Materia Medica" has induced the publishers

to issue the First Volume separately. The Second Volume, now at press and receiving important

corrections and revisions from both author and editor, may be expected for publication in July or

August, 1852.

The third London edition of this great work has been thoroughly revised and greatly enlarged

by the author, who has spared no. pains to render it complete in every part, by the addition of a

very large amount of matter and the introduction of many new illustrations. The present American
edition, however, in addition to this, will not only enjoy the advantages of a careful and accurate

superintendence by the editor, but will also embody the additions suggested by a further revision

by the author, expressly for this country, embracing the most recent discoveries, and the results

of several pharmacopceias which have appeared since the publication of part of the London edi-

tion. The notes of the American editor will be prepared with reference to the new edition of the

United States Pharmacopoeia, and will contain such matter generally as may be required to adapt it

fully to the wants of the American student and practitioner, as well as such recent investigations

and discoveries as may have escaped the attention of the author. The profession may therefore

rely on being able to procure a work which will not only maintain but increase its right to the ap-

pellation of
AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

We shall only remark that every article bears witness to the industry and indefatigable research of the

author. Instead of being merely ilie elements of materia medica, it constitutes a complete encyclopscdia of

this important subject. The student of physiology, pathology, chemistry, botany, and natural history, will

find herein the most recent facts and discoveries in his favorite branch of study, and the medical practitioner

will have in this work a safe guide for the administration and employment of medicines.—ionrfon Mtdical
Gazette.
The present edition (the third) is very much enlarged and improved, and includes the latest discoveries

and views respecting medicines and their properties. We believe that this work has no equal in value as

a book of reference, or of general information on materia medica.— The Lancet.

ROYIiE'S MATERIA MEUICA.

MATERIA iV!ED!CA A^D THERAPEUTICSj
INCLUDING THE

Preparations of the Pliarmacopccias of London, Edinburgh, Dublin, and of the United States.

WITH MANY NEW MEDICINES.

BY J. FORBES ROYLE, M. D., F. R. S.,

Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, King's College, London, &c. &c.

EDITED BY JOSEPH CARSON, M. D,,

Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy in the University of Pennsylvania.

WITH NINETY-EIGHT ILLUSTRATIONS.
In one large octavo volume, of about seven hundred pages.

Being one of the most beautiful Medical works published iu this country.

This work is, indeed, a most valuable one, and will fill up an important vacancy that existed between Dr.

Pereira's most learned and complete systomof Materia Medica, and the class of produciions on the other ex-

treme, which are necessarily imperfect from their small extent.

—

British and Foreign Medical Review.

POCKET DISPENSATORY AND FORMULAE .

A DISPENSATORY AND THERAPEUTICAL REMEMBRANCER, Comprising the entire lists

of Materia Medica, with every Practical Formula contained in the three British Pharmacopoeias.

With relative Tables subjoined, illustrating by upwards of six hundred and sixty examples, the

Extemporaneous Forms and Combinations suitable for the different Medicines. By JOHN
MAYNE, M. D., L. R. C. S., Edin., &c. &c. Edited, with the addition of the formula of the

United States Pharmacopoeia, by R. EGLESFELD GRIFFITH, M. D, In one 12mo. volume,

of over three hundred large pages.

The neat typography, convenient size, and low price of this volume, recommend it especially to

physicians, apothecaries, and students in want of a pocket manual.
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NE"W UNIVERSAIi FORMULARY.—(Lately Issued.)

A UNIVBRSAlT FORMULARY,
CONTAINING THE

METHODS OF PREPARING AND ADMINISTERING
OFFICINAL AND OTHER MEDICINES.

THE WUOLE ADAPTED TO PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACEUTISTS.

BY R. EGLESFELD GRIFFITH, M. D.,
AuUior of "'American Medical Dotany," <Scc.

In one large octavo volume of568 pages, double columns.

In this work will be found not only a very complete collection of formulae and pharmaceutic
processes, collected with great care from the best modern authorities of all countries, but also a
vast amount of important intbrmation on all collateral subjects. To insure the accuracy so neces-
sary to a work of this nature, the sheets have been carefully revised by Dr. Robert Bridges, while
Mr. William Procter, Jr., has contributed numerous valuable formulje, and useful suggestions.

The want of a work like the present has long been felt in this country, where the physician and
apothecary have hitherto had access to no complete collection of formulas, gathered from the

pharmacopoeias and therapeutists of all nations. Not only has this desideratum been thoroughly
accomplished in this volume, but it will also be found to contain a very large number of recipes for

empirical preparations, valuable to the apothecary and manufacturing chemist, the greater part of

which have hitherto not been accessible in this country. It is farther enriched with accurate ta-

bles of the weights and measures of Europe; a vocabulary of the abbreviations and Latin terms
used in Pharmacy; rules for the administration of medicines ; directions for officinal preparations;

remarks on poisons and their antidots ; with various tables of much practical utility. To facili-

tate reference to the whole, extended indices have been added, giving to the work the advantages
of both alphabetical and systematic arrangement.

To show the variety and importance of the subjects treated of, the publishers subjoin a very

condensed

SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS, IN ADDITION TO THE FORMULARY PROPER,
WHICH EXTENDS TO BETWEEN THREE AND FOUR HUNDRED LARGE DOUBLE-
COLUMNED PAGES.

PRt:FACE.
INrRODUCTION.
Weights and iNIeasukes.

Weights of Uie Uuiled States and GreatBritain.—
Foreign Weighls — Measures.

Specific Gravity.

Temperatures for certain Pharmacktjtical Ope-
rations

Hydrometkical Equivalents.

Specific Gravuies OF some of the Preparations
OF THE PhARMACOPCEIAS.

Relation between different Thermometrical
SCALBS.

Explanation of principal Abbreviations used in

FORMCL.E.

Vocabulary of AVords employed in Prkscriptioxs.

Obskrvatio.ns ON THE Management OF the Sick room.
Veiililaiioii of ihe Sick room.— reriiperalure of

the Sick room — Cleaiihue^s iii the Sick room.—
Quiel ill llie Sick room.— Kxamiiiatioii and Pre-

srrvanoii of ihe Rxeretions.— .AilmiiiistrHtioii of

Medicine.— Furniture of a Sick room.— Proper
use of Uieii.<ils for Evacuauoas.

Doses OF Medicines.
Age — Sex.— Temperament —Idiosyncrasy —
Haiiit.— Siaie of ilie System.—Time of day.— lii-

lertals tietweeii Doses.

Rules for Adviinistration of Medicines
Acids— Aiiiacids — \iiiililliics and Luhontriptics

Aiilispasniodics — Anlhelniiiiiics — Calliarlics —
Eiiemaia —Suppciiories — Drmulcents or Emol
lieiits — -Diaplioreiics

—

Diluenis— Diuretics—
Emetics — Eiiiiiieiiaj;oiue> — Rpispa<tics.— F,r-

rliii es — F.senarotiC!-. — Expectoraius — Narco-
lies — R;;frif;eraiiis — Stdaiives.—sialagogues —
Slimulams.— Tonics.

Management of Convalescence and Relapses.

DIETETIC PREPARATrONS NOT INCLUDED
A.MONG IHE PRb:V10US PRESCKlPriONS.

LIST OF L\COMPATIBLES.
POSOLOGICAL TABLKS OF THE MOST IM-

PORTANT MEUICINES.
TABLE OF PlIARMACEUTTCAL NAME3

WHICH DIFFER IS THE U. STATES
AND BRITISH Pil AR.MACOPUilAS.

OFFICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIREC-
TIONS.

Internal Remedtes.
Powders.—Pills and Boluses.—Extracts.— Con-
fections. Conserves, Electuaries — Pulps.— Sy-
rups.—Melliies or Honeys — Infusions — Decoc-
tions — Tinctures— Wines.—Vinegars --Mixtures.
Medicated \\aters — Di?lilleo. Essential, or Vola-
tile Oil-.— Fixed Oils and Fats. — Alkaloids.—
Spirits.—Troclies or Lozenges.—Inhalations.

External Remedies.
Baihs —Cold Bath —Cool Bath—Temperate Bath.
—Tepid Bath — Warm Balli.— Hot Bath.—Shower
Balh.— Local Bath- —Vapor Bath— Warm Air
Bath.— Douches.— Medicated Baths — Affusion.

—

Sponging — Fomeniaiions.— Cataplasms, or Poul-
tices.— t^olioiis, Lniimeiiis. Einljrocatiori.- — Ve»i-
caiories, or Blisiers.— Issues.— Seions.— Oial-
meiits.—Cerates.—Plasters.—Fumigations.

Blood-letting.
General Biood-Letiing —Venesection. Arterio-
lomy.—Topical Blood-Lelliiig —Cuppiiig.-Leec^
ihg -Scarifications.

POISONS.
INDEX OF DISEASES AND THEIR REMEDIES.
INDEX OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND BOTANI-

CAL NA.MES
GENERAL INDEX.

From the condensed summary of the contents thus given it will be seen that the completenew

of this work renders it of much practical value to all concerned in the prescribing or dispensing

of medicines.
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GRIFFITH'S MEDICAL FORMULARY—(Continued.)

From a vast number of commendatory notices, the publishers select a few.

A valuable acquisition lo the medical practitioner, and a useful boolc of reference to the apothecary on
numerous occasions

—

American Jovrnal of Pharmacy.
Dr. Griffith's Formulary IS worthy of recommendation, not only on account of the care which has been

bestowed on it by its estimable author, but for its general accuracy, and the richness of its details.— JVIfdifai

Examiner.
Most cordially we recommend this Universal Formulary, not forf;etting its adaptation to druggists and

apothecaries, who would find themselves vastly improved by a familiar acquaintance with this every-day

book of medicine.— The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
Pre-eminent among the best and most useful compilations of the present day will be found the work before

us, whicli can have been produced only at a very great cost of thought and labor. A short description will

suffice tnshow tliat we do not put too high an esliraaie on this work. We are not cognizant of the exi.•^tence

of a parallel work. Its value will be apparent to our readers from the skeJch of its conlems above given.

We strongly recommend it lo all who are engaged either in practical medicine, or more exclusively with

its literature.

—

London Medical Gazette.

A very useful work, and a most complete compendium on the subject of materia medica. We know of no
work in our language, or any oilier, so comprehensive in all its details

—

London Lancet.

The vast collection of formulae which is offered by the compiler of this volume, contains a large number
which will be new to English practitioners, some of them from the novelty of their ingredients, and others

from the unaccuslomed mode in which they are combined; and we doubt not tliat several of these might be

advantageously brought into use. The authority for every formula is given, and the list includes a very nu-

merous assemblage oY Continental, as well as of British and American wriiers of repute. It is, llierefore,

a work to which every practitioner may advantageously resort for hints to increase his stock of remedies

and of forms of prescripiion.

The other indices facilitate reference to every article in the "Formulary ;" and they appear to have been
drawn up with the same care as that which the author has evidently bestowed on every pan of the work.

—

The British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review.
'Vhe work before us is all that it professes to be. viz.: "a compendious collection of formute and pharma-

ceuiic processes." It is such a work as was much needed, and should be in the hands of every practitioner

wlio is in the habit of compounding medicines.— 2V«n.5i/Zfanirt Jl/frff'caZ Jbwr>ja/.

Tills seems to be a very comprehensive work, so far as the range of its articles and combinations is con-

cerned, with a commendable degree of brevity and condensation In their explanation.
It cannot fiiil to be a useful and convenient book of reference to the two classes of persons to whom it

particularly commends itself in the title-page.— TAe N. \V. Medical and Surgical Joiirnal

It contains so much information that we very cheerfully recommend it lo the profession.— C/iarZes«o?i Med.
Journal.
Well adapted to supply the actual wants of a numerous and varied class of persons.— JV. Y. Journal qf

Medicine.

CHRISTISON & aRIFFITH'S DISPENSATORY,—(A ISTew Work.)

A DISPENSATORY,
OR, COJinXENTARY ON THE PM ARMACOPCEIAS OF GREAT BRIPAIN AND THE UNITED

STATES: CO.VIPKISING THE NATURAL HISTORY, DESCRirTION, CHEMISTRY,
PHARMACY, ACTIONS, USES, AND DOSES OF THE ARTICLES OF

THE ISIATERIA iVIEDICA.

BY ROBERT CHRISTISON, M. D., V. P. R. S. E.,

President of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh ; Professor of Materia Medica in the University
of Edinburgh, etc.

Second Edition, Revised and Improved,
WITH A SUPPLEMENT CONTAINING THE MOST IMPORTANT NEW REMEDIES.

WITH COPIOUS ADDITIONS,
AND TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN LARGE WOOD ENGRAVINGS.

BY R. EGLESFELD GRIFFITH, M. D.,
Author of "A iMedxal Botany,'" eic.

In one very large and handsome octavo volume, of over one thousand closely printed pages, with

numerons wood-cuts, beautifully printed on line white paper, presenting an immense
quantity of matter at an unusually low price.

It is enough to say tliat it appears to us as perfect as a Dispensatory, in the present state of pharmaceuti-
cal science, could be made.

—

The Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

C^JSSOJV'S S'WJ\''0I'SIS-(jyou) Sead^.)

SYNOPSUTOF THE

CQURaE or LEGTUllS M MiTEHIA ISBIOi AND !

Delivered in the Ualversity of PennsyA ania.

BY JOSEPH CARSON, M. D.,

Professor of IVIateria Medica and Pliarmacy in the University of Pennsylvania.

In one very neat octavo volume of 208 pages.

This work, containing a rapid but thorough outline nf tlie very extensive subjects under consideration, will
be found useful, not only for the mairiculunts and graduates of ihe institution lor whom it is more particu-
larly intended, but also for those of the profession who may desire to recall their former studies.

THE THREE KINDS OF. COD-LIVER OIL,
Comparatively considered, with their Chemical and Therapeutic Properties, by L. J. DE JONGH,
M. D. Translated, with an Appendi.x and Cases, by EDWARD CAREY, M.D. To which is

added an article on the subject from " Dunglison on New Remedies." In one small 12mo.
volume, extra cloth.
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DUNGLISON'S THERAPEUTICS.
]VE1¥ AWB> IMPROVED EBJlTIO.lf.— (ILatcIy Issued.)

GENERAL THERAPEUTICrAND MATERIA MEDICA;
ADAPTED FOR A MEDICAL TEXT-BOOK,

BY KOBLEY DUNaLISON, M. D.,
Professor of Institutes of Medicine, &c., in Jefferson Medical College; Late Professor of Materia Medica,&c.

in the Universities of Maryland and Virginia, and in Jefferson Medical College.

FOURTH EDITION, MUCH IMPROVED.

With One Hundred and Eighty-tAvo Illustrations.

In two large and handsomely printed octavo volumes.

The present edition of this standard work has been subjected to a thorough revision both as re-

gards style and matter, and has thus been rendered a more complete exponent than heretofore of
the existing state of knowledge on the important subjects of which it treats. The favor with which
the former editions have everywhere been received seemed to demand that the present should be
rendered still more worthy of the patronage of tlie profession, and of the medical student in particu-

lar, for whose use more especially it is proposed; while the number of impressions through which
it has passed has enabled the author so to improve it as to enable him to present it with some de-
gree of confidence as well adapted to the purposes for which it is intended. In the present edition,

the remedial agents of recent introduction have been inserted in their appropriate places ; the

number of illustrations has been greatly increased, and a copious index of diseases and remedies
has been appended, improvements which can scarcely fail to add to the value of the work to the
therapeutical inquirer.

The publishers, therefore, confidently present the work as it now stands to the notice of the
practitioner as a trustworthy book of reference, and to the student, for whom it was more especially
prepared, as a full and reliable text-book on General Therapeutics and Materia Medica.
Notwithstanding the increase in size and number of illustrations, and the improvements in the

mechanical execution of the work, its price has not been increased.

In this work of Dr. Duuglison, we recognize the same untiring industry in the collection and embodying of
facts on the several subjects of which he treats, that has herelolore distinguished him, and we cheerfully
point to these volumes, as two of the most interesting that we kjiow of In noticing the additions to this, the
fourth edition, there is very little in the periodical or annual literature of the profession, puljlished in ihe in-

terval which has elapsed since the issue of the first, that has escaped the careful search of the author. As
a book for reference, it is invaluable.— Charleston Med. Journal and Revittc.

Iimay be said to be the work now upon the subjects upon wliich it treats.— Western Lancet.
As a text book for students, for whom it is particularly designed, we know of none superior to it.— St.

Lotiis Medical and Surgical Journal.
It purports to be a new edition, hut it is rather a new book, so greatly has it been improved bolh in the

amount and quality of the matter which it contains.

—

N. O. Medical and Surgical Journal.
We bespeak for this edition iVom the profession an increase of patronage over any of its former ones, on

account of its increased merit.—JV. y. Journal of Medicine.
We consider this work unequalled.— i>osto/i Med. and Surg. Journal.

NEW AND MUCH IMPROVED EDITION—Brought up to 1851 (Just Issued.)

NEW ME~MEDIES,
WITH FORMUL/E FOR THEIR ADMINISTRATION.

BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON, M. D.,
PROFESSOR OF THE INSTITUTES OF MEDICINE, ETC. IN THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA.

Sixth Edition, •with extensive Additions.

In one very large octavo volume, of over seven hundred and fifty pages.

The fact that this work has rapidly passed to a SIXTH EDITION is sufficient proof that it has supplied a
desideratum to the protession in presenting- them with a clear and succinct account of all new and impor-
tant additions to the materia medica. and novel applications of old remedial agents. In the preparation of
the present edition, the author has shrunk from no labor to render the volume worthy of a continuance of the
favor with which it has lieen received, as is sufhcienlly shown by the increase of about one hundred pages
in the size of the work. The necessity of such large additions arises from 'he fact that the last few years
have been rich in valuable gifts to Therapeutics; and amongst these, ether, chlorolbrm, and other so called
anceslheties, are worthy of special attention. They have been introduced since ihe appearance of the last
ediiioii of the " New Remediks." Other articles have been proposed for the first time, and the experience of
observers has added numerous interesting facts to our knowledge of the virtues of remedial agents pre-
viously employed.
The therapeutical agents now first admitted into this work, some of which have been newly introduced

into pharmacology, and the old agents l)rought prominently forward with novel applications, and which may
coll^equelllly be regarded as New Remedies, are the ibllowing :— Adan=onia digiiata. Benzoate of Ammonia,
Valerianate of Bismuth, Sulphate of Cadmium, Chlorolorm, Collodion, Cuniharidal Collodion. Cotyledon Um-
bilicus, Sulphuric Ether, Strong Chloric Ether, Conipound Ether, Hura Braziliensis, Iberis Amara, Iodic
Acid, Iodide of Cliloride of Mercury, Powdered Iron, Citrate of Magnetic Oxide of Iron, Citrate of Iron and
Magnesia, Sulphate of Iron and Alumina, Tannate of Iron, Valerianate of Iron, Nitrate of Lead, Lemon
Juice, Citrate of Magnesia, Salts of Manganese, Oleum Cadinum, Arsenite of CViinia,Hydriodate of Iron and
Quinia, Sanicula Marilandica, and Surnbul.
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MOHR, REDWOOD, AND PROCTER'S PHARBIACY.-Iiately Issued.

PEACTICAL~PHARMACY.
COMPRISING THE ARRANGEMENTS, APPARATUS, AND MANIPULATIONS OF THE

PHARMACEUTICAL SHOP AND LABORATORY.
BY FRANCIS MOHR, Ph. D.,

Assessor Pharmacias of the Royal Prussian College of xMedicine, Coblentz;

AND THEOPHILUS REDWOOD,
Professor of Pharmacy in the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

EDITED, WITH EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS, BY PROFESSOR WILLIAM PROCTER,
Of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy.

In one handsomely printed octavo volume, of 570 pages, with over 500 engravings on wood.

To physicians in the country, and those at a distance from competent pharmaceutists, as well as

to apothecaries, this worlc will be found of great value, as embodying much important information

which is to be met with in no other American publication.

Afier a pretty thorough examination, we can recommend it as a highly useful book, which should
be in the hands of every apothecary. Although no instruction of this kind will enable the beginner to

acquire that practical skill and readiness which experience only can confer, we believe that this work will

much facilitate their acquisition, by indicating means for the removal of difficulties as they occur, and sug-
gesting methods of operation in conducting pharmaceutic processes which the experimenter would only
hit upon after many unsuccessful trials; while there are few pharmaceutists, of however extensive expe-
rience, who will not find in it valuable hints that they can turn to use in conducting the atfairs of the shop
and laboratory. The mechanical execution of the work is in a style of unusual excellence. It contains
about five hundred and seventy large octavo pages, handsomely printed on good paper, and illustrated by
over five hundred remarkably well executed wood-cuts of chemical and pharmaceutical apparatus. It

comprises the whole of Mohr and Redwood's book, as published in London, rearranged and classified by
the American editor, who has added much valuable new matter, which has increased the size of the book
more than one- fourth, including about one hundred additional wood-cuts.— The American Journ. of Pharmacy.

It is a book, however, which will be in the hands of almost every one who is much interested in pharma-
ceutical operations, as we knowof no other publication so well calculated to fill a void long felt.— The Medi-
cal 'Examiner.
The country practitioner who is obliged to dispense his own medicines, will find it a most valuable assist-

ant.— Mp)!//iii/ Journal and Retrospect.

The book is strictly practical, and describes only manipulations or methods of performing the numerous
processes the pharmaceutist has to go through, in the preparation and manufacture of medicines, together

with all the apparatus and fixtures necessary thereto. On these matters, this work is very full and com-
plete, and details, in a style uncommonly clear and lucid, not only the more complicated and difficult pro-
cesses, but those not less important ones, the most simple and common. The volume is an octavo of five

hundred and seventy-six pages. It is elegantly illustrated with a multitude of neat wood engravings, and
is unexceptionable iti- its whole typographical appearance and execution. We take great satisfaction in

commending this so much needed treatise, not only to those for whom it is more specially designed, but to

the medical profession generally— to every one, who, in his practice, has occasion to prepare, as well as ad-
minister medical agents.

—

Buffalo Medical Journal.

j\*£ u^ ^j\-ja cojapiiJETjE jajEnicai, BOT^JVi^.

OR, A DESCRIPTION OF ALL THE MORE IMPORTANT PLANTS USED IN MEDICINE. AND

OF THEIR PROPERTIES. USES. AND MOOES OF ADMINISTRATION.

BY R. EGLESFELD GRIFFITH, M. D., &c. &c.

In one large 8vo. vol. of 704 pages, handsomely printed, with nearly 350 illustrations on wood.

One of the greatest acquisitions to American medical literature. It should by all means be introduced at

the very earliest period, into our medical schools, and occupy a place in the library of every physician in the
\yi\v\.— Soxnhioestern Medical Advocate.

Adinirahly calculated for the physician and student—we have seen no work which promises greater ad-
vantages to the profession —N. O. Medical and Surgical Jouryial.

One of the few books which supply a positive dtficiency in our medical literature.— Western Lancet.
We hope the day is not distant when this work will not only be a text-book in every medical school and

college in the Union, but find a place in the library of every private practitioner.— iV. Y. Journ. of Medicine.

ELLIS'S MEDICAL FORMULARY.—Improved Edition.

THE MEDICAL FORMULARY:
BEING A COLLECTION OF PRESCRIPTIONS, DERIVED FROVI THE WTtlTINGS AND PRACTICE OF MANY OF THE MOST

EMINENT PHYSICIANS OF AMERICA AND EUROPE.

To which is added an Appendix, containing the usual Dietetic Preparations and Antidotes for Poisons.

THE WHOLE ACCOMPANIED WITH A FEW BRIEF PHARMACEUTIC AND MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS.

BY BENJAMIN ELLIS, M. D.

NINTH EDITION, CORRECTED AND EXTENDED, BY SAMUEL GEORGE MORTON, M. D.

In one neat octavo volume of 268 pages.

CARPENTER ON ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS.-(A New Work.)

A Prize Essay on the Use of Alcoholic Liquors in Health and Disease. By William B. Carpenter,

M. D., author of " Principles of Human Physiology," &c. In one 12mo. volume.
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KEW AND IMPROVED EDITIOX—(lately Issued.)

ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY,
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

BY GEOPtGE FOWNES, Pu. D.,
Chemical Lecturer in the IMiddlesex Hospital ftledical School, &c. &c.

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.
THIRD AMERICAN, FROM A LATE LONDON EDITION. EDITED, WITH ADDITIONS,

BY ROBERT BRIDGES, M. D.,
ProTessor of General and Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, &c. &e.

In one large royal 12mo. vol., of over 500 pages, with about 180 wood-cuts, sheep or extra cloth.

At the time of his death, Professor Fownes had just completed the revision of this work for his

third edition, and, at his request. Dr. H. Bence Jones undertook the office of seeing it through the

press, and making such additions in the department of Animal Chemistry as were rendered neces-

sary by the numerous discoveries daily making in that branch of the science. The task of the

American editor, therefore, has merely been to add such new matter as may since have appeared,

and to adapt tlie whole to the wants of the American student, by appending in the form of notes

such points of interest as would be calculated to retain the position which the original has so justly

obtained, and to maintain it on an equality with the rapid advance of chemical science. It will,

therefore, be found considerably enlarged and greatly improved. Notwithstanding its increase in

size, it has been kept at its former extremely low price, and may now be considered as one of the

CHEAPEST TEXT-BOORS ON CHEMISTRY NOW EXTANT.
The work of JJr. Fowiies has long been before the public, and its merits have been fully appreciated as

the bf-st text-hook on Chemistry now in existence. We do not, of course, place it in a rank superior to the

works of Brande, Graham, Turner, Gregory, or Graelin, but we say thai, as a work for siudeais,it is profeF-

alile lo any of them.— -Lonrfon Journal of Medicine.
The rapid sale of this Manual evinces its adaptation to the wants of the student of chemistry, whilst the

well known merits of its lamented author have constituted a guarantee for its value, as a faithful exposition

of the general principles and most important facts of the science to which it professes to be an introduction.

We have only lo add, that Dr Bence Jones appears lo have performed his editorial ta?k most thoroughly,

the want of the author's final supervision being nowhere discoverable.— The Britiih arid Foreign Medico-
Chiruraical Review.
A work well adapted to ihe wants of ihe student. It is an excellent exposition of the- chief doctrines and

facts of modern chemistry, originally intended as a guide lo the lectures of the author, corrected by his own
hand shortly before his death in lb49 and recently revised by Dr. Bence Jones, who has made some additions

lo the chapter on animal chemistry. Although not intended to supersede the more extended treatises on
chemistry, Professor Fownes' Manual may, we think, be ol'ien used as a work of referehce, even by those

advanced in the study, who may be desirous of refreshing their memory on some forgotten point. The size

of the work, and still more the condensed yet perspicuous style in which it is written, absolve il from the

charges very properly urged against most manuals termed popular, viz., of omitting details of indispensable

importance, of avoiding technical difficulties; instead of explaining them, and of treating subjects of high sci-

entific interestiji an unscientific vi'ay.

—

Edinburgh Monthlxj Journal of Medical Science.

BOWMAN'S MEDICAL CHEMISTRY- (Lately Issued.)

PRAGTI^SAL HAimOOE OF MEDICAL OHEMISTRY.
BY JOHN E. BOWMAN, M. D.

In one neat volume, royal 12mo., with numerous illustrations.

We cannot too highly commend the very elaborate, yet clear and distinct manner, in which the appear-
ances of these tiuid.s, and their variations in disease, are described. To the practitioner, the book is specially

refiominended, as giving a very clear account of many chemical matters, which must be ever comnig before

him m his daily practice. Every practitioner, and every student of clinical medicine, should endeavor lo

eiiiich his collection of books wiih iMr. Bowman's little volume.

—

London Journal of Medicine.

Mr. Bowman has succeeded in supplying a desideratum in medical literature. In ilie little volume before

us, he has given a concise but comprehensive account of all matters in chemistry which the man in practice

may desire to know.

—

Lancet.

ET TME SAME AUTSSOR—(Irately Issued.)

MTRODUGTION TO PRACTICAL GHEMiSTRY, Including Analysis.
With Kumerous Illustrations. In one neat volume, royal 12mo,

GARDNER'S MEDICAL CHEMISTRY.

MEDICAL c'hEMISTRY,
FOR THE USE OF S T U.D E N T S AND THE PROFESSION:

BEING A MANUAL OF THE SCIENXE. WITH ITS APPLICATION'S TO TOXICOLOGY,
PHYSIOLOGY, THERAPEUTICS, HYGIENE, &c.

BY D. PEEEIRA GARDNER, M. D.
In one handsome royal 12mo. volume, with illustrations.

K"ew Edition, Preparing.—THE ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY.
INCLUDING THK APPLICATION OF THK SCIENCE TO THE ARTS. WITH NUMERODS ILLUSTRATIOKS.

BY THOMAS GRAHAM, F. R. S., L. E. &. D.
With Notes and Additions by ROBERT BRIDGES, M. D., &e. &c.

SIMON'S ANIMAL CHEMISTRIT, with Reference to the Physiology and Pathology
of Man. By G. E. Dat. One vol. 8v«., 700 pages
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T^YLOW S JflEDIClSj JUUISPUUIiEJTCE.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.
BY ALFRED S. TAYLOR,

SECOND AMERICAN, FROM THE THIRD AND ENLAEGhD LONDON EDITION.

Wiih numerous Notes and Additions, and References to American Practice and Law,

BY R. E. GRIFFITH, M. D.
In one large octavo volume.

This work haa been much enlarged by the author, and may now be considered as the standard

authority on the subject, both in England and this country. It has been thoroughly revised, in

this edition, and completely brought up to the day with reference to the most recent investigations

and decisions. No further evidence of its popularity is needed than the fact of its having, in the

ehort time that has elapsed since it originally appeared, passed to three editions in England, and

two in the United States.

We rei'ommeiul Mr. Taylor's work as the ablest, most comprehensive, and, above alt, the most practically

nseful book wluoh exists on ihe sul).iect of legfal medicine. Any man of sound judgment, who ha? mastered
the coiileius of Taylor's ' Medical Jurisprudence," may go iiilo a court of law wiih the most perfect confi-

dence of being aide lo acquit himself creditably,—Medico- Chirurgical Review.
The irio?t elaliorate and complcle work that lias yet appeared. It contains an immense quantity of cases

lately tried, which cntiUe it lo be considered wlial Beck was in its day.

—

Dublin Medical Journal.

TiiirZiOR ON Foisosrs.

ON P 0~I S O M S,
IN RELATION TO mEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE AND MEDICINE.

BY ALFRED S. TAYLOR, F. R. S., &c.

Edited, with Notes and Additions, BY R. E. GRIFFITH, M. D.
In one large octavo volume, of 688 pages.

The most elatmrale work on the subject that our literature possesses.— £r/«.anrf For. Medico- Chirur Review.

One of ilie most prnctical and trustworthy woiks on Poison.s m our language — WeUern Journal of Med.
It contains a vast body of l'a,-ts, which embrace ail that is imporlaiii in toxicology, all that is necessary lo

the guidance of the medical jurist, and all thai can be desired by the lawyer.—ilfo/ico-CAiVwrg'/ca/ Revieto.

It IS. so far as our knowledge extends, incomparably the best upon the sul'jecl ; in the liighesi degree credit-

able to Ihe author, entirely truslwonhy, and indispensable to the siudenl and praciilioner.— iV. Y. Annalist.

BrikI.B ON H2AIjTH-NO'W BEADIT.

THE LAWS OF HEALTH IN hYlATIOM TQ HMD AM BODY.
A SERIES OF LETTERS FROM AN OLD PRACTITIONER TO A PATIENT.

BY LIONEL JOHN BEALE, M. R. C. S.., &c.
In one handsome volume, royal 12mo., extra cloth.

The 'Laws of Health," 111 relation to mifd and body, is a liook which wdl convey much instruction to

non pro i-s>i nai readers; ihey may, from these letters, glean the principles upon which young persons
should be eddcaied and derive much useful inlbrmalion, which will apply lo the pieservaiiou of healih at

all ages.—JUed. Times.

GREGORY ON ANIMAL MAGNETISM -(Now Ready.)

LETTERS TO A CANDID ENQUIR.ER

0£SCRIPT10N AND ANALYSIS OF THE PHENOMENA.. DETAILS OF FACTS AND CASES,

BY WILLIAM GREGORY, M. D., F. R. S. E.,
Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh, &c.

In one neat volume, royal 12mo., extra cloth.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

VOLUME I. FOR 184S, VOL. II. FOR 1S49, VOL. III. FOR ls50.
Large octavo, extra cloth, or paper covers for mailing.

Any volume sold separate, or tlie -tvliole in sets at a reduced prlce«

35" Orders lor the supply of Medical Societies should be sent direct to the Treasurer of the .(\»-

sociaiion, Isaac Hays, M. D., care of Blanchard & Lea, with the amount enclosed.

DUNGLISON ON HUMAN HEALTH —HUMAN HEALTH, orthe Influence of Almo^pherennd Locality,
Change Oi Air;iiicl Cliinaie, Seasons. Food, Clolliing, Bathing, Exercise. Sleep \.e.&e.iVc. on lieallhy
man; coMsiiiutni^ Kleineiits of Hygiene. Second edition, with many moditicaiions and additions. By
Roliley Diiiii^U-oii. M. D &c. &.C. In one octavo volume, of 4!;4 pajes

DUN(;i.l><)N»* MEDICAL isTUDEN T.—Tne Medical Student,or Aids to Ihe Study of Medicine. Revised
and Mollified Kdiiion I vol. royal 12mo . extra cloih. 312 pp

BARTLI'J'I's P IILOSOPHV OF MEDICINE—An Essay on the Philosophy of Medical Science. In
one liHiid-oine Svo volume 312 pp.

BARi[,l';i T ON CERI'AINTY IN MEDICINE-An Inquiry into the Degree of Certainly ia Medicine,
and into the Nature and Extent of its Power over Disease. In one vol. royal 12ino. 8i pp.
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THE GREAT AMERICAN MEDICAL DICTIONARY.
New aud Enlarged Edition, broiit^ht up to October, 1851.

NO"W HEiLDY.

7

A DICTIONARY OF MEDICAL SCIENCE,
Containing a Concise Explanation of the larious Subjects and Terms of

PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, HYGIENE, THERAPEUTICS, PHARMACOLOGY, OB-
STETRICS, MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, &o.

fVITM THE FRE]VC1I ANU OTHER SYKOIVYMES.
NOTICES OF CLIMATE AND OP CELEBRATED MINERAL WATERS;

Formulse for various Officinal, Empirical, and Dietetic Preparations, &c.

BY llOBLEY DUNGLISON, M. D.,
Professor of Inslitules of Medicine, itc, in Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, &c.

EIGHTH EDITION,
REVISED AND GREATLY ENLARGED.

In one very thick 8vo. vol., of 927 large double-columned pages, strongly bound, with raised bands.

Every successive edition of this work bears tlie marks of the industry of the author, and of his determina-
tion to keep it fully on a level with the most advanced state of medical science. Thus the last two editions
coniamed about mne tholsand subjecs and terms not comprised in the one immediately preceding, and the
present has not less than Focra thousand not in any former edition. As a complete Medical Dictionary;
ihereforo, embracing over fifty thousand definitions^ in all the branches of the science, it is presented as
meriting a continuance of the great favor aud popularity which have carried it, within no very long space of
lime, to an eiglith edition.

Every precaution has been taken in the preparation of the present volume, to render its mechanical exe-
cution and ly^wgraphical accurac)' worthy of its extended reputation and universal use. The very exten-
sive additions have been accommodated, without materially increasing the bulk of the volume, by the employ-
ment of a small but exceedingly clear type, cast for this purpose. The press has been watched with great
care, and every effort used to insure the verbal accuracy so necessary to a work of this nature. The whole
is printed on fine white paper; and while thus exhibiiing in every respect so great an improvement over
former issues, ii is presented at the original exceedingly low price.

A few notices of former editions are subjoined.

Dr. Dunglison's Lexicon has the rare merit that it certainly has no rival in the English language for ac-
curacy aud extent of references. The terms generally include short physiological and pathological des-
criptions, so that, as the author justly observes, the reader does not possess in this work a mere dictionary,
but a book, which, while it instructs him in medical etymology, furnishes him with a large amount of useful
information. That we are not over-estimating the merits of this publication, is proved by the fact that we
have now before us the seventh edition. This, at any rate, shows that the author's labors have been pro-
perly appreciated by his own countrymen ; and we can only confirm their judgment, by recommending this
most useful volume to the notice of our cisatlantic readers. No medical library will be complete without it.

— The London Med. Gazette.
It is certainly more complete and comprehensive than any with which we are acquainted in the English

language. Few, in fact, could be found better qualified than Dr. Dunglison for the production of such a work.
Learned, industrious, persevering, and accurate, he brings to the task all the peculiar talents necessary for

its successful performance : while, at the same time, his familiarity with the writings of the ancient and
modern " mjislers ofour art," renders him skilful to note the exact usage of the several terms of science, and
the various modifications which medical terminology has undergone with the change of theories or the pro-
gress of improvement.

—

American Journal of the Medical Sciences.
One of the most complete and copious known to the cultivators of medical science.

—

Boston Med. Journal.
This most complete Medical Lexicon—certainly one of the best works of the kind in the language.

—

Charleston Medical Journal.
The most complete I\Iedical Dictionary in the English language.— Western Lancet.
Dr. Dunglison's Dictionary has not its superior, if indeed its equal, in the English language.— Si. Xouii

Med. and Surg. Journal.
Familiar with nearly all the medical dictionaries now in print, we consider the one before us the most

complete, and an indispensable adjunct to every medical library.

—

British American Medical Journal.
Admitted by all good judges, both in this country and in Europe, to be equal, and in many respects superior

to any other work of the kind yet published.

—

Northwestern Medical and Surgical Jojirnal.
AV'e repeat our former declaration that this is the best Medical Dictionary in the English language.

—

Western Lancet.
We have no hesitation to pronounce it the very best Medical Dictionary now extant.

—

Southern ifledical

and Surgical Journal.
The most comprehensive and best English Dictionary of medical terms extant.

—

Buffalo Med. JournaL
Whence the terms have all been derived we find it rather difficult to imagine. We can only say that,

after looking for every new and strange word we could think of, we have not been disappointed in regard to

more than a few of most recent introduction, such as the designations given by Professor Owen to llie com-
ponent parts of a Vertebra.—.Bn^/sA and Foreign Medico- Chirurgical Review.

Dr. Dunglison's masterpiece of literary labor.—JV. 1". Journal of Medicine.

HOBLYN'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY.

A OiOTiONARY OF THE TER^^S USED IN MEDICINE
AND THE COLLATERAL SCIENCES.

BY RICHAllD D. HOBLYN, A. M., Oxon.
REVISED, WITH NUMEROUS ADDITIONS, FROM THE SECOND LONDON EDITION,

BY ISAAC HAYS, M. D., &c. In one large royal 12mo. volume of 402 pages, double columns.

We cannot loo strongly recommend this small and cheap volume to the library of every student and pra»-
titione r.

—

Medico- Ch irurgica I Review.
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